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Tab 1

Authorization

Florida Department of State
RON DESANTIS

LAUREL LEE

Governor

Secretary of State

March 8, 2019

Financial Impact Estimating Conference
c/o Amy Baker, Coordinator
Office of Economic and Demographic Research
111 West Madison Street, Ste. 574
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6588
Dear Ms. Baker:
Section 15.21, Florida Statutes, provides that the Secretary of State shall submit an initiative petition
to the Financial Impact Estimating Conference when a sponsoring political committee has met the
registration, petition form submission and signature criteria set forth in that section.
The criteria in section 15.21, Florida Statutes, has now been met for the initiative petition titled Raising
Florida's Minimum Wage, Serial Number 18-01. Therefore, I am submitting the proposed constitutional
amendment petition form, along with a status update for the initiative petition, and a chart that
provides a statewide signature count and count by congressional districts.

Laurel Lee
Secretary of State
LL/am/ljr
pc: John Morgan, Chairperson, Florida For A Fair Wage
Enclosures

R.A. Gray Building • 500 South Bronough Street • Tallahassee, Florida 32399
850.245.6500 • 850.245.6125 (Fax) • DOS.MyFlorida.com

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PETITION FORM
Note:
• All information on this form, including your signature, becomes a public record upon receipt by the Supervisor of Elections.
• Under Florida law, it is a first degree misdemeanor, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.08, Florida Statutes, to knowingly sign
more than one petition for an issue. [Section 104.185, Florida Statutes].
• If all requested information on this form is not completed, the form will not be valid.

Your name
Please print name as it appears on your Voter Information Card

Your address____________________________________________________________________________________
City_____________________________Zip________________ County_____________________________________
Voter Registration Number____________________________

OR Date of Birth___________________________

□ Please change my legal residence address on my voter registration record to the above residence address (check box, if applicable).
I am a registered voter of Florida and hereby petition the Secretary of State to place the following proposed amendment to the Florida Constitution on
the ballot in the general election:

BALLOT TITLE: Raising Florida’s Minimum Wage
BALLOT SUMMARY: Raises minimum wage to $10.00 per hour effective September 30th, 2021. Each September 30th
thereafter, minimum wage shall increase by $1.00 per hour until the minimum wage reaches $15.00 per hour on September 30th,
2026. From that point forward, future minimum wage increases shall revert to being adjusted annually for inflation starting
September 30th, 2027.
ARTICLE AND SECTION BEING AMENDED OR CREATED: Article X, Section 24
Full text of proposed constitutional amendment is as follows:
ARTICLE X, SECTION 24. Florida minimum wage.—
(c)
MINIMUM WAGE.
Employers shall pay Employees Wages no less than the Minimum Wage for all hours worked in Florida. Six
months after enactment, the Minimum Wage shall be established at an hourly rate of $6.15. Effective September 30th, 2021, the existing state
Minimum Wage shall increase to $10.00 per hour, and then increase each September 30th thereafter by $1.00 per hour, until the Minimum
Wage reaches $15.00 per hour on September 30th, 2026. On September 30th of 2027 that year and on each following September 30th, the
state Agency for Workforce Innovation shall calculate an adjusted Minimum Wage rate by increasing the current Minimum Wage rate by the rate
of inflation during the twelve months prior to each September 1st using the consumer price index for urban wage earners and clerical workers,
CPI-W, or a successor index as calculated by the United States Department of Labor. Each adjusted Minimum Wage rate calculated shall be
published and take effect on the following January 1st. For tipped Employees meeting eligibility requirements for the tip credit under the FLSA,
Employers may credit towards satisfaction of the Minimum Wage tips up to the amount of the allowable FLSA tip credit in 2003.

X
DATE OF SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE OF REGISTERED VOTER

Initiative petition sponsored by Florida for a Fair Wage, 6619 S. Dixie Highway, #148, Miami, FL 33143

Attachment for Initiative Petition
Raising Florida’s Minimum Wage
Serial Number 18-01
Name and address of the sponsor of the initiative petition:
John Morgan, Chairperson
Florida For A Fair Wage
20 North Orange Avenue
Suite 1600
Orlando, FL 32801
Name and address of the sponsor’s attorney, if the sponsor is represented:
Unknown
A statement as to whether the sponsor has obtained the requisite number of
signatures on the initiative petition to have the proposed amendment put on the
ballot: As of March 8, 2019, the sponsor has not obtained the requisite number of
signatures to have the proposed amendment placed on the ballot. A total of 766,200
valid signatures are required for placement on the 2020 general election ballot.
If the sponsor has not obtained the requisite number of signatures on the
initiative petition to have the proposed amendment put on the ballot, the
current status of the signature-collection process: As of March 8, 2019,
Supervisors of Elections have certified a total of 87,528 valid petition signatures to
the Division of Elections for this initiative petition. This number represents more
than 10% of the total number of valid signatures needed from electors statewide and
in at least one-fourth of the congressional districts in order to have the initiative
placed on the 2020 general election ballot.
The date of the election during which the sponsor is planning to submit the
proposed amendment to the voters: Unknown. The earliest date of election that
this proposed amendment can be placed on the ballot is November 3,2020, provided
the sponsor successfully obtains the requisite number of valid signatures by
February 1, 2020.
The last possible date that the ballot for the target election can be printed in
order to be ready for the election: Unknown
A statement identifying the date by which the Financial Impact Statement will
be filed, if the Financial Impact Statement is not filed concurrently with the
request: The Secretary of State forwarded a letter to the Financial Impact
Estimating Conference in the care of the coordinator on March 8, 2019.
The names and complete mailing addresses of all of the parties who are to be
served: This information is unknown at this time.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DIVISION OF ELECTIONS

SUMMARY OF PETITION SIGNATURES
Political Committee: Florida For A Fair Wage
Amendment Title: Raising Florida’s Minimum Wage

Voting Electors
in 2016
Presidential Election

For Review
10% of 8% Required
By Section 15.21
Florida Statutes

For Ballot
8% Required By
Article XI, Section 3
Florida Constitution

FIRST

386,504

3,093

30,921

81

SECOND

360,098

2,881

28,808

1,406

THIRD

356,715

2,854

28,538

1,836

FOURTH

428,190

3,426

34,256

1,598

FIFTH

316,115

2,529

25,290

6,044

SIXTH

385,918

3,088

30,874

7,073

SEVENTH

370,466

2,964

29,638

6,049

EIGHTH

409,569

3,277

32,766

3,969

NINTH

362,593

2,901

29,008

4,191

TENTH

320,548

2,565

25,644

6,790

ELEVENTH

417,253

3,339

33,381

2,836

TWELFTH

386,775

3,095

30,942

3,902

THIRTEENTH

367,818

2,943

29,426

4,546

FOURTEENTH

336,289

2,691

26,904

7,884

FIFTEENTH

340,331

2,723

27,227

3,243

SIXTEENTH

403,805

3,231

32,305

4,915

SEVENTEENTH

360,061

2,881

28,805

798

EIGHTEENTH

388,772

3,111

31,102

643

NINETEENTH

389,415

3,116

31,154

446

TWENTIETH

291,984

2,336

23,359

5,457

TWENTY-FIRST

355,842

2,847

28,468

961

TWENTY-SECOND

361,305

2,891

28,905

3,872

TWENTY-THIRD

342,784

2,743

27,423

4,238

TWENTY-FOURTH

269,446

2,156

21,556

2,969

TWENTY-FIFTH

269,983

2,160

21,599

421

TWENTY-SIXTH

294,742

2,358

23,580

689

TWENTY-SEVENTH

304,012

2,433

24,321

671

9,577,333

76,632

766,200

87,528

Congressional
District

TOTAL:

Date: 3/8/2019 11:50:49 AM

Signatures
Certified

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PETITION FORM

Note:
• All information on this form, including your signature, becomes a public record upon receipt by the Supervisor of Elections.
• Under Florida law, it is a first degree misdemeanor, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.08, Florida Statutes, to knowingly sign
more than one petition for an issue. [Section 104.185, Florida Statutes].
• If all requested information on this form is not completed, the form will not be valid.

Your name___________________________________________________________________________________
Please print name as it appears on your Voter Information Card

Your address_________________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________Zip________________County____________________________________
Voter Registration Number____________________________ OR Date of Birth __________________________
☐ Please change my legal residence address on my voter registration record to the above residence address (check box, if applicable).
I am a registered voter of Florida and hereby petition the Secretary of State to place the following proposed amendment to the Florida Constitution on
the ballot in the general election:

BALLOT TITLE: Raising Florida’s Minimum Wage
BALLOT SUMMARY: Raises minimum wage to $10.00 per hour effective September 30th, 2021. Each September 30th
thereafter, minimum wage shall increase by $1.00 per hour until the minimum wage reaches $15.00 per hour on September 30th,
2026. From that point forward, future minimum wage increases shall revert to being adjusted annually for inflation starting
September 30th, 2027.
ARTICLE AND SECTION BEING AMENDED OR CREATED: Article X, Section 24
Full text of proposed constitutional amendment is as follows:
ARTICLE X, SECTION 24. Florida minimum wage.—
(c)
MINIMUM WAGE.
Employers shall pay Employees Wages no less than the Minimum Wage for all hours worked in Florida. Six
months after enactment, the Minimum Wage shall be established at an hourly rate of $6.15. Effective September 30th, 2021, the existing state
Minimum Wage shall increase to $10.00 per hour, and then increase each September 30th thereafter by $1.00 per hour, until the Minimum
Wage reaches $15.00 per hour on September 30th, 2026. On September 30th of 2027 that year and on each following September 30th, the
state Agency for Workforce Innovation shall calculate an adjusted Minimum Wage rate by increasing the current Minimum Wage rate by the rate
of inflation during the twelve months prior to each September 1st using the consumer price index for urban wage earners and clerical workers,
CPI-W, or a successor index as calculated by the United States Department of Labor. Each adjusted Minimum Wage rate calculated shall be
published and take effect on the following January 1st. For tipped Employees meeting eligibility requirements for the tip credit under the FLSA,
Employers may credit towards satisfaction of the Minimum Wage tips up to the amount of the allowable FLSA tip credit in 2003.

_____________________
DATE OF SIGNATURE

X_____________________________________________
SIGNATURE OF REGISTERED VOTER

Initiative petition sponsored by Florida for a Fair Wage, 6619 S. Dixie Highway, #148, Miami, FL 33143

RETURN TO:
If paid petition circulator is used:
______________________________________________
Circulator’s name
______________________________________________
Circulator’s address

Florida for a Fair Wage
6619 S. Dixie Highway, #148
Miami, FL 33143
For official use only:

18-01
Serial number __________________
1/10/2018
Date approved _________________
Revised 4/17/2018
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Current Law
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>?@ÿBCDEFGÿBHEFGIJÿKLLÿMNOPQRSÿTLNOQUQ?RVÿ?OWÿWRXQXLWUÿXNÿYWÿZ?QUÿ?ÿ[QRQ[\[ÿM?SWÿX]?XÿQVÿV\^^Q_QWRXÿXNÿZON`QUWÿ?
UW_WRXÿ?RUÿ]W?LX]aÿLQ^Wÿ^NOÿX]W[ÿ?RUÿX]WQOÿ^?[QLQWVbÿX]?XÿZONXW_XVÿX]WQOÿW[ZLNaWOVÿ^ON[ÿ\R^?QOÿLNMcM?SWÿ_N[ZWXQXQNRb
?RUÿX]?XÿUNWVÿRNXÿ^NO_WÿX]W[ÿXNÿOWLaÿNRÿX?dZ?aWOc^\RUWUÿZ\YLQ_ÿVWO`Q_WVÿQRÿNOUWOÿXNÿ?`NQUÿW_NRN[Q_ÿ]?OUV]QZJ
>Y@ÿefTFgFhFHgiJÿKVÿ\VWUÿQRÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXbÿX]WÿXWO[Vÿjf[ZLNaWObkÿjf[ZLNaWWkÿ?RUÿjl?SWkÿV]?LLÿ]?`WÿX]W
[W?RQRSVÿWVX?YLQV]WUÿ\RUWOÿX]Wÿ^WUWO?LÿT?QOÿE?YNOÿiX?RU?OUVÿK_Xÿ>TEiK@ÿ?RUÿQXVÿQ[ZLW[WRXQRSÿOWS\L?XQNRVJ
>_@ÿmFgFmCmÿlKnfJÿf[ZLNaWOVÿV]?LLÿZ?aÿf[ZLNaWWVÿl?SWVÿRNÿLWVVÿX]?RÿX]WÿmQRQ[\[ÿl?SWÿ^NOÿ?LLÿ]N\OVÿMNOPWUÿQR
TLNOQU?JÿiQdÿ[NRX]Vÿ?^XWOÿWR?_X[WRXbÿX]WÿmQRQ[\[ÿl?SWÿV]?LLÿYWÿWVX?YLQV]WUÿ?Xÿ?Rÿ]N\OLaÿO?XWÿN^ÿopJqrJÿHRÿiWZXW[YWO
stX]ÿN^ÿX]?XÿaW?Oÿ?RUÿNRÿW?_]ÿ^NLLNMQRSÿiWZXW[YWOÿstX]bÿX]WÿVX?XWÿKSWR_aÿ^NOÿlNOP^NO_WÿFRRN`?XQNRÿV]?LLÿ_?L_\L?XWÿ?R
?Uu\VXWUÿmQRQ[\[ÿl?SWÿO?XWÿYaÿQR_OW?VQRSÿX]Wÿ_\OOWRXÿmQRQ[\[ÿl?SWÿO?XWÿYaÿX]WÿO?XWÿN^ÿQR^L?XQNRÿU\OQRSÿX]WÿXMWL̀W
[NRX]VÿZOQNOÿXNÿW?_]ÿiWZXW[YWOÿqVXÿ\VQRSÿX]Wÿ_NRV\[WOÿZOQ_WÿQRUWdÿ^NOÿ\OY?RÿM?SWÿW?ORWOVÿ?RUÿ_LWOQ_?LÿMNOPWOVbÿGBFclb
NOÿ?ÿV\__WVVNOÿQRUWdÿ?Vÿ_?L_\L?XWUÿYaÿX]WÿCRQXWUÿiX?XWVÿeWZ?OX[WRXÿN^ÿE?YNOJÿf?_]ÿ?Uu\VXWUÿmQRQ[\[ÿl?SWÿO?XW
_?L_\L?XWUÿV]?LLÿYWÿZ\YLQV]WUÿ?RUÿX?PWÿW^^W_XÿNRÿX]Wÿ^NLLNMQRSÿv?R\?OaÿqVXJÿTNOÿXQZZWUÿf[ZLNaWWVÿ[WWXQRSÿWLQSQYQLQXa
OWw\QOW[WRXVÿ^NOÿX]WÿXQZÿ_OWUQXÿ\RUWOÿX]WÿTEiKbÿf[ZLNaWOVÿ[?aÿ_OWUQXÿXNM?OUVÿV?XQV^?_XQNRÿN^ÿX]WÿmQRQ[\[ÿl?SWÿXQZVÿ\Z
XNÿX]Wÿ?[N\RXÿN^ÿX]Wÿ?LLNM?YLWÿTEiKÿXQZÿ_OWUQXÿQRÿxttsJ
>U@ÿyfhKEFKhFHgÿByHzFDFhfeJÿFXÿV]?LLÿYWÿ\RL?M^\Lÿ^NOÿ?Rÿf[ZLNaWOÿNOÿ?RaÿNX]WOÿZ?OXaÿXNÿUQV_OQ[QR?XWÿQRÿ?Ra
[?RRWOÿNOÿX?PWÿ?U`WOVWÿ?_XQNRÿ?S?QRVXÿ?RaÿZWOVNRÿQRÿOWX?LQ?XQNRÿ^NOÿWdWO_QVQRSÿOQS]XVÿZONXW_XWUÿ\RUWOÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXJ
yQS]XVÿZONXW_XWUÿ\RUWOÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXÿQR_L\UWbÿY\Xÿ?OWÿRNXÿLQ[QXWUÿXNbÿX]WÿOQS]XÿXNÿ^QLWÿ?ÿ_N[ZL?QRXÿNOÿQR^NO[ÿ?Ra
ZWOVNRÿ?YN\Xÿ?RaÿZ?OXa{Vÿ?LLWSWUÿRNR_N[ZLQ?R_WÿMQX]ÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXbÿ?RUÿX]WÿOQS]XÿXNÿQR^NO[ÿ?RaÿZWOVNRÿN^ÿ]QVÿNOÿ]WO
ZNXWRXQ?LÿOQS]XVÿ\RUWOÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXÿ?RUÿXNÿ?VVQVXÿ]Q[ÿNOÿ]WOÿQRÿ?VVWOXQRSÿV\_]ÿOQS]XVJ
>W@ÿfgTHyGfmfghJÿBWOVNRVÿ?SSOQW`WUÿYaÿ?ÿ`QNL?XQNRÿN^ÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXÿ[?aÿYOQRSÿ?ÿ_Q̀QLÿ?_XQNRÿQRÿ?ÿ_N\OXÿN^
_N[ZWXWRXÿu\OQVUQ_XQNRÿ?S?QRVXÿ?Rÿf[ZLNaWOÿNOÿZWOVNRÿ`QNL?XQRSÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXÿ?RUbÿ\ZNRÿZOW`?QLQRSbÿV]?LLÿOW_N`WOÿX]W
^\LLÿ?[N\RXÿN^ÿ?RaÿY?_PÿM?SWVÿ\RL?M^\LLaÿMQX]]WLUÿZL\VÿX]WÿV?[Wÿ?[N\RXÿ?VÿLQw\QU?XWUÿU?[?SWVbÿ?RUÿV]?LLÿYWÿ?M?OUWU
OW?VNR?YLWÿ?XXNORWa{Vÿ^WWVÿ?RUÿ_NVXVJÿFRÿ?UUQXQNRbÿX]WaÿV]?LLÿYWÿWRXQXLWUÿXNÿV\_]ÿLWS?LÿNOÿWw\QX?YLWÿOWLQW^ÿ?Vÿ[?aÿYW
?ZZONZOQ?XWÿXNÿOW[WUaÿX]Wÿ`QNL?XQNRÿQR_L\UQRSbÿMQX]N\XÿLQ[QX?XQNRbÿOWQRVX?XW[WRXÿQRÿW[ZLNa[WRXÿ?RU|NOÿQRu\R_XQ̀W
OWLQW^JÿKRaÿf[ZLNaWOÿNOÿNX]WOÿZWOVNRÿ^N\RUÿLQ?YLWÿ^NOÿMQLL^\LLaÿ`QNL?XQRSÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXÿV]?LLÿ?LVNÿYWÿV\YuW_XÿXNÿ?ÿ^QRW
Z?a?YLWÿXNÿX]WÿVX?XWÿQRÿX]Wÿ?[N\RXÿN^ÿoqtttJttÿ^NOÿW?_]ÿ`QNL?XQNRJÿh]WÿVX?XWÿ?XXNORWaÿSWRWO?LÿNOÿNX]WOÿN^^Q_Q?L
UWVQSR?XWUÿYaÿX]WÿVX?XWÿLWSQVL?X\OWÿ[?aÿ?LVNÿYOQRSÿ?ÿ_Q̀QLÿ?_XQNRÿXNÿWR^NO_WÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXJÿK_XQNRVÿXNÿWR^NO_WÿX]QV
?[WRU[WRXÿV]?LLÿYWÿV\YuW_XÿXNÿ?ÿVX?X\XWÿN^ÿLQ[QX?XQNRVÿN^ÿ^N\OÿaW?OVÿNObÿQRÿX]Wÿ_?VWÿN^ÿMQLL^\Lÿ`QNL?XQNRVbÿ^Q̀WÿaW?OVJÿi\_]
?_XQNRVÿ[?aÿYWÿYON\S]Xÿ?Vÿ?ÿ_L?VVÿ?_XQNRÿZ\OV\?RXÿXNÿy\LWÿqJxxtÿN^ÿX]WÿTLNOQU?ÿy\LWVÿN^ÿGQ̀QLÿBON_WU\OWJ
>^@ÿKeeFhFHgKEÿEfnFiEKhFHgbÿFmBEfmfghKhFHgÿKgeÿGHgihyCGhFHgJÿF[ZLW[WRXQRSÿLWSQVL?XQNRÿQVÿRNXÿOWw\QOWUÿQR
NOUWOÿXNÿWR^NO_WÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXJÿh]WÿVX?XWÿLWSQVL?X\OWÿ[?aÿYaÿVX?X\XWÿWVX?YLQV]ÿ?UUQXQNR?LÿOW[WUQWVÿNOÿ^QRWVÿ^NO
`QNL?XQNRVÿN^ÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXbÿO?QVWÿX]Wÿ?ZZLQ_?YLWÿmQRQ[\[ÿl?SWÿO?XWbÿOWU\_WÿX]WÿXQZÿ_OWUQXbÿNOÿWdXWRUÿ_N`WO?SWÿN^ÿX]W
mQRQ[\[ÿl?SWÿXNÿW[ZLNaWOVÿNOÿW[ZLNaWWVÿRNXÿ_N`WOWUÿYaÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXJÿh]WÿVX?XWÿLWSQVL?X\OWÿ[?aÿYaÿVX?X\XWÿNOÿX]W
VX?XWÿKSWR_aÿ^NOÿlNOP^NO_WÿFRRN`?XQNRÿ[?aÿYaÿOWS\L?XQNRÿ?UNZXÿ?Raÿ[W?V\OWVÿ?ZZONZOQ?XWÿ^NOÿX]WÿQ[ZLW[WRX?XQNRÿN^ÿX]QV
?[WRU[WRXJÿh]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXÿZON`QUWVÿ^NOÿZ?a[WRXÿN^ÿ?ÿ[QRQ[\[ÿM?SWÿ?RUÿV]?LLÿRNXÿYWÿ_NRVXO\WUÿXNÿZOWW[ZXÿNO
NX]WOMQVWÿLQ[QXÿX]Wÿ?\X]NOQXaÿN^ÿX]WÿVX?XWÿLWSQVL?X\OWÿNOÿ?RaÿNX]WOÿZ\YLQ_ÿYNUaÿXNÿ?UNZXÿNOÿWR^NO_Wÿ?RaÿNX]WOÿL?Mb
OWS\L?XQNRbÿOWw\QOW[WRXbÿZNLQ_aÿNOÿVX?RU?OUÿX]?XÿZON`QUWVÿ^NOÿZ?a[WRXÿN^ÿ]QS]WOÿNOÿV\ZZLW[WRX?LÿM?SWVÿNOÿYWRW^QXVbÿNO
X]?XÿWdXWRUVÿV\_]ÿZONXW_XQNRVÿXNÿW[ZLNaWOVÿNOÿW[ZLNaWWVÿRNXÿ_N`WOWUÿYaÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXJÿFXÿQVÿQRXWRUWUÿX]?Xÿ_?VWÿL?Mb
?U[QRQVXO?XQ̀WÿQRXWOZOWX?XQNRVbÿ?RUÿNX]WOÿS\QUQRSÿVX?RU?OUVÿUW`WLNZWUÿ\RUWOÿX]Wÿ^WUWO?LÿTEiKÿV]?LLÿS\QUWÿX]W
_NRVXO\_XQNRÿN^ÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXÿ?RUÿ?RaÿQ[ZLW[WRXQRSÿVX?X\XWVÿNOÿOWS\L?XQNRVJ
>S@ÿif}fyKDFEFhIJÿF^ÿ?RaÿZ?OXÿN^ÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXbÿNOÿX]Wÿ?ZZLQ_?XQNRÿN^ÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXÿXNÿ?RaÿZWOVNRÿNO
_QO_\[VX?R_WbÿQVÿ]WLUÿQR`?LQUbÿX]WÿOW[?QRUWOÿN^ÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXbÿQR_L\UQRSÿX]Wÿ?ZZLQ_?XQNRÿN^ÿV\_]ÿZ?OXÿXNÿNX]WOÿZWOVNRV
NOÿ_QO_\[VX?R_WVbÿV]?LLÿRNXÿYWÿ?^^W_XWUÿYaÿV\_]ÿ?ÿ]NLUQRSÿ?RUÿV]?LLÿ_NRXQR\WÿQRÿ^\LLÿ^NO_Wÿ?RUÿW^^W_XJÿhNÿX]QVÿWRUbÿX]W
Z?OXVÿN^ÿX]QVÿ?[WRU[WRXÿ?OWÿVW`WO?YLWJ
~423/BONZNVWUÿYaÿFRQXQ?XQ̀WÿBWXQXQNRÿ^QLWUÿMQX]ÿX]WÿiW_OWX?OaÿN^ÿiX?XWÿK\S\VXÿbÿxttsÿ?UNZXWUÿxttJ
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''()**+ÿ-./.0ÿ1232141ÿ5/607ÿ/334/8ÿ5/60ÿ/9:4;.103.7ÿ03<=>?0103.)@
ABCÿEFGHÿHIJKGLMÿNOPÿQIÿJGKIRÿOHÿKFIÿSTULVGROÿWGMGNXNÿYOZIÿ[JK\]
A^CÿEFIÿ_XV_LHIÿL`ÿKFGHÿHIJKGLMÿGHÿKLÿ_VLaGRIÿNIOHXVIHÿO__VL_VGOKIÿ`LVÿKFIÿGN_UINIMKOKGLMÿL`ÿH\ÿ^bcÿ[VK\ÿdÿL`ÿKFI
eKOKIÿfLMHKGKXKGLMcÿGMÿOJJLVROMJIÿgGKFÿOXKFLVGKPÿZVOMKIRÿKLÿKFIÿhIZGHUOKXVIÿ_XVHXOMKÿKLÿH\ÿ^bA`Ccÿ[VK\ÿdÿL`ÿKFIÿeKOKI
fLMHKGKXKGLM\ÿELÿGN_UINIMKÿH\ÿ^bcÿ[VK\ÿdÿL`ÿKFIÿeKOKIÿfLMHKGKXKGLMcÿKFIÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`ÿjJLMLNGJÿk__LVKXMGKPÿGH
RIHGZMOKIRÿOHÿKFIÿHKOKIÿ[ZIMJPÿ`LVÿYLVl`LVJIÿmMMLaOKGLM\
AnCÿj``IJKGaIÿWOPÿ^cÿ^oopcÿIN_ULPIVHÿHFOUUÿ_OPÿIN_ULPIIHÿOÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIÿOKÿOMÿFLXVUPÿVOKIÿL`ÿqr\Bpÿ`LVÿOUUÿFLXVH
gLVlIRÿGMÿTULVGRO\ÿkMUPÿKFLHIÿGMRGaGRXOUHÿIMKGKUIRÿKLÿVIJIGaIÿKFIÿ`IRIVOUÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIÿXMRIVÿKFIÿ`IRIVOUÿTOGVÿhOQLV
eKOMROVRHÿ[JKÿOMRÿGKHÿGN_UINIMKGMZÿVIZXUOKGLMHÿHFOUUÿQIÿIUGZGQUIÿKLÿVIJIGaIÿKFIÿHKOKIÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIÿ_XVHXOMKÿKLÿH\ÿ^bc
[VK\ÿdÿL`ÿKFIÿeKOKIÿfLMHKGKXKGLMÿOMRÿKFGHÿHIJKGLM\ÿEFIÿ_VLaGHGLMHÿL`ÿHH\ÿ^BnÿOMRÿ^BbÿL`ÿKFIÿ`IRIVOUÿTOGVÿhOQLVÿeKOMROVRH
[JKcÿOHÿGMKIV_VIKIRÿQPÿO__UGJOQUIÿ`IRIVOUÿVIZXUOKGLMHÿOMRÿGN_UINIMKIRÿQPÿKFIÿeIJVIKOVPÿL`ÿhOQLVcÿOVIÿGMJLV_LVOKIR
FIVIGM\
AbCAOCÿsIZGMMGMZÿeI_KINQIVÿnocÿ^oopcÿOMRÿOMMXOUUPÿLMÿeI_KINQIVÿnoÿKFIVIO`KIVcÿKFIÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`ÿjJLMLNGJ
k__LVKXMGKPÿHFOUUÿJOUJXUOKIÿOMÿORtXHKIRÿHKOKIÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIÿVOKIÿQPÿGMJVIOHGMZÿKFIÿHKOKIÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIÿQPÿKFIÿVOKIÿL`
GM`UOKGLMÿ`LVÿKFIÿB^ÿNLMKFHÿ_VGLVÿKLÿeI_KINQIVÿB\ÿmMÿJOUJXUOKGMZÿKFIÿORtXHKIRÿHKOKIÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIcÿKFIÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`
jJLMLNGJÿk__LVKXMGKPÿHFOUUÿXHIÿKFIÿfLMHXNIVÿuVGJIÿmMRIvÿ`LVÿwVQOMÿYOZIÿjOVMIVHÿOMRÿfUIVGJOUÿYLVlIVHcÿMLKÿHIOHLMOUUP
ORtXHKIRcÿ`LVÿKFIÿeLXKFÿxIZGLMÿLVÿOÿHXJJIHHLVÿGMRIvÿOHÿJOUJXUOKIRÿQPÿKFIÿwMGKIRÿeKOKIHÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`ÿhOQLV\ÿjOJF
ORtXHKIRÿHKOKIÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIÿVOKIÿHFOUUÿKOlIÿI``IJKÿLMÿKFIÿ`LUULgGMZÿyOMXOVPÿBcÿgGKFÿKFIÿGMGKGOUÿORtXHKIRÿNGMGNXNÿgOZI
VOKIÿKLÿKOlIÿI``IJKÿLMÿyOMXOVPÿBcÿ^oor\
AQCÿEFIÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`ÿxIaIMXIÿOMRÿKFIÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`ÿjJLMLNGJÿk__LVKXMGKPÿHFOUUÿOMMXOUUPÿ_XQUGHFÿKFIÿONLXMKÿL`
KFIÿORtXHKIRÿHKOKIÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIÿOMRÿKFIÿI``IJKGaIÿROKI\ÿuXQUGJOKGLMÿHFOUUÿLJJXVÿQPÿ_LHKGMZÿKFIÿORtXHKIRÿHKOKI
NGMGNXNÿgOZIÿVOKIÿOMRÿKFIÿI``IJKGaIÿROKIÿLMÿKFIÿmMKIVMIKÿFLNIÿ_OZIHÿL`ÿKFIÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`ÿjJLMLNGJÿk__LVKXMGKPÿOMR
KFIÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`ÿxIaIMXIÿQPÿkJKLQIVÿBpÿL`ÿIOJFÿPIOV\ÿmMÿORRGKGLMcÿKLÿKFIÿIvKIMKÿ`XMRIRÿGMÿKFIÿzIMIVOUÿ[__VL_VGOKGLMH
[JKcÿKFIÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`ÿjJLMLNGJÿk__LVKXMGKPÿHFOUUÿ_VLaGRIÿgVGKKIMÿMLKGJIÿL`ÿKFIÿORtXHKIRÿVOKIÿOMRÿKFIÿI``IJKGaIÿROKI
L`ÿKFIÿORtXHKIRÿHKOKIÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIÿKLÿOUUÿIN_ULPIVHÿVIZGHKIVIRÿGMÿKFIÿNLHKÿJXVVIMKÿVIIN_ULPNIMKÿOHHGHKOMJIÿROKOQOHI\
eXJFÿMLKGJIÿHFOUUÿQIÿNOGUIRÿQPÿ{LaINQIVÿBpÿL`ÿIOJFÿPIOVÿXHGMZÿKFIÿORRVIHHIHÿGMJUXRIRÿGMÿKFIÿROKOQOHI\ÿjN_ULPIVHÿOVI
VIH_LMHGQUIÿ`LVÿNOGMKOGMGMZÿJXVVIMKÿORRVIHHÿGM`LVNOKGLMÿGMÿKFIÿVIIN_ULPNIMKÿOHHGHKOMJIÿROKOQOHI\ÿEFIÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`
jJLMLNGJÿk__LVKXMGKPÿGHÿMLKÿVIH_LMHGQUIÿ`LVÿ`OGUXVIÿKLÿ_VLaGRIÿMLKGJIÿRXIÿKLÿGMJLVVIJKÿLVÿGMJLN_UIKIÿORRVIHHÿGM`LVNOKGLM
GMÿKFIÿROKOQOHI\ÿEFIÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`ÿjJLMLNGJÿk__LVKXMGKPÿHFOUUÿ_VLaGRIÿKFIÿiI_OVKNIMKÿL`ÿxIaIMXIÿgGKFÿKFIÿORtXHKIR
HKOKIÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIÿVOKIÿGM`LVNOKGLMÿOMRÿI``IJKGaIÿROKIÿGMÿOÿKGNIUPÿNOMMIV\
ApCÿmKÿHFOUUÿQIÿXMUOg`XUÿ`LVÿOMÿIN_ULPIVÿLVÿOMPÿLKFIVÿ_OVKPÿKLÿRGHJVGNGMOKIÿGMÿOMPÿNOMMIVÿLVÿKOlIÿORaIVHIÿOJKGLM
OZOGMHKÿOMPÿ_IVHLMÿGMÿVIKOUGOKGLMÿ`LVÿIvIVJGHGMZÿVGZFKHÿ_VLKIJKIRÿ_XVHXOMKÿKLÿH\ÿ^bcÿ[VK\ÿdÿL`ÿKFIÿeKOKIÿfLMHKGKXKGLM\
xGZFKHÿ_VLKIJKIRÿGMJUXRIcÿQXKÿOVIÿMLKÿUGNGKIRÿKLcÿKFIÿVGZFKÿKLÿ`GUIÿOÿJLN_UOGMKÿLVÿGM`LVNÿOMPÿ_IVHLMÿL`ÿFGHÿLVÿFIV
_LKIMKGOUÿVGZFKHÿ_XVHXOMKÿKLÿH\ÿ^bcÿ[VK\ÿdÿL`ÿKFIÿeKOKIÿfLMHKGKXKGLMÿOMRÿKLÿOHHGHKÿFGNÿLVÿFIVÿGMÿOHHIVKGMZÿHXJFÿVGZFKH\
ArCAOCÿ[MPÿ_IVHLMÿOZZVGIaIRÿQPÿOÿaGLUOKGLMÿL`ÿKFGHÿHIJKGLMÿNOPÿQVGMZÿOÿJGaGUÿOJKGLMÿGMÿOÿJLXVKÿL`ÿJLN_IKIMK
tXVGHRGJKGLMÿOZOGMHKÿOMÿIN_ULPIVÿaGLUOKGMZÿKFGHÿHIJKGLMÿLVÿOÿ_OVKPÿaGLUOKGMZÿHXQHIJKGLMÿApC\ÿ|LgIaIVcÿ_VGLVÿKLÿQVGMZGMZÿOMP
JUOGNÿ`LVÿXM_OGRÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIHÿ_XVHXOMKÿKLÿKFGHÿHIJKGLMcÿKFIÿ_IVHLMÿOZZVGIaIRÿHFOUUÿMLKG̀PÿKFIÿIN_ULPIVÿOUUIZIRÿKL
FOaIÿaGLUOKIRÿKFGHÿHIJKGLMcÿGMÿgVGKGMZcÿL`ÿOMÿGMKIMKÿKLÿGMGKGOKIÿHXJFÿOMÿOJKGLM\ÿEFIÿMLKGJIÿNXHKÿGRIMKG̀PÿKFIÿNGMGNXN
gOZIÿKLÿgFGJFÿKFIÿ_IVHLMÿOZZVGIaIRÿJUOGNHÿIMKGKUINIMKcÿKFIÿOJKXOUÿLVÿIHKGNOKIRÿgLVlÿROKIHÿOMRÿFLXVHÿ`LVÿgFGJF
_OPNIMKÿGHÿHLXZFKcÿOMRÿKFIÿKLKOUÿONLXMKÿL`ÿOUUIZIRÿXM_OGRÿgOZIHÿKFVLXZFÿKFIÿROKIÿL`ÿKFIÿMLKGJI\
AQCÿEFIÿIN_ULPIVÿHFOUUÿFOaIÿBpÿJOUIMROVÿROPHÿO`KIVÿVIJIG_KÿL`ÿKFIÿMLKGJIÿKLÿ_OPÿKFIÿKLKOUÿONLXMKÿL`ÿXM_OGRÿgOZIHÿLV
LKFIVgGHIÿVIHLUaIÿKFIÿJUOGNÿKLÿKFIÿHOKGH`OJKGLMÿL`ÿKFIÿ_IVHLMÿOZZVGIaIR\ÿEFIÿHKOKXKIÿL`ÿUGNGKOKGLMHÿ`LVÿQVGMZGMZÿOMÿOJKGLM
_XVHXOMKÿKLÿKFGHÿHIJKGLMÿHFOUUÿQIÿKLUUIRÿRXVGMZÿKFGHÿBp}ROPÿ_IVGLR\ÿm̀ÿKFIÿIN_ULPIVÿ`OGUHÿKLÿ_OPÿKFIÿKLKOUÿONLXMKÿL`ÿXM_OGR
gOZIHÿLVÿLKFIVgGHIÿVIHLUaIÿKFIÿJUOGNÿKLÿKFIÿHOKGH`OJKGLMÿL`ÿKFIÿ_IVHLMÿOZZVGIaIRcÿKFIMÿKFIÿ_IVHLMÿOZZVGIaIRÿNOPÿQVGMZÿO
JUOGNÿ`LVÿXM_OGRÿNGMGNXNÿgOZIHcÿKFIÿKIVNHÿL`ÿgFGJFÿNXHKÿQIÿJLMHGHKIMKÿgGKFÿKFIÿJLMKIMKHÿL`ÿKFIÿMLKGJI\
AJCB\ÿw_LMÿ_VIaOGUGMZÿGMÿOMÿOJKGLMÿQVLXZFKÿ_XVHXOMKÿKLÿKFGHÿHIJKGLMcÿOZZVGIaIRÿ_IVHLMHÿHFOUUÿVIJLaIVÿKFIÿ`XUUÿONLXMK
L`ÿOMPÿXM_OGRÿQOJlÿgOZIHÿXMUOg`XUUPÿgGKFFIURÿ_UXHÿKFIÿHONIÿONLXMKÿOHÿUG~XGROKIRÿRONOZIHÿOMRÿHFOUUÿQIÿOgOVRIR
VIOHLMOQUIÿOKKLVMIPHÿ`IIHÿOMRÿJLHKH\ÿ[Hÿ_VLaGRIRÿXMRIVÿKFIÿ`IRIVOUÿTOGVÿhOQLVÿeKOMROVRHÿ[JKcÿ_XVHXOMKÿKLÿH\ÿBBÿL`ÿKFI
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,AI+,ÿ()ÿAMJ?*+F,Aÿ)A,?A1ÿ+<ÿB+DÿFAÿ+CC)(C)?+*Aÿ*(ÿ)ABAHDÿ*@AÿE?(,+*?(G6ÿ?G0,JH?GI6ÿK?*@(J*ÿ,?B?*+*?(G6ÿ)A?G<*+*ABAG*ÿ?G
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E?(,+*AHÿ*@?<ÿ<A0*?(G6ÿ*@Aÿ/**()GADÿVAGA)+,ÿB+Dÿ<AAWÿ*(ÿ?BC(<Aÿ+ÿ1?GAÿ(1ÿY26>>>ÿCA)ÿE?(,+*?(G6ÿC+D+F,Aÿ*(ÿ*@Aÿ<*+*A9
SUTÿO@Aÿ<*+*J*Aÿ(1ÿ,?B?*+*?(G<ÿ1()ÿ+Gÿ+0*?(GÿF)(JI@*ÿCJ)<J+G*ÿ*(ÿ*@?<ÿ<A0*?(Gÿ<@+,,ÿFAÿ1()ÿ*@AÿCA)?(Hÿ(1ÿ*?BAÿ<CA0?1?AH
?Gÿ<9ÿ3Z922ÿFAI?GG?GIÿ(Gÿ*@AÿH+*Aÿ*@Aÿ+,,AIAHÿE?(,+*?(Gÿ(00J))AH9
S3Tÿ/0*?(G<ÿF)(JI@*ÿCJ)<J+G*ÿ*(ÿ*@?<ÿ<A0*?(GÿB+DÿFAÿF)(JI@*ÿ+<ÿ+ÿ0,+<<ÿ+0*?(GÿCJ)<J+G*ÿ*(ÿ[J,Aÿ2977>6ÿ\,()?H+ÿ[J,A<ÿ(1
;?E?,ÿ')(0AHJ)A9ÿXGÿ+GDÿ0,+<<ÿ+0*?(GÿF)(JI@*ÿCJ)<J+G*ÿ*(ÿ*@?<ÿ<A0*?(G6ÿ*@AÿC,+?G*?11<ÿ<@+,,ÿC)(EA6ÿFDÿ+ÿC)AC(GHA)+G0Aÿ(1
*@AÿAE?HAG0A6ÿ*@Aÿ?GH?E?HJ+,ÿ?HAG*?*Dÿ(1ÿA+0@ÿ0,+<<ÿBABFA)ÿ+GHÿ*@Aÿ?GH?E?HJ+,ÿH+B+IA<ÿ(1ÿA+0@ÿ0,+<<ÿBABFA)9
S2>TÿO@?<ÿ<A0*?(Gÿ<@+,,ÿ0(G<*?*J*Aÿ*@AÿAN0,J<?EAÿ)ABAHDÿJGHA)ÿ<*+*Aÿ,+Kÿ1()ÿE?(,+*?(G<ÿ(1ÿ<9ÿ746ÿ/)*9ÿLÿ(1ÿ*@Aÿ:*+*A
;(G<*?*J*?(G9
S22Tÿ]N0AC*ÿ1()ÿ0+,0J,+*?GIÿ*@Aÿ+HQJ<*AHÿ<*+*AÿB?G?BJBÿK+IAÿ+GHÿCJF,?<@?GIÿ*@Aÿ?G?*?+,ÿ<*+*AÿB?G?BJBÿK+IAÿ+GHÿ+GD
+GGJ+,ÿ+HQJ<*BAG*<ÿ*@A)A*(6ÿ*@Aÿ+J*@()?*Dÿ(1ÿ*@Aÿ^AC+)*BAG*ÿ(1ÿ]0(G(B?0ÿ_CC()*JG?*Dÿ?Gÿ?BC,ABAG*?GIÿ<9ÿ746ÿ/)*9ÿLÿ(1
*@Aÿ:*+*Aÿ;(G<*?*J*?(G6ÿCJ)<J+G*ÿ*(ÿ*@?<ÿ<A0*?(G6ÿ<@+,,ÿFAÿ,?B?*AHÿ*(ÿ*@+*ÿ+J*@()?*DÿANC)A<<,DÿI)+G*AHÿFDÿ*@Aÿ`AI?<,+*J)A9
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CHAPTER 2005-353
Senate Bill No. 18-B
An act relating to the state minimum wage; amending s. 95.11, F.S.; providing
periods of limitations on actions for violations of the Florida Minimum Wage Act;
creating s. 448.110, F.S., the Florida Minimum Wage Act; providing legislative
intent to implement s. 24, Art. X of the State Constitution in accordance with
authority granted to the Legislature therein; requiring employers to pay certain
employees a minimum wage for all hours worked in Florida; incorporating
provisions of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act; requiring the minimum wage
to be adjusted annually; providing a formula for calculating such adjustment;
requiring the Agency for Workforce Innovation and the Department of Revenue to
annually publish the amount of the adjusted minimum wage; providing criteria for
posting; requiring the agency to provide written notice to certain employers;
providing a deadline for the notice to be mailed; providing that employers are
responsible for maintaining their current addresses with the agency; requiring the
agency to provide the department with certain information; prohibiting
discrimination or adverse action against persons exercising constitutional rights
under s. 24, Art. X of the State Constitution; providing for civil action by
aggrieved persons; requiring aggrieved persons bringing civil actions to provide
written notice to their employers alleged to have violated the act; providing
information that must be included in the notice; providing a deadline by which an
employer alleged to have violated the act must pay the unpaid wages in question
or resolve the claim to the aggrieved person's satisfaction; providing that a statute
of limitations is tolled for a specified period; providing a statute of limitations
period; providing that aggrieved persons who prevail in their actions may be
entitled to liquidated damages and reasonable attorney's fees and costs; authorizing
additional legal or equitable relief for aggrieved persons who prevail in such
actions; providing that punitive damages may not be awarded; providing that
actions brought under the act are subject to s. 768.79, F.S.; authorizing the
Attorney General to bring a civil action and seek injunctive relief; providing a
fine; providing statutes of limitations; authorizing class actions; declaring the act
the exclusive remedy under state law for violations of s. 24, Art. X of the State
Constitution; providing for implementation measures; designating ss. 448.01448.110, F.S., as part I of ch. 448, F.S.; providing a part title; providing for
severability; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Paragraph (d) is added to subsection (2) and paragraph (q) is added to subsection
(3) of section 95.11, Florida Statutes, to read:
95.11 Limitations other than for the recovery of real property.—Actions other than for
recovery of real property shall be commenced as follows:
(2) WITHIN FIVE YEARS.—
(d) An action alleging a willful violation of s. 448.110.
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(3) WITHIN FOUR YEARS.—
(q) An action alleging a violation, other than a willful violation, of s. 448.110.
Section 2. Section 448.110, Florida Statutes, is created to read:
448.110 State minimum wage; annual wage adjustment; enforcement.—
(1) This section may be cited as the “Florida Minimum Wage Act.”
(2) The purpose of this section is to provide measures appropriate for the implementation of
s. 24, Art. X of the State Constitution, in accordance with authority granted to the Legislature
pursuant to s. 24(f), Art. X of the State Constitution.
(3) Effective May 2, 2005, employers shall pay employees a minimum wage at an hourly
rate of $6.15 for all hours worked in Florida. Only those individuals entitled to receive the
federal minimum wage under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act and its implementing
regulations shall be eligible to receive the state minimum wage pursuant to s. 24, Art. X of the
State Constitution and this section. The provisions of ss. 213 and 214 of the federal Fair Labor
Standards Act, as interpreted by applicable federal regulations and implemented by the
Secretary of Labor, are incorporated herein.
(4)(a) Beginning September 30, 2005, and annually on September 30 thereafter, the Agency
for Workforce Innovation shall calculate an adjusted state minimum wage rate by increasing
the state minimum wage by the rate of inflation for the 12 months prior to September 1. In
calculating the adjusted state minimum wage, the agency shall use the Consumer Price Index
for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers, not seasonally adjusted, for the South Region
or a successor index as calculated by the United States Department of Labor. Each adjusted
state minimum wage rate shall take effect on the following January 1, with the initial adjusted
minimum wage rate to take effect on January 1, 2006.
(b) The Agency for Workforce Innovation and the Department of Revenue shall annually
publish the amount of the adjusted state minimum wage and the effective date. Publication
shall occur by posting the adjusted state minimum wage rate and the effective date on the
Internet home pages of the agency and the department by October 15 of each year. In addition,
to the extent funded in the General Appropriations Act, the agency shall provide written notice
of the adjusted rate and the effective date of the adjusted state minimum wage to all employers
registered in the most current unemployment compensation database. Such notice shall be
mailed by November 15 of each year using the addresses included in the database. Employers
are responsible for maintaining current address information in the unemployment
compensation database. The agency shall not be responsible for failure to provide notice due to
incorrect or incomplete address information in the database. The agency shall provide the
Department of Revenue with the adjusted state minimum wage rate information and effective
date in a timely manner.
(5) It shall be unlawful for an employer or any other party to discriminate in any manner or
take adverse action against any person in retaliation for exercising rights protected pursuant to
s. 24, Art. X of the State Constitution. Rights protected include, but are not limited to, the right
to file a complaint or inform any person of his or her potential rights pursuant to s. 24, Art. X
of the State Constitution and to assist him or her in asserting such rights.
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(6)(a) Any person aggrieved by a violation of this section may bring a civil action in a court
of competent jurisdiction against an employer violating this section or a party violating
subsection (5). However, prior to bringing any claim for unpaid minimum wages pursuant to
this section, the person aggrieved shall notify the employer alleged to have violated this
section, in writing, of an intent to initiate such an action. The notice must identify the minimum
wage to which the person aggrieved claims entitlement, the actual or estimated work dates and
hours for which payment is sought, and the total amount of alleged unpaid wages through the
date of the notice.
(b) The employer shall have 15 calendar days after receipt of the notice to pay the total
amount of unpaid wages or otherwise resolve the claim to the satisfaction of the person
aggrieved. The statute of limitations for bringing an action pursuant to this section shall be
tolled during this 15-day period. If the employer fails to pay the total amount of unpaid wages
or otherwise resolve the claim to the satisfaction of the person aggrieved, then the person
aggrieved may bring a claim for unpaid minimum wages, the terms of which must be
consistent with the contents of the notice.
(c)1. Upon prevailing in an action brought pursuant to this section, aggrieved persons shall
recover the full amount of any unpaid back wages unlawfully withheld plus the same amount
as liquidated damages and shall be awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs. As provided
under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, pursuant to s. 11 of the Portal-to-Portal Act of
1947, 29 U.S.C. s. 260, if the employer proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the act
or omission giving rise to such action was in good faith and that the employer had reasonable
grounds for believing that his or her act or omission was not a violation of s. 24, Art. X of the
State Constitution, the court may, in its sound discretion, award no liquidated damages or
award any amount thereof not to exceed an amount equal to the amount of unpaid minimum
wages. The court shall not award any economic damages on a claim for unpaid minimum
wages not expressly authorized in this section.
2. Upon prevailing in an action brought pursuant to this section, aggrieved persons shall
also be entitled to such legal or equitable relief as may be appropriate to remedy the violation,
including, without limitation, reinstatement in employment and injunctive relief. However, any
entitlement to legal or equitable relief in an action brought under s. 24, Art. X of the State
Constitution shall not include punitive damages.
(d) Any civil action brought under s. 24, Art. X of the State Constitution and this section
shall be subject to s. 768.79.
(7) The Attorney General may bring a civil action to enforce this section. The Attorney
General may seek injunctive relief. In addition to injunctive relief, or in lieu thereof, for any
employer or other person found to have willfully violated this section, the Attorney General
may seek to impose a fine of $1,000 per violation, payable to the state.
(8) The statute of limitations for an action brought pursuant to this section shall be for the
period of time specified in s. 95.11 beginning on the date the alleged violation occurred.
(9) Actions brought pursuant to this section may be brought as a class action pursuant to
Rule 1.220, Florida Rules of Civil Procedure. In any class action brought pursuant to this
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section, the plaintiffs shall prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, the individual identity of
each class member and the individual damages of each class member.
(10) This section shall constitute the exclusive remedy under state law for violations of s.
24, Art. X of the State Constitution.
(11) Except for calculating the adjusted state minimum wage and publishing the initial state
minimum wage and any annual adjustments thereto, the authority of the Agency for Workforce
Innovation in implementing s. 24, Art. X of the State Constitution, pursuant to this section,
shall be limited to that authority expressly granted by the Legislature.
Section 3. Sections 448.01-448.110, Florida Statutes, are designated as part I of chapter
448, Florida Statutes, and entitled “Terms and Conditions of Employment.”
Section 4. If any provision of this act or the application thereof to any person or
circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity shall not affect the other provisions or applications
of the act which can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end
the provisions of this act are declared severable.
Section 5. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.
Approved by the Governor December 12, 2005.
Filed in Office Secretary of State December 12, 2005.
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Chapter 2011-142
Senate Bill No. 2156
Section 399

Section 399. Subsections (2), (4), and (11) of section 448.110, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
448.110 State minimum wage; annual wage adjustment; enforcement.—
(2) The purpose of this section is to provide measures appropriate for the implementation of s. 24,
Art. X of the State Constitution, in accordance with authority granted to the Legislature pursuant to s.
24(f), Art. X of the State Constitution. To implement s. 24, Art. X of the State Constitution, the
Department of Economic Opportunity is designated as the state Agency for Workforce Innovation.
(4)(a) Beginning September 30, 2005, and annually on September 30 thereafter, the Department of
Economic Opportunity Agency for Workforce Innovation shall calculate an adjusted state minimum wage
rate by increasing the state minimum wage by the rate of inflation for the 12 months prior to September
1. In calculating the adjusted state minimum wage, the Department of Economic Opportunity agency
shall use the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers, not seasonally adjusted,
for the South Region or a successor index as calculated by the United States Department of Labor. Each
adjusted state minimum wage rate shall take effect on the following January 1, with the initial adjusted
minimum wage rate to take effect on January 1, 2006.
(b) The Agency for Workforce Innovation and the Department of Revenue and the Department of
Economic Opportunity shall annually publish the amount of the adjusted state minimum wage and the
effective date. Publication shall occur by posting the adjusted state minimum wage rate and the effective
date on the Internet home pages of the Department of Economic Opportunity agency and the Department
of Revenue by October 15 of each year. In addition, to the extent funded in the General Appropriations
Act, the Department of Economic Opportunity agency shall provide written notice of the adjusted rate
and the effective date of the adjusted state minimum wage to all employers registered in the most
current unemployment compensation database. Such notice shall be mailed by November 15 of each year
using the addresses included in the database. Employers are responsible for maintaining current address
information in the unemployment compensation database. The Department of Economic Opportunity is
agency shall not be responsible for failure to provide notice due to incorrect or incomplete address
information in the database. The Department of Economic Opportunity agency shall provide the
Department of Revenue with the adjusted state minimum wage rate information and effective date in a
timely manner.
(11) Except for calculating the adjusted state minimum wage and publishing the initial state minimum
wage and any annual adjustments thereto, the authority of the Department of Economic Opportunity
Agency for Workforce Innovation in implementing s. 24, Art. X of the State Constitution, pursuant to this
section, shall be limited to that authority expressly granted by the Legislature.

CHAPTER 2012-30
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 7027
Section 73

Section 73. Paragraph (b) of subsection (4) of section 448.110, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
448.110 State minimum wage; annual wage adjustment; enforcement.—
(4)
(b) The Department of Revenue and the Department of Economic Opportunity shall annually publish
the amount of the adjusted state minimum wage and the effective date. Publication shall occur by
posting the adjusted state minimum wage rate and the effective date on the Internet home pages of the
Department of Economic Opportunity and the Department of Revenue by October 15 of each year. In
addition, to the extent funded in the General Appropriations Act, the Department of Economic
Opportunity shall provide written notice of the adjusted rate and the effective date of the adjusted state
minimum wage to all employers registered in the most current reemployment assistance unemployment
compensation database. Such notice shall be mailed by November 15 of each year using the addresses
included in the database. Employers are responsible for maintaining current address information in the
reemployment assistance unemployment compensation database. The Department of Economic
Opportunity is not responsible for failure to provide notice due to incorrect or incomplete address
information in the database. The Department of Economic Opportunity shall provide the Department of
Revenue with the adjusted state minimum wage rate information and effective date in a timely manner.

Florida Minimum Wage History
2000 to 2019

*2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
**2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
***2009
***2010
***2011
****2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Federal
Minimum Wage
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.85
$6.55
$6.55
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25

Florida
Minimum Wage
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$6.15
$6.40
$6.67
$6.79
$7.21
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.31
$7.67
$7.79
$7.93
$8.05
$8.05
$8.10
$8.25
$8.46

Change in Florida
Minimum Wage
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$1.00
$0.25
$0.27
$0.12
$0.42
$0.04
$0.00
$0.00
$0.06
$0.36
$0.12
$0.14
$0.12
$0.00
$0.05
$0.15
$0.21

*
**
***
****

2000-04, the Federal minimum wage
2005, Florida enacted a state minimum wage
Florida defaulted to the Federal minimum wage
Legal ruling raising the minimum wage rate to $7.31

Source:

Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, October 2018

Florida
Effective Date

5/2/2005
1/1/2006
1/1/2007
1/1/2008
1/1/2009
7/24/2009
1/1/2010
1/1/2011
6/1/2011
1/1/2012
1/1/2013
1/1/2014
1/1/2015
1/1/2016
1/1/2017
1/1/2018
1/1/2019

12/31/2005
12/31/2006
12/31/2007
12/31/2008
7/23/2009
12/31/2009
12/31/2010
5/31/2011
12/31/2011
12/31/2012
12/31/2013
12/31/2014
12/31/2015
12/31/2016
12/31/2017
12/31/2018
12/31/2019

2019 Florida Minimum Wage Calculations
Inflation Rate Calculation Using CPI-W South
Consumer Price Index - South Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers
Month - Year

CPI-W 1982-84 Base Year

August 2017

233.691

September 2017

235.707

October 2017

234.886

November 2017

234.667

December 2017

234.361

January 2018

235.649

February 2018

236.975

March 2018

237.318

April 2018

238.380

May 2018

239.291

June 2018

239.844

July 2018

239.787

August 2018

239.743

Point-to-Point Percent Change in CPI-W (Aug 17 to Aug 18)

0.02590 = 2.59%

(239.743-233.691)/233.691 = 0.02590 = 2.59 %
(

2018 Florida Minimum Wage

$8.25

The calculation of the 2019 Florida Minimum Wage Rate is done
by applying the percentage change in the CPI-W (Aug 17 to Aug
18) to the 2018 Florida Minimum Wage Rate. The change amount
is then added to the 2018 Florida Minimum Wage Rate.
(239.743-233.691)/233.691 = 0.02590
.02590 * $8.25 = $0.21
($8.25 + $0.21) = $8.46

Calculated 2019 Florida Minimum Wage

$8.46

The Florida Minimum Wage of $8.46 exceeds the Federal
Minimum Wage of $7.25 so the Florida Minimum Wage prevails.

Technical note: The change between the 2018 and 2019 Florida minimum wage rate is 21 cents or 2.59 percent.
Source: Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, Bureau of Labor Market Statistics.
Prepared: September 30, 2018
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INITIATIVE FINANCIAL INFORMATION STATEMENT
Florida Minimum Wage Amendment
SUMMARY OF INITIATIVE FINANCIAL INFORMATION STATEMENT
Florida has no minimum wage law. Employers in the state are covered by the Fair Labor Standards
Act, a federal law that establishes a minimum wage of $5.15 for most employers and employees.
Certain employees are exempt from the minimum wage requirement, and these include farm workers
employed on small farms, employees of certain seasonal amusement or recreational establishments,
and casual babysitters and persons employed as companions, among others. The federal minimum
wage for tipped employees is $2.13 per hour, if the employee receives at least $5.15 when the direct
wages and the employee’s tips are combined. The proposed amendment creates a Florida minimum
wage of $6.15 per hour. This analysis assumes that the amendment applies to all employees covered
by the federal minimum wage. Each year the minimum wage will be adjusted for inflation.
Based on the information provided through public workshops and staff research, the Financial Impact
Estimating Conference expects that the proposed amendment will have the following financial effects:
•

State and local government costs will increase, as wages paid by state and local
governments to employees currently earning less than $6.15 per hour are increased to that
amount. In addition, wages paid to employees earning at or slightly above $6.15 are likely
to increase, as the impact of the higher minimum wage ripples upward on prevailing wage
rates. Compared to the total employee compensation paid by state and local governments,
the impact of this amendment is very small, approximately three-hundredths of one percent
(0.03%).

•

The impact of this amendment on state and local government revenues is also expected to
be small. The costs of goods and services sold in Florida may rise as wages paid by
private-sector employers to low-wage employees increase. Consequently, state sales tax
revenues may increase slightly. However, if businesses react to the higher minimum wage
by hiring fewer workers, the increased tax revenue may not materialize.

FINANCIAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The impact of this amendment on costs and revenue of state and local governments is expected to be
minimal.

I. SUBSTANTIVE ANALYSIS
A. Proposed Amendment
Ballot Title:
Florida Minimum Wage Amendment
Ballot Summary:
This amendment creates a Florida minimum wage covering all employees in the state covered
by the federal minimum wage. The state minimum wage will start at $6.15 per hour six months
after enactment, and thereafter be indexed to inflation each year. It provides for enforcement,
including double damages for unpaid wages, attorney's fees, and fines by the state. It forbids
retaliation against employees for exercising this right.
A new section for Article X. is created
Florida Minimum Wage Amendment
Text of Amendment
Full Text:
(a) Public Policy. All working Floridians are entitled to be paid a minimum wage that is sufficient
to provide a decent and healthy life for them and their families, that protects their employers
from unfair low-wage competition, and that does not force them to rely on taxpayer-funded
public services in order to avoid economic hardship.
(b) Definitions. As used in this amendment, the terms "Employer," "Employee" and "Wage"
shall have the meanings established under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and its
implementing regulations.
(c) Minimum Wage. Employers shall pay Employees Wages no less than the Minimum Wage
for all hours worked in Florida. Six months after enactment, the Minimum Wage shall be
established at an hourly rate of $6.15. On September 30th of that year and on each following
September 30th, the state Agency for Workforce Innovation shall calculate an adjusted
Minimum Wage rate by increasing the current Minimum Wage rate by the rate of inflation during
the twelve months prior to each September 1st using the consumer price index for urban wage
earners and clerical workers, CPI-W, or a successor index as calculated by the United States
Department of Labor. Each adjusted Minimum Wage rate calculated shall be published and take
effect on the following January 1st. For tipped Employees meeting eligibility requirements for
the tip credit under the FLSA, Employers may credit towards satisfaction of the Minimum Wage
tips up to the amount of the allowable FLSA tip credit in 2003.
(d) Retaliation Prohibited. It shall be unlawful for an Employer or any other party to discriminate
in any manner or take adverse action against any person in retaliation for exercising rights
protected under this amendment. Rights protected under this amendment include, but are not
limited to, the right to file a complaint or inform any person about any party's alleged
noncompliance with this amendment, and the right to inform any person of his or her potential
rights under this amendment and to assist him or her in asserting such rights.
(e) Enforcement. Persons aggrieved by a violation of this amendment may bring a civil action in
a court of competent jurisdiction against an Employer or person violating this amendment and,
upon prevailing, shall recover the full amount of any back wages unlawfully withheld plus the
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same amount as liquidated damages, and shall be awarded reasonable attorney's fees and
costs. In addition, they shall be entitled to such legal or equitable relief as may be appropriate to
remedy the violation including, without limitation, reinstatement in employment and/or injunctive
relief. Any Employer or other person found liable for willfully violating this amendment shall also
be subject to a fine payable to the state in the amount of $1000.00 for each violation. The state
attorney general or other official designated by the state legislature may also bring a civil action
to enforce this amendment. Actions to enforce this amendment shall be subject to a statute of
limitations of four years or, in the case of willful violations, five years. Such actions may be
brought as a class action pursuant to Rule 1.220 of the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure.
(f) Additional Legislation, Implementation & Construction. Implementing legislation is not
required in order to enforce this amendment. The state legislature may by statute establish
additional remedies or fines for violations of this amendment, raise the applicable Minimum
Wage rate, reduce the tip credit, or extend coverage of the Minimum Wage to employers or
employees not covered by this amendment. The state legislature may by statute or the state
Agency for Workforce Innovation may by regulation adopt any measures appropriate for the
implementation of this amendment. This amendment provides for payment of a minimum wage
and shall not be construed to preempt or otherwise limit the authority of the state legislature or
any other public body to adopt or enforce any other law, regulation, requirement, policy or
standard that provides for payment of higher or supplemental wages or benefits, or that extends
such protections to employers or employees not covered by this amendment. It is intended that
case law, administrative interpretations, and other guiding standards developed under the
federal FLSA shall guide the construction of this amendment and any implementing statutes or
regulations.
(g) Severability. If any part of this amendment, or the application of this amendment to any
person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of this amendment, including the
application of such part to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected by such a
holding and shall continue in full force and effect. To this end, the parts of this amendment are
severable.
B. Effect of Proposed Amendment
Currently Florida has no minimum wage law. Employers in the state are covered by the Fair
Labor Standards Act, a federal law that establishes a minimum wage of $5.15 per hour for most
employers and employees. Certain employees are exempt from the minimum wage
requirement, and these include farm workers employed on small farms, employees of certain
seasonal amusement or recreational establishments, and casual babysitters and persons
employed as companions, among others. The federal minimum wage for tipped employees is
$2.13 per hour, if the employee receives at least $5.15 when the direct wages and the
employee’s tips are combined.
If the proposed amendment is adopted by the voters, Florida will have a minimum wage of
$6.15 per hour. The minimum wage paid by the employer for tipped employees would increase
from $2.13 per hour to $3.13 per hour. Each year the minimum wage will be adjusted for
inflation, based on the consumer price index for urban wage earners and clerical workers.
Background
Floridians for All, a coalition of labor and community groups, sponsored the petition drive to place
the minimum wage amendment on the ballot. This organization argues that the current federal
minimum wage has not been raised in six years, and that a person working full-time for the
minimum wage cannot support a family in a decent way.1

1

Jeff Chapman, “Time to Repair the Florida Wage Floor,” Economic Policy Institute, Washington, D.C.
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II. FISCAL ANALYSIS & ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT

Section 100.371, Florida Statutes, requires that the Financial Estimating Conference “…complete
an analysis and financial impact statement to be placed on the ballot of the estimated increase or
decrease in any revenue or costs to state or local governments resulting from the proposed
initiative.”
As part of determining the fiscal impact of this proposed amendment, the Financial Impact
Estimating Conference held several public workshops over the month of June 2004. The
Conference heard testimony on the fiscal effects of this amendment. Dr. Robert Pollin, a
professor of economics at the University of Massachusetts and co-director of the Political
Economy Research Institute, spoke as a proponent. Speaking in opposition was Mr. Stephen
Birtman, representing the National Federation of Independent Business. Additionally, a
questionnaire was sent to state and local governments, requesting information regarding the costs
associated with the minimum wage increase. Finally, state and national data were analyzed to
determine the likely impact of a minimum wage increase on state and local government labor
costs and on sales tax revenues.
FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS:
The fiscal impact summary for this proposed amendment is based on independent research; oral
and written statements from proponents (no opponents submitted written information); and
discussions among the Financial Estimating Conference and professional staff. Three separate
analyses of increasing the Florida minimum wage were considered, using different methodologies
and data sources. All conclude that the impact on state and local government costs and revenue
is likely to be very small. Based on this information, the Financial Impact Estimating Conference
concluded that the proposed amendment to increase the minimum wage to $6.15 per hour would
have a minimal impact on the budgets of state and local governments. Following is a description
of data and analyses on which the conclusion is based.
Survey of State and Local Governments The Department of Management Services states that
there are no full-time state employees who earn less than $6.15 per hour. There are about 351
part-time employees who earn less than $6.15. The total cost to bring their wages to $6.15 per
hour is $7,639 per year.
The Department of Education surveyed the state’s universities. Their results reveal that there are
27,020 employees earning less than $6.15 per hour. The cost to bring their wages to $6.15 per
hour is estimated to be $1.8 million per year. However, most of the employees earning below
$6.15 per hour are students and the net effect of an increase in the wage rate may be that
universities, due to budget constraints, hire fewer students or reduce the hours that students
work.
The Legislative Committee on Intergovernmental Relations surveyed counties and municipalities.
Thirty-four out of 67 counties and 184 out of 405 municipalities responded to the survey. The
counties that responded to the survey represent about 58 percent of the population and their
results show that there are 224 employees that earn less than $6.15 per hour. The estimated
cost to bring their wages to $6.15 per hour is roughly $88,000 per year. The municipalities that
responded to the survey represent about 19 percent of the population and their results show that
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there are 179 employees that earn less than $6.15 per hour. The estimated cost to bring their
wages to $6.15 per hour is roughly $93,000 per year.
The Florida School Board Association surveyed local school boards. Seventeen out of 67 school
boards responded, representing 29 percent of the population. Their results indicate that there are
355 employees earning less than $6.15 per hour. The estimated cost to bring their wages to
$6.15 per hour is approximately $120,000 per year.
Overall, the surveys suggest that the cost to state and local governments will be minimal.
Internal Analysis Based on State and National Data The data underlying the analysis come
from two U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics employment surveys: (1) “Current Employment
Situation” (CES)—establishment survey of payroll data; and (2) “Current Population Survey”
(CPS)—household survey of labor market participation. All data are for 2003 and come from both
published and unpublished tables. The principal assumptions underlying the analysis are (1) all
increased labor costs are passed on to consumers in the form of higher prices; (2) there are no
adverse employment impacts from the higher labor costs; (3) there are no adverse expenditure
impacts on consumers because of higher prices.
The measurement of costs associated with passage of the minimum wage proposal was limited to
higher labor costs—wages, taxes, and benefits. The direct costs to state and local governments
(defined to be the costs of bringing all employees earning between $5.15 and $6.14 per hour to
$6.15 per hour) amount to $8 million--$3 million for state government and $5 million for local
governments. This represents less than two hundredths of one percent (0.02%) of the total state
and local government labor costs in 2003 (which was $40.7 billion according to the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis).
In addition to the direct costs, increased costs are expected as wages rise for those employees
whose hourly wages are above, but near, the proposed minimum wage. This effect, known as the
ripple effect, is expected to occur as a behavioral response by employers to attempt to maintain a
wage scale similar to the one that existed prior to the new minimum wage. After the wage
increases are fully phased in across higher earnings classes to account for the ripple effect, the
total labor costs are estimated to be $13.6 million for state and local government or about 0.033%
of the total state and local government labor costs in 2003.
These costs are offset by increased sales tax receipts of $6.3 million associated with the higher
costs of taxable goods. When netted against the increased labor costs to state and local
government, the proposal is expected to result in a net cost to state and local government of
approximately $7.3 million dollars. This estimate does not include any increase in local option
sales taxes received by local governments resulting from higher consumer prices for taxable
goods.
Increases in state and local government employment costs and revenues from sales taxes will be
reduced to the extent government and business respond to the higher minimum wage by limiting
employment.
The Research of Dr. Robert Pollin2 According to Dr. Pollin, who conducted research on behalf
of the proponents of the amendment, the estimated net fiscal impact of the Florida minimum wage
proposal is positive. That is, additional revenues and savings will exceed costs by $2.9 million.
This estimate is derived from an estimated $13.3 million in higher wage costs, reduced by
additional tax revenue and Medicaid savings of about $16.2 million.
Costs associated with an increase in the minimum wage are higher salaries ($10.8 million), higher
contract costs for state contracts ($1.8 million), and one-time administrative expenses ($0.7
million).
2

Robert Pollin: “ Assessment of the Net Fiscal Impact of the Florida Minimum Wage Proposal,” June 16, 2004

5

The increase in sales tax revenue is a result of a higher general price increase in taxable goods
($11.7 million). It is expected that the increase in wage costs to employers (mostly hotels and
restaurants) will be passed on to the ultimate consumer in the form of higher prices. Dr. Pollin’s
analysis assumes that there will be no adverse impacts on employment.
The savings associated with Medicaid and KidCare are expected to be $4.5 million. The higher
wages are expected to push some individuals above the eligibility threshold for Medicaid and
KidCare coverage.
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ATTACHMENT
Proposed Constitutional Amendment
Florida Minimum Wage Amendment

All Industries

Combined
State & Local
Government

State
Government

Local
Government

Direct Effect - Impact on employees
earning less than $6.15 per hour
Direct Wages Increase
Increased Benefits/Taxes
Direct Total Cost Increase

$144,787,500
$14,478,750
$159,266,250

$6,974,773
$1,046,216
$8,020,989

$2,656,134
$398,420
$3,054,554

$4,318,639
$647,796
$4,966,435

$238,417,843
$23,841,784
$262,259,628

$11,828,639
$1,774,296
$13,602,934

$4,153,050
$622,958
$4,776,008

$7,675,588
$1,151,338
$8,826,926

Include Ripple Effect - Extends to $7.99 per Hour
With Die-out of Effect at 33% of Prior Wage Interval
Wages Increase
Increased Benefits/Taxes
Total Cost Increase

Sales Tax Impact - 40% of wage increase
is spent on taxable goods and services
Increase in Taxable Sales
Increase in Sales Taxes [1]

[1] The estimate excludes any local option sales taxes.

Financial Impact Estimating Conference
June 23, 2004

$104,903,851
$6,294,231
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Minimum Wage
(For Discussion Purposes Only)
CPI‐W (South)*
Date
Jan‐05
May‐05
Jan‐06
Jan‐07
Jul‐07
Jan‐08
Jan‐09
Jul‐09
Jan‐10
Jan‐11
Jun‐11 ^
Jan‐12
Jan‐13
Jan‐14
Jan‐15
Jan‐16 ▪
Jan‐17
Jan‐18
Jan‐19

Jan‐20
Jan‐21
Jan‐22
Jan‐23
Jan‐24
Jan‐25
Jan‐26
Jan‐27
Jan‐28
Jan‐29
Jan‐30

#
#
#
#
#
#

Federal
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.85
$6.55
$6.55
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
Current Law/Current
Administration
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25

Florida
$5.15
$6.15
$6.40
$6.67
$6.67
$6.79
$7.21
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.31
$7.67
$7.79
$7.93
$8.05
$8.05
$8.10
$8.25
$8.46

Florida

Based on CPI‐W 30‐Year
Compound Growth Rate*
$8.67
$8.88
$9.10
$10.00
$9.32
$11.00
$9.55
$12.00
$9.78
$13.00
$10.02
$14.00
$10.26
$15.00
$10.51
$15.36
$10.77
$15.73
$11.03
$16.11

Based on CPI‐U Growth
Rate**
$8.63
$8.80
$9.00
$10.00
$9.21
$11.00
$9.43
$12.00
$9.66
$13.00
$9.88
$14.00
$10.10
$15.00
$10.33
$15.34
$10.57
$15.69
$10.81
$16.04

CPI‐U (U.S.)**

Index
179.400

% Change

Index
189.367

% Change

186.600
194.500

4.01%
4.23%

196.600
203.167

3.82%
3.34%

198.063
210.362

1.83%
6.21%

207.939
218.861

2.35%
5.25%

205.867
208.740

‐2.14%
1.40%

215.344
217.934

‐1.61%
1.20%

218.947
222.250
226.119
229.594
228.011
229.479
233.691
239.743

4.89%
1.51%
1.74%
1.54%
‐0.69%
0.64%
1.84%
2.59%

226.033
229.841
233.300
237.478
237.862
240.601
245.368
251.829

3.72%
1.68%
1.50%
1.79%
0.16%
1.15%
1.98%
2.63%

CPI‐W (South) 30‐Year
Compound Growth Rate*
2.43%
2.43%
2.43%
2.43%
2.43%
2.43%
2.43%
2.43%
2.43%
2.43%
2.43%

Red indicates increases in Federal minimum wage rate.
^ Legal ruling raising the Florida minimum wage rate to $7.31
▪ Florida minimum wage held constant, even when CPI‐W change over the year is negative
# Under the proposed amendment the wage increase is effective September 30 of the prior year, as required by s. 448.110(4)(a), F.S
* CPI‐Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers ‐ All Items ‐ South Region (not seasonally adjusted) ‐ August of prior year
** CPI‐All Urban Consumers ‐ All Itemes (seasonally adjusted) ‐ 3rd quarter of prior year. (February 2019 NEEC forecast) Forecast shown in blue shading;
History shown in beige shading revised to match US Dept of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, as of 3/27/2019.

CPI‐U Growth Rate**
256.984
2.05%
262.003
1.95%
268.102
2.33%
274.465
2.37%
281.080
2.41%
287.888
2.42%
294.352
2.25%
300.884
2.22%
307.606
2.23%
314.636
2.29%
321.681
2.24%

CPI-U (U.S.) vs. CPI-W (South Region)
Growth-Over-The-Year
(For Discussion Purposes Only)
16%

12%

8%

4%

0%

The CPI-U is the 3rd quarter prior year (seas. adj.) whereas the CPI-W is August of prior year (not seas. adj.)

-4%
1980

1985

1990

1995

CPI-U (U.S.)

2000

2005

2010

CPI-W (South Region)

2015

Adjusted CPI-U, Removing Minimum Wage
(For Discussion Purposes Only)
2.8%

2.8%

2.4%

2.4%

2.0%

2.0%

1.6%

1.6%

1.2%

1.2%

0.8%

0.8%
2016

2018

2020

2022

2024

2026

2028

% Change Over the Year, CPI-U, Adopted by NEEC (Feb 2019)
% Change Over the Year, CPI-U, Constant Minimum Wage
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Executive Summary
The employment effect of the minimum wage is one of the most studied topics in all of economics.
This report examines the most recent wave of this research – roughly since 2000 – to determine the
best current estimates of the impact of increases in the minimum wage on the employment
prospects of low-wage workers. The weight of that evidence points to little or no employment
response to modest increases in the minimum wage.
The report reviews evidence on eleven possible adjustments to minimum-wage increases that may
help to explain why the measured employment effects are so consistently small. The strongest
evidence suggests that the most important channels of adjustment are: reductions in labor turnover;
improvements in organizational efficiency; reductions in wages of higher earners ("wage
compression"); and small price increases.
Given the relatively small cost to employers of modest increases in the minimum wage, these
adjustment mechanisms appear to be more than sufficient to avoid employment losses, even for
employers with a large share of low-wage workers.
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Introduction
The employment effect of the minimum wage is one of the most studied topics in all of economics.
This report examines the most recent wave of this research – roughly since 2000 – to determine the
best current estimates of the impact of increases in the minimum wage on the employment
prospects of low-wage workers. The weight of that evidence points to little or no employment
response to modest increases in the minimum wage. The report also reviews evidence on a range of
possible adjustments to minimum-wage increases that may help to explain why the measured
employment effects are so consistently small.

Empirical Research on the Minimum Wage
The volume of research on the employment impact of the minimum wage is vast and a complete
review is beyond the scope of this report. Instead, I provide a quick summary of the state of the
debate as of the early 2000s and then concentrate on the main developments over the last decade.
Pre-2000s
In 1977, the Minimum Wage Study Commission (MWSC) undertook a review of the existing
research on the minimum wage in the United States (and Canada), with a particular focus on the
likely impact of indexing the minimum wage to inflation and providing a separate, lower, minimum
for younger workers. Four years and $17 million later, the MWSC released a 250-page summary
report1 and six additional volumes of related research papers.2 In their independent summary of the
research reviewed in the MWSC, Brown, Gilroy, and Kohen, three economists involved in
producing the report, distinguished between employment effects on: teenagers (ages 16-19), where
they concluded that a 10 percent increase in the minimum wage reduced teen employment, most
plausibly, from between zero and 1.5 percent; young adults (ages 20-24), where they believed the
employment impact is “negative and smaller than that for teenagers”; and adults, where the
“direction of the effect...is uncertain in the empirical work as it is in the theory.” 3, 4 Their summary
of the theoretical and empirical research through the late 1970s suggested that any "disemployment"
effects of the minimum wage were small and almost exclusively limited to teenagers and possibly
other younger workers.
For a decade, the MWSC's conclusions remained the dominant view in the economics profession.
By the early 1990s, however, several researchers had begun to take a fresh look at the minimum
wage. The principal innovations of what came to be known as "the new minimum wage research"
were the use of "natural experiments" and cross-state variation in the "bite" of the minimum wage.

1 Minimum Wage Study Commission (1981)
2 For an overview of the workings of MWSC and a review of its main findings, see Eccles and Freeman (1982). For a
lengthy review of the MWSC's finding, prepared by three economists involved in preparation of the MWSC report,
see Brown, Gilroy, and Kohen (1982).
3 Brown, Gilroy, and Kohen (1982), p. 524.
4 The employment impact on adults is uncertain in theory because an increase in the minimum wage might encourage
employers to replace some (presumably lower productivity) teenagers with more (presumably higher productivity)
adults.
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Natural experiments sought to reproduce in the real world some of the features of a laboratory
experiment. In the context of the minimum wage, these natural experiments typically measured the
employment impact of a single instance of a policy change (an increase in a state or the federal
minimum wage) by comparing a group of workers directly affected by the change (teenagers in a
state where the minimum wage increased, for example) with a similar group that was not affected
(teenagers in a neighboring state where the minimum did not change).
Without a doubt, the most influential of the studies using a natural experiment was David Card and
Alan Krueger's (1994) paper on the impact on fast-food employment of the 1992 increase in the
New Jersey state minimum wage.5 In advance of the 1992 increase in the New Jersey state minimum
wage, Card and Krueger conducted their own telephone survey of fast-food restaurants in New
Jersey and neighboring Pennsylvania. They repeated the survey after the increase had gone into
effect and then compared the change in employment in New Jersey's restaurants (the minimum
wage treatment group) with what happened in Pennsylvania (the control group). They found "no
evidence that the rise in New Jersey's minimum wage reduced employment at fast-food restaurants
in the state."6, 7
The "New Minimum Wage" research also emphasized research methods based on important
differences in the "bite" of the federal minimum across the states. Any given increase in the federal
minimum, the thinking went, should have more impact in low-wage states, where many workers
would be eligible for an increase, than it would in high-wage states, where a smaller share of the
workforce would be affected. Card, for example, divided the U.S. states into three groups – lowimpact, medium-impact, and high-impact – according to the share of their teenage workforce that
would be affected by the 1990 and 1991 increases in the federal minimum wage. His analysis
concluded: "Comparisons of grouped and individual state data confirm that the rise in the minimum
wage raised average teenage wages... On the other hand, there is no evidence that the rise in the
minimum wage significantly lowered teenage employment rates..."8
Card and Krueger's book Myth and Measurement: The New Economics of the Minimum Wage is the best
(though early) summary of these two strands of the "new minimum wage" research. Their detailed
review of studies using a variety of methods and datasets to examine restaurant workers, retail
employment, and teenagers, concludes: "The weight of this evidence suggests that it is very unlikely
that the minimum wage has a large, negative employment effect."9
Myth and Measurement also inspired a considerable response from economists more critical of the
minimum wage. David Neumark and William Wascher's book Minimum Wages brings together much
of this critique, with an emphasis on their own work. In Neumark and Wascher's assessment, the
most reliable recent research on the minimum wage has built on the earlier time-series analysis that
informed the main conclusions of the MWSC. This new generation of time-series analysis typically
5 Other important studies along these lines include Card's (1992a) analysis of the impact of the 1988 increase in
California's state minimum wage and Katz and Krueger's (1992) study of the impact of the 1990 and 1991 increases
in the federal minimum wage.
6 Card and Krueger (1994), p. 792.
7 Economists David Neumark and William Wascher (2000) criticized Card and Krueger's study, arguing that the
survey was poorly designed and implemented. Card and Krueger (2000) responded by confirming their original
results using payroll records from a virtual census of fast-food restaurants in New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania.
8 Card (1992b), p. 36.
9 Card and Krueger (1995), pp. 389-390.
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applies modern econometric techniques to state-level data on teenagers (and sometimes lesseducated workers). Neumark and Wascher's conclusion is that "...the preponderance of evidence
supports the view that minimum wages reduce the employment of low-wage workers."10
Since the early 2000s
At the turn of the century, the minimum-wage debate had two poles: on the one side, researchers
broadly identified with the "new minimum-wage research" (though without Card and Krueger, who,
since their 2000 re-analysis of their famous New Jersey fast-food study, have not returned to write
on the minimum wage); and critics of the minimum wage and the new minimum-wage research, the
most prolific of whom have been Neumark and Wascher. The last decade has seen a continued
outpouring of research from both camps, and the emergence of what economist Arindrajit Dube
has called a "fourth generation" of research on the minimum wage that "tries to make sense of the
sometimes contradictory evidence."11
In the next two sections of this report, I first summarize the findings of two statistical "metastudies" (studies of studies) and two, more qualitative, literature reviews of this research; then, take a
closer look at several of the most important and influential studies published in the last decade.
Meta-studies
Meta-studies are “studies of studies” that use a set of well-defined statistical techniques to pool the
results of a large number of separate analyses. Meta-study techniques effectively increase the amount
of data available for analysis and can provide a much sharper picture of statistical relationships than
is possible in any individual study. Meta-studies are widely used in medicine, where the results of
many small clinical trials can be combined to produce much more accurate estimates of the
effectiveness of different kinds of treatments.
Hristos Doucouliagos and T. D. Stanley (2009) conducted a meta-study of 64 minimum-wage
studies published between 1972 and 2007 measuring the impact of minimum wages on teenage
employment in the United States. When they graphed every employment estimate contained in these
studies (over 1,000 in total), weighting each estimate by its statistical precision, they found that the
most precise estimates were heavily clustered at or near zero employment effects (see Figure 1).
Doucouliagos and Stanley's results held through an extensive set of checks, including limiting the
analysis to what study authors' viewed as their best (usually of many) estimates of the employment
impacts, controlling for possible correlation of estimates within each study, and controlling for
possible correlation of estimates by each author involved in multiple studies. Doucouliagos and
Stanley concluded that their results “...corroborate [Card and Krueger's] overall finding of an
insignificant employment effect (both practically and statistically) from minimum-wage raises.”12 In
10 Neumark and Wascher (2008), p. 104.
11 Dube detects “...four generations of minimum wage research: the older time series literature, the first wave of the
“new minimum wage” research that featured both case study and state-panel approaches, a third generation of
follow-up work largely based on these two methodologies, and a fourth generation of recent work that tries to make
sense of the sometimes contradictory evidence.” (2011, p. 763)
12 Doucouliagos and Stanley (2009), p. 422. Doucouliagos and Stanley put the size of the effects they find into
perspective: "A 10 per cent increase in the minimum wage reduces employment by about 0.10 per cent... But even if
this adverse employment effect were true, it would be of no practical relevance. An elasticity of -0.01 has no
meaningful policy implications. If correct the minimum wage could be doubled and cause only a 1 per cent decrease
in teenage employment." (2009, pp. 415-16)
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their view: “Two scenarios are consistent with this empirical research record. First, minimum wages
may simply have no effect on employment... Second, minimum-wage effects might exist, but they
may be too difficult to detect and/or are very small.”13
FIGURE 1
Trimmed Funnel Graph of Estimated Minimum-Wage Effects (n = 1,492)
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Source: Doucouliagos and Stanley (2009).

Paul Wolfson and Dale Belman have carried out their own meta-analysis of the minimum wage,
focusing on studies published only since 2000. They identified 27 minimum wage studies that
produced the necessary elasticity estimates and corresponding standard errors, yielding 201
employment estimates in total. They then produced a range of meta-estimates, controlling for many
features of the underlying studies, including the type of worker analyzed (teens or fast food
workers), whether the study focused on the supply or the demand side of the labor market, who the
authors of the study were, and other characteristics. The resulting estimates varied, but revealed no
statistically significant negative employment effects of the minimum wage: "The largest in magnitude

13 Doucouliagos and Stanley (2009), p. 422. Doucouliagos and Stanley also "find strong evidence of publication
selection for significantly negative employment elasticities" (2009, p. 422) They conclude: "Even under generous
assumptions about what might constitute 'best practice' in this area of research, little or no evidence of an adverse
employment effect remains in the empirical research record, once the effects of publication selection are removed."
(p. 423)
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are... positive [and] statistically significant... Several are economically irrelevant though statistically
significant and several others [are] slightly larger but...statistically insignificant."14
Reviews
Meanwhile, Neumark and Wascher (2006, 2007) conducted a qualitative review of the research since
the early 1990s on the employment effects of the minimum wage in the United States, other OECD
countries, several Latin American countries, and Indonesia.15 In their summary remarks, focusing on
the U.S. experience, they note:
"What may be most striking to the reader who has managed to wade through our
lengthy review of the new minimum wage research is the wide range of estimates of
the effects of the minimum wage on employment, especially when compared to the
review of the earlier literature by Brown et al. in 1982 [for the Minimum Wage Study
Commission]. For example, few of the studies in the Brown et al. survey were outside
of the consensus range of −.1 to −.3 for the elasticity of teenage employment with
respect to the minimum wage. In contrast, even limiting the sample of studies to
those focused on the effects of the minimum wage of teenagers in the United States,
the range of studies comprising the new minimum wage research extends from well
below −1 to well above zero."16
Based on their subjective weighting of the quality of the research and the reliability of the resulting
estimates, Neumark and Wascher conclude:
"Although the wide range of estimates is striking, the oft-stated assertion that the
new minimum wage research fails to support the traditional view that the minimum
wage reduces the employment of low-wage workers is clearly incorrect. Indeed, in
our view, the preponderance of the evidence points to disemployment effects."17
By their calculations, of the 33 studies "providing the most credible evidence; 28 (85 percent) ...
point to negative employment effects."18
The Neumark and Wascher review, however, is considerably more subjective and arguably less
relevant to the United States than the two meta-studies discussed earlier. Only 52 of the 102 studies
reviewed by Neumark and Wascher analyzed U.S. data. Of these, Neumark and Wascher designated
19 as "most credible," five of which were their own studies.19 The Neumark and Wascher (2006)
review also excludes several important papers that were not published until after the review was
completed, including the important contributions of Arindrajit Dube, William Lester, and Michael
Reich (2010) and Sylvia Allegretto, Dube, and Reich (2011) (to which we will return to below).20

14 Wolfson and Belman (forthcoming), p. 10.
15 An abbreviated version of their findings, with a few additional studies added, appears in chapter three of Neumark
and Wascher (2008). For a critical review of Neumark and Wascher's book, see Dube (2011).
16 Neumark and Wascher (2006), p. 120.
17 Neumark and Wascher (2006), p. 121.
18 Neumark and Wascher (2006).
19 Following the procedure that Neumark and Wascher appear to have used, I count Sabia (2006) as two studies
because it has two separate entries in their Table 1.
20 In their subsequent book, Neumark and Wascher (2008) do critique a pre-publication version of the Dube, Lester,
and Reich paper.
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Wolfson and Belman (forthcoming) also produced an extensive qualitative review of minimum wage
research since 2000, including a significant number of studies published too late for inclusion in
Neumark and Wascher (2006, 2008). Of the studies they reviewed, 40 analyzed U.S. data. Fourteen
of these found negative employment effects; thirteen found no effects; one found positive effects;
and twelve, a mixture of negative, positive, and no effects. To sort out these conflicting findings,
Wolfson and Belman appealed to their meta-study, which as noted earlier, concluded that there were
no statistically and economically meaningful employment losses associated with the minimum wage.
A closer look at several key recent studies
This section takes a closer look at several of the most important studies conducted over the last
decade.
Dube, Lester, and Reich (2010)

Probably the most important and influential paper written on the minimum wage in the last decade
was Dube, Lester, and Reich (2010)'s study,21 which offered a comprehensive reappraisal of both the
new minimum wage research and its critics. The study was built around a key methodological
innovation, which essentially generalized Card and Krueger's New Jersey study to make it nationally
representative, and identified a significant weakness in much of the earlier minimum-wage research
based on the analysis of state employment patterns, which had failed to control for regional
differences in employment growth that were unrelated to the minimum wage.
The most convincing critique of Card and Krueger's (1994, 2000) study of the increase in the New
Jersey minimum wage (relative to Pennsylvania, where the minimum wage did not go up) was that it
is difficult to generalize from a single case study. Even a perfect experiment will have random error
that could affect the results in a single experiment. Imagine that the minimum wage had a small, but
real, negative employment effect. Random errors will lead the results of separate tests to be
distributed around this hypothetical negative employment effect, sometimes producing a larger
disemployment effect than the "true" level, sometimes producing a smaller disemployment effect
than what is "true" – even zero or positive measured disemployment effects. By this thinking, Card
and Krueger's experiment could have been perfectly executed, but still represent only one result
from a distribution of possible outcomes. Absent other information, the best estimate of the true
effect of the minimum wage would be Card and Krueger's actual results, but we cannot convincingly
rule out, based on that single case, that the effects were in truth larger or smaller than what was
observed in the case of New Jersey in 1992.
In recognition of this problem, Dube, Lester and Reich (2010) essentially replicated Card and
Krueger's New Jersey-Pennsylvania experiment thousands of times, by comparing employment
differences across contiguous U.S. counties with different levels of the minimum wage. The three
economists carefully constructed a data set of restaurant employment in every quarter between 1990
and 2006 in the 1,381 counties in the United States for which data were available continuously over
the full period.22 They also matched these employment data with the level of the federal or state
minimum wage (whichever was higher) in the county in each quarter of each year in the sample.
They then compared restaurant employment outcomes across a subset of 318 pairs of bordering
21 The paper first circulated in 2007.
22 They drew the data from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, which collects data from unemployment
insurance records, a virtual census of employees in the United States. There were a total of 3,081 counties in total in
the United States over the period they analyzed.
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counties where the prevailing minimum wage could differ, depending on the level of the federal and
state minimum wage.
Their methodology effectively generalizes the Card and Krueger New Jersey-Pennsylvania study, but
with several advantages. First, the much larger number of cases allowed Dube, Lester, and Reich to
look at a much larger distribution of employment outcomes than was possible in the single case of
the 1992 increase in the New Jersey minimum wage. Second, since they followed counties over a 16year period, the researchers were also able to test for the possibility of longer-term effects. Finally,
because the relative minimum wage varied across counties over time, the minimum wage in a
particular county could, at different points in time, be lower, identical to, and higher than the
minimum wage in its pair, providing substantially more experimental variation than in the New
Jersey-Pennsylvania (and many similar) studies. Using this large sample of border counties, and these
statistical advantages over earlier research, Dube, Lester, and Reich "...find strong earnings effects
and no employment effects of minimum wage increases."23
Dube, Lester, and Reich's study also identified an important flaw in much of the earlier minimumwage research based on the analysis of state-level employment patterns. The three economists
demonstrated that overall employment trends vary substantially across region, with overall
employment generally growing rapidly in parts of the country where minimum wages are low (the
South, for example) and growing more slowly in parts of the country where minimum wages tend to
be higher (the Northeast, for example). Since no researchers (even the harshest critics of the
minimum wage) believe that the minimum wage levels prevailing in the United States have had any
impact on the overall level of employment, failure to control for these underlying differences in
regional employment trends, Dube, Lester, and Reich argued, can bias statistical analyses of the
minimum wage. Standard statistical analyses that do not control for this "spatial correlation" in the
minimum wage will attribute the better employment performance in low minimum-wage states to
the lower minimum wage, rather than to whatever the real cause is that is driving the faster overall
job growth in these states (good weather, for example). Dube, Lester, and Reich use a dataset of
restaurant employment in all counties (for which they have continuous data from 1990 through
2006), not just those that lie along state borders and are able to closely match earlier research that
finds job losses associated with the minimum wage. But, once they control for region of the country,
these same earlier statistical techniques show no employment losses. They conclude: "The large
negative elasticities in the traditional specification are generated primarily by regional and local
differences in employment trends that are unrelated to minimum wage policies."24, 25
Independently of Dube, Lester, and Reich, economists John Addison, McKinley Blackburn, and
Chad Cotti used similar county level data for the restaurant-and-bar sector to arrive at similar
conclusions. Addison, Blackburn, and Cotti found no net employment effect of the minimum wage
in the restaurant-and-bar sector. More importantly, using reasoning similar to Dube, Lester, and
Reich, they also concluded that the standard state panel-data techniques that have typically yielded
negative employment effects of the minimum wage appear to be biased toward finding that result:
"Our evidence does not suggest that minimum wages reduce employment once controls for trends
in county-level sectoral employment are incorporated. Rather, employment appears to exhibit an
23 Dube, Lester, and Reich (2010), p. 961.
24 Dube, Lester, and Reich (2010), p. 962.
25 Note that several prominent studies since 2000 that use state panel data and estimation techniques of this type do
not control for or address the "spatial heterogeneity" identified by Dube, Lester, and Reich. See, for example,
Burkhauser, Couch, and Wittenburg (2000), Neumark and Wascher (2007), and Sabia (2009).
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independent downward trend in states that have increased their minimum wages relative to states
that have not, thereby predisposing estimates towards reporting negative outcomes."26
Allegretto, Dube, and Reich (2011)

Sylvia Allegretto, Dube, and Reich (2011) applied the insights of Dube, Lester, and Reich (2010) to
teen employment over the period 1990-2009. Their work made at least two important contributions
to the policy debate. First, they analyzed teen employment, rather than industry employment,
making their results more directly comparable to the bulk of earlier research on the minimum wage.
Second, they included data covering the deep recession that ran from December 2007 through June
2009, allowing them to measure any possible interactions between the minimum wage and strong
economic downturns.27
Allegretto, Dube, and Reich analyzed data on teenagers taken from the Current Population Survey
(CPS) for the years 1990 through 2009.28 Because the CPS sample is smaller than the QCEW data
used in the county-analysis, Allegretto, Dube, and Reich instead tracked teen employment at the
state level. When they produced standard statistical analyses of the kind used in much of the
research since the mid-1990s on teen employment, the three economists found results similar to
those found in that earlier research (a 10 percent increase in the minimum wage reduces teen
employment slightly more than 1 percent). But, once they controlled for different regional trends,
the estimated employment effects of the minimum wage disappeared, turning slightly positive, but
not statistically significantly different from zero.
Allegretto, Dube, and Reich also investigated whether the impact of the minimum wage is greater in
economic downturns. They "...do not find evidence that the effects are systematically different in
periods of high versus low overall unemployment."29
Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011)

Barry Hirsch, Bruce Kaufman, and Tatyana Zelenska (2011) studied the impact of the 2007-2009
increases in the federal minimum wage on a sample of 81 fast-food restaurants in Georgia and
Alabama. In principle, the size of the minimum-wage increase was identical across all the restaurants
studied, but, in practice, the impact of the increase varied because there was significant variation in
pay across the restaurants. Their paper makes an important contribution to the policy debate
because it seeks to shift the discussion toward understanding why, in their words, "[d]espite decades
of research, pinning-down the labor market effects of [the minimum wage] has proven elusive."30 In
particular, they propose looking at a range of possible "channels of adjustment" to minimum wage
increases and examine evidence on some of these potential channels.
Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska gathered two kinds of data. The first were electronic payroll data
obtained from the three owners of the 81 establishments. The data covered a three-year period from
January 2007 through December 2009, which brackets the July 2007, July 2008, and July 2009
26 Addison, Blackburn, and Cotti (2012), p. 412. This research first circulated in 2008, at about the same time that
Dube, Lester, and Reich's work first appeared.
27 Of course, Dube, Lester, and Reich (2010) included data covering the 1990-91 and 2001 recessions.
28 The detailed data on restaurant employment that Dube, Lester, and Reich (2010) used in their study do not contain
information on workers' characteristics such as age, so Allegretto, Dube, and Reich (2011) used the smaller CPS data
set.
29 Allegretto, Dube, and Reich (2011), p. 238.
30 Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), p. 1.
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increases in the federal minimum wage. These data allowed the researchers to conduct before-andafter tests of changes in wages and employment at the restaurants. If the minimum wage had a
negative effect on employment, they would expect to observe larger increases in wages at the lowerwage restaurants, accompanied by bigger declines in employment. In fact, they found: "...in line with
other recent studies, that the measured employment impact is variable across establishments, but
overall not statistically distinguishable from zero. The same absence of a significant negative effect is
found for employee hours, even when examined over a three-year period."31
Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska also collected data through separate interviews with managers and
employees, using a survey designed to investigate channels of adjustment to the minimum wage –
other than changes in employment or hours.32 The other channels they considered included: price
increases; changes to the internal wage structure (including slower pay increases for higher-wage
workers); reductions in turnover; "operational and human resource efficiencies;" reductions in nonlabor costs; reductions in customer service; and lower profits.
After analyzing the establishment data on wages, employment, and hours, Hirsch, Kaufman, and
Zelenska concluded that while wages did rise after the federal minimum-wage increase, any
employment and hours changes were not statistically distinguishable from zero. Based on the rest of
the information they gathered in their survey and interviews with employers and employees, they
write:
"...our study offers a new [three-part] explanation for the small and insignificant
[minimum wage] employment effects found in the literature... first... is that even large
increases in the [minimum wage] may be modest as compared to other cost increases
that business owners must routinely offset or absorb... The second is that a
[minimum-wage] cost increase flows through more adjustment channels than
economists have typically considered. And the third is that managers regard
employment and hours cuts as a relatively costly and perhaps counter-productive
option, regarding them as a last resort."33
Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska’s empirical investigation of the wage, employment, and other
impacts of the federal minimum wage is subject to a number of reasonable critiques. The most
important of these (as was the case with Card and Krueger's 1994 and 2000 New Jersey studies) is
that it is difficult to generalize from only one minimum wage experiment, particularly when the
analysis is based on the experience of only 81 restaurants, all in the same chain, all owned by a only
three franchisees in just two states. Nevertheless, the employment effects they find lie at the
consensus estimate in the two most recent meta-studies: little or no negative employment outcomes.
The key contribution of this paper, however, is its focus on the wide range of ways that employers
respond to minimum-wage increases other than adjusting employment or hours.
Sabia, Burkhauser, and Hansen (2012)

Joseph Sabia, Richard Burkhauser, and Benjamin Hansen (2012) used research methods similar in
spirit to the original Card and Krueger New Jersey study to analyze the effects of an increase (in
three steps) in the New York state minimum wage from $5.15 per hour in 2004, to $7.15 per hour in
2007 (a cumulative 39 percent increase). They compared the effect of the increase on the
31 Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), p. 32.
32 In the summer of 2009, they interviewed or surveyed 66 of the 81 managers and 1,649 of the 2,640 employees
(Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska, 2011, p. 12).
33 Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), p. 33.
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employment of less-educated 16-to-29 year olds in New York with similar workers in nearby
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and New Hampshire, which experienced no increase in the minimum wage
over the same period. The three economists also compared employment outcomes for less-educated
16-to-29 year olds in New York with better-educated New York state workers of the same age.34
Their analysis shows that the minimum-wage increases in New York raised the wages of less-skilled
younger workers relative both to similar workers in the control states and to better-educated
workers of the same age in New York state. But, they also found: "...robust evidence that raising the
New York minimum ... significantly reduced employment rates of less-skilled, less-educated New
Yorkers." Their estimates implied "...a median elasticity of around -0.7, large relative to consensus
estimates ... of -0.1 to -0.3 found in the literature."35
The Sabia, Burkhauser, and Hansen study, however, is subject to the same critique applied to
Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (and Card and Krueger before them). Sabia, Burkhauser, and
Hansen analyzed only one experience of the minimum wage. Even if the effects of the minimum
wage were, in truth, zero, we would expect to see a distribution of estimates around zero, including
both positive and negative estimates. As Doucouliagos and Stanley demonstrated in their large metastudy of employment effects through the middle of the 2000s, the minimum-wage literature on
teenagers showed a range of positive and negative effects, but also a large spike of the most accurate
estimates at, or very near, zero. Wolfson and Belman’s meta-study, which focused on the period
from about 1990 through 2010, confirms Doucouliagos and Stanley's findings with more recent
research. Given how far the Sabia, Burkhauser, and Hansen estimates lie outside this consensus
range, the burden of proof would seem to fall on Sabia, Burkhauser, and Hansen to explain why
their study of a single experiment with the minimum wage should outweigh the cumulative
experience of scores of studies of the U.S. minimum wage since the early 1990s.

Adjustment Channels
The standard competitive model makes stark predictions about the employment effects of the
minimum wage: a binding minimum wage will price at least some low-wage workers out of jobs and
will unambiguously lower employment. Why, then, does the bulk of the best statistical evidence on
the employment effects of the minimum wage cluster at zero or only small employment effects?
This section attempts to answer that question, adopting and adapting the simple "channels of
adjustment" framework proposed by Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska.
Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska argue for a "channels of adjustment" approach through which cost
increases associated with the minimum wage change "...the behavior of firms, with impacts on
workers, consumers, owners, and other agents."36 Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska analyze the
possible channels of adjustment emphasized by three different theoretical approaches to the
minimum wage: the standard competitive model; the "institutional" model; and the (dynamic)
"monopsony" model.
34 Sabia, Burkhauser, and Hansen (2012) also constructed a synthetic control group of individuals drawn from a larger
collection of states, designed to most closely match the characteristics of the "treated" New York state group. These
tests produced qualitatively similar results to the ones discussed here.
35 Sabia, Burkhauser, and Hansen (2012), p. 23.
36 Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), p. 1.
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Competitive model
The competitive model generally emphasizes adjustment through declining employment (or hours).
But, the same competitive model also allows for other possible channels of adjustment, including
higher prices to consumers, reductions in non-wage benefits such as health insurance and retirement
plans, reductions in training, and shifts in the composition of employment. If the only channel of
adjustment available is employment, the competitive model implies that binding minimum wages
will reduce employment. But, the existence of other possible channels of adjustment means that
minimum wages could have little or no effect on employment, even within a standard competitive
vision of the labor market.
Institutional model
The institutional model, as Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska note, was the "dominant paradigm for
evaluating the minimum wage" from the time the federal minimum wage was first established in the
1930s through the decade of the 1950s. The institutional view has several key features, including:
"rejection of a well-defined downward sloping labor demand curve; labor markets that are
imperfectly competitive, institutionally segmented, socially embedded, and prone to excess supply;
and the importance of technological and psycho-social factors in firm-level production systems and
internal labor markets ... as determinants of cost and productivity."37
This institutional approach to the labor market allows for several additional channels of adjustment
to a minimum-wage increase. Probably the most important of these concern productivity.
Employers may respond to a minimum-wage increase by exerting greater managerial effort on
productivity-enhancing activities, including the reorganization of work, setting higher performance
standards, or demanding greater work intensity. In the competitive model, firms are assumed already
to be operating at peak efficiency, but in the institutional framework, firms are assumed to often
operate below their peak efficiency because it is costly to managers and to workers to identify,
implement, and maintain practices that continuously maximize efficiency.38 In this context, a
minimum-wage increase gives new incentives to employers to undertake additional productivityimproving practices. Alternatively, a higher minimum wage may also boost productivity through
"efficiency wage" effects. A strong theoretical and empirical basis exists for the idea that wages set
above the competitive market rate can induce workers to work harder,39 either to ensure that they
keep their job40 or in reciprocity for the higher wages paid.41, 42
Another important potential channel of adjustment in the institutional model is the possibility that a
higher minimum wage, by increasing spending power of low-wage workers, might act as a form of
economic stimulus, spurring greater demand for firms' output, at least partially offsetting the rise in
wage costs.43

37 Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), p. 5. For an excellent discussion of the institutional framework as it relates to
the minimum wage, see Kaufmann (2010).
38 Kaufman (1999, 2010).
39 Katz (1986).
40 Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984).
41 Akerlof (1982).
42 See Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), pp. 5-7 for additional possible channels of adjustment under the
institutional model.
43 See Hall and Cooper (2012).
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As a result of these various alternative channels of adjustment, the institutional model suggests that
the minimum wage "may have, particularly in the short-run, an approximately zero or small positive
employment effect."44
Dynamic monopsony model
The dynamic monopsony model is a third theoretical approach to the labor market that opens up
additional channels of adjustment.45 The most important new channel is the possibility that the
minimum wage reduces the costs of turnover to low-wage employers.
The key difference between the standard competitive model and the monopsony model concerns
the circumstances employers face when it comes to recruiting and retaining staff. In the competitive
model, employers can hire all the labor they desire by paying the prevailing market wage; and, in the
event that a worker quits, employers can instantly replace that worker with an identically productive
worker at the same wage. By contrast, in the dynamic monopsony model, employers, even those
operating in low-wage labor markets, face real costs associated with hiring new workers. These costs
flow from inevitable frictions in the labor market. Workers incur costs (time, effort, financial
expenditures) to find job openings; and, workers must limit their job searches to openings that fit
their geographic, transportation, and scheduling constraints. To overcome these frictions, employers
must either pay above the going wage (to draw extra attention to the particular vacancy) or wait
(with implied costs in lost output) until they are able to fill the vacancy with a worker willing to
accept that particular opening at the going rate.
At first glance, these frictions seem to work against low-wage employers, who must pay higher
wages to attract additional workers. In reality, however, these frictions put low-wage workers at a
significant disadvantage relative to their employers. Employers must pay above the going rate to fill
vacancies quickly (or wait longer until the vacancy is filled at the going rate) because unemployed
workers face real barriers (transportation, scheduling, information, financial, and others) to locating
suitable jobs. Low-wage employers are well-positioned to take advantage of these difficulties. Even
though employers must pay new workers a higher wage to fill a vacancy quickly, employers are able
to pay their current workers – who had to overcome various frictions to find their current job –
below their "marginal product."
In the monopsony model, employers are unlikely to pay higher wages in order to fill vacancies
because they would then have to raise the pay of their existing workers to match the pay offered to
their last hire. As a result, in monopsonistic settings, employers habitually operate with unfilled
vacancies, rather than raising the wage for their entire workforce. In this context, raising the
minimum wage can actually increase employment by raising the wages of the existing workforce to
the "competitive" level (no existing jobs are lost because these workers were being paid below their
"marginal product") and filling existing vacancies (which increases overall employment). 46
44 Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), p. 6, citing Lester (1946, 1960).
45 Traditional monopsony models assume that the labor market is characterized by a single employer who hires all of
the large number of possible workers. The standard example is an isolated "company town" with many workers and
only one large employer. By using the term "dynamic monopsony" economists are attempting to keep some of the
analytical features of the standard monopsony model, while emphasizing that the source of the monopsony power
does not flow from being a single employer, but rather from the dynamics –especially, the frictions– of the low-wage
labor market.
46 For a detailed, technical discussion of dynamic monopsony, see Manning (2003).
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TABLE 1
Total wage bill impact of recent minimum-wage increases

Minimum
wage
(nominal
dollars)

Legislated
increase
(percent)

Number of
full-time
equivalent
workers
affected
(thousands)

1989
1990
1991

3.35
3.80
4.25

13.4
11.8

3,612,491
4,199,152

4.8
5.6

3.6
4.2

0.32
0.34

2.4
3.0

26.2
34.2

2,267.4
2,369.0

9.2
8.7

0.11
0.13

1995
1996
1997

4.25
4.75
5.15

11.8
8.4

2,959,023
4,902,738

3.8
6.0

2.8
4.5

0.41
0.26

2.5
2.7

26.8
49.9

3,068.8
3,242.7

9.4
5.3

0.08
0.08

2006
2007
2008
2009

5.15
5.85
6.55
7.25

13.6
12.0
10.7

1,214,946
1,936,789
2,407,638

1.3
2.1
2.7

1.0
1.6
2.0

0.49
0.45
0.37

1.2
1.8
1.9

13.6
24.5
34.5

5,317.6
5,536.5
5,546.5

9.1
7.4
5.4

0.02
0.03
0.03

Share of all
employees
(percent)

Notes: Authors' analysis of Current Population Survey.

Share of all
hours
worked
(percent)

Average hourly
increase for
workers
receiving
an increase
(dollars)

Total
annual cost
of wage
increase
(billions of
dollars)

Total
annual
wage bill,
in sweep
(billions of
dollars)

Total
annual
wage bill,
all workers
(billions of
dollars)

Total
increase
as share of
wage bill,
in sweep
(percent)

Total
increase
as share of
wage bill,
all workers
(percent)
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Size of Adjustment
The three distinct theoretical approaches to the minimum wage suggest a large number of possible
channels of adjustment. Before reviewing the evidence on these various channels, however, it is
useful to have an idea of the size of the adjustment that a typical minimum-wage increase requires.
Table 1 presents data on the wage costs of last three rounds of federal minimum wage increases: the
1990-91 increases (from $3.35 to $4.25); the 1996-97 increases (from $4.25 to $5.15); and the 20072009 increases (from $5.15 to $7.25). Each of the annual increases in the statutory level of the
minimum wage was in the range of about 10 percent per year (a low of 8.4 percent to a high of 13.6
percent – see column two). The average increase in the wage costs of affected workers, however,
was in all cases smaller than the increase in the statutory rate, ranging from a low of 5.3 percent to a
high of 9.4 percent (see next-to-last column). The lower average actual increase simply reflects that
not all of the workers who receive a pay boost after a minimum-wage increase receive the full
increase (because they are already earning something above the old federal minimum, but below the
new federal minimum). Even more importantly, the total direct wage cost of each of these
minimum-wage increases was tiny relative to the total wage bill paid by employers – consistently less
than 0.1 percent of total wages paid. Relative to the wage costs of minimum-wage workers, the size
of each recent minimum-wage increases was modest (between about 5 and 10 percent of total wage
costs for minimum-wage workers).47 Relative to the total wage costs in the economy (that is
including the wages of all employees, not just those earning the minimum wage), the wages costs of
recent minimum-wage increases are very small.48
The size of these increases is directly relevant to the evaluation of possible channels of adjustment.
For the typical minimum-wage increase, one or more of these alternative channels of adjustment –
whether they are related to productivity increases, cuts in profits, reductions in earnings of higher
earners, higher prices to consumers, or other mechanisms – must cope with what are relatively small
total cost increases, when expressed as either a share of the total wages paid to minimum-wage
workers or as a share of the total wages paid to all workers.
Possible Channels
1. Reduction in hours worked

The minimum wage does not raise the cost of hiring workers – it raises the cost of hiring an hour of
work performed by those workers. Even within the competitive framework, employers might choose
to respond to a minimum-wage increase by reducing workers' hours, rather by reducing the total
number of workers on payroll.49
If firms were to adjust entirely by cutting hours (that is, they used no other adjustment channel), a
minimum-wage increase could still raise the living standard of minimum-wage workers, even in a
competitive model of the labor market. Imagine, for example, that the minimum wage increased
wages by 20 percent and lowered the number of hours worked by 10 percent. A part-time worker
working, say 20 hours per week, would experience a 10 percent fall in hours to, 18 hours a week, but
47 Moreover, these increases were typically preceded and followed by years when the minimum wage did not change at
all.
48 The cost of minimum-wage increases is even smaller when expressed as a share of total compensation – wages plus
non-wage benefits such as health insurance.
49 Michl (2000).
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would be paid 20 percent more for each of these 18 hours worked, for a net increase in weekly pay
of 8 percent. Even if the reduction in hours was so large that it exactly offset the increase in the
hourly wage, minimum-wage workers would still be better off after the increase because they would
be earning exactly what they made before, but would now be working fewer hours per week to earn
it. Hours adjustments would only reduce a worker's standard of living if the fall in hours were
steeper than the rise in wages.50
The empirical evidence on hours effects is not conclusive. Based on indirect evidence, Dube, Lester,
and Reich's study of the minimum wage across contiguous counties tentatively suggests that "the fall
in hours is unlikely to be large."51 Neumark and Wascher's review of the evidence concludes that
"the question of how employers adjust average hours in response to a minimum wage increase is not
yet resolved."52
2. Reductions in non-wage benefits

Within the competitive framework, employers might respond to a minimum-wage increase by
lowering the value of non-wage benefits, such as health insurance and pension contributions.
The empirical evidence, however, points to small or no effects along these lines. Based on their
review of research as of the mid-1990s, Card and Krueger conclude: "The quantitative importance
of nonwage offsets in response to a minimum-wage increase is an open question."53 Their own study
of fast-food restaurants in New Jersey showed no tendency for employers to cut the most common
nonwage benefit offered, which was free or low-priced meals.54 Simon and Kaestner's somewhat
more recent review of the "relatively few studies of the effect of minimum wages on fringe benefits
and working conditions"55 also reports small or no effects of the minimum wage on nonwage
benefits.56 Simon and Kaetner's own analysis of data from the Current Population Survey found
that: "...minimum wages have had no discernible effect on fringe benefits (specifically, on the receipt
of health insurance, on whether the employer paid the whole premium cost, on whether family
health insurance was provided, and on receipt of employer pensions)."57
3. Reductions in training

Another channel of adjustment consistent with the competitive framework is the possibility that
employers might reduce their expenditures on job training for low-wage workers.
The empirical evidence is not conclusive. In their review of the recent research on the minimum
wage and training, Neumark and Wascher write: "Summing up all of the evidence on training, we
50 Given the high level of turnover in many low-wage jobs, the distinction between employment and hours adjustments
might be less important than it first seems. If low-wage jobs are typically of short duration and low-wage workers
cycle in and out of low-wage jobs during the course of the year, even a reduction in the number of low-wage jobs
might, in practice, look to low-wage workers like only a reduction in hours. Low-wage workers would spend
somewhat more time in between jobs, but be paid more for each job they did land. As a result, depending on the
elasticities involved (the responsiveness of employment to minimum-wage changes), their annual hours could fall,
but their annual incomes could rise.
51 Dube, Lester, and Reich (2010), p. 956.
52 Neumark and Wascher (2008), p.78.
53 Card and Krueger (1995), p. 169.
54 Card and Krueger (1994).
55 Simon and Kaestner (2004), p. 53.
56 Citing Wessels (1980); Alpert (1986); Card and Krueger (1994); Royalty (2000).
57 Simon and Kaestner (2004), p. 67.
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can only conclude that the evidence is mixed. Our own research tends to find negative effects of
minimum wages on training, but most of the other recent research finds little evidence of an effect
in either direction."58
One reason that the research has not identified clear effects of the minimum wage on training may
be that the institutional model provides a better description of the labor market than the standard
competitive model. In the institutional model, employers may respond to a higher wage floor by
increasing training for low-wage workers in order to raise their productivity to a level commensurate
with their new, higher earnings.59
4. Changes in employment composition

Employers may adjust to a higher minimum wage by "upgrading" the skill level of their workforce,
rather than cutting the level of their staffing. This process could conceivably work against the
employment prospects of less-educated and less-experienced workers, especially, the argument goes,
black and Latino teens. As Walter E. Williams argues:
"...when faced with legislated wages that exceed the productivity of some workers,
firms will make adjustments in their use of labor. One adjustment is not only to hire
fewer youths but also to seek among them the more highly qualified candidates. It
turns out for a number of socioeconomic reasons that white youths, more often than
their black counterparts, have higher levels of educational attainment and training.
Therefore, a law that discriminates against low-skilled workers can be expected to
place a heavier burden on black youths than on white ones."60
Donald Deere, Kevin Murphy, and Finis Welch (1995) and Sabia, Burkhauser, and Hansen (2012)
make arguments along these lines in their studies of workers with less than a high school degree.61
As Allegretto, Dube, and Reich note, however, a theoretical case can be made that minimum wages
might instead improve the relative employment prospects of disadvantaged workers: "An alternative
view suggests that barriers to mobility are greater among minorities than among teens as a whole.
Higher pay then increases the returns to worker search and overcomes existing barriers to
employment that are not based on skill and experience differentials."62 A higher minimum wage
could help disadvantaged workers to cover the costs of finding and keeping a job, including, for
example, transportation, child-care, and uniforms.
Allegretto, Dube, and Reich's (2011) own research on the employment effect of the minimum wage
on teens looks separately at the effects on white, black, and Hispanic teens. For the period 1990
through 2009, which includes three recessions and three rounds of increases in the federal minimum
wage, they find no statistically significant effect of the minimum wage on teens as a whole, or on any
of the three racial and ethnic groups, separately, after they control for region of the country. Using a
58 Neumark and Wascher (2008), p. 207.
59 In their analysis of the minimum wage and training, Acemoglu and Pischke (2001) use a noncompetitive, but not
explicitly "institutional" model and arrive at a similar conclusion: "In contrast, in noncompetitive labor markets,
minimum wages tend to increase training of affected workers because they induce firms to train their unskilled
employees."
60 Williams (2011), pp. 45-46
61 Deere, Murphy, and Welch also studied outcomes for minority youth.
62 Allegretto, Dube, and Reich (2011), p. 228, who cite Raphael and Stoll (2002) on this point.
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similar methodology, Dube, Lester, and Reich (2012) detect no evidence that employers changed the
age or gender composition in the restaurant sector in response to the minimum wage. In a study of
detailed payroll records for a large retail firm with more than 700 stores, Laura Giuliano (2012)
found that teens from more affluent areas increased their labor supply (and employment) after the
1996-1997 increases in the minimum wage, while employment of teens in less affluent areas
experienced no statistically significant change in employment. Recent research by Sabia, Burkhauser,
and Hansen (2012) finds job losses among younger, less-educated workers, but not older, lesseducated workers. The Sabia, Burkhauser, and Hansen findings, however, are subject to the critiques
mentioned earlier – they find job losses well outside the range of the bulk of earlier research and
their results are based on a single state-level experiment with the minimum wage and may not be
representative.
5. Higher prices

Employers may respond to a higher minimum wage by passing on the added costs to consumers in
the form of higher prices. In a purely competitive economy, where all firms are experiencing the
same increase in labor costs in response to a minimum-wage increase, economic theory predicts that
at least a portion of the cost increase will be passed through to consumers.
Sara Lemos has conducted a comprehensive review of the 30 or so academic papers on the price
effects of the minimum wage. She concludes: "Despite the different methodologies, data periods
and data sources, most studies reviewed above found that a 10% US minimum wage increase raises
food prices by no more than 4% and overall prices by no more than 0.4%"; and "[t]he main policy
recommendation deriving from such findings is that policy makers can use the minimum wage to
increase the wages of the poor, without destroying too many jobs or causing too much inflation."63
Neumark and Wascher agree with Lemos's assessment about the likely price effects (while
disagreeing with her conclusions about the overall usefulness of the minimum wage): "Both because
of the relatively small share of production costs accounted for by minimum wage labor and because
of the limited spillovers from a minimum wage increase to wages of other workers, the effect of a
minimum wage increase on the overall price level is likely to be small."64 Other recent research by
Daniel Aaronson, Eric French, and James MacDonald on restaurant pricing, a sector with a high
share of low-wage workers suggests that the price effects are likely to be lower than the upper
bounds suggested by Lemos. Aaronson, French, and MacDonald "find that a 10 percent increase in
the minimum wage increases prices by roughly 0.7 percent."65
6. Improvements in efficiency

The "institutional" model of the labor market suggests that employers may respond to a minimumwage increase with efforts to improve operational efficiency including "tighter human resource
practices..., increased performance standards and work effort, and enhanced customer services." 66
Employers might prefer these kinds of adjustments to cutting employment (or hours) because
employer actions that reduce employment can "hurt morale and engender retaliation"67 In
63 Lemos (2008), p. 208.
64 Neumark and Wascher (2008), p. 248.
65 Aaronson, French, and MacDonald (2008), p. 697. In their study of the San Francisco citywide minimum wage,
Dube, Naidu, and Reich found that prices "increased significantly" at fast-food restaurants, but not at table-service
restaurants (2007, p. 542).
66 Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), p. 7.
67 Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), pp. 6-7.
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institutional models – different from competitive models where firms are always assumed to be
operating at peak efficiency – firms generally have some scope for increasing output, albeit usually at
a cost of greater managerial effort.
Little direct evidence exists on operational and human resource efficiencies as a channel of
adjustment. Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska's study of the impact of the federal minimum-wage
increase on 81 fast-food restaurants in Georgia and Alabama, however, asked fast-food managers
specifically about scope for efficiency improvements in response to the minimum-wage rise. About
90 percent of managers indicated that they planned to respond to the minimum-wage increase with
increased performance standards such as "requiring a better attendance and on-time record, faster
and more proficient performance of job duties, taking on additional tasks, and faster termination of
poor performers."68 Roughly the same share of managers said that they sought to "boost morale" by
presenting the minimum-wage increase as a "challenge to the store" and using this as a way "to
energize employees to improve productivity"69 Based on their interviews with store managers,
Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska suggest that a minimum-wage increase may function as a "catalyst
or shock that forces managers to step out of the daily routine and think about where cost savings
can occur." 70, 71
7. "Efficiency wage" responses from workers

A higher minimum wage may also motivate workers to work harder, independently of any actions by
employers to increase productivity. According to "efficiency wage" theory, wages above the
competitive-market rate may elicit greater work effort for several reasons. As Carl Shapiro and
Joseph Stiglitz (1984) have argued, higher pay increases the cost to workers of losing their job,
potentially inducing greater effort from workers in order to reduce their chances of being fired.72
George Akerlof (1982), arguing from a more sociological point of view, has suggested that workers
may see higher wages as a gift from employers, leading workers to reciprocate by working harder.73
While a large body of research has attempted to test for the existence of "efficiency wages," few
studies directly address the theoretical or empirical link between efficiency wages and the minimum
wage. James Rebitzer and Lowell Taylor (1995), for example, have developed a formal model that
demonstrates that a minimum wage in the context of efficiency wages "may increase the level of
employment in low wage jobs." But, to my knowledge, there are no studies testing for efficiency
wage effects in connection with the U.S. minimum wage.

68
69
70
71

Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), p. 27.
Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), pp. 28-29.
Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), p. 29.
Card and Krueger report that the "Dollar General Corporation noted in its 1992 annual report that the impact of the
1992 minimum wage hike was minimized due to "greater employee productivity." (1995, p. 323) It is not clear
whether Dollar General viewed these changes as related to management's cost-saving efforts or "efficiency wage"
considerations (the next channel of adjustment considered here) or some other channel.
72 Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984).
73 Efficiency wages may work through other channels, some covered elsewhere here, others less relevant to the
minimum wage, see, for example, Katz: "Efficiency wage theories suggest that firms may find it profitable to pay
workers' wages above the market clearing level since such wage premiums can help reduce turnover, prevent worker
malfeasance and collective action, attract higher-quality employees, and facilitate the elicitation of effort by creating
feelings of equitable treatment among employees." (1986, pp. 270-271)
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8. Wage compression

Employers faced with higher wage costs for their low-wage workers may also seek to make up for
these costs by cutting the earnings of higher-wage workers. Large changes over time within the
United States, as well as large differences across countries, in the relative pay of high- and low-wage
workers suggest that employers have some scope in setting relative wages. In the specific context of
a minimum-wage increase, Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska found that almost half of the employers
they interviewed said that, in the wake of a federal minimum-wage increase, they "would delay or
limit pay raises/bonuses for more experienced employees."74 Broader studies of the U.S. economy
also conclude that the minimum wage compresses the overall wage distribution.75 These empirical
findings give some support to the possibility that employers may compensate for higher wage costs
at the bottom by cutting wages of workers who nearer to the top.
9. Reduction in profits

Employers may also absorb the extra costs associated with a minimum-wage increase by accepting
lower profits.76 Unfortunately, "there is almost a complete absence of any study directly examining
the impact of minimum wages on firm profitability"77 Card and Krueger (1995) report the results of
several attempts to analyze the impact of minimum-wage increases on firm profits in the United
States, but found only a "mixed" and "tentative" effect. More recently, Mirko Draca, Stephen
Machin, and John Van Reenen analyzed British firm-level data and concluded that "wages were
significantly raised, and firm profitability was significantly reduced by the minimum wage
introduction." 78
10. Increases in demand (minimum wage as stimulus)

Particularly when the economy is in a recession or operating below full employment, a minimumwage increase may also increase demand for firms' goods and services, offsetting the increase in
employer costs.
Since the minimum wage transfers income from employers (who generally have a high savings rate)
to low-wage workers (who generally have a low savings rate), a minimum-wage rise could spur
consumer spending. This increase in spending could potentially compensate firms for the direct
increase in wage costs.
Doug Hall and David Cooper (2012), for example, estimate that an increase in the minimum-wage
from its current level of $7.25 per hour to $9.80 per hour by July 2014 would increase the earnings
low-wage workers by about $40 billion over the period. The result, they argue, would be a significant
increase in GDP and employment:

74 Hirsch, Kaufman, and Zelenska (2011), p. 28.
75 See, for example, DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996), and Autor, Mannning, and Smith (2010).
76 In the competitive labor-market case, Neumark and Wascher note: "prices rise to match the increase in marginal
costs associated with a higher minimum wage, but, as a result, output and profits decline." (2008, p. 243) In the case
of dynamic monopsony, however, as Card and Krueger explain: "...if a minimum wage forces the firm to pay slightly
more than its optimally-selected wage, then the firm will offset virtually all of this extra cost by savings from being
able to fill vacancies more rapidly, having lower turnover, improved morale, etc. Any decline in profitability is of
second-order magnitude..." (1995, p. 323).
77 Draca, Machin, and Van Reenen (2011), p. 130.
78 Draca, Machin, and Van Reenen (2011), p. 149. They also found "no significant effects on employment or
productivity." (p. 130)
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"Using... standard fiscal multipliers to analyze the jobs impact of an increase in
compensation of low-wage workers and decrease in corporate profits that result
from a minimum-wage increase, we find that increasing the national minimum wage
from $7.25 to $9.80... would result in a net increase in economic activity of
approximately $25 billion over the phase-in period and... generate approximately
100,000 new jobs."79
11. Reduced turnover

The "dynamic monopsony" model of the labor market is sometimes referred to as a "frictions
model"80 because these models take seriously the idea that workers and employers must contend
with important deviations from the smooth functioning of the standard, perfectly competitive
model. Perhaps the most important frictions in the low-wage labor market involve the high rate of
turnover (which is assumed to be zero in the standard competitive model). Because many low-wage
workers are constrained by scheduling responsibilities (child care, for example), transportation
limitations (lack of a reliable car or inadequate public transportation), and only partial information
about available vacancies in their local labor market, employers paying the "going wage" often face
significant recruitment costs in the form of unfilled vacancies, rapid turnover, and related screening
and training expenses.
In frictions models, a higher minimum wage makes it easier for employers to recruit and retain
employees, lowering the cost of turnover. These cost savings may compensate some or all of the
increased wage costs, allowing employers to maintain employment levels.81 Moreover, if the
minimum wage reduces the number and the average duration of vacancies, the employment
response to a minimum-wage increase could even be positive.82
Dube, Lester, and Reich (2012) adapted their "contiguous counties" methodology (Dube, Lester,
Reich, 2010), which they had used to measure the effect of differences in minimum wages on
restaurant employment across U.S. counties, to look at the effect of the minimum wage on labor
turnover among teens and restaurant workers. They find "...striking evidence that separations, new
hires, and turnover rates for teens and restaurant workers fall substantially following a minimum
wage increase..."83 Their findings, using nationally representative data, are consistent with local case
studies of the minimum wage and related "living wage" laws, including Dube, Naidu, and Reich's
(2007) analysis of the San Francisco city-wide minimum wage; Fairris (2005) studying local
government contractors in Los Angeles; Howes (2005) on homecare workers in California; and
Reich, Hall, and Jacobs (2005) on workers at the San Francisco airport.84

79 Hall and Cooper (2012), p. 9.
80 Dube, Lester, Reich (2012).
81 This raises the question of why employers don't already pay the higher wages. The short answer is that some firms
already do so. The key issue here is that both strategies – lower wages and high turnover versus higher wages and low
turnover – can both be profitable. Employers choose the strategy that they prefer or that works best for them, but
both strategies can succeed, side-by-side, in the market place. The minimum wage limits employers' choices to
strategies that are consistent with wages at least as high as the minimum wage.
82 The costs of turnover can be high, even for low-wage workers. See, for example, the CLASP-CEPR Turnover
Calculator, http://www.cepr.net/calculators/turnover_calc.html or Boushey and Glynn (2012).
83 Dube, Lester, Reich (2010), p. 2.
84 All cited in Dube, Lester, and Reich (2012).
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Discussion
Across all of the empirical research that has investigated the issue, minimum-wage increases are
consistently associated with statistically significant and economically meaningful increases in the
wages of affected workers. At the same time, what is striking about the preceding review of possible
channels of adjustment – including employment – is how often the weight of the empirical evidence
is either inconclusive (statistically insignificant or positive in some cases and negative in others) or
suggestive of only small economic effects.
One plausible explanation for these findings is that employers (and workers) respond on multiple
fronts to any increase in the minimum wage. Individual establishments will follow different paths
that depend on a complex set of circumstances that economists – operating with what is, even in the
best of circumstances, a limited set of data – cannot fully capture or explain. Some employers may
cut hours; others, fringe benefits; still others, the wages of highly paid workers. Some employers may
raise prices (particularly if their competitors are experiencing similar cost increases in response to the
minimum wage). Some employers may see their profits fall (along with those of their competitors),
while others may reorganize the work process in order to lower costs. Some of the strongest
evidence suggests that many employers may experience declines in costly turnover. And workers
may respond to the higher wage by working harder. Any of these channels might be sufficient to
eliminate the need for employment cuts or reduce the size of employment cuts to a level below
where they can be reliably measured.
Employers and workers at the same establishment may follow more than one of these adjustment
paths at the same time. Given the modest costs associated with historical increases in the minimum
wage, it seems entirely plausible that small adjustments across a few of these margins could more
than compensate for the higher wage floor.
Some of these adjustment paths reduce the benefit of the minimum wage to affected workers
(reductions in non-wage benefits or training), but most have an ambiguous effect (reductions in
hours or increased work effort) or no effect (lower profits or wage compression within a firm) on
the well-being of low-wage workers. And some adjustment channels arguably improve workers' wellbeing (lower turnover or increased consumer demand).
The strongest evidence suggests that the most important channels of adjustment are: reductions in
labor turnover; improvements in organizational efficiency; reductions in wages of higher earners
("wage compression"); and small price increases.

Conclusion
Economists have conducted hundreds of studies of the employment impact of the minimum wage.
Summarizing those studies is a daunting task, but two recent meta-studies analyzing the research
conducted since the early 1990s concludes that the minimum wage has little or no discernible effect
on the employment prospects of low-wage workers.
The most likely reason for this outcome is that the cost shock of the minimum wage is small relative
to most firms' overall costs and only modest relative to the wages paid to low-wage workers. In the
traditional discussion of the minimum wage, economists have focused on how these costs affect
employment outcomes, but employers have many other channels of adjustment. Employers can
reduce hours, non-wage benefits, or training. Employers can also shift the composition toward
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higher skilled workers, cut pay to more highly paid workers, take action to increase worker
productivity (from reorganizing production to increasing training), increase prices to consumers, or
simply accept a smaller profit margin. Workers may also respond to the higher wage by working
harder on the job. But, probably the most important channel of adjustment is through reductions in
labor turnover, which yield significant cost savings to employers.
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TABLE 2.1 – Contracts Covered by Living Wage Laws in Boston, Hartford,
and New Haven, as of June 2001*

City

Covered contracts

Total contract value

219
166
53

$201,819,829
$136,803,560
$65,016,269

Hartford

2

$1,184,959

New Haven

7

$596,574

Boston
Covered
Exempt

Source: Authors’ calculations based on data obtained from the three cities.
Note: In Boston, “requirement” contracts are exempt from the living wage law. The city taps such contracts—which
set the upper limit of work a vendor can perform—only as needed. A vendor with such a contract for automotive
repairs, for example, may never actually perform any work.
* Boston data are through September 2001.
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TABLE 2.2 – Services Covered by Living Wage Laws
in Boston, Hartford, and New Haven
City

Service

Boston

Adult education
Architectural and engineering services
Assisted living*
Consulting services
Childcare services*
Cleaning services*
Community learning center services*
Computer services and support
Educational consulting
General repair services
Janitorial services*
Legal services
Security guard services*
Special education*
Supportive housing*
Temporary office assistance*
X-ray services*

Hartford

Security guard services
Temporary office assistance

New Haven

Busing services
Food services
Janitorial services
Security guard services

Source: Authors’ analysis of data obtained from the three cities.
* “High-impact” services are those where at least one contractor reports a concentration of low-wage workers. The
study focused on those services.
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TABLE 2.3 – Total Number of Bids Before and After
Implementation of the Living Wage
Service
Boston (
)
X-ray services, Suffolk County Jail
Temporary office help,
Dept. of Neighborhood Development
Janitorial services, Police Dept.
Security services, Library
Cleaning services, Prop. Management Office

Hartford
Temporary office help, citywide
Security services, citywide

New Haven
Security services, Main Library
Janitorial services, Health Office
Janitorial services, Police Station
Janitorial services, Main Library
Janitorial services, Branch Libraries
Janitorial services, Senior Center
Food preparation services, Child Develop’t
Bus services, Parks Dept.
Bus services, Child Develop’t

All cities total
Source: Authors’ analysis of data obtained from the three cities.
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Before

After

Difference

3

1

-2

5
9
3
6

9
7
4
5

4
-2
1
-1

26

26

0

3
7

3
9

0
2

10

12

2

5
5
9
4
3
3
1
1
1

5
4
5
4
4
3
2
1
1

0
-1
-4
0
1
0
1
0
0

32

29

-3

68

67

-1
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TABLE 2.4 – Bids for Hartford Security Guard Contracts
1999
Bidder
Command Security Corp.
Metro Loss Prevention
Elite Security
Tri-City Security Services
Burns International Security
Pinkerton Security Services
Wackenhut Corp.
Lance Investigations
Argus Security Group
Jo-Ryu Security
Novas Security
Al Washington and Associates

1997

Round 1

Round 2

$9.75
$9.87
$9.90
$10.38
$10.49
$11.50
$13.34

$10.07

$14.96

$10.56

$18.85
$19.35
$15.65
$14.58
$14.61
$17.77
$18.55
$18.62

Source: Authors’ analysis of data obtained from the city of Hartford.
Note: Bids for Hartford’s security guard contract are made on the basis of an hourly billable rate charged to the city.
The values are reported as they were submitted in each year; that is, we have not adjusted them for inflation.
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TABLE 2.5 – Real Annual Contract Costs before and
after Living Wage Implementation (in 2001 dollars)
City

Before

After

Difference

$18,356,900

$15,078,551

-18%

$1,414,013

$ 1,372,230

-3%

$19,770,913

$ 16,450,781

-17%

$465,338

$617,416

33%

$692,697

$611,411

-12%

Boston
Special education
(

)

Non–special education
)
(
Total
(

)

Hartford
(

)

New Haven
(

)

Source: Authors’ calculations based on data collected from the three cities.
Note: As noted in the text, for each contract we compared the cost prior to the living wage with the cost afterward.
For consistency, we calculated the annual cost of multi-year contracts, and adjusted for inflation by expressing
those costs in 2001 dollars.
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TABLE 2.6 – Average Real Annual Change in Contract Costs
under the Living Wage (in 2001 dollars)
City

Unweighted

Weighted

Special education

3%

-9%

Non–special education

7%

16%

Total

3%

-7%

Hartford

29%

33%

New Haven

0.3%

-11%

Boston

Note: To account for the size of each contract, the figures in column two are calculated using weights. Specifically,
the percentage change in each contract’s cost is weighted according to the proportion of the overall annual cost that
each contract comprises.
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Minimum Wages and Firm Profitability1
By Mirko Draca, Stephen Machin, and John Van Reenen*
We study the impact of minimum wages on firm profitability, exploit

ing the changes induced by the introduction of a UK national
minimum wage in 1999. We use pre-policy information on the distri
bution of wages to implement a difference-in-differences approach.
Minimum wages raise wages, but also significantly reduce profitabil
ity (especially in industries with relatively high market power). This
is consistent with a simple model where wage gains from minimum
wages map directly into profit reductions. There is some suggestive
evidence of longer run adjustment to the minimum wage through
falls in net entry rates. (JEL J31, J38, L25)

In debates
on thewages.economic
of labor
market regulation, much work has
focused on minimum
Although the impact
textbook competitive
labor market
model implies that wage floors raise the wages of the low paid and have a negative
impact on employment (George J. Borjas 2004; Charles Brown 1999), the empirical
literature is less clear-cut. Many studies have rigorously demonstrated that minimum
wages significantly affect the structure of wages by increasing the relative wages of

the low paid (e.g., John DiNardo, Nicole M. Fortin, and Thomas Lemieux 1996).1
However, in spite of the large number of studies, empirical evidence on employment

effects is considerably more mixed (see the recent comprehensive review by David

Neumark and William L. Wascher 2007). Some have found the expected negative
impact on employment,2 yet others have found no impact or sometimes even a posi
tive effect of minimum wages on jobs.3

* Draca: Centre for Economic Performance, London School of Economics, Houghton Street, London WC2A
2AE, and University College London (e-mail: m.draca@lse.ac.uk); Machin: Department of Economics, University
College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT, and Center for Economic Performance (London School of
Economics, LSE), and Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA) (e-mail: s.machin@ucl.ac.uk); Van Reenen: Centre
for Economic Performance, London School of Economics, Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE and National
Bureau of Economic Research, Center for Economic and Policy Research (CEPR), and IZA (e-mail: j.vanreenen?
lse.ac.uk). This is a significantly revised version of Draca, Machin, and Van Reenen (2008). We would like to thank
John Abowd, Josh Angrist, Charles Brown, Alan Manning, Steve Pischke, participants at seminars in the Low Pay
Commission, Milan, LSE, the Society of Labor Economists' conference in Boston, and the Department of Work and
Pensions conference at the University of York for a number of helpful comments. Three anonymous referees have
given extremely helpful discussions of an earlier draft.
f To comment on this article in the online discussion forum, or to view additional materials, visit the article page
at http://www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi= 10.1257/app.3.1.129.

1 See also Lemieux (2006) for some recent evidence on the United States and DiNardo and Lemieux (1997) for
a comparison with Canada.

2 See the discussion of time series studies in Brown, Curtis Gilroy, and Andrew Kohen (1982) and Brown
(1999) or the US cross-state panel evidence of Neumark and Wascher (1992) and the recent longer run analyses of

Neumark and Olena Nizalova (2007).
3Examples here are Richard Dickens, Machin, and Alan Manning (1999) and David Card and Alan B. Krueger

(1994).
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In light of this, it is natural to ask how firms are able to sustain higher wage

costs induced by the minimum wage. This paper explores the possibility that
firm profit margins are reduced. A second possibility is that firms simply pass on

higher wage costs to consumers in the form of price increases. However, there
is scant evidence on this score.4 Indeed, even with some positive price response,

part of the higher wage costs may not be fully passed on to consumers and the
minimum wage could eat directly into profit margins. A third possibility is that

minimum wages may "shock" firms into reducing managerial slack and improv
ing efficiency. We examine this productivity story but do not find any evidence
for it.
Given this discussion, it is surprising that there is almost a complete absence of
any study directly examining the impact of minimum wages on firm profitability.
This is the focus of this paper. We adopt an identification strategy using variations

in wages induced by the introduction of the national minimum wage (NMW) in the

United Kingdom as a quasi-experiment to examine the impact of wage floors on
firm profitability. The introduction occurred in 1999 after the election of the Labor
government that ended 18 years of the Conservative administration. To date there
is evidence that the NMW increased wages for the low paid, but had little impact

on employment,5 and so this provides a ripe testing ground for looking at whether
profitability changed.

Our work does uncover a significant negative association between the NMW
introduction and firm profitability. We report evidence showing wages were signifi
cantly raised, and firm profitability was significantly reduced by the minimum wage.
There is also some evidence of bigger falls in margins in industries with relatively

high market power, but no significant effects on employment or productivity in any
sector. Our findings can be interpreted as consistent with a simple, no behavioral

response model, where wage gains from minimum wages map into profit reduc
tions. There is a hint of a selection effect in the longer run as net entry rates fall in
the most affected industries, but although the magnitude of the effect is nontrivial, it

is statistically insignificant.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section I, we discuss a model
of profit responsiveness to wage changes from which we derive our empirical strat
egy. Section II discusses the data and the characterisation of firms more likely to be

affected by the minimum wage introduction. Section III gives the main results on
wage and profitability effects and tests their robustness. Section IV offers some fur
ther investigations using other datasets (care homes), other outcomes, and sectoral

heterogeneity. Section V concludes.

4This was the conclusion of the survey on minimum wages and prices by Sara Lemos (2008). For exceptions
on restaurant prices see Daniel Aaronson (2001); Aaronson and Eric French (2007); and Denis Fougere, Erwan
Gautier, and Herve le Bihan (2008). The only United Kingdom evidence to our knowledge is Jonathan Wadsworth
(2010) who finds limited effects on prices.

5See Machin, Alan Manning, and Lupin Rahman (2003) and Mark B. Stewart (2004).
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L Motivation and Modelling Strategy
A. The Scope for Minimum Wages to Impact on Profitability
Following Orley Ashenfelter and Robert S. Smith (1979), consider a profit-max
imizing firm employing a quantity of labor (L) at wage rate (W), using other factors
at price /?, and selling its output at price P. Profits are maximized at U(W,R,P)given
the values of W, R, and P. The derivative of the profit function with respect to the

wage rate is dU/dW? ? L(W,/?,P), the negative of the demand for labor. In turn,

the second derivative is d2U/dW2 = -dL/dW.
In this setting, the introduction of a minimum wage (M) at a level above that of

the prevailing wage reduces firm profits by All = U(W,R,P) ? II(M,/?,P). Using
a second-order Taylor series this can be approximated as

An = -LAW + 1 dL(AW)2,
2 dW

(i)

where AW ? M ? W. The terms on the right-hand side of equation (1) cor
respond to the "wage bill" (-LAW) and 'Tabor demand" (Vi(dL/dW)(AW)2)
effects on profits. Note that equation (1) can be rewritten as

where rj = (W/L)(dL/dW) < 0.
In a situation of "no behavioral response," that is no impact on labor demand,

the second order effect in (2), ((r//2)(AW/W)2), is zero, and the fall of profits that
would result from the imposition of a minimum wage M is equal to the proportion
ate change in the wage multiplied by the wage bill. In the case of a labor demand
effect, the second term can offset this profit loss to the extent that firms can substi
tute away from low-wage workers into other factors (e.g., capital).
Equation (2) also serves to illustrate the inverse relationship between a firm's ini
tial wage and the post-policy change in its profits. It shows that the lower the initial

wage, the greater the fall in profits associated with the imposition of a minimum
wage. The difference-in-difference models we consider in our empirical modelling
strategy (described below) will operationalize this idea by defining treatment groups
of more affected firms, and comparison groups of less affected firms, based on their
wages prior to the policy introduction.
Normalizing profits on sales revenues, S, to define a profit margin shows that, for

the no behavioral response model, in a statistical regression context, the coefficient

on the increase in wages caused by the minimum wage (AW/W) should simply be
equal to the share of the wage bill in total revenue (WL/S):

(3)
where 6 = (WL/S).
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More generally, to the extent there is substitution away from labor, the coefficient

on the wage increase, #, will be less (in absolute terms) than the (initial) wage bill
share of revenue. Interestingly, we will show that our empirical results cannot gener
ally reject the simple relationship in equation (3).
It is worth noting that this is consistent with the results in the rather different con

text of John Abowd's (1989) study of union wage increases and firm performance.

Abowd (1989) estimates a version of equation (2) examining the effects of unan
ticipated increases in the wage bill ("union wealth") on the present discounted value
of profits as reflected in changes in stock market values ("shareholder wealth"). He
also finds that he cannot reject the simple model where the second order effect is
zero. Abowd (1989) interprets this as evidence for strongly efficient union bargains
as he focuses on a sample of unionized contracts. Strongly efficient (implicit) bar
gaining is also an alternative interpretation of our findings as well.6
It is worth focusing on some of the economic issues underlying the adjustment
mechanisms implicit in the second order term of equation (1). Obviously, the mag
nitude of these mechanisms depend on the elasticity of the labor demand curve,
77. One element of this will be the degree to which labor is substitutable for other
factors. Another will be the degree to which the higher wage costs can be passed
on to consumers in the form of higher prices. For example, under perfect competi
tion price equals marginal cost, so all the wage costs are reflected in higher prices
for consumers. In most oligopoly models, by contrast, mark-ups will fall as some

of the wage increase is born by firms (see online Appendix A). Consequently, in
our empirical work, we explicitly distinguish between industries with different
degrees of product market competition as we expect heterogeneity in the mini
mum wage effects along this dimension (i.e., a larger effect in the less competitive
industries).
The model focuses on the short-run responses of incumbent companies, rather
than the long-run equilibrium when the number of firms varies.7 We believe that
the short run is still interesting as researchers cannot be sure how long is the long
run (we look up to three years after the introduction of the minimum wage). Since
firms that employ low-wage workers may well exit the market, the relevant margin
of adjustment will be more exit and less entry. We also examine this explicitly in our

empirical analysis.
Finally, when the product market is imperfectly competitive, there may also be
effects of the minimum wage on profitability in both the short run and the long run.

Appendix A in Draca, Machin, and Van Reenen (2008) discusses these models in
some detail, but it is sufficient to note that positive price cost margins are an equi
librium phenomenon in standard industrial organization models such as Cournot or
differentiated product Bertrand. For example, consider a Cournot oligopoly where
firms have heterogeneous marginal costs and constant returns to scale. Introducing
a minimum wage has a differential impact on the firm employing more low-skilled
6 Although we find this explanation less plausible as the minimum wage mainly binds on those firms and sectors
where unions are not present or, if they are, are very weak.
7 Note that the short-run negative impact on profits will be larger in competitive labor markets than monopsonis
tic labor markets (see Card and Krueger 1995). In the latter model, there is an offsetting positive effect on profit
ability when wages increase as worker turnover declines.
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workers causing this firm to lose market share and suffer a fall in its price cost mar

gin. However, so long as profits do not fall below the exit threshold, the firm will
remain in the market with lower profitability.

B. Modelling Strategy
The approach we take to identify minimum wage effects in the context of the above

theoretical discussion is in line with the existing literature that analyzes the impact
of national minimum wages. Typically, we look at a group of firms that were more
affected by the NMW introduction than a comparison set of firms.8 By "more affected,"

we mean those firms where wages are likely to increase due to the imposition of the
minimum wage. This quasi-experimental setting enables us to compare what happened
to profitability before and after NMW introduction in low-wage firms as compared to
what happened to profitability across the same period for a comparison group of firms

where wages were not affected as much (or at all) by the NMW introduction.
For ease of exposition, we begin our discussion of modelling by thinking in terms

of a discrete treatment indicator of the minimum wage policy for a set of low-wage
firms with a pre-policy introduction wage, Wpre, beneath the minimum wage thresh
old M. A treatment indicator variable can be defined as T = 1 for below minimum

wage firms (where Wpre < M), and T ? 0 for a set of firms whose pre-policy wage
exceeds the threshold.9
We can evaluate the impact of minimum wages on firm profitability by compar
ing what happens before and after minimum wage introduction across these treat
ment and control firms. For this procedure to be valid, we first need to establish
that our choice of affected firms behave as we would expect in response to NMW
introduction. The expected response would be that wages rise by more in the T = 1
firms before and after introduction as compared to the T ? 0 firms.

A difference-in-difference estimate of the wage impact of the NMW is
(wnmw=i ~ wIsmw=o) - (wImw^i - wImw=o)> where w = ln(W), NMW is a
dummy variable equal to 1 for time periods when the NMW was in place (and 0 for

pre-policy periods) and a bar denotes a mean. For example, wj^w=i *s the mean
ln(wage) for the treatment group in the post-policy period. This difference-in-dif
ference estimate is just the simple difference in means unconditional on other char
acteristics of firms. It can easily be placed into a regression context. If T = 1 for
firms with a pre-policy ln(wage), wi t_u less than the ln(minimum wage), mwt, and 0

otherwise, we can enter the indicator function I(wi t_] < mwt) into a ln(wage) equa
tion for firm / in year t as follows:

(4) wit = ax + f3xXit + 6xYt + MKv-i < mwt)

+ ^i[/Kr-i < mwt)NMWt] + ?Ut
8 See, among others, Card's (1992) analysis of state variations in low pay incidence to identify the employment
impact of the US federal minimum wage, or Stewart's (2002) similar analysis of regional variations in the United

Kingdom NMW.

9 We also consider various continuous measures of treatment intensity discussed below.
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where X is a set of control variables; Y denotes a set of year effects (hence a linear term

in NMWt does not enter the equation since it is absorbed into the time dummies); and
eUt is a random error. Here, the regression corrected difference-in-difference estimate

of the impact of NMW introduction on the ln(wage) is the estimated coefficient on
the low wage treatment dummy in the periods when the NMW was in operation, ^.

After ascertaining whether the NMW impacts on wages in the expected man
ner, we move on to consider whether profitability was affected differentially
between the treatment group firms (T= 1) and comparison group firms (T=0).

We look at unconditional and conditional difference-in-difference estimates in an

analogous way to the wage effects. Thus, we can estimate the unconditional differ
ence-in-difference in profit margins, defined as the ratio of profits to sales U/S, as

[(n/5)^=, - (n/5)^=o] " [(n/S) - (n/S^J, and the condi

tional difference-in-difference, ip2, fr?m the regression model

= a2 + (32Zit + 62Yt + 02I(wu_{ < mwt)

+ HK^t-i < m t) NMWt] + ?2/?
where the controls are now Z, and e2it is the error term.

If we compare the econometric models (4) and (5) to the economic models of
(l)-(3), we see immediately that the no behavioral response model corresponds to
a restriction on the coefficients in equations (4) and (5), i.e.

(6) ^2 = -^i
We present formal tests of this restriction in the empirical section.
The main issue that arises with any nonexperimental evaluation of treatment effects
is, of course, whether the comparison group constitutes a valid counterfactual. The key

conditions are that there are common trends and stable composition of the two groups

(see Richard Blundell et al. 2004). Much of our robustness analysis below focuses on
whether these two conditions are met, for example, by examining pre-policy trends
and carrying out pseudo-experiments (or falsification tests) in the pre-policy period.

II. Data
A. Basic Description of FAME Data
Accounting regulations in the United Kingdom require private firms (i.e., those
unlisted on the stock market) to publicly report significantly more accounting infor
mation than their US counterparts. For example, even publicly quoted firms in the

United States do not have to give total employment and wage bills, whereas this is
required in the United Kingdom.10 Accounting information on UK companies is
10 The lack of publicly available information on private sector firms and on average remuneration may be a
reason for the absence of US studies in this area.
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stored centrally in Companies House. It is organized into electronic databases and
sold commercially by private sector data providers such as Bureau Van Dijk (B VD)
from whom we obtained the FAME (Financial Analysis Made Easy) database.11
The great advantage of this data is that it covers a much wider range of companies
than is standard in firm level analyses and, in particular, it includes firms not listed on

the stock market. This means we are able to include many of the smaller and medium
sized firms that may be disproportionately affected by the NMW. Furthermore, the data

also covers nonmanufacturing firms where many low-wage workers are employed.
By contrast, plant level databases in the United Kingdom and United States typically
cover only the manufacturing sector12 and do not have as clear a measure of profitabil

ity as exists in the (audited) company accounts. However, UK accounting regulations
do have reporting exemptions for some variables for the smaller firms, so our analysis
is confined to a subsample that do report the required information.13

Since FAME contains annual accounting information, we have firms reporting
accounts with different year-end dates. Since the NMW was introduced on April 1,
1999, we therefore consider the subset of firms that report their end of year accounts

on March 31 of each year (these are firms who report in the UK financial year). The
accounting period for these firms will match exactly the period for which the NMW
was in force. Around 21 percent of firms in FAME that have the accounting data we
require report on this day, which corresponds to the end of the tax year in the United

Kingdom.14
We use data on profits before interest, tax, and depreciation from the FAME data

base and model profitability in terms of the profit to sales ratio. There is a long
tradition in firm-level profitability studies to use this measure, as it is probably the
best approximation available in firm-level accounts data to price-cost margins.15 To
allow for capital intensity differences, we also control for firm-specific capital to
sales ratio.16

B. Other Data
We have also matched in industry-level variables aggregated up from the Labor

Force Survey (similar to the US CPS). These are used as control variables in the

11 FAME is the United Kindom's part of BVD's AMADEUS dataset of European company accounts used by
many authors (e.g., Nicholas Bloom and Van Reenen 2007).
12The Annual Business Inquiry (ABI) database does cover nonproduction sectors, but this database is not avail
able until the late 1990s. The US Longitudinal Research Database (LRD) only covers manufacturing.
13 These firms will tend to be larger than average as the very smallest firms have the least stringent reporting

requirements.
14 If we estimated our basic models on the whole FAME sample irrespective of reporting month, we obtained
very much the same pattern of results as our basic findings in Table 2. The estimated effects were a little smaller
in magnitude, most likely because of attenuation toward zero owing to measurement error in defining treatment.

15 For example, see Machin and Van Reenen (1993) and Margaret E. Slade (2004). Although there are many
reasons why accounting and economic profits may diverge (Franklin M. Fisher and John J. McGowan 1983), there
is much evidence that they are, on average, highly positively correlated. The relationship between the profit-sales
ratio and price-cost margins will also break down if there are not constant returns to scale. In this case, controlling
for capital intensity is important in allowing for differential fixed costs across firms, and that is what we do empiri
cally in the regression-corrected difference-in-difference estimates.
16 We also checked that dropping the capital sales ratio did not change the results as some of the effect of the
NMW may have come from firms substituting away from more expensive labor toward capital equipment.
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analysis and include (at the three-digit industry level) the proportion of part-time
workers, female workers, and union members. We also include skills proxied by the
proportion of all workers who have college degrees in a particular region by two
digit industry cell. The control variables in the regression models also include a set
of region, two-digit industry and time dummies. Exact variable definitions are given
in the Data Appendix. Online Appendix Table B1 shows the characteristics of the
treatment and comparison groups for each model.17

Finally, the magnitude of the minimum wage increases over our "Policy on"
period should be clarified. This period lasts from April 1, 1999 until March 31,
2002 (the end of our sample). Along with the introduction of the minimum wage,
there were two upratings of the minimum during this time. The first occurred in

October 2000 and saw the minimum wage rise by 10 pence to ?3.70. The second
uprating a year later was more substantial taking the minimum up to ?4.10. Together
these upratings constitute a 13.9 percent increase in the minimum between 1999 and
2002.18 Small cell sizes prevent us from estimating separate models for the 2000 and

2001 upratings.19
C. Defining Treatment and Comparison Groups
FAME has a total remuneration figure that can be divided by the total number

of employees to calculate an average wage.20 This creates a challenge in terms
of defining our treatment and comparison groups since any given level of aver
age wages is, in principle, compatible with a range of different within-firm wage
distributions. This makes it hard to measure accurately how exposed each firm's
cost structures are to the wage shock brought about by the minimum wage. Any
continuous measure of treatment intensity based on the firm average wage is inevi

tably coarse.
We have used information from FAME, the Labor Force Survey (LFS) and the
British Workplace Employment Relations Survey (WERS) to both construct and
validate our treatment group indicators. Specifically, the main results use average
firm wages from FAME to define our treatment and comparison groups, but we also
use LFS information for the industry-level analysis of entry and exit. We use within
establishment information from matched worker-establishment data in WERS to

consider the association between low-pay incidence and average wages to assess the
effectiveness of this empirical strategy.21
To investigate the impact of the minimum wage we have defined our treatment
group, T, based upon average remuneration information from FAME. For our initial
17 Interestingly, the profitability of low-wage firms is higher at the median and mean than comparison group
firms. This is not true for firms as a whole, where there is a positive correlation between average firm wages and
profits per worker (e.g., Van Reenen 1996). It is because we are focusing on the lower part of the wage distribution
that this correlation breaks down.

18By contrast, the consumer price index grew by 6.3 percent over the same period.
19For example, less than 9 percent of firms report annually on September 30 (i.e., the 12 months immediately
before the October upratings).
20In almost all firms in the data we use, employment refers to average employment over the accounting period.
Firms can report employment at the accounting year or the average over the year, but the overwhelming number of
our firms report averaged employment.
2Unfortunately, direct linking of data of WERS and FAME is not possible due to confidentiality restrictions.
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analysis, we define T = 1 for firms with average remuneration of less than ?12,000
in the accounting year prior to minimum wage introduction ("low-wage firm").22
Average remuneration in the treatment group for this threshold is ?8,400 which,
after allowing for a deduction for nonwage costs (such as employers' payroll tax,
pension contributions, etc.), is equivalent to a ?3.90 hourly wage for a full-time
worker and is close to the NMW (introduced at ?3.60 per hour). For our research
purposes, the key issue is that the wages of firms beneath the threshold we choose
have a significant wage boost from the NMW relative to higher wage firms, and we
consider this in detail in our analysis. One aspect of this is that we have extensively
experimented with the threshold cut-off, and we discuss this in detail below. We

also look at associations with the pre-policy average wage in the firm. This gives a
continuous indicator that we can use to compare with the binary treatment variables
based upon being beneath a particular wage threshold.
D. The Usefulness of Average Wages to Define Treatment
How accurate are these treatment group definitions at identifying firms most
affected by the minimum wage regulation? This hinges on how segregated low-wage
workers are between firms. Our threshold-based definition will be more effective if

subminimum wage employees are concentrated in particular firms at the lower end
of the wage distribution.

To assess the usefulness of the approach we adopt, we look at segregation and
wages in the 1998 cross-section of WERS.23 This contains matched worker and
establishment data that allows us to look at within-workplace wage distributions
and explore the association between average wages and the intensity of low-wage
workers. For 26,509 workers in 1,783 WERS workplaces we computed the propor
tion of workers paid less than ?3.60 per hour (the value of the minimum wage when
introduced in 1999) and the average hourly wage in the workplace. There is a strong,
negative association between the two variables (a correlation coefficient of ?0.61,
/rvalue < 0.001). In Figure 1, we plot the proportion of workers paid at or below the
minimum wage against the establishment's average annual wage. This proportion of
minimum wage workers tapers off rapidly after an average annual wage of ?10,000,
supporting the idea that exposure to the minimum wage can be proxied by using an
average wage threshold that is around this level. Workplaces with average annual

wages of ?12,000 or less (our main threshold defining the treatment group) contain
87 percent of all minimum wage workers. These patterns give some support to our
idea that the "at risk" group of minimum wage workers is concentrated in firms that

pay low average wages.
22 In earlier versions of this paper, we also combined the low-wage firm information with industry-region "cell"
data on the proportion of workers beneath the minimum wage in the year before it came into being. Using LFS data,
we defined a low-wage industry-region cell if more than 10 percent of workers in the given firm's two-digit industry
by region cell in the pre-policy period are paid below the minimum wage. In practice this made little difference to
the overall pattern of results, and so we do not report this material (see Draca, Machin, and Van Reenen 2008 for
all the results).
23 WERS is a stratified random sample of British establishments and has been conducted in several waves since
1980. It has been extensively used by economists and industrial relations experts to study a range of issues. Mark
Culley et al. (1999) give details of the survey.
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Figure 1. Validation of Average Wage Data

(Comparison of proportion of low-wage workers and establishment average wages, WERS1998

Notes: The y-axis shows the proportion of workers paid below the minimum wage (?3.60 p
hour) in the establishment. The jc-axis shows the average annual wage at the workplace. This
divided into bins for 5 percentiles from lowest (left) to highest (right)?a total of 20 bins up
an annualized wage of ?24,000. We mark the relevant thresholds for our analysis with vertic
lines. The ?12,000 line represents the main treatment group threshold used in our analysis o
the FAME data. The ?20,000 line is the cut-off for the upper bound of the comparison group
used in the FAME analysis.

Source: These figures are derived from the worker-establishment data (26,509 workers i
1,783 workplaces) from the 1998 Workplace Employee Relations Survey (WERS).

III. Main Results
A. Changes in Wages Before and After the
Introduction of the National Minimum Wage

It is important to see whether we are able to observe a clear change or
in the firm average wage distribution as the minimum wage was intr
consider this, we started our analysis by calculating the change in averag

in the year immediately before and immediately after NMW introduction

firm at each percentile of the pre-policy firm wage distribution. If the f

FAME data exhibit some of the low pay patterns outlined above for

minimum wage introduction should raise average firm wages by more in
firms. Thus, we would expect there to be larger changes in firm wages for
percentiles of the distribution.
The results given in Figure 2 very clearly confirm this hypothesis. In

NMW introduction year from April 1,1999 to March 31,2000 (labeled

change," and denoted by the solid line), the wage change tapers off stead
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Figure 2. Change in ln(average wage) by Percentile in the Financial Year
Before and After NMW Introduction
Notes: The horizontal axis indicates the percentile in the firm wage distribution for a given firm
in the initial period, the pre-policy financial year up to March 31,1999. The vertical axis shows
the proportionate change in average firm wages (between the pre-policy financial year and the
post-policy financial year) for each firm ranked by where it began in the wage distribution.

Pre-policy is defined as the financial year April 1, 1998-March 31, 1999. Policy on is defined
as the financial year April 1, 1999-March 31, 2000. We show the threshold for the treatment
groups by hatched vertical lines. In the baseline specifications firms with average wages below
?12,000 (the thirteenth percentile) are in the treatment group and firms with average wages
between ?20,000 (the median) and ?12,000 are in the control group.
Source: The data is taken from the FAME database of company accounts.

the lowest decile of the firm average wage distribution. After the thirteenth perce

tile, firms appear to have had a similar increase in nominal wages of around 5.

percent. Importantly, there is no evidence of much faster wage growth for the bot

tom decile in the pre-policy year (labeled "1998-1999 change," and denoted by the
dotted line). In fact, wage growth in the bottom thirteen percentiles was on average
2.6 percent in the 1998-1999 financial year compared to 9.9 percent in the follow
ing year. A spike is seen for the bottom few percentiles of the wage distribution in
both years, which is consistent with the notion of some transitory measurement erro

at the low end of the wage distribution generating mean reversion in both periods.
Reassuringly, the general picture follows a similar pattern to that found for individ

ual-level wage data (Dickens and Manning 2004) and, again, provides encouragin
evidence that our definition of the treatment group is useful.

It is critical that we identify wage effects from the treatment group definitions

so that our analysis of profitability consequences is validated by the minimu

wage introduction having a bigger 'bite' on low-wage firms. To make this a tighter
definition, we have also defined the comparison group to be those firms with aver

age wages above the ?12,000 treatment threshold, but less than ?20,000 (the
median firm wage), by removing any firms with above ?20,000 average wages

from the main analysis. We do so since these firms are quite different in terms o
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Table 1?Changes in Firm Average Wages and Profitability
Before and After the Introduction of the National Minimum Wage

Pre-NMW Post-NMW

introduction introduction Difference

(1)_ (2) (3)

Panel A. ln(average wage), InW
Pre-NMW low-wage firm, T = 1

Pre-NMW not low-wage firm, 7=0

Difference-in-difference

2.149 2.378 0.229
2.775 2.893 0.118

0.111***

_(0.029)
Panel B. U/S

Pre-NMW low-wage firm, T=l 0.128 0.089 -0.039

Pre-NMW not low-wage firm, T=0 0.070 0.058 -0.012

Difference-in-difference ?0.027**

(0.014)
Notes: Pre-NMW corresponds to the three financial years April 1, 1996-March 31, 1999 and
Post-NMW refers to the three financial years April 1, 1999-March 31, 2002. T= 1 indicates
the treatment group and T = 0 indicates the comparison group. Pre-NMW Low-wage firm?
the treatment group is defined as firms with an average wage equal to or below ?12,000 per
annum in the pre-policy financial year up to March 31, 1999; the comparison group is defined
as firms with average wages between ?12,000 and ?20,000 in the pre-policy financial year up
to March 31, 1999. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered by firm and sample size is
4,112 (there are 951 firms).
***Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

their characteristics, and therefore subject to different unobservable trends from
the treatment group. We are careful to test for the sensitivity of the results to defi
nitions of these thresholds.
B. Firm-Level Estimates: Wages and Profitability
The upper panel of Table 1 presents unconditional difference-in-differences in the
mean \n(wage) for the discrete categorization of treatment and comparison groups,
for the three years before and after NMW introduction.24 It is evident that wages rose

significantly faster among the low-wage firms when the minimum wage became
operational. Wage growth across the pre- and post-NMW three year time period
was higher at 22.9 log points in the lower initial wage group (T ? 1) as compared
to wage growth of 11.8 log points in the higher initial wage group (T= 0). The
difference-in-difference of 11 percentage points is strongly significant in statistical
terms. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the NMW significantly increased
wages for low-wage firms.25
24 Note that we are looking across the six financial years from April 1, 1996 to March 31, 2002 (three years
before the policy and three years afterward). In Figure 2, we simply looked one year before and after the policy
introduction.
25 As we saw in Figure 1, in 1998 (the year prior to the introduction of the NMW in 1999), on average, 25 per
cent of workers in the treatment group were at or below the minimum wage compared to 3 percent in the compari
son group. Based upon this 22 percentage point difference, our coefficients would have to be scaled up by a factor
of 4.5 if we considered the more radical experiment of switching a firm from having none of its workers covered to
having all of its workers covered by the minimum wage.
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Table 2?Wages and Profitability Before and After Introduction of the
National Minimum Wage (NMW), 1997-2002
Period before and after NMW introduction,

1997-2002 (#=4,112)

Change in Change in gross profit

\n(average wage), AlnW margin, A(II/5)
Panel A. Treatment = low-wage firm

Pre-NMW low wage firm 0.090*** -0.029**

(0.026) (0.012)

Test of no behavioral response p-value = 0.663
Panel B. Treatment = -pre-policy ln(W)

- Pre-NMW \n(W) 0.188*** -0.032**
(0.033) (0.015)

Test of no behavioral response p-value = 0.144

Notes: Coefficients estimated by ordinary least squares and standard errors in p

below are clustered by firm (there are 951 firms). The pre-NMW period covers the t

policy financial years April 1, 1996-March 31, 1999, and the post-NMW period c
three financial years April 1, 1999-March 31, 2002. Low-wage firm pre-NMW?t
group is defined as firms with an average wage equal to or below ?12,000 per ann
pre-policy financial year up to March 31, 1999. The comparison group is defined
with average wages between ?12,000 and ?20,000. Pre-NMW ln(VF)-indicates that
ous measure of the wage (in the pre-policy year up to March 31, 1999) is used for

intensity. Controls include two-digit industry dummies; 18 regional dummies; the p
of workers who are graduates (by region and two-digit industry); and union membe
time work, and female employment rates (by three-digit industry classification). "T
behavioral response" implements equation (3) in the text.
*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
**Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

An analogous set of descriptive results is presented for firm profi
of Table 1. It is clear that, while profit margins fell by 0.039 betw
post-NMW periods in the pre-NMW low-wage firms, they only fe
pre-NMW higher wage firms. Thus, there is a negative difference
?0.027. This difference is statistically significant and is preliminar
profit margins were squeezed in firms that were "at risk" from th
the minimum wage.

Comparing these results with the simple models in Section I,
behavioral response model does surprisingly well. Using the ave
sales ratio of 0.27 (see Online Appendix Table Bl), the implied c
margins using the estimated wage gains in Table 1 and equati
?0.111 x 0.27). This is only slightly above the empirically estim
reduction of -0.027 in Table 1, suggesting only minor offsetting a
second-order term in equation (2)). Below, we will see that this co
holds up to more rigorous econometric testing.

Table 2 reports results from statistical difference-in-difference
ability regressions that additionally control for firm and industry c
upper panel A shows results for the binary low-wage firm indicato

panel B uses a continuous measure, the negative of the pre-policy
report the negative in order to have signs on coefficients that are co
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with the low-wage dummy). The basic pattern of results from the unconditional mod
els of Table 1 are confirmed in these conditional specifications. For the binary indi
cator in the upper panel, the estimated effects show a 9.0 percentage point in wages
and a 0.029 fall in profit margins (similar to Table 1). The same pattern of results is

observed for the (negative of the) continuous pre-NMW wage, reported in panel B.
There is a significant positive connection between wage growth and the negative of
the pre-NMW wage, and a significant negative association with profitability. When
compared to average profits in the low-wage firms in the pre-policy period, the results

for the binary low-wage firm model imply a sizable 22.7 percent (-0.029/0.128)
fall in profit margins. The p-values from F-tests of the no behavioral response model
are at the bottom of each panel and, again, indicate that we cannot reject the simple

model underlying equation (3).
C. Further Probing of the Baseline Results
There are many reasons to probe these baseline results more deeply. The first, and
obvious, reason is to judge the sensitivity of our definition of pre-policy low wages.
Because we do not have data on the individual workers within our FAME firms, we

rely on pre-policy low-wage status as being a function of the average wage in the
firm. This is less than ideal, even though we have (at least partially) validated its
use above with the WERS data, and it is important to study whether the results are
robust to alternative ways of defining the threshold between treatment and compari

son groups.
We therefore re-estimated the models in Table 2 for a range of different wage

thresholds, running from an average wage of ?10,000 at ?1,000 intervals up to
?15,000. The results are reassuring in that they all establish a significant NMW
effect of reducing profit margins, with magnitude of the impact varying and becom

ing slightly larger (in absolute terms) for lower thresholds as we would expect (so
there is a bigger impact on the very low-wage firms).26

A second possible concern is that our results are simply picking up a relation
ship between changes in profit margins and initial low-wage status that exists, but
has nothing to do with the NMW introduction. We have thus looked at estimates,
structured in the same way, from periods before the NMW was introduced. One

such "placebo experiment" is reported in Table 3, where we examine an imagi
nary introduction of the NMW on April 1, 1996 (instead of April 1999) and repeat
our analysis of wage and profitability changes. Table 3 very much reinforces the
results, as we are unable to find any difference in margins between low- and high
wage firms in the period when the policy was not in place. This is consistent with
the NMW introduction being the factor that caused margins to fall in low-wage

firms.

A related issue is the possibility of pre-sample trends (possibly due to mean rever
sion) in the wage model. If initially low-wage firms had lower than average profit

ability growth even in the absence of the policy this would be conflated with the
26The profitability impacts for the different T = 1 thresholds were: -0.029 (0.014) for ?10,000; -0.027 (0.013)

for ?11,000; -0.029 (0.012) for ?12,000; -0.024 (0.010) for ?13,000; and -0.014 (0.009) for ?14,000.
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Table 3?Wages and Profitability before and after Introduction of a
Placebo National Minimum Wage (NMW), 1993-1999
Period before and after "imaginary NMW"

introduction, 1993-1999, (#=4,550)

Change in

\n(average wage), Change in gross profit
AlnW margin, A(Il/S)
Panel A. Treatment ~ low-wage firm

Pre-"imaginary NMW" low-wage firm 0.033 0.015

(0.028) (0.011)

Panel B. Treatment = ?pre-policy ln(W)

-Pre-"imaginary NMW" ln( W) 0.079 0.012
(0.106) (0.029)

Notes: Coefficients estimated by ordinary least squares and standard errors in parent

below are clustered by firm (there are 1,047 firms). The pre-"imaginary NMW" period cov
the three financial years April 1, 1993-March 31, 1996 and the post-"imaginary NMW" per
covers the three financial years April 1,1996-March 31, 1999. Low-wage firm pre-"imagina
NMW" treatment group is defined as firms with an average wage equal to or below ?12
per annum in the pre-policy financial year up to March 31, 1996. The comparison grou

defined as firms with average wages between ?12,000 and ?20,000. Pre-"imaginary NM
ln(W)-indicates that we use a continuous measure of the wage (in the Pre-"Imaginary N

year up to March 31, 1996) is used for treatment intensity. Controls include two-digit indu
dummies; 18 regional dummies, the proportion of workers who are graduates (by regio
two-digit industry); and union membership, part-time work, and female employment rates
three-digit industry classification).
***Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

causal effect of the NMW impact on profits. The evidence from Table

that there is no trend for wages or profitability in the pre-policy period. Ne

we investigated this issue in more detail by estimating the profits mod
with a rolling threshold from ?10,000 to ?15,000 for both the policy a

experiment periods. That is, we estimate the model for thresholds

interval in this range and plot the coefficients (see Figure 3). In the pol
there is a consistently negative effect of around 2-3 percent no matter

the exact profit threshold. By contrast, in the pre-policy period, there i
zero effect with the point estimates actually positive and around 1 perc

Draca, Machin, and Van Reenen (2008) report a number of further

tests. First, a statistical matching technique by trimming the sample acc
propensity scores of the treatment and comparison groups did not affect

of results.27 As discussed earlier, our sample seems well chosen with r
observations needing to be trimmed to ensure common support. More im
the estimated effect of the policy on wages and profitability is significan

27 The basic method used is that of James J. Heckman, Hidehiko Ichimura, and Petra E. Tod
propensity scores are estimated and the sample is then trimmed to exclude poorly matched observ
common support. To generate the propensity scores, we used a probit model that included all the

used in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Varying Treatment Effect Coefficients in Fame

Difference-in-Difference Profitability Models

Notes: The baseline models are as per pre-NMW low-wage model in Table 2 (policy on period)
and Table 3 (pre-policy period). The vertical axis shows the estimated treatment effects. The
horizontal axis shows thresholds are shifted in units of ?100 to define treatment group (T = 1)
as firms with pre-policy wages of under the threshold and comparison group with firms with
average wages over the threshold and under ?20,000. The baseline model is then re-defined
and re-estimated using 50 successive treatment group wage thresholds between ?10,000 and
?15,000. The policy on sample period covers the six financial years from April 1, 1996 to
March 31, 2002, NMW introduction on April 1, 1999. The pre-policy (pseudo-experiment)
period covers the six financial years from April 1, 1993 to March 31, 1999, with an "imagi
nary" NMW introduction on April 1, 1996.

Source: Data taken from the FAME database of company accounts.

to those in the baseline low-wage firm specification. Second, we included a full
set of three-digit industry time trends. Although this is a strong test, the profitability

effect was almost identical when these industry time trends were included with an

estimate of -0.032 (0.015).
IV. Further Investigation of the Minimum Wage Effect

The baseline results of Section III show very clearly that low-wage firms in the
FAME data experienced faster wage growth coupled with falling profit margins before
and after the introduction of the UK NMW. The results also seem consistent with the

no behavioral response theoretical model introduced in Section II. The model has
a number of other salient features that we explore more fully in this section, in an
attempt to understand the effect of minimum wages on firm profitability and mecha
nisms that underpin the negative effect our baseline results have uncovered.

28 Few observations are lost under propensity score matching because the comparison group is already chosen
to be of relatively low-wage firms (under ?20,000 average annual wages). If we had used the entire FAME sample
(including firms with average wages of over ?20,000), we would have had to lose the vast majority of the sample to
ensure that the comparison group had common support with the treatment group.
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A. Minimum Wages and Profitability in UK Residential Care Homes
Here, we look at the wage and profitability effects of the minimum wage in a
rather different context, UK residential care homes.29 There are three reasons to
focus on care homes to juxtapose with the FAME results. First, it is a very low-wage
sector, so it offers a good testing ground for studying minimum wage effects on

profitability and other economic outcomes.30 Second, the sector is price regulated
so one of the margins of adjustment (passing on higher wage costs in higher prices)
is constrained. Finally, we have individual level data, so we can observe the entire

within-firm wage distribution in this exercise, something we could not do in the

FAME dataset.

The more sophisticated definition of treatment we are able to use is the initial
firm wage gap relative to the minimum, namely the proportional increase in a firm's
wage bill required to bring all of its workers up to the minimum wage. This variable,

GAP, is defined as

E /,,, max(M/;r -

(7) GAP; = ?1

Y.jhji Wj,

where is the weekly hours worked by worker j in firm /; Wjt is the hourly wage
of worker j in firm /; and WJ}in is the minimum wage relevant for worker j in firm i.
For care homes, we do not have accounting data, and so the profit variable we
study is a derived one based on total revenues less total costs. Total revenue of each
home is measured directly as the product of the number of beds, the home-specific

average price of beds, and the home occupancy rate. Total costs are calculated by
dividing the total firm wage bill by the share of labor in total costs.31 Home profit
ability is then defined as the ratio of profits to revenue.
We therefore estimate the following care homes specification

(8) A?/r = ^ + 7/lG4/Vl + 7fe^"1 + 6"
where ?it is the equation error. Under the no behavioral response model, the coef
ficient on GAP (rj{) should be equal to the wage bill share of revenues.
Table 4 presents estimates of home-level wage change and profitability change

equations for the period surrounding NMW introduction (1998-1999). Panel A
29To date these data have mostly been used for studies of minimum wage effects on wages and jobs (e.g.,
Machin, Manning, and Rahman 2003), but see also Machin and Manning's (2004) test of competitive labor market
theory.

30Prior to the minimum wage introduction in April 1999, average hourly wages were very low in the sector (at
around ?4 per hour). On average, 32.2 percent of workers were paid below the incoming minimum wage with this
figure falling to 0.4 percent after the introduction of the policy.

31 Total sales and profits are not reported directly in the care homes data. We calculated them from the underly
ing home-specific components. Sales (S) is calculated as Occupancy Proportion x Number of Beds x Average
Price (all reported in the survey). The wage bill (WB) and the share of labor in total costs (SHARE) are also
reported directly in the data. We can then calculate total costs (TC) as the ratio of the wage bill to the labor share

(WB/SHARE). Profits are then simply sales less total costs (S - TC). Profitability is the ratio of profits to sales,

(S-TC)/S.
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Table 4?National Minimum Wage Introduction and
Wages and Profitability in Care Homes, 1998-1999
Period before and after NMW introduction, 1998-1999

Panel A. Wages
Pre-NMW wage gap

Controls
Panel B. Profitability

Pre-NMW wage gap

Controls

Change in \n(average wage), A\nW

0.861*** 0.886***

(0.045) (0.052)
No Yes

A(II/S), Change in profit margin

-0.433*** -0.492***

(0.173) (0.202)
No Yes

Notes: Coefficients estimated by ordinary least squares. Robust standard errors are in parenthe
ses under coefficients. Sample covers 454 nursing homes in 1998 and 1999. Initial pre-mini
mum wage period (t ? 1) controls include workforce characteristics (proportion female, mean
worker age, proportion with nursing qualifications), the proportion of residents paid for by the
government ("DSS"), region dummies, and month dummies.
***Significant at the 1 percent level.
**Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

focuses on wages, and presents results showing that wages clearly rose by more
in homes with a larger pre-NMW wage gap. Panel B shows profitability estimates,
where the coefficient on the pre-NMW wage gap variable is estimated to be neg
ative and significant. In the column 2 specification with controls, the coefficient
is -0.492. Thus, there is clear evidence of profitability falls in homes that were
more affected by the minimum wage introduction. This very much corroborates the

FAME findings of the previous section.

There was also some evidence that wages rose more in the pre-policy period
(1992?1993) in homes with a bigger initial wage gap.32 Nevertheless, the rela
tionship is much weaker in the earlier period, so the trend-adjusted estimate is sta

tistically significant and large in magnitude (at 0.678). Under the no behavioral
response model, the coefficient on the initial wage gap measure should equal the
share of the wage bill in sales. The (trend adjusted) point estimate on the wage gap
term in the profitability equation turns out to be ?0.396 for the model with controls
(and ?0.343 for the no controls specification), which in absolute terms is very close
to the wage bill to sales ratio in our sample of care homes (0.398). Hence, like the
FAME results the magnitude of the estimated impact in care homes is very much
in line with what we would expect from the simple no behavioral response model.
B. Sectoral Heterogeneity: Industries with High and Low Market Power
As noted in Section I, a condition for the existence of long-run effects of minimum
wages on profitability is that there is some degree of imperfect competition in the
product market. To examine this idea in Table 5, we split industries into "high-" and

32 We define a counterfactual minimum wage at the same percentile of the wage distribution as the real 1999
minimum, so we can compute a GAP measure for the earlier pre-policy time period. Note that this is the only previ
ous wage change information that exists, as the data was not collected in other (nonelection) years.
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Table 5?Splitting into High- and Low-Market Power Industries

Outcome
Panel A. Wages
Treatment = low-wage firm

N= 1,943 (high); N= 2,169 (low)
Panel B. Profits
Treatment = low-wage firm

N = 1,943 (high); N = 2,169 (low)
Test of no behavioral response

High-market
power industries

0.109***
(0.035)

-0.037**
(0.018)

/7-value = 0.646

Low-market
power industries

0.081**
(0.038)

-0.014
(0.014)

p-value = 0.531

Panel C. Employment

Treatment = low-wage firm 0.104 ?0.012

N= 1,943 (high); N= 2,169 (low) (0.142) (0.121)
Panel D. Labor productivity

Treatment = low-wage firm 0.075 0.113

N = 1,943 (high); N = 2,169 (low) (0.066) (0.090)
Panel E. Exit

Treatment = low-wage firm -0.023 -0.002

N = 1,150 (high); N = 1,206 (low) (0.023) (0.027)
Notes: This table shows the results from a series of separate regressions for the low-wage firm

models (Column 1 of Table 2, panel A). The dependent variable is indicated in the first row,
column 1 is on the sub-sample of firms in high-market power industries, and column 2 is the
sub-sample of firms in the low market power industries. High-market power industries are
defined as those with higher than the median value of the industry-level Lerner Index in the
firm's three-digit industry. Low-market power industries are defined as those with below the
median value of the industry-level Lerner Index in the firm's three-digit industry. Coefficients

estimated by ordinary least squares and standard errors in parentheses below are clustered
by firm. Employment is the In(total number of workers in the firm). Labor productivity is
ln(sales/employment). "Exit" is defined for two cohorts in 1996 (pre-NMW) and 1999 post
NMW and indicates whether the firm ceased to exist in the subsequent three years (see text).
Controls include two-digit industry dummies; 18 regional dummies, the proportion of workers
who are graduates (by region and two-digit industry); and union membership, part-time work,
and female employment rates (by three-digit industry classification).
***Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

"low-" competition industries based on a proxy for the Lerner Index (constructed as
in Philippe Aghion et al. 2005). Consistent with the idea of imperfect competition,
the effects of the NMW policy on profitability were stronger in the less competitive
sectors (defined as those with above the median value of three-digit industry Lerner
index). Table 5 shows that the impact of the policy on wages was not so different

(10.9 percent versus 8.1 percent). By contrast, the effect of the minimum wage on
profitability was almost two-and-a-half times as large in the less competitive indus
tries as in the more competitive sectors (as well as being significant only in the less

competitive sectors).
Under perfect competition, an industry facing a common increase in marginal
costs will pass on the higher wage costs in the form of higher prices to consumers.

In less competitive sectors, however, firms will generally adjust by reducing their
profit margins, rather than just through prices. Therefore, the evidence in Table 5 is
consistent with the idea that the strongest effects of the NMW on profitability will
be in the less competitive sectors.
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Table 6?Firm Entry and Exit (by three-digit industry)
Period before and

after NMW

introduction,

1996-2001,

(N= 1,020)

Period before and
after "imaginary
NMW" introduction,

1994-98, (#= 850)

Panel A. Change in industry entry rates

Pre-NMW low pay proportion 0.021

(0.015)

0.057*
(0.032)

Difference

-0.036
(0.038)

Panel B. Change in industry exit rates

Pre-NMW low pay proportion -0.013 -0.028 0.015

(0.016) (0.018) (0.024)

Panel C Change in industry net entry rates

Pre-NMW low pay proportion 0.034

(0.025)

0.085**
(0.027)

-0.051
(0.037)

Notes: Entry rate is the proportion of firms who are newly registered in a year in a three-digit
industry. Exit rate is the proportion of firms who are deregistered in the year. Net entry is entry
rate-exit rate. Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by three-digit industry. Pre-NMW
low pay proportion is the proportion of workers with an hourly wage less than ?3.60 in the

three-digit industry in real terms over the pre-policy period (the minimum wage threshold of
?3.60 is deflated by the retail price index for the years 1994-1998). All specifications include
controls for two digit industry dummies, time dummies, and the proportion of employees in
the three-digit industry that are female, part time, and the proportion of employees in the three
digit industry that are female, part time, and unionized.
***Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

Source: Data taken from value-added tax (VAT) Registrations and Deregistration Data,
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI).

C. Effects of Minimum Wage on Other Outcomes:
Employment, Productivity, Exit, and Entry
We also examined the effect of the NMW policy on other firm outcomes in the
lower part of Table 5, again split by high and low market power sectors. We do
not find any significant negative effects on employment, consistent with some of
the minimum wage literature (e.g., Card and Krueger 1994). The presence of no
significant employment effect is also consistent with our tests of the no behavioral
response model. Similarly, there does not appear to be any effect of the policy intro
duction on labor productivity (as predicted by the "shock" theory).
The FAME database identifies four categories of inactive firms, namely firms that

are dissolved, liquidated, in receivership, or currently nontrading.33 Hence, we have
defined all firms in these categories as "exiting" firms. We examine three year death
rates for a cohort alive April 1, 1999 (i.e., did they exit by March 31, 2002) com
pared to a cohort alive on April 1, 1996 (i.e., did they exit by 1999). In the final row
of Table 5, there is no evidence of any faster increase in exit rates in initially low
wage firms following the minimum wage introduction either in the whole sample or

33 So exits by takeover are not coded to be unity in this definition as takeovers may be regarded as a sign of
success rather than failure. Redefining the dependent variable to be unity if the exit is to a takeover does not change
the qualitative nature of the results.
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in subsectors. The same is true in models of the probability of closure of care homes

(see Machin and Joan Wilson 2004).
There are two possible problems with this firm-level analysis of exit. First, we
ignore the possible entry-deterring effect of the minimum wage, and second, there
may be pre-policy trends.34 Table 6 takes both of these into account. Obviously, we
cannot implement this at the firm level, as entrants do not have a pre-policy wage for
the entrants. However, we can examine an alternative dataset containing all entrants

and exits in each three-digit sector (from the Department of Trade and Industry's

VAT Registration Database).35
The three panels of Table 6 show one-year entry rates, one-year exit rates,
and the difference between the two ("net entry") three-digit industries. Column
1 shows estimated coefficients on a pre-NMW low-pay proportion in the period

surrounding NMW introduction. Column 2 does the equivalent experiment for
an imaginary/placebo policy (as in Table 3) introduced in 1996, and column 3
presents the trend-adjusted difference-in-differences. Although the first row shows

that entry rates appear to perversely increase for low-wage firms after the mini
mum wage, there does appear to be some positive pre-policy trend in column 2,
suggesting a negative trend-adjusted effect of the NMW policy on entry. Similarly,
trend-adjusted exit rates in panel B are 1.5 percentage points higher after the mini

mum wage was introduced. The final row shows that trend-adjusted net entry rates

had fallen by about 5.1 percentage points in the low-wage industries after the
NMW introduction. This effect is large in magnitude, but not statistically sig
nificant. These results do hint that in the long run a margin of adjustment may be
in the dimension of lower rates of net entry into the sectors most affected by the
NMW.36 There is little within firm change, but the margin of adjustment may be
through the long-run number of firms.

V. Conclusions
This paper considers a very under-studied research question on the economic impact
of minimum wages by looking at empirical connections between minimum wage legis
lation and firm profitability. Using the quasi-experiment of the introduction of a national

minimum wage to the UK labor market in 1999, we utilize pre-policy information on
the distribution of wages to construct treatment and comparison groups and imple
ment a difference in differences approach. We report evidence showing wages were
significantly raised, and firm profitability was significantly reduced by the minimum
wage introduction. There is also some evidence of bigger falls in margins in industries
with relatively high market power, but no effects on firm employment or productiv
ity. Somewhat surprisingly, our findings are consistent with a simple "no behavioral

34Running the pseudo-policy experiment of Table 3 gave a coefficient on the policy variable of 0.021 with a
standard error of 0.106 for employment and 0.077 with a standard error of (0.053) for productivity.
35 Unlike the firm data, we cannot distinguish between exit due to takeover and exit due to bankruptcy. Online

Appendix Table B2 describes some key features of these data.

36 Our further investigations indicated that there were minimal differences in entry and exit rates between high
and low-market power industries. For example, when split by market power, the corresponding estimates for col
umn 1, panel A, in Table 6 were 0.025 (0.022) for high and 0.019 (0.020) for low.
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response" model where wage gains from minimum wages map into profit reductions.
There is a hint that the long-run adjustment may be through lower rates of net entry.

There are, of course, a number of caveats to our results. It would have been useful

to have data on prices and quality to see if these may also have adjusted in response
to minimum wages.37 It would also be useful to have more information on the within
firm distribution of workers in other sectors besides care homes. A fuller integration
of theory and empirical work in the context of imperfect competition in both product

and labor markets is another fruitful research area for the future. Overall given the
total sparsity of evidence of the impact of minimum wage floors on firm profitabil
ity, we believe this study is an important contribution looking at the impact of labor

market regulation on firms as well as the more developed and extensive evidence
base that exists studying the impact on individuals.
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The Spending and Debt Response
to Minimum Wage Hikes*
By Daniel Aaronson, Sumit Agarwal, and Eric French*
Immediately following a minimum wage hike, household income
rises on average by about $250 per quarter and spending by roughly
$700 per quarter for households with minimum wage workers. Most
of the spending response is caused by a small number of households
who purchase vehicles. Furthermore, we find that the high spending

levels are financed through increases in collateralized debt. Our

results are consistent with a model where households can borrow

against durables and face costs of adjusting their durables stock.
{JEL D12, D14, D91, J38)

Many US social insurance programs provide economic assistance to low-income
households. Yet there is little evidence on the spending response to income changes
among such households. In this paper, we estimate the magnitude, composition, distribution, and timing of the income, spending, and debt responses to minimum wage
hikes among households with adult minimum wage workers. We find that spending

and debt rise substantially for a small set of these households following a minimum
wage hike. These findings are consistent with a model where households can borrow against durables and face costs of adjusting their durables stock, suggesting that
borrowing constraints and adjustment costs are important factors driving spending
patterns among low-income households.

Using panel data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX), Survey of
Income and Program Participation (SIPP), Current Population Survey (CPS), and
administrative bank and credit bureau data, we identify households with adult minimum wage workers when the household is first observed. We then measure their
spending, income, and debt before and after a minimum wage hike. Identification is
based on a fixed effects procedure that compares households with minimum wage

* Aaronson: Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, 230 South La Salle Street, Chicago, IL 60604 (e-mail:

daaronson@frbchi.org); Agarwal: National University of Singapore, 15 Kent Ridge Drive, Singapore, 119245
(e-mail: ushakri@yahoo.com); French: Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, 230 South La Salle Street, Chicago,
IL 60604 (e-mail: efrench@frbchi.org). We thank Jeff Campbell, Chris Carroll, John Ham, Leslie McGranahan,
Robert Moffitt, Victor Rios-Rull, Stephen Shore, Nick Souleles, Richard Spady, Irina Telyukova, Bill Wäscher,
Jim Ziliak, the referees, seminar participants at the Chicago Fed, Board of Governors, Federal Trade Commission,
University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign, University of Alberta, Johns Hopkins, University of Maryland, Western

Ontario, AEA, APPAM, and SED meetings, NBER Summer Institute, Micro and Macro Labor Market Models
Conference at UCSB, and Jon Davis, Dan DiFranco, Phil Doctor, Charles Doss, Kyung Park, Shani Schechter, and
Zach Seeskin for outstanding assistance. The views expressed in this paper do not necessarily reflect those of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago or the Federal Reserve System.
Ť To view additional materials, visit the article page at http://dx.doi.Org/10.1257/aer.102.7.31 1 1.
3111
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workers in states that experience a minimum w
states that do not.

We present four key empirical findings. First,
household income by roughly $250 and spendin

ter (in 2005 dollars) in the year following a mi
are corroborated by independent data showing t
minimum wage increase. Second, the majority
from a small number of households purchasing

total spending increases within one quarter of
prior, despite legislation typically passing 6 to 1
high levels of durables spending and debt accum
after a minimum wage hike. These results are
tion criteria and covariates. Furthermore, we fin
income or spending effect on households with

minimum wage, providing further evidence tha
omitted variables.

We consider whether various permutations of the life-cycle model can fit the facts

above. Two canonical models - the permanent income model and the buffer stock
model with no borrowing - fail to do so. If households were spreading an income
gain over their lifetime, as in the permanent income hypothesis, the short-run spend-

ing increase should be much smaller than what we observe in the data. Augmenting
the permanent income model to account for durables raises the predicted short-term

spending response. It is still an order of magnitude smaller than what our empirical
estimates imply, however. Moreover, a buffer stock model in which households can-

not borrow against durable goods generates a spending response of approximately
$200 and fails to explain why some minimum wage households increase their debt
after a minimum wage hike.
Next, we consider an augmented buffer stock model in which households are
collateral constrained - i.e., they can borrow against part, but not all, of the value

of their durable goods. If households face collateral constraints, small income
increases can generate small down payments, which in turn can be used for large
durable goods purchases. With a 40 percent down payment, each additional dollar
of income can be used to purchase -¿j = $2.50 of durable goods.
While this model fits the data better than the others, it still underpredicts the
total spending response. Furthermore, it does not match the highly concentrated
distribution of additional spending. Augmenting the model to allow for a cost of
adjusting durables better replicates the skewness of the spending responses, but produces a smaller mean spending response. Assuming more widespread borrowing

1 A large response in durables spending is consistent with many papers that focus on sizable disposable income
changes, including those based on tax refunds (Parker 1999, Souleles 1999, and Parker et al. 2010), the Earned
Income Tax Credit (EITC) (Barrow and McGranahan 2000; Adams, Einav, and Levin 2009), job loss (Browning
and Crossley 2009), expansions in public health insurance programs (Leininger, Levy, and Schanzenbach 2010),
and other large income changes (Krueger and Perri 2008). Moreover, Adams, Einav, and Levin (2009); Souleles
(1999); Leininger, Levy, and Schanzenbach (2010); and Parker et al. (2010) also find evidence that much of this
additional durable spending is on vehicles. Other papers find no response in durable spending (e.g., Browning
and Collado 2001, and Hsieh 2003) or a highly imprecise response (e.g., Coulibaly and Li 2006). Our reading of
the literature is that positive effects tend to be found in papers based on large income gains among more liquidity

constrained households.
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constraints among minimum wage households, the model generates an almost $
spending response.
Models where households can borrow against durable goods are increasingly com
mon for understanding the dynamics of consumer durables (Fernandez- Villave
and Krueger 201 1, Campbell and Hercowitz 2003), housing (Carroll and Dunn 19
Attanasio, Leicester, and Wakefield 2011; Hryshko, Luengo-Prado, and Soren
2010; Cerletti and Pijoan-Mas 2012), and entrepreneurship (Kaboski and Townsen
2011). There is little direct micro evidence, however, on the quantitative import
of the constraint. Our paper provides such evidence.
In the aggregate, the spending effect that we estimate is nontrivial. For exam
ple, CPS data show that 7.3 million households earned at least 20 percent of tot
household income from adult minimum wage earnings in 2006. Our estimated $
average quarterly spending response thus translates into an additional $5 billion
(= 7.3 million x $700) in spending per quarter in the year following the hike. T
said, this simple calculation likely overstates the true aggregate response. First,
estimates apply to households with a minimum wage worker prior to an increa
in the minimum wage. It is possible that raising the minimum wage reduces th
odds that those without a job will find one. Second, we ignore most teenagers, w
comprise 29 percent of all minimum wage workers. There is stronger evidence
disemployment effects for teenagers than adults. Finally, minimum wage hike
cause prices of goods produced by minimum wage workers to rise (Aaronson 20
Aaronson, French, and MacDonald 2008). Thus, real income and spending by non
minimum wage workers will likely fall. For those adults who had a minimum wa
job prior to a minimum wage hike, however, spending (particularly on vehicles
income, and debt rise afterward.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I provides a brief descript
of the CEX, SIPP, CPS, and administrative bank and credit bureau dataseis used

estimate the spending, income, and debt responses. Section II describes the empir

cal results. Section III outlines a calibrated model of household spending respon
to a minimum wage increase when borrowing constraints are present versus abse
and links these results to the empirical findings. Section IV concludes.
I. Data

This section describes the data that we use to measure income, wages, sp
ing, and debt. Online Appendix A and online Appendix Table Al provide additi
description of the data and sample selection criteria. All nominal values are rep

in 2005 dollars.

Our empirical analysis draws heavily from the CEX, a representative sample of
US consumer units providing detailed information on household spending.2 The
surveys span 1982 through 2008, a period in which six federal and numerous state

minimum wage increases were enacted. The CEX interviews households up to
five times, spaced three months apart. In each interview after the first, households
are asked about detailed spending patterns for the previous three months. While this

2 For ease of exposition, we refer to consumer units as households.
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design provides monthly data, we follow Johnson,
aggregate to the quarterly frequency.

In the second and fifth interviews, households are a

income and hours worked over the previous year. Th

late the hourly wage of the first two adult (older than 1

which is compared to the state's effective minimum w

workers and households. After sample restrictions d
A, we are left with 200,549 household-survey obser
1 1 percent derive some income from minimum wage
Two additional dataseis - the 1983 to 2007 SIPP and
rotation files of the CPS - are used to measure inco
mum wage increase. We show these results because o
and 474,758 observations for the CPS and SIPP, resp
designed specifically to measure higher frequency ea
pose of identifying minimum wage workers, it is par
veys report the hourly wage of those paid by the h
coded, and wage, self-employment, and family com
duced, to be as close as possible to the CEX sample.
Finally, to verify the spending patterns documented
etary dataset from a large, national financial instituti
institution merges in quarterly credit bureau reports
auto, home equity, mortgage, and credit card balanc

We draw two samples from this data: a 2j year o

4,610,497 observations from 1995 to 2008 and a sepa
vations that begins in January 2000 and runs for 4 y
ple of households since an individual needs a credit
online Appendix A.

We obtained state minimum wage histories from the J

Labor Review. See online Appendix Table A2 for a li
year and state.3
It. Empirical Results
A. Estimating Equations

Our empirical strategy is standard. We estimate equ
K

( 1 ) Z-ìt fi + ^ X» " it »
k=-K

where zit is either income (estimated from the CEX, CPS, and SIPP)

(estimated from the CEX), or change in debt (estimated from the credi
data), and vvmin il+t is the minimum wage rate for the state that individ
in at time t + k;4 'it includes year and quarter dummies or month dummi

3 We do not account for within-state differences in the minimum wage (i.e., the living wage initiatives
up in a few cities during the 2000s).
4 When using quarterly CEX and debt data, wmin> it+k is the average value of the minimum wage over
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a household fixed effect.5 The <j>k parameters are separately identified from the time

dummies and household fixed effects because many states raise the minimum wage
above the federal minimum. Thus, we can control for time effects, and in so doing

the possibility that both the minimum wage and household spending rise in respons
to strong aggregate income growth.

Equation (1) is estimated separately for minimum wage and nonminimum wage
households. In particular, let S¡ be the share of total household income that is derive
from adults earning 60-120 percent of the minimum wage:

(2) Si = (Eu X /{O.óWnún , < wu < 1.2^,,} + E2i X /{O.óWmjn ,• < w2i < 1.2wmirU})/F

where Eu and E2i are the salary income for persons 1 and 2 (typically, the head
and spouse), F¡ is total pretax nonasset income, and /{0.6wmin , < wu < 1.2wmin /
and /{0.6wmin , < w2i < 1.2wmin are indicators of whether persons 1 and 2 earn
between 60 and 120 percent of the minimum wage, all measured in the first period
the household is observed.6
We report estimates of <f>k for households with no initial minimum wage earnings

(5, = 0), households with any adult minimum wage earnings (5, > 0), and hous

holds with at least 20 percent of total income from adult minimum wage earnings

(S¡ > 0.2). The latter highlights those households that rely more extensively on min
imum wage income.7

The credit bureau data contain the self-reported annual earnings of the account
holder at the time of the credit card application but not hours worked necessary
to construct S¡. 8 Therefore, the debt regressions weight the minimum wage variable wmin <it+k in equation (1) by the probability that the holder is a minimum wag
worker, P¡. In other words, we assume spending is as in equation (1) with probability P¡ and is equal to f¡ + u)'xit + uit with probability (1 - P¡), which gives rise to th
following regression:
K

(3) 2|'f fi fik ^min, it+k ^ "if "if
k=-K

To compute the weights, we use the CPS to estimate a probit model of whether

self-employed worker was within 120 percent of the minimum wage. Cov

a quartic in annual earnings, a quartic in age, an age times annual earnings
female, married, and female times married. The estimated probit model r
just under 60 percent of all individuals earning $10,000 per year are minim

5 When available, we also condition on the number of adults and the number of kids in the househol

be consistent with other research (e.g., Johnson, Parker, and Souleles 2006). Once the household fixed
time dummies are included, however, we find no observable covariates in the CEX or the debt data t
tively impact our coefficient of interest, òu.

6Previous research (e.g., Card and Krueger 1995, Wellington 1991, Lee 1999) has shown that mi

hikes increase the wages of workers that make slightly above the minimum wage. Thus, we assume th
ing up to 120 percent of the minimum wage are impacted by the minimum wage, but the results ar

to other reasonable values.

7 Results are not sensitive to other reasonable S¡ thresholds, such as 10 and 30 percent.
Technically, we only have information for individual card-holders, not the unit of interest, the household. We
partially circumvent this limitation since debt contracts are typically written at the household level. Therefore, the
credit bureau data are often, but not always, at the household level.
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Table 1- Total Household Nonproperty Quarterly Income R

"Minimum wage" worker = 120 t
of minimumb

Share

from

of

minimum

income

Weighted

Weighted

wage jobs (5,) CEX CPS SIPP average8 CEX CPS SIPP average8
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
0

-83

-29

118

14

-54

55

-12

28

(233) (42) (63) (35) (432) (98) (130) (77)

92,810 688,356 420,634 37,997 153,340 112,022
>0

247

276

178

242

-86

15

181

58

(399) (102) (138) (80) (237) (45) (72) (38)

11,978 121,275 54,124 54,813 535,016 308,612
>0.2

-138

247

254

237

-170

8

200

50

(450) (105) (129) (80) (222) (44) (76) (38)

8,511 93,846 39,472 50,102 501,925 276,213

Time period 1983-2008 1980-2007 1986-2007 1983-2008 1980-2007 1986-2007

Sample of workers0 All Hourly wage Hourly wage All Hourly wage Hourly wage
workers workers workers workers

Notes: Each cell represents a separate regression; 5, is th
mum wage salaries earned by the top two adults in the h
errors are cluster corrected by household (consumer uni
aThe weighted average estimate uses a GMM formula wh
estimates.

b Columns 5 to 8 show the "minimum wage effect" for w
mum wage. These regressions drop households with wor
to 3) of the minimum wage.
cThe CEX sample includes all workers and is based on a c
nual hours worked. The SIPP and CPS samples consist of

workers, whereas only 6 percent of indi

minimum wage workers. We therefore pr

whose earnings at credit card application

B. The Magnitude of the Income

Table 1 begins by documenting the impa
on household income. In these initial res
in equation (l).9 Each cell in the table rep
number is the point estimate, the second
for within-household serial correlation,
organized by S„ the share of household h
employment at minimum wage jobs as m
the survey. Thus, the first row includes
income (5, = 0) and the next two include
includes any ( S¡ > 0) or at least 20 percen
Column 1, based on the CEX, shows th

causes after-tax income to rise among

9 A handful of studies have estimated similar income
Van Reenen (201 1); Addison, Blackburn, and Cotti (200

Each of these studies finds evidence that minimum wage
10The after-tax income measure is based on self-report
not include payroll taxes.
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no income increase among households without minimum wage income. Precision
is very low, however, and consequently the estimates among the minimum wage
households are not stable across different S¡ thresholds. Indeed, the point estimate
on 5, > 0.2 households is negative, albeit with a standard error four times as large.1
Therefore, the next two columns provide estimates from the CPS and SIPP.12 For
households with at least 20 percent minimum wage income, we find that quarterly

earnings rise by $247 ($105) and $254 ($129) in the CPS and SIPP immediately

after a $1 minimum wage increase. The final column reports a weighted average
income response, where the weights are based on the precision of the three individ
ual estimates. These calculations suggest that, in the near term, 5, > 0 and S, > 0.
household quarterly income rises by roughly $240 with a standard error, calculated
using standard generalized method of moments (GMM) formulas, of $80. 13
By comparison, the effect on nonminimum wage households is not statistically
different from 0 ($14 with a standard error of $35), suggesting the impact of th
minimum wage law is limited to households with workers very close to their state
effective minimum wage. That is also the case when, as a finer test, we look at
households near the minimum wage but not necessarily directly impacted by the
law. Columns 5 to 8 define 5, as the share of income earned by adult workers with
wage between 120 and 300 percent of the minimum wage.14
For households with such earners, we find no evidence of an income gain after a
minimum wage increase in the CEX and CPS, although we observe a notable gain
in the SIPP. A weighted average of the three datasets suggests the income gain is
economically small and statistically indistinguishable both from zero and from the

near zero gain among those with hourly wages more than triple the minimum (col
umn 8, row 1). Moreover, the SIPP income gain is concentrated in households earn-

ing 120 to 200 percent of the minimum wage. Excluding these SIPP households that

might plausibly be contaminated by the minimum wage law change (e.g., Card an
Krueger 1995, Wellington 1991, Lee 1999), the estimated (but unreported) income
gain among 200 to 300 percent households is $28 ($89) and the weighted average
among the three datasets is $7 ($54).
It is important to note that household income need not rise among minimum wag
workers if the legislated minimum wage increase leads to enough job loss. Tha
does not appear to be the case, however. In online Appendix Table A3, we sho
that employment and hours do not fall after a minimum wage increase among our
samples of adult CPS workers. Rather, wages rise among workers in minimum wag

"Reasonable alternative wage restrictions, such as dropping the top and bottom 1 percent, or not including a
wage restriction results in positive point estimates.
12 Unlike the CEX, these samples are restricted to households with hourly workers. As expected, when we use a

computed wage, we find smaller earnings responses. The CPS and SIPP earnings measures are also pretax. In th

CEX, we found the tax adjustment makes little difference to our estimates.
An alternative way to compute the weighted average estimate is through a pooled regression with all three data
sets with a full set of survey x covariate interactions. While there are important differences between the datase
(e.g., earnings refers to the previous year in the CEX but to the previous month in the CPS), we get similar result

to column 4. For S¡ = 0 households, the pooled estimate is $60 ($42). For S¡ > 0.2 households, the pooled estima

is $245 ($90).

14 These samples exclude households with an adult worker within 120 percent of the minimum. That is, they
only include the S¿ = 0 households from columns 1 to 3, thereby comparing households with workers paid 120 to
300 percent of the minimum to those households where the adult workers earn over 300 percent of the minimum.
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households and not among nonminimum wage
of the earnings pattern in Table l.15

Beyond the first few quarters, the long-run effec

is more difficult to measure with existing data.

(2004, 2005) find that any income gain from a
substantially, perhaps even evaporates, within
with the empirical finding that many individua
point in time will earn well above the minimum
Vavrichek 1992; Carrington and Fallick 2001). In
(53 percent) of SIPP workers who make between
effective minimum wage are still within that ra

C. The Magnitude of the Total Spending

Table 2 reports the size of the spending respo
Like Table 1, each cell represents a separate regr
the share of household income from minimum

Column 1 shows that total spending increases b

usually statistically significant amount for m

households where minimum wage labor is the so

hold income, total spending rises by $815 (stand

resenting 13 percent of an average quarter's sp
spending among households without minimum w
minimum wage change (-$57 with a standard er
ing response, like the income response reported
ferent from 0 among households with workers t
minimum wage (column 2, rows 2 and 3). This f
effect is likely caused by the minimum wage an
trends in consumption that are specific to lowThis basic pattern is robust to many perturbati
model. In column 3, we show that the spending
might be particularly liquidity constrained. Liqu
Johnson, Parker, and Souleles (2006), by whethe
and savings accounts is below $5,000. The resul
instituted substantial hikes (column 4 versus 5).
estimates when we remove data restrictions on
els, and wage changes, or control for other fact

specific time trends, the age of the head, interview

13 Among S¡ > 0 households, average wages rise by roughly $0.4
average about 50. That implies roughly a $300 increase in quarter
a small, positive hours impact of about one hour per week, mostly
earnings per quarter at the average minimum wage over this perio
16 We also estimated a version of equation ( 1) in first differences.

by $658 ($522) in the quarter of the minimum wage increase. Für

$23 ($180).

17 We reestimated the model with a dummy for whether the minimum wage change was "small" and an interaction between this small indicator and the minimum wage. Small increases include years when a minimum wage
increase was less than 25 cents or automated by CPI adjustments.
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Table 2 - Total Spending Response to Change in the Minimum Wage: CEX, 1983-2008
Size of increasec

Share of Real Implied marginal
income from 120-300% Liquid average propensity to

minimum Baseline of minimum assetsb quarterly spend using
wage jobs (S¡) estimates wage8 <$5,000 Small Large spending average income
0

-57

67

77

-79

-55

10,938

(150) (252) (174) (456) (150)

178,075 73,569 77,790
>0

499

-154

524

-290

530

7,640

2.1

(412) (174) (369) (775) (414) (2.0)

22,474 104,506 13,027
>0.2

815

-232

885

-60

874

6,462

3.4

(457) (175) (404) (600) (461) (1.9)

15,834 95,327 9,608

Notes: Each cell represents a separate regression; S¡ is the share of pretax total con
minimum wage salaries (<120% of the state minimum wage) earned by the top two
See the text for details. All standard errors are cluster corrected by consumer unit.
aS, is defined as the share of household income coming from workers making 120
wage. The sample is all households with S¿ = 0 in column 1.
b Liquid assets are defined as savings plus checking accounts, as in Johnson, Parke

c Small increases include years when a minimum wage increase was less than
adjustments.
d Marginal propensity to spend is equal to the CEX spending response reported in Table 2, column 1 divided by the
income response from Table 1, column 4.

relevant social policies - such as the EITC, welfare/Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families, and unemployment insurance described in online Appendix A - that could
conceivably be passed in tandem with a minimum wage increase.
Using the estimated spending effect in column 1 and the income estimates from

Table 1, we report the marginal propensity to spend (MPS) in column 7. We find
that S¡ > 0.2 households spend 3.4 (standard error of 1.9, where standard errors are
calculated using the formulas in the online Appendix) times the short-term increase
in income that arises from minimum wage hikes. There is no impact among nonminimum wage households.

To help motivate our explanation for the high MPS and to further corroborate
this result, we next use the detailed spending breakdown in the CEX and the debt
data from the credit bureaus to show the composition, heterogeneity, and timing of
spending and debt.
Composition of Spending Responses. - Table 3 displays the estimated durables
and nondurables spending responses to minimum wage increases for households
where S¡ = 0, S¡ > 0, and S¡ > 0.2. We find that the majority of the large spending response reported in Table 2 is from spending on durable goods. For example,

households with 5, > 0.2 increase durables spending by $875 ($391) per quarter
following a $1 increase in the minimum wage, an amount that, on average, doubles

the typical household's quarterly spending on durables. Again, households with no
minimum wage income report no additional durables spending after the minimum
wage hike. By contrast, we cannot statistically reject that the impact on nondurables
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Table 3 - Decomposition of Spending Response: CEX
Durables subcomponents

Share of income Non Floors Misc. Appliances
from

minimum

durables

and

HH

and

Leisure

Trans-

wage jobs (5,) and services Durables Furniture windows items electronics activities portation
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
0

21

-78

20

1

-12

11

-2

-97

(78) (124) (18) (7) (9) (14) (8) (119)
>0

116

383

9

12

47

37

-24

303

(158) (369) (35) (10) (17) (46) (38) (358)
>0.2

-60

875

0

10

62

35

10

759

(188) (391) (35) (8) (18) (35) (15) (386)
Real average amount spent (2005$):

0 9,120 1,818 164 35 153 275 108 1,083
>0 6,507 1,133 88 15 83 180 68 699
>0.2 5,573 890 69 9 60 146 53 553
Conditional on purchase (2005$):
0 1,943 607 340 248 357 172 11,754
>0 1,313 420 198 163 285 129 7,545
>0.2 1,069 386 152 133 253 112 6,713

Notes:

and

Each

cell

represents

services

is

nondurables
Since
poses

most

this

a

separate

different

and
of

regression

from

services

the

spending

category

more

0

com

r

fine

egories: furniture, floors and
miscellaneous household item
difference

between

the

price

For most categories, the imp
notable exception is transpor
tional $759 ($386) on transpor
total spending response.
Not surprisingly, a small num
spending. For households w
shows that new vehicle purch
of table 4). Column 3 of Tabl
extra $511 ($212) in quarterly
used vehicles (columns 2 and 4
because they might be harde
no additional spending on veh

18 Floors and windows include carpets
kitchen and laundry appliances, televis
PDAs, antennas, and satellite dishes. Leis
ing equipment, toys, games, playgrou
items include clocks, lamps, linens, silve
ances, smoke alarms, cleaning equipmen
and

coolers.

Transportation

includes
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Table A - Decomposition of Transportation Spending Response: CEX, 1983-2008
Expenditures on new cars and trucks (1992-2008)
Probability

of

purchase

Expenditure

(1983-2008) (1983-2008) Financed with loan
Net Expenditure
Share of income New Used New Used outlay, less

from minimum cars/ cars/ cars/ cars/ not Down down
wage jobs (5,) trucks trucks trucks trucks Expenditure financed payment payment
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
0

-0.003

0.006

-37

1

-115

-52

-15

-48

(0.004) (0.005) (92) (65) (120) (63) (18) (92)
>0

0.024

-0.005

440

-107

378

80

115

183

(0.009) (0.021) (182) (196) (196) (62) (63) (145)
>0.2

0.027

0.004

511

19

431

45

121

265

(0.010) (0.026) (212) (204) (233) (71) (75) (174)
Average (2005$ for expenditures):
0

0.027

0.058

556

458

554

80

>0 0.013 0.075 228 423 213 12
>0.2 0.009 0.069 153 367 134 6
Conditional

on

positive

58

416

24
16

number

177
111

:

0 20,643 7,938 22,477 22,468 4,345 19,764
>0 18,021 5,672 19,956 15,456 3,680 17,859
>0.2 16,996 5,284 18,423 15,392 3,378 16,269

Notes: Probability of a purchase is estimated using a line
separate regression. All standard errors are cluster-correc

Column 5 presents estimates of t
period, where additional questions w
purchases. Column 6 shows that o
from vehicle purchases that were n
increase in down payments (column
lateralized

vehicles is debt-financed.

by

the

vehicle

(column

Distribution of the Spending Responses. - Since an additional 2.7 percent of minimum wage households purchase a new vehicle in the quarters immediately following a minimum wage increase, we would expect that the spending response is
concentrated among a minority of households. This pattern is displayed in Figure 1,
which graphs a set of quantile regressions of total spending, ranging from the 10th
to 98th percentiles (quantities shown on the x-axis), for households where either
S ¡ = 0 (connected by the dashed line) or 5, > 0.2 (solid line).19 The key insight is
that, for minimum wage households, the mean response is much bigger than the
median response, the latter of which is not statistically or economically different
from zero. In particular, the average effect reported in earlier tables appears to be
substantially driven by households beyond the 90th percentile of the distribution.
We would not want to overemphasize these results given their precision. Indeed,
19In order to remove the household fixed effect, we first demeaned all variables, and then used standard quantile
estimation techniques. Because a quantile estimator is not a linear model, demeaning the data will generate inconsistent estimates. When we performed our procedure on our simulated data, however, we found that this problem
is very minor. Since we perform identical procedures on the simulated data, the estimates on actual and simulated
data are comparable.
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Figure 1. Spending Response to Change in Minimum Wage,

90 percent error bands show that the estimates are

from zero. But the point estimates are broadly con
spending responses that we would expect given tha

expensive durables purchases.

Timing of Spending. - Figure 2 panels A-D sho
response for the S > 0.2 households. The plots are

allow for three quarters of lags and leads of the mi
highlight three additional key facts.

First, the initial total spending increase (thick li
pens primarily in the quarter of the minimum wag
that total spending increases prior to the minimum
mum wage hikes are typically passed into law 6 to
the hike.20

Second, while total spending is flat prior to the
masks an offsetting increase in nondurables and s
panel A) and a decline in durables spending (dotted
the hike occurs (defined as t = 0), durables spendin
and service spending increases two quarters befor
further during the quarter of the hike.

Third, spending does not immediately revert back to

increase. Rather, it bounces around $1,000 per quart

ing to slowly decline.

For clarity, standard errors are presented in the oth

we find that the patterns in nondurables spend

20 For example, of the 19 state minimum wage changes between
the median time between legislation and enactment date was 9 month
Rhode Island in 2000) occurred less than five months after the bill's pa
legislative debate began well before passage.
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Figure 2

Notes: Dashed lines are 90 percent confidence intervals. Sample is S¡ > 0.2. Plots are very similar for S¡ > 0.

statistically different from zero, which is unsurprising given the nondurables results

in Table 3. In contrast, durables spending (Figure 2, panel D) tends to be statistically
and economically significant and, as we argue later, broadly consistent with the borrowing constraint model we introduce in Section III.
D. Debt

If spending rises more than income after a minimum wage increase, it follows
that net financial assets decline. Although we do not have panel data on assets, we
have panel data on debt. Table 5 shows quarterly changes in debt, as measured by
the credit bureaus, after a minimum wage hike, broken into subcategories: vehicle
loans, home equity loans, mortgages, and credit card debt. The results are reported
separately for individuals reporting annual income above and below $20,000 at the
time of credit card application.21
In each category, debt increases after a minimum wage increase, but particularly in collateralized loans tied to vehicles. We estimate that a $1 minimum wage

21 Recall, we do not have wages for this sample and therefore cannot compute S¡. AU observations are weighted
based on the estimated relationship, described in Section IIA, between annual earnings and an indicator for whether
the hourly wage is at or below 120 percent of the minimum wage.
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Table 5- Debt Response to Change in the Minimum Wage
1995-2008

Income at credit Auto Home equity Mortgage Credit card Total Total minus
card application debt debt debt debt debt mortgage debt

(1)

>$20,000

(2)

17

(3)

10

(4)

7

12

(5)

(6)

47

38

603

440

(99) (85) (136) (7) (134) (75)

<$20,000

205

130

155

106

(86) (86) (371) (96) (338) (148)

Notes: Data on collateralized debt (auto, home equity, and
card debt is based on cards from our institution. All obser
vidual account holder is a minimum wage worker. See tex
account holders with incomes of at least $20,000 and incom
a separate regression. All standard errors are cluster-corre

increase causes auto loan balances to incre
the increase in debt collateralized by vehic

column 10 of Table 4. 22 Furthermore, hom

chase vehicles,23 rise by $130 ($86). Auto
combined increase by $440 ($148).24 The

income (> $20,000) individuals.

These numbers are consistent with the i

thus far. Assuming that financial assets d

rearranging a standard asset accumulation
that spending is equal to the sum of the de
income response of 5, > 0 and 5, > 0.2 min
$238 and the debt response to be $440 (th
of 5,), we impute a spending response of
in the CEX, with standard errors of $168

column 2. A weighted average of the imp

$655 ($155) and $694 ($158) for 5, > 0 an
response implies a marginal propensity to
of just over three.25

Figure 3 displays the dynamics of househ
card) in the nine quarters that follow a m
ger panel, this figure is based on the sole

four years starting in January 2000 rather t

Table 5. The figure clearly shows total debt

22 Likewise, we find that new loans increase by 2.8 perc
quarter after a minimum wage increase. Roughly three-qu
equity loans. Again, these figures are comparable to the
(column 1 of Table 4).
23 According to CNW Research, home equity lines wer
between 2003 and 2007. These data were generously prov
and mail interviews of more than 14,000 households.

24 The estimated credit card debt response of $105 ($9

where the balance ratio is high, however, and therefore th
in debt following a minimum wage increase is similar, alb
loans not recorded by the credit bureau, including educatio
25 Standard error derivations are shown in online Append
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Table 6 - Alternative Estimates of Spending Response

Spending

Share of income Imputed Weighted average
from minimum from Weighted marginal propensity

wage jobs (Si) CEXa income/debtb average to spend0
(1)

>0

499

682

(412)
>0.2

815

Table

2,

(3)

655

(168)

677

(457)
aFrom

(2)

694

(168)

column

(156)

(158)

(4)

2.8

(0.9)
2.9

(0.9)

1.

bTable 1, column 4 plus Table 5, column 6. See
cColumn 3 of this table divided by column 4 of

calculations.

Figure 3. Debt (Auto, Home Equity, and Credit Card) Response to a Change in the
Minimum Wage Credit Card/Credit Bureau Data

wage increase for households with income below $20,000 (solid line) but not for
higher income households (crossed line). In subsequent quarters, debt rises by less,
to the point that by the end of the second year, we cannot reject that debt among low-

income households is beginning to fall. This pattern provides direct evidence that
much of the early consumption response is in fact debt-financed, and corroborates
the independent CEX measures of debt-financed vehicle spending and the large
MPS estimates arising from the income and spending regressions.
Finally, Figure 4 plots a set of quantile debt regressions, ranging from 0.10 to

0.98, for households with < $20, 000 and > $20, 000 in income. We again find
that the median and mean effects are quite different. The average effect reported in
Table 5 is driven by the upper tails of the debt response distribution, consistent with

the heterogeneity in spending responses that we would expect given that spending is
driven by expensive durables purchases.
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Figure 4. Debt Response to Change in Minimum Wage Credit Bureau

Quantile Regressions

Despite the rise in debt, we find little evidence of an increase in defaults in
the near term. The probability that an account is 60 days past due actually falls

slightly from 5.6 to 5.45 percent (with a standard error of 0. 14 percent) six months
after a minimum wage increase. This result is again based on a single cohort of
credit bureau accounts, but the cohort is large and followed for four years, and

the linear probability models include controls for account holder fixed effects and
time dummies.

E. Summary of Empirical Results

We identify several stylized facts about income, spending, and debt following a
minimum wage increase.
First, spending and income increase approximately $700 and $250 per quarter
immediately following a minimum wage hike among households that derive income
from minimum wage jobs. Consequently, we should see debt rising dramatically, a
pattern that we document with the CEX and credit bureau data.
Second, the majority of the spending response occurs in the form of durable goods
and, in particular, new vehicles that are debt-financed. Consequently, the spending
response is concentrated among a small number of households.
Third, total spending begins to rise within one quarter of a minimum wage increase

rather than at the legislation's passage, which typically occurs 6 to 18 months prior.
Moreover, there are some compositional differences in the timing. Prior to the minimum wage hike, durables spending falls and nondurables spending rises by roughly

equal amounts, so the total spending response is almost zero. After the minimum
wage hike, nondurables spending barely increases further, but durables spending
immediately spikes upward.
Finally, high levels of durables spending and debt accumulation persist for several
quarters after a minimum wage hike.
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III. A Model with Durable Goods and Borrowing Limits

In this section, we describe a model that can explain many of these key empirica
findings. Define C, as consumption of nondurable goods at time t and D, as the dura

bles stock at time t (where time is measured in quarters). The household maximizes

(4) £f0Ž ß'C)~e Df)1-1 / {ì - 7)
f='o

subject to the constraints below. Within-period preferences are Cobb-Dougla

between durables and nondurables. Thus, consistent with the evidence, expenditure

shares are assumed constant.26 We model individuals for 188 quarters, from age 18
to 65.

The asset accumulation equation is

(5) Ař+1 = (1 + r)A, + Yt - C, - l„ AT+X > 0,
where At denotes net financial assets (i.e., financial assets less debt), r the interest
rate, /, investment in consumer durables, and Yt income. The law of motion for
durables is

(6) Dt+i = (1 - 5)Dt + It,
where S is the depreciation rate.

In contrast to much of the literature, but often obser
individuals to borrow against durable goods. Assets mus
constraint

(7)

-A,<(1-tt)A,

where ir is the down payment rate, or
durable goods that does not serve as c

of

limited

(e.g.,

enforcement,

Kiyotaki

equity,"

defined

and

where

Moore

collat

1997).

Rew

as

voluntary

equityf

=

A,

+

(1

must always be greater than 0.
Finally, the income process is

(8) In Yt = a, + P, + u, ,

26For example, durables share of expenditures is 17 and 15 percent for CEX h
minimum wage earners, respectively. Fernandez- Villaverde and Krueger (201 1
tutability of durables and nondurables and conclude that Cobb-Douglas is consis
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where at is the life-cycle profile of income.
the first 80 quarters of an individual's life,

afterward, which is consistent with estimates s

off after 20 years in the labor force (e.g., Gouri
workers. Because we found virtually no change

following minimum wage hikes, we do not allow

The stochastic components of income are the
term P,

(9) P,+i = pPt + e,+i ,

where e, ~ N( 0, a2e) and u, ~ N(0, al).
The model is complex and thus we solve it numeric
niques described in the online Appendix.
A. Calibration of the Model

To calibrate the model, parameters are set to the v

section, we highlight those that are less standard.
First, we pick 0 to match the CEX's estimate of non

total nonresidential expenditure, /,/ (I, + Ct). Second
and Hercowitz (2003) estimate of quarterly depreciat

durable goods, which is similar to Adda and Coo

1 + r = V 1.03 to correspond to a 3 percent real annua
in the literature.

Fourth, we assume the down payment rate, n, is 0

Consumer Credit release reports that the loan-to- val
averaged 90 percent between 1982 and 2005, covering

sample. Only 58 percent of our estimated durables s

new vehicles, however.27 The rest of durables spendi

payments, including some products for which collat
readily available (e.g., small appliances).
Fifth, we choose ß to match the share of households
Using data from the 1989 to 2007 waves of the Surve
the 25th and 50th percentiles of voluntary equity (A
and 50 (which are the midpoints of the age tertiles of
are -$70 and $452.28 We choose ß - V 0.93 , or 0.93 a
ß minimizes the sum of squared deviations between
values of voluntary equity at the 25th and 50th perce

27 For example, Tables 3 and 4 show that for 5, > 0.2, the durables respo

is $511.

28 The 75th percentile of voluntary equity is $7,563, and thus the 75th percentile of individuals do not appear
liquidity constrained. The statistics above were calculated for ages 21, 33, and 49, which is one year before the
age of the minimum wage hike. We do the calculation one year before the hike so that the model predictions are
unaffected by savings behavior in response to the minimum wage hike. The 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of
"voluntary equity" for the full SCF at all ages are $204, $3,118, and $12,034, which shows that the distribution is
somewhat sensitive to the sample used.
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Table 7 - Parameters Used for Calibration

Parameter Quarterly value Definition

ß V 0.93 Discount factor
7 2 Coefficient of relative risk aversion
6 0.15 Utility weight on durables

T-to 188 Number of time periods

r V 1.03 - 1 Quarterly interest rate
Ô 0.034 Durables depreciation rate
7 r 0.4 Down payment rate

E(Y) $4,500 Average income of minimum wage households
a i 0.0108 Income growth

p 0.995 Autocorrelation of income

o' 0.005 Variance of AR(1) innovations
cr2u 0.05 Variance of transitory innovations

Lastly, we estimate the parameters of the income process using the
estimate ax = 0.0108 using a household fixed effects regression of log inc
age for households with minimum wage workers and heads younger than

choose a,0 such that average income across ages 22, 34, and 50, is $4,500,
the average of all minimum wage households in the SIPP, CEX, and SCF s
We assume p = 0.995 (or 0.98 at an annual rate), a2u = 0.05, and a' = 0.0
lar to Gourinchas and Parker (2002), Meghir and Pistaferri (2004), and Ka

Violante (2010).
B. Initial Joint Distribution of the State Variables

Each simulated individual begins her life with a vector of state variables

manent component of income, net financial assets,31 and the stock of dura

We generate the state vector by taking random draws of minimum wage h
headed by an individual aged 18 to 25 in the SCF. Online Appendix Table
ent key descriptive statistics.

C. Modeling Minimum Wage Hikes

In order to assess the impact of the minimum wage on spending, we sim
model with and without a minimum wage hike. The hike is modeled as an i

to the deterministic component of income, a,. Given our estimates in Secti
assume that income increases by $250 immediately following the hike. W
that the size of income gain does not vary with age. That initial gain is as

29 This translates into 4 percent average annual income growth, close to estimates for early car
workers (e.g., French, Mazumder, and Taber 2006).
30 For example, SCF mean income of minimum wage workers is $4,748 at all ages, and $4,252 when
over ages 21, 33, and 49.

More precisely, the state variable is cash-on-hand, which is the sum of net financial assets and curr
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Figure 5. Simulated Income Change around a Minimum Wage Increase

dissipate over the next 10 quarters.32 After 10 quarters, income once again grows by
1.08 percent per quarter for younger households and 0 percent for older households.

We simulate the model, with and without the minimum wage-induced income

gain, at ages 22, 34, and 50. Figure 5 plots the difference in income profiles between

simulated individuals who received a minimum wage hike and those who did not,
averaged over the ages surrounding the three minimum wage hikes. In total, a
10 percent minimum wage hike increases total discounted lifetime income by just
over $1,250.
Finally, we assume that households learn about the minimum wage hike three

quarters before it occurs. This is consistent with the observation that minimum wage

legislation is typically passed into law at least three quarters before the minimum
wage hike is implemented.

D. Model Results without Uncertainty and Borrowing Constraints
We first describe the calibration results for the case when households face neither

borrowing constraints (so it is unimportant) nor income uncertainty (a* = a' = 0)
in order to clarify the dimensions on which this model succeeds in describing the
empirical facts. We use the parameters in Table 7, 33 with the exception that the time

discount factor ß is set to 1.01 to allow the model to generate a more plausible asset

32 At age 22 this means that rather than grow at 1 .08 percent per quarter, income only grows by 0.3 percent in the
nine quarters after the hike for households receiving a minimum wage increase. This allows any income gain from
the minimum wage to be eroded after 10 quarters.
33 We continue to make the model predicted mean income E(Yt) = $4, 500 and income jump after a minimum

wage hike be $250. Because E(Yt) = exp(a,0 + (cr2Pt + al) /2) (where a't is the variance of the permanent component of income) and earnings variance varies across specifications, we adjust a,0 and how at changes after
minimum wage hikes across specifications to hold E(Yt) = $4,500 and the size of the income jump constant
across specifications.
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Figure 6. Spending Change around a Minimum Wage Increase
Simulation without Borrowing Constraints

distribution. When ß = V 0.93, median net financial assets at the time of the
mum wage hike are implausibly low.34

Figure 6 shows the predicted spending response to a minimum wage hike (
aged over ages 22, 34, and 50); i.e., the difference between predicted spendin
those who received a minimum wage hike and those who did not. Three key fe
of the figure are worth highlighting.

First, the initial spending increase is $75, followed by $17 spending per qu
thereafter. The present value of this stream of spending is roughly $1,250, th
time income gain from the minimum wage hike. These estimates are substan

smaller in the near term than what we observe in the spending data. To better und

stand the size of the spending responses, we use the parameter values in Table

formulas in the online Appendix to show that if T is large or there is a resale m

for durables, the marginal propensity to spend on nondurables and durables is
below 1:

I" í W +r))Ť
(10) ÖA0Oo =(1-0) - -

ÖA0Oo t I (fl1 + r))*jr+1
J _ (0(1 +

(11) Ir dA0
d0 = (/3(1
+ 'r++ Sl
dA0
d0 'r
Sl

/ / +
' 1 +r /

34 When ß = V 0.93 , households are more impatient, and spend more in the short

spending response increases from $75 when ß = Vl.0i to $118 when ß = V0.93.
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where 0 and 1 - 6 are the shares of lifetime expen
and durables, respectively. The term r + ô is a user

l (fll + r))*
1 -f- T

durables

relative

to

nondurables,

and

/ i 'r+i

1 (fll + r))?

' 1 +r I

Second, the household purchases large quantities of durables and more modest
quantities of nondurables upon learning about the minimum wage hike. The reason
for the durables increase is that if the household wishes to permanently increase the

service flow of durables by a small amount, it must increase durables spending by

a larger amount. After an initial jump, durables spending can decline again as the
household only spends to maintain the new higher durables stock (Mankiw 1982).
Third, the spending response occurs when the household learns about a minimum
wage hike in quarter -3, not when the hike occurs in quarter 0.
The magnitude, composition, and timing of these predictions are inconsistent
with the empirical findings described in Section H.
E. Model Results with Borrowing Constraints and Income Uncertainty
Next, we introduce collateral constraints and income uncertainty to the model.
Figure 7 plots the spending response to a minimum wage hike that emerges from
this model. It illustrates several noteworthy, and ultimately testable, implications.
The first is the sheer magnitude of the spending increase. Total spending increases
by over $300 per quarter in the year after the minimum wage hike. This increase in
spending is larger than the gain in income in the first year.

The second finding relates to timing. Spending increases when the minimum wage

increases, not when the household learns about the impending hike in quarter -3.
Because households are unable to borrow against future income in order to finance
current spending, their spending does not rise until the minimum wage increases.
Between quarters - 1 and 0, the total spending response increases from $-89 to $468.
The third finding has to do with the composition of spending before and after the
minimum wage increase. Prior to its implementation but after its legislative enact-

ment (quarters -3 to -1), total spending is largely unchanged. Nondurables spending rises while durables spending falls. Once the minimum wage increases in quarter
0, however, durables spending soars by $512 relative to the previous quarter, while
nondurables spending continues along a relatively stable path that began at quarter
-3. In the face of borrowing constraints, fluctuation in durables spending is optimal
because a short-run decline in durables spending has a small effect on the durables
stock and its corresponding service flow. Put simply, it is easier to postpone buying
a car than food (see Browning and Crossley 2000 for a proof).
That leads us to our final notable result - the persistence of durables spending.
The minimum wage hike increases durables spending by $363, $227, and $135 during quarters 0, 1, and 2. The increase in durables spending is still larger than the
increase in nondurables two quarters after the minimum wage hike.
One of the striking aspects of this model is that spending exceeds income in
the near term. To see the intuition behind this result, and why spending may be
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Figure 7. Spending Change around a Minimum Wage Increase
Simulation wth Borrowing Constraints

concentrated in durables expenditures, assume that the borrowing constraint

always binds; i.e., A,= - (1 - 7 t)D,. Combining equation (7) with the asset

mulation equation (5) and the law of motion for durables, equation (6), it can
shown that

(12) 7T/, + C,+ (l -n)(r + 5)D,= Yl.

Households spend income on durables I„ nondurables C„ and interest p
durables Dt. Since the household only needs $7r in income to purchase
durables, spending gains can temporarily exceed income gains.
The model with borrowing constraints and income uncertainty better
magnitude, timing, composition, and persistence of the CEX spending r
the model without these features. Figure 8, panels A-D plot our estim
lines) against the predictions of the model without borrowing constra
lines) and with borrowing constraints (dashed lines). Figure 8, pane
the response of total spending; Figure 8, panel B nondurables; Figure
durables; and Figure 8, panel D debt.35 The figure emphasizes that the
spending response of the model with borrowing constraints is smaller t
mated in the data, but is much larger than the response predicted by th
no borrowing constraints. Furthermore, the timing of the model wit
constraints matches up well with what is observed in the data.

35 As above, we assume there is no change in financial assets around minimum wage hikes, so t
is - A At.
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Figure 8

Notes: Solid lines are data (see Figures 2 and 3). Dashed and dotted lines are model predictions with and without
borrowing constraints. See text.

Table 8 - Robustness Checks

25th percentile Median
Nondurables Durables Total voluntary voluntary

Parameters spending spending spending equity0 equity0
Estimates3

-60

Baseline0
ir

=

1.0

875

57

28

815

411

193

-70

468
221

0
0

452

73
47

7T - 1 .0, /3 = VÖ195 18 196 214 0 106
a¡ = 0,ß = V095 4 616 620 0 0
cr' = 0.002, a2u = 0.0, /3 = VÕ95 34 415 449 0 67
Adjustment cost = 0.05 -16 225 209 173 494

Adjustment cost = 0.05, ß = V09l -13 213 201 138 280
ß - 1 .01, a' = 0 , no borrowing 3 50 53 NA NA
constraints

ß - 1.01, al = 0 , adjustment -5 26 21 NA NA
cost = 0.05, no borrowing

constraints

aSpending estimates from Table 3, voluntary equity from online App
bBaseline parameters shown in Table 7. All parameters are set to base
c Voluntary equity defined as Ait + (1 - n )Dit.
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F. Robustness Checks

Table 8 describes the robustness of our model predictions to changes in down
payment rate and the income process. The particular way parameters are adjusted
for each of these tests is explained in the first column. The next three columns report

nondurables, durables, and total spending responses to minimum wage hikes given
the new parameter values. The fifth and sixth columns report the 25th and 50th percentiles of voluntary equity, Ait + (1 - n)Dit, which is a measure of how borrowing
constrained the agent is.
The first row reviews our estimated spending response from the CEX and the 25th
and 50th percentiles of voluntary equity in the SCF. The second row reviews our
baseline borrowing constraint model, as described in Section IIIE and Figure 7. 36
Model predicted total spending rises by $468 in total per quarter after a minimum
wage hike.
The next row increases the down payment rate to 100 percent, as in the standard buffer stock model with durable goods. The spending response in this case is
$221 when ß = V 0.93, and the response falls slightly to $214 when we increase
ß to V 0.95 to better match the observed distribution of voluntary equity. Higher
down payment rates mean fewer durable goods can be purchased with a given level

of income. Thus, spending is less sensitive to income when the down payment
is higher.

The next two rows explore the sensitivity of the results to differences in the
income process. Given that some of the income heterogeneity estimated in Meghir

and Pistaferri (2004) or Gourinchas and Parker (2002) may not reflect uncertainty
so much as income changes known to individuals, we explore lower levels of income
risk than in the benchmark specification.
The spending response is sensitive to the level of income risk. Income risk causes
agents to hold precautionary wealth, which in turn affects whether borrowing constraints bind. When borrowing constraints bind, the spending response is larger. For

example, when a' = al = 0.0 and ß = V 0.95 (no income uncertainty and households are impatient), the key saving motive is removed. Median voluntary equity
is $0. Because agents are borrowing constrained in this scenario, the total spending response rises to $620 per quarter. Consistent with the empirical evidence, this
response is driven almost entirely by durables. That is, we can replicate the estimated spending responses in the data when we reduce the amount of voluntary
equity held by minimum wage households. Although this calibration of the model
better matches the spending responses than the baseline specification, it produces
lower voluntary equity and thus tighter borrowing constraints than what the SCF
data suggest. For this reason, we view our baseline specification where not all minimum wage households are borrowing-constrained as more plausible.
When reducing income uncertainty but holding the distribution of voluntary
equity fixed, spending responses are similar to the baseline estimates. Eliminating

36These are estimated on the simulated data using a household fixed effects regression similar to equation (1).
In order to be consistent with the empirical methods and CEX data, we use simulated spending data two quarters
before to two quarters after the minimum wage hike. To further match the empirical methodology, we assume the
share of minimum wage households that receive minimum wage hikes is similar to that in the data.
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Figure 9. Model Predicted Spending Response to a Change in Minimum Wage

WITH AND WITHOUT ADJUSTMENT COSTS: QUANTILE REGRESSIONS

the variance of transitory income shocks and reducing the variance of persistent

shocks so that a' = 0.002 and a' = 0.0, but setting ß = V 0.95 to keep voluntary

equity roughly fixed, leads to a spending response of $449. This is similar to the
response from the baseline specification.
The next row reports spending responses when there are adjustment costs, which
we discuss in greater detail in Section IIIG. For completeness, the final two rows

report spending responses in the model without borrowing constraints, as in

Section HID.37 As before, spending barely responds under this version of the model.

G. Adjustment Costs and the Distribution of Spending Responses

Because much of the spending increase comes from vehicles, there is consider-

able heterogeneity in spending after a minimum wage increase. Figure 9 compares
the estimated distribution of the spending response, as shown in Figure 1 and re-

plotted with the solid green line, to that predicted by our baseline model (the dashed

blue line), as well as the baseline model augmented for adjustment costs (the dotted
red line). The baseline model predicts roughly the same-sized effect throughout the
spending distribution and thus underpredicts the spending response at the right tai
relative to what is seen in the data.

Now, consider the possibility that households face a cost of adjusting their
durables stock, as in Carroll and Dunn (1997) and Kaboski and Townsend (2011).
Households might face transactions costs of adjusting their durables stock if the
trade-in value of a used car is less than the price of buying the same car from a used

car lot. We follow Grossman and LaRoque (1990) and Eberly (1994) by assuming
that in order to increase the durables stock, 5 percent of the previous stock would
be lost.38 Given this assumption, the model predicts that purchases occur every

37 As in Section 111L), we set S = V 1.01 to generate a plausible wealth level.
See also Attanasio (2000) and Bertola, Guiso, and Pistaferri (2005) for more evidence.
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12 quarters, which is similar to the frequency of vehicle expenditures in the
This adjustment cost transforms equation (5) into

(13) At+l = ( 1 + r)At + Y,- C, - It - 0.05 D, x /{/, ± 0},

where /{/, ^ 0} is an indicator for whether the individual purchases or sells a d

good.
When we make this modification, but leave other parameters at the baseline, the
average total spending response moves from $468 to $209 per quarter (see Table 8)
when we hold ß at its baseline level and $201 when we reduce ßtoV 0.91 to better
match the distribution of voluntary equity. Thus, the model with adjustment costs
does worse at explaining large mean spending responses in the data.
That said, adjustment costs, combined with the borrowing constraint, better
explain the skewness of spending responses. This is displayed in the red dotted
line in Figure 9 for the case where ß = V 0.91 . The model with adjustment costs
displays a significant spike in spending at the right tail of the spending distribution.
In particular, for those at the 98th percentile, the spending response is $5,966 per
quarter, larger than the $4,053 observed in the data.

This higher response comes about because households upgrade their durables
stock periodically in the adjustment cost model. Thus, for the majority of households, the durables spending response is zero in any given quarter. Conditional on
a minimum wage increase, the probability of a durables purchase, as well as the
amount spent conditional on a purchase, rises. This causes the spending response to
be very large at the 95th and 98th percentiles but small below that. Consequently,
the model with a 5 percent adjustment cost overstates the right tail of the spending
distribution, whereas the model without adjustment costs understates it.
IV. Discussion

In this paper, we estimate the magnitude, timing, composition, and distribution

of the income, spending, and debt responses to minimum wage hikes among households with adult minimum wage workers. We present four key empirical findings.

First, a $1 minimum wage hike increases total spending by approximately $700
per quarter in the near term. This exceeds the roughly $250 per-quarter increase
in family income following a minimum wage hike of similar size. These patterns
are corroborated by independent data showing that debt rises substantially after
a minimum wage increase. Second, the majority of this additional spending goes
toward durable goods, in particular vehicles. Consequently, the spending response

is concentrated among a small number of households. Third, total spending

increases within one quarter of a minimum wage increase and not prior, despite
legislation typically passing 6 to 18 months before enactment. Finally, high levels
of durables spending and debt accumulation persist for several quarters after
minimum wage hike.
We find that the model that best matches these facts is an augmented buffer stock

model in which households can borrow against part, but not all, of the value of their
durable goods. If households face collateral constraints, small income increases can

generate small down payments, which in turn can be used for large durable goods
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purchases. With a 20 percent down payment,
be used to purchase $5 of durable goods. Consi
most of the debt increase following a minimum
such as auto loans. Adjustment costs (represent
cle) can help to reproduce the fact that the spe
While our model goes a good ways toward exp
the data, it still falls short. One explanation is
widespread than we assume based on observed
can reproduce the estimated spending respons
rowing constraints among minimum wage hous
this and other alternative explanations is left for
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ABSTRACT
This brief on Seattle’s minimum wage experience represents the first in a series that CWED will be
issuing on the effects of the current wave of minimum wage policies—those that range from $12 to
$15. Upcoming CWED reports will present similar studies of Chicago, Oakland, San Francisco, San
Jose and New York City, among others. The timing of these reports will depend in part upon when
quality data become available. We focus here on Seattle because it was one of the early movers.
Seattle implemented the first phase of its minimum wage law on April 1, 2015, raising minimum
wages from the statewide $9.47 to $10 or $11, depending upon business size, presence of tipped
workers and employer provision of health insurance. The second phase began on January 1, 2016,
further raising the minimum to four different levels, ranging from $10.50 to $13, again depending
upon employer size, presence of tipped workers and provision of health insurance. The tip credit
provision was introduced into a previously no tip credit environment. Any assessment of the impact of
Seattle’s minimum wage policy is complicated by this complex array of minimum wage rates. This
complexity continues in 2017, when the range of the four Seattle minimum wages widened, from $11
to $15, and the state minimum wage increased to $11.
We analyze county and city-level data for 2009 to 2016 on all employees counted in the Quarterly
Census of Employment and Wages and use the “synthetic control” method to rigorously identify the
causal effects of Seattle’s minimum wage policy upon wages and employment. Our study focuses on
the Seattle food services industry. This industry is an intense user of minimum wage workers; if wage
and employment effects occur, they should be detectable in this industry. We use county level data
from other areas in Washington State and the rest of the U.S. to construct a synthetic control group
that matches Seattle for a nearly six year period before the minimum wage policy was implemented.
Our methods ensure that our synthetic control group meets accepted statistical standards, including
not being contaminated by wage spillovers from Seattle. We scale our outcome measures so that they
apply to all sectors, not just food services.
Our results show that wages in food services did increase—indicating the policy achieved its goal—
and our estimates of the wage increases are in line with the lion’s share of results in previous credible
minimum wage studies. Wages increased much less among full-service restaurants, indicating that
employers made use of the tip credit component of the law. Employment in food service, however,
was not affected, even among the limited-service restaurants, many of them franchisees, for whom the
policy was most binding. These findings extend our knowledge of minimum wage effects to policies
as high as $13.
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PART 1 INTRODUCTION
Minimum wage policy in the U.S. has entered a new wave of state and local activity, in response to
over a decade of inaction at the federal level. As of June 2017, nine large cities and eight states have
enacted minimum wage policies in the $12 to $15 range. San Francisco’s minimum wage will
increase to $14 on July 1, 2017 and to $15 on July 1, 2018. Seattle’s 2017 minimum wage ranges
from $11 to $15 and will reach $15 for all employers in 2021. Dozens of smaller cities and counties
have also enacted wage standards in this range. These higher standards, which will be gradually
phased in, already cover well over 20 percent of the U.S. workforce. And a substantial number of
additional cities and states are poised to soon enact similar policies.
These minimum wage levels substantially exceed the previous peak in the federal minimum wages,
which reached just under $10 (in today’s dollars) in the late 1960s. These new policies will also raise
pay substantially for a large share of the workforce—roughly 30 percent in most areas and as much as
40 to 50 percent of the workforce in some jurisdictions. By contrast, individual minimum wage
increases in the period 1984-2014 increased pay for less than 10 percent of the workforce. 1
Although minimum wage effects on employment have been much studied—and debated, this new
wave of policy initiatives reaches levels that lie well beyond the reach of previous studies. To better
inform public discussion, CWED is studying and will report on the effects of the new wave of
minimum wage policies in as close to real time as is possible.
This brief represents the first of a number of reports that CWED plans to issue on this topic. Their
timing and coverage will be determined by the phase-in schedules of each jurisdiction and the
availability of sufficient post-policy data to make credible assessments. We begin with Seattle because
it was one of the first movers in this new wave of minimum wage policies.
We begin by reviewing briefly how economists have studied minimum wage effects. Part 2 describes
the Seattle policies; Part 3 describes our methods and findings. Appendix A provides our conceptual
framework of how minimum wages affect an economy; Appendix B lists the counties that we use for
our comparisons with Seattle.

Background: How economists study minimum wage effects on employment
Ever since George Stigler’s pioneering 1946 essay, “The Economics of Minimum Wage Legislation,”
economists have used the familiar downward-sloping labor demand curve of Econ 101 as the
conceptual framework to analyze the expected employment effects of minimum wages. In this
framework, a higher wage floor implies that a smaller amount of labor will be demanded. The size of
1

Nonetheless, $15 is insufficient, anywhere in the U.S., to allow a livable wage for households with children—even when
supplemented by safety net programs such as food stamps or the Earned Income Tax Credit.
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the disemployment effect depends upon how elastic labor demand is to wages. This elasticity is
determined both by the slope of the demand curve and the relevant point on the line, since each point
on a given labor demand curve represents a different elasticity. On a given curve, demand elasticities
are smaller at lower wages and higher at higher wages. Stigler’s framework thus leaves open the
possibility that the wage gains of those receiving increases could be greater or smaller than the wage
losses of those losing their jobs. Further, Stigler recognized that higher minimum wages could
generate positive employment effects when employers possessed some power to set wages. Yet
Stigler’s analysis provided only a partial analysis based upon the effects of a minimum wage increase
in a single industry. A more expanded analysis, which adds the effects of higher minimum wages
upon worker purchasing power and consumer demand, finds that minimum wage effects upon
employment can be positive or negative. 2
Given these ambiguities in the theory’s predictions, labor economists turned their attention to
empirical studies to estimate the actual employment effects of minimum wages. Since the 1990s
alone, economists have conducted hundreds of such studies (Bellman and Wolfson 2016). Some find a
very small negative employment effect, while others find an effect that is difficult to distinguish from
zero.
Almost all of these studies utilize a “difference-in differences” framework that has become standard in
empirical economics (Angrist and Pischke 2009). This phrase refers to two sets of differences, each
measuring changes in an outcome before and after a policy intervention, but in different areas, one
that received the policy treatment and one that did not. The policy intervention in our case is a
minimum wage change; the outcomes of interest are actual pay levels and employment among lowwage workers.
A key challenge in these studies is to identify a comparable area—or group—that did not experience
the policy. We want to avoid control groups that are influenced by other changes, such as local
economic conditions, that might be correlated with but not caused by minimum wage changes.
Ideally, we would split the population randomly into two parts—a treatment group that would be
given minimum wage increases, and a control group that would not. We could then be assured that
differences in the outcomes between these two groups reflected only the causal effects of the
treatment.
Of course, randomization is not feasible in the real world of minimum wage policies. Economists have
therefore devised different strategies to ensure that our findings reflect causation and not correlation.
The outcomes of differing minimum wage studies often vary simply because they use different
methods and standards to define their comparison group.
In the past decade, the field of econometrics has made major advances—often known as the
“credibility revolution”—that codify the best methodological practices in such studies (Angrist and

2

We present a revised and expanded conceptual framework for analyzing minimum wages effects in Appendix A.
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Pischke 2009). In particular, econometricians emphasize that a treatment and control study should
pass three simple but very important tests:
1. The treatment and control groups should behave similarly in the pre-treatment period.
This principle is often referred to as the parallel trends assumption. It is important to
pass this test to rule out confounding factors that produce a biased causal estimate. The
test is stronger when the pre-trend study period is much longer than the period of the
post-trend time period.
2. The treatment should have a detectable effect on the treated group but not on the
control group. That is, the minimum wage should have increased pay on the treated
group by a detectable amount. Otherwise, there should be no expectation of a detectable
effect on employment.
3. Groups that did not get a treatment should not exhibit any treatment effects. That is,
minimum wages should not have any effects on high-paid groups or on areas that did
not experience a minimum wage change. This principle is often examined by
administering a “placebo” treatment to the control group.
CWED researchers and affiliates—and others—have reviewed many of the recent studies that obtain
negative minimum wage effects. We find that these studies do not conform to one or more of the
above three principles. When we deploy methods that do meet these principles—such as by
comparing contiguous border county pairs that straddle a state line with a minimum wage difference,
we find substantial wage effects but only very small or nonexistent negative employment effects. 3
Some labor economists nonetheless continue to dispute whether adjoining areas make good
comparison groups (Neumark, Salas and Wascher 2014). In response, we and other researchers have
used a relatively new method to analyze minimum wage policies, called synthetic controls (Dube and
Zipperer 2015; Allegretto, Dube, Reich and Zipperer 2017). This method, when properly deployed, is
designed to generate the best control group possible by using an objective data-generated algorithm.
We describe further and then use the synthetic control method in Part 3 of this report. Synthetic
control methods, when not properly used, may not meet all of the three basic principles above. Under
such conditions, they can give misleading results.

3

See Allegretto, Dube, Reich and Zipper 2017 as well as Zipperer 2016 for examples.
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PART 2 SEATTLE’S POLICY TIMETABLE AND COVERAGE
Table 1 displays Seattle’s effective minimum wages from 2010 to 2022. We include the years from
2010 on as our study period begins then.
The citywide minimum wage law was enacted on June 20, 2014 and first implemented on April 1,
2015. As Table 1 shows, Seattle adopted a long phase-in policy, with a complex schedule. Two
different minimum wages applied in 2015—$10 and $11, depending on size of employer, provision of
medical benefits for employees and, for firms with 500 or fewer employees, whether employees
receive tips. The law measures employer size using the firm’s national employment, not employment
just in Seattle, and it defined franchises as part of larger business entities for this purpose. These 2015
rate increases amount to increases of 5.6 percent and 16.2 percent, respectively, from the 2015 state
minimum wage of $9.47.
Table 1 Seattle minimum wage timeline
Large firms (500+)

Date

No health
insurance

Health
insurance

Small firms (500 or fewer)
No health
Health
insurance, no
insurance
tips
/tips

January 1, 2010

a

$8.55

$8.55

$8.55

$8.55

January 1, 2011

a

$8.67

$8.67

$8.67

$8.67

January 1, 2012

a

$9.04

$9.04

$9.04

$9.04

January 1, 2013

a

$9.19

$9.19

$9.19

$9.19

January 1, 2014

a

$9.32

$9.32

$9.32

$9.32

January 1, 2015

a

$9.47

$9.47

$9.47

$9.47

$11.00

$11.00

$11.00

$10.00

January 1, 2016

$13.00

$12.50

$12.00

$10.50

January 1, 2017

$15.00

$13.50

$13.00

$11.00

January 1, 2018

Indexed

$15.00

$14.00

$11.50

January 1, 2019

Indexed

Indexed

$15.00

$12.00

January 1, 2020

Indexed

Indexed

Indexed

$13.50

January 1, 2021

Indexed

Indexed

Indexed

$15.00

January 1, 2022

Indexed

Indexed

Indexed

Indexed

April 1, 2015

b

Notes: a.Seattle followed Washington State’s minimum wage, which was indexed each year.
b.Initiative 1433 went into effect on April 1, 2015. Employers of tipped workers receive a $1 tip
credit in 2015 and a $2 tip credit in 2016. After the minimum wage reaches $15, it will be adjusted
each year on January 1, based on the CPI for the Seattle-Tacoma-Bremerton Area.

Four different mandated wage standards were introduced on January 1, 2016, varying from $10.50 to
$13, again depending upon employer size, provision of medical benefits and, for firms with fewer than
500 employees, whether the employees received tips. These increases ranged from 5 percent to 22
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percent. The state minimum wage did not increase in 2016, even though it is indexed each year, as the
CPI was unchanged. All Seattle employers will face at least a $15 minimum wage in 2021.
On January 1, 2017, the minimum wage range among Seattle employers became even wider,
extending from $11 to $15. Meanwhile, a statewide November 2016 ballot initiative raised the state
minimum wage to $11 in 2017, to be increasing further to $13.50 by 2020.
Seattle’s complex schedule, which does not appear in other $15 citywide minimum wage ordinances,
makes it difficult to compute an average minimum wage effect for each year, as we lack data on how
many employees fall under each of the four categories. Our data also do not permit us to discern
whether individual employers actually adopted the minimum that applied to them, nor whether
employees responded to these differences by moving to employers that had to pay higher minimums.
These are important issues, in part because Seattle’s franchise businesses, which employ about six
percent of all private sector workers, according to the International Franchise Association (IFA),
contested their inclusion in the large employer category. Many of the franchises are limited-service
restaurants (think fast food chains) and many of the franchisees own multiple stores. The IFA sued the
city, arguing that it was unfair to include these businesses among large employers just because their
franchisor employed 500 employees or more throughout the U.S. Despite losing in lower courts, the
franchises’ minimum wage requirements remained uncertain until May 2016, when the U.S. Supreme
Court refused to hear the case (Reuters May 2, 2016).
The Seattle policy instituted an allowable subminimum wage (lower than the regular minimum wage)
to be paid to workers who customarily and regularly receive tips—such as wait staff and bartenders.
The sub-wage hinges on a tip credit provision—the amount of the wage bill that an employer can pass
on to customers in the form of tips. This provision effectively limited the minimum cash wage for
restaurant servers to $10 in 2015 and 2016, giving employers a tip credit of $1 in 2015 and $2 in
2016.
This introduction of a tip credit for employers, aka a subminimum wage for tipped workers, into a
previously non-tip credit policy environment in Seattle is extremely rare, perhaps unique. Previous
research using panel data has shown that cash wages are indeed lower in states with greater tip credits
without creating more employment (Allegretto and Nadler 2015). Our data permits us to distinguish
differences in wage and employment effects between limited- and full-service restaurants. Since
limited-service restaurants by definition rarely employ tipped servers, we may be able to observe the
effects of introducing a tip credit on employer-provided pay in Seattle.
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PART 3 SYNTHETIC CONTROL ANALYSES
Data and Methods
Data
We use the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Quarterly Census on Employment and Wages (QCEW)
administrative data for our analysis. The QCEW tabulates employment and wages of all business
establishments that belong to the Unemployment Insurance (UI) system. The UI system covers about
97 percent of all wage and salary civilian employment. We obtained QCEW data from 2009q4
through 2016q1, for all counties in the U.S., from the website of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
We obtained Seattle city-level QCEW tabulations from Seattle’s Office of Economic and Financial
Analysis.
The coverage of the QCEW is thus much more complete than household or employer surveys. But
like all datasets, it is not perfect. QCEW data can be noisy for areas smaller than a county, insofar as
businesses change location or their name. Moreover, some multi-site businesses report payroll and
head counts separately for each of their locations, while others consolidate their data and provide
information as if their business operated only at a single location. Moreover, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics recently began to organize data spatially by geocodes (exact addresses), rather than by zip
codes. Postal zip codes do not exactly match city boundaries. In some cities these changes affected
both how multi-unit businesses report their results and whether some businesses were located in the
city. Our tests find that the statistical noise level in the city-level Seattle QCEW data was very low.
Finally, QCEW data do not include independent contractors, such as Uber and Lyft drivers. The
number of such workers has grown in Seattle in recent years, and faster than in other areas of the U.S.
(Seattle Minimum Wage Team 2016b). This growth is unrelated to minimum wage policy and thus
should not affect our analysis.

Outcomes
Our main outcomes of interest are average weekly wages (reported quarterly) and employment
(reported monthly). 4 We construct the average weekly wage variable using the ratio of total industry
payroll to employment; it thus reflects both the hourly wage paid to workers and the number of hours
worked every week. Employers who react to the minimum wage increase by reducing employee hours
will thus impart a negative effect on our wage measure. In the presence of negative effects on hours,
our estimated effects on wages represent a lower bound on the true wage effect. However, studies that
have hours data (including Seattle Minimum Wage Team 2016a, b), find a very small hours effect.

4

We obtain the average weekly wage by dividing total payroll by average employment and then dividing by 13 weeks for
a quarterly measure. Monthly employment counts only filled jobs, whether full or part-time, temporary or permanent, by
place of work on the twelfth of the month.
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We focus our analysis on the food service/restaurant industry because it is the most intensive
employer of the minimum wage workforce. We examine wages both to determine if there is a
treatment effect (which assures us we are analyzing an affected industry) and to quantitatively
estimate the increase in worker pay. We report employment and wage outcomes for the major industry
category of Food Services and Drinking Places, the combined subsectors of Full Service (FSR) and
Limited Service Restaurants (LSR), and separately for the two latter industries. 5
Wage increases and employment effects in food services are likely to be larger than in other
industries, precisely because it has the highest proportion of low-wage workers affected by the
minimum wage policy. Therefore, as is standard in minimum wage research, we express our outcome
measures as elasticities rather than as absolute changes. Minimum wage elasticities measure the
percent change in an outcome, such as actual wages or employment, for a one percent change in the
minimum wage. We also report the labor demand elasticity, which is the ratio of the employment
elasticity to the wage elasticity. With these scaling, that results from the food services industry are
comparable to results for all minimum wage jobs.

Methods
We evaluate the causal effects of minimum wages on wages and employment by using synthetic
control estimation. While we can observe wages and employment directly in Seattle, we cannot
observe how wages and employment would have evolved if Seattle had not implemented its minimum
wage policies. To evaluate the policy empirically, we estimate a counterfactual—what would have
happened in a counterfactual or “Synthetic” Seattle, made up of a weighted average of donor counties
that did not raise their minimum wage standards. More precisely, the synthetic control method
estimates the counterfactual outcomes by constructing an optimally-weighted average of counties in
non-treated areas that track pay and employment trends in pre-treatment Seattle. 6 The data-driven
nature of this procedure reduces the role of subjective judgment by the researchers in determining the
appropriate control region.
We specify a pool of potential donor counties that have similar population size, and which come only
from states that, like Washington, index their minimum wages each year, but did not experience any
other changes to the minimum wage during the study period. We are thus careful to ensure (unlike
Neumark, Salas and Wascher 2014) that our pool of synthetic donor counties is not contaminated by
minimum wage increases.
As Appendix B shows, the synthetic control algorithm picks mainly donor counties that are outside
Washington State. This result contrasts with previous studies (Dube and Zipperer 2015), which may
reflect idiosyncrasies of the Seattle area. In particular, other areas of Washington (outside of King
5

Food Services and drinking places (NAICS 722), Full Service Restaurants (NAICS 722110 pre-2011, 722511 in 2011+)
and Limited Service Restaurants (NAICS 722211 pre-2011, 722513 in 2011+).
6
A more formal discussion of the synthetic control methods used in these studies will be available in a forthcoming
working paper. For insight and intuition regarding this method, see Abadie et al. 2010.
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County) are quite dissimilar to Seattle itself. In any case, the large distance between Seattle and the
most highly-weighted donors ensures that wage spillovers from Seattle do not contaminate our
synthetic control. We are also careful to construct independent synthetic controls for each outcome.
We use as long a period as possible to construct the synthetic control for the time period that runs up
close to, but not right at, the minimum wage increase (the “learning” period). We then test to ensure
that we can actually obtain a good synthetic Seattle by a) examining the goodness of fit for the
outcomes during the learning period and b) testing the goodness of fit for quarters that fall between
the learning period and when the treatment is introduced.
We then estimate minimum wage effects by comparing post-treatment outcomes in Seattle with posttreatment outcomes in our Synthetic Seattle. For each outcome, we calculate point estimates as the
difference between the outcome in Seattle and Synthetic Seattle, averaged over the post-treatment
period and relative to the average outcome in Synthetic Seattle. We then calculate elasticities by
scaling the point estimates using the corresponding minimum wage changes.
To assess the statistical significance of these effects, we follow the usual approach in the literature,
estimating a series of placebo models for untreated donors. By construction, there have been no
changes in minimum wage policies in the donor counties, so any apparent effect on wages or
employment are caused by random variation. By looking at the share of donor counties that show
apparent wage or employment effects greater than that in Seattle, we obtain an indication of the
statistical significance of the estimated effects. For each estimate, we construct the percentile rank
statistic as the rank of the estimated treatment effect divided by the number of donors +1. If p<0.025
or p>0.975, the estimated effect is significant at the 5 percent level.

Key findings
Wage effects
Figure 1 below presents our synthetic control results for the wage effect of the Seattle minimum wage
law. Our data begin in 2009q4 and end in 2016q1. The dashed vertical line represents the time of
implementation of the first phase of the policy—in April 2015. The second phase began in January
2016. The data have been seasonally corrected using standard procedures.
As the figure shows, wages in Synthetic Seattle track wages in Seattle remarkably well, and over the
entire pre-treatment period. 7 This finding indicates that our application of the synthetic control method
strongly passes the parallel trends requirement. These results thereby satisfy the first of the three
credible causal identification conditions we laid out in the beginning of this brief.

7

The synthetic control method is not appropriate if the researcher cannot obtain close fits in the pre-treatment period. This
is often the case. For copious such examples, see Donohue, Aneja and Weber 2017. Researchers who do not display these
time paths raise questions about their ability to come up with a synthetic cohort with a good fit.
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After the treatment begins, wages in each of the industry groupings increase faster in Seattle than in
Synthetic Seattle. This result supports the presence of a wage effect, indicating that the treatment did
what it was supposed to do. This finding satisfies the second condition for a credible causal
identification.
Importantly, wages increase substantially more in limited service restaurants than in the overall food
service industry. And wages in full-service restaurants barely increase relative to Synthetic Seattle.
The larger wage increase among limited-service restaurants, many of which are part of franchise
chains, suggests widespread compliance with the law, despite the opposition of the International
Franchise Association. On the other hand, the very small wage increase among full-service restaurants
suggests that these employers made great use of the tipped wage credit.
Figure 1 Wage outcomes, Seattle and Synthetic Seattle

Notes: City-level QCEW data for Seattle. County-level QCEW data for the donors that make up Synthetic Seattle.
See Appendix B for a list of donors. The vertical dashed line refers to April 1, 2015, the implementation date of
the first phase. The second increase occurred on January 1, 2016.
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Employment effects
Figure 2 displays our synthetic control results for employment. Once again, each of the four industry
groupings show a close fit between employment in Seattle and employment in Synthetic Seattle over
the entire pre-treatment period. Post-treatment employment gains are slightly greater in Seattle than in
Synthetic Seattle for all restaurants and among full-service restaurants, and slightly smaller among
limited-service restaurants.
Figure 2 Employment trends, Seattle and Synthetic Seattle

Notes: City-level QCEW data for Seattle. County-level QCEW data for the donors that make up Synthetic Seattle.
See Appendix B for a list of donors. The vertical dashed line refers to April 1, 2015, the implementation date of the
first phase. The second increase occurred on January 1, 2016.

Wage and employment elasticities
Table 2 presents our estimated wage and employment elasticities for each of the four industry
groups. The percentile rank statistic in the last column provides a measure of the statistical
significance of the estimate. Percentile ranks above .975 and below .025 indicate conventional
statistical significance—at the ten percent level. Percentile ranks between these two
progressively indicate lower levels of statistical significance.
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The estimated wage elasticities in the top panel of Table 2 for food services, all restaurants and limited
service restaurants all fall within the range of previous studies and all are highly significant.
The wage elasticity of 0.229 for limited service restaurants is nearly identical to our findings in
Allegretto et al. (2017). The 0.036 wage elasticity for full-service restaurants is very small and less
precisely estimated. These results suggest that full-service restaurants made use of the tip credit to
limit the wage increases they would otherwise have paid.
These estimated wage results are subject to a standard caveat. Wages in Seattle may have diverged
from Synthetic Seattle just when the minimum wage was implemented for reasons that have little to
do with the minimum wage. For example, Seattle’s economy may have entered an especially boom
period at that time (Tu, Lerman and Gates 2017). We will be able to test this issue by including
additional controls in our regressions in future years, as additional quarters of data become available.
The bottom panel of Table 2 displays the employment elasticities. Three of the elasticities are
positive, implying a positive effect on employment and one is negative. All are very small and none
are precisely estimated, implying that they are not significantly different from zero. All of them are
similar to employment elasticities in previous research (such as Allegretto et al. (2017).

Table 2 Estimated wage and employment elasticities
Dependent variable

Industry

Wage

Employment

Elasticity

Percentile rank statistic

Food services & drinking places

.098**

.985

Restaurants (all)

.098**

.984

Limited service restaurants

.229**

.987

Full service restaurants

.036

.946

Food services & drinking places

.010

.538

Restaurants (all)

.058

.739

Limited service restaurants

-.060

.333

Full service restaurants

.045

.704

Notes: Statistical significance levels: ***1 percent, **5 percent, *10 percent. To calculate elasticities,
we use the fastest phase-in schedule in Table 1 (employees of large firms who are not covered by
employer-sponsored health insurance).
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Labor demand elasticities
Although our estimated employment elasticities are not statistically significant from zero, for
completeness we present here their equivalents when scaled as labor demand elasticities. Estimated
labor demand elasticities in low-wage labor markets in other studies generally center on -0.3. Should
they be any different for Seattle? The industries most affected by minimum wages provide local
services (in economists’ terms, they are not tradeables). Moreover, Seattle is large enough that most of
the consumption by Seattle residents occurs within the city’s boundaries.
We compute labor demand elasticities for each of our four industry groupings by taking the ratio of
the employment elasticity to the wage elasticity, using the results in Table 2. The labor demand
elasticities are 0.102 for food services and drinking places, 0.592 for all restaurants, -0.262 for
limited-service restaurants, and 1.25 for full-service restaurants. These results vary in part because our
estimated wage increases vary by industry and in part because our employment effects vary by
industry. However, we do not place much weight on these results as they are measured very
imprecisely.

Placebo tests
We turn next to examining how our donor counties, which did not receive the minimum wage
treatment, respond when they are given a “placebo” minimum wage treatment. The synthetic control
algorithm conducts this test separately for each donor county. 8 Recall that the purpose of these tests is
to validate the statistical significance of the results reported in Figures 1 and 2 and Table 2.
Figure 3 displays the placebo results with thin gray lines, one for each donor county. (The vertical
lines in Figure 3 are located one quarter after the first minimum wage implementation; we will correct
this in a future version.) The gray lines trace the difference between the outcomes of interest for each
donor, relative to its “synthetic area.” Since these donor counties did not actually receive a minimum
wage treatment, we expect considerable random variation in the large post-treatment outcomes. If the
post-treatment individual gray lines diverge considerably from each other, we are observing random
variation—the absence of a treatment effect.
Figure 3 also displays the results for Seattle (using the thicker orange line), relative to Synthetic
Seattle. The orange lines that lie well within the envelope of the numerous gray lines indicate that the
orange line could just reflect random variation. If an orange line hugs or reaches outside the envelope
8

The starting point for these placebo graphs consists of all the potential donors with data available for all periods for the
industry subcategory. The potential donors were counties in states that indexed minimum wages but had no other
minimum wage events. We estimated two versions: (1) ranking the Seattle result relative to all potential donors; (2)
ranking the Seattle results against donors with a "good" pre- intervention fit (RMSPE<2 times that of Seattle). This second
criterion excludes potential donors for whom we were unable to construct a good-fitting synthetic control. The placebo
graphs illustrate the second approach. Although the second approach excludes some potential donors, potentially reducing
significance levels, the actual significance levels are not materially different.
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of gray lines, we have additional support that the Seattle results reflect a statistically significant
treatment.
In the upper panel of Figure 3, the gray lines diverge during the placebo treatment period, consistent
with random variation and no observed treatment effect. For all food services and for all restaurants,
this panel also shows a substantial difference between the Seattle results (the thick orange line) and
the set of individual donor placebo results (the thin gray lines), indicating that the wage effect is not
likely the result of random variation. These results satisfy the three basic principles articulated by the
credibility revolution in econometrics.
The upper panel of Figure 3 shows a particularly large and significant effect on wages in limitedservice restaurants (note the compression of the vertical axis in this industry’s figure). This result is
consistent with lower initial pay in limited-service restaurants than in the rest of the industry and with
substantial compliance among fast-food restaurants, whether franchises or company-owned. 9 The
orange line in the full-service sector is not so steep, indicating smaller and statistically insignificant
pay increases, consistent with the results in Table 2. These results are also consistent with the
establishment of a tip credit for employers in this industry.
The lower panel of Figure 3 displays the equivalent results for the employment outcomes. Again, the
placebo test lines diverge considerably in the post-placebo treatment period, indicating the absence of
a treatment effect on employment when there was no treatment. The thick orange line now falls within
the enveloped of individual gray lines for food services and for all restaurants.
The orange line is closer to the bottom envelope of the placebo results for limited-service restaurants
in the first treatment phase and then bounces back in the second phase. 10 In both periods, it remains
within the envelope, indicating that the observed outcome could reflect random variation. The orange
line for full-service restaurant employment rises within the top of the placebo envelope in the first
phase and bounces back toward zero in the second phase. These results confirm the finding in Table 2:
the employment effects in limited- and full-service restaurants are not statistically different from zero.

9

Ji and Weil (2015) find that franchised outlets of fast food restaurants exhibit much lower compliance rates with
minimum wages than do company-owned outlets.
10
This effect looks larger than it is because the vertical axis is elongated, relative to the other outcomes.
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Figure 3 Placebo graphs for wages and employment

Note: The vertical dashed line in this Figure refers to one quarter after the implementation of the first phase. The
vertical axis in the limited services figure is elongated relative to those in the other three figures, exaggerating
the actual deviations from zero. Placebos where RMSPE<2 times that of Seattle are reported.
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SUMMARY
The evidence collected here suggests that minimum wages in Seattle up to $13 per hour raised wages
for low-paid workers without causing disemployment. Each ten percent minimum wage increase in
Seattle raised pay by nearly one percent in food services overall and by 2.3 percent in limited-service
restaurants. The pay increase in full-serve restaurants was much smaller and not statistically
significant, consistent in part with higher pay in full-service restaurants and the establishment of a tip
credit policy. Employment effects in food services, in restaurants, in limited-service restaurants and in
full-service restaurants were not statistically distinguishable from zero. These results are all consistent
with previous studies that credibly examine the causal effects of minimum wages.
These findings of no significant disemployment effect of minimum wages up to $13 significantly
extend the minimum wage range studied in the previous literature. Of course, unobserved factors,
such as Seattle’s hot labor market compared to that in Synthetic Seattle (Tu, Lerman and Gates 2017),
may have positively affected Seattle’s low-wage employment during this period. We will monitor this
possibility as the city’s $15 policy continues to phase in. And Seattle makes up just one case study;
examination of a wider set of cities may lead to different conclusions. Our future reports will throw
further light on this possibility.
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APPENDIX A
Why minimum wage increases produce little to no employment effects
CWED researchers and other labor economists have challenged the Stigler downwardly-sloping labor
demand framework and developed an alternative framework that considers how minimum wages
affect an entire economy (Reich, Allegretto and Montialoux 2017). We refer to this alternative
framework as the CWED minimum wage model. It contains five components:
1. Building upon Stigler’s insight that employers may possess some wage-setting power, we
recognize that employers can choose whether to set low wages and experience high turnover
costs or set higher wages and face lower turnover costs. This formulation follows modern
search theories of the labor market. Wage rates are indeed inversely related to employee
turnover rates, often exceeding 100 percent per year in low-wage industries. Wage-setting
power in low-wage labor markets then becomes the norm and not the exception (as Stigler
had expected). Our previous empirical work confirms that raising minimum wages does
significantly reduce the high rate of employee turnover in low-wage industries (Dube, Lester
and Reich 2016). We estimate that the reduced costs of recruiting and retaining workers
absorb about 15 percent of the increased payroll costs.
2. Raising wages directly increases worker productivity somewhat, even in low-skilled jobs. A
recent study by Burda, Genadek and Hamermesh (2016) confirms this relationship. Increased
productivity may arise directly because workers are more experienced or motivated or more
likely to receive employer-based training.
3. Higher minimum wages can lead to increased substitution of technology for labor. However,
the magnitude of this effect is smaller than is commonly recognized—especially in low-paid
service occupations that remain difficult to routinize, such as restaurant food preparation,
childcare and eldercare, driving emergency vehicles and janitorial work. Technology has
transformed more routinized work mainly because the cost of technology has fallen so
sharply, while wages have remained stagnant.
4. Higher costs due to minimum wages will be passed on in higher prices and reduce the scale of
output, thereby reducing labor demand. This effect is also much smaller than is usually
recognized, for five reasons. First, some workers in affected industries are already well-paid
and will not get increases. Second, the pay of workers getting increases does not bunch
entirely at the old minimum wage—it ranges across the entire range to just above the new
minimum wage. As a result, actual wage increases are about 20-25 percent of the statutory
increase. Third, labor consists of only about 30 percent of operating costs in the affected
industries. Fourth, prices increases are limited to the industries that most employ minimum
wage workers. Fifth, consumer demand in these industries is relatively inelastic to changes in
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prices, so the effect on sales and on demand for workers is even smaller than the effects on
prices.
5. Minimum wage increases raise take-home pay primarily among workers who have high
propensities to spend on consumer goods. This increased consumption increases the demand
for labor in the entire consumer goods sector. When larger numbers of workers will get pay
increases, the magnitude of this effect grows in relative importance to the others above.
Each of these components affects employment, some in a negative direction and others in a positive
direction. Adding them together generates the net effect on employment. Our CWED team has used
parameters from various literatures and the Implan Input-Output model to calibrate our model. We
have already estimated the model for $15 minimum wage policies in New York State, California, San
Jose and Fresno County. We have in progress a study of the effects of a federal $15 policy on the U.S.
and on Mississippi. All of these enacted or proposed policies would phase in over five to seven years.
$15 in 2024 is the equivalent of $12.50 to $13 today.
These studies all suggest that a $15 minimum wage policy would substantially raise pay for millions
of workers and their families with only negligible net effects on employment. Of course, much bigger
increases, such a $50 minimum wage, would not have the same effects and indeed would require
building an entirely different model.
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APPENDIX B: DONOR COUNTIES AND WEIGHTS
Appendix Table B1: Wages
Food service

Restaurants

Limited service

Full service restaurants
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Boulder County, Colorado
Pickaway County, Ohio
Charlotte County, Florida
Carroll County, Ohio
Coconino County, Arizona
Clear Creek County, Colorado
Park County, Colorado
St. Louis County, Missouri
Lafayette County, Missouri
Pend Oreille County, Washington
Larimer County, Colorado
Trumbull County, Ohio
Stevens County, Washington
Larimer County, Colorado
Kitsap County, Washington
Missoula County, Montana
Charlotte County, Florida
St. Johns County, Florida
Medina County, Ohio
Trumbull County, Ohio
Union County, Ohio
Jefferson County, Colorado
Sarasota County, Florida
Walla Walla County, Washington
Jefferson County, Colorado
Stevens County, Washington
Union County, Ohio
Cochise County, Arizona
Douglas County, Colorado
Missoula County, Montana
Delaware County, Ohio
Benton County, Washington
Charlotte County, Florida
Chelan County, Washington
Clay County, Florida
Skagit County, Washington
Platte County, Missouri
Spokane County, Washington
Yavapai County, Arizona
Larimer County, Colorado
Pinal County, Arizona
Whatcom County, Washington
Portage County, Ohio
Lafayette County, Missouri
Teller County, Colorado
Santa Rosa County, Florida
Cass County, Missouri
Park County, Colorado

.537
.105
.100
.062
.061
.041
.031
.023
.016
.008
.007
.006
.004
.310
.157
.132
.128
.071
.061
.056
.036
.025
.024
.165
.165
.147
.125
.094
.073
.066
.059
.055
.025
.024
.002
.276
.147
.133
.119
.100
.080
.051
.037
.020
.011
.010
.008
.008
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Appendix Table B2: Employment
Food service

Restaurants

Limited service
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Lee County, Florida
Delaware County, Ohio
Nassau County, Florida
Denver County, Colorado
Jefferson County, Ohio
Flagler County, Florida
El Paso County, Colorado
Osceola County, Florida
Walla Walla County, Washington
Allen County, Ohio
Newton County, Missouri
Carbon County, Montana
Collier County, Florida
Buchanan County, Missouri
Highlands County, Florida
DeKalb County, Missouri
Park County, Colorado
Lee County, Florida
Lorain County, Ohio
Newton County, Missouri
Platte County, Missouri
Jasper County, Missouri
Brevard County, Florida
Carbon County, Montana
Gulf County, Florida
Hernando County, Florida
Asotin County, Washington
Lafayette County, Missouri
Gadsden County, Florida
Teller County, Colorado
Sumter County, Florida
Park County, Colorado
Cochise County, Arizona
Clear Creek County, Colorado
Carroll County, Ohio
Pickaway County, Ohio
Pinal County, Arizona
Jasper County, Missouri
Bay County, Florida
Polk County, Florida
Sumter County, Florida
Snohomish County, Washington
Fulton County, Ohio
Santa Rosa County, Florida
Walton County, Florida
Geauga County, Ohio
Flagler County, Florida
St. Johns County, Florida
Citrus County, Florida
Collier County, Florida
Asotin County, Washington
Franklin County, Washington

.257
.143
.081
.075
.074
.069
.060
.059
.033
.032
.032
.029
.029
.017
.006
.003
.001
.225
.193
.148
.109
.079
.076
.051
.020
.020
.015
.013
.012
.010
.009
.009
.006
.002
.002
.001
.295
.161
.088
.058
.052
.046
.044
.043
.04
.038
.024
.023
.021
.013
.013
.011
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Full service restaurants
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Charlotte County, Florida
Brevard County, Florida
Yavapai County, Arizona
Denver County, Colorado
Lee County, Florida
Allen County, Ohio

.011
.011
.008
.156
.133
.110
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Minimum Wage Increases, Wages, and Low-Wage Employment:
Evidence from Seattle

1. Introduction
Economic theory suggests that binding price floor policies, including minimum wages,
should lead to a disequilibrium marked by excess supply and diminished demand. Previous
empirical studies have questioned the extent to which this prediction holds in the labor market,
with many estimates suggesting a negligible impact of higher minimum wages on employment.
This paper, using rich administrative data on employment, earnings and hours in Washington
state, re-examines this prediction in the context of Seattle’s minimum wage increases from $9.47
to as much as $11 per hour in April 2015 and as much as $13 per hour in January 2016. It
reaches a markedly different conclusion: employment losses associated with Seattle’s mandated
wage increases are in fact large enough to have resulted in net reductions in payroll expenses –
and total employee earnings – in the city’s low-wage job market. The contrast between this
conclusion and previous literature can be explained largely, if not entirely, by data limitations
that we are able to circumvent. Most importantly, much of the literature examines the impact of
minimum wage policies in datasets that do not actually reveal wages, and thus can neither focus
precisely on low-wage employment nor examine impacts of policies on wages themselves.
Theory drastically oversimplifies the low-skilled labor market, often supposing that all
participants possess homogeneous skill levels generating equivalent productivity on the job. In
reality, minimum wages might be binding for the least-skilled, least-productive workers, but not
for more experienced workers at the same firm. Empirically, it becomes challenging to identify
the relevant market for which the prediction of reduced employment should apply, particularly
when data do not permit direct observation of wages. Previous literature, discussed below, has
typically defined the relevant market by focusing on lower-wage industries, such as the
restaurant sector, or on lower-productivity employees such as teenagers.
This paper examines the impact of a minimum wage increase for employment across all
categories of low-wage employees, spanning all industries and worker demographics. We do so
by utilizing data collected for purposes of administering unemployment insurance by
Washington’s Employment Security Department (ESD). Washington is one of four states that
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collect quarterly hours data in addition to earnings, enabling the computation of realized hourly
wages for the entire workforce. As we have the capacity to replicate earlier studies’ focus on the
restaurant industry, we can examine the extent to which use of a proxy variable for low-wage
status, rather than actual low-wage jobs, biases effect estimates.
We further examine the impact of other methodological choices on our estimates. Prior
studies have typically drawn “control” cases from geographic regions immediately adjoining the
“treatment” region. This could yield biased effect estimates to the extent that control regions
alter wages in response to the policy change in the treatment region. Indeed, in our analysis
simple geographic difference-in-differences estimators fail a simple falsification test. We report
results from synthetic control and interactive fixed effects methods that fare better on this test.
We can also compare estimated employment effects to estimated wage effects, more accurately
pinpointing the elasticity of employment with regard to wage increases occasioned by a rising
price floor.
Our analysis of restaurant employment at all wage levels, analogous to many prior
studies, yields minimum wage employment impact estimates near zero. Estimated employment
effects are higher when examining only low-wage jobs in the restaurant industry, and when
examining total hours worked rather than employee headcount. Even when analyzing low-wage
employment across all sectors, employment elasticities as conventionally calculated lie within
the range established in prior literature, if somewhat on the high side.
Our analysis reveals a major limitation of conventional elasticity computation methods,
however. When comparing percent changes in employment to percent changes in wage,
conventional methods must arrive at the percent change in wage by assumption rather than
estimation, in some cases assuming that the percent change in wage equals the percent change in
the statutory minimum. This is often a necessity, as analysis is performed using datasets that do
not permit the estimation of policy impacts on wages themselves. We show that the impact of
Seattle’s minimum wage increase on wage levels is much smaller than the statutory increase,
reflecting the fact that most affected low-wage workers were already earning more than the
statutory minimum at baseline. Our estimates imply, then, that elasticities calculated using the
statutory wage increase as a denominator are substantially underestimated. Our preferred
estimates suggest that the rise from $9.47 to $11 produced disemployment effects that
approximately offset wage effects, with elasticity point estimates around -1. The subsequent
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increase to as much as $13 yielded more substantial disemployment effects, with net elasticity
point estimates closer to -3.1
While these findings imply that Seattle’s minimum wage policy served to decrease total
payroll expenses on low-wage employees, and by extension those employees’ earnings, several
caveats are in order. These estimates pertain to a minimum wage increase from what had been
the nation’s highest state minimum wage to an even higher level, and might not indicate the
effects of more modest changes from lower initial levels. In fact, our finding of larger impacts of
the rise from $11 to $13 per hour than the rise from $9.47 to $11 per hour suggests non-linearity
in the response. Second, our data do not capture earnings in the informal sector, or by
contractors, and minimum wage policies could conceivably lead employers and workers to shift
towards these labor market arrangements. Some employers may have shifted jobs out of Seattle
but kept them within the metropolitan area, in which case the job losses in Seattle overstate
losses in the local labor market. Even without mobility responses by firms, reductions in payroll
per employee may significantly exceed reductions in worker income to the extent that workers
were able to find alternate employment in Seattle’s rapidly growing suburbs.
Our analysis focuses on a subset of Washington State employers, those that definitively
report workplace location for each of their employees. Because of this restriction, smaller singlesite employers are over-represented in our sample; we include 89% of all business entities
employing 63% of Washington’s workforce. We discuss the ramifications of this restriction
extensively below. While there may be concerns that larger businesses might exhibit
significantly different responses to the minimum wage, survey evidence indicates no differential
response and tracking workers longitudinally we find no evidence of an exodus of workers from
the sector included in our analysis to the excluded sector.
Finally, the mechanisms activated by a local minimum wage ordinance might differ from
those associated with a state or federal increase. It is reasonable to expect that policies
implemented at a broader geographic scale offer fewer opportunities to reallocate employment in
response.

1

Because we calculate elasticity by taking the ratio of the estimated effect on employment to estimated effect on
hourly wages, these estimates are imprecise. For instance, the 95% confidence intervals for the elasticities associated
with a $13 minimum wage range from -5.9 to -0.3.
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We emphasize that any analysis of the welfare implications of a minimum wage increase
must consider how income gains and losses distribute across the low-wage workforce. Some
low-wage workers are household heads responsible for maintaining a family’s standard of living.
Others are secondary or tertiary earners whose income is less necessary for basic survival. Our
study does not address which workers are better or worse off as a consequence of the minimum
wage ordinance. Future analysis will combine employment records with other administrative
data from Washington State to more fully address critical distributional questions.

2. Challenges in estimating the impact of minimum wage increases
Traditional competitive models of the labor market suggest that an increase in a binding
minimum wage will cause reductions in employment. Any number of modifications to the
standard model can raise doubts about this prediction. These include the presence of monopsony
power (Bhaskar and To, 1999), the possibility that higher wages intensify job search and thus
improve employee-employer match quality (Flinn, 2006), “efficiency wage” models that
endogenize worker productivity (Rebitzer and Taylor, 1995), and the possibility that some lowwage workers exhibit symptoms of a “backward-bending” supply curve associated with a need to
earn a subsistence income (Dessing, 2002). Even in the absence of these theoretical
modifications, there has long been debate regarding the empirical magnitude of the theorized
effect.
Over the course of the past 25 years, a robust literature has developed with researchers
using a variety of strategies to estimate the effect of minimum wages on employment and other
outcomes. While this literature has often generated significant debate over econometric
specifications and data sources, the heavy reliance on proxies for low-wage employment in the
absence of actual wage data has figured less prominently.2

2.1 What is the relevant labor market?

One notable exception is the work of Belman and Wolfson (2015). They note: “Focusing on low-wage/low-income
groups offers the advantage of providing more focused estimates of the effect of changes in minimum wage policies;
employment and wage effects are less likely to be difficult to detect due to the inclusion of individuals unlikely to be
affected by the minimum wage. Use of proxies for low wage/low income such as age, gender, and education are a
step in this direction, but still potentially dilute the impact by the inclusion of unaffected individuals (p. 608).”
2
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Previous literature has not examined the entire low-wage labor market but has focused
instead on lower-wage industries such as the restaurant sector, or on stereotypically lowerproductivity employees such as teenagers. Studies of the restaurant industry harken back to Card
and Krueger (1994), which utilized a case study approach to estimate the employment effects of
New Jersey’s increase in its state minimum wage. The authors argue that fast-food restaurants
are not just a leading employer of low-wage workers, but also display high rates of compliance
with minimum-wage regulations. Many authors have subsequently chosen the restaurant and fast
food industry to study federal and state level minimum wages (Addison, Blackburn and Cotti,
2012, 2014; Dube, Lester and Reich, 2010; Dube, Lester and Reich, 2016; Neumark, Salas and
Wascher, 2014; Totty, 2015; Allegretto, Dube, Reich, and Zipperer 2016). Other authors have
focused on retail (Kim and Taylor, 1995; Addison, Blackburn and Cotti, 2008).
Another strand of studies estimates the effect of minimum wages on teenagers. These
studies argue that teenagers are typically at the bottom of the wage and earnings distribution and
make up a large share of the low-wage workforce. Studies of minimum wage effects on
teenagers have occurred at the federal and state level (Card, 1992; Allegretto, Dube, and Reich,
2011; Neumark and Wascher, 1994, 1995, 2004, 2008, 2011; Neumark, Salas, and Wascher,
2014).
Using restaurant or retail employees or teenagers as proxies for the entire low-wage labor
market might lead to biased minimum wage effects. Intuitively, a sample mixing jobs directly
affected by the minimum wage with others for which the price floor is irrelevant would generally
skew estimated impacts towards zero. Isolating one industry, such as the fast food industry, may
lead to downwardly biased wage and employment effects due to heterogeneity in wages in the
industry (i.e., some workers whose wages are above the minimum wage will be misclassified as
belonging to the “treatment” group). The estimates capture the minimum wage’s net effects on
all restaurant employees, not the effects on low-wage employees, which would likely be
stronger. Similarly, using teenagers may lead to artificially large employment estimates as this
group omits other low-wage workers, particularly those that have a stronger attachment to the
labor force and are full-time full-year workers, for whom the wage-elasticity of demand may be
smaller. On the other hand, since some teens earn wages well above the minimum, including
them in the sample would lead to artificially low estimates of the impacts for that demographic
group.
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This discussion begs the question of what, exactly, should count as a low-wage job. An
intuitive approach – and the one pursued in this analysis – focuses on jobs that pay below a
certain (inflation-adjusted) hourly wage.3 Analysis of employment at or below a specified wage
threshold may overstate disemployment effects to the extent that minimum wage policy may
cause some employers to raise wages of workers from below to above the threshold. A more
purist approach would focus on jobs that entail any of a variety of tasks for which there are no
specialized skill requirements, which any able-bodied person might perform. Practically, few if
any employment datasets contain such information.
In theory, analysis of employment at or below a specific real wage level will be
unproblematic if the wage distribution can be effectively partitioned into a component affected
by minimum wage policy and an unaffected counterpart. Imagining a reaction function relating
pre-policy to post-policy wages, the partition would be associated with a fixed point. It is not
clear that any such fixed point exists. Our analyses below are informed by efforts to estimate
reaction functions, which reveal little evidence of significant responses to the minimum wage
above relatively low thresholds. We also report the results of sensitivity analyses that vary the
threshold substantially.

2.2 Debates over methodology
While much of the previous literature has elided the difficult problem of identifying the
relevant labor market by using simple industry or demographic proxies, there has been no
shortage of debate over causal estimation strategy. The traditional approach uses variation in
state-based minimum wages and estimates minimum wage-employment elasticities using a twoway fixed effect OLS regression (Neumark and Wascher, 2008). This approach assumes parallel
pre-trends across treatment and control states and estimates the overall impact of minimum
wages on wage and employment of multiple minimum wages over time. The two-way fixed
effect approach has come under criticism in recent years because there are spatial patterns in
minimum wage adoption (Allegretto, Dube, Lester and Reich, 2016). States with higher
minimum wages are concentrated in the Northeast and West coast, regions that have different
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This approach bears a strong resemblance to Cengiz et al., (2017) who use pooled Current Population Survey data
to study the impact of state-level minimum wage increases on employment at wages just above and below the newly
imposed minimum between 1979 and 2016.
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employment patterns from states in the South and parts of the Midwest. If this underlying
regional pattern affects state employment trends differentially, then the parallel trends
assumption of the two-way fixed effects model does not hold. Subsequently, difference-indifferences estimation strategies, which weight all states without a higher minimum wage
equally as their control region, may negatively bias employment elasticity estimations.
To account for this issue, researchers have argued for a variety of specifications. These
include: the use of local area controls, such as division-period fixed effects or a border
discontinuity approach, (Allegretto, Dube and Reich, 2011; Dube, Lester and Reich, 2010; 2016;
Allegretto, Dube, Lester, Reich, 2016), the use and order of region-specific time trends
(Addison, Blackburn, Cotti, 2012, 2014), the use of a synthetic control to identify control regions
with pre-trend employment levels similar to the treatment region (Neumark, Salas, and Wascher;
2014), and linear factor estimation (Totty, 2015).4
Local area control designs assume that neighboring counties or states within a census
division region are more similar in trends and levels than regions further away. Researchers
using local-area controls (Dube, Lester and Reich 2010, 2016; Allegretto, Dube, Reich, 2011)
show strong and significant earnings elasticity estimates but insignificant employment elasticities
near zero. While it is reasonable to think that nearby regions share many background
characteristics with the treated region, a local area control design will yield biased estimates
when policies have spillover effects in nearby areas, such as when businesses raise wages in
response to a wage increase in a nearby jurisdiction.
The notion that nearby regions offer the best match on background characteristics is itself
a matter of debate. Using a synthetic matching estimator approach, Neumark, Salas, and
Wascher (2014) show that local areas are not picked as donors in the synthetic estimator of panel
national data, and thus should not be used as the control region. Allegetto, Dube, Lester and
Reich (2016) rebut this claim noting a recent paper found statistically significant larger mean
absolute differences in covariates not related to the minimum wage for noncontiguous counties
compared to contiguous counties (Dube, Lester and Reich, 2016).5
4

In this study we do not replicate region-specific time trends due to the limited time-frame of our treatment group.
However, this specification has become popular; see Dube, Lester and Reich (2010, 2016) and Addison, Blackburn
and Cotti (2014) for use of linear and polynomial time trends in minimum wage estimation strategies.
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Covariates included log of overall private sector employment, log population, private-sector employment-topopulation ratio, log of average private sector earnings, overall turnover rate and teen share of population.
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A final strand of estimation has used linear factor estimation and interactive fixed effects,
which relaxes the assumption of parallel trends in control and treatment regions by explicitly
modelling unobserved regional trends. Totty (2015) utilizes Pesaran’s (2006) common correlated
effects estimators as a linear factor estimation. Pesaran’s common correlated effects estimators
do not estimate common factor and common factor loadings, like the interactive fixed effects
estimator, but rather use cross-sectional averages of the dependent and independent variables as a
proxy for factors. Totty also uses an interactive fixed effects estimator, identical to ours, which
involves estimating the common factors and factor loadings across space and over time and finds
insignificant and null employment effects of minimum wages.

3. Policy Context
In June 2014, the City of Seattle passed a minimum wage ordinance, which gradually
increases the minimum wage within Seattle City boundaries to $15 an hour. The phase-in rate
differs by employer size, and offers some differentiation for employers who pay tips or health
benefits. The minimum wage rose from the state’s $9.47 minimum to as high as $11 on April 1,
2015. The second phase-in period started on January 1, 2016, when the minimum wage reached
$13 for large employers (see Table 1 for details). In this paper, we study the first and second
phase-in periods of the Seattle Minimum Wage Ordinance (hereafter, the Ordinance) during
which the minimum wage rose from $9.47 to $13 for large businesses – a 37.3% increase.6 This
ordinance, which at the time would have raised Seattle’s minimum wage to the highest in the
country, came toward the beginning of a wave of state and local minimum wage laws passed in
2012-2016.7, 8
6

As of 2016, employers with fewer than 501 employees worldwide that provide health benefits or pay tips could
pay a minimum wage of $10.50 if they contribute at least $1.50 towards tips and health benefits. Our data do not
allow us to observe if a worker gets health benefits, but we do observe total compensation, which includes tips. We
come back to this issue in greater detail when we discuss the data.
7
Most prior research has, by necessity, focused on increases at the federal (Card 1992, Katz and Krueger 1992,
Belman and Wolfson 2010) or state (Dube, Lester, Reich 2010; 2016, Card and Krueger 1994, Neumark and
Wascher 1995, Meer and West 2016) level. This ordinance provides an opportunity to study the minimum wage on a
smaller geographic area with an integrated labor market that could allow businesses and workers flexibility to
relocate. Prior research on local minimum wage changes (Dube, Naidu, Reich 2007, Potter 2006, Schmitt and
Rosnick 2011) have found small or no employment effects of the local wage policies, results consistent with the
bulk of the minimum wage literature.
8
During the years we study (2005 to 2016), the State of Washington had a state-specific minimum wage that was
indexed to CPI-W (growing at an average annual rate of 2%) and was, on average, 30% higher than the federal
Minimum Wage. As a result, none of the increases in federal minimum wage over this time period have been
binding in Washington.
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For most of the phase-in period, the minimum wage ordinance mandates higher wages for
larger businesses, defined as those with more than 500 employees worldwide. For purposes of
the ordinance, a franchised business – independently owned, but operated under contract with a
parent company and reflecting the parent company brand – are considered large businesses so
long as the sum of employment at all franchises worldwide exceeds 500.
Seattle’s groundbreaking minimum wage was implemented in the context of a robust
local economic boom. As the figures in Table 3 below indicate, overall employment expanded
rapidly in Seattle over the two years following the ordinance’s passage. Our methods will
endeavor to separate this background trend from the impact of the ordinance itself.

4. Data
4.1 Basic description
We study the impact of the 2015 and 2016 minimum wage increases in Seattle using
administrative employment data from Washington State covering the period 2005 through the
third quarter of 2016. Washington’s Employment Security Department collects quarterly payroll
records for all workers who received wages in Washington and are covered by Unemployment
Insurance (UI).9, Employers are required to report actual hours worked for employees whose
hours are tracked (i.e. hourly workers), and report either actual hours worked or total number of
hours, assuming a 40 hour work week for employees whose hours are not tracked (i.e. salaried
workers).10, 11

9

Most studies that analyze employment responses to minimum wage hikes in the US rely on data from the Quarterly
Census of Employment and Wages, which in turn relies on information from the same data source as we do –
payroll data on jobs covered by the UI program. As a result, our estimates will be comparable to many results in the
literature.
10
The Employment Security Department collects this information because eligibility for unemployment benefits in
Washington is determined in part by an hours worked test. Comparison of the distribution of hours worked in the
ESD data with the distribution of self-reported hours worked in the past week among Washington respondents to the
CPS reveals some points of departure. In particular, self-reported data show more pronounced “spikes” at even
numbers such as 40 hours per week. In general, given the statutory reporting requirement driven by benefits
determination provisions, ESD considers the hours data reliable.
11
Minnesota, Oregon, and Rhode Island are the other three states that collect data on hours.
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This unique dataset allows us to measure the average hourly wage paid to each worker in
each quarter by dividing total quarterly earnings by quarterly hours worked.12, 13, 14 As such, we
can identify jobs more likely affected by an increase in the minimum wage, and track trends in
both employment counts and calculated average hourly wages.15 Unlike the prior literature, we
can plausibly identify low-wage jobs across industries and in all demographic groups, obviating
the need for proxies based on those factors. As a result, we can estimate effects solely for lowwage jobs within all industries.
The ESD data contain industry (NAICS) codes, which permit us to estimate results using
the restaurant industry proxy used in much of the prior literature (Addison, Blackburn and Cotti,
2012, 2014; Dube, Lester and Reich, 2010; Dube, Lester and Reich, 2016; Neumark, Salas and
Wascher, 2014; Totty, 2015; Allegretto, Dube, Lester and Reich, 2016).16
We measure employment both as the number of jobs (headcount) and the number of
hours worked during the quarter. Because the data provide information on all jobs that were on
payroll during a quarter, including jobs which lasted only for a few weeks or even days, we
follow prior studies in focusing on the number of beginning-of-quarter jobs, defined as a personemployer match which existed both in the current and previous quarter.17 The hours worked
measure includes all employment, regardless of whether a person-employer match persists for
more than one quarter. Because the hours measure captures shifts in staffing on both the
intensive and extensive margins, we focus on it in our preferred specifications.

12

We convert nominal quarterly earnings into real quarterly earnings by dividing by the Consumer Price Index for
Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W). All wage rates and earnings should thus be considered to be in
2nd quarter of 2015 dollars.
13
The average wage may differ from the actual wage rate for workers who earn overtime pay, or have other forms of
nonlinear compensation including commissions or tips. Workers may occasionally be paid in one quarter for work
performed in another. In analysis below, we exclude observations with calculated wages below $9 or above $500 in
2015 dollars. We also exclude observations reporting under 10 or over 1,000 hours worked in a calendar quarter.
These restrictions exclude 6.7% of all job/quarter observations.
14
ESD requires employers to include all forms of monetary compensation paid to a worker, including tips, bonuses
and severance payments. As such, for tipped employees we will observe total hourly compensation after adding tips,
as long as employers have reported tipped income in full. Because of this data feature, appropriate minimum wage
schedule for tipped workers employed by small businesses should include tip credit.
15
The average hourly wage construct used here is not directly comparable to, say, the self-reported hourly wage in
the CPS – in which respondents are instructed to exclude overtime, commissions, or tips. Results obtained through
analysis of this average hourly wage measure may differ from those gleaned from self-reported wage studies to the
extent that employers alter the use of overtime, tips, or commissions in response to the wage increase.
16
Specifically, we examine employment and wages in the 3-digit NAICS code 722 “Food and Drinking Places”.
17
This definition is used by the Quarterly Workforce Indicators, based on the Longitudinal Employer Household
Data (LEHD), and produces the total number of jobs comparable to the employment counts in the Quarterly Census
of Employment and Wages.
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The ESD data exclude jobs not covered by the UI program, such as contract employment
generating IRS 1099 forms instead of W-2s, or jobs in the informal economy paid with cash. Our
estimates may overstate actual reductions in employment opportunities if employers respond to
the minimum wage by shifting some jobs under the table or outsourcing workers on payroll to
contractor positions.

4.2 Limitation to geographically locatable employment
The data identify business entities as UI account holders. Firms with multiple locations
have the option of establishing a separate account for each location, or a common account.
Geographic identification in the data is at the account level. As such, we can uniquely identify
business location only for single-site firms and those multi-site firms opting for separate
accounts by location.18, 19 We therefore exclude multi-site single-account businesses from the
analysis, referring henceforth to the remaining firms as “locatable” businesses. As shown in
Table 2, in Washington State as a whole, locatable businesses comprise 89% of firms, employ
62% of the entire workforce (which includes 2.7 million employees in an average quarter), and
63% of all employees paid under $19 per hour.20
Multi-site single-account or “non-locatable” firms may respond differently to local
minimum wage laws for several reasons. These larger employers may be more likely to face
higher mandated minimum wages under the Seattle ordinance. It is not possible to precisely
determine which employers are subject to the large business phase-in schedule, as Washington
data identify global employment only for those firms with no operations outside the state, do not
identify which entities have operations outside the state, and do not indicate whether a business
operates under a franchise agreement let alone the number of employees at all same-branded

18

To determine the exact location of each business, we geocode mailing addresses to exact latitude and longitude
coordinates. We then use these data to determine if a business is located within Seattle, and to place businesses into
Public Use Microdata Areas within Washington State. A small number of employers use a post office box as a
mailing address or have not reported a valid address; these are excluded from the analysis.
19
Note that our analysis sample includes both independently-owned businesses and franchises where the owner
owns a single location, but excludes corporations and restaurant and retail chains which own their branches and
franchises whose owner owns multiple locations, unless these entities opt to establish separate UI accounts by
location.
20
Appendix Table 1 shows that the proportion of low-paid (under $19 per hour) employees included in the analysis
falls close to the 63% benchmark in the accommodation and food service industry and the health care and social
assistance industry. It exceeds the benchmark in manufacturing, educational services, and arts, entertainment and
recreation. It falls short of the benchmark in the retail industry.
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franchises. While it is reasonable to assume that multi-site employers are more likely to be large
and thus subject to the higher wage mandate, it is by no means a perfect indicator.21
If it were a perfect indicator, basic economic theory suggests that excluded businesses
should reduce employment faster than included businesses, as they face a higher mandated wage
increase. Individual employees may exhibit some incentive to switch into employment at an
excluded firm, but these job changes will be tempered by any adverse impact on labor demand.
This basic prediction could be tempered to the extent that excluded businesses exhibit a
different labor demand elasticity relative to included businesses. On the one hand, firms with
establishments inside and outside of the affected jurisdiction might more easily absorb the added
labor costs from their affected locations, implying a less elastic response to a local wage
mandate. On the other hand, such firms might have an easier time relocating work to their
existing sites outside of the affected jurisdiction, implying a greater elasticity.
Survey evidence collected in Seattle at the time of the first minimum wage increase, and
again one year later, suggests that multi-location firms were in fact more likely to plan and
implement staff reductions.22 Moreover, the ESD data can be used to track workers
longitudinally, to check whether minimum wage increases are associated with an increased flow
of workers from locatable jobs to non-locatable jobs. If the minimum wage ordinance were to
cause an expansion of labor demand in the non-locatable sector, we might expect increased
worker flows into this sector. As Figure 1 illustrates, we find that the rate of transition from
locatable to non-locatable employment – tracking individual workers from one year to the next –
shows no significant change in either Seattle or nearby regions as the city’s minimum wage
increased, suggesting no impact of the ordinance on gross flows into the non-locatable sector.23

In addition, larger firms are more likely to provide health benefits to their workers, and Seattle’s minimum wage
ordinance establishes a lower minimum wage for employers who contribute towards health benefits.
22
The Seattle Minimum Wage Study conducted a stratified random-sample survey of over 500 Seattle business
owners immediately before and a year after the Ordinance went into effect. In April 2015, multi-site employers were
more likely to report intentions to reduce hours of their minimum wage employees (34% versus 24%) and more
likely to report intentions to reduce employment (33% versus 26%). A one-year follow-up survey revealed that
multi-location employers were more likely to report an actual reduction in full-time and part-time employees, with
over half of multi-site respondents reporting a reduction in full-time employment (52%, against 45% for single-site
firms). See Romich et al. (2017) for details on employer survey methodology.
23
The basic impression conveyed by this figure is confirmed by synthetic control regression analysis, which finds
no significant impact of the minimum wage ordinance on the probability that a low-wage individual employed at a
locatable Seattle business in a baseline quarter is employed in the non-locatable sector anywhere in Washington
State one year later.
21
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Our best inference, in summary, is that our data restriction to geographically locatable
employment likely biases our employment results towards zero.

4.3 Basic plots of the hourly wage distribution
Figure 2 shows the distribution of quarterly hours worked across one-dollar-wide wage
bins, up to the $39-40 per hour level, in the 2nd quarter of 2014, when the minimum wage
ordinance was passed, compared to the 2nd quarter of 2015, the quarter when $11 per hour
minimum wage was implemented, and the 2nd quarter of 2016, one quarter after implementation
of the $13 per hour minimum wage. After both minimum wage step-ups, we see strong declines
in the share of Seattle’s workers earning low wages, as well as increases in the hours worked in
Seattle at higher wage levels. This change in the distribution could be due to the Ordinance, but
might also reflect labor demand growth outpacing supply, which would prompt a similar
rightward shift in the wage distribution. Indeed, the Seattle metropolitan area enjoyed a strong
labor market during this time period, with unemployment rates well below the national average.
As shown in Appendix Figure 1 for outlying King County and for surrounding Snohomish,
Kitsap, and Pierce Counties, we see somewhat similar changes in the distributions of hours.24
Our methods seek to differentiate the impacts of the ordinance from background labor market
trends.

5. Methodology
5.1 Determining a threshold for low-wage employment analysis
As indicated in section 2 above, we focus our analysis on jobs with calculated hourly
wages below a fixed (inflation-adjusted) threshold. This proxy for low-skilled employment will
produce accurate estimates of the impact of minimum wage increases to the extent that a wage
threshold accurately partitions the labor market into affected and unaffected components. It will
overstate employment reductions if the threshold is set low enough that the minimum wage
increase causes pay for some work to rise above it. This concern is particularly relevant given
previous evidence of “cascading” impacts of minimum wage increases on slightly higher-paying

24

Outlying King County is defined as the area of King County excluding the cities of Seattle and SeaTac. SeaTac
lies between Seattle and Tacoma with an area of 10 square miles mostly containing the Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport. In 2013, SeaTac passed a law raising its minimum wage to $15 per hour. We therefore exclude it from our
analysis.
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jobs (Neumark, Schwizer, and Wascher, 2004). It may understate proportional employment and
wage effects if set too high, as effects on relevant jobs will be diluted by the inclusion of
irrelevant positions in the analysis. Imagining a reaction function linking initial wages to postincrease wages, we aim to identify a fixed point above which there does not appear to be any
impact.
To do this, we exploit the longitudinal links in ESD data to examine the pattern of wage
increases experienced by individual workers at the discrete points when Seattle’s minimum wage
increased. To consider which workers’ experiences are potentially relevant for this exercise, we
select a preliminary threshold of $19 per hour, almost exactly twice the baseline minimum, a
level beyond which cascading effects are less likely to occur (Neumark, Schwizer, and Wascher,
2004).25 For employees in this category in a baseline quarter, we examine the full distribution of
their hourly wages conditional on continued employment in a locatable Seattle firm one year
later. We repeat this analysis with end quarters just before and after minimum wage increases to
infer the impact of the minimum wage.26
Figure 3 presents four cumulative density functions, representing the results of this
exercise for the periods ending just before and after Seattle’s first and second minimum wage
increases. The top panel shows densities which correspond to the time of the first minimum
wage increase. Direct comparison of these densities reveals an expected consequence of the
minimum wage increase: the cumulative density function visibly shifts to the right at the lowest
wage levels, indicating that fewer tracked workers had wages below $11 after the first minimum
wage increase, compared to workers tracked to a point just before the implementation date.
Above $11 the two cumulative density functions quickly converge, indicating that the first
minimum wage increase had little to no impact on the probability that a longitudinally tracked
worker earned a wage greater than any threshold over $12. This is not to say that longitudinally
tracked workers enjoyed no wage increases; indeed the cumulative density function shows that
roughly 20% of the workers in this longitudinal sample moved from below $19 to above $19

25

In the years before the minimum wage increase, a median Seattle worker earning the minimum wage worked
about 1,040 hours per year (Klawitter, Long, and Plotnick, 2014). Using this figure, a family of two adults and one
child with one adult working 1,040 hours at a wage of $19 per hour, would have a family income of $19,760, which
is right above the official poverty threshold for such a family.
26
This analytical strategy could be problematic to the extent there are significant anticipatory effects of minimum
wage increases. Results below will indicate little to no evidence of anticipation effects associated with the Seattle
minimum wage increases.
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over one year. However, this probability appears equal before and after the minimum wage
increase.
The bottom panel plots the pair of cumulative density functions which reveal the
experiences of workers tracked just before and after the second minimum wage increase. Here,
there is once again evidence of a rightward shift at the low end of the distribution, with the share
of workers earning under $12, $13, or even $15 per hour dropping noticeably. The two
cumulative densities overlap one another closely towards the right side of the chart. Once again,
we infer that the minimum wage increase had no discernable impact on the probability that a
longitudinally tracked worker earned a wage over any threshold higher than about $17.
Although the pairs of cumulative density functions plotted in Figure 3 overlap closely
with one another above relatively modest thresholds, across-pair comparisons clearly show some
rightward drift in the inflation-adjusted distribution, consistent with Seattle’s overall pattern of
robust employment growth. This rightward drift may be of little consequence to our analysis if it
is also present in data for control regions. If it is not, this evidence shows that our best
opportunity to cleanly identify minimum wage effects pertains to immediately apparent
impacts.27
While the preponderance of evidence suggests that a low-wage threshold slightly above
the statutory minimum poses little risk of miscoding jobs as lost when they have really been
promoted to higher wage levels, in our preferred specifications we report findings based on a
relatively conservative $19 threshold. In the analysis below, we evaluate impacts going up to a
$25 threshold. As shown below, consistent with the results in Figure 3, we do not find evidence
of gains in hours between $19 and $25 per hour caused by the Ordinance.

5.2 Causal identification strategy
We estimate the effect of the Ordinance on changes in employment and wages in Seattle
relative to the 2nd quarter of 2014, when the Ordinance was passed. From this baseline period, we
analyze effects over the next nine calendar quarters. The first three correspond to the period after
27

Alternately, one could record the fact that over the period between early 2015 and early 2016 the probability of a
worker earning under $19 remaining under $19 declined by about 2 percentage points, and consider this the result
either of the minimum wage or exogenous increases in labor demand relative to supply. Under the assumption that
100% of the apparent drift can be attributed to the minimum wage, in spite of the fact that it occurs entirely across
quarters where the minimum wage did not increase, this suggests our methods may overstate employment losses by
about 2 percentage points.
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the Ordinance was passed but before the first phase-in; this period is considered “post-treatment”
in our analysis so that we can assess whether anticipatory effects ensued.28 The minimum wage
reached as high as $11 per hour in the fourth through sixth quarters after baseline and as high as
$13 per hour in the remaining quarters. The “pre-treatment” period includes quarterly
observations beginning in 2005.
Though we are interested in the cumulative effect of the minimum wage, we analyze
variation in year-over-year changes in each outcome. This approach differences out seasonal
fluctuations, and conforms to a standard time-series approach used in the prior literature. We
define the year-over-year change in outcome 𝑌 as follows:
Δ𝑌𝑟𝑡 = 𝑌𝑟𝑡 / 𝑌𝑟,𝑡−4 − 1

(1)
where

denotes region (e.g. Seattle or comparison region), and

denotes quarter (with

ranging

from -33 to 9, and 𝑡 = 0 corresponding to the quarter during which the Ordinance was passed).
We begin with three candidate causal identification strategies. We will subject these
strategies to a basic falsification test utilizing pre-treatment data before proceeding to the main
analysis.
First, we consider a simple difference-in-differences specification, in which the outcomes
of the treated region (Seattle in our case) are compared to the outcomes of a neighboring control
region. We consider two different control regions. Comparison of Seattle to immediately
surrounding King County can be thought of as equivalent to the contiguous county specification
used by Dube, Lester and Reich (2010). Next, we compare growth rates in employment in Seattle
to Snohomish, Kitsap, and Pierce Counties (SKP), which surround King County but do not share
a border with Seattle (see Figure 4). Since a higher minimum wage might have a spillover effect
on the parts of King County immediately adjacent to Seattle, we chose the counties which have
similar local economic climates to Seattle’s, but are not immediately adjacent to Seattle, as a
candidate control region. We expect SKP to experience a smaller (if any) spillover effect of the
Ordinance compared to King County, and thus yield a less biased estimate of its impact.29

28

Alternatively, if one assumes that anticipatory effects are unlikely, then these three months can be considered
policy leads and used to evaluate whether there is divergence in pre-implementation trends. As we show below, we
do not find significant evidence of anticipation effects, which could, alternatively, be interpreted as lack of
divergence in pre-implementation trends.
29
Our companion paper (Jardim et al., 2017) examines this possibility of spillover and mechanisms for estimating
spillovers in greater detail.
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In both cases, we estimate the following difference-in-differences specification:
Δ𝑌𝑟𝑡 = 𝛼𝑟 + 𝜓𝑡 + ∑9𝑞=1 𝛽𝑞 𝑇𝑟𝑡 + 𝜀𝑟𝑡 ,

(2)

where 𝛼𝑟 is a region fixed effect, 𝜓𝑡 is a period fixed effect,

is the treatment effect of the

Ordinance in quarter 𝑡 = 𝑞 (corresponding to the nine quarters after the Ordinance was passed),
𝑇𝑟𝑡 is an indicator that equals one for the treated region during which 𝑡 = 𝑞, and

is an

idiosyncratic shock.
In equation (2), 𝑞 = 1 corresponds to the third quarter of 2014, the first quarter after the
Ordinance had been passed; 𝑞 = 4 corresponds to the second quarter of 2015, when the first
phase-in of the Ordinance occurred; 𝑞 = 7 corresponds to the first quarter of 2016, when the
second phase-in occurred; and 𝑞 = 9 corresponds to the third quarter of 2016, the last period of
data currently available. Since our interest is in the cumulative effect of the Ordinance on each
outcome, we convert these coefficients into cumulative changes, using the following rules. For
quarters one to three 𝛽𝑞𝑐𝑢𝑚 = 𝛽𝑞 ; for quarters four to eight, 𝛽𝑞𝑐𝑢𝑚 = (1 + 𝛽𝑞 )(1 + 𝛽𝑞−4 ) − 1;
and for quarter nine 𝛽9𝑐𝑢𝑚 = (1 + 𝛽9 )(1 + 𝛽5 )(1 + 𝛽1 ) − 1. We present all results in terms of
cumulative changes, and adjust the standard errors accordingly using the delta method.
The model in Equation 2 is a standard two-way fixed effect specification used in the
literature (Neumark and Wascher, 2008). As pointed out in Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan
(2004), local economic outcomes in this model are not independent from each other, because
they come from the same region. We account for this correlation by calculating two-way
clustered standard errors at the region and year level.
Difference-in-differences specifications assume that the treated and control region have
the same trends in the absence of the policy (parallel trends assumption), and will generally fail
to produce consistent treatment effect estimates if this assumption is not true. It is prudent to be
especially cautious about the parallel trends assumption given that the greater Seattle region
experienced rapid economic growth coming out of the Great Recession, and the pace of recovery
could have varied in different sub-regions. As we show below, our two difference-in-differences
specifications fail a falsification test, which suggests divergent trends between Seattle and
Outlying King County and between Seattle and SKP.
To overcome this concern, we estimate the impact of the minimum wage using two
methods which allow for flexible pre-policy trends in control and treated regions: the synthetic
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control estimator (Abadie and Gardeazabal, 2003) and the interactive fixed effects estimator
(Bai, 2009). Both methods have been used in the regional policy evaluation literature and applied
to the minimum wage as well (see Allegretto, Dube, Reich, and Zipperer (2013) for an
application of synthetic control, and Totty (2015) for an application of interactive fixed effects).
Both methods assume that changes in employment in each region can be represented as a
function of 𝐾 unobserved linear factors plus the treatment effect:
9
Δ𝑌𝑟𝑡 = ∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝜆𝑟𝑘 𝜇𝑡𝑘 + ∑𝑞=1 𝛽𝑞 𝑇𝑟𝑡 + 𝜀𝑟𝑡 ,

(3)

where 𝜇𝑡𝑘 is an unobserved factor, common across all regions in each year-quarter, and 𝜆𝑟𝑘 is a
region-specific factor loading, constant across time.
The unobserved factors can be thought of as common economic shocks which affect all
regions at the same time, such as an exchange rate shock, common demand shock, or changes in
weather. Because the regions are allowed to have different sensitivity in response to these
shocks, the treated and control regions are no longer required to have parallel trends.
Though both the synthetic control and interactive fixed effects estimators have the same
underlying model, their implementation is quite different. The synthetic control estimator does
not explicitly estimate the factors or factor loading, and uses pre-policy observations to find an
optimal set of (weighted) control regions, which collectively match the pre-policy trend in the
treated region. Denote Seattle by 𝑟 = 1 and denote 𝑟 = 2,, R all potential control regions.
Then the weights for synthetic control can be found by minimizing forecasting error in the prepolicy period:
(4)

2

min ∑0𝑡=−33(Δ𝑌𝑟=1,𝑡 − ∑𝑅𝑟=2 𝑤𝑟 Δ𝑌𝑟𝑡 ) ,
𝑤𝑟

subject to the constraints ∑𝑟 𝑤𝑟 = 1 and ∀𝑟 𝑤𝑟 ≥ 0.30 Given a set of weights 𝑤
̂,
𝑟 the impact of
the Ordinance in quarter 𝑞 is estimated as follows:
(5)

𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑡ℎ

𝛽𝑞

= Δ𝑌𝑟=1,𝑞 − ∑𝑅𝑟=2 𝑤
̂𝑟 Δ𝑌𝑟𝑞 .

We allow weights across regions to be different for each outcome to improve the quality
of the match in 2005-2014. Appendix Figure 2 shows that the set of regions in Washington,

30

We implement synthetic control estimator using the R programs provided by Gobillon and Magnac (2016).
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which receive a positive weight in synthetic control estimator is very similar for employment
outcomes and payroll, but somewhat different for wage rates.31
The interactive fixed effects approach estimates the factors and factor loadings in
Equation 3 explicitly, by imposing normalization on the sum of the factors. Since the number of
unobserved factors is not known, we estimate the model allowing for up to 30 unobserved
factors, and pick the model with the optimal number of factors using the criterion developed in
Bai and Ng (2002).32 We implement the interactive fixed effects estimator following Gobillon
and Magnac (2016) who have developed a publicly-available program to estimate the treatment
effects in the regional policy evaluation context. Appendix Figure 3 shows the sensitivity of the
interactive fixed effects estimates as a function of the number of factors used, as well as showing
the choice of the optimal number of factors.We implement the synthetic control and interactive
fixed effects estimators by approximating Seattle’s economy using data on employment trends
across Public Use Microdata Areas (PUMAs) in Washington State. A PUMA is a geographic
unit defined by the U.S. Census Bureau with a population of approximately 100,000 people,
designed to stay within county boundaries when possible.33 We exclude King County PUMAs
from analysis because of potential spillover effects. The remainder of Washington includes 40
PUMAs (see Figure 5), while Seattle is composed of five PUMAs.34

31

Pairwise correlations between synthetic control weights chosen for hours worked, number of jobs, and payroll are
each larger than 0.85, while the correlations of the synthetic control weights chosen for wages with weights chosen
for the other three outcomes is positive, but smaller (0.21, 0.22, and 0.22). Examination of the weights, depicted in
Appendix Figure 2, suggest a basic intuitive story: the strong growth in employment in Seattle finds its closest
parallels in outer suburban or exurban portions of the state, where rapid population growth drives expansion of local
economies. The strongest resemblance to Seattle in terms of wages, by contrast, tends to be in closer-in suburban
areas, including the satellite centers of Tacoma and Everett.
32
The coefficients, 𝛽𝑞 , can be identified if the number of factors is smaller than the number of periods in the data
minus the number of coefficients to be estimated minus one. In our case, we cannot have more than 32 factors in the
model (43 periods – 9 coefficients – 1). We use a global criterion IC2 developed by Bai and Ng (2002) to pick the
optimal number of factors, and the optimal number of factors is always smaller than the maximum number of factors
allowed by the model. We choose the optimal number of factors using criterion IC2 suggested in Bai and Ng
(2002), as it was shown to have good performance in small samples.
33
Twenty-seven of Washington’s thirty-nine counties have fewer than 100,000 inhabitants, implying that they must
share a PUMA with territory in at least one other county.
34
Given Seattle’s unique status as a city experiencing a tech-driven economic boom, there may be some concern
that our restriction to Washington State forces us to use comparison regions that match poorly to the City’s labor
market dynamics. We present evidence on the quality of fit between treatment and control region below.
Intuitively, we seek regions that match Seattle’s dynamics in the low-wage labor market, and Appendix Figure 2
reveals that the high quality matches tend to be found in suburban or exurban regions of the state that are themselves
experiencing growth, often associated with new construction and expansion of the residential population.
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Though the synthetic control and interactive fixed effects estimators generally perform
similarly in Monte Carlo simulations (Gobillon and Magnac, 2016), analytic standard errors for
interactive fixed effects estimator have been established, while standard errors for the synthetic
control estimator are usually obtained using placebo estimates. We provide the baseline standard
errors for the synthetic control estimates using an approach of “placebo in space,” suggested by
Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2014). We implement it by randomly selecting 5 PUMAs in
Washington State as “treated” and estimate the placebo impact for these PUMAs.35 As in
Gobillon and Magnac (2016), we implement 10,000 draws to obtain the standard errors. The
standard deviation of these estimated placebo impacts is our estimate of the standard error.36, 37

6. Results
6.1 Simple first-difference analysis
Table 3 presents summary statistics on the number of jobs, total hours worked, average
wages, and total payroll in Seattle’s single-location establishments for all industries and for food
and drinking places by wage level for the quarter the Ordinance was passed (t = 0, including June
2014), the first three quarters after the law was passed (t = 1, 2, or 3, July 2014-March 2015), and
the first six quarters after the law was in force (t = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9, April 2015-September
2016). These statistics portray a general image of the Seattle labor force over this time period
and should not be interpreted as estimates of the causal impact of the Ordinance.
As shown in Panel A of Table 3, comparing the baseline second quarter of 2014 to the
second quarter of 2016, the number of jobs paying less than $13 per hour in all industries
declined from 39,807 to 24,420 (a decline of 15,387 or 39%).38 The decline is consistent with
Note that Seattle spans 5 PUMAs, thus our placebo treatment region replicates Seattle’s size.
We have also estimated the standard errors based on a “placebo in time” approach. It is implemented by randomly
picking a period when the Ordinance is implemented using the data before the actual Ordinance went in effect, and
estimating a placebo effect for this period. We then take the standard deviation of these estimated placebo effects as
estimate of the standard error. Standard errors using the “placebo in space” approach prove to be more conservative
(i.e. larger) than the standard errors using a “placebo in time”, so we report the former standard errors in our baseline
estimate.
37
Computing standard deviation of the placebo impact as a standard error of the estimated impact assumes that the
distribution of placebo impacts converges to normal distribution as the number of permutations increases. We have
compared inference based on this normality assumption with the inference based on 95% confidence intervals
derived from the distribution of placebo impacts. The conclusions about the statistical significance based on these
two procedures are very similar, and as such we report the standard errors in our estimation tables.
38
Note that we are using the second quarter of 2016 to avoid issues with seasonality. Seattle’s low-wage labor force
tends to peak in the third quarter of each year during the summertime tourist season, and exhibits a trough in the
winter months.
35
36
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legislative intent, and the persistence of employment at wages below $13 can be explained by the
fact that lower minima applied to small businesses and those offering health benefits.39
The reduction in employment at wages under $13 could reflect either movement of wage
rates above this threshold or the elimination of jobs. Table 3 panel A shows that over the same
two-year time period, the number of jobs paying less than $19 per hour fell from 92,959 to
88,431 (a decline of 4,528 or 4.8%).40 Measuring hours worked at low wages rather than
employee headcount, the table shows a 5.8 million hour reduction at wage rates under $13, and a
1.7 million hour (4.5%) reduction at wages under $19.
Over this same period, overall employment in Seattle expanded dramatically, by over
13% in headcount and 15% in hours. Table 3 makes clear that the entirety of this employment
growth occurred in jobs paying over $19 per hour.41 The impression of skewed growth – driven
in part by rapid growth in the technology sector – extends to wage data.42 Average hourly wages
at jobs paying less than $19 rose from $14.14 to $15.01 (a 6.1% increase), while average hourly
wages at all jobs surged from $36.93 to $44.04 (a 19.2% increase).43
Table 3 documents that payroll reductions attributable to declines in hours worked very
nearly offset the observed wage increases for jobs paying under $19. Comparing “peak” third
quarter statistics in 2014 and 2016, the sum total of wages paid at rates under $19 actually
declines by over $6 million.44 Similar comparisons of second quarter statistics reveal a
comparably-sized increase.
Panel B of Table 3 restricts attention to Food and Drinking Places (NAICS industry 722),
which, respectively, comprised 27%, 20%, and 10% of jobs in Seattle’s locatable establishments

39

Low-wage employment could also reflect overestimation of hours by the employer, underreporting of tips, hours
worked for wages paid in a different calendar quarter, or a subminimum wage set equal to 85% of the minimum for
workers under 16 years old.
40
Appendix Table 2 breaks down the changes in employment into more wage categories. The largest gains in
employment occurred for jobs paying more than $40 per hour, which grew 32% between 2014.2 and 2016.2.
41
The more detailed statistics in Appendix Table 2 show that net job growth in Seattle was positive for jobs paying
over $25/hour but negative for jobs paying under $25. About 80% of net job growth can be attributed to jobs paying
over $40/hour, and 95% to jobs paying over $30/hour.
42
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wage (QCEW) data for King County indicate that between 2014 and the
third quarter of 2016, the county added 94,000 jobs. The majority of these job gains can be attributed to four
industries: non-store retail, information, professional/technical services, and construction. The food service industry
added more than 10,000 jobs countywide over this same time period.
43
The average hourly wage statistic at all wage levels includes a large number of salaried jobs in which hours may
be imputed at 40 per week rather than tracked.
44
At the same time, total quarterly wages paid at rates above $19 increased by $1.7 billion – implying a dramatic
increase in inequality of earnings between low- and high-wage workers in Seattle.
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paying less than $13, less than $19, and overall during the quarter the Ordinance was passed.
Although this industry accounts for a minority of all low-wage employment, we highlight it for
purposes of comparison with existing literature.
As in the full economy, growth in hours at restaurant jobs paying above $19 per hour
exceeded growth in lower-paying restaurant jobs. At all wages, hours within this industry
expanded by 12.9% while hours worked by low-wage employees in the restaurant industry was
nearly unchanged, down 0.2% between the second quarter of 2014 and the second quarter of
2016. Wages in the restaurant sector grew comparably in the low-wage market and the full
market: 12.1% growth in wages in jobs paying less than $19 per hour, and 13.6% growth in
wages in all jobs.

6.2 Falsification tests
Previous analyses have raised concerns regarding the applicability of the parallel trends
assumption in minimum wage evaluation. As noted above, the short duration of our posttreatment panel makes it infeasible to employ the traditional linear time-trend correction. For
this reason, and to assess the performance of our proposed estimators, we conduct a simple
falsification test by estimating the effects of a “placebo” law as if it were passed two years earlier
(second quarter of 2012). We restrict this analysis to data spanning from the first quarter of 2005
to the third quarter of 2014. Table 4 presents the results.
We find strong evidence that total hours worked in jobs paying less than $19 per hour in
Seattle diverged from both surrounding King County and SKP after second quarter 2012, as
shown in columns 2 and 4. In both columns, all of the estimated pseudo-effects on hours are
negative and significant, and would falsely suggest the placebo law caused a reduction in hours
of 4.1% or 5.0%, respectively, in the average quarter following the second quarter of 2012.
Given this divergent trend, we consider the two difference-in-differences estimators to have
failed the falsification test and dispense with them henceforth.
In contrast, the synthetic control results shown in columns 5 and 6 behave well. In the
average quarter following the placebo law, we find a 0.4% increase in wages and 0.1% increase
in total hours. The pseudo-effects on wages, which are all positive, but mostly insignificant, are
somewhat concerning – if these same positive pseudo-effects persist into the period that we
study, we would be modestly overstating the effect of Seattle’s minimum wage on wages, and
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thus understating elasticities of hours with respect to changes in wages.45 The pseudo-effects on
hours flip back-and-forth between positive and negative.
Finally, columns 7 and 8 show the estimates of the pseudo-effects using the interactive
fixed effects specification. This specification finds no pseudo-effect on wages, while the
pseudo-effects on hours are all negative, yet insignificant (with larger standard errors), and
average -1.9%. If these same negative pseudo-effects on hours persist into the period that we
study, we would be moderately overstating the negative effect of Seattle’s minimum wage on
hours. Consequently, we conclude that the synthetic control method is the most trustworthy, but
include interactive fixed effect models below with the caveat that they may be prone to
overstating negative employment impacts.

6.3 Examining the synthetic control match
Figure 6 plots the time series of year-over-year percentage changes in average wages,
jobs, hours worked, and payroll for low-wage jobs in Seattle and the weighted average of
PUMAs outside King County identified using the synthetic control algorithm.46 In each panel,
there is a very strong pre-policy match in trends between Seattle and the control region. As
shown in Panel A, wage growth patterns in Seattle and control regions match closely, with
growth rates matching to within a 0.5 percentage point tolerance except around 2009, where
wage trends in the control region appear to anticipate those in the city.
Employment trends (panels B and C for jobs and hours, respectively) likewise match
closely, with discrepancies below a 2-percentage point threshold except in the period around the
Great Recession, where the control regions appear to enter and exit the slump slightly before the
city itself. Total payroll growth also matches closely throughout the pre-policy period.
These graphs anticipate our causal effect estimates: in all cases, the post-ordinance period
is marked by treatment-control divergences well outside the range observed in the pre-treatment
period.

6.4 Causal effect estimates

45

These positive wage effects are consistent with other evidence indicating robust labor demand in Seattle,
including the cumulative density functions in Figure 2 above.
46
Appendix Figure 4 shows a parallel analysis of the time series for Seattle compared to Outlying King County and
SKP.
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Table 5 presents our first estimates of the causal impact of the Ordinance for workers
earning less than $19 per hour. Looking at both sets of results, we associate the first minimum
wage increase, to $11, with wage effects of 1.4% to 1.9% (averaging 1.7%). The second
increase, to $13, associates with a larger 2.8% to 3.6% wage effect (averaging 3.1%). A 3.1%
increase in the wage of these workers corresponds to $0.44 per hour relative to the base average
wage of $14.14.47 We do not find strong evidence that wages rose in anticipation of enforcement
during the three quarters following passage of the law. The small coefficients range from 0.3% to
0.7% and most are statistically insignificant.
These wage effect estimates appear modest in comparison to much of the existing
literature. We note that the first-difference results presented in Table 3 themselves indicate
modest increases in wages at the low end of the scale (under $19), about 4.5% during the first
phase-in and 6.0% during the second. These estimates suggest that wages increased in the
control region as well.48 We further note that Table 3 indicates that the majority of low-wage
jobs observed at baseline – 62% when defined as jobs paying under $19 per hour and weighted
by hours – were not directly impacted by the minimum wage increase to $13. Any impacts on
wages paid for jobs between $13 and $19 per hour at baseline would be “cascading” effects
expected to be much smaller than the impact on lowest earners. Figure 3 above confirms that
very little impact on the cumulative wage distribution of longitudinally tracked workers can be
observed above relatively low thresholds. If we were to presume that our estimate reflects some
sizable impact on jobs directly impacted by the increase and no cascading effects on other jobs
under $19, the impact works out to a 7.9% wage increase, a level in line with existing
literature.49 Finally, we note that the measure of wages used here – average hourly wages –
would by construction capture employer responses such as a reduction in the use of overtime.
These would not be captured in, for example, self-reported CPS wage data.
Table 6 shows employment impacts for jobs paying less than $19 per hour. As shown in
columns 1 and 2, relative to the baseline quarter (2014.2), we estimate statistically insignificant
47

Estimated wage impacts are larger when the low-wage threshold is lowered from $19. This is consistent with the
minimum wage ordinance having sizable effects on the lowest-paid workers and smaller cascading impacts on
workers with initial wages closer to $19.
48
Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Current Employment Statistics indicate that seasonally adjusted average
hourly earnings for all employees increased about 5.5% nationwide from June 2014 to September 2016.
49
Belman and Wolfson (2014) point to elasticities of wages paid to statutory minimum wage increases in the range
of 0.2 to 0.5. An effect of 7.9% on a minimum wage increase of 37% would imply an elasticity just over 0.2. We
note, moreover, that the full $13 minimum did not apply to small business or businesses providing health benefits.
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hours reductions between 0.9% and 3.4% (averaging 1.9%) during the three quarters when the
minimum wage was $11 per hour. By contrast, the subsequent minimum wage increase to $13
associates with larger, significant hours reductions between 7.9% and 10.6% (averaging 9.4%).
Columns 3 and 4 present a parallel analysis for jobs, with qualitatively similar results:
statistically weak evidence of reductions in the first phase-in period followed by larger
significant impacts in the second. The adverse effects on hours in the final three quarters are
proportionately greater than the effects on jobs, suggesting that employers are not only reducing
the number of low-wage jobs, but also reducing the hours of retained employees. Multiplying
the -6.8% average job estimate by the 92,959 jobs paying less than $19 per hour at baseline
suggests that the Ordinance caused the elimination of 6,317 low-wage jobs at locatable firms.50
Scaled up linearly to account for multi-site single-account firms, job losses would amount to
roughly 10,000.51
As noted above, there is some concern that our methodology might yield negative
estimates in scenarios where increasing labor demand is leading to a rightward shift in the
overall wage distribution, pushing a growing number of jobs above any given threshold. We
note that the results in Table 6 are consistent with this “rightward shift” hypothesis only under a
specific and unusual set of circumstances. In the synthetic control estimates for hours, for
example, we observe no significant negative coefficients through the end of 2015 – in fact, the
point estimates for the first and last quarters of 2015 are nearly identical. The point estimate
exhibits a sudden change in the first quarter of 2016 and then remains at this more negative level
without exhibiting any further trend. A confounding rightward shift would have had to occur
precisely at the beginning of 2016 – in the winter, the trough period of Seattle’s seasonal
economy. Figure 3 shows no evidence of such a precisely-timed rightward shift among
continuously employed workers tracked longitudinally.
To probe this issue further, Figure 7 illustrates the sensitivity of the estimated effect on
hours using different thresholds ranging from jobs paying less than $11 to jobs paying less than
$25. For the effect of raising the minimum wage to $11 per hour, shown in the top panel, the

50

If we base this calculation on just the synthetic control estimates, we would conclude that the Ordinance led to
5,133 fewer jobs paying less than $19 per hour.
51
We cannot ascertain whether the effect on locatable firms should extrapolate to multi-site single-account firms.
As noted above, survey evidence suggests that multi-location firms were more likely to have reported reducing
staffing in the wake of minimum wage increases.
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estimated impacts become insignificant once the threshold rises to around $17. It appears that
any “loss” in hours at lower thresholds likely reflects a cascade of workers to higher wage levels.
In contrast, as shown in the bottom panel, the negative estimated effects of the second phase-in
to $13 are significant as we raise the threshold all of the way to $25 per hour. Thus, there is no
evidence to suggest that the estimated employment losses associated with the second phase-in
reflect a similar cascading phenomenon.
Figure 8 illustrates these same results, but multiplies the estimated coefficients by the
baseline number of hours worked in jobs paying below the threshold. These results show the
estimated absolute change in total hours. We find that during the second phase-in period lowwage hours fell by 3.5 million hours per quarter when the threshold is set at $19 per hour, and
this result remains as we increase the threshold to $25 per hour.52
Because the estimated magnitude of employment losses exceeds the magnitude of wage
gains in the second phase-in period, we would expect a decline in total payroll for jobs paying
under $13 per hour relative to baseline. Indeed, we observe this decline in first-differences when
comparing “peak” calendar quarters, as shown in Table 3 above. Table 7 confirms this inference
in regression specifications examining the impact on payroll for jobs paying less than $19 per
hour. Although results are not consistently significant, point estimates suggest payroll declines of
4.0% to 7.6% (averaging 5.8%) during the second phase-in period. This implies that the
minimum wage increase to $13 from the baseline level of $9.47 reduced income paid to lowwage employees of locatable Seattle businesses by roughly $120 million on an annual basis.53
Note that the largest and only statistically significant payroll estimate corresponds to the
first quarter of 2016. This result is notable, as the first quarter tends to be a time of slack demand
for low-wage labor (after Christmas and before the summer tourist season) – in effect, Seattle
suffers a mini recession every winter. This result could be a harbinger of the effects of the
minimum wage in a full recession, or in a less robust local economy, as wages will have less
ability to decrease to equilibrate the low-wage labor market.54
Confidence intervals widen as we increase the threshold – we are, in essence, looking for the same needle (i.e., the
same 3.5-million-hour decline) in a larger haystack as we increase the threshold.
53
Simple calculations based on preceding results suggest an effect of comparable magnitude. Wage results suggest
a 3% boost to earnings, which on a base of about $530 million paid in the baseline quarter amounts to a $16 million
increase in payroll. Employment declines of 3.5 million hours per quarter, valued at $9.47 per hour, equate to a loss
of $132 million – and a net loss of $116 million – on an annual basis.
54
See Clemens (2015), Clemens and Wither (2016), and Clemens and Strain (2017) for evidence of the effects of
the Great Recession on impacts of minimum wage increases.
52
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6.5 Elasticity estimates
Column 1 of Table 8 shows our estimate of the elasticity of labor demand with respect to
changes in wages computed as the ratio of our estimated effect on hours to our estimated effect
on wages, using the synthetic control method, for the six quarters after the Ordinance was
enforced.55 We also compute measures of statistical uncertainty for these elasticities since they
are the ratio of two estimates.56 During the first phase-in, when the minimum wage was $11 per
hour, estimated elasticities range from -0.97 to -1.80 (averaging -1.31). Notably, we cannot
reject elasticity = -1 with 95% confidence, which is consistent with our finding in Table 7 that
we could not reject zero effect on payroll, and we cannot reject elasticity = 0, which is consistent
with our finding in Table 6 that we could not reject zero effect on hours. These findings are not
artifacts of setting the threshold at $19 per hour. As shown in the upper part of Figure 9, the
estimated elasticities range between -1 and 0 when the threshold is set anywhere between $17
and $25 per hour. In summary, the relatively modest estimated wage and hours impacts of the
first phase-in create considerable statistical uncertainty regarding the associated elasticity
estimate.
After the minimum wage increased to $13 per hour, we find much larger estimated
elasticities ranging from -2.66 to -3.46 (averaging -2.98). During these three quarters, we can
reject the hypothesis that the elasticity equals zero (consistent with Table 5), and we can reject
the hypothesis that the elasticity equals -1 in the first quarter of 2016, consistent with the
significant decline in payroll during this quarter shown in Table 6. Point estimates of elasticities
imply that, within Seattle, low-wage workers lost $3 from lost employment opportunities for
every $1 they gain due to higher hourly wages. These very large elasticities are not artifacts of
setting the threshold at $19 per hour. As shown in the lower part of Figure 9, the estimated

55

One might think that the decline in hours worked was due to a voluntary cut in hours, and thus interpret our
findings as showing a labor supply elasticity in the region where the labor supply curve is “backwards bending.”
While there may be some voluntary reductions in hours by some workers, it would be unreasonable to expect such
workers to reduce their hours so far that their total earnings declined. Given that we find that hours fall more than
wages rise, the results are more likely to reflect a decline in labor demand.
56
We computed standard errors for the estimates elasticities using the delta method, taking into account the
correlation between estimated effect of the minimum wage on employment and wages.
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elasticities are very close to -3 when the threshold is set anywhere between $17 and $25 per
hour.57
The larger elasticities in the second phase-in period relative to the first suggest that total
earnings paid to low-wage workers in Seattle might be maximized with a statutory minimum
wage somewhere in the range of $9.47 to $11. By contrast, increases beyond $11 appear to have
resulted in net earnings losses in Seattle for these workers.

6.6 Reconciling these estimates with prior work
Most prior studies compute employment elasticities by dividing regression-estimated
percentage changes in employment by the percentage change in the statutory minimum wage.
Applied in this case, this method would use a denominator of 16.2% (i.e., ($11-$9.47)/$9.47) for
the first phase-in period, and 37.3% ($13-$9.47)/$9.47) for the second. The conventional
method clearly overstates the actual impact on wages given that many affected workers’ wages
are above the old minimum but below the new. This method is also unsuitable for evaluating the
impacts on workers who began over the new minimum wage but are nonetheless affected by
cascading wage increases (defined as the range of either $11 or $13 to $19 per hour). In column
2 of Table 8, we use the conventional approach for computing employment elasticities and find
estimates in the range of -0.08 to -0.28 (averaging -0.20). This range is high but not outside of
the envelope of estimates found in prior literature (see Appendix Table 3).58 Thus, computing
the elasticity based on the Ordinance’s impact on actual average wages suggests that the
conventional method yields substantial underestimates.
We conclude our analysis by attempting to reconcile our results with prior studies
focused on restaurant industry employment. In Table 9, we walk our results back to a sample
and outcome that is similar to Card and Krueger’s (1994) examination of fast food employment
in New Jersey and Pennsylvania in response to New Jersey’s increase in its minimum wage. The
traditional focus on restaurant employment reflects its common perception as a canonical lowwage industry, and the general absence of data resources allowing a more precise analysis of jobs
57

While it may be argued that our wage effects combine a large effect on the lowest-paid workers with near-zero
impacts on those paid above $13 at baseline, this only implies an overestimated elasticity for the least-paid workers
if the employment effects are somehow concentrated among higher-paid workers. Our evidence does not support
this conjecture.
58
Estimates on the high end are plausible because theory suggests that labor demand elasticity would generally be
larger for a small, open economy such as Seattle than for a state or the nation.
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paying low wages. In 46 of 50 states, there is no data resource allowing the systematic
computation of average hourly wage rates for the entire UI-covered workforce.
Column 1 of Table 9 repeats the main results findings from column 1 of Table 6, and is
included as a point of reference. Moving from column 1 to column 5 of Table 9, we make one
change at a time to evaluate the sensitivity of our results to various modeling choices. In column
2, we use the same specification as in column 1, but restrict the analysis to hours in low-wage
jobs in Food Services and Drinking Places (NAICS industry 722). The results are quite
comparable to those in column 1 for all industries. We find significant declines in hours worked
by low-wage restaurant workers in two of the last three quarters when the wage increased to $13
per hour, and this reduction averages -10.1%. Moving from column 2 to 3, we switch the focus
to headcount employment, the outcome used in most prior literature. Again, these results are
quite comparable suggesting that nearly all of the reduction in hours worked by low-wage
restaurant workers is coming from a reduction in jobs rather than a reduction in hours worked by
those who have such jobs.
In columns 4 and 5, we shift from examining low-wage jobs to all jobs in the restaurant
industry. Here we see a dramatic change: the effects on all jobs (hours in all jobs) are
insignificant in all quarters and averages +0.4% (-0.8%) in the last three quarters.59 Thus, by
using the imprecise proxy of all jobs in a stereotypically low-wage industry, prior literature may
have substantially underestimated the impact of minimum wage increases on the target
population.
In summary, utilizing methods more consistent with prior literature allows us to almost
perfectly replicate the conventional findings of no, or minor, employment effects. These
methods reflect data limitations, however, that our analysis can circumvent. We conclude that
the stark differences between our findings and most prior literature reflect in no small part the
impact of data limitations on prior work.

7. Conclusion
There is widespread interest in understanding the effects of large minimum wage
increases, particularly given efforts in the US to raise the federal minimum wage to $15 per hour
59

The finding of a more negative effect on all hours than on all jobs in Food and Drinking Places
is consistent with Neumark and Wascher’s (2000) critique of Card and Krueger (1994).
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and the adoption of high minimum wages in several states, cities and foreign countries in the past
few years. There is good reason to believe that increasing the minimum wage above some level
is likely to cause greater employment losses than increases at lower levels. Wolfers (2016)
argues that labor economists need to “get closer to understanding the optimal level of the
minimum wage” (p. 108) and that “(i)t would be best if analysts could estimate the marginal
treatment effect at each level of the minimum wage level” (p. 110). This paper extends the
literature in a number of ways, one of which is by evaluating effects of two consecutive large
local minimum wage increases.
Beyond basic causal inference challenges, prior studies have analyzed minimum wage
effects using data resources that do not permit the direct observation of hourly wages. In those
situations, researchers resort to using proxies for low-wage workers by examining particular
industries that employ higher concentrations of low-wage labor or by restricting the analysis to
teenagers. This paper demonstrates that such strategies likely misstate the true impact of
minimum wage policies on opportunities for low-skilled workers. Our finding of zero impact on
headcount employment in the restaurant industry echoes many prior studies. Our findings also
demonstrate, however, that this estimation strategy yields results starkly different from methods
based on direct analysis of low-wage employment.
Our preferred estimates suggest that the Seattle Minimum Wage Ordinance caused hours
worked by low-skilled workers (i.e., those earning under $19 per hour) to fall by 9.4% during the
three quarters when the minimum wage was $13 per hour, resulting in a loss of 3.5 million hours
worked per calendar quarter. Alternative estimates show the number of low-wage jobs declined
by 6.8%, which represents a loss of more than 5,000 jobs. These estimates are robust to cutoffs
other than $19.60 A 3.1% increase in wages in jobs that paid less than $19 coupled with a 9.4%
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The finding of significant employment losses, particularly after the second minimum wage increase in 2016, may
seem incongruent with unemployment statistics for the City of Seattle, which suggest very low numbers of
unemployed individuals seeking work. The Bureau of Labor Statistics' Local Area Unemployment Statistics
program estimates city-level unemployment statistics on the basis of unemployment insurance claims, data from
other government surveys such as the Current Population Survey, and statistical modeling. The unemployment
statistics pertain to the residents of a city, not individuals employed in a city (indeed, unemployed workers are
employed in no city). Our analysis pertains instead to individuals employed in Seattle.
In Washington State, workers are eligible for UI benefits only after they have accumulated 680 hours of
work. In low-wage, high-turnover businesses, the proportion of separated workers who reach this threshold may be
low. Further, longitudinal analysis of ESD data suggest that reduced employment largely impacts new entrants to the
labor force, rather than experienced workers. New entrants are not eligible for UI benefits and thus cannot generate
claims. These unemployed new entrants might be captured in the CPS, but with a relatively small sample size these
estimates are subject to significant noise and are smoothed considerably.
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loss in hours yields a labor demand elasticity of roughly -3.0, and this large elasticity estimate is
robust to other cutoffs.
These results suggest a fundamental rethinking of the nature of low-wage work. Prior
elasticity estimates in the range of zero to -0.2 suggest there are few suitable substitutes for lowwage employees, that firms faced with labor cost increases have little option but to raise their
wage bill. Seattle data show – even in simple first differences – that payroll expenses on workers
earning under $19 per hour either rose minimally or fell as the minimum wage increased from
$9.47 to $13 in just over nine months. An elasticity of -3 suggests that low-wage labor is a more
substitutable, expendable factor of production. The work of least-paid workers might be
performed more efficiently by more skilled and experienced workers commanding a higher
wage. This work could, in some circumstances, be automated. In other circumstances,
employers may conclude that the work of least-paid workers need not be done at all.
Importantly, the lost income associated with the hours reductions exceeds the gain
associated with the net wage increase of 3.1%. Using data in Table 3, we compute that the
average low-wage employee was paid $1,897 per month. The reduction in hours would cost the
average employee $179 per month, while the wage increase would recoup only $54 of this loss,
leaving a net loss of $125 per month (6.6%), which is sizable for a low-wage worker.
The estimates may be much larger than those reported in prior minimum wages studies
for three reasons. First, theory suggests that labor demand elasticity would generally be larger
for a small, open economy such as Seattle than for a state or the nation. Yet, there is evidence to
suggest that our results are not simply divergent from the literature due to this issue. Note that
Seattle data produce an effect estimate of zero when we adopt the traditional approach of
studying restaurant employment at all wage levels.
Second, rather than using the statutory change in the minimum wage as the denominator
in an elasticity computation, we use the change in actual wage rates for low-skill workers, which
we can estimate from the Washington data. Because the actual change is necessarily smaller
than the statutory change, the arithmetic of elasticity computation leads to larger estimated
elasticities than those derived using conventional methods of computing the elasticity of demand
for low-skill workers with respect to the statutory change in minimum wage.
Third, we analyze the impact of raising the minimum wage to a significantly higher level
than what has been analyzed in most prior work. Deflating by the Personal Consumption
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Expenditures price index, the real value of the federal minimum wage has never reached the $13
level studied in our analysis. Theory suggests that the impact of raising the minimum wage
depends critically on the starting point; Seattle started from the nation’s highest state minimum
wage, and our own evidence indicates that the effects differed dramatically from the first phasein period to the second.
A few cautions should be noted. Our analysis includes only firms reporting employment
at specific locations, as we cannot properly locate employment for multi-location firms that do
not report employment separately by location. It may be the case that the labor demand elasticity
of locatable firms is larger than that of multi-site firms who do not report employment at specific
locations. Yet, as discussed above, multi-site firms that we surveyed were more likely to selfreport cuts in employment than smaller firms.61
Further, we lack data on contractor jobs which get 1099 forms instead of W-2s and on
jobs in the informal economy paid with cash. If the Ordinance prompted an increase in lowwage workers being paid as contractors or under the table, our results would overstate the effect
on jobs and hours worked. However, such a move would not be without consequence for the
workers, who would lose protections from the Unemployment Insurance and Worker’s
Compensation systems and not receive credit toward future Social Security benefits for such
earnings (though they would not have to pay the full amount of taxes for Social Security and
Medicare).

In addition, some employers may have shifted jobs out of Seattle but kept them within the
metropolitan area, in which case the job losses in Seattle overstate losses in the local labor
market. Reductions in payroll attributable to the minimum wage may exceed reductions in
income for the affected workers, to the extent they were able to take advantage of relocated
opportunities in the metropolitan area. Finally, the long-run effects of Seattle’s minimum wage
increases may be substantially greater, particularly since subsequent changes beyond a final
increase to $15 per hour will be indexed to inflation, unlike most of the minimum wage increases
that have been studied in the literature, which have quickly eroded in real terms (Wolfers, 2016).

61

If we ignore our survey evidence and suppose that multi-site firms' wage impact was the same as reported here but
their hours impact was zero, the elasticity would still be high compared to earlier work – around -1.9 (as single-site
businesses employ 62% of the workforce).
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One cannot assume our specific findings generalize to minimum wage policies set by
other localities or at the federal or state level. The impacts of minimum wage policies
established by other local governments likely depend on the industrial structure, characteristics
of the local labor force, and other features of the local and regional economy.
Last, there may be important forms of effect heterogeneity across workers. Some
workers may well have experienced significant wage increases with no reduction in hours; others
may have encountered significantly greater difficulty in securing any work at all. From a welfare
perspective, it is critical to understand how this heterogeneity plays out across low-skilled
workers in varying life circumstances. Such an exploration is beyond the scope of this paper,
which uses a data resource that identifies no pertinent information about individual workers.
Future work will take advantage of linkages across administrative data resources within
Washington State to understand how the minimum wage affects workers in varying demographic
categories, or with a history of reliance on means-tested transfer programs.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1: Minimum Wage Schedule in Seattle under the Seattle Minimum Wage
Ordinance
Large Employersa
Effective Date

No benefits

January 1, 2015

$9.47

April 1, 2015
January 1, 2016
January 1, 2017
January 1, 2018
January 1, 2019
January 1, 2020
January 1, 2021

$11.00
$13.00
$15.00d

With benefitsb

Small Employers
Benefits or
No benefits or tips
tipsc

Before Seattle Ordinance
$9.47
$9.47
After Ordinance
$11.00
$11.00
$12.50
$12.00
$13.50
$13.00
$15.00e
$14.00
$15.00f

$9.47
$10.00
$10.50
$11.00
$11.50
$12.00
$13.50
$15.00g

Notes:
a
b
c

d
e
f
g

A large employer employs 501 or more employees worldwide, including all franchises associated with a
franchise or a network of franchises.
Employers who pay towards medical benefits.
Employers who pay toward medical benefits and/or employees who are paid tips.
Total minimum hourly compensations (including tips and benefits) is the same as for small employers
who do not pay towards medical benefits and/or tips.
For large employers, in the years after the minimum wage reaches $15.00 it is indexed to inflation using
the CPI-W for Seattle-Tacoma-Bremerton Area.
Starting January 1, 2019, payment by the employer of medical benefits for employees no longer affects
the hourly minimum wage paid by a large employer.
After the minimum hourly compensation for small employers reaches $15 it goes up to $15.75 until
January 1, 2021 when it converges with the minimum wage schedule for large employers.
The minimum wage for small employers with benefits or tips will converge with other employers by
2025.
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Table 2: Characteristics of Included and Excluded Firms, Washington State
Included in
Excluded from
Analysis
Analysis
Share Included
Number of Firms
123,180
14,917
89.2%
Number of Establishments (i.e., Sites)
140,451
Unknown
Total Number of Employees
1,672,448
1,019,875
62.1%
Number of Employees paid <$19/hour
725,231
425,023
63.0%
Employees / Firm
14
68
Employees / Establishment
12
Unknown
Notes: Firms are defined as entities with unique federal tax Employer Identification Numbers.
Statistics are computed for the average quarter between 2005.1 and 2016.3. “Excluded from
Analysis” includes firms whose location could not be determined.
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Table 3: Employment Statistics for Seattle’s Locatable Establishments
Number of Jobs
Total Hours (thousands)
Average Wage

Quarter

Quarters
After
Passage/
Enforcement

Hourly wage rates:
Under
$13

Under
$19

All

Hourly wage rates:
Under
$13

Under
$19

All

Total Payroll ($mlns.)

Hourly wage rates:
Under
$13

Under
$19

All

Hourly wage rates:
Under
$13

Under
$19

All

Panel A: All Industries
2014.2
0
39,807 92,959 292,640 14,117 37,408 130,007 11.14
14.14
36.93
157
529
4,802
2014.3
1
40,706 94,913 300,892 14,527 38,565 132,604 11.15
14.15
37.76
162
546
5,007
2014.4
2
35,421 89,598 303,089 11,999 35,589 136,012 11.27
14.37
39.78
135
511
5,410
2015.1
3
35,085 90,813 305,229 11,335 34,269 132,275 11.28
14.41
40.61
128
494
5,371
2015.2
4/1
35,075 92,668 311,886 12,174 37,270 139,197 11.47
14.48
38.52
140
540
5,362
2015.3
5/2
33,959 93,382 320,807 11,589 37,472 142,638 11.54
14.58
39.83
134
546
5,681
2015.4
6/3
30,002 87,067 320,195 9,924 34,943 146,960 11.64
14.74
41.73
116
515
6,133
2016.1
7/4
24,662 87,122 321,360 7,645 33,031 140,429 11.82
14.97
43.90
90
494
6,164
2016.2
8/5
24,420 88,431 331,927 8,315 35,681 149,514 11.87
15.01
44.04
99
535
6,584
2016.3
9/6
23,232 86,842 336,517 8,046 35,867 153,603 11.87
15.03
43.60
96
539
6,697
Panel B: Food and Drinking Places (NAICS 722)
2014.2
0
10,614 18,788 28,276
3,707
6,772
9,941
10.96
12.99
17.53
41
88
174
2014.3
1
10,825 19,581 29,815
3,792
7,229
10,763
10.94
13.10
17.82
41
95
192
2014.4
2
9,778 19,278 30,237
3,253
6,857
10,458
11.05
13.35
18.54
36
92
194
2015.1
3
9,682 19,493 30,505
3,044
6,567
10,100
11.08
13.44
18.62
34
88
188
2015.2
4/1
9,006 19,122 30,500
3,025
6,874
10,629
11.38
13.67
18.65
34
94
198
2015.3
5/2
8,376 19,622 31,895
2,843
7,282
11,500
11.47
13.94
19.09
33
101
219
2015.4
6/3
7,566 19,550 32,439
2,461
7,107
11,398
11.54
14.15
19.74
28
101
225
2016.1
7/4
5,869 18,651 31,469
1,730
6,307
10,396
11.83
14.54
20.07
20
92
209
2016.2
8/5
6,155 18,504 31,980
1,983
6,756
11,222
11.90
14.56
19.92
24
98
224
2016.3
9/6
6,050 18,542 32,402
2,034
7,236
12,088
11.85
14.59
20.11
24
106
243
Note: Data derived from administrative employment records obtained from the Washington Employment Security Department. Non-locatable
employers (i.e., multi-site single-account firms) are excluded.
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Table 4: Falsification Test: Pseudo-Effect of Placebo Law Passed in 2012

Quarter

Quarters after
(pseudo)
Passage/
Enforcement

2012.3

1

2012.4

2

2013.1

3

2013.2

4/1

2013.3

5/2

2013.4

6/3

2014.1

7/4

2014.2

8/5

2014.3

9/6

Average
Obs.

Difference-in-Differences between Seattle and:
Snohomish, Kitsap, and
Outlying King County
Pierce Counties
Wage
Hours
Wage
Hours
0.001*
-0.044***
-0.003**
-0.014***
(0.001)
(0.004)
(0.002)
(0.006)
-0.002***
-0.033***
-0.003*
-0.038***
(0.001)
(0.004)
(0.002)
(0.006)
0.002***
-0.034***
0.001
-0.028***
(0.001)
(0.004)
(0.002)
(0.006)
0.003***
-0.022***
0.005***
-0.036***
(0.001)
(0.004)
(0.002)
(0.006)
0.003***
-0.063***
-0.002
-0.063***
(0.001)
(0.007)
(0.003)
(0.012)
0.003**
-0.069***
-0.006*
-0.095***
(0.001)
(0.007)
(0.003)
(0.012)
0.003**
-0.031***
0.001
-0.047***
(0.001)
(0.007)
(0.003)
(0.012)
0.006***
-0.031***
0.004
-0.059***
(0.001)
(0.007)
(0.003)
(0.012)
0.004**
-0.046***
-0.001
-0.073***
(0.002)
(0.011)
(0.005)
(0.017)

Synthetic Control
Washington excluding
King County
Wage
Hours
0.001
-0.014
(0.003)
(0.015)
0.001
-0.018
(0.003)
(0.021)
0.001
-0.002
(0.003)
(0.020)
0.001
0.004
(0.003)
(0.026)
0.004
-0.006
(0.005)
(0.022)
0.006
-0.009
(0.004)
(0.033)
0.005
0.028
(0.004)
(0.029)
0.008***
0.014
(0.004)
(0.031)
0.010*
0.013
(0.005)
(0.031)

Interactive
Fixed Effects
Washington excluding
King County
Wage
Hours
-0.002
-0.012
(0.003)
(0.013)
-0.001
-0.022
(0.003)
(0.014)
0.000
-0.017
(0.003)
(0.038)
0.001
-0.016
(0.003)
(0.038)
-0.002
-0.024
(0.004)
(0.041)
0.000
-0.034
(0.004)
(0.049)
-0.001
-0.008
(0.004)
(0.053)
0.003
-0.024
(0.004)
(0.055)
0.000
-0.019
(0.005)
(0.081)

0.003

-0.041

0.000

-0.050

0.004

0.001

0.000

-0.019

68

68

68

68

1,530

1,530

1,530

1,530

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. Clustered standard errors reported for difference-in-differences; permutation inference standard errors are reported for
synthetic control, iid standard errors are reported for interactive fixed effects. Estimates for all jobs paying < $19 in all industries. The number of observations
used in the synthetic control and interactive fixed effects specifications equals the number of PUMAs (45) times the number of quarters included in this analysis
(34). However, note that some of these PUMAs receive zero weight in the synthetic control results.***, **, and * denote statistically significance using a twotailed test with p ≤ 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10, respectively.
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Table 5: Main Results: Effect on Wages of Low-Wage Jobs
Quarters after
Passage/
Quarter
Enforcement
Synthetic Control
Interactive FE
2014.3

1

0.003
(0.003)

0.003
(0.003)

2014.4

2

0.003
(0.003)

0.006**
(0.003)

2015.1

3

0.005
(0.004)

0.007***
(0.003)

2015.2

4/1

0.014***
(0.004)

0.014***
(0.003)

2015.3

5/2

0.019***
(0.005)

0.019***
(0.004)

2015.4

6/3

0.018***
(0.004)

0.018***
(0.004)

2016.1

7/4

0.031***
(0.005)

0.028***
(0.005)

2016.2

8/5

0.033***
(0.006)

0.029***
(0.005)

2016.3

9/6

0.036***
(0.007)

0.031***
(0.006)

Notes: n=1,890. Standard errors in parentheses. Permutation inference standard errors are
reported for synthetic control, while iid standard errors are reported for interactive fixed
effects. Estimates for all jobs paying < $19 in all industries, where the control region is
defined as the state of Washington excluding King County. The number of observations
equals the number of PUMAs (45) times the number of quarters included in this analysis
(42). However, note that some of these PUMAs receive zero weight in the synthetic control
results.
***, **, and * denote statistically significance using a two-tailed test with p ≤ 0.01, 0.05, and
0.10, respectively.
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Quarter

Table 6: Main Results: Effect on Low-Wage Employment
Hours
Jobs
Quarters since
Passage/ Enforcement
SC
IFE
SC

IFE

2014.3

1

0.008
(0.018)

0.004
(0.013)

0.004
(0.017)

-0.006
(0.015)

2014.4

2

0.003
(0.018)

-0.001
(0.013)

-0.010
(0.021)

-0.023
(0.015)

2015.1

3

-0.023
(0.018)

-0.018
(0.013)

0.000
(0.023)

-0.013
(0.015)

2015.2

4/1

-0.013
(0.019)

-0.014
(0.014)

-0.014
(0.019)

-0.032**
(0.015)

2015.3

5/2

-0.034
(0.025)

-0.022
(0.020)

-0.019
(0.021)

-0.035*
(0.021)

2015.4

6/3

-0.021
(0.033)

-0.009
(0.019)

-0.045
(0.029)

-0.048***
(0.020)

2016.1

7/4

-0.106***
(0.031)

-0.090***
(0.024)

-0.051*
(0.028)

-0.053***
(0.021)

2016.2

8/5

-0.087***
(0.031)

-0.079***
(0.027)

-0.052*
(0.028)

-0.083***
(0.020)

2016.3

9/6

-0.102***
(0.042)

-0.100***
(0.034)

-0.063*
(0.036)

-0.106***
(0.024)

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. Permutation inference standard errors are reported for synthetic control,
while iid standard errors are reported for interactive fixed effects . N=1,890. Estimates for all jobs paying < $19 in
all industries, where the control region is defined as the state of Washington excluding King County. The number of
observations equals the number of PUMAs (45) times the number of quarters included in this analysis
(42). However, note that some of these PUMAs receive zero weight in the synthetic control results.
***, **, and * denote statistically significance using a two-tailed test with p ≤ 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10, respectively.
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Quarter

Table 7: Main Results: Effect on Payroll for Low-Wage Jobs
Quarters since passage/
enforcement
Synthetic Control
Interactive Fixed Effects

2014.3

1

0.011
(0.018)

0.010
(0.013)

2014.4

2

0.008
(0.018)

0.003
(0.013)

2015.1

3

-0.016
(0.019)

-0.014
(0.014)

2015.2

4/1

0.002
(0.019)

0.002
(0.014)

2015.3

5/2

-0.013
(0.025)

0.004
(0.020)

2015.4

6/3

-0.002
(0.034)

0.011
(0.019)

2016.1

7/4

-0.076***
(0.034)

-0.054*
(0.029)

2016.2

8/5

-0.053
(0.032)

-0.040
(0.031)

2016.3

9/6

-0.065
(0.044)

-0.060
(0.038)

Notes: n=1,890. Standard errors in parentheses. Permutation inference standard errors are reported for
synthetic control, while iid standard errors are reported for interactive fixed effects . Estimates for all jobs
paying < $19 in all industries, where the control region is defined as the state of Washington excluding
King County. The number of observations equals the number of PUMAs (45) times the number of quarters
included in this analysis (42). However, note that some of these PUMAs receive zero weight in the
synthetic control results.
***, **, and * denote statistically significance using a two-tailed test with p ≤ 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10,
respectively.
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Table 8: Estimates of the Elasticity of Labor Demand with respect to Minimum Wages
Quarters
Denominator is synthetic
Denominator is statutory
after
control estimated wage effect
increase in minimum wage
Passage/
Point
Point
Enforcement
Quarter
Estimate
95% Conf. Int.
Estimate
95% Conf. Int.
2015.2

4/1

-0.97

(-3.75, 1.81)

-0.08

(-0.32, 0.15)

2015.3

5/2

-1.80

(-4.49, 0.90)

-0.21

(-0.51, 0.09)

2015.4

6/3

-1.16

(-4.81, 2.50)

-0.13

(-0.53, 0.27)

2016.1

7/4

-3.46

(-5.87, -1.04)

-0.28

(-0.45, -0.12)

2016.2

8/5

-2.66

(-4.79, -0.54)

-0.23

(-0.40, -0.07)

2016.3

9/6

-2.82

(-5.38, -0.27)

-0.27

(-0.50, -0.05)

Notes: Confidence interval based on permutation inference. Estimates for all jobs paying < $19 in all industries,
where the control region is defined as the state of Washington excluding King County. % Δ Min. Wage is
defined as ($11 - $9.47)/$9.47 for quarters 1-3 after enforcement, and as ($13 - $9.47)/$9.47 for quarters 4-6 after
enforcement.
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Table 9 : Effect of Restricting Analysis to Food Service and Drinking Places
All
industries
Restaurant Industry (NAICS 722)
Quarter
Wages
since
under $19
Wages under $19
All wage levels
Passage/
Quarter Enforcement
Hours
Hours
Jobs
Jobs
Hours
0.008
-0.008
0.039
0.038
-0.008
2014.3
1
(0.018)
(0.030)
(0.030)
(0.029)
(0.029)
2014.4

2

0.003
(0.018)

-0.008
(0.031)

-0.006
(0.038)

0.035
(0.037)

0.009
(0.030)

2015.1

3

-0.023
(0.018)

-0.022
(0.043)

-0.005
(0.039)

-0.001
(0.038)

-0.008
(0.039)

2015.2

4/1

-0.013
(0.019)

-0.040
(0.038)

-0.033
(0.038)

0.008
(0.036)

-0.003
(0.038)

2015.3

5/2

-0.034
(0.025)

-0.071
(0.050)

-0.019
(0.049)

0.031
(0.051)

-0.027
(0.052)

2015.4

6/3

-0.021
(0.033)

-0.036
(0.054)

-0.077*
(0.047)

0.002
(0.048)

0.023
(0.056)

2016.1

7/4

-0.106***
(0.031)

-0.101*
(0.059)

-0.110**
(0.052)

-0.016
(0.057)

-0.005
(0.069)

2016.2

8/5

-0.087***
(0.031)

-0.099*
(0.060)

-0.122**
(0.058)

0.031
(0.066)

0.006
(0.070)

2016.3

9/6

-0.102***
(0.042)

-0.102
(0.066)

-0.105*
(0.056)

-0.004
(0.067)

-0.024
(0.078)

Notes: n=1,890. Standard errors in parentheses. Permutation inference standard errors are reported for
synthetic control. The control region is defined as the state of Washington excluding King County. Estimates
using Synthetic Control reported. NAICS 722 = Food services and drinking places. The number of
observations equals the number of PUMAs (45) times the number of quarters included in this analysis
(42). However, note that some of these PUMAs receive zero weight in the synthetic control results.
***, **, and * denote statistically significance using a two-tailed test with p ≤ 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10,
respectively.
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Figure 1: Rates of Transition from Locatable to Non-Locatable Employment
Panel A. P(non-locatable job in t | locatable and paid under $19/hour in t-4, employed in WA in t)
by initial location

Pane B. P(non-locatable job in t | locatable and paid under $19/hour in t-4)
by initial location

Notes: Non-locatable jobs are defined as those in a non-locatable business anywhere in
Washington State. Hourly wages are inflation-adjusted to the 2nd quarter of 2015 using CPI-W.
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Figure 2: Changes in the Wage Distribution in Seattle

Notes: Authors calculations based on UI records from State of WA using the sample of jobs in
locatable employers in Seattle. Wage rates and earnings are expressed in constant prices of 2015
Q2.
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Figure 3: Cumulative Density Function for Wages of Low-wage Workers

Notes: Workers who were employed in Seattle by locatable establishments in periods t and t-4,
and paid less than $19 in t-4.
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Figure 4: Geography of Seattle and King, Snohomish, Kitsap, and Pierce Counties
Panel A: Seattle’s Water Boundaries

Source: https://www.google.com/maps/
Panel B: Difference-in-Differences Regions

Panel C: Population Density by Census Block, 2010

Source: http://www.ofm.wa.gov/pop/census2010/pl/maps/map05.asp
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Figure 5: Geography of Washington’s PUMAs
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Figure 6: Employment, Wages, and Payroll in Seattle Compared to Synthetic Seattle in Jobs Paying Less than $19 Per Hour
Panel A: Average Wage

Panel C: Number of Jobs

Panel B: Hours Worked

Panel D: Payroll
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of the Estimated Effects on Percentage Change in Hours Worked
Using Different Thresholds

Notes: Point estimates using the synthetic control method are shown by the lines, while 95%
confidence intervals centered around these estimates are shown by the shaded regions.
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of the Estimated Effects on Total Hours Worked Using Different
Thresholds

Notes: Point estimates using the synthetic control method are shown by the lines, while 95%
confidence intervals centered around these estimates are shown by the shaded regions.
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Figure 9: Sensitivity of the Estimated Elasticity of Labor Demand With Respect to Wages
Using Different Thresholds

Notes: Point estimates using the synthetic control method are shown by the lines, while 95%
confidence intervals centered around these estimates are shown by the shaded regions.
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On-Line Appendix Tables and Figures
Appendix Table 1: Number of Jobs in Seattle’s Locatable Establishments,
by Industry and Wage Level
Total Number of Employees
Industry (NAICS Sector)

Number of Employees paid <$19 per
hour

Included
in
Analysis

Excluded
from
Analysis

Share
Included

Included
in Analysis

Excluded
from
Analysis

Share
Included

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting

60,714

20,065

75.2%

50,650

17,053

74.8%

Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction

1,677

857

66.2%

325

91

78.1%

Utilities

6,777

7,513

47.4%

670

320

67.7%

Construction

130,621

19,380

87.1%

31,720

3,546

89.9%

Manufacturing

146,599

130,360

52.9%

61,200

20,323

75.1%

Wholesale Trade

74,148

45,109

62.2%

26,516

14,746

64.3%

Retail Trade

135,748

173,901

43.8%

85,816

115,401

42.6%

Transportation and Warehousing

47,059

46,900

50.1%

17,915

10,082

64.0%

Information

72,647

31,425

69.8%

7,617

6,734

53.1%

Finance and Insurance

36,354

58,924

38.2%

9,335

16,697

35.9%

Real Estate and Rental and Leasing

31,130

14,672

68.0%

15,741

7,163

68.7%

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

117,455

32,765

78.2%

22,423

6,229

78.3%

Management of Companies and Enterprises
Administrative and Support and Waste Management
and Remediation Services

3,832

3,798

50.2%

458

1,142

28.6%

96,906

51,992

65.1%

48,732

33,148

59.5%

Educational Services

179,519

62,173

74.3%

57,383

15,665

78.6%

Health Care and Social Assistance

212,455

143,618

59.7%

106,209

66,186

61.6%

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation

49,248

9,025

84.5%

31,737

5,273

85.8%

Accommodation and Food Services

132,324

79,971

62.3%

106,242

60,561

63.7%

Other Services (except Public Administration)

58,944

19,379

75.3%

31,243

12,882

70.8%

Public Administration

78,291

68,002

53.5%

13,295

11,746

53.1%

1,672,448

1,019,875

62.1%

725,231

425,023

63.0%

Total

Notes: Firms are defined by federal tax Employer Identification Numbers. Statistics are computed for the average quarter between 2005.1 to
2016.3. “Excluded from Analysis” includes two categories of firms: (1) Multi-location firms (flagged as such in UI data), and (2) Singlelocation firms which operate statewide or whose location could not be determined.
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Appendix Table 2: Number of Jobs in Seattle’s Locatable Establishments, by Wage Level
Quarters After:
Passage /
Under
Quarter
Enforcement
$13
Panel A: Seattle
39,807
2014.2
0
40,706
2014.3
1
35,421
2014.4
2
35,085
2015.1
3
35,075
2015.2
4/1
33,959
2015.3
5/2
30,002
2015.4
6/3
24,662
2016.1
7/4
24,420
2016.2
8/5
23,232
2016.3
9/6
Panel B: Washington State (including
Seattle)
458,807
2014.2
0
481,075
2014.3
1
431,551
2014.4
2
433,749
2015.1
3
434,072
2015.2
4/1
441,220
2015.3
5/2
400,306
2015.4
6/3
392,573
2016.1
7/4
370,939
2016.2
8/5
370,333
2016.3
9/6

Number of jobs, absolute value
Jobs paying
$19 to
$25 to
$30 to
$35 to
$25
$30
$35
$40

$13 to
$19

$40 and
above

53,152
54,207
54,177
55,728
57,593
59,423
57,065
62,460
64,011
63,610

44,076
43,795
43,494
43,341
45,609
45,208
44,548
45,794
49,437
49,047

27,793
27,375
28,947
28,919
30,085
30,140
30,547
30,730
32,155
31,277

21,848
21,683
22,920
23,102
23,920
23,889
24,154
24,585
25,670
24,816

20,016
19,908
20,685
20,891
19,192
21,355
22,310
22,158
22,800
23,059

85,948
93,218
97,445
98,163
100,412
106,833
111,569
110,971
113,434
121,476

434,216
431,208
451,306
441,660
461,186
461,944
472,108
470,059
478,860
466,528

307,615
307,262
312,764
304,120
317,136
315,665
319,016
314,359
338,816
327,986

174,202
177,187
188,893
184,817
186,442
191,594
196,468
193,384
192,767
191,790

130,385
130,441
139,294
136,687
137,569
139,622
144,892
142,870
144,546
141,932

108,336
104,748
114,271
113,934
110,101
111,502
118,198
116,854
118,098
114,350

401,680
440,004
439,626
432,791
444,056
492,744
486,026
464,950
480,613
516,659
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Appendix Table 3: Elasticity Estimates from Selected Literature
Level of
Government

Industry and Outcome

Years

State

Restaurant Employment
All Jobs

19902010

State

Restaurant Employment
All Jobs

20002011

DnD (State and Time FE)
Synthetic Matching Estimator

-0.12
-0.06

State

Restaurant Employment
All Jobs

19902006

DnD (Census division-by-period fixed effects and County FE)
+ State linear trend
Contiguous Border County Pair Sample (County and Quarter FE)
Contiguous Border County Pair Sample (County-pair × period FE)

-0.02
-0.04
-0.11
0.02

State

Restaurant Employment
All Jobs

20002011

DnD (County and Quarter FE)
DnD (Contiguous County-Pair Quarter FE + County FE)

-0.07
-0.02

19902005

DnD (County and Quarter Fixed Effects)
+ Linear County Trends
+ Quadratic County Trends
+ Cubic County Trends
+ Quartic County Trends
+ Fifth-order County Trends

-0.10
-0.01
-0.05
-0.04
-0.06
-0.05

19902012

DnD (County and Quarter FE)
+ Linear County Trends
+ Quadratic County Trends
+ Cubic County Trends
+ Quartic County Trends
+ Fifth-order County Trends

0.00
-0.04
-0.02
-0.04
-0.02
-0.01

19902014

DnD relative to All Counties (County and Quarter FE)
DnD Contiguous Border County Pair with (County and Quarter FE)
DnD Contiguous Border County Pair with (County-pair × Quarter
FE)

-0.24
-0.18
0.02

State

State

Restaurant Employment
All Jobs

Restaurant Employment
All Jobs

Method
Interactive FE
Common Correlated Effects-Pooled Estimator
Common Correlated Effects-Mean Group Estimator
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Elasticity
-0.04
-0.01
-0.01

Unweighted Average

-0.05

Unweighted Standard Deviation

0.06

Appendix Figure 1: Changes in the Wage Distribution in Outlying King County and
Snohomish, Pierce, and Kitsap Counties.

Notes: Authors calculations based on UI records from State of WA using the sample of jobs in
locatable employers. Wage rates and earnings are expressed in constant prices of 2015 Q2.
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Appendix Figure 2: Weights Chosen by Synthetic Control Estimator, by Outcome.
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Appendix Figure 3: Sensitivity of the Interactive Fixed Effects Estimates to the Number of
Factors Used
Panel A: Average Wage,
Jobs paying <$19 per hour

Panel C: Number of Jobs,
Jobs paying <$19 per hour

Panel B: Hours Worked,
Jobs paying <$19 per hour

Panel D: Payroll,
Jobs paying <$19 per hour
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Appendix Figure 4: Employment, Wages, and Payroll in Seattle Compared to Outlying King County and Snohomish, Kitsap,
and Pierce Counties
Panel A: Average Wage

Panel C: Number of Jobs

Panel B: Hours Worked

Panel D: Payroll
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State Minimum Wages | 2019 Minimum Wage by State
1/7/2019

The table below reflects current state minimum wages in effect as of January 1, 2019, as well as future enacted
increases.

Summary
2019 Highlights
◾

◾

◾

Eighteen states began the new year with higher minimum wages. Eight states (Alaska, Florida, Minnesota,
Montana, New Jersey, Ohio, South Dakota, and Vermont) automatically increased their rates based on the cost of
living, while ten states (Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Maine, Massacusetts, Missouri, New York, Rhode
Island and Washington) increased their rates due to previously approved legislation or ballot initiatives. Other
states that will see rate increases during the 2019 calendar year include: D.C., Delaware, Michigan, and Oregon.
New Jersey enacted AB 15 in February, which will greadually increase the minimum wage rate to $15 by 2024.
(The minimum wage for tipped employees will increase to $9.87 over the same period.) The schedule of annual
increases was delayed for certain seasonal workers and employees of small employers, and a training wage of 90
percent of the minimum wage was created for cetain employees for their first 120 hours of work.
Illinois enacted SB 1 in February, which will phase in a minimum wage increase to $15 by 2025. The measure also
adjusted the youth wage for workers under age 18 (it will gradually increase to $13.00 by 2025) and created an tax
credit program to offset labor cost increases for smaller employers.

2018 Highlights
◾

◾
◾
◾
◾

Eighteen states began the new year with higher minimum wages. Eight states (Alaska, Florida, Minnesota,
Missouri, Montana, New Jersey, Ohio, and South Dakota) automatically increased their rates based on the cost of
living, while eleven states (Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Maine, Michigan, New York, Rhode Island,
Vermont and Washington) increased their rates due to previously approved legislation or ballot initiatives.
Massachusetts enacted a measure (HB 4640) to increase the state minimum wage to $15.00 over five years. The
tipped wage would rise to $6.75 from $3.75 over the same time period.
Delaware enacted SB 170, which phases in a two-step increase. The rate rises from $8.25 to $8.75 effective
January 1, 2019 (as amended by HB 483), and will increase again to $9.25 effective October 1, 2019.
Voters in Arkansas and Missouri approved ballot initiatives phasing in increases to $11.00 and $12.00 per hour,
respectively.
The Michigan legislature enacted SB 1171, which raises the minimum wage on an annual basis until it reaches
$12.05 in 2030.

2017 Highlights
◾

◾

Nineteen states began 2017 with higher minimum wages. Seven states (Alaska, Florida, Missouri, Montana, New
Jersey, Ohio and South Dakota) automatically increased their rates based on the cost of living, five states
(Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Maine and Washington) increased their rates through ballot initiatives previously
approved by voters, and seven states (California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Michigan, New York and
Vermont) did so as a result of legislation passed in prior sessions. Washington D.C., Maryland and Oregon raised
their respective minimum wages on July 1, 2017 due to previously enacted legislation.
Rhode Island was the only state to enact a minimum wage increase during 2017 legislative sessions.

2016 Highlights

◾

Voters in Arizona, Colorado, Maine, and Washington approved November ballot measures to raise their respective
minimum wages. Arizona, Colorado, and Maine will incrementally increase their minimum wages to $12 an hour by
2020. Washington's will be increased incrementally to $13.50 an hour by 2020.

◾

◾

◾
◾

◾

◾

◾

New York became the second state to pass a new law that would raise the minimum wage in New York City to $15
per hour by the end of 2018. Washington D.C. followed suit, enacting a law to raise the minimum wage in the
District to $15 per hour by July 1, 2020.
On April 4, California Governor Jerry Brown signed Senate Bill 3 into law. The new law increases the minimum
wage to $15 per hour by Jan. 1, 2022, for employers with 26 or more employees. For employers with 25 or fewer
employees the minimum wage will reach $15 per hour by Jan. 1, 2023. Increases may be paused by the governor
if certain economic or budgetary conditions exist. Beginning the first Jan. 1 after the minimum wage reaches $15
per hour for smaller employers, the minimum wage is indexed annually for inflation.
On March 23, Governor Kenneth Mapp of the Virgin Islands signed Act 7856, establishing an $8.35 minimum wage
with scheduled annual increases on June 1, 2017 and 2018 until the rate reaches $10.50.
On March 2, Oregon Governor Kate Brown signed SB 1532 into law. It establishes a series of annual minimum
wage increases from July 1, 2016 through July 1, 2022. Beginning July 1, 2023, the minimum wage rate will be
indexed to inflation based on the Consumer Price Index.
Fourteen states begin the new year with higher minimum wages. Of those, 12 states increased their rates through
legislation passed in the 2014 or 2015 sessions, while two states automatically increased their rates based on the
cost of living.
Of the 11 states that currently tie increases to the cost of living, eight did not increase their minimum wage rates for
2016. Colorado provided for an 8-cent increase and South Dakota granted a 5-cent increase per hour. Increases in
Nevada are required to take effect in July.
Maryland, Minnesota and D.C. have additional increases scheduled for 2016. Nevada will announce in July
whether or not there will be a cost of living increase to their indexed minimum wage.

2015 Highlights
◾
◾

◾

The Rhode Island legislature enacted an increase, taking the state minimum wage to $9.60 effective Jan. 1, 2016.
(HB 5074 / S194)
The increases D.C. and Maryland passed during the 2014 session take effect July 1, 2015. D.C.'s new wage of
$10.50 an hour makes it the first jurisdiction to cross the $10 threshold among the states. Maryland's minimum
wage rose to $8.25 on July 1.
Delaware also passed an increase in 2014, which took effect June 1, 2015, increasing the state's minimum wage
to $8.25 an hour.

2014 highlights
◾
◾

Lawmakers in Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Rhode Island,
Vermont, West Virginia and D.C. enacted increases during the 2014 session.
Voters in Alaska, Arkansas, Nebraska and South Dakota approved minimum wage increases through ballot
measures.

Currently, 29 states and D.C. have minimum wages above the federal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour.
Five states have not adopted a state minimum wage: Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina and Tennessee.
New Hampshire repealed their state minimum wage in 2011 but adopted the federal minimum wage by reference.

State Legislation
◾
◾

Minimum wage legislation database
Blog: Minimum Wage Developments (August 2018)

STATE MINIMUM WAGE LEGISLATION
Minimum Wage
State

Alabama

none

Alaska

$9.89

Future Enacted
Increases

Indexed Automatic
Annual Adjustments

Minimum Wage
State

Future Enacted
Increases

Indexed Automatic
Annual Adjustments

Rate increased annually based on cost
of living beginning Jan. 2021 (2016
ballot measure)

American Samoa

varies 1

Arizona

$11.00

$12.00 eff. 1-1-20

Arkansas

$9.25

$10.00 eff. 1-1-20
$11.00 eff. 1-1-21

California2

$12.00

$13.00 eff. 1-1-20
$14.00 eff. 1-1-21

Indexed annual increases based on
CPI begin Jan. 1, 2023

$15.00 eff. 1-1-22
Colorado

Connecticut

$11.10

$12.00 eff. 1-1-20

Rate increased annually based on cost
of living beginning Jan. 1 2021 (2016
ballot measure)

$10.103

Delaware

$8.75

$9.25 eff. 10-1-19

D.C.

$13.25

$14.00 eff. 7-1-19
$15.00 eff. 7-1-20

Florida

$8.46

Georgia

$5.15

Guam

$8.25

Hawaii

$10.10

Idaho

$7.25

Illinois

$8.25

Indexed annual increases based on
CPI begin July 1, 2021

Annual increase based cost of living.
(Constitutional amendment 2004)

$9.25 eff. 1-1-20
$10.00 eff. 7-1-20
$11.00 eff. 1-1-21
$12.00 eff. 1-1-22
$13.00 eff. 1-1-23
$14.00 eff. 1-1-24
$15.00 eff. 1-1-25

Minimum Wage
State

Indiana

$7.25

Iowa

$7.25

Kansas

$7.25

Kentucky

$7.25

Louisiana

none

Maine

$11.00 5

Maryland

$10.10

Massachusetts

$12.00 6

Future Enacted
Increases

Indexed Automatic
Annual Adjustments

$12.00 eff. 1-1-20

Indexed annual increases based on
CPI begin Jan 1, 2021

$12.75 eff. 1-1-20
$13.50 eff. 1-1-21
$14.25 eff. 1-1-22
$15.00 eff. 1-1-23

Michigan

$9.25

$9.45 eff. 3-29-19
$9.65 eff. 2020
$9.87 eff. 2021
$10.10 eff. 2022
$10.33 eff. 2023
$10.56 eff. 2024
$10.80 eff. 2025
$11.04 eff. 2026
$11.29 eff. 2027
$11.54 eff. 2028
$11.79 eff. 2029
$12.05 eff. 2030

Minnesota

$9.86/$8.04 7

Indexed annual increases begin
Jan. 1, 2018.
(2014 legislation)

Mississippi

none

Minimum Wage

Future Enacted
Increases

Indexed Automatic
Annual Adjustments

$8.60 8

$8.60 eff. 1-1-19

Minimum wage increased or decreased
by cost of living starting Jan. 1, 2024.
(2018 ballot measure)

State

Missouri

$9.45 eff. 1-1-20
$10.30 eff. 1-1-21
$11.15 eff. 1-1-22
$12.00 eff. 1-1-23
Montana

$8.50/$4.00 9

Nebraska

$9.00

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Jersey

Increases done annually based on the
CPI and effective Jan. 1 of the following
year. (2006 ballot measure)

$8.25/$7.25 10

Increases subject to the federal
minimum wage and consumer price
index. Increases take effect July 1.
(Constitutional amendment 2004/2006).

repealed by HB 133
(2011)
$8.85 11

$10.00 eff. 7-1-19
$11.00 eff. 1-1-20

Indexed annual increases based on the
CPI beginning 2025. (2019 legislation)

$12.00 eff. 1-1-21
$13.00 eff. 1-1-22
$14.00 eff. 1-1-23
$15.00 eff. 1-1-24
New Mexico
New York

$7.50
$11.1012

$11.80 eff. 12-31-19
$12.50 eff. 12-31-20
After 12-31-20, the rate is
adjusted annually for inflation
until it reaches $15.00

North Carolina

$7.25

North Dakota

$7.25

Northern Mariana Islands

Ohio

$7.25

$8.55/$7.2513

Indexed annual increases based on the

Minimum Wage
State

Oklahoma
Oregon

Future Enacted
Increases

Indexed Automatic
Annual Adjustments

$11.25 eff. 7-1-19

Indexed annual increases based on the
CPI are effective July 1, 2023 (2016
legislation)

$7.25/$2.00 14
$10.7515

$12.00 eff. 7-1-20
$12.75 eff. 7-1-21
$13.50 eff. 7-1-22
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island

$7.25
$7.25/$5.08 16
$10.50

South Carolina

none

South Dakota

$9.10

Tennessee

none

Texas

$7.25

Utah

$7.25

Vermont

$10.78

Virgin Islands

$10.50

Virginia

$7.25

Washington

$12.00

West Virginia

$8.75

Wisconsin

$7.25

Wyoming

$5.15

Annual indexed increases begin
Jan. 1, 2016. (2014 ballot measure.)

Beginning Jan. 1, 2019, minimum wage
increased annually by 5% or the CPI,
whichever is smaller; it cannot decrease.
Note: Vermont started indexing in 2007
but enacted additional increases in
2014.
(2014 legislation)

$13.50 eff. 1-1-2020

Annual indexed increases began Jan. 1,
2020. (ballot measure 2016)

Sources: U.S. Dept. of Labor, http://www.dol.gov/esa/minwage/america.htm; and state web sites.

Notes
American Samoa: The Fair Minimum Wage Act of 2007 (Public Law 110-28) sets minimum wage rates within American

1

Samoa and provides for additional increases in the minimum wage of $0.50 per hour each year on May 25, until reaching
the minimum wage generally applicable in the United States. The wage rates are set for particular industries, not for an
employee's particular occupation. The rates are minimum rates; an employer may choose to pay an employee at a rate
higher than the rate(s) for its industry.
California: The minimum wage scheduled increases are delayed by one year for employers with 25 or fewer
employees. The rate increases to $10.50 per hour effective 1/1/2018 and is increased by $1.00 increments annually until
it reaches $15.00 effective 1/1/2023

2

Connecticut: The Connecticut minimum wage rate automatically increases to 1/2 of 1 percent above the rate set in the

3

Fair Labor Standards Act if the Federal minimum wage rate equals or becomes higher than the State minimum.
Illinois: Employers with 50 or fewer full time employees are eligible for a tax credit equal to a certain percentage of the
cost of their annual wage increases. Employers are only eligible for the credit if the average wage for employees making
$55,000 or less increases over the year. The amount of the credit that can be claimed is as follows: 25 percent for the
2020 reporting period; 21 percent for 2021; 17 percent for 2022; 13 percent for 2023; 9 percent for 2024; 5 percent for
2025; 5 percent for 2026; 5 percent for 2027, but only for employers with no more than five employees.

4

5

The Maine minimum wage is automatically replaced with the Federal minimum wage rate if it is higher than the State

minimum.
The Massachusetts minimum wage rate automatically increases to 10 cents above the rate set in the Fair Labor

6

Standards Act if the Federal minimum wage equals or becomes higher than the State minimum.
Minnesota: With the passage of H.B. 2091 (2014), the annual sales volume threshold was reduced to $500,000. For

7

large employers, with an annual sales volume of $500,000 or more, the minimum wage is currently $9.50; for small
employers, those with an annual sales volume of less than $500,000, the minimum wage is $7.75.
Missouri - In addition to the exemption for federally covered employment, the law exempts, among others, employees

8

of a retail or service business with gross annual sales or business done of less than $500,000.
Montana: the $4.00 rate applies to businesses with gross annual sales of $110,000 or less; $8.15 applies to all others.

9

10

Nevada: $8.25 without health benefits; $7.25 with health benefits.

New Jersey: For small employers (six employees or fewer) the schedule of increases is as followers: $10.30 eff. 1-120; $11.10 eff. 1-1-21; $11.90 eff. 1-1-22; $12.70 eff. 1-1-23; $13.50 eff. 1-1-24; $14.30 eff. 1-1-25; $15.00 eff 1-1-26.

11

12

New York: The new minimum wage varies across the state based on geographical location and, in New York City, employer size.

NEW YORK MINIMUM WAGE
Year

NYC Large Employers (11 or more employees)

NYC Small Employers (10 or fewer employees)

Ny Downstate (Nassau, Suffolk, and Westchester counties)

12/31/2017

$13.00

$12.00

$11.00

12/31/2018

$15.00

$13.50

$12.00

12/31/2019

--

$15.00

$13.00

12/31/2020

--

--

$14.00

12/31/2021

--

--

$15.00

13

Ohio: $7:25 for employers grossing $299,000 or less

14

Oklahoma: Employers of ten or more full time employees at any one location and employers with annual gross sales

over $100,000 irrespective of number of full time employees are subject to federal minimum wage; all others are subject
to state minimum wage of $2.00 (OK ST T. 40 § 197.5).
Oregon: In addition to the new standard minimum wage rate, SB 1532 sets out a higher rate for employers located in
the urban growth boundary, and a lower rate for employers located in nonurban counties. Their respective planned
increases are below.

15

OREGON MINIMUM WAGE
Year

16

Portland Metro

Nonurban Counties

7/1/2016

$9.75

$9.50

7/1/2017

$11.25

$10.00

7/1/2018

$12.00

$10.50

7/1/2019

$12.50

$11.00

7/1/2020

$13.25

$11.50

7/1/2021

$14.00

$12.00

7/1/2022

$14.75

$12.50

7/1/2023

$1.25 over standard min. wage

$1 below standard min. wage

Puerto Rico: Employers covered by the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) are subject to the Federal minimum

wage of $7.25. Employers not covered by the FLSA will be subject to a minimum wage that is at least 70 percent of the
Federal minimum wage or the applicable mandatory decree rate of $5.08, whichever is higher. The Secretary of Labor
and Human Resources may authorize a rate based on a lower percentage for any employer who can show that
implementation of the 70 percent rate would substantially curtail employment in that business.

Other Exceptions
◾
◾
◾

Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas, Puerto Rico, Utah, and Virginia exclude from coverage any employment that is
subject to the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act.
Hawaii, Kansas, and Michigan exclude from coverage any employment that is subject to the Federal Fair Labor
Standards Act, if the State wage is higher than the Federal wage.
The Georgia state minimum wage is $5.15. Employees covered under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act are
subject to the federal minimum wage of $7.25, but those not covered under the FLSA may be paid the state
minimum wage of $5.15.
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How does a federal minimum wage hike affect aggregate
household spending?
by Daniel Aaronson, vice president and director of microeconomic research, and Eric French, senior economist and research advisor

This article finds that a federal minimum wage hike would boost the real income and
spending of minimum wage households. The impact could be sufficient to offset increasing
consumer prices and declining real spending by most non-minimum-wage households
and, therefore, lead to an increase in aggregate household spending. The authors calculate
that a $1.75 hike in the hourly federal minimum wage could increase the level of real
gross domestic product (GDP) by up to 0.3 percentage points in the near term, but with
virtually no effect in the long term.

A central part of President Obama’s
2013 State of the Union address was a
proposal to gradually raise the hourly
federal minimum wage from $7.25 to $9.
Proponents of a higher minimum wage
argue it provides economic stimulus by
putting money into
1. 2012 distribution of wages in U.S. economy
the hands of people
who are especially
Number of		
Total wage Share of
Worker
workers
Share of
payments
wage
likely to spend the excategory
(in millions) workers
($ billions) payments
tra income.1 Oppo$6–$7.25/hour
2
0.02
23
0.00
nents say a higher
minimum wage forces
$6–$9/hour
15
0.13
204
0.04
firms that employ
$6–$10/hour
22
0.19
338
0.07
minimum wage workAll hourly workers
69
0.59
2,165
0.43
ers to cut jobs or
All workers
117
1.00
5,073
1.00
raise prices on goods
Notes: Sample weights are used to make the Current Population Survey (CPS) responand services. In this
dents comparable to the work force of the U.S. economy aged 16 years and older. Workers paid below the minimum wage of $7.25 per hour appear in the CPS mostly on account
Chicago Fed Letter, we
of measurement errors in self-reported data. Workers whose reported wages fall below
$6 per hour are excluded. Note that tips are included in the wage payment calculations.
use estimates from our
Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
research to analyze
Current Population Survey.
both arguments.2

We begin by assessing the number of
workers whose wages would be affected
by a $1.75 hike in the hourly federal minimum wage. Next, based on our prior research, we predict the likely effects of an
increase in the hourly federal minimum
wage on total household income, consumer prices, and aggregate household

spending. We show that a $1.75 increase
in the minimum wage could raise real
GDP by about 0.3 percentage points
over the short run (first year). Allowing
more workers to lose their jobs or allowing
the spending response to be smaller than
our baseline estimates lowers our projected impact of the minimum wage hike
on real GDP over the short run. In addition, we predict the hike’s impact on real
GDP to be close to zero over the long run.3
We view the minimum wage as essentially
a “tax and transfer” program. Firms that
have to pay higher wages to their workers respond by raising prices on their
goods and services. Higher prices on
goods and services offset the income
benefit for minimum wage workers and
reduce the real income of non-minimumwage workers who did not get a wage
increase. Still, an increase in aggregate
household spending can arise if minimum
wage workers have a higher propensity
to spend—particularly in the short run—
than non-minimum-wage workers.
Whose wages are affected by a
minimum wage hike?

Figure 1 highlights the low end of the
U.S. wage distribution using data from

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’
Current Population Survey (CPS). Approximately 2 million workers, or 2% of the
work force, were paid at or just below
the current hourly federal minimum
wage of $7.25 in 2012. Roughly 15 million workers, representing 13% of the
work force, made $6–$9 per hour (i.e.,
at or somewhat below the proposed
new federal minimum). Employers are

National Income and Product Accounts of
the United States for that year. Most likely
this difference arises from an understatement of the earnings of high-income
individuals in the CPS, because such
individuals are difficult to reach via
household surveys. If aggregate wage
income has been understated, figure 1
overstates the share of total wage payments going to low-wage individuals.

In the near term, a minimum wage hike can stimulate economic
activity by putting money into the hands of people who are
especially likely to spend it.
not required to raise the wages of workers already earning above the new minimum wage. However, in practice they
may. Therefore, we include an additional 7 million workers who made
slightly more than the proposed new
federal minimum wage—i.e., those
earning $9–$10 per hour.
Although a substantial share of workers
would be affected by minimum wage
legislation, its effect on wage payments
would be relatively smaller. We estimate
that in 2012 roughly $200 billion, or
4% of total CPS-reported wage payments,
went to workers earning $6–$9 per hour,
and $338 billion, or 7% of total CPSreported wage payments, went to those
earning $6–$10 per hour.
When inferring the likely impact on total
household income, consumer prices,
and aggregate household spending
from the proposed federal minimum
wage hike, we face two important issues.
First, 19 states and a handful of cities
currently offer a minimum wage above—
and sometimes well above—the federal
minimum wage. So, if the hourly federal
minimum wage were raised by $1.75,
these states and cities might raise their
hourly minimum wages above $9. To
partly account for this, we allow earnings and spending to rise somewhat for
the wage group earning $9–$10 per hour.
Second, the aggregate wage income of
$5.07 trillion computed from the CPS
for 2012 is lower than the aggregate
wage income of $6.88 trillion reported
in the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis’s

Accounting for this possible overstatement reduces the share of total wage
payments going to those making $6–$9
per hour from 4% to 3%.
Household income

Next, we compute what happens to total
household income as a result of an increase in the hourly federal minimum
wage from $7.25 to $9. In Aaronson,
Agarwal, and French (2012), we used
data from three large, representative
data sets—the CPS, the U.S. Census
Bureau’s Survey of Income and Program
Participation, and the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics’ Consumer Expenditure
Survey—to estimate the impact of a minimum wage hike on household income
with adult minimum wage workers. We
found that the average real income of
households with adult minimum wage
workers rose by $250 per quarter during the first few quarters in response to
a $1 increase in the minimum wage.4
If we assume that 15 million workers
earning $6–$9 per hour in 2012 receive
a $1.75 hourly wage increase and that
the income response is proportional to
what we found before, aggregate income
will rise by $250 × $1.75 × 15 million =
$6.6 billion per quarter, or roughly
$26 billion during the year immediately
following the hike. Those making
$9–$10 per hour likely receive a smaller
income increase than those making less.
Assuming that the income increase for
those earning $9–$10 per hour is only onethird of that for those earning $6–$9 per
hour (or $250/3 = $83), we find that

those earning $9–$10 per hour would
receive $83 × $1.75 × 7 million = $1 billion
per quarter, or $4 billion per year. We
also found in Aaronson, Agarwal, and
French (2012) that the income response
to a minimum wage increase is isolated
to the groups of workers at and just
above the minimum wage. Therefore,
the total income gain for all workers is
approximately $30 billion per year.
Our analysis in Aaronson, Agarwal, and
French (2012) was of adult minimum
wage workers—specifically, minimum
wage workers who are a household’s head
and spouse aged 18 and older (or in the
absence of a spouse, another working
household member aged at least 18).
Teenagers (unless they happen to be
counted as one of their household’s two
adult workers) and low-skilled workers
without jobs prior to the minimum wage
increase were omitted from our analysis.
There is some evidence that minimum
wage hikes might make it harder to get
a job, especially for teenagers, who represent 23% of the minimum wage labor
force.5 We return to this issue later.
Consumer prices

Using a variety of U.S. and Canadian
data, we demonstrated in Aaronson
(2001) and Aaronson, French, and
MacDonald (2008) that immediately
after a minimum wage increase, limitedservice restaurants (i.e., fast-food restaurants) employing minimum wage workers
pass close to 100% of the higher labor
costs on to consumers in the form of
higher prices.
We conjecture that other (nonrestaurant)
firms employing minimum wage workers
or using intermediate inputs requiring
minimum wage labor also pass close to
100% of the higher labor costs on to
consumers in the form of higher prices.6
A simple way to predict how a $1.75 increase in the hourly federal minimum
wage affects the price level is to compare
the increase in earnings resulting from
the hike to the level of real GDP (for
aggregate prices) or to the level of total
household consumption (for aggregate
consumer prices) under the assumption
of no disemployment effects. Based on
our estimate of a $30 billion earnings
impact in the first year, we calculate

that aggregate prices would rise by
0.19% (= $30 billion/$15.685 trillion
of 2012 real GDP) and aggregate consumer prices would go up by 0.27%
(= $30 billion/$11.12 trillion of 2012
total household consumption).7
Aggregate household spending

Finally, to quantify the aggregate household spending response to a federal
minimum wage hike, we need to consider the spending of both minimum
wage and non-minimum-wage earners
in response to the minimum wage hike.
Minimum wage earner spending

In Aaronson, Agarwal, and French
(2012), we found that real spending in
households with adult minimum wage
workers rises, on average, by approximately $700 per quarter during the first
few quarters following a $1 hike in the
hourly minimum wage. This additional
spending, which exceeds the immediate income gain of $250 per quarter, is
primarily on durable goods, particularly
new vehicles (financed with credit).
Our research shows that these patterns
can be partly reconciled by augmenting
a standard dynamic model of consumer
behavior to allow for the ability to borrow against durable goods. The intuition
for this result is simple. Suppose a household must make a 20% down payment
on an auto purchase. The existence of
this borrowing opportunity implies an
extra $250 per quarter in income can
be leveraged up to $1,250 ($250/0.2 =
$1,250) in additional spending. This
amount of spending is well beyond what
we find in the actual data, perhaps because some minimum wage households
cannot finance nondurable purchases
with credit.
The spending estimate of $700 per quarter
in response to a $1 hike in the hourly
minimum wage applies to households
with adult minimum wage workers. It
seems likely that teenagers, who make
up 23% of all minimum wage workers,
have less access to credit and therefore
will not be able to leverage their earnings. Instead, let us assume that teenage minimum wage workers spend all
their income as they earn it. Given the
number of teen and adult workers who
are likely affected by a $1.75 hike in the

hourly federal minimum wage (including
those earning $9–$10 per hour), we calculate that spending among minimum
wage households could add as much as
$73 billion to the economy in the year
following the hike, which is 0.47% of
real GDP and 0.66% of total household
consumption in 2012.
Non-minimum-wage earner spending

Workers who earn above the minimum
wage may decrease their real spending
as a consequence of a minimum wage
hike because they typically face higher
product and service prices without the
benefit of an earnings boost. Suppose
that the spending propensity of nonminimum-wage workers is such that they
reduce their real spending by $800 for
every $1,000 of real income lost.8 Those
losing the $1,000 of real income through
higher prices may not reduce their spending by the full $1,000 but may instead
reduce their savings. We predict that
this loss for non-minimum-wage earners
results in a $25 billion decline in real
spending in the year following the minimum wage hike.
Total spending

Combining the estimates for minimum
wage earners and non-minimum-wage
earners, we predict that an increase of
$1.75 in the hourly federal minimum
wage raises aggregate household spending by roughly $48 billion in the year
following the minimum wage hike, or
0.3% of 2012 real GDP.
However, a few words of caution are in
order. First, as we mentioned already,
our analysis is based on household income and spending responses from
samples of adult minimum wage workers who had a minimum wage job before the hike. There is some evidence
that minimum wage hikes might make
it harder to get a job, especially for teenagers. Additionally, some workers, particularly teenagers, may lose their jobs
as a consequence of a minimum wage
hike. For these reasons, we introduce
“disemployment elasticities” of –0.5 for
teenagers and –0.25 for adults (i.e., for
every 10% increase in the minimum
wage, the employment of teenagers and
adults making the minimum wage would
fall by 5% and 2.5%, respectively). Our

reading is that these elasticities are at
the high end of the literature. Nevertheless, allowing for disemployment of
these magnitudes reduces the aggregate
spending gain following a $1.75 hike in
the federal minimum wage to $28 billion, or 0.2% of 2012 real GDP. The
aggregate spending gain would decline
to zero if we assume a disemployment
elasticity of –0.7 for both teens and
adults. Therefore, while more disemployment than we allow for is certainly
plausible and would clearly lower our
estimate of the spending response, it’s
unlikely to completely eliminate the
entire boost to aggregate spending.
Additionally, for those with low income
and poor credit scores, it may be harder
to purchase cars on credit after the financial crisis than it was during the sample
period of 1980–2008, which we used to
estimate the spending response. Indeed,
our estimated aggregate spending response is high relative to the rest of the
literature. Instead, if we assume that
the marginal propensity to spend (i.e.,
the propensity to spend the next dollar)
for households with adult minimum
wage workers is half as large in the year
following a minimum wage hike as what
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we estimate in the data, the aggregate
spending response to a $1.75 increase
in the hourly federal minimum wage
would be only $4 billion, or 0.02% of
2012 real GDP. This result highlights
the mechanism of our prediction—any
additional consumer spending from a
minimum wage hike arises from differences in the propensity to spend
among different income groups.

Finally, it’s important to stress that the
aggregate household spending response
discussed in this article is relevant for
only the first few quarters after a minimum wage hike. Beyond that time frame,
households must pay off debt they incurred in the short run by spending less.
Thus, a minimum wage hike provides
stimulus for a year or so, but serves as a
drag on the economy beyond that.

Conclusion

1 See, e.g., New York Times Company, 2013,

3 For further explanation of the calculations

5

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012, “Characteristics of minimum wage workers: 2011,”
report, Washington, DC, March 2, available
at www.bls.gov/cps/minwage2011.htm.

6

Prices and incomes might also rise following a minimum wage hike because of the
increase in aggregate demand for goods
and services. We do not account for this
possibility in our analysis.

7

Real GDP and total household consumption data are from the U.S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis.

8

See, e.g., Jonathan A. Parker, Nicholas S.
Souleles, David S. Johnson, and Robert
McClelland, 2011, “Consumer spending
and the economic stimulus payments of
2008,” National Bureau of Economic
Research, working paper, No. 16684,
January, available at www.nber.org/papers/
w16684.

in this article, see www.chicagofed.org/
digital_assets/others/people/research_
resources/aaronson_daniel/aaronson_
french_cfl_313_calculations.xlsx and
www.chicagofed.org/digital_assets/others/
people/research_resources/aaronson_
daniel/aaronson_french_cfl_313_
calculations_documentation.pdf.

“From the bottom up,” New York Times,
February 17, available at www.nytimes.com/
2013/02/18/opinion/wages-from-thebottom-up.html.

2 Daniel Aaronson, Sumit Agarwal, and

Eric French, 2012, “The spending and
debt response to minimum wage hikes,”
American Economic Review, Vol. 102, No. 7,
December, pp. 3111–3139; Daniel Aaronson,
Eric French, and James MacDonald, 2008,
“The minimum wage, restaurant prices,
and labor market structure,” Journal of
Human Resources, Vol. 43, No. 3, Summer,
pp. 688–720; and Daniel Aaronson, 2001,
“Price pass-through and the minimum wage,”
Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 83,
No. 1, February, pp. 158–169.
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To put this estimate into perspective, note
that adult minimum wage employees work,
on average, roughly 300 hours per quarter.
Under three assumptions—there is no disemployment (i.e., job loss) due to the minimum wage hike, all workers who are paid
close to the minimum wage are covered
by minimum wage laws, and there is no
measurement error—we anticipate a $1
minimum wage hike to increase each
adult minimum wage employee’s quarterly
earnings by $300.

Proponents of minimum wage increases
often claim that minimum wage hikes
will significantly boost the economy. We
are skeptical that minimum wage hikes
boost GDP in the long run. Nevertheless,
we do find evidence that putting money
into the hands of consumers, especially
low-wage consumers, leads to predictable
increases in spending in the short run.
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Do Minimum Wage Increases Really Reduce Public Assistance Receipt?
Abstract
Advocates of minimum wage increases claim that an unintended benefit of such
hikes is a reduction in means-tested public program participation. Using three
decades of data from the Current Population Survey, the Survey of Income and
Program Participation (SIPP), and the National Income and Product Accounts
(NIPA), this study comprehensively examines the effect of minimum wage
increases on five large means-tested public programs. We conclude that recent
evidence in support of minimum wage-induced declines in public assistance is
based on empirical models that conflate minimum wage effects with effects of the
state business cycle and fail falsification tests. Results from more credible
specifications show that minimum wage increases are largely ineffective at
reducing net program participation. Our findings are more consistent with
minimum wage-induced income redistribution whereby minimum wages decrease
the probability of welfare take-up for some low-skilled individuals, but decreases
the probability of welfare exit for others.

Keywords: minimum wage; welfare expenditures; means-tested public
assistance

I. Introduction
“There are so many very low-wage workers, and we pay for huge social welfare
programs for them. [Raising the minimum wage] would save something on the order of
tens of billions of dollars. Doesn’t it make more sense for employers to pay their workers
than the government?” -Republican Senatorial Candidate Ron Unz, New York Times
(2013)

Policymakers advocating higher minimum wages have long touted their potential to
reduce poverty (Roosevelt 1937; Clinton 1996; Obama 2013), but in an attempt to broaden
political support to include economic conservatives, advocates now claim that higher minimum
wages will reduce low-skilled individuals’ participation in and taxpayers’ spending on meanstested public assistance programs (Sanders 2016; Courtney 2014; McGovern 2014). In addition,
minimum wage-induced reductions in government spending could result in fewer distortionary
taxes, which would provide an efficiency rationale for minimum wage increases.
The effect of minimum wage increases on means-tested program participation is
theoretically ambiguous. If minimum wage hikes increase the earnings of individuals living in
poor or near-poor families (Congressional Budget Office 2014; Dube 2013; Neumark and
Wascher 2002), earnings gains may render these individuals ineligible for means-tested public
programs. In addition, earnings gains among public assistance recipients could reduce benefits
received during the phase-out portion of income eligibility. On the other hand, if minimum wage
increases induce adverse labor demand effects (Thompson 2009; Neumark and Wascher 2008;
Neumark et al. 2014; Sabia et al. 2016; Clemens and Wither 2016), then some low-skilled
individuals will be eligible for means-tested programs, increasing participation rates. On net,
minimum wages may simply redistribute program participation among eligible and near-eligible
individuals.

1

Moreover, the effects of minimum wage increases on means-tested programs may differ
across (i) programs with heterogeneous eligibility requirements (both income eligibility
thresholds and work requirements), (ii) states with heterogeneous policy rules, and (iii) across
time as policy reforms change eligibility requirement rules or the business cycle impacts job
opportunities.
Two recent highly influential studies by West and Reich (2014; 2015) find that minimum
wage increases are associated with reductions in participation in the Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP) and Medicaid, with estimated program participation elasticities with
respect to the minimum wage ranging from -0.2 to -0.4. However, the identification strategies
employed in these studies – identifying state minimum wage changes off of a state-specific linear
time trend or using control states within the same census division – have received substantial
criticism in the minimum wage-employment literature. Neumark et al. (2014a,b) argue that this
approach eliminates potentially valid sources of identifying variation, leaving “contaminated”
variation that obscures adverse employment effects of minimum wages. Masking employment
effects could negatively bias program participation elasticities.
Using survey and administrative data over three decades, we comprehensively evaluate
the effectiveness of the minimum wage as a welfare reform policy across several means-tested
public programs including the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), Medicaid,
Housing Assistance programs (e.g. Section 8 housing), Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families (TANF/AFDC), and the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants
and Children (WIC).
We highlight three major findings. First, while we can replicate the findings of West and
Reich (2015; 2014) showing that minimum wage increases are associated with a reduction in
program participation, we also show that the models upon which these results are based fail a
2

number of falsification tests. Results from more credible specifications show that minimum
wage increases are largely ineffective at reducing net program participation. Second, an
examination of longitudinal data shows evidence of minimum wage-induced income
redistribution caused by adverse employment effects, whereby some welfare recipients who see
income gains are more likely to exit the welfare rolls, but other non-recipients who lose their
jobs are more likely to join the rolls due to a reduction in job opportunities. Finally, we find
little evidence that minimum wage hikes reduce welfare caseloads or public expenditures on
needs-based public programs, and appear least effective during economic downturns. We
conclude that the most convincing evidence points to little evidence that minimum wage
increases are an ineffective welfare reform policy.

II. Prior Literature on Minimum Wages and Program Participation
The effectiveness of higher minimum wages in reducing means-tested program
participation depends on the distribution of earnings and employment effects of minimum wages
as well as how well targeted minimum wages are to those who qualify for assistance. The prior
literature on this topic is much thinner than the extensive (and controversial) minimum wageemployment literature (Card and Krueger 1995; Neumark and Wascher 2008; Sabia 2008; Dube
et al. 2010; Allegretto et al. 2011; Neumark et al. 2014a,b; Meer and West 2013; Clemens and
Wither 2016), and the findings do not reach a consensus.
One set of studies uses survey data from the Survey of Income and Program Participation
(SIPP), and nearly all focus on the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families/Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (TANF/AFDC) program. Using data from the 1986 to 1988 SIPP
panels and a difference-in-difference approach, Brandon (1995) finds that higher minimum
wages are associated with a reduction in the probability of exit from AFDC, consistent with
3

adverse labor demand effects. An update using data from the 1996 to 2004 SIPP produces a
similar pattern of results (Brandon 2008). However, SIPP-based results from shorter panels
reach different conclusions. Using data from the 1990 and 1991 panels of the SIPP, Turner
(1999) find that minimum wage increases are associated with an increase in the probability of
welfare exit. And, in a study of the Great Recession period, Clemens (2015) finds little evidence
that minimum wage increases affect social insurance payments. Together findings underscore
potential heterogeneous effects of minimum wages in relatively short panels (Baker et al. 1999;
Page et al. 2005), which may suggest that minimum wages have different effects (i) at different
phases of the business cycle (Sabia 2014a), and (ii) due to changes in program eligibility that
may affect the likelihood that minimum wages bind for welfare recipients (Sabia and Nielsen
2015).
A second set of studies has used aggregate state-level administrative data to estimate the
effect of minimum wage increases on welfare use, again tending to focus on TANF/AFDC.
Using data from 1976 to 1998 and a difference-in-difference approach, a Council of Economic
Advisers (1999) study finds that minimum wage increases were associated with a reduction in
AFDC caseloads. However, using data from 1983 to 1996, Page et al. (2005) reach the opposite
result: a 10 percent increase in the minimum wage is associated with a 1 to 2 percent increase in
welfare caseloads. The authors show that (i) the treatment of state-specific time trends and (ii)
the time period chosen for the analysis, explain differences in their findings from that of the
Council of Economic Advisers. 1,2

1

Consistent with Neumark et al. (2014a; 2014b), the pattern of findings suggests that controls for state-specific
linear time trends may conflate minimum wage effects with effects of the state business cycle.
2
While not specifically exploring the effects of minimum wage increases on welfare caseloads, Grogger (2003) uses
the minimum wage as a control variable in estimating the effects of other policies on welfare caseloads. Grogger
finds a statistically insignificant positive effect.
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The final set of studies are based largely on survey data from the Current Population
Survey (CPS). These studies have focused on Medicaid and the Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP, formerly known as food stamps). Using data from the 1990 to 2012
March CPS, West and Reich (2015) estimate a difference-in-difference model fully saturated
with controls for state-specific linear time trends and census division-specific year effects. They
obtain SNAP participation elasticities with respect to the minimum wage of -0.24 and -0.32.
Then, drawing data from the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) and an identical
identification strategy, they estimate a SNAP expenditure elasticity with respect to the minimum
wage of -0.19. West and Reich (2014) find a similar pattern of results when estimating the effect
of minimum wage hikes on Medicaid participation using an identical identification strategy.
The findings by West and Reich (2014; 2015) have been extremely influential in recent
policy debates over the minimum wage as an effective welfare reform. But the specifications
upon which these studies reached their conclusion been the subject of substantial empirical
criticism in the minimum wage-employment literature. Neumark et al. (2014a; 2014b) argues
that the inclusion of controls for state-specific linear time trends not only “throws the baby out
with the bathwater” in terms of the amount of identifying variation, but also isolates identifying
variation that is “contaminated” in such a way as to conflate estimated minimum wage effects
with effects of the state business cycle. These authors also show that states within census
divisions do not uniformly serve as better counterfactuals for “treatment states” that increase
their minimum wages. Neumark et al. (2014a,b) show convincingly that the chief consequence
of specification preferred by West and Reich (2015; 2014) is to obscure negative employment
effects of minimum wage increases.3 Obscuring adverse employment effects could explain why

3

Using an alternate form of identification, a new working paper by Clemens and Wither (2016) exploits changes in
the 2008-2009 Federal minimum wage and initial (2008) state minimum wage levels to identify the effect of
minimum wage increases on low-skilled employment. They find that the 30 percent increase in the average
minimum wage was associated with a 0.7 percentage-point reduction in the employment-to-population ratio.
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West and Reich (2015; 2014) find such large reductions in program participation and public
expenditures following minimum wage increases.
Taken together, differences in findings across prior studies can be explained, in part, by
differences in the (i) sources of identifying variation, (ii) particular time periods examined (often
short windows), (iii) specific public program examined, and (iv) datasets employed. The current
study contributes to the above literature by comprehensively examining the effects of minimum
wage increases on means-tested program participation across public programs, data sources,
identification strategies, and phases of the business cycle. We hold the findings by West and
Reich (2014; 2015) up to falsification tests by examining whether their specification produces
evidence of minimum wage-induced reductions in welfare use among households that could not
have been plausibly affected by minimum wages. Finally, we examine whether minimum wage
increases affect net government spending on means-tested public programs.

III. Means-Tested Programs
One of the distinguishing features of this study is that we explore a wide breadth of
means-tested public benefit programs. Because eligibility standards differ across programs, as
well as across states and over time, we evaluate possible heterogeneous impacts of minimum
wages across these dimensions.
The SNAP program, administered by the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), is the largest nutrition assistance program in the U.S. In 2014, 46.5 million Americans
received SNAP benefits, with an average per month benefit level of $125.35 (USDA 2015a).
Federal eligibility requires gross monthly household income to be below 130 percent of the
Federal poverty threshold (FTP) and permits households to have no more than $2,250 in
“countable resources.” Other means-tested benefits such as TANF/AFDC or Supplemental
6

Security Income (SSI) are not counted against household income.4 In prior decades, many states
included vehicle assets against asset limits, but in April 2015, these limits were eliminated via
Federal rule changes.5 The link between SNAP participation and employment strengthened
considerably following the passage of the 1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act (PRWORA), which required individuals ages 18 to 60 without disabilities to
be employed or actively seeking work in order to receive benefits (Social Security
Administrations 2012). Together, (i) expansions in program eligibility rules to higher-asset
households that are more likely to include workers, and (ii) stronger work requirements, increase
the likelihood that minimum wage increases will affect SNAP recipients’ earnings (either
through wage gains or employment losses) and program participation.
Medicaid, administered jointly by Federal and state governments, offers free or low-cost
health coverage to low-income families. States must provide coverage for “categorically needy”
individuals, including SSI recipients, families with dependent children receiving cash assistance,
poor pregnant women and children, and certain low-income Medicare beneficiaries (Center for
Medicaid and CHIP Services 2015). In addition, states can offer coverage for medically needy
persons, disabled individuals, and pregnant women whose incomes are above income eligibility
limits for mandatory coverage. Medicaid has gone through various expansions over the last
three decades. Between 1979 and 2014, 44 states obtained demonstration waivers from the
Federal government—usually waivers granted under Section 1115 of the Social Security Act—
often to expand Medicaid eligibility to near poor families and low-income adults without
children. Federal legislation in the late 1980s expanded Medicaid coverage for low-income
mothers and dependent children by increasing earnings and child age limits. Beginning in
January 2014, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act required states that joined Federal
4
5

However, there is some heterogeneity across states in age of eligibility and eligibility of those with disabilities.
For instance, in 2014, 39 states excluded vehicles from asset tests (US Department of Agriculture 2014).
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health care exchanges to increase Medicaid coverage to individuals and families whose income
is at or below 138 percent of the Federal poverty line (Kaiser Family Foundation 2015). Because
there is a much weaker link between employment and program participation for Medicaid
relative to SNAP, minimum wage hikes may be more likely to affect SNAP participation than
Medicaid use.6
Subsidized rental housing programs provide subsidies to very low-income families, the
elderly, and the disabled to help them rent housing in the private market. The largest of these
programs is the Housing Choice Voucher program, commonly known as the Section 8 voucher
program.7 Eligibility is based on a family’s annual gross income, family composition and
citizenship. In order to qualify for rental subsidies, families must have total incomes less than 80
percent of the median county income, with most subsidies going to very low income families
with incomes less than 50 percent of the median county income. These eligibility rules generate
substantial heterogeneity in eligibility across geographic locations and time, as income limit and
maximum subsidies are updated annually. Relative to Medicaid and SNAP, housing program
participants are more likely to be employed and affected by minimum wages.
TANF/AFDC provides temporary cash assistance to poor families with children. In order
to qualify for TANF/AFDC, recipients must meet state-set family structure, income, and asset
criteria. Under PRWORA, states gained flexibility in designing their own TANF programs
within certain federally-set standards, including the enforcement of strict work requirements to
qualify for federal aid, and a 60-month lifetime federally-funded benefit limit. Nonetheless,

6

While not specifically studying the effect of minimum wage increases on Medicaid receipt, McCarrier et al. (2011)
used data from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System from 1996 to 2007 and found that minimum
wage increases were associated with a lower probability of unmet medical needs, but no change in the
probability of having insurance.
7
In addition to the Housing Choice Voucher Program, low-income renters may also receive housing assistance via
such programs as the Section 8 New Construction and the Substantial Rehabilitation and Loan Management SetAside programs.
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there are differences across states in the strictness of enforcement of these work requirements.
For instance, most states require TANF applicants to search for jobs or register to work as
quickly as possible (Falk 2012). As of July 2014, 19 states mandate job search activities before
or at the time of application (Huber et al. 2015). Current TANF recipients are also subject to
sanction if they fail to comply with work requirements, which range from partial reduction of
benefits for the first noncompliance to a more severe penalty such as lifetime ineligibility for
multiple violations (Falk 2012).
While the link between TANF and employment was strengthened in the 1990s, during the
Great Recession, TANF recipients found it more difficult to meet work requirements. In fiscal
year 2009, the average overall work participation rate for all TANF families was 29.4 percent
(USDHHS Office of Family Assistance 2011). In response, many states provided benefits for
vulnerable families through state-funded programs outside of TANF (Hahn et al. 2012). In
addition, states have the flexibility to grant benefit eligibility extensions to certain TANF
families when they reach their time limits (Huber et al. 2015). These eligibility criteria include
(i) inability to find employment, (ii) provision of care for ill or disabled persons, (iii) provision of
child care, (iv) pregnancy, (v) old age, and (vi) domestic violence victimization. 8
Finally, the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and
Children (WIC) offers short-term food supplements and nutrition education for low-income
women (pregnant, postpartum with a child 6 months or less, or breastfeeding with an infant
between 6 and 12 months), infants and children up to age five. To be eligible to receive WIC
benefits, applicants must (i) have household income below 185 percent of the FPT, or (ii) receive
Medicaid, AFDC/TANF or SNAP/food stamps, and (iii) be nutritionally at risk based on the

8

See Huber et al. (2015) for a complete list of state’s time limit extensions eligibility requirements.
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federal guidelines for the program (USDA 2015).9 While the income criteria are similar across
states, different states have different requirements for proof of income as well as different
nutritional standards (Bitler et al. 2003). In 2014, almost 8.3 million people received WIC
program benefits, with an average monthly per-person food voucher of $43.65 (USDA 2015).
In summary, differing eligibility standards related to family income, work requirements,
and asset exemptions across states and over time suggest that minimum wages may affect
different means-tested public program participation differently. While some programs, such as
SNAP, are more closely linked to employment requirements, other programs—such as Medicaid,
and subsidized rental housing—often lack strong employment requirements and target families
that are less likely to be affected by minimum wage increases. Moreover, relatively higher
income eligibility standards—such as exist for WIC (up to 185 percent of the FPT)—may
increase the likelihood that more minimum wage workers are affected by them.

IV. Data and Measures
Current Population Survey. We begin by using repeated cross-sections of the March
Current Population Survey (CPS) from 1980 to 2014 (corresponding to calendar years 1979 to
2013). The March CPS, which has been the workhorse of the minimum wage-poverty literature
in the United States (see Burkhauser and Sabia 2007; Sabia and Burkhauser 2010; Sabia,
Burkhauser, and Nguyen 2015), allows us to measure participation in several forms of public
assistance receipt, including (1) SNAP, (2) Medicaid, (3) subsidized rental housing, (4)
TANF/AFDC, and (5) WIC).10

According to the United States Department of Agriculture, “two major types of nutritional risk are recognized for
WIC eligibility: (1) medically-based risks (designated as "high priority") such as anemia, underweight, maternal age,
history of pregnancy complications, or poor pregnancy outcomes, and (2) Diet-based risks such as inadequate
dietary pattern.” (USDA 2010).
10
The relevant questions in the CPS related to these programs are:
9

10

For public programs (1) through (3), we focus on working-age individuals ages 16-to-64,
following the poverty literature (Sabia and Burkhauser 2010; Sabia and Nielsen 2015). For
programs (4) and (5), we follow Moffitt (1999) and Schoeni and Blank (2000), and examine
females ages 16-to-54. We then examine lower-skilled, less-educated individuals who are more
likely to receive public assistance and be affected by minimum wage policy: non-whites,
younger individuals ages 16-to-29 without a high school diploma, and less-educated (less than
high school) single mothers ages 16-to-45 with young children (under age 18).
In Panel I of Table 1A, we show weighted means of program participation rates at the
individual and household levels using CPS data from 1979 to 2013.11 As expected, SNAP and
Medicaid have the highest relative program participation rates (column 1), and participation is
lower among workers (column 2) as compared to non-workers (column 3).12 An examination of
participation rates among less-educated populations most likely to receive means-tested public
assistance (columns 4 through 6) suggests participation rates that are 2 to 11 times larger among
less-educated single mothers, non-whites, and younger high school dropouts relative to the full
sample (column 1).

(1) SNAP/FSP: "Did (you/anyone in this household) get SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program),
food stamps or a food stamp benefit card at any time during [previous year]?"
(2) Medicaid: "At any time in [previous year], was … covered by Medicaid?"
(3) Subsidized rental housing: "Are you paying lower rent because the Federal, State, or local government is
paying part of the cost?"
(4) AFDC/TANF: "At any time during [previous year], even for one month, did … receive any CASH
assistance from a state or county welfare program such as (State Program Name)?"
(5) WIC: "At any time during [previous year], was… on WIC, the Women, Infants, and Children Nutrition
Program for themselves or on behalf of a child?”
Information on WIC receipt was added to the March CPS starting in 2001 (Bitler et al. 2003). Respondents are
queried about SNAP receipt, and housing assistance receipt for any individuals in their households. Information
about Medicaid, TANF, and WIC receipt is collected for each individual within the household.
11
For data measured at the household-level, “Working Age” households are defined as households with at least one
working-age individual residing in the household. A household with a “Worker” is defined as a household with at
least one working-age individual who is a worker and a “Non-Worker” household is defined as a household without
any workers. A household with “Less Educated Single Mothers,” “Non-Whites,” and “Younger High School
Dropouts” is defined as one that includes one such individual in the household.
12
For data measured at the household level, “Workers” is defined as having at least one worker in the household,
while “Non-Workers” refers to there being no workers in the household.
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While the March CPS is widely used to study poverty, an important disadvantage of this
data source is severe underreporting of means-tested program participation (Wheaton 2008;
Wheaton and Giannarelli 2000). For instance, in 2002, self-reported SNAP participation in the
March CPS was 39 percent lower than administrative data shows, Medicaid participation was 29
percent lower, and TANF receipt was 46 percent lower (Wheaton 2008). While such
measurement error should not produce biased estimates in the effect of minimum wages on
program participation—unless such error is unexpectedly associated with minimum wage
changes—we next turn to alternative data sources, which have been documented to more
accurately capture public program participation.
Survey of Income and Program Participation. The SIPP is a nationally-representative
longitudinal survey of the non-institutionalized, civilian population conducted by the U.S.
Census Bureau. We draw data from the 1996-1999, 2001-2003, 2004-2007, and 2008-2013
panels, which correspond to calendar years 1996 to 2013.13 One important advantage of the
SIPP is the relatively short recall period (four months) for respondents to report household
composition, income, program participation, and health insurance. This makes the SIPP less
prone to error relative to other federal surveys where respondents are required to recall
information from as long as a full year prior to the interview. There is also evidence that the
SIPP measures true program participation with less error. Compared to the March CPS, the
underreporting rate is 22 percent lower for SNAP participation, 9 percent lower for Medicaid
participation and 5 percent lower for TANF participation (Wheaton 2008). Another key
advantage of the SIPP is that its longitudinal data allow us to (i) explore individual-specific
transitions into and out of poverty as well as onto and off of the welfare rolls, and (ii) estimate

13

Following Sabia and Nielsen (2015), we drop data in the 2000 calendar year, for neither the 1996 panel nor the
2001 panel provides adequate overlap in this calendar year.
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models that include individual fixed effects. Means of program participation among individuals
and households using the SIPP are shown in Panel II of Table 1A.
Aggregate Welfare Caseloads. In addition to the two microdata sources, we also obtain
administrative data on means-tested welfare caseloads between 1980 and 2013. SNAP caseloads
are obtained from the Census Bureau-Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates14, Medicaid
caseloads from the Statistical Abstract (Social Insurance and Human Services, and Health and
Nutrition, respectively) 15, and AFDC/TANF caseloads from the Office of Family Assistance
(DHHS). 16,17 Consistent state-by-year caseload data on WIC participation and housing subsidy
receipt are not available during the 1980 to 2013 period. In Panel I of Table 1B, we show
weighted means of state welfare caseloads per 1,000 individual state residents. Medicaid
caseloads are the highest (159.7 per 1,000), followed by SNAP (91.1 per 1,000) and
AFDC/TANF (31.2 per 1,000).
Public Program Expenditures. Finally, we draw aggregate state-by-year data on meanstested program expenditures from the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA). The
NIPA data are collected by the Bureau of Economic Analysis and have been used by a number of
scholars to study public welfare spending (Aschauer 1989; Hanson 2010; West and Reich 2015).
We draw data from 1980 to 2013 and construct real (in 2013 dollars) per capita expenditures on
four programs: SNAP, Medicaid, AFDC/TANF and WIC/Other18 In Panel II of Table 1B, we
show means of real (2013 dollars) means-tested expenditures per capita. Per-capita spending is

14

SNAP/food stamp caseloads are available between 1981 and 2012.
We obtain consistent Medicaid caseload data for all states between 1983 and 2013.
16
AFDC/TANF caseloads are missing in 1984.
17
Medicaid caseloads are collected for the fiscal year.
18
Data on expenditures on housing subsidies over the 1980-2013 period are not available from the NIPA. In the
NIPA, WIC expenditures are grouped with expenditures on General Assistance Foster care and adoption assistance,
Child Tax Credits, Economic Stimulus Act of 2008 rebates, American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
(ARRA) Making Work Pay tax credits, Government Retiree tax credits, Adoptive tax credits and Energy Assistance
benefits. Estimation excluding WIC benefits in our measure of total expenditures produced a similar pattern of
results.
15
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highest for Medicaid program ($928.5), followed by SNAP ($126.5), WIC/Other ($112.7) and
AFDC/TANF ($104.8).19

V. Empirical Approach
We begin by pooling repeated cross-sectional data from the March 1980 to March 2014
CPS and estimating the canonical difference-in-difference model used in the minimum wage
literature, estimating the below regression equation at the individual and household levels:
Programist = β0 + β1MWst + β2׳Xst+ β3׳Zit+ αs + τt + εst,

(1a)

where Programist is an indicator for whether respondent i (or household i) residing in state s in
year t received a particular form of means-tested public benefit; MWst is the natural log of the
higher of the state or federal minimum wage; Xst is a vector of state-specific, time-varying
controls including the prime-age adult wage rate, prime-age unemployment rate, per capita state
GDP, the state refundable EITC credit, and key state welfare policies, including whether the state
program exempts some or all vehicles from the asset test for SNAP eligibility, the presence of at
least one Medicaid Section 1115 demonstration waiver, Medicaid expansions to low-income
childless adults20, the presence of binding work requirements and time limits for TANF receipt,
excluding owned home value from asset tests for TANF, and maximum TANF benefit level for a
family of three; Zit is a vector of individual controls including race/ethnicity, marital status,
educational attainment, age, family size, and number of children under age 18 living in the
household21; αs is a time-invariant state effect; and τt is a state-invariant year effects. We

19

Trends in program participation and program expenditures across all four data sources are available in Figures 1
through 4 of Sabia and Nguyen (2016).
20
Prior to the Affordable Care Act, a number of states—including Arizona, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Tennessee
and Washington–expanded Medicaid coverage to low-income childless adults without the use of a Section 1115
waiver through the use of exclusively state-funded programs.
21
When we estimate household-level regressions, the controls of Z are measured for the head of households,
following West and Reich (2015).
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estimate equation (1) via probit, but also experiment with linear probability models, with a
generally similar pattern of results.
The key parameter of interest in equation (1a), β1, is the effect of the minimum wage on
means-tested program participation. Identification of β 1 comes from within-state variation in
minimum wages. Of the 1,734 state-by-year cells observed from 1980 to 2013, there were over
500 minimum wage increases initiated by state legislatures. In addition, there were four Federal
minimum wage increases (1979-81, 1990-91, 1996-97, and 2007-09), which also generate some
state-level minimum wage variation because of heterogeneous state minimum wage levels at the
time of Federal hikes.
Next, following West and Reich (2014; 2015), we experiment with their preferred
specification that adds controls for geographic-specific time-varying unobserved heterogeneity:
Programist = β0 + β1MWst + β2׳Xst+ β3׳Zit + αs + τt + αs*t + cd*τt + εst,

(1b)

where αs*t is a state-specific linear time trend and cd*τt is a census division-specific year effect.
We next turn to the SIPP and estimate a model similar to equation (1a) except that we
exploit the longitudinal nature of the data to estimate transitions onto and off of the welfare rolls,
and include both month and individual fixed effects as additional controls:
Programismt = β0 + β1MWsmt + β2׳Xst + β3׳Zit + αs + πm + τt+ θi + εismt,

(2)

where πm is a vector of month fixed effects and θi is a vector of individual fixed effects. The
inclusion of individual fixed effects allows us to examine the effects of minimum wages on
individual-specific net transitions off of and onto means-tested benefit programs.22

22

We estimate equation (2) via linear probability model. In SIPP public-release data, respondents in Maine and
Vermont are grouped together and respondents in North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming are grouped together
in the 1996 and 2001 panels, prohibiting assignment of state policies and economic data. Therefore, respondents in
these states are excluded from all SIPP analyses. In the SIPP regressions, we control for individuals’ time-varying
demographic characteristics (excluding gender and race), state-specific time-varying controls and program policies
used in equation (1), and an indicator for the fourth month of the reference period.
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In addition, following Sabia and Nielsen (2015), we disaggregate transitions. We
condition the sample on those initially receiving (or not receiving) some form of public
assistance in the first month of interview of year t and estimate the effect of minimum wage
increases on transitions onto (or off of) public assistance over that calendar year:
Transitionist = β0 + β1MWst + β2׳Xst + β3׳Zit + αs + τt+ θi + εismt,

(3)

where Transitionist is an indicator variable equal to one (1) if the respondent i makes a transition
from his or her initial state at any point during the remainder of that calendar year and equal to 0
otherwise. In equation (3), MWst is then the higher of federal or state minimum wage that
persists over calendar year t in state s (and a weighted average of that minimum wage over the
year if the minimum wage changes mid-year). Again, we explore the sensitivity of estimates to
controls for spatial heterogeneity.
In addition, we explore the sensitivity of our SIPP estimates to an alternate identification
strategy advanced by Clemens and Wither (2016). This approach uses a Federal minimum wage
increase rather than a state minimum wage increase to identify program participation effects,
with the argument that state-specific minimum wage changes driven by Federal changes might
be more exogenous to low-skilled individuals’ economic well-being than are state legislative
changes. Following Clemens and Wither (2016), we exploit heterogeneity in the bindingness of
the 2008-2009 Federal minimum wage changes across states (27 of which were bound by the
Federal minimum wage change based on initial state minimum wage levels) and across workers
(some of whom earned wages such that they were bound by the minimum wage change) to
identify minimum wage effects.
Finally, we draw aggregate state-level data to estimate the effect of minimum wage
increases on per-capita state expenditures and caseloads:
Est = β0 + β1MWst + β2׳Xst+ αs + τt+ εst,
16

(4)

where Est measures the natural log of (i) per capita expenditures, (ii) expenditures per enrollee
and (iii) caseloads per 1,000 individuals.23

VI. Results
Our main results are shown in Tables 2 through 8 and focus on program participation (or
expenditure) elasticities with respect to the minimum wage, derived from estimates of β1.
Standard errors corrected for clustering at the state-level and all regressions are weighted.

Main Findings: CPS
Table 2 shows estimates from the canonical model described in equation (1a). The first
three columns present results for the working-age population, with Panel I showing results at the
individual-level and Panel II at the household-level. Column (1) includes exogenous
demographic controls (age, race/ethinicity, gender), column (2) adds potentially endogenous
individual controls (marital status, educational attainment, age, family size, and number of
children under age 18 living in the household), and column (3) includes all state-level controls.
Across specifications, the magnitude of the estimated minimum wage effect is relatively stable,
providing some support for the hypothesis that minimum wage changes are exogenous to
program participation.
Together, estimates using the canonical model provide little support for the hypothesis
that minimum wage increases are effective at reducing means-tested program participation

23

In equation (4), we control for the state-by-year share of male individuals, racial composition, average age and
state population using data drawn from the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) database between
1980 and 2013. State-by-year marriage rates, educational attainment, average household size and average number of
children under age 18 in households are obtained using data from the CPS March between 1980 and 2014. Other
state-specific time-varying controls and state public program policies are remained the same with those used in
equation (1).
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presents results for the working-age population (see column 3). 24 We find no evidence that
minimum wage increases are associated with reductions in SNAP/Food stamp use, housing
assistance receipt, TANF/AFDC use, or WIC receipt, whether measured at the individual- or
household-level. Moreover, when individual-level Medicaid use is examined (Panel I), we find
no evidence that minimum wage increases reduce Medicaid receipt.25 Only when measured at
the household-level (Panel II) is there some evidence of minimum wage-induced reductions in
Medicaid use, though this effect is not seen when examining those households with at least one
worker (Panel II, column 4), those most likely to be helped by minimum wage increases. The
most consistent evidence we find in Table 2 is that minimum wage increases are associated with
an increase in receipt of housing subsidies, with an estimated elasticity of 0.231 to 0.300. The
finding in column (5) suggests that the increase in housing subsidy receipt may be driven by
those who are laid off in response to minimum wage hikes. Across all programs, when we
condition the sample on workers to give the minimum wage its best chance to reduce program
participation, we find no evidence that minimum wage increases reduce net program use.
In Panel III, we estimate the effect of minimum wage increases on participation in Any
Program, measured at the household-level.26 Our results uniformly point to statistically
insignificant and economically small minimum wage effects. The precision of our estimate in
column (3) of Panel III is such that we can, with 95 percent confidence, rule out estimates
program elasticities with respect to the minimum wage less than –0.170 and greater than 0.134.27

24

Examining participation at the individual-level, the precision of our estimates is such that we can rule out negative
elasticities smaller than -0.397 for SNAP/food stamp, -0.322 for Medicaid, -0.139 for AFDC/TANF, and -0.157 for
WIC. We can also rule out positive elasticities larger than 0.163 for SNAP/food stamp, 0.348 for Medicaid, 0.197
for AFDC/TANF, and 0.021 for WIC.
25
In Appendix Table 1, we generate estimates using linear probability models. With one exception (TANF/AFDC),
the pattern of results is similar to what is shown in Table 2.
26
WIC is excluded from our Any Program measure, as WIC is only measured from 2001 to 2014. Results including
WIC, available upon request, are qualitatively similar.
27
When we control for minimum wage leads to ensure that estimates are not contaminated by pre-trends and
minimum wage lags to allow for longer-run policy impacts (Appendix Tables 2A and B), we continue to find no
evidence that minimum wage increases affect program participation using the canonical model.
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The results in Table 2 diverge sharply from West and Reich (2014; 2015), who identify
minimum wage effects off of a state-specific linear time trend within census divisions. In Table
3, we show results from equation (1b), the preferred specification of West and Reich (2014;
2015). The first five columns show results measuring program participation at the individuallevel and the final four columns at the household-level. Estimated minimum wage elasticities in
column (1) of Table 3 are starkly different from those obtained in column (3) of Table 2, which
uses the canonical model (equation 1a). Consistent with West and Reich, we find that minimum
wage increases are associated with sharp reductions in SNAP participation, subsidized housing
receipt (row 3, column 1), AFDC receipt (row 4, column 1) and WIC receipt (row 5, column 1).
Estimated elasticities of program participation with respect to the minimum wage range from 0.091 to -0.400.
Which policy conclusion is correct – the null findings of Table 2 or the large, negative
program participation effects in Table 3? There are important reasons to be skeptical of the
results generated using the West-Reich model. Neumark et al. (2014a,b) warn that including
controls for state-specific linear time trends and census division-specific year effects may
conflate minimum wage variation with the state business cycle. Moreover, when we restrict the
sample to employed individuals (Table 3, column 2)—giving the minimum wage its best chance
to reduce program participation—we find that the estimated elasticities are uniformly smaller (in
absolute magnitude) than for the full working-age sample (column 2 vs. column 1) and are nearly
always statistically indistinguishable from zero. Instead, we find that minimum wage increases
are associated with large reductions in public program participation for non-workers (column 3).
Minimum wage increases could only reduce public program participation among nonworkers if other individuals living in their household are workers who see earnings gains from
minimum wage increases, thus increasing household income and reducing program participation
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among other household members. But in column (4), when we restrict the sample to nonworkers living in households with only one working-age adult age 18 or older, we find that in
the West and Reich-preferred specification, minimum wage increases are associated with very
large declines in means-tested program participation. This result suggests that the West and
Reich-preferred specification fails an important falsification test and likely overstates minimum
wage-induced reductions in program participation. The result in column (4) could only be
explained by sample selection, wherein minimum wage increases induce employers to substitute
workers who receive welfare for workers who do not, a finding that (i) has not been documented
in the literature, and (ii) is at odds with evidence that welfare participation is linked to
characteristics associated with higher unobserved marginal productivity (Irving and Loveless
2015; Moffitt et al. 2002). In contrast, results from the canonical model in column (5) pass this
falsification test.
Further isolating the West-Reich finding, when we allow state-specific time trends to
reach the 4th or 5th order polynomial (see Appendix Table 3), we find little evidence that
minimum wage increases affect net welfare participation. This result is consistent with Neumark
et al. (2014a), who find that controlling for higher-order polynomial state trends, in contrast to
linear time trends, diminishes the degree to which negative employment effects of the minimum
wage are confounded by the business cycle.
Columns (6) through (9) of Table 3 repeat this analysis using program participation
measured at the household-level. The West-Reich model shows that minimum wage increases
reduce program participation among households without any workers (column 8), while the
canonical model shows no such effect (column 9). We also repeat this analysis using program
participation measured at the family- as compared to household-level (see Appendix Table 4)
and we uncover the same pattern of results.
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In a study subsequent to West and Reich (2014; 2015), Allegretto et al. (Forthcoming)
argue against choosing between the canonical model and the West and Reich-preferred model by
using the post-least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) regression method
advanced by Belloni et al. (2014). This is a “data-driven” approach that chooses the set of righthand side controls based on their importance in predicting program participation or state
minimum wages. We allow all the individual- and state-level controls, including state-specific
linear time trends and census division-specific year effects, to be included in the pool of the
potential controls. The estimates using the post-LASSO double-selection method are presented in
Table 4. This approach, like the West and Reich (2014; 2015) model, continues to fail
falsification tests, showing that minimum wage hikes reduce program participation among
households without workers (columns 4 and 7).
Together, the findings from Tables 2 through 4 suggests that the canonical model
performs favorably relative to the West and Reich (2014; 2015) specification and the postLASSO double selection model, passing falsification tests that the other models fail. Both the
West and Reich and LASSO models appear to conflate minimum wage effects with effects of the
state business cycle, consistent with Neumark et al. (2014a). Results from the most credible
specification suggests that minimum wage increases have little effect on net public program
participation.

Low-Skilled Sub-Populations
In Panel I of Table 5, we use our preferred specification from equation (1a) and examine
low-skilled sub-populations that have been commonly examined in the minimum wage-poverty
literature: non-whites (columns 1), individuals ages 16-to-29 without a high school diploma
(columns 2), and single less-educated female heads of households ages 16-to-45 with children
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under age 18 (columns 3). There is little evidence that minimum wage hikes reduce program
participation among these lower-skilled sub-groups. Only for SNAP is there some evidence of a
reduction in program participation among less-educated single mothers (row 1, column 3).28
To examine whether the null findings of Table 2 can be explained by adverse labor
demand effects among low-skilled individuals, in Panel II of Table 5, we use March 1980 to
March 2014 CPS data to estimate the effects of minimum wage increases on employment,
weeks, hours worked, and earnings among our low-skilled samples. We find no evidence that
minimum wage increases are associated with net increases in unconditional earnings (row 1).
For non-whites and younger less-educated individuals, this result appears to be explained by
adverse employment (row 2), and conditional hours (row 3) and weeks (row 4) effects. Thus, the
adverse labor demand effects of minimum wage increases appear to result in earnings
redistribution that does not generate net declines in means-tested program participation.29

SIPP Findings
Table 6 shows results from the canonical model using SIPP data. The findings in
columns (1) through (3), provide little evidence that minimum wages are associated with a
reduction in the probability of SNAP, Medicaid, TANF, or WIC receipt. 30,31 Consistent with
CPS-based results, we continue to find that minimum wage hikes are associated with an increase
in subsidized housing receipt (row 3).32 The remaining columns (columns 4 through 6) show

28

In unreported results that are available upon request, we show estimates separately for workers and non-workers
for these low-skilled sub-groups. The results continue to suggest little evidence that higher minimum wages are
effective at reducing program participation, even among the low-skilled workers.
29
Evidence for adverse labor demand effects of the minimum wage in Panel II of Table 4 stands in stark contrast to
the West and Reich (2015)-preferred specification shown in column (1) through (3) of Appendix Table 5, which
obscures these adverse employment effects (Neumark et al. 2014a 2014b).
30
The precision of our estimates in column (1) is such that we can rule out negative elasticities smaller than -0.180
for SNAP, -0.166 for Medicaid, -0.571 for TANF, and -0.068 for WIC. Moreover, we can rule out positive
elasticities larger than 0.140 for SNAP, 0.098 for Medicaid, 0.255 for TANF, and 0.282 for WIC.
31
In the SIPP, employment is defined as having a paid job in at least one week of the reference month.
32
When we restrict CPS data to the SIPP states and years, our results are qualitatively similar.
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findings for low-skilled sub-groups. Our results point to little evidence that minimum wage
increases reduce means-tested public program receipt, with a few exceptions. We find some
evidence that minimum wage increases are associated with a reduction in SNAP participation for
16-to-29 year-olds without a high school diploma (row 1, column 5). However, at the same time,
we find that for non-whites (column 4), minimum wage increases are associated with an increase
in housing assistance (row 3) and WIC receipt (row 5). There is also evidence of an overall
increase in program receipt for less-educated single mothers (column 6, row 5). Together, these
findings are consistent with redistributive effects of minimum wage increases across low-skilled
sub-groups and across public programs. In results available upon request, we find a similar
pattern of redistribution when examining participation data at the household-level.
In Table 7, we present estimates from equation (3) to allow heterogeneous effects of
minimum wages on transitions onto or off of public assistance. Column (1) presents results for
working age individuals; column (2) presents results for those who report employment in each
month; 33 and the remaining columns show results for less-skilled sub-groups. The pattern of
findings suggests some evidence of redistributive effects of minimum wage increases. For
instance, we find that among workers, minimum wage increases are associated with a reduction
in the probability that non-Medicaid recipients begin receiving Medicaid. On the other hand,
minimum wage increases are associated with a reduction in the probability that less-educated 16to-29 year-old Medicaid recipients leave the program. To take another example, minimum wage
increases are associated with a reduction in the probability that 16-to-29 year-old non-food stamp
recipients begin participating in SNAP, but also with a decline in the probability that non-white
SNAP recipients exit the program. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that

33

We examine the effects of higher minimum wages on the transitions onto or off of public assistance for those who
are employed in the first month of a calendar year and find similar results to those reported below.
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minimum wage increases redistribute earnings among low-skilled individuals via adverse labor
demand effects, for which we find evidence in columns (4) through (6) of Appendix Table 5.

Using the 2008-2009 Federal Minimum Wage Increases for Identification
One critique of the above identification strategies is that they rely chiefly on state
legislative changes in minimum wages to identify program participation effects. In Table 8, we
follow the approach of Clemens and Wither (2016), and explore the effect of the Federal
minimum wage increases from $5.85 to $6.55 in July 2008 and from $6.55 to $7.25 in July 2009
using data between August 2008 and July 2012. We first exploit heterogeneity in bindingness of
the minimum wage across states given differential state-specific minimum wage levels in
January 2008. Our analysis uses data drawn from the 2008 panel of the SIPP to match
longitudinal analysis in Clemens and Wither (2016).34 Consistent with our findings in Table 6,
we find little evidence that minimum wage increases are associated with a reduction in public
program participation in either the 12-month period between August 2009 and July 2010 (Post 1)
or the 24-month period between August 2010 and July 2012 (Post 2) relative to the baseline
period (August 2008 to July 2009). Only for less-educated single mothers is there some evidence
of minimum wage-induced reductions in housing assistance receipt.
We also exploit heterogeneity in bindingness of the minimum wage by workers’ initial
wages, again following Clemens and Wither (2016). We condition the sample on those who
work at least one month between August 2008 and July 2009 and earning a wage below $7.50
(fully binding), a wage between $7.50 and $8.50 (partially binding), and a wage between $8.50
and $10.10 (non-binding). The results, presented in the final three columns of Table 8, provide
no evidence that the 2008-2009 Federal minimum wage increases reduced program participation.
34

We cannot measure program participation monthly in the CPS, which prevents us from measuring program
participation following the 2008-2009 Federal minimum wage increases, as in Clemens and Wither (2016).
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Caseloads and Expenditures
In Table 9, we turn to administrative data and present estimates of equation (4) for
welfare caseloads per 1,000 individuals (Panel I), program expenditures per capita (Panels II)
and program expenditures per enrollee (Panel III). We find very little evidence that minimum
wage increases are associated with changes in Medicaid, or AFDC/TANF caseloads. For
expenditures, the findings also point to little evidence that minimum wage increases are
associated with significant reductions in government spending on SNAP/Food stamp,
AFDC/TANF, Medicaid, or WIC, though the magnitude of the effect is largest for Medicaid
spending. Again, these results are consistent with redistributive effects of minimum wage
increases that do not reduce net participation in or spending on public programs.

VII. Heterogeneity in Effects of Minimum Wages over the State Business Cycle
Given recent work showing that adverse labor demand effects of minimum wage
increases may be larger (in absolute magnitude) during economic recessions (Addison et al.
2013; Sabia 2014a), we explore the heterogeneity in the effects of minimum wages on public
program participation over the state business cycle. In Table 10, we follow Sabia (2014a) and
interact the minimum wage with three phases of the state business cycle: (1) recessions,
measured by negative real state GDP growth, (2) weak to moderate growth, measured by positive
growth of less than 2.5 percent, and (3) stronger growth, measured by growth greater than 2.5
percent. The results suggest that minimum wage increases are associated with increases in
subsidized housing receipt (column 3 in Panels I and II) during economic recessions (row 1,
Panel I), a time when recent research suggest that the adverse employment effects of minimum
wages are larger (Addison et al. 2013; Sabia 2014a). However, minimum wage-induced
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increases in some program participation are smaller during economic expansions, and may
become negative, consistent with evidence that the employment effects of minimum wages are
much smaller during times of stronger economic growth. We see this result particularly in the
SIPP sample for Medicaid, where reductions in program participation appear are larger during
economic expansions.
In Table 11, we repeat the exercise in Table 10 using administrative data on welfare
caseloads and expenditures. Panel I presents results on caseloads per 1,000 individuals, Panel II
on expenditures per capita, and Panel III on expenditures per enrollee. Our results in Table 11
provide relatively little evidence that minimum wage increases reduce welfare caseloads or
expenditures across the business cycle. Only for SNAP caseloads is there any evidence of
beneficial effects of minimum wage increases and these effects appear concentrated in nonrecessionary times.

VIII. Conclusions
While reducing poverty has long been a central talking point for policymakers advocating
minimum wage increases, proponents have recently advanced the claim that higher minimum
wages may reduce welfare spending. This study provides the most comprehensive study to date
on the effect of minimum wage increases on means-tested public programs. Using data from
multiple government sources, including the CPS, SIPP, and NIPA from over three decades, we
evaluate the minimum wage as a tool of welfare reform. Our preferred specifications show that
minimum wage increases are largely ineffective at reducing net participation in public assistance
programs or in reducing expenditures on means tested public assistance. We further find that
evidence for minimum wage induced-declines in public program participation produced by West
and Reich (2014; 2015) are based on specifications that fail important falsification tests.
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Our null findings are true across public programs, time periods examined, and data
sources. Only for the SNAP program is there some (inconsistent) evidence that higher minimum
wages reduce program participation. Rather, the findings we obtain (i) across low-skilled groups
and (ii) using longitudinal data more clearly point to evidence that minimum wage increases
redistribute income among low-skilled individuals, leading to welfare exit for some, but greater
welfare use for others.
Adverse labor demand effects of minimum wage effects are one important reason why
minimum wage hikes are ineffective at reducing net means-tested program participation. Poor
target efficiency may be another (MaCurdy 2015; Sabia 2014b; Sabia and Burkhauser 2010;
Lundstrom 2014; Stigler 1946). A substantial share of individuals receiving public assistance do
not work. For example, in 2013, 35 percent of AFDC/TANF recipients, 49 percent of SNAP
recipients, and 59 percent of WIC recipients were employed. But even among workers,
minimum wages may be poorly targeted to those receiving public assistance. When we evaluate
Senator Harkin and Congressman Miller’s plan to raise the federal minimum wage from $7.25 to
$10.10 per hour, Senator Patty Murray’s proposal to raise the minimum wage to $12.00 per hour,
and Senator Bernie Sanders’s proposal to raise the minimum wage to $15.00 per hour, we find
that each is not well targeted to welfare recipients. Only 16.0 percent of those who would be
affected by a $10.10 Federal minimum wage are SNAP recipients and just 13.1 percent are
Medicaid recipients. The targeting of minimum wage increases to welfare recipients becomes
worse at $12.00 and $15.00 minimum wage levels. We conclude that minimum wages are an
ineffective and blunt tool for welfare reform.
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Table 1A. Summary Statistics of Program Participation, CPS and SIPP

Panel I: March CPS 1979-2013
Individual-Level
SNAP/Food Stamp
Medicaid
Housing assistance
AFDC/TANFa
WICab
Household-Level
SNAP/Food Stamp
Medicaid
Housing assistance
AFDC/TANFa
WICab
Any Programc
Panel II: SIPP 1996-2013
Public Assistance Measures
SNAP/Food Stamp
Medicaid
Housing assistance

Single Mothers
without HS
Ages 16-45

Working Ages
(1)

Workers
(2)

Non-Workers
(3)

Non-White
(4)

Ages 16-29
without HS
(5)

0.077 (0.267)
[3,798,071]
0.076 (0.265)
[3,798,071]
0.010 (0.1)
[3,798,071]
0.035 (0.183)
[1,679,508]
0.044 (0.204)
[777,444]

0.050 (0.217)
[2,943,160]
0.038 (0.192)
[2,943,160]
0.006 (0.08)
[2,943,160]
0.018 (0.134)
[1,231,641]
0.034 (0.180)
[566,271]

0.171 (0.376)
[854,911]
0.204 (0.403)
[854,911]
0.023 (0.150)
[854,911]
0.081 (0.272)
[447,867]
0.070 (0.255)
[211,173]

0.148 (0.355)
[1,128,449]
0.135 (0.342)
[1,128,449]
0.021 (0.144)
[1,128,449]
0.069 (0.253)
[527,660]
0.072 (0.258)
[285,331]

0.174 (0.379)
[352,576]
0.183 (0.387)
[352,576]
0.02 (0.14)
[352,576]
0.075 (0.263)
[168,183]
0.089 (0.285)
[80,817]

0.611 (0.488)
[30,316]
0.545 (0.498)
[30,316]
0.097 (0.295)
[30,316]
0.406 (0.491)
[30,316]
0.237 (0.425)
[12,628]

0.084 (0.278)
[1,880,539]
0.142 (0.349)
[1,880,539]
0.013 (0.115)
[1,880,539]
0.044 (0.206)
[1,384,842]
0.052 (0.222)
[639,142]
0.168 (0.374)
[1,880,539]

0.059 (0.236)
[1,705,863]
0.112 (0.316)
[1,705,863]
0.009 (0.092)
[1,705,863]
0.029 (0.167)
[1,306,571]
0.049 (0.215)
[603,435]
0.134(0.341)
[1,705,863]

0.311 (0.463)
[174,676]
0.413 (0.492)
[174,676]
0.058 (0.234)
[174,676]
0.296 (0.456)
[78,271]
0.100 (0.301)
[35,707]
0.476 (0.499)
[174,676]

0.158 (0.365)
[598,058]
0.253 (0.435)
[598,058]
0.026 (0.160)
[598,058]
0.082 (0.275)
[473,920]
0.066 (0.248)
[334,549]
0.296 (0.457)
[598,058]

0.166 (0.372)
[296,056]
0.263 (0.440)
[296,056]
0.020 (0.141)
[296,056]
0.116 (0.302)
[158,153]
0.082 (0.274)
[145,062]
0.304 (0.460)
[296,056]

0.607 (0.488)
[30,316]
0.689 (0.463)
[30,316]
0.096 (0.294)
[30,316]
0.423 (0.494)
[30,316]
0.261 (0.439)
[12,759]
0.764 (0.425)
[30,316]

0.049 (0.217)
[9,551,775]
0.089 (0.285)
[9,551,775]
0.010 (0.101)
[9,551,775]

0.024 (0.152)
[6,779,707]
0.039 (0.193)
[6,779,707]
0.006 (0.078)
[6,779,707]

0.115 (0.319)
[2,772,068]
0.218 (0.413)
[2,772,068]
0.021 (0.145)
[2,772,068]

0.087 (0.282)
[2,893,801]
0.151 (0.358)
[2,893,801]
0.021 (0.143)
[2,893,801]

0.057 (0.231)
[762,746]
0.229 (0.42)
[762,746]
0.022 (0.148)
[762,746]

0.575 (0.494)
[65,559]
0.539 (0.498)
[65,559]
0.089 (0.284)
[65,559]
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(6)

AFDC/TANFa
WICa
Any Programc
Transition onto Public Assistance
SNAP/Food Stamp
Medicaid
Housing assistance
AFDC/TANFa
WICa
Any Program
Transition off of Public Assistance
SNAP/Food Stamp
Medicaid
Housing assistance
AFDC/TANFa
WICa
Any Program

Single Mothers
without HS
Ages 16-45

Working Ages
(1)
0.019 (0.135)
[4,133,931]
0.056 (0.230)
[4,133,931]
0.185 (0.389)
[4,827,050]

Workers
(2)
0.007 (0.082)
[2,802,407]
0.035 (0.184)
[2,802,407]
0.151 (0.358)
[4,189,074]

Non-Workers
(3)
0.044 (0.205)
[1,331,524]
0.101 (0.302)
[1,331,524]
0.440 (0.496)
[637,976]

Non-White
(4)
0.037 (0.189)
[1,356,214]
0.102 (0.302)
[1,356,214]
0.327 (0.469)
[1,525,164]

Ages 16-29
without HS
(5)
0.039 (0.193)
[361,122]
0.129 (0.336)
[361,122]
0.353 (0.478)
[654,001]

0.020 (0.142)
[974,035]
0.038 (0.191)
[926,640]
0.005 (0.068)
[1,016,134]
0.009 (0.095)
[438,113]
0.022 (0.147)
[422,850]
0.044 (0.205)
[892,921]

0.013 (0.112)
[763,275]
0.022 (0.147)
[746,544]
0.003 (0.057)
[781,545]
0.005 (0.068)
[329,319]
0.015 (0.122)
[319,512]
0.028 (0.166)
[725,942]

0.042 (0.202)
[351,210]
0.087 (0.282)
[312,529]
0.009 (0.092)
[386,963]
0.02 (0.139)
[179,729]
0.039 (0.194)
[170,616]
0.094 (0.291)
[294,989]

0.034 (0.182)
[289,181]
0.066 (0.249)
[265,727]
0.009 (0.094)
[310,704]
0.017 (0.129)
[143,420]
0.039 (0.195)
[135,060]
0.076 (0.265)
[247,077]

0.029 (0.168)
[99,294]
0.1 (0.3)
[79,420]
0.009 (0.094)
[101,995]
0.022 (0.147)
[47,906]
0.059 (0.235)
[44,212]
0.107 (0.309)
[75,340]

0.227 (0.419)
[3,788]
0.255 (0.436)
[3,820]
0.036 (0.187)
[7,399]
0.094 (0.291)
[6,290]
0.096 (0.294)
[6,062]
0.264 (0.441)
[2,345]

0.300 (0.458)
[54,178]
0.337 (0.473)
[101,573]
0.389 (0.487)
[12,079]
0.449 (0.497)
[9,392]
0.349 (0.477)
[24,655]
0.275 (0.446)
[135,292]

0.408 (0.492)
[24,472]
0.456 (0.498)
[41,203]
0.408 (0.492)
[6,202]
0.611 (0.487)
[3,999]
0.393 (0.488)
[13,806]
0.371 (0.483)
[61,805]

0.237 (0.425)
[40,817]
0.279 (0.448)
[79,498]
0.396 (0.489)
[8,352]
0.38 (0.485)
[7,913]
0.313 (0.464)
[17,026]
0.218 (0.413)
[100,325]

0.284 (0.451)
[28,957]
0.337 (0.473)
[52,411]
0.387 (0.487)
[7,434]
0.418 (0.493)
[6,040]
0.33 (0.47)
[14,400]
0.262 (0.740)
[71,061]

0.325 (0.468)
[5,135]
0.34 (0.474)
[25,009]
0.406 (0.491)
[2,434]
0.438 (0.496)
[1,704]
0.332 (0.471)
[5,398]
0.284 (0.451)
[29,089]

0.192 (0.394)
[4,260]
0.246 (0.431)
[4,228]
0.424 (0.495)
[649]
0.338 (0.473)
[1,758]
0.345 (0.475)
[1,986]
0.133 (0.339)
[5,703]

(6)
0.231 (0.422)
[65,559]
0.252 (0.434)
[65,559]
0.800 (0.400)
[65,559]

Notes: Weighted means are obtained from data drawn from the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 1980 and 2014, and the Survey of Income and Program Participation between
1996 and 2013. Standard deviations are in parentheses and number of observations in brackets.
a
Sample in columns (1) through (3) is restricted to women ages 16 to 54.
b
Data are only available the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 2001 and 2014.
c
Housing assistance receipt is estimated using retrospective minimum wage from the previous year. WIC is excluded because it is only available in the 2001-2014 March CPS.
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Table 1B. Summary Statistics of per Capita Caseloads and Expenditures

Panel I: Caseloads per 1,000 individuals
SNAP/Food Stamp
Medicaida
AFDC/TANFb
Panel II: Expenditures per capita (2013$)
SNAP/Food Stamp
Medicaidc
AFDC/TANF
WIC & otherd
Total of above programs

Mean

Std. Dev

N

91.098
159.700
31.169

34.306
118.078
20.286

1,632
1,469
1,683

126.456
928.481
104.826
112.721
1,158.131

63.379
507.117
78.606
82.510
547.678

1,734
1,581
1,734
1,734
1,581

Notes: Weighted means are obtained from data drawn from the Census Bureau—Small Area Income and Poverty
Estimates between 1981 and 2012 (SNAP/Food stamp), the Statistical Abstract—Health and Nutrition between 1980
and 2011 (Medicaid), the Office of Family Assistance between 1980 and 2013 (AFDC/TANF), and the National
Income and Product Accounts (expenditures) between 1980 and 2013.
a
Medicaid caseloads are missing for Arizona between 1983 and 1990, and Hawaii in 1997 and 1999.
b
AFDC/TANF caseloads are missing for 1984.
c
Data are consistently available for all states and years between 1983 and 2013.
d
WIC expenditures are grouped with expenditures on General Assistance Foster care and adoption assistance, Child
Tax Credits, Economic stimulus Act of 2008 rebates, American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA)
Making Work Pay tax credits, Government Retiree tax credits, Adoptive tax credits and Energy Assistance benefits.
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Table 2. Estimates of the Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and Public Assistance
Receipt, CPS, 1979-2013
(1)
SNAP/Food stamp
N
Medicaid
N
Housing assistance
N
AFDC/TANFa
N
WICab
N
SNAP/Food stamp
N
Medicaid
N
Housing assistance
N
AFDC/TANFa
N
WICab
N
Any Programc
N
Exogenous controls?
Additional controls?
State-level controls?

-0.017
(0.017)
3,798,071
-0.001
(0.016)
3,798,071
0.003***
(0.001)
3,798,071
-0.002
(0.007)
1,679,508
-0.003
(0.004)
777,444
-0.019
(0.018)
1,880,539
-0.026
(0.019)
1,880,539
0.003*
(0.002)
1,880,539
0.003
(0.008)
1,384,842
-0.007
(0.007)
639,142
0.015
(0.014)
1,880,539
Yes
No
No

Working age
Workers
(2)
(3)
(4)
Panel I: Individual Level
-0.013
-0.009
-0.002
(0.013)
(0.011)
(0.006)
3,798,071
3,798,071
2,943,160
-0.000
0.001
0.010
(0.014)
(0.013)
(0.008)
3,798,071
3,798,071
2,943,160
0.003***
0.003**
0.001
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
3,798,071
3,798,071
2,943,160
0.001
0.001
0.001
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.001)
1,679,508
1,679,508
1,231,641
-0.001
-0.003
-0.001
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)
777,444
777,444
566,271
Panel II: Household-Level
-0.018
-0.014
-0.005
(0.014)
(0.012)
(0.008)
1,880,539
1,880,539
1,705,863
-0.035*
-0.036*
-0.020
(0.020)
(0.022)
(0.018)
1,880,539
1,880,539
1,705,863
0.003**
0.003*
0.002
(0.001)
(0.002)
(0.001)
1,880,539
1,880,539
1,705,863
0.000
0.000
-0.001
(0.004)
(0.004)
(0.003)
1,384,842
1,384,842
1,306,571
-0.003
-0.006
-0.007
(0.006)
(0.006)
(0.005)
639,142
639,142
603,435
Panel III: Overall Program Participation
0.002
0.003
0.018
(0.015)
(0.013)
(0.011)
1,880,539
1,880,539
1,705,863
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Non-workers
(5)
-0.029
(0.027)
854,911
-0.038
(0.038)
854,911
0.010***
(0.003)
854,911
0.007
(0.009)
447,867
-0.010
(0.006)
211,173
-0.055
(0.066)
174,676
-0.095
(0.074)
174,676
0.030**
(0.013)
174,676
0.099
(0.079)
78,271
0.024
(0.030)
35,707
-0.043
(0.063)
174,676
Yes
Yes
Yes

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Marginal effects from weighted probit estimates are obtained using data drawn from the Current Population Survey March
Supplements between 1980 and 2014. The dependent variable is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in the left
column. Exogenous controls include age, gender, race/ethnicity, state dummies, and year dummies. Additional controls include marital
status, educational attainment, household size, and number of children under age 18 in households. State level controls include the prime-age
adult wage rate, prime-age unemployment rate, per capita state GDP, the state refundable EITC credit rate, and state welfare policies for
SNAP/food stamp (indicators for vehicle exemptions per household for eligibility), Medicaid (the presence of at least one Section 1115
waiver or childless adult coverage expansions), and AFDC/TANF (the presence of binding work requirements for welfare receipt and time
limits for benefits, state limitations on non-home real and personal property, maximum benefits for family of three with no income). Standard
errors corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses.
a
Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54.
b
Data are only available the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 2001 and 2014.
c
Housing assistance receipt is estimated using retrospective minimum wage from the previous year. WIC is excluded because it is only
available in the 2001-2014 March CPS.
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Table 3. Robustness of Estimates of Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and Public Assistance Receipt to
Controls for Geographic-Specific Time Trends, CPS, 1979-2013
Individual Level

SNAP/Food stamp
N
Medicaid
N
Housing assistance
N
AFDC/TANFa
N
WICab
N
Any Programc
N
State linear time trend?
Division FE*Year FE?

Working
age
(1)
-0.021***
(0.008)
3,798,071
-0.008
(0.009)
3,798,071
-0.004**
(0.002)
3,798,071
-0.008***
(0.003)
1,679,508
-0.004*
(0.002)
777,444
-0.021*
(0.011)
3,798,071
Yes
Yes

Workers
(2)
-0.006
(0.005)
2,943,160
-0.000
(0.005)
2,943,160
-0.003*
(0.001)
2,943,160
-0.003*
(0.002)
1,231,641
0.001
(0.002)
566,271
0.001
(0.009)
2,943,160
Yes
Yes

Nonworkers
(3)
-0.076***
(0.021)
854,911
-0.030
(0.024)
854,911
-0.007
(0.005)
854,911
-0.017*
(0.009)
447,867
-0.030***
(0.008)
211,173
-0.060**
(0.023)
854,911
Yes
Yes

Household Level
Nonworkers
(HH
Adult=1d)
(4)
-0.227**
(0.095)
110,365
-0.206**
(0.087)
110,365
-0.050
(0.033)
110,365
-0.258**
(0.123)
51,793
-0.021
(0.018)
23,872
-0.147*
(0.075)
110,365
Yes
Yes

Nonworkers
(HH
Adult=1d)
(5)
-0.067
(0.063)
110,365
-0.086
(0.071)
110,365
0.032
(0.031)
110,365
0.037
(0.116)
51,793
0.009
(0.014)
23,872
-0.040
(0.051)
110,365
No
No

Working
age
(6)
-0.024***
(0.007)
1,880,539
-0.013
(0.013)
1,880,539
-0.004**
(0.002)
1,880,539
-0.010***
(0.003)
1,384,842
-0.006
(0.006)
639,142
-0.018
(0.013)
1,880,539
Yes
Yes

Workers
(7)
-0.007
(0.005)
1,705,863
0.002
(0.011)
1,705,863
-0.003
(0.002)
1,705,863
-0.006**
(0.002)
1,306,571
-0.004
(0.005)
603,435
0.003
(0.011)
1,705,863
Yes
Yes

Nonworkers
(8)
-0.212***
(0.054)
174,676
-0.123*
(0.072)
174,676
-0.021
(0.019)
174,676
-0.137**
(0.070)
78,271
-0.031
(0.028)
35,707
-0.189***
(0.066)
174,676
Yes
Yes

Nonworkers
(9)
-0.055
(0.066)
174,676
-0.095
(0.074)
174,676
0.030**
(0.013)
174,676
0.099
(0.079)
78,271
0.024
(0.030)
35,707
-0.043
(0.063)
174,676
No
No

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Marginal effects from weighted probit estimates are obtained using data drawn from the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 1980 and 2014. The dependent
variable is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in the left column. Each regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 2. Standard
errors corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses.
a Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54.
b Data are only available the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 2001 and 2014.
c Housing assistance receipt is estimated using retrospective minimum wage from the previous year. WIC is excluded because it is only available in the 2001-2014 March CPS.
d Sample is restricted to households with only one working-age adult age 18 or older.
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Table 4. Double Selection Post-LASSO Estimates of Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and Public Assistance
Receipt, CPS, 1979-2013
Individual Level

SNAP/Food stamp
N
Medicaid
N
Housing assistance
N
AFDC/TANFa
N
WICab
N
Any Programc
N

Working age
(1)
-0.020**
(0.008)
3,798,071
-0.009
(0.009)
3,798,071
-0.004**
(0.002)
3,798,071
-0.008**
(0.003)
1,679,508
-0.011*
(0.006)
777,444
-0.009
(0.011)
3,798,071

Workers
(2)
-0.005
(0.005)
2,943,160
-0.001
(0.005)
2,943,160
-0.003**
(0.002)
2,943,160
-0.003
(0.002)
1,231,641
0.003
(0.004)
566,271
0.005
(0.008)
2,943,160

Household Level

Non-workers
(3)
-0.071***
(0.023)
854,911
-0.029
(0.025)
854,911
-0.007
(0.006)
854,911
-0.015
(0.010)
447,867
-0.058***
(0.014)
211,173
-0.050*
(0.027)
854,911

Non-workers
(HH
Adult=1d)
(4)
-0.235**
(0.097)
110,365
-0.254***
(0.094)
110,365
-0.044
(0.039)
110,365
-0.232*
(0.123)
51,793
-0.038
(0.042)
23,872
-0.232**
(0.099)
110,365

Working age
(5)
-0.024***
(0.008)
1,880,539
-0.014
(0.013)
1,880,539
-0.004**
(0.002)
1,880,539
-0.011***
(0.004)
1,384,842
-0.006
(0.006)
639,142
-0.018
(0.013)
1,880,539

Workers
(6)
-0.007
(0.005)
1,705,863
0.001
(0.011)
1,705,863
-0.003*
(0.002)
1,705,863
-0.006*
(0.003)
1,306,571
-0.005
(0.006)
603,435
0.003
(0.011)
1,705,863

Non-workers
(7)
-0.208***
(0.058)
174,676
-0.117
(0.073)
174,676
-0.022
(0.020)
174,676
-0.117
(0.073)
78,271
-0.034
(0.033)
35,707
-0.185***
(0.070)
174,676

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Marginal effects from weighted probit estimates are obtained using data drawn from the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 1980 and 2014. The dependent
variable is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in the left column. Each regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 2. Standard
errors corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses.
a Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54.
b Data are only available the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 2001 and 2014.
c Housing assistance receipt is estimated using retrospective minimum wage from the previous year. WIC is excluded because it is only available in the 2001-2014 March CPS.
d Sample is restricted to households with only one working-age adult age 18 or older.
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Table 5. Estimates of the Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases by Low-Skilled
Sub-Groups, CPS, 1979-2013
Ages 16-29
without HS
(2)

Non-White
(1)
SNAP/Food stamp
N
Medicaid
N
Housing assistance
N
AFDC/TANFa
N
WICab
N
Any programc
N
Ln(Earnings)
N
Employed
N
Ln(Hours) | Employed=1
N
Ln(Weeks) | Employed=1
N

0.001
(0.013)
1,128,449
0.028
(0.021)
1,128,449
0.003
(0.003)
1,128,449
0.008
(0.010)
527,660
0.003
(0.006)
285,331
0.097***
(0.022)
598,058
0.075
(0.140)
1,080,091
[23,146.710]
0.024
(0.018)
1,080,091
[0.692]
-0.046**
(0.018)
750,173
[38.33]
-0.044***
(0.013)
750,173
[4.288]

Single Mothers without
HS, Ages 16-45
(3)

Panel I: Public Assistance Receipt
0.017
-0.193**
(0.017)
(0.080)
352,576
30,316
-0.038
-0.023
(0.026)
(0.066)
352,576
30,316
0.005
0.042
(0.004)
(0.038)
352,576
30,316
0.002
0.008
(0.008)
(0.138)
168,183
30,316
0.013
-0.104
(0.016)
(0.089)
80,817
12,628
0.022
-0.056
(0.029)
(0.052)
296,056
30,316
d
Panel II: Labor Market Outcomes
-0.630***
1.203
(0.202)
(0.746)
347,330
29,759
[5,236.063]
[7,944.093]
-0.085***
0.151
(0.032)
(0.092)
347,330
29,759
[0.486]
[0.522]
-0.214***
0.011
(0.046)
(0.072)
170,024
15,523
[29.002]
[35.424]
-0.058*
0.076
(0.032)
(0.129)
170,024
15,523
[4.161]
[4.217]

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Marginal effects from weighted probit estimates in Panel I and row 2 of Panel II as well as weighted OLS estimates in
rows 1, 3 and 4 of Panel II are obtained using data drawn from the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 1980
and 2014. The dependent variable in Panel I is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in the left column.
Each regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 2.
a Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54. Standard errors corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses and means
in brackets.
b Data are only available the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 2001 and 2014.
c Housing assistance receipt is estimated using retrospective minimum wage from the previous year. WIC is excluded because it
is only available in the 2001-2014 March CPS.
d Earnings are unconditional and measured as annual earnings; hours as weekly hours, and weeks as annual weeks. We take the
natural log of 1 for individuals who report zero earnings.
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Table 6. Estimates of the Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and Public Assistance Receipt, SIPP, 1996-2013

SNAP/Food stamp
N
Medicaid
N
Housing assistance
N
AFDC/TANFa
N
WICa
N
Any program

Working age
(1)
-0.001
(0.004)
9,551,775
-0.003
(0.006)
9,551,775
0.006***
(0.002)
9,551,775
-0.003
(0.004)
4,133,931
0.006
(0.005)
4,133,931
0.005
(0.007)
9,551,775

Workers
(2)
-0.004
(0.002)
6,779,707
-0.005
(0.005)
6,779,707
0.002
(0.002)
6,779,707
-0.000
(0.003)
2,802,407
0.009*
(0.005)
2,802,407
0.000
(0.007)
6,779,707

Non-workers
(3)
0.006
(0.009)
2,772,068
0.013
(0.013)
2,772,068
0.016**
(0.007)
2,772,068
-0.003
(0.010)
1,331,524
0.004
(0.011)
1,331,524
0.024*
(0.013)
2,772,068

Non-White
(4)
0.006
(0.007)
2,893,801
-0.008
(0.015)
2,893,801
0.016***
(0.005)
2,893,801
0.001
(0.009)
1,356,214
0.022*
(0.011)
1,356,214
0.012
(0.017)
2,893,801

Ages 16-29
without HS
(5)
-0.045***
(0.013)
762,746
0.009
(0.036)
762,746
0.006
(0.009)
762,746
0.005
(0.021)
361,122
-0.017
(0.043)
361,122
0.013
(0.034)
762,746

Single Mothers
without HS
Ages 16-45
(6)
-0.027
(0.098)
65,559
0.090
(0.070)
65,559
-0.004
(0.053)
65,559
0.037
(0.074)
65,559
-0.023
(0.074)
65,559
0.131*
(0.066)
65,559

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Weighted OLS estimates are obtained using data drawn from the Survey of Income and Program Participation between 1996 and 2013. The dependent variable is an
indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in the left column. Time-variant individual controls include marital status, educational attainment, age (linear and
squared), household size, and number of children under age 18 in households. State level controls include the prime-age adult wage rate, prime-age unemployment rate, per capita
state GDP, the state refundable EITC credit rate, and state welfare policies for SNAP/food stamp (indicators for vehicle exemptions per household for eligibility), Medicaid (the
presence of at least one Section 1115 waiver or childless adult coverage expansions), and AFDC/TANF (the presence of binding work requirements for welfare receipt and time
limits for benefits, state limitations on non-home real and personal property, maximum benefits for family of three with no income). All regressions include controls for state
effects, year fixed effects, month fixed effects, and individual fixed effects. Standard errors corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses.
a Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54 in columns (1) through (4), and women of stated ages in columns (5) and (6).
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Table 7. Estimates of the Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and Transition onto and off of Public Assistance,
SIPP, 1996-2013

Working Age

SNAP/Food stamp
N
Medicaid
N
Housing assistance
N
AFDC/TANFa
N
WICa
N
Any program
N

Transition
onto
(1)
0.007
(0.008)
974,035
-0.010
(0.012)
926,640
-0.001
(0.005)
1,016,134
-0.001
(0.007)
438,113
-0.006
(0.009)
422,850
-0.007
(0.010)
892,921

Transition
off of
(2)
-0.127
(0.086)
54,178
-0.191**
(0.082)
101,573
-0.499
(0.366)
12,079
-0.045
(0.512)
9,392
-0.160
(0.203)
24,655
-0.167**
(0.067)
54,178

Workers
Transition
onto
(3)
-0.002
(0.008)
763,275
-0.025**
(0.011)
746,544
-0.004
(0.006)
781,545
-0.003
(0.005)
329,319
-0.007
(0.008)
319,512
-0.019*
(0.010)
725,942

Transition
off of
(4)
-0.041
(0.230)
24,472
-0.268
(0.208)
41,203
-0.735
(0.735)
6,202
-0.462
(0.967)
3,999
-0.250
(0.411)
13,806
-0.311
(0.216)
24,472

Non-White
Transition
onto
(5)
0.016
(0.012)
289,181
-0.012
(0.032)
265,727
-0.007
(0.010)
310,704
0.000
(0.018)
143,420
-0.016
(0.024)
135,060
-0.014
(0.037)
247,077

Transition
off of
(6)
-0.184*
(0.113)
28,957
-0.153
(0.115)
52,411
-0.495
(0.463)
7,434
-0.136
(0.458)
6,040
-0.292
(0.247)
14,400
-0.191*
(0.098)
28,957

Ages 16-29
without HS
Transition
onto
(7)
-0.081***
(0.030)
99,294
-0.007
(0.091)
79,420
-0.030*
(0.017)
101,995
0.020
(0.049)
47,906
0.035
(0.102)
44,212
-0.074
(0.080)
75,340

Transition
off of
(8)
0.333
(0.602)
5,135
-0.471**
(0.202)
25,009
-1.421**
(0.652)
2,434
-0.844
(1.117)
1,704
-0.237
(0.538)
5,398
-0.131
(0.378)
5,135

Single Mothers
Without HS
Ages 16-45
Transition Transition
onto
off of
(9)
(10)
-0.111
-0.059
(0.481)
(0.373)
3,788
4,260
-0.420
-0.555
(0.304)
(0.482)
3,820
4,228
0.003
-1.257
(0.110)
(1.864)
7,399
649
0.014
-0.255
(0.154)
(0.663)
6,290
1,758
0.033
0.158
(0.122)
(0.828)
6,062
1,986
-0.433
-0.039
(0.563)
(0.172)
2,345
4,260

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Weighted OLS estimates are obtained using individual-by-year data drawn from the Survey of Income and Program Participation between 1996 and 2013. The dependent variable
is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in the left column. Each regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 6. Standard errors
corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses.
a
Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54 in columns (1) through (6), and women of stated ages in columns (7) through (10).
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Table 8. Estimates of the Relationship between the Bindingness of Federal Minimum Wage Increases and Public Assistance Receipt Using
Clemens and Wither’s (2016) Model, SIPP, 2008-2012

SNAP/Food stamp: Bound*Post 1
Bound*Post 2
N
Medicaid:

Bound*Post 1
Bound*Post 2

N
Housing assistance: Bound*Post 1
Bound*Post 2
N
AFDC/TANFa:

Bound*Post 1
Bound*Post 2

N
WICa:

Bound*Post 1
Bound*Post 2

N
Any program:

Bound*Post 1
Bound*Post 2

N

Working
age
(1)
0.000
(0.002)
-0.001
(0.003)
1,966,918
-0.002
(0.003)
-0.005
(0.004)
1,966,918
-0.001
(0.001)
-0.002
(0.001)
1,966,918
0.001
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)
817,453
-0.000
(0.003)
-0.003
(0.004)
817,453
-0.000
(0.003)
-0.003
(0.004)
1,966,918

Workers
(2)
-0.000
(0.001)
-0.000
(0.002)
1,385,862
-0.001
(0.002)
-0.002
(0.003)
1,385,862
-0.001
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)
1,385,862
-0.001
(0.001)
0.001
(0.001)
548,521
0.002
(0.002)
-0.002
(0.003)
548,521
-0.000
(0.002)
-0.000
(0.003)
1,385,862

Nonworkers
(3)
-0.000
(0.005)
-0.004
(0.007)
581,056
-0.003
(0.006)
-0.010
(0.009)
581,056
-0.001
(0.003)
-0.002
(0.003)
581,056
0.006*
(0.003)
-0.003
(0.003)
268,932
-0.005
(0.005)
-0.004
(0.007)
268,932
-0.003
(0.006)
-0.011
(0.008)
581,056

NonWhite
(4)
0.003
(0.004)
-0.003
(0.006)
625,021
-0.002
(0.007)
-0.011
(0.011)
625,021
-0.001
(0.004)
-0.002
(0.004)
625,021
0.001
(0.003)
-0.001
(0.003)
286,572
-0.004
(0.006)
-0.008
(0.006)
286,572
0.001
(0.010)
-0.011
(0.015)
286,572

Ages 16-29
without
HS
(5)
-0.004
(0.005)
-0.015
(0.014)
88,199
-0.008
(0.011)
-0.045***
(0.015)
88,199
0.001
(0.008)
0.002
(0.009)
88,199
0.009
(0.006)
-0.009
(0.011)
43,002
-0.003
(0.013)
-0.014
(0.026)
43,002
-0.015
(0.016)
-0.018
(0.024)
43,002

Single Mothers
without HS
Ages 16-45
(6)
-0.002
(0.032)
-0.023
(0.034)
10,121
0.019
(0.029)
0.020
(0.037)
10,121
-0.058*
(0.031)
-0.081**
(0.037)
10,121
0.005
(0.026)
0.026
(0.031)
10,121
-0.007
(0.037)
0.024
(0.043)
10,121
0.021
(0.034)
0.045
(0.040)
10,121

Under
$7.50
(7)
0.001
(0.009)
-0.003
(0.010)
113,537
0.004
(0.011)
-0.016
(0.014)
113,537
-0.002
(0.004)
-0.001
(0.004)
113,537
-0.011*
(0.006)
-0.011**
(0.004)
64,417
-0.006
(0.009)
-0.004
(0.013)
64,417
-0.005
(0.010)
-0.007
(0.010)
113,537

Baseline Wages
$7.50$8.49
(8)
-0.001
(0.009)
0.002
(0.008)
103,781
-0.006
(0.009)
0.015
(0.009)
103,781
0.002
(0.004)
-0.000
(0.005)
103,781
0.003
(0.004)
0.006
(0.008)
56,705
-0.004
(0.013)
-0.003
(0.015)
56,705
0.008
(0.011)
0.012
(0.014)
103,781

$8.50$10.10
(9)
0.007
(0.005)
-0.000
(0.008)
150,954
0.001
(0.009)
-0.005
(0.010)
150,954
-0.000
(0.003)
-0.001
(0.003)
150,954
-0.003
(0.005)
-0.001
(0.006)
75,069
-0.012
(0.010)
-0.022*
(0.013)
75,069
0.012
(0.009)
0.009
(0.011)
150,954

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Weighted OLS estimates are obtained using data drawn from the Survey of Income and Program Participation between 1996 and 2013. The dependent variable is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance
program listed in the left column. Each regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 5. Standard errors corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses.
a
Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54 in columns (1) through (4), and women of stated ages in columns (5) and (6).
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Table 9. Estimates of the Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and Welfare
Caseloads and Expenditures, 1980-2013
Panel I: Caseloads per 1,000 individuals
SNAP
AFDC
a
/Food stamp
Medicaid
/TANFb
Ln(MW)
N

(1)

(2)

(3)

-0.191
(0.125)
1,632

0.021
(0.258)
1,469

-0.275
(0.443)
1,683

SNAP
/Food stamp
Ln(MW)
N

Panel II: Expenditures per Capita
AFDC
WIC
c
Medicaid
/TANF
& otherd

All
programs

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

-0.168
(0.122)
1,734

-0.117
(0.141)
1,581

0.041
(0.176)
1,734

-0.166
(0.277)
1,734

-0.158
(0.098)
1,581

Panel III: Expenditures per Enrolleee
SNAP
AFDC
c
/Food stamp
Medicaid
/TANF
All programs
Ln(MW)
N

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.024
(0.075)
1,632

-0.064
(0.256)
1,469

0.310
(0.452)
1,683

0.081
(0.110)
1,419

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Weighted OLS estimates using data drawn from the Census Bureau—Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates
(SNAP/food stamp caseloads) between 1981 and 2012, the Survey of Income and Program Participation between 1996 and
2013, the Statistical Abstract—Health and Nutrition (Medicaid caseloads) between 1980 and 2011, the Office of Family
Assistance (AFDC/TANF caseloads) between 1980 and 2013, and the National Income and Product Accounts
(expenditures) between 1980 and 2013. The dependent variables in Panel I, II and III are the natural log of caseloads per
1,000 individuals, per capita expenditures, and expenditures per enrollee for the public assistance program listed in the
column title respectively. Controls include the prime-age adult wage rate, prime-age unemployment rate, per capita state
GDP, the state refundable EITC credit rate, gender, racial composition, marriage rates, educational attainment, average
age, household size, and average number of children under age 18 in households, the prime-age adult wage rate, prime-age
unemployment rate, per capita state GDP, the state refundable EITC credit rate, and state welfare policies for SNAP/food
stamp (indicators for vehicle exemptions per household for eligibility), Medicaid (Section 1115 waivers, including
childless adult coverage expansion), and AFDC/TANF (the presence of binding work requirements for welfare receipt and
time limits for benefits, state limitations on non-home real and personal property, maximum benefits for family of three
with no income). Standard errors corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses.
a
Medicaid caseloads are missing for Arizona between 1983 and 1990, and Hawaii in 1997 and 1999.
b
AFDC/TANF caseloads are missing for 1984.
c
Medicaid caseloads and expenditures are collected between 1983 and 2013.
d
WIC expenditures are grouped with expenditures on General Assistance Foster care and adoption assistance, Child Tax
Credits, Economic stimulus Act of 2008 rebates, American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) Making
Work Pay tax credits, Government Retiree tax credits, Adoptive tax credits and Energy Assistance benefits.
e
Expenditures per enrollee excludes WIC program because data on WIC caseloads are not available over the sample
period.
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Table 10. Estimates of the Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and Public Assistance Receipt over the Business
Cycle, CPS and SIPP

MW
MW*GDP growth of 0-2.49%
MW*GDP growth of ≥2.50%
N
MW

SNAP
/Food stamp
(1)

Medicaid
(2)

-0.012
(0.011)
0.000
(0.002)
-0.002
(0.003)
3,798,071

-0.001
(0.013)
0.002
(0.003)
0.001
(0.004)
3,798,071

0.004

0.005
(0.008)
-0.013**
(0.005)
-0.013**
(0.006)
9,551,775

(0.005)

MW*GDP growth of 0-2.49%

-0.007
(0.005)

MW*GDP growth of ≥2.50%

-0.007
(0.004)

N

9,551,775

Housing
assistance
(3)
Panel I: CPS
0.003**
(0.001)
0.000
(0.001)
0.000
(0.001)
3,798,071
Panel II: SIPP
0.005*
(0.002)
0.000
(0.001)
0.001
(0.002)
9,551,775

AFDC
/TANFa
(4)

WICab
(5)

Any
programc
(6)

0.001
(0.003)
0.001
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)
1,679,508

-0.001
(0.002)
0.001
(0.001)
-0.002
(0.002)
777,444

0.001
(0.012)
0.002
(0.004)
0.005
(0.005)
1,880,539

-0.005
(0.004)
0.001
(0.002)
0.004
(0.004)
4,133,931

0.006
(0.006)
0.002
(0.004)
-0.002
(0.006)
4,133,931

0.009
(0.084)
-0.041**
(0.016)
-0.048**
(0.019)
4,827,050

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Marginal effects in Panel I are obtained from weighted probit regressions using data drawn from the Current Population Survey March Supplements between
1980 and 2014. Weighted OLS estimates in Panel II are obtained using data drawn from the Survey of Income and Program Participation between 1996 and 2013.
The dependent variable is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in the column title. For the CPS estimates, each regression includes a set of
controls identical to those noted in Table 2. For the SIPP estimates, each regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 6. Standard errors
corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses.
a
Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54.
b
Data are only available for the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 2001 and 2014.
c
In the CPS estimates, housing assistance receipt is estimated using retrospective minimum wage from the previous year. WIC is excluded because it is only
available in the 2001-2014 March CPS.
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Table 11. Estimates of the Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and Welfare Caseloads
and Expenditures over the Business Cycle

MW
MW*GDP growth of 0-2.49%
MW*GDP growth of ≥2.50%
N

MW
MW*GDP growth of 0-2.49%
MW*GDP growth of ≥2.50%
N

MW
MW*GDP growth of 0-2.49%
MW*GDP growth of ≥2.50%
N

Panel I: Caseloads per 1,000 individuals
SNAP/Food stamp
Medicaida
AFDC/TANFb
(1)
(2)
(3)
-0.168
0.085
0.070
(0.126)
(0.248)
(0.057)
-0.063*
-0.017
0.013
(0.032)
(0.107)
(0.016)
-0.024
-0.167
-0.022
(0.040)
(0.117)
(0.028)
1,632
1,469
1,275
Panel II: Expenditures per Capita
SNAP
AFDC
WIC
/Food stamp Medicaidc
/TANF
& otherd
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
-0.164
-0.127
0.067
-0.266
(0.130)
(0.156)
(0.169)
(0.265)
-0.043
0.047
-0.026
0.054
(0.031)
(0.064)
(0.057)
(0.064)
0.003
-0.023
-0.050
0.233***
(0.046)
(0.054)
(0.081)
(0.063)
1,734
1,581
1,734
1,734

All
programs
(5)
-0.137
(0.105)
-0.019
(0.038)
-0.020
(0.037)
1,581

Panel III: Expenditures per Enrolleee
SNAP
AFDC
/Food stamp
Medicaidc
/TANF
All programs
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.017
0.013
0.588
0.166
(0.072)
(0.272)
(0.514)
(0.131)
0.016
-0.050
-0.244
-0.036
(0.024)
(0.090)
(0.165)
(0.073)
0.009
-0.091
-0.319
-0.098
(0.026)
(0.110)
(0.210)
(0.090)
1,632
1,469
1,683
1,419

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Weighted OLS estimates using data drawn from the Census Bureau—Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates
(SNAP/food stamp caseloads) between 1981 and 2012, the Survey of Income and Program Participation between 1996 and 2013,
the Statistical Abstract—Health and Nutrition (Medicaid caseloads) between 1980 and 2011, the Office of Family Assistance
(AFDC/TANF caseloads) between 1980 and 2013, and the National Income and Product Accounts (expenditures) between 1980
and 2013. The dependent variables in Panel I, II and III are the natural log of caseloads per 1,000 individuals, per capita
expenditures, and expenditures per enrollee for the public assistance program listed in the column title respectively. Each
regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 7. Standard errors corrected for clustering on the state are in
parentheses.
a Medicaid caseloads are missing for Arizona between 1983 and 1990, and Hawaii in 1997 and 1999.
b AFDC/TANF caseloads are missing for 1984.
c Medicaid caseloads and expenditures are collected between 1983 and 2013.
d
WIC expenditures are grouped with expenditures on General Assistance Foster care and adoption assistance, Child Tax Credits,
Economic stimulus Act of 2008 rebates, American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) Making Work Pay tax
credits, Government Retiree tax credits, Adoptive tax credits and Energy Assistance benefits.
e Expenditures per enrollee excludes WIC program because data on WIC caseloads are not available over the sample period.
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Appendix Table 1. OLS Estimates of the Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and
Public Assistance Receipt, CPS, 1979-2013
Working age
(1)
SNAP/Food stamp
N
Medicaid
N
Housing assistance
N
AFDC/TANFa
N
WICab
N
SNAP/Food stamp
N
Medicaid
N
Housing assistance
N
AFDC/TANFa
N
WICab
N
Any Programc
N

Workers
Non-workers
(2)
(3)
Panel I: Individual Level
-0.006
0.001
-0.018
(0.013)
(0.009)
(0.023)
3,798,071
2,943,160
854,911
0.011
0.027**
-0.026
(0.016)
(0.012)
(0.034)
3,798,071
2,943,160
854,911
0.005**
0.002
0.017***
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.005)
3,798,071
2,943,160
854,911
-0.021***
-0.007
-0.046***
(0.007)
(0.004)
(0.016)
1,679,508
1,231,641
447,867
-0.008
-0.003
-0.020
(0.007)
(0.005)
(0.014)
777,444
566,271
211,173
Panel II: Household-Level
-0.016
-0.004
-0.027
(0.012)
(0.010)
(0.036)
1,880,539
1,705,863
174,676
-0.027
-0.010
-0.068
(0.020)
(0.017)
(0.056)
1,880,539
1,705,863
174,676
0.005
0.003
0.047**
(0.004)
(0.002)
(0.018)
1,880,539
1,705,863
174,676
-0.030***
-0.019***
-0.020
(0.009)
(0.007)
(0.058)
1,384,842
1,306,571
78,271
-0.010
-0.010
0.032
(0.009)
(0.007)
(0.042)
639,142
603,435
35,707
Panel III: Overall Program Participation
0.004
0.021
-0.033
(0.013)
(0.011)
(0.047)
1,880,539
1,705,863
174,676

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level
Notes: Marginal effects from weighted probit estimates are obtained using data drawn from the Current Population Survey March
Supplements between 1980 and 2014. The dependent variable is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in the left
column. Each regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 2. Standard errors corrected for clustering on the
state are in parentheses.
a
Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54.
b
Data are only available the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 2001 and 2014.
c
Housing assistance receipt is estimated using retrospective minimum wage from the previous year. WIC is excluded because it is only
available in the 2001-2014 March CPS.
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Appendix Table 2A. Robustness of Estimates of the Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and Public Assistance
Receipt Controlling for Three Years of Leads, CPS, 1979-2013
Single Mothers
Ages 16-29
without HS
Working age
Workers
Non-workers
Non-White
without HS
Ages 16-45
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
SNAP/Food stamp
-0.014
-0.004
-0.044
-0.016
-0.000
-0.233**
(0.014)
(0.009)
(0.040)
(0.032)
(0.035)
(0.111)
N
3,709,428
2,878,046
831,382
1,095,016
344,908
29,760
Medicaid
0.008
0.015*
-0.016
0.064**
-0.057
-0.036
(0.014)
(0.008)
(0.042)
(0.026)
(0.034)
(0.134)
N
3,709,428
2,878,046
831,382
1,095,016
344,908
29,760
Housing assistance
-0.001
-0.001
0.001
0.001
0.004
0.050
(0.002)
(0.001)
(0.005)
(0.005)
(0.006)
(0.063)
3,580,372
2,783,136
797,236
1,044,699
333,594
28,981
AFDC/TANFa
0.004
0.001
0.016
0.014
-0.015
-0.062
(0.003)
(0.002)
(0.010)
(0.010)
(0.015)
(0.140)
N
1,641,990
1,205,513
436,477
512,827
164,597
29,760
WIC
-0.001
0.001
-0.008
0.010
0.020
-0.243
(0.003)
(0.002)
(0.008)
(0.010)
(0.023)
(0.169)
N
739,926
540,143
199,783
270,498
77,231
12,072
Any program
0.016
0.027*
-0.034
0.136***
0.024
-0.009
(0.083)
(0.018)
(0.015)
(0.087)
(0.037)
(0.039)
N
1,836,857
1,666,982
169,875
580,146
289,440
30,068
*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Marginal effects from weighted probit estimates are obtained using data drawn from the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 1980 and
2014. The dependent variable is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in the left column. Each regression includes a set of controls identical
to those noted in Table 2. Standard errors corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses.
a
Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54 in columns (1) through (4), and women of stated ages in columns (5) through (6).
b
Data are only available the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 2001 and 2014.
c
Housing assistance receipt is estimated using retrospective minimum wage from the previous year. WIC is excluded because it is only available in the 2001-2014
March CPS.
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Appendix Table 2B. Estimates of the Long-Run Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases
and Public Assistance Receipt, CPS, 1979-2013

SNAP/Food stamp: Ln(MW)
Ln(MWt-1)
Ln(MWt-2)
χ2 test βt + βt-1 + βt-2 = 0 (p-value)
N
Medicaid:
Ln(MW)
Ln(MWt-1)
Ln(MWt-2)
χ2 test βt + βt-1 + βt-2 = 0 (p-value)
N
Housing assistance: Ln(MW)
Ln(MWt-1)
Ln(MWt-2)
χ2 test βt + βt-1 + βt-2 = 0 (p-value)
N
AFDC/TANFa:
Ln(MW)
Ln(MWt-1)
Ln(MWt-2)
χ2 test βt + βt-1 + βt-2 = 0 (p-value)
N
WICab:
Ln(MW)
Ln(MWt-1)
Ln(MWt-2)
χ2 test βt + βt-1 + βt-2 = 0 (p-value)
N
Any programc:
Ln(MW)
Ln(MWt-1)
Ln(MWt-2)
χ2 test βt + βt-1 + βt-2 = 0 (p-value)
N

Working age

Workers

Non-workers

(1)
-0.009
(0.008)
0.003
(0.010)
-0.006
(0.014)
0.55 (0.45)
3,798,071
-0.004
(0.009)
-0.001
(0.008)
0.011
(0.014)
0.10 (0.75)
3,798,071
0.005**
(0.002)
-0.006**
(0.003)
0.006**
(0.003)
5.55 (0.02)
3,798,071
-0.002
(0.003)
0.005
(0.003)
-0.001
(0.003)
0.27 (0.60)
1,679,508
-0.003
(0.003)
-0.000
(0.004)
0.002
(0.003)
0.30 (0.59)
777,444
-0.010
(0.011)
-0.002
(0.016)
0.027
(0.019)
0.59 (0.44)
1,880,539

(2)
-0.000
(0.005)
-0.002
(0.007)
-0.001
(0.008)
0.11 (0.74)
2,943,160
0.005
(0.006)
-0.003
(0.006)
0.014*
(0.007)
2.07 (0.15)
2,943,160
0.002
(0.001)
-0.005**
(0.002)
0.005**
(0.002)
4.58 (0.03)
2,943,160
-0.000
(0.002)
0.001
(0.003)
-0.001
(0.002)
0.10 (0.75)
1,231,641
0.001
(0.002)
-0.005
(0.003)
0.003
(0.003)
0.01 (0.93)
566,271
0.007
(0.011)
-0.006
(0.014)
0.030**
(0.014)
3.63 (0.06)
1,705,863

(3)
-0.037
(0.021)
0.026
(0.028)
-0.024
(0.040)
0.69 (0.40)
854,911
-0.041
(0.029)
0.011
(0.023)
-0.010
(0.038)
0.62 (0.43)
854,911
0.015**
(0.006)
-0.012
(0.008)
0.008
(0.007)
6.16 (0.01)
854,911
-0.006
(0.013)
0.016
(0.017)
0.001
(0.014)
0.69 (0.41)
447,867
-0.019*
(0.010)
0.017
(0.013)
-0.009
(0.010)
1.34 (0.25)
211,173
-0.075
(0.063)
0.051
(0.076)
-0.018
(0.085)
0.22 (0.64)
174,676

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Marginal effects from weighted probit estimates are obtained using data drawn from the Current Population Survey March Supplements
between 1980 and 2014. The dependent variable is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in the left column. Each
regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 2. Standard errors corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses.
a
Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54.
b
Data are only available the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 2001 and 2014.
c
Housing assistance receipt is estimated using retrospective minimum wage from the previous year. WIC is excluded because it is only available
in the 2001-2014 March CPS.
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Appendix Table 3. Robustness of Estimates of the Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and Public Assistance Receipt
Controlling for Higher-Order Polynomials for State-Specific Trends, CPS, 1979-2013
State 4th-order polynomial time trends

SNAP/Food stamp
N
Medicaid
N
Housing assistance
N
AFDC/TANFb
N
WICbc
N
Any programc
N

Working
age
(1)

Workers
(2)

Nonworkers
(3)

Nonworkers
(HH
Adult=1d)
(4)

-0.009
(0.007)
3,798,071
-0.010
(0.010)
3,798,071
0.000
(0.003)
3,798,071
-0.009
(0.006)
1,679,508
-0.006
(0.009)
777,444
-0.014
(0.013)
1,880,539

-0.003
(0.007)
2,943,160
-0.006
(0.008)
2,943,160
-0.002
(0.002)
2,943,160
-0.004
(0.006)
1,231,641
0.002
(0.010)
566,271
-0.007
(0.013)
1,705,863

-0.019
(0.017)
854,911
0.004
(0.019)
854,911
0.010
(0.007)
854,911
-0.013
(0.012)
447,867
-0.024
(0.019)
211,173
-0.023
(0.045)
174,676

-0.026
(0.072)
110,365
-0.021
(0.059)
110,365
0.003
(0.036)
110,365
-0.023
(0.069)
51,793
0.035
(0.047)
23,872
-0.011
(0.064)
88,952

State 5th-order polynomial time trends

Working
age
(5)

Workers
(6)

-0.010
(0.007)
3,798,071
-0.010
(0.009)
3,798,071
0.001
(0.003)
3,798,071
-0.012**
(0.003)
1,679,508
-0.007
(0.009)
777,444
-0.014
(0.011)
1,880,539

-0.002
(0.007)
2,943,160
-0.007
(0.007)
2,943,160
-0.002
(0.003)
2,943,160
-0.005
(0.006)
1,231,641
0.001
(0.009)
566,271
-0.005
(0.011)
1,705,863

Nonworkers
(7)

-0.026
(0.017)

854,911
0.003
(0.019)
854,911
0.012
(0.008)
854,911
-0.024*
(0.012)
447,867
-0.030
(0.019)
211,173
-0.047
(0.048)
174,676

Nonworkers
(HH
Adult=1d)
(8)

-0.036
(0.077)
110,365
-0.026
(0.054)
110,365
-0.001
(0.040)
110,365
-0.069
(0.074)
51,793
0.035
(0.050)
23,872
-0.036
(0.067)
88,952

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Weighted OLS estimates are obtained using data drawn from the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 1980 and 2014. The dependent
variable is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in the left column. Each regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in
Table 2. Standard errors corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses. Results are estimated via OLS because probit models fail to converge in most cases.
a
Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54.
b
Data are only available the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 2001 and 2014.
c
Housing assistance receipt is estimated using retrospective minimum wage from the previous year. WIC is excluded because it is only available in the 2001-2014
March CPS.
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Appendix Table 4. Minimum Wages and Family-Level Program Participation,
CPS, 1979-2013

SNAP/Food stamp
N
Medicaid
N
Housing assistance
N
AFDC/TANFa
N
WICab
N
Any programc
N
State linear time trend?
Division FE*Year FE?

Working
age
(1)
-0.015
(0.013)
2,062,848
-0.036
(0.024)
2,062,848
0.004**
(0.002)
2,062,848
0.001
(0.004)
1,395,698
-0.006
(0.006)
642,611
0.004
(0.014)
2,062,848
No
No

Workers
(2)
-0.006
(0.008)
1,837,779
-0.021
(0.019)
1,837,779
0.002
(0.001)
1,837,779
-0.000
(0.002)
1,294,134
-0.007
(0.005)
592,567
0.017
(0.012)
1,837,779
No
No

Nonworkers
(3)
-0.066
(0.050)
225,069
-0.084
(0.064)
225,069
0.030***
(0.011)
225,069
0.050
(0.067)
101,564
0.026
(0.027)
50,044
-0.039
(0.052)
225,069
No
No

Working
age
(4)
-0.028***
(0.008)
2,062,848
-0.011
(0.014)
2,062,848
-0.004*
(0.002)
2,062,848
-0.011***
(0.003)
1,395,698
-0.005
(0.006)
642,611
-0.019
(0.013)
2,062,848
Yes
Yes

Workers
(5)
-0.009
(0.006)
1,837,779
-0.001
(0.011)
1,837,779
-0.003*
(0.002)
1,837,779
-0.005**
(0.002)
1,294,134
-0.005
(0.005)
592,567
-0.002
(0.011)
1,837,779
Yes
Yes

Nonworkers
(6)
-0.213***
(0.043)
225,069
-0.066
(0.062)
225,069
-0.017
(0.018)
225,069
-0.158***
(0.055)
101,564
0.002
(0.027)
50,044
-0.138**
(0.061)
225,069
Yes
Yes

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Marginal effects from weighted probit estimates are obtained using data drawn from the Current Population Survey March
Supplements between 1980 and 2014. The dependent variable is an indicator for receipt of the public assistance program listed in
the left column. Each regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 2. Standard errors corrected for
clustering on the state are in parentheses.
a
Sample is restricted to women ages 16 to 54.
b Data are only available the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 2001 and 2014. c Housing assistance receipt
is estimated using retrospective minimum wage from the previous year. WIC is excluded because it is only available in the 20012014 March CPS.
d
Sample is restricted to households with only one working-age adult age 18 or older.
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Appendix Table 5. Robustness of Estimates of the Relationship between Minimum Wage Increases and Labor Force Participation, CPS
and SIPP
CPS (1979-2013)

Ln(Earnings)a
N
Employed
N
Ln(Hours) | Employed=1
N
Ln(Weeks) | Employed=1
N
State & year FE?
Month & individual FE?
Ind. & state controls?
State linear time trend?
Division FE*Year FE?

SIPP (1996-2013)

Non-White
(1)
0.136
(0.247)
1,080,091

Ages 16-29
without HS
(2)
0.366
(0.301)
347,330

Single Mothers
without HS
Ages 16-45
(3)
1.887
(1.166)
29,759

Non-White
(4)
-0.072
(0.117)
2,798,979

Ages 16-29
without HS
(5)
-0.410
(0.247)
755,827

Single Mothers
without HS
Ages 16-45
(6)
0.107
(0.726)
64,300

[23,146.710]

[5,236.063]

0.014
(0.029)
1,080,091

0.038
(0.046)
347,330

[7,944.093]

[1,820.492]

[421.132]

[680.942]

0.241*
(0.135)
29,759

-0.018
(0.014)
2,798,979

-0.075*
(0.041)
755,827

0.015
(0.110)
64,300

[0.692]
-0.002
(0.033)
750,173

[0.486]

[0.522]

[0.642]

[0.360]

[0.503]

-0.002
(0.085)
170,024

-0.173
(0.138)
15,523

-0.008
(0.013)
1,594,349

-0.250***
(0.061)
241,956

0.003
(0.099)
29,479

[38.330]

[29.002]

[35.424]

[38.331]

[29.081]

[35.038]

-0.005
(0.019)
750,173

-0.013
(0.052)
170,024

0.292
(0.220)
15,523

0.056***
(0.020)
1,751,881

0.046
(0.033)
267,124

0.054
(0.052)
31,950

[44.828]

[31.975]

[38.677]

[4.288]

[4.161]

[4.217]

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

*** significant at 1% level ** significant at 5% level * significant at 10% level
Notes: Weighted OLS estimates in rows 1, 3 and 4, and marginal effects from weighted probit estimates in row 2 of columns (1) through (3) are obtained using data drawn from
the Current Population Survey March Supplements between 1980 and 2014. Weighted OLS estimates in columns (4) through (6) are obtained using data drawn from the Survey of
Income and Program Participation between 1996 and 2013. For the CPS estimates, each regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 2.
For the SIPP estimates, each regression includes a set of controls identical to those noted in Table 6. Standard errors corrected for clustering on the state are in parentheses and
means in brackets.
In the CPS, earnings are measured as annual earnings; hours as weekly hours, and weeks as annual weeks. In the SIPP, earnings are measured as monthly earnings; hours as
weekly hours, and weeks as monthly weeks.
a We take the natural log of 1 for individuals who report zero earnings.
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The Contribution of the Minimum Wage to US Wage
Inequality over Three Decades: A Reassessment†
By David H. Autor, Alan Manning, and Christopher L. Smith*
We reassess the effect of minimum wages on US earnings inequality
using additional decades of data and an IV strategy that addresses
potential biases in prior work. We find that the minimum wage
reduces inequality in the lower tail of the wage distribution, though
by substantially less than previous estimates, suggesting that rising
lower tail inequality after 1980 primarily reflects underlying wage
structure changes rather than an unmasking of latent inequality.
These wage effects extend to percentiles where the minimum is
nominally nonbinding, implying spillovers. We are unable to
reject that these spillovers are due to reporting artifacts, however.
(JEL J22, J31, J38, K31)

T

he rapid expansion of earnings inequality throughout the US wage distribution
during the 1980s catalyzed a rich and voluminous literature seeking to trace this
rise to fundamental forces of labor supply, labor demand, and labor market institutions. A broad conclusion of the ensuing literature is that while no single factor was
solely responsible for rising inequality, the largest contributors included: (i) a slowdown in the supply of new college graduates coupled with steadily rising demand for
skills; (ii) falling union penetration, abetted by the sharp contraction of US manufacturing employment early in the decade; and (iii) a 30 log point erosion in the real
value of the federal minimum wage between 1979 and 1988 (see overviews in Katz
and Murphy 1992; Katz and Autor 1999; Card and DiNardo 2002; Autor, Katz, and
Kearney 2008; Goldin and Katz 2008; Lemieux 2008; Acemoglu and Autor 2011).
An early and influential paper in this literature, Lee (1999), reached a markedly different conclusion. Exploiting cross-state variation in the gap between state
median wages and the applicable federal or state minimum wage (the “effective
minimum”), Lee estimated the share of the observed rise in wage inequality from
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1979 through 1988 that was due to the falling minimum rather than changes in
underlying (“latent”) wage inequality. Lee concluded that more than the entire rise
of the 50/10 earnings differential between 1979 and 1988 was due to the falling
federal minimum wage; had the minimum been constant throughout this period,
observed wage inequality would have fallen rather than risen.1 Lee’s work built on
the seminal analysis of DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996, DFL hereafter), who
highlighted the compressing effect of the minimum wage on the US wage distribution prior to the 1980s. Distinct from Lee, however, DFL (1996) concluded that the
eroding minimum explained at most 40 to 65 percent of the rise in 50/10 earnings
inequality between 1979 and 1988, leaving considerable room for other fundamental factors, most importantly supply and demand.2
Surprisingly, there has been little research on the impact of the minimum wage on
wage inequality since DFL (1996) and Lee (1999), even though the data they use is
now over 20 years old. One possible reason is that while lower tail wage inequality
rose dramatically in the 1980s, it has not exhibited much of a trend since then (see
Figure 1, panel A). But this does not make the last 20 years irrelevant; these extra
years encompass 3 increases in the federal minimum wage and a much larger number of instances where state minimum wages exceeded the federal minimum wage.
This additional variation will prove crucial in identifying the impact of minimum
wages on wage inequality.
In this paper, we reassess the evidence on the minimum wage’s impact on US
wage inequality with three specific objectives in mind. A first is to quantify how the
numerous changes in state and federal minimum wages enacted in the two decades
since DFL (1996) and Lee’s (1999) data window closed have shaped the evolution of inequality. A second is to understand why the minimum wage appears to
compress 50/10 inequality despite the fact that the minimum generally binds well
below the tenth percentile. A third is to resolve what we see as a fundamental open
question in the literature that was raised by Lee (1999). This question is not whether
the falling minimum wage contributed to rising inequality in the 1980s but whether
underlying inequality was in fact rising at all absent the “unmasking” effect of the
falling minimum. Lee (1999) answered this question in the negative. And despite
the incompatibility of this conclusion with the rest of the literature, it has not drawn
reanalysis.
We believe that the debate can now be cleanly resolved by combining a longer
time window with a methodology that resolves first-order biases in existing literature. We begin by showing why OLS estimates of the impact of the “effective
minimum” on wage inequality are likely to be biased by measurement errors and
transitory shocks that simultaneously affect both the dependent and independent
variables. Following the approach introduced by Durbin (1954), we purge these
biases by instrumenting the effective minimum wage with the legislated minimum

1
Using cross-region rather than cross-state variation in the “bindingness” of minimum wages, Teulings (2000
and 2003) reaches similar conclusions. Lemieux (2006) highlights the contribution of the minimum wage to the
evolution of residual inequality. Mishel, Bernstein, and Allegretto (2007, chapter 3) also offer an assessment of the
minimum wage’s effect on wage inequality.
2
See Tables III and V of DFL (1996).
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Figure 1. Trends in State and Federal Minimum Wages and Lower- and Upper-Tail Inequality
Notes: Data are annual averages. Minimum wages are in 2012 dollars.
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(and its square), an idea pursued by Card, Katz, and Krueger (1993) when studying
the impact of the minimum wage on employment (rather than inequality).
Our instrumental variables analysis finds that the impact of the minimum wage on
inequality is economically consequential but substantially smaller than that reported
by Lee (1999). The substantive difference comes from the estimation methodology. Additional years of data and state-level legislative variation in the minimum
wage allow us to test (and reject) some of the identifying assumptions made by Lee
(1999). In most specifications, we conclude that the decline in the real value of the
minimum wage explains 30 to 40 percent of the rise in lower tail wage inequality
in the 1980s. Holding the real minimum wage at its lowest (least binding) level
throughout the 1980s, we estimate that female 50/10 inequality would have risen
by 11–15 log points, male inequality by approximately 1 log point, and pooled gender inequality by 7–8 log points. In other words, there was a substantial increase in
underlying wage inequality in the 1980s.
In revisiting Lee’s estimates, we document that our instrumental variables strategy—which relies on variation in statutory minimum wages across states and over
time—does not perform well when limited to data only from the 1980s period. This
is because between 1979 and 1985, only one state aside from Alaska adopted a
minimum wage in excess of the federal minimum; the ten additional state adoptions that occurred through 1989 all took place between 1986 and 1989 (Table 1).
This provides insufficient variation to pin down a meaningful first-stage relationship
between the legislated minimum wage and the effective minimum wage. By extending the estimation window to 1991 (as was also done by Lee 1999), we exploit the
substantial federal minimum wage increase that took place between 1990 and 1991
to tighten these estimates; extending the sample further to 2012 lends additional
precision. We show that it would have been infeasible using data prior to 1991 to
successfully estimate the effect of the minimum wage on the wage distribution. It
is only with subsequent data on comovements in state wage distributions and the
minimum wage that meaningful estimates can be obtained. Thus, the causal effect
estimate that Lee sought to identify was only barely estimable within the confines of
his sample (though not with the methods used).
Our finding of a modest but meaningful effect of the minimum wage on 10/50
inequality leaves open a second puzzle: why did the minimum wage have any effect
at all? Between 1979 and 2012, there is no year in which more than 10 percent of
male hours or aggregate hours were paid at or below the federal or applicable state
minimum wage (See Figure 2 and Tables 1A and 1B, columns 4 and 8), and only 5
years in which more than 10 percent of female hours were at or below the minimum
wage. Thus, any impact of the minimum wage on 50/10 inequality among males or
the pooled gender distribution must have arisen from spillovers, whereby the minimum wage must have raised the wages of workers earning above the minimum.3
3
If there are disemployment effects, the minimum wage will have spillovers on the observed wage distribution
even if no individual wage changes (see Lee 1999, for a discussion of this). The size of these spillovers will be
related to the size of the disemployment effect. Although the employment impact of the minimum wage remains a
contentious issue (see, for example, Card, Katz, and Krueger 1993; Card and Krueger 2000; Neumark and Wascher
2000; and more recently, see Allegretto, Dube, and Reich 2011 and Neumark, Salas, and Wascher 2014), most estimates are very small. For example, the recent Congressional Budget Office (2014) report on the likely c onsequences
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Table 1A—Summary Statistics for Bindingness of State and
Federal Minimum Wages
A. Females

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

States with
> federal
minimum
(1)

Minimum
binding
percentile
(2)

Maximum
binding
percentile
(3)

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
5
6
10
12
11
4
7
7
8
9
11
10
7
10
10
10
11
11
12
15
19
30
31
26
15
19
19

5.0
6.0
5.0
5.0
3.5
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.5
2.5
2.0
1.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.0
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.5
3.0
3.0

28.0
24.0
24.0
21.5
17.5
15.5
14.5
16.0
14.0
12.5
12.5
14.0
18.5
14.0
11.0
11.0
9.5
12.5
14.5
11.5
11.0
9.5
9.0
9.0
9.0
7.5
8.5
9.5
10.0
13.0
10.5
9.5
10.5
9.5

Share of hours
at or below
Average log( p10) −
minimum
log( p50)
(4)
(5)
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06

−0.38
−0.40
−0.41
−0.48
−0.51
−0.54
−0.56
−0.59
−0.60
−0.60
−0.61
−0.58
−0.58
−0.58
−0.59
−0.61
−0.61
−0.61
−0.60
−0.58
−0.58
−0.59
−0.59
−0.60
−0.61
−0.63
−0.64
−0.64
−0.63
−0.64
−0.64
−0.64
−0.65
−0.66

Note: See text at bottom of Table 1B.

Such spillovers are a potentially important and little understood effect of minimum
wage laws, and we seek to understand why they arise.
Distinct from prior literature, we explore a novel interpretation of these spillovers: measurement error. In particular, we assess whether the spillovers found in
our samples, based on the Current Population Survey, may result from m
 easurement
of a 25 percent rise in the federal minimum wage from $7.25 to $9.00 used a conventional labor demand approach
but concluded job losses would represent less than 0.1 percent of employment. This would cause only a trivial
spillover effect. In addition, we have explored how minimum wage related disemployment may affect our findings
by limiting our sample to 25–64 year olds; because the studies that find disemployment effects generally find them
concentrated among younger workers, focusing on older workers may limit the bias from disemployment. When
we limit our sample in this way, we find that the effect of the minimum wage on lower tail inequality is somewhat
smaller than for the full sample, consistent with a smaller fraction of the older sample earning at or below the minimum. However, using our preferred specification, the contribution of changes in the minimum wage to changes in
inequality is qualitatively similar regardless of the sample.
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Table 1B—Summary Statistics for Bindingness of State and Federal Minimum Wages
B. Males
Minimum
binding
percentile
(1)
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

2.0
2.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.5
1.5

Maximum
binding
percentile
(2)
10.5
10.0
9.0
8.0
8.0
7.5
6.5
6.5
6.0
6.0
5.0
6.0
9.0
6.5
5.0
4.5
4.5
7.0
7.5
7.0
5.5
6.0
5.5
6.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
6.0
6.5
6.0
6.5
8.0
7.0

C. Males and females, pooled

Share of
hours at
or below
minimum
(3)
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

Average
log(10) −
log(50)
(4)
−0.64
−0.65
−0.68
−0.71
−0.73
−0.73
−0.74
−0.74
−0.73
−0.72
−0.72
−0.72
−0.71
−0.72
−0.73
−0.71
−0.71
−0.71
−0.69
−0.69
−0.69
−0.68
−0.68
−0.69
−0.69
−0.70
−0.71
−0.70
−0.70
−0.71
−0.74
−0.73
−0.72
−0.74

Minimum
binding
percentile
(5)
3.5
4.0
2.5
3.5
3.0
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
1.5
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.5
1.0
2.0
3.0
2.5
2.0

Maximum
binding
percentile
(6)
17.0
15.5
14.5
12.5
11.5
10.5
9.5
10.0
9.0
8.0
7.0
9.0
12.5
9.5
7.5
7.5
6.0
9.0
10.0
8.0
7.0
7.5
7.0
7.5
6.5
6.0
6.5
7.5
7.5
8.5
8.0
7.5
9.0
8.0

Share of
hours at
or below
minimum
(7)
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

Average
log( p10)
−
log( p50)
(8)
−0.58
−0.59
−0.60
−0.63
−0.65
−0.67
−0.69
−0.70
−0.70
−0.69
−0.68
−0.67
−0.67
−0.67
−0.68
−0.69
−0.68
−0.67
−0.66
−0.65
−0.65
−0.65
−0.66
−0.65
−0.66
−0.68
−0.68
−0.68
−0.68
−0.69
−0.71
−0.70
−0.69
−0.71

Notes: Column 1 in Table 1A displays the number of states with a minimum that exceeds the federal minimum for
at least six months of the year. Columns 2 and 3 of Table 1A, and columns 1, 2, 5, and 6 of Table 1B display estimates of the lowest and highest percentile at which the minimum wage binds across states (DC is excluded). The
binding percentile is estimated as the highest percentile in the annual distribution of wages at which the minimum
wage binds (rounded to the nearest half of a percentile), where the annual distribution includes only those months
for which the minimum wage was equal to its modal value for the year. Column 4 of Table 1A and columns 3 and
7 of Table 1B display the share of hours worked for wages at or below the minimum wage. Column 5 of Table 1A
and columns 4 and 8 of Table 1B display the weighted average value of the log( p10) − log( p50) for the male or
female wage distributions across states.

artifacts. This can occur if a fraction of minimum wage workers report their wages
inaccurately, leading to a hump in the wage distribution centered on the minimum
wage rather than (or in addition to) a spike at the minimum. After bounding the
potential magnitude of these measurement errors, we are unable to reject the hypothesis that the apparent spillover from the minimum wage to higher (noncovered) percentiles is spurious. That is, while the spillovers are present in the data, they may
not be present in the distribution of wages actually paid. These results do not rule
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Share at or below the minimum

0.14
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0.12

Male

Male/female pooled

0.1
0.08
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1985

1990

1995
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2010

Figure 2. Share of Hours at or Below the Minimum Wage
Notes: The figure plots estimates of the share of hours worked for reported wages equal to or less than the applicable
state or federal minimum wage, corresponding with data from columns 4 and 8 of Tables 1A and 1B.

out the possibility of true spillovers. But they underscore that spillovers estimated
with conventional household survey data sources must be treated with caution since
they cannot necessarily be distinguished from measurement artifacts with available
precision.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section I discusses data and sources of identification. Section II presents the measurement framework and estimates a set of causal
effects estimates models that, like Lee (1999), explicitly account for the bite of
the minimum wage in estimating its effect on the wage distribution. We compare
parameterized OLS and 2SLS models and document the pitfalls that arise in the
OLS estimation. Section III uses point estimates from the main regression models
to calculate counterfactual changes in wage inequality, holding the real minimum
wage constant. Section IV analyzes the extent to which apparent spillovers may be
due to measurement error. The final section concludes.
I. Changes in the Federal Minimum Wage and Variation in State Minimum Wages

In July of 2007, the real value of the US federal minimum wage fell to its lowest
point in over three decades, reflecting a nearly continuous decline from a 1979 high
point, including two decade-long spans in which the minimum wage remained fixed
in nominal terms—1981 through 1990, and 1997 through 2007. Perhaps responding
to federal inaction, numerous states have over the past two decades legislated state
minimum wages that exceed the federal level. At the end of the 1980s, 12 states’
minimum wages exceeded the federal level; by 2008, this number had reached
31 (subsequently reduced to 15 by the 2009 federal minimum wage increase).4
4
Table 1 assigns each state the minimum wage that was in effect for the largest number of months in a calendar
year. Because the 2009 federal minimum wage increase took effect in late July, it is not coded as exceeding most
state minimums until 2010.
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Consequently, the real value of the minimum wage applicable to the average worker
in 2007 was not much lower than in 1997, and was significantly higher than if
states had not enacted their own minimum wages. Moreover, the post-2007 federal
increases brought the minimum wage faced by the average worker up to a real level
not seen since the mid-1980s. An online Appendix table illustrates the extent of state
minimum wage variation between 1979 and 2012.
These differences in legislated minimum wages across states and over time are
one of two sources of variation that we use to identify the impact of the minimum
wage on the wage distribution. The second source of variation we use, following Lee
(1999), is variation in the “bindingness” of the minimum wage, stemming from the
observation that a given legislated minimum wage should have a larger effect on the
shape of the wage distribution in a state with a lower wage level. Table 1 provides
examples. In each year, there is significant variation in the percentile of the state
wage distribution where the state or federal minimum wage “binds.” For instance,
in 1979 the minimum wage bound at the twelfth percentile of the female wage distribution for the median state, but it bound at the fifth percentile in Alaska and the
twenty-eighth percentile in Mississippi. This variation in the bite or bindingness of
the minimum wage was due mainly to cross-state differences in wage levels in 1979,
since only Alaska had a state minimum wage that exceeded the federal minimum. In
later years, particularly during the 2000s, this variation was also due to differences
in the value of state minimum wages.
A. Sample and Variable Construction
Our analysis uses the percentiles of states’ annual wage distributions as the
primary outcomes of interest. We form these samples by pooling all individual
responses from the Current Population Survey Merged Outgoing Rotation Group
(CPS MORG) for each year. We use the reported hourly wage for those who report
being paid by the hour. Otherwise we calculate the hourly wage as weekly earnings
divided by hours worked in the prior week. We limit the sample to individuals age
18 through 64, and we multiply top-coded values by 1.5. We exclude self-employed
individuals and those with wages imputed by the BLS. To reduce the influence of
outliers, we Winsorize the top two percentiles of the wage distribution in each state,
year, and sex grouping (male, female, or pooled) by assigning the ninety-seventh
percentile value to the ninety-eighth and ninety-ninth percentiles. Using these individual wage data, we calculate all percentiles of state wage distributions by sex for
1979–2012, weighting individual observations by their CPS sampling weight multiplied by their weekly hours worked.5 For more details on our data construction, see
the data Appendix.
Our primary analysis is performed at the state-year level, but minimum wages
often change part way through the year. We address this issue by assigning the value
of the minimum wage that was in effect for the longest time throughout the calendar
5
Following the approach introduced by DFL (1996), now used widely in the wage inequality literature, we
define percentiles based on the distribution of paid hours, thus giving equal weight to each paid hour worked. Our
estimates are essentially unchanged if we weight by workers rather by worker hours.
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year in a state and year. For those states and years in which more than one minimum
wage was in effect for six months in the year, the maximum of the two is used. We
have alternatively assigned the maximum of the minimum wage within a year as the
applicable minimum wage. This leaves our conclusions unchanged.
II. Reduced Form Estimation of Minimum Wage Effects on the Wage Distribution

A. General Specification and OLS Estimates
The general model we estimate for the evolution of inequality at any point in the
wage distribution (the difference between the log wage at the pthpercentile and the
log of the median) for state sin year tis of the form:
(1) 
wst( p) − wst(50)  = β1 ( p)[w smt   − wst(50)]  + β2( p)[w smt   − wst(50)]    
2

	
+  σs0( p)  + σs1( p)  × timet  + γ  σt  ( p)  + ε  σst (  p).

In this equation, w
 st( p)represents the log real wage at percentile p in state s  at
time t; time-invariant state effects are represented by σ
 s0( p); state-specific trends are
   σt  (  p); and transitory effects reprepresented by σ
 s1( p); time effects represented by γ
resented by ε  σst (    p), which we assume to be independent of the state and year effects
and trends. Although our state effects and trends are likely to control for much of the
economic fluctuations at state level, we also experimented with including the statelevel unemployment rate as a control variable. This has virtually no impact on the
estimated coefficients in equation (1) for any of our samples.
In equation (1), w
  smt  is the log minimum wage for that state-year. We follow Lee
(1999) in both defining the bindingness of the minimum wage to be the log difference between the minimum wage and the median (Lee refers to this as the effective
minimum) and in modeling the impact of the minimum wage to be quadratic. The
quadratic term is important to capture the idea that a change in the minimum wage
is likely to have more impact on the wage distribution where it is more binding.6 By
differentiating (1) we have that the predicted impact of a change in the minimum
wage on a percentile is given by β
 1 ( p)  + 2β2 ( p)[w smt   − wst( 50)]. Inspection of this
expression shows how our specification captures the idea that the minimum wage
will have a larger effect when it is high relative to the median.
Our preferred strategy for estimating (1) is to include state fixed effects and trends
and to instrument the minimum wage.7 But we start by presenting OLS estimates

6
In this formulation, a more binding minimum wage is a minimum wage that is closer to the median, resulting in
a higher (less negative) effective minimum wage. Since the log wage distribution has greater mass toward its center
than at its tail, a 1 log point rise in the minimum wage affects a larger fraction of wages when the minimum lies at
the fortieth percentile of the distribution than when it lies at the first percentile.
7
Our primary specification does not control for other state-level controls. When we include state-year unemployment rates to proxy for heterogeneous shocks to a state’s labor market, however, the coefficients on the minimum wage variables are essentially unchanged.
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Table 2A—OLS and 2SLS Relationship between log( p) − log( p50) and
log(min. wage) − log( p50), for Select Percentiles of
Given Wage Distribution, 1979–2012

Panel A. Females
p(5)
p(10)
p(20)
p(30)
p(40)
p(75)
p(90)
Var. of log wage
Panel B. Males
p(5)
p(10)
p(20)
p(30)
p(40)
p(75)
p(90)
Var. of log wage
Levels/first-differenced
Year FE
State FE
State trends

OLS
(2)

0.44***
(0.03)
0.27***
(0.03)
0.12***
(0.03)
0.07***
(0.01)
0.04**
(0.02)
0.09***
(0.02)
0.15***
(0.03)
0.07
(0.04)

0.54***
(0.05)
0.46***
(0.03)
0.29***
(0.03)
0.23***
(0.02)
0.17***
(0.02)
0.23***
(0.03)
0.34***
(0.03)
0.04
(0.05)

0.32***
(0.04)
0.22***
(0.05)
0.10**
(0.05)
0.02
(0.02)
0.00
(0.03)
−0.03
(0.02)
−0.02
(0.04)
−0.02
(0.08)

0.39***
(0.05)
0.17***
(0.03)
0.07**
(0.03)
0.04
(0.03)
0.03
(0.03)
0.00
(0.03)
0.04
(0.04)
−0.09
(0.07)

0.63***
(0.04)
0.52***
(0.03)
0.29***
(0.03)
0.15***
(0.02)
0.06***
(0.01)
−0.05**
(0.02)
−0.04
(0.04)
−0.20***
(0.03)

0.25***
(0.03)
0.12***
(0.04)
0.06**
(0.03)
0.04
(0.02)
0.06***
(0.01)
0.14***
(0.02)
0.16***
(0.03)
0.03
(0.03)

0.43***
(0.03)
0.34***
(0.03)
0.23***
(0.02)
0.19***
(0.02)
0.15***
(0.02)
0.23***
(0.02)
0.30***
(0.03)
0.01
(0.05)

0.19***
(0.02)
0.05
(0.04)
0.02
(0.02)
0.02
(0.02)
0.05*
(0.02)
0.00
(0.02)
0.03
(0.03)
−0.07
(0.05)

0.16***
(0.04)
0.05*
(0.03)
0.02
(0.03)
0.00
(0.03)
0.02
(0.04)
0.02
(0.02)
0.04
(0.04)
−0.06
(0.07)

0.55***
(0.04)
0.38***
(0.04)
0.21***
(0.03)
0.09***
(0.02)
0.03***
(0.01)
0.09**
(0.04)
0.14**
(0.07)
−0.12**
(0.05)

Levels
Yes
Yes
Yes

FD
Yes
Yes
No

2SLS
(3)

Levels
Yes
Yes
Yes

2SLS
(4)

OLS
Lee Spec.
(5)

OLS
(1)

FD
Yes
Yes
No

Levels
Yes
No
No

Notes: See text at bottom of Table 2B.
*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

of (1).8 Column 1 of Tables 2A and 2B reports estimates of this specification. We
report the marginal effects of the effective minimum for selected percentiles when
8
Strictly speaking our OLS estimates are weighted least squares and our IV estimates weighted two-stage least
squares.
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Table 2B—OLS and 2SLS Relationship between log( p) − log( p50) and
log(min. wage) − log( p50), for Select Percentiles
of Pooled Wage Distribution, 1979–2012
OLS
(1)
Panel C. Males and females pooled
0.35***
p(5)
(0.03)
0.17***
p(10)
(0.02)
0.08***
p(20)
(0.02)
0.05***
p(30)
(0.02)
0.04***
p(40)
(0.01)
0.11***
p(75)
(0.01)
0.15***
p(90)
(0.03)
Var. of log wage
0.04
(0.02)
Levels/first-differenced
Year FE
State FE
State trends

Levels
Yes
Yes
Yes

OLS
(2)
0.45***
(0.04)
0.35***
(0.03)
0.23***
(0.03)
0.19***
(0.02)
0.16***
(0.02)
0.22***
(0.02)
0.28***
(0.03)
0.02
(0.03)
FD
Yes
Yes
No

2SLS
(3)
0.29***
(0.03)
0.16***
(0.02)
0.07***
(0.02)
0.02
(0.02)
0.02**
(0.01)
0.00
(0.02)
0.01
(0.04)
−0.05
(0.05)
Levels
Yes
Yes
Yes

2SLS
(4)
0.29***
(0.06)
0.17***
(0.04)
0.04
(0.03)
0.00
(0.02)
0.02
(0.03)
0.01
(0.02)
0.02
(0.03)
−0.07
(0.05)
FD
Yes
Yes
No

OLS
Lee Spec.
(5)
0.62***
(0.03)
0.44***
(0.03)
0.25***
(0.03)
0.14***
(0.02)
0.06***
(0.01)
0.01
(0.02)
0.04
(0.05)
−0.18***
(0.04)
Levels
Yes
No
No

Notes: N = 1,700 for levels estimation, N = 1,650 for first-differenced estimation. Sample period is 1979–2012.
For all but the last row, the dependent variable is log( p) − log( p50), where p is the indicated percentile. For
the last row, the dependent variable is the variance of log wage. Estimates are the marginal effects of log(min.
wage) − log( p50), evaluated at its hours-weighted average across states and years. The last row are estimates of
the marginal effects of log(min. wage) − log( p50), evaluated at its hours-weighted average across states and years.
Standard errors clustered at the state level are in parentheses. Regressions are weighted by the sum of individuals’ reported weekly hours worked multiplied by CPS sampling weights. For 2SLS specifications, the effective
minimum and its square are instrumented by the log of the minimum, the square of the log minimum, and the log
minimum interacted with the average real log median for the state over the sample. For the first-differenced specification, the instruments are first-differenced equivalents.
*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

estimated at the weighted average of the effective minimum over all states and all
years between 1979 and 2012. In the final row we also report an estimate of the
effect on the variance, though the upper tail will heavily influence this estimate.
Figure 3 provides a graphical representation of these estimated marginal effects for
all percentiles. In all three samples (males, females, pooled), there is a significant
estimated effect of the minimum wage on the lower tail, but, rather worryingly, there
is also a large positive relationship between the effective minimum wage and upper
tail inequality. This suggests there is some bias in these estimates. This problem also
occurs when we estimate the model with first-differences in column 2.
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Panel A. Females—state fixed effects and trends
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Panel B. Males—state fixed effects and trends
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Panel C. Males and females—state fixed effects and trends
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Figure 3. OLS Estimates of the Relationship between log( p) – log( p50) and log(min) – log( p50)
and Its Square, 1979–2012
Notes: Estimates are the marginal effects of log(min. wage) – log( p50), evaluated at the hours-weighted average
of log(min. wage) – log( p50) across states and years. Observations are state-year observations. Ninety-five percent
confidence interval is represented by the dashed lines. Estimates correspond with column 1 of Tables 2A and 2B.

In discussing the possible causes of bias in estimates, it is helpful to consider the
following model for the median log wage for state s in year t:
(2)	
wst( 50)  = μs0  + μs1  × timet  + γ    μt    + ε  μst . 

Here, the median wage for the state is a function of a state effect, μs0; a state
   μt  ; and a transitory effect, ε   μst .  With this setup, OLS
trend, μ
 s 1; a common year effect, γ
estimation of (1) will be biased if cov(ε  μst ,   ε  σst (    p))is nonzero because the median is
used in the construction of the effective minimum; that is, transitory fluctuations
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in state wage medians are correlated with the gap between the state wage median
and other wage percentiles. Is this bias likely to be present in practice? One would
naturally expect that transitory shocks to the median do not translate one-for-one to
other percentiles. If, plausibly, the effects dissipate as one moves further from the
median, this would generate bias due to the nonzero correlation between shocks to
the median wage and measured inequality throughout the distribution. This implies
that we would expect c ov(ε  μst ,   ε  σst (  p))  < 0and that this covariance would attenuate
as one considers percentiles further from the median.
How does this covariance affect estimates of equation (1)? This depends on
the covariance of the effective minimum wage terms with the errors in the equation. The natural assumption is that cov(w smt   − ws t( 50), ws t( 50))   < 0, that is, even
after allowing for the fact that high-wage states may have a state minimum higher
than the federal minimum, the minimum wage is less binding in high-wage states.
Combining this with the assumption that cov(ε  μst ,   ε  σst (    p))  < 0leads to the prediction
that OLS estimation of (1) leads to upward bias in the estimate of the impact of minimum wages on inequality in both the lower and upper tail.
We will address this problem by applying instrumental variables to purge biases
caused by measurement error and other transitory shocks, following the approach
introduced by Durbin (1954). We instrument the observed effective minimum and
its square using an instrument set that consists of: (i) the log of the real statutory
minimum wage, (ii) the square of the log of the real minimum wage, and (iii) the
interaction between the log minimum wage and average log median real wage for
the state over the sample period. In this IV specification, identification in (1) for
the linear term in the effective minimum wage comes entirely from the variation in
the statutory minimum wage, and identification for the quadratic term comes from
the inclusion of the square of the log statutory minimum wage and the interaction
term.9 As there are always time effects included in our estimation, all the identifying
variation in the statutory minimum comes from the state-specific minimum wages,
which we assume to be exogenous to state wage levels of inequality.10 Our second
instrument is the square of the predicted value for the effective minimum from the
regression outlined above, and relies on the same identifying assumptions (exogeneity of the statutory minimum wage).
Column 3 of Tables 2A and 2B report the estimates when we instrument the
effective minimum in the way we have described. The first-stages for these regressions are reported in Appendix Table A1. For all samples, the three instruments are
9
To see why the interaction is important to include, expand the square of the effective minimum wage,
log(min) − log( p50), which yields three terms, one of which is the interaction of log(min) and log( p50). We
have also tried replacing the square and interaction terms with the square of the predicted value for the effective
minimum, where the predicted value is derived from a regression of the effective minimum on the log statutory minimum, state and time fixed effects, and state trends (similar to an approach suggested by Wooldridge 2002; section
9.5.2). 2SLS results using this alternative instrument are virtually identical to the strategy outlined in the main text.
In general, using the statutory minimum as an instrument is similar in spirit to the approach taken by Card, Katz,
and Krueger (1993) in their analysis of the employment effects of the minimum wage.
10
We follow almost all of the existing literature and assume the state level minimum wages are exogenous to
other factors affecting the state-level wage distribution once we have controlled for state fixed effects and trends.
A priori, any bias is unclear, e.g., rising inequality might generate a demand for higher minimum wages as might
economic conditions favorable to minimum wage workers. The long lags in the political process surrounding rises
in the minimum wages makes it unlikely that there is much response to contemporaneous economic conditions.
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jointly highly significant and pass standard diagnostic tests for weak instruments
(e.g., Stock, Wright, and Yogo 2002). Compared to column 1, the estimated impacts
of the minimum wage in the lower tail are reduced, especially above the tenth percentile. This is consistent with what we have argued is the most plausible direction
of bias in the OLS estimate in column 1. And, for all three samples, the estimated
effect in the upper tail is now small and insignificantly different from zero, again
consistent with the IV strategy reducing bias in the predicted direction.11
For robustness, we also estimate these models in first differences. Column 4
shows the results from first-differenced regressions that include state and year fixed
effects, instrumenting the endogenous differenced variables using differenced analogues to the instruments described above.12 Figure 4A shows the results for all
percentiles from the level IV specifications; Figure 4B shows the results from the
first-differenced IV specifications. Qualitatively, the first-differenced regressions
are quite similar to the levels regressions, although they imply slightly larger effects
of the minimum wage at the bottom of the wage distribution.
Our 2SLS estimates find that the minimum wage affects lower tail inequality up
through the twenty-fifth percentile for women, up through the tenth percentile for
men, and up through approximately the fifteenth percentile for the pooled wage
distribution. A 10 log point increase in the effective minimum wage reduces 50/10
inequality by approximately 2 log points for women, by no more than 0.5 log points
for men, and by roughly 1.5 log points for the pooled distribution. These estimates
are less than half as large as those found by the baseline OLS specification, and are
considerably smaller than those reported by Lee (1999). What accounts for this
qualitative difference in findings? The dissimilarity could stem either from differences in specification and estimation or from the additional years of data available
for our analysis. We consider both factors in turn, and show that the first—differences in specification and estimation—is fundamental.
B. Reconciling with Literature: Methods or Time Period?
Lee (1999) estimates equation (1) by OLS and his preferred specification excludes
the state fixed effects and trends that we have included.13 Column 5 of Tables 2A
and 2B, and Figure 5, shows what happens when we estimate this model on our longer sample period. Similar to Lee, we find large and statistically significant effects
of the minimum wage on the lower percentiles of the wage distribution that extend
throughout all percentiles below the median for the male, female, and pooled wage
distributions, and are much larger than the effects in our preferred specifications.
Also note that, with the exception of the male estimates, the upper tail “effects” are
small and insignificantly different from zero, which might be considered a necessary

11

These findings are essentially unchanged if we use higher order state time trends.
The instruments for the first-differenced analogue are Δ
 w stm   and Δ(w stm   − w̃ ( 50)st)  2, where Δw stm   represents
̃
the annual change in the log of the legislated minimum wage, and Δ
 (w stm   −  
w̃ ( 50)st)  2 represents the change in the
square of the predicted value for the effective minimum wage.
13
We include time effects in all of our estimation, as does Lee (1999). We estimate the model separately for
each p (from 1 to 99), and impose no restrictions on the coefficients or error structure across equations.
12
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Panel A. Females—2SLS, state fixed effects, and trends
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Panel B. Males—2SLS, state fixed effects, and trends
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Panel C. Males and females—2SLS, state fixed effects, and trends
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Figure 4A. 2SLS Estimates of the Relationship between log( p) – log( p50) and log(min) – log( p50)
and Its Square, 1979–2012
Notes: Estimates are the marginal effects of log(min. wage) – log( p50), evaluated at the hours-weighted average
of log(min. wage) – log( p50) across states and years. Observations are state-year observations. Ninety-five percent
confidence interval is represented by the dashed lines. Estimates correspond with column 3 of Tables 2A and 2B.

condition for the results to be credible estimates of the impact of the minimum wage
on wage inequality at any point in the distribution.
These estimates are likely to suffer from serious biases, however. If state fixed
effects and trends are omitted from the specification of (1), estimates of minimum
 (  p))is correlated with
wage effects on wage inequality will be biased if ( σs0(  p), σs1
 , μs1
 ) , that is, state log median wage levels and latent state log wage inequality
(μs0
are correlated. Lee (1999) is very clear that his specification relies on the assumption of a zero correlation between the level of median wages and inequality. This
assumption can be tested if one has a measure of inequality that is unlikely to be
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Panel A. Females—2SLS, first-differenced, and state fixed effects
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Panel B. Males—2SLS, first-differenced, and state fixed effects
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Panel C. Males and females—2SLS, first-differenced, and state fixed effects
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Figure 4B. 2SLS Estimates of the Relationship between log( p) – log( p50) and log(min) – log( p50)
in First-Differences, 1979–2012
Notes: Estimates are the marginal effects of log(min. wage) – log( p50), evaluated at the hours-weighted average
of log(min. wage) – log( p50) across states and years. Observations are state-year observations. Ninety-five percent
confidence interval is represented by the dashed lines. Estimates correspond with column 4 of Tables 2A and 2B.

affected by the level of the minimum wage. For this purpose we use 60/40 inequality, that is, the difference in the log of the sixtieth and fortieth percentiles. Given that
the minimum wage never binds very far above the tenth percentile of the wage distribution over our sample period, we feel comfortable assuming that the minimum
wage has no impact on percentiles 40 through 60. Under this maintained hypothesis,
60/40 inequality serves as a valid proxy for the underlying inequality of a state’s
wage distribution.
To assess whether either the level or trend of state latent inequality is correlated
with average state wage levels or their trends, we estimate state-level regressions
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Panel A. Females—OLS, no state fixed effects
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Panel B. Males—OLS, no state fixed effects
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Figure 5. 2SLS Estimates of the Relationship between log( p) – log( p50) and log(min) – log( p50)
and Its Square Using Lee (1999) Specification, 1979–2012
Notes: Estimates are the marginal effects of log(min. wage) – log( p50), evaluated at the hours-weighted average
of log(min. wage) – log( p50) across states and years. Observations are state-year observations. Ninety-five percent
confidence interval is represented by the dashed lines. Estimates correspond with column 5 of Tables 2A and 2B.

of average 60/40 inequality and estimated trends in 60/40 inequality on average
median wages and trends in median wages. Figures 6A and 6B depict scatter plots of
these regressions, with regression results reported in Appendix Table A1. Figure 6A
depicts the cross-state relationship between the average log( p60)–log( p40) and the
average log( p50) for each of our three samples. Figure 6B depicts the cross-state
relationship between the trends in the two measures. In all cases but the male trends
plot (panel B of Figure 6B), there is a strong, positive visual relationship between the
two—and, even for the male trend scatter, there is, in fact, a statistically significant
positive relationship between the trends in the log( p60)–log( p40) and log( p50).
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Mean log(p60) − log(p40),
1979–2012
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Figure 6A. ols Estimates of the Relationship between Mean log( p60) – log( p40)
and Mean log( p50), 1979–2012
Notes: Estimates correspond with regressions from Appendix Table A2. The figures show the cross-state relationship between the average log( p60) – log( p40) and log( p50) between 1979 and 2012. Alaska, which tends to be
an outlier, is dropped for visual clarity, though this does not materially affect the slope of the line (Appendix Table
A2 includes Alaska).

The finding of a positive correlation between underlying inequality and the state
median implies there is likely to be omitted variable bias from the exclusion of state
fixed effects and trends—specifically, an upward bias to the estimated minimum wage
effect in the lower tail and, simultaneously, a downward bias in the upper tail. To see
why, note that higher wage states have lower (more negative) effective minimum
wages (defined as the log gap between the legislated minimum and the state median),
and the results from Table 2 imply that these states also have higher levels of latent
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Trend log(p60) − log(p40),
1979–2012
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Panel C. Males and females
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Figure 6B. ols Estimates of the Relationship between Trend log( p60) – log( p40)
and Trend log( p50), 1979–2012
Notes: Estimates correspond with regressions from Appendix Table A2. The figures show the cross-state relationship between the trend in log( p60) − log( p40) and the trend in log( p50) between 1979 and 2012. Alaska, which
tends to be an outlier, is dropped for visual clarity, though this does not materially affect the slope of the line
(Appendix Table A2 includes Alaska).

inequality; thus they will have a more negative value of the left-hand side variable
in our main estimating equation (1) for percentiles below the median, and a more
positive value for percentiles above the median. Since the state median enters the
right-hand side expression for the effective minimum wage with a negative sign, estimates of the relationship between the effective minimum and wage inequality will be
upward-biased in the lower tail and downward-biased in the upper tail.
Combined with our discussion above on potential biases stemming from the
correlation between the transitory error components on both sides of equation (1),
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Table 3—Actual and Counterfactual Changes in log( p50/10) between Selected Years:
Changes in log Points (100 × log Change)
2SLS counterfactuals
Observed
change
(1)
Panel A. 1979–1989
Females

24.6

Males

2.5

Pooled

11.8

Panel B. 1979–2012
Females

28.5

Males

7.9

Pooled

11.4

Levels FE
1979–2012
(2)

First diffs
1979–2012
(3)

11.3***
(3.7)
1.2
(1.4)
6.7***
(1.8)
14.8***
(3.7)
7.0***
(1.0)
6.9***
(1.5)

OLS counterfactuals
Levels, No FE
1979–2012
(4)

1979–1991
(5)

15.1***
(1.8)
1.4
(0.9)
8.1***
(0.8)

2.9
(2.0)
−6.5***
(1.4)

4.3***
(1.3)
−5.3***
(1.6)
0.0
(1.2)

18.6***
(1.8)
7.1***
(0.7)
7.9***
(0.7)

6.4***
(1.9)
3.1***
(1.0)
1.1
(1.2)

7.4***
(1.3)
3.6***
(0.9)
1.8**
(0.8)

−1.2
(1.3)

Notes: Estimates represent changes in actual and counterfactual log( p50) − log( p10) between 1979 and 1989,
and 1979 and 2012, measured in log points (100 × log change). Counterfactual wage changes in panel A represent counterfactual changes in the 50/10 had the effective minimum wage in 1979 equaled the effective minimum
wage in 1989 for each state. Counterfactual wage changes in panel B represent changes had the effective minima in
1979 and 2012 equaled the effective minimum in 1989. The 2SLS counterfactuals (using point estimates from the
1979–2012 period) are formed using coefficients from estimations reported in columns 3 and 4 of Tables 2A and
2B. The OLS counterfactual estimates (using point estimates from the 1979–2012 period) are formed using coefficients from estimations reported in column 5 of Table 2. Counterfactuals using point estimates from the 1979–1991
period are formed using coefficients from analogous regressions for the shorter sample period. Marginal effects are
bootstrapped as described in the text; the standard deviation associated with the estimates is reported in parentheses.
*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

which leads to an upward bias on the coefficient on the effective minimum wage in
both lower and upper tails, we infer that these two sources of bias reinforce each
other in the lower tail, likely leading to an overestimate of the impact of the minimum wage on lower tail inequality. Simultaneously, they have countervailing effects
on the upper tail. Thus, our finding in the fifth column of Table 2 of a relatively weak
relationship between the effective minimum wage and upper tail inequality (for the
female and pooled samples) may arise because these two countervailing sources of
bias largely offset one another for upper tail estimates. But since these biases are
reinforcing in the lower tail of the distribution, the absence of an upper tail correlation is not sufficient evidence for the absence of lower tail bias, implying that Lee’s
(1999) preferred specification may suffer from upward bias.
The original work assessing the impact of the minimum wage on rising US wage
inequality—including DFL (1996), Lee (1999), and Teulings (2000, 2003)—used
data from 1979 through the late 1980s or early 1990s. Our primary estimates exploit
an additional 21 years of data. Does this longer sample frame make a substantive difference? Figure 7 answers this question by plotting estimates of m
 arginal
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Figure 7. 2sls Estimates of the Relationship between log( p) – log( p50) and log(min) – log( p50)
over Various Time Periods (males and females)
Notes: Estimates are the marginal effects of log(min. wage) – log( p50), evaluated at the hours-weighted average
of log(min. wage) – log( p50) across states and years. Observations are state-year observations. The 95 percent
confidence interval is represented by the dashed lines. Estimates correspond with column 3 of Tables 2A and 2B.

effects of the effect of minimum wage on percentiles of the pooled male and
female wage distribution (as per column 3 of Table 2) for each of three time periods: 1979–1989, when there was little state-level variation in the minimum wage;
1979–1991, incorporating an additional two years in which numerous states raised
their minimum wage; and 1979–2012. Panel A of Figure 7 reveals that our IV strategy—which relies on variation in statutory minimum wages across states and over
time—does not perform well when limited to data only from the 1980s period: the
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point estimates are enormous relative to both OLS estimates and 2SLS estimates;
and the confidence bands are extremely large (note that the scale in the figure runs
from −25 to 25, more than an order of magnitude larger than even the largest point
estimates in Table 2). This lack of statistical significance is not surprising in light
of the small number of policy changes in this period: between 1979 and 1985, only
one state aside from Alaska adopted a minimum wage in excess of the federal minimum; the ten additional adoptions through 1989 all occurred between 1986 and
1989 (Table 1). Consequently, when calculating counterfactuals below, we apply
marginal effects estimates obtained using additional years of data.
By extending the estimation window to 1991 in panel B of Figure 7 (as was
also done by Lee 1999), we exploit the substantial federal minimum wage increase
that took place between 1990 and 1991. This federal increase generated numerous
cross-state contrasts since nine states had by 1989 raised their minimums above the
1989 federal level and below the 1991 federal level (and an additional three raised
their minimum to $4.25, which would be the level of the 1991 federal minimum
wage). As panel B underscores, including these two additional years of data dramatically reduces the standard errors around our estimates, though the estimated
marginal effects on a particular percentile are still quite noisy. Adding data for the
full sample through 2012 (panel C of Figure 7) reduces the standard errors further
and helps smooth out estimated marginal effects across percentiles.
Comparing across the three panels of Figure 7 reveals that it would have been
infeasible using data prior to 1991 to successfully estimate the effect of the minimum wage on the wage distribution. It is only with subsequent data on comovements
in state wage distributions and the minimum wage that more accurate estimates can
be obtained. For this reason, our primary counterfactual estimates of changes in
inequality rely on coefficient estimates from the full sample. We also discuss below
the robustness of our substantive findings to the use of shorter sample windows
(1979–1989 and 1979–1991).
III. Counterfactual Estimates of Changes in Inequality

How much of the expansion in lower tail wage inequality since 1979 can be
explained by the declining minimum wage? Following Lee (1999), we present
reduced form counterfactual estimates of the change in latent wage inequality absent
the decline in the minimum wage—that is, the change in wage inequality that would
have been observed had the minimum wage been held at a constant real benchmark.
These reduced form counterfactual estimates do not distinguish between mechanical and spillover effects of the minimum wage, a topic that we analyze next. We
consider counterfactual changes over two periods: 1979–1989 (which captures the
large widening of lower-tail income inequality over the 1980s) and 1979–2012.
To estimate changes in latent wage inequality, Lee (1999) proposes the following simple procedure. For each observation in the dataset, calculate its rank in its
respective state-year wage distribution. Then, adjust each wage by the quantity:
2
 τ  0  − m̃ s,
 τ  1)   + βˆ 2 (   p)(m̃   2s, 
(3) 	Δwst(  p)  = βˆ 1 (   p)(m̃ s,
τ  0 − m̃   s,τ1)
 ,
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where m̃ s,τ  1is the observed end-of period effective minimum in state s in some year
τ  1, m̃ s,τ  0is the corresponding beginning-of-period effective minimum in τ 0, and
βˆ 1 (  p), βˆ 2 (  p)are point estimates from the OLS and 2SLS estimates in Table 2 (col-

umns 1, 4, or 5).14 We pool these adjusted wage observations to form a counterfactual national wage distribution, and we compare changes in inequality in the
simulated distribution to those in the observed distribution.15 We compute standard
errors by bootstrapping the estimates within the state-year panel.16
The first column of the upper panel of Table 3 shows that between 1979 and
1989, the female 50/10 log wage ratio increased by nearly 25 log points. Applying
the coefficient estimates on the effective minimum and its square obtained using
the 2SLS model fit to the female wage data for 1979 through 2012 (column 2 of
panel A), we calculate that had the minimum wage been constant at its real 1989
level throughout this period, female 50/10 inequality would counterfactually have
risen by 11.3 log points. Using the first differences specification (column 3), we estimate a counterfactual rise of 15.1 log points. Thus, the minimum wage can explain
between 40 and 55 percent of the observed rise in equality, with the complement due
to a rise in underlying inequality. These are nontrivial effects, of course, and they
confirm, in accordance with the visual evidence in Figure 1, that the falling minimum wage contributed meaningfully to rising female lower-tail inequality during
the 1980s and early 1990s.
The OLS estimates preferred by Lee (1999) find a substantially larger role for
the minimum wage, however. Using the OLS model fit to the female wage data for
1979 through 2012 (column 4 of panel A), we calculate that female 50/10 inequality would counterfactually have risen by only 2.9 log points. Applying the coefficient estimates for only the 1979–1991 period (column 5), female 50/10 inequality
would have risen by 4.3 log points. Thus, consistent with Lee (1999), the OLS
estimate implies that the decline in the real minimum wage can account for the bulk
(all but 3 to 4 of 25 log points) of the expansion of lower tail female wage inequality
in this period.
The second and third rows of Table 3 calculate the effect of the minimum wage
on male and pooled gender inequality. Here, the discrepancy between IV and
OLS-based counterfactuals is even more pronounced. 2SLS models indicate that
the minimum wage makes a modest contribution to the rise in male wage inequality
and explains only about 30 to 40 percent of the rise in pooled gender inequality. By
contrast, OLS estimates imply that the minimum wage more than fully explains both

14
So, for example, taking τ 0  = 1979and τ1   = 1989, and subtracting Δ
 w stp   from each observed wage in 1979
would adjust the 1979 distribution to its counterfactual under the realized effective minima in 1989.
15
We use states’ observed median wages when calculating m
 ̃  rather than the national median deflated by the
price index as was done by Lee (1999). This choice has no substantive effect on the results but appears most consistent with the identifying assumptions.
16
Our bootstrap takes states as the sampling unit, and thus we start by drawing 50 states with replacement.
We next estimate the models in Tables 2A and 2B for the selected states using the percentile estimates and sample
weights from the full dataset and, finally, apply the coefficients to the full CPS individual-level sample to calculate
the counterfactual in equation (3). Table 3 reports the mean and standard deviation of 1,000 replications of this
counterfactual exercise.
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the rise in male 50/10 inequality and the rise in pooled 50/10 inequality between
1979 and 1989.
Despite their substantial discrepancy with the OLS models, the 2SLS estimates
appear highly plausible. Figure 2 shows that the minimum wage was nominally
nonbinding for males throughout the sample period, with fewer than 6 percent of all
male wages falling at or below the relevant minimum wage in any given year. For
the pooled gender distribution, the minimum wage had somewhat more bite, with
a bit more than 8 percent of all hours paid at or below the minimum in the first few
years of the sample. But this is modest relative to its position in the female distribution, where 9 to 13 percent of wages were at or below the relevant minimum in the
first 5 years of the sample. Consistent with these facts, 2SLS estimates indicate that
the falling minimum wage generated a sizable increase in female wage inequality, a
modest increase in pooled gender inequality, and a minimal increase in male wage
inequality.
Panel B of Table 3 calculates counterfactual (minimum wage constant) changes
in inequality over the full sample interval of 1979–2012. In all cases, the contribution of the minimum wage to rising inequality is smaller when estimated using 2SLS
in place of OLS models, and its impacts are substantial for females, modest for the
pooled distribution, and negligible for males.
Figure 8 and the top panel of Figure 9 provide a visual comparison of observed and
counterfactual changes in male, female, and pooled-gender wage inequality during
the critical period of 1979 through 1989, during which time the minimum wage
remained nominally fixed, while lower tail inequality rose rapidly for all groups.
As per Lee (1999), the OLS counterfactuals depicted in these plots suggest that
the minimum wage explains essentially all (or more than all) of the rise in 50/10
inequality in the female, male, and pooled-gender distributions during this period.
The 2SLS counterfactuals place this contribution at a far more modest level. The
counterfactual series for males, for example, is indistinguishable from the observed
series, implying that the minimum wage made almost no contribution to the rise in
male inequality in this period. We see a similarly pronounced discrepancy between
OLS and 2SLS models in the lower panel of Figure 9, which plots observed and
counterfactual wage changes in the pooled gender distribution for the full sample
period of 1979 through 2012 (again holding the minimum wage at its 1988 value).17
Consistent with earlier literature, our estimates confirm that the falling minimum
wage contributed to the growth of lower tail inequality growth during the 1980s.
But while prior work, most notably Lee (1999), finds that the falling minimum fully
accounts for this growth, this result appears strongly upward biased by violation of
the identifying assumptions on which it rests. Purging this bias, we find that the minimum wage can explain at most half—and generally less than half—of the growth
of lower tail inequality during the 1980s. Over the full three decades between 1979
and 2012, at least 60 percent of the growth of pooled 50/10 inequality, 50 percent of
17
We have repeated these counterfactuals using coefficient estimates from years 1979 through 1991 (using the
additional cross-state identification offered by the increases in the federal minimum wage over this period) rather
than the full 1979–2012 sample period. The counterfactual estimates from this exercise are somewhat smaller
but largely consistent with the full sample, both during the critical period of 1979 through 1989 and during other
intervals.
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Figure 8. Actual and Counterfactual Change in log( p) – log( p50) Distribution by Sex
Notes: Plots represent the actual and counterfactual changes in the fifth through ninety-fifth percentiles of the male
wage distribution. Counterfactual changes are calculated by adjusting the 1979 wage distributions by the value of
states’ effective minima in 1989 using coefficients from OLS regressions without state fixed effects (column 5 of
Table 2) and 2SLS regressions with state fixed effects and time trends or first-differenced 2SLS regressions with
state fixed effects (columns 3 and 4 of Table 2).

female 50/10 inequality, and 90 percent of male 50/10 inequality is due to changes
in the underlying wage structure.
IV. The Limits of Inference: Distinguishing Spillovers from Measurement Error

Federal and state minimum wages were nominally nonbinding at the tenth percentile of the wage distribution throughout most of the sample (Figure 2); in fact,
there is only one 3-year interval (1979 to 1983), when more than 10 percent of
hours paid were at or below the minimum wage (Table 1)—and this was only the
case for females. Yet our main estimates imply that the minimum wage modestly
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Figure 9. Actual and Counterfactual Change in log( p)–log( p50) Male and Female Pooled Distribution
Notes: Plots represent the actual and counterfactual changes in the fifth through ninety-fifth percentiles of the male
and female pooled wage distribution. Counterfactual changes in panel A are calculated by adjusting the 1979 wage
distributions by the value of states’ effective minima in 1989 using coefficients from OLS regressions (column 5 of
Table 2) and 2SLS regressions (columns 3 and 4 of Table 2). Counterfactual changes in panel B are calculated by
adjusting both the 1979 and 2012 wage distributions by the value of states’ effective minima in 1989 using coefficients from OLS regressions (column 5 of Table 2) and 2SLS regressions (columns 3 and 4 of Table 2).

compressed both male and pooled-gender 50/10 wage inequality during the 1980s.
This implies that the minimum wage had spillover effects on percentiles above
where it binds.
While these spillovers might arise from several economic forces, such as tournament wage structures or positional income concerns, a mundane but nonetheless
plausible alternative explanation is measurement error. To see why, consider a case
where the minimum wage is set at the fifth percentile of the latent wage distribution
and has no spillover effects. However, due to misreporting, the spike in the wage
distribution at the true minimum wage is surrounded by a measurement error cloud
that extends from the first through the ninth percentiles. If the legislated minimum
wage were to rise to the ninth percentile and measurement error were to remain
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c onstant, the rise in the minimum wage would compress the measured wage distribution up to the thirteenth percentile, thus reducing the measured 50/10 wage gap.
This apparent spillover would be a feature of the data, but it would not be a feature
of the true wage distribution.18
In this final section of the paper, we quantify the possible bias wrought by these
measurement spillovers. Specifically, we ask whether we can reject the null hypothesis that the minimum wage only affects the earnings of those earning at or below
the minimum—in which case, the apparent spillovers would be consistent with measurement error.19 Since this analysis relies in part on some strong assumption, it
should be thought of as an illustrative exercise designed to give some idea of magnitudes rather than a dispositive test.
A. General Setup
We use a simple measurement error model to test the hypothesis.20 Denote by
p* a percentile of the latent wage distribution (i.e., the percentile absent measurement error and without a minimum wage), and write the latent wage associated with
it as w*( p* ). Assuming that there are only direct effects of the minimum wage (i.e.,
no true spillovers and no disemployment effects), then the true wage at percentile
p*will be given by
(4)	
w(  p* ) ≡ max[w  m, w* ( p)],

where w*( p)is the true latent log wage percentile and w  mthe log of the minimum
wage.
Now, allow for the possibility of measurement error, so that for a worker at true
wage percentile p *, we observe:
(5)	
wi  = w( p* )  + εi,

where εiis an error term with density function g( ε), which we assume to be independent of the true wage. We will make use of the following result proved in section
B of the Appendix:
Result 1: Under the null hypothesis of no actual spillovers, no disemployment
and measurement error independent of the true wage, the elasticity of wages at an

18

This argument holds in reverse for a decline in the minimum wage.
Note that we are not testing whether an apparent spillover for a particular percentile, for a particular
state/year, is attributable to measurement error—we are testing whether, on average, all of the observed spillovers
could be attributable to measurement error.
20
In the following discussion, it will be useful to distinguish between three distinct wage distributions: (i) the
latent wage distribution, which is the wage distribution in the absence of a minimum wage and measurement error;
(ii) the true wage distribution, which is the wage distribution in the absence of measurement error but allowing for
minimum wage effects; and (iii) the observed wage distribution, which is the wage distribution allowing for measurement error and a minimum wage (i.e., what is measured from CPS data).
19
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observed percentile with respect to the minimum wage is equal to the fraction of
people at that observed percentile whose true wage is equal to the minimum.
The intuition for this result is straightforward: if the minimum wage rises by
10 percent, and 10 percent of workers at a given percentile are paid the minimum
wage, and only these have their wage affected, the observed wage at that percentile
will rise by 1 percent.
This result has a simple corollary (proved in section C of the Appendix) that we
also use in the estimation below:
Result 2: Under the null hypothesis of no true spillovers, the elasticity of the
overall mean log wage with respect to the minimum wage is equal to the fraction of
the wage distribution that is truly paid the minimum wage—that is, the size of the
true spike.

This result follows from the fact that all individuals who are truly paid the
minimum wage must appear somewhere in the observed wage distribution. And
of course, changes at any point in the distribution also change the mean. Thus,
if the true spike at the minimum wage comprises 10 percent of the mass of the
true wage distribution, a 10 percent rise in the minimum will increase the true
and observed mean wage by 1 percent. Note that no distributional assumptions
about measurement error are needed for either Result 1 or Result 2 other than
the assumption that the measurement error distribution is independent of wage
levels.
The practical value of Result 2 is that we can readily estimate the effect of changes
in the minimum wage on the mean using the methods developed above. In practice,
we estimate a version of equation (1), using as the dependent variable the average
log real wage. On the right-hand side, we include the effective minimum wage and
its square as endogenous regressors (and instrument for them using the same instruments as in the earlier analysis), state and year fixed effects, state time trends, and
the log of the median (to control for shocks to the wage level of the state that are
unrelated to the minimum wage, assuming that any spillovers do not extend through
the median). We plot these estimates in the three panels of Figure 10, corresponding to females, males, and the pooled wage distribution. The dashed line in each
panel represents the marginal effect of the minimum on the mean by year, taking
the weighted average across all states for each year. Under the null hypothesis of no
true spillovers, this estimate of the effect the minimum on the mean is an estimate
of the size of the true spike. Under the alternative hypothesis that true spillovers are
present, the marginal effect on the mean will exceed the size of the true spike. To
distinguish these alternatives requires a second, independent estimate of the size of
the true spike.
B. Estimating Measurement Error
We develop a second estimate of the magnitude of the true spike by directly
estimating a model of measurement error and using this estimate to infer the size
of the spike absent this error. We exploit the fact that under the assumption of full
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Figure 10. Comparison of Estimated Effects of the Minimum Wage on the Mean
and Density at the True Spike
Notes: Mean effects represent the average marginal effects of the minimum wage (weighted across states), estimated from 2SLS regressions of log(mean) – log( p50) on the effective minimum and its square, year and state
fixed effects, state time trends, and the log median, where the effective minimum and its square are instrumented as
in the earlier analysis. The bounds for the density of the true spike are estimated from a maximum likelihood procedure described in section D of the Appendix.

compliance with the minimum wage, all observations found below the minimum
wage must be observations with measurement error.21 Of course, wage observations
21
There are surely some individuals who report sub-minimum wage wages and actually receive sub-minimum
wages. The largest (but not the only) group is probably tipped workers, who in many states can legally receive a
subminimum hourly wage as long as tips push their total hourly income above the minimum. For instance, in 2009,
about 55 percent of those who reported their primary occupation as waiter or waitress reported an hourly wage
less than the applicable minimum wage for their state, and about 17 percent of all observed subminimum wages
were from waiters and waitresses. If we treat the wages of these individuals as measurement error, we will clearly
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below the minimum can only provide information on individuals with negative measurement error, since minimum wage earners with positive measurement error must
have an observed wage above the minimum. Thus, a key identifying assumption is
that the measurement error is symmetric, that is g ( ε)  = g(−ε).
In what follows, we use maximum likelihood to estimate the distribution of wages
below the minimum and the fraction of workers at and above the minimum (for the
sample of non-tipped workers as described in footnote 21). We assume that the
“true” wage distribution only has a mass point at the minimum wage so that w*(  p* ) 
has a continuous derivative. We also assume that the measurement error distribution
only has a mass point at zero so that there is a nonzero probability of observing the
“true” wage. (Without this assumption, we would be unable to rationalize the existence of a spike in the observed wage distribution at the minimum wage.) Denote
the probability that the wage is correctly reported as γ
 . For those who report an
error-ridden wage, we will use, in a slight departure from previous notation, g (ε) to
denote the distribution of the error.
With these assumptions, the size of the spike in the observed wage distribution
at the minimum wage, which we denote by p ̃, is equal to the true spike times the
probability that the wage is correctly reported:
(6)	p̃ = γ 
pˆ .
Hence, using an estimate of γ
 , we can estimate the magnitude of the true spike
as pˆ  ≈ 
p̃ / γ̃ .22
C. Finding: Spillovers Cannot Be Distinguished from Measurement Error
We use the following two-step procedure to estimate γ
 . Under the assumption
that the latent log wage distribution is normal with mean μand variance σ  2w   and
that the measurement error distribution is normal with mean zero and variance σ
   2ε ,
we use observations from the top part of the wage distribution—which we assume
are unaffected by changes to the minimum wage—to estimate the median and variance of the observed latent wage distribution, allowing for variation across state and
time.23 Equipped with these estimates, we use the observed fraction of workers who
are paid below the minimum for each state and year to estimate ( σ  2ε , γ)by maximum
likelihood. We assume that ( σ  2ε , γ)vary over time but not across states. Exact details
of our procedure can be found in section D of the Appendix. As previously noted,
we perform this analysis on a sample that excludes individuals from lower-paying
occupations that tend to earn tips or commission.

o ver-state the extent of misreporting. We circumvent this problem by conducting the measurement/spillover analysis on a sample that excludes employees in low-paying occupations that commonly receive tips or commission.
These are: food service jobs, barbers and hairdressers, retail salespersons, and telemarketers.
22
The assumption on the absence of mass points in the true wage distribution and the error distribution mean
that the group of workers who are not paid the minimum but, by chance, have an error that makes them appear to
be paid the minimum is of measure zero and so can be ignored.
23
This procedure does not account for the type of measurement error induced by heaping of observations
around whole numbers (e.g., $5.50), so the estimates that follow should be treated as suggestive.
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Estimates of γfor males, females, and the pooled sample (not shown) generally
find that the probability of correct reporting is around 80 percent, and mostly varies
from between 70 to 90 percent over time (though is estimated to be around 65 to
70 percent in the early 1980s for females and the pooled distribution). We combine
this estimate with the observed spike to get an estimate of the “true” spike in each
period, though this will be an estimate of the size of the true spike only for the estimation sample of workers in non-tipped occupations.
This leaves us in need of an estimate of the “true” spike for the tipped occupations.
Given the complexity of the state laws surrounding the minimum wage for tipped
employees, we do not attempt to model these subminimum wages. Rather we simply note that the spike for tipped employees must be between zero and one, and we
use this observation to bound the “true” spike for the entire workforce. Because the
fraction of workers in tipped occupations is small, these bounds are relatively tight.
Figure 10 compares these bounds with the earlier estimates of the “true” spike
based on the elasticity of the mean with respect to the minimum in each year. Under
the null hypothesis that the minimum wage has no true spillovers, the effect on the
mean should equal the size of the “true” spike. And indeed, the estimated mean
effect lies within the bounds of the estimated “true” spike in almost all years. We are
accordingly unable to reject the hypothesis that the apparent effect of the minimum
wage on percentiles above the minimum is a measurement error spillover rather than
a true spillover.
This analysis rests on some strong assumptions and so should not be regarded as
definitive. But if we tentatively accept this null, it has the important implication that
changes in the minimum wage may only affect those who are paid the minimum
and the apparent effects further up the wage distribution are the consequences of
measurement error. A conclusive answer would require better wage data, ideally
administrative payroll data.24
V. Conclusion

This paper offers a reassessment of the impact of the minimum wage on the wage
distribution by using a longer panel than was available to previous studies, incorporating many additional years of data and including significantly more variation in
state minimum wages, and using an econometric approach that purges confounding
correlations between state wage levels and wage variances that we find bias earlier estimates. Under our preferred model specification and estimation sample, we
estimate that between 1979 and 1989, the decline in the real value of the minimum
wage is responsible for 30 to 55 percent of the growth of lower tail inequality in
the female, male, and pooled wage distributions (as measured by the differential
between the log of the fiftieth and tenth percentiles). Similarly, calculations indicate
that during the full sample period of 1979–2012, the declining minimum wage made
In Dube, Guiliano, and Leonard’s (2015) study of the impact of wage increases on employment and quit
behavior at a large retail firm, the authors note that this firm implemented sizable wage spillovers as a matter of
corporate policy—with minimum wage increases automatically leading to raises among workers earning as much
as 15 percent above the new minimum.
24
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a meaningful contribution to female inequality, a modest contribution to pooled gender inequality, and a negligible contribution to male lower tail inequality. In net,
these estimates indicate a substantially smaller role for the US minimum in the rise
of inequality than suggested by earlier work, which had attributed 85 percent to
110 percent of this rise to the falling minimum.
Despite these modest total effects, we estimate that the effect of the minimum
wage extends further up the wage distribution than would be predicted if the minimum wage had a purely mechanical effect on wages (i.e., raising the wage of all
who earned below it). One interpretation of these significant spillovers is that they
represent a true wage effect for workers initially earning above the minimum. An
alternative explanation is that wages for low-wage workers are mismeasured or misreported. If a significant share of minimum wage earners report wages in excess of
the minimum wage, and this measurement error persists in response to changes in
the minimum, then we would observe changes in percentiles above where the minimum wage directly binds in response to changes in the minimum wage. Our investigation of this hypothesis in Section IV is unable to reject the null hypothesis that
all of the apparent effect of the minimum wage on percentiles above the minimum
is the consequence of measurement error. Accepting this null, the implied effect of
the minimum wage on the actual wage distribution is even smaller than the effect of
the minimum wage on the measured wage distribution.
In net, our analysis suggests that there was a significant expansion in latent lower
tail inequality over the 1980s, mirroring the expansion of inequality in the upper tail.
While the minimum wage was certainly a contributing factor to widening lower tail
inequality—particularly for females—it was not the primary one.
Appendix
A. Data Appendix
As described in Section I, our primary data comes from individual responses from
the Current Population Survey Merged Outgoing Rotation Group (CPS MORG) for
each year. For each year, we pool the monthly observations. We use CPS variables
(e.g., weekly and hourly wages) as cleaned by the Unicon Research Corporation.
Specifically, the hourly wage variable is ERNHR, the weekly wage variable is
WKUSERN, ERNWKC, or ERNWK (depending on the year), and the weekly
hours variable is HOURS. The respondent weight variable that we use is ERNWGT.
As mentioned in the text, in our calculations we weight by a respondent’s earnings
weight (ERNWGT) multiplied by hours worked (HOURS), although our findings
are roughly unchanged if we use ERNWGT instead.
The primary outcome we construct from CPS data is a respondent’s wage. For
those who report being paid by the hour we take their hourly wage to be their reported
hourly wage; otherwise we calculate the hourly wage as weekly earnings divided by
hours worked in the prior week. We multiply top-coded values by 1.5. When computing percentiles within a state, we Winsorize the top two percentiles of the wage distribution in each state, year, and sex grouping (male, female, or pooled) by assigning
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Table A1—First-Stage Estimates for Specifications That Include
Year Fixed Effects and State Time Trends
A. Females
LHS:
log(min) −
log( p50)
(1)
log(min)
Square of
log(min)
log(min) ×
avg. of state
median
F-statistics
p-value

B. Males

LHS: square
of log(min) −
log( p50)
(2)

LHS:
log(min) −
log( p50)
(3)

0.30
(0.41)
−0.34*
(0.18)
0.79***
(0.14)

0.61
(0.58)
1.32***
(0.27)
−2.76***
(0.15)

1.79***
(0.44)
−0.82***
(0.24)
0.49*
(0.26)

251***
0.00

362***
0.00

370***
0.00

C. Males and females

LHS: square
of log(min) −
log( p50)
(4)
−2.31***
(0.80)
2.59***
(0.45)
−2.56***
(0.46)
394***
0.00

LHS:
log(min) −
log( p50)
(5)

LHS: square
of log(min) −
log( p50)
(6)

1.15***
(0.40)
−0.61***
(0.20)
0.61***
(0.21)

−0.92
(0.61)
2.01***
(0.32)
−2.69***
(0.29)

587***
0.00

684***
0.00

Notes: N = 1,700. Sample period is 1979–2012. For columns 1, 3, and 5, the dependent variable is the “effective
minimum,” that is, log(min) − log( p50). For columns 2, 4, and 6, the dependent variable is the square of the effective minimum. The RHS variables included are the three instruments: the log of the minimum wage, the square of
the log min, and the interaction between the log of the min multiplied by the average median for the state over the
sample. Also included in the regression are year fixed effects, and state-specific trends. The F-statistic for testing
whether the three instruments are jointly significant, and associated p-value, are presented at the bottom. Standard
errors clustered at the state level are in parentheses.
*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

Table A2—OLS Relationship between Mean and Trends in log( p60) − log( p40)
and log( p50)
A. Females
(1)

(2)

B. Males
(3)

Panel A. Dependent variable: mean log( p60) − log( p40), 1979–2012
0.12***
0.06
Mean log( p50), 1979–2012
(0.03)
(0.05)
Panel B. Dependent variable: trend log( p60) − log( p40), 1979–2012
0.16**
Trend log( p50), 1979–2012
(0.07)

C. Males and females
(4)

(5)

(6)

0.11***
(0.04)
0.03
(0.08)

0.14**
(0.06)

Notes: N = 50 (one observation per state). Observations are weighted by the average hours worked per state.
Robust standard errors are in parentheses. The dependent variable in the top panel is the mean log( p60) − log( p40)
for the state, over the 1979–2012 period. The dependent variable in the bottom panel is the linear trend in the
log( p60) − log( p40) for the state, over the 1979–2012 period. Regressions correspond to plots in Figures 6A and
6B.
*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

the ninety-seventh percentile value to the ninety-eighth and n inety-ninth percentiles.
Our sample includes individuals age 18–  64, and we exclude self-employed individuals as well as respondents with wage data imputed by the BLS.
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B. Proof of Result 1
The density of wages among workers whose true percentile p*is given by
g( w − w( p* )). The density of observed wages is simply the average of g ( ⋅) across
true percentiles:

∫0    g(w − w( p* ))  dp* .
(B1)	
f ( w) = 
1

And the cumulative density function for observed wages is given by
(B2)	
F(w) = ∫−∞ ∫0    g(w − w(p*))  dp*     dx.
w

1

This can be inverted to give an implicit equation for the wage at observed
percentile p, w( p)  :
(B3)	
p = ∫−∞  ∫0    g(w − w( p*))  dp*  dx .
w( p)

1

By differentiating this expression with respect to the minimum wage, we obtain
the following key result:
∂ g[x − w(p*)]
1
∂ w( p)
w(p) 1 ___________
   dp*  dx = 0.
(B4) [∫0    g[w( p) − w( p* )]dp* ]    _____
m  + ∫−∞  ∫0     
∂ w  
∂ w  m
Now we have that
∂ g[x − w( p* ) ] 
∂ w( p* )
___________
*)   ______
(B5)	   
  =
−g
x
−
w
 
p

.
(
[
] ∂ w  m 
∂ w  m

Which, from (B1), is
∂ g[x − w( p* ) ] 
−g[x − w  m] if p* ≤ pˆ ( w  m)
(B6)	 ___________
  
  = 
  
 
.
∂ w  m
0 if p* > pˆ (w  m)
Substituting (B1) and (B6) into (B4) and re-arranging, we have that
ˆ g[w( p) − w  m]
∂ w( p)
p___________
(B7)	
 _____
   =     
 
.
∂ w  m
f   [w( p)]
The numerator is the fraction of workers who are really paid the minimum wage
but are observed with wagew( p)because they have measurement error equal to
[w( p) − w  m]. Hence, the numerator divided by the denominator is the fraction of
workers observed at wage w( p)who are really paid the minimum wage.
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C. Proof of Result 2
One implication of (B7) is the following. Suppose we are interested in the effect
of minimum wages on the mean log wage, w– ( p). We have that
ˆ g[w( p) − w  m]
1 p
w( p)
∂ w–    = ∫ 1     ∂_____
___________
(C1)	 ____
    dp
= 
∫
 
  
  
    dp.
0
0
∂ w  m
∂ w  m
f   [w( p)]
Change the variable of integration to w( p). We will have
1     dp.
_______
(C2)	
dw = w′( p)  dp =  
f [w( p)]
Hence, (C1) becomes

∂  w  = pˆ   ∫
 −∞ g[w − w  m]dw = pˆ .
(C3)	 ____
∂ w  m
–

∞

That is, the elasticity of average log wages with respect to the log minimum is just
the size of the true spike.
D. Estimation Procedure for the Measurement Error Model

We first derive the proportion of workers reporting subminimum wages, which
we denote by Z. Assuming full compliance with the minimum wage statute, all of
these subminimum wages will represent negative measurement error. We therefore
have
(D1)	
Z = (1 − γ) × [0.5 pˆ  + ∫pˆ     G(w  m − w* ( p* ))   dp*].
1

The symmetry assumption implies that half of those at the true spike who report
wages with error will report wages below the minimum, and this is reflected as the
first term in the bracketed expression (0.5 pˆ ). In addition, for workers paid above the
minimum, some subset will report with sufficiently negative error that their reported
wage will fall below the minimum, thus also contributing to the mass below the
statutory minimum. This contributor to Zis captured by the second term in the
bracketed expression.
Our assumption is that the true latent log wage is normally distributed according
to
(D2)	w*  ~ N(μ, σ  2w  ).
To keep notation to a minimum we suppress variation across states and time,
though this is incorporated into the estimation. The true wage is given by
(D3)	
w = max(w  m, w* ).
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And the observed wage is given by
(D4)	
v = w + Dε,
where D is a binary variable taking the value 0 if the true wage is observed and 1 if
it is not. We assume that
(D5)	Pr(D = 1) = 1 − γ.
We assume that εis normally distributed according to
1 − ρ  2 2
  σ  w   .
(D6)	
ε ~ N 0,   _____
(
)
ρ  2
We choose to parameterize the variance of the error process as proportional to
the variance of the true latent wage distribution as this will be convenient later. We
later show thatρis the correlation coefficient between the true latent wage and the
observed latent wage when misreported—a lower value of ρ
 implies more measurement error so leads to a lower correlation between the true and observed wage. We
assume that ( w
 *, D, ε)are all mutually independent.
Our estimation procedure uses maximum likelihood to estimate the parameters
of the measurement error model. There are three types of entries in the likelihood
function:
• those with an observed wage equal to the minimum wage
• those with an observed wage above the minimum wage
• those with an observed wage below the minimum wage
Let us consider the contribution to the likelihood function for these three groups
in turn.
Those Observed to Be Paid the Minimum Wage.—With the assumptions made
above, the “true” size of the spike is given by
w  m − μ
______
(D7)	pˆ  = Φ
(  σ  
).
w

And the size of the observed “spike” is given by
w  m − μ
(D8)	p̃ = γ Φ(______
  σ  
).
w
This is the contribution to the likelihood function for those paid the minimum
wage.
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Those Observed to Be Paid Below the Minimum Wage.—Now let us consider the
contribution to the likelihood function for those who report being paid below the
minimum wage. We need to work out the density function of actual observed wages
w, where w < w  m. None of those who report their correct wages (i.e., have D = 0)
will report a subminimum wage, so we need only consider those who misreport their
wage (i.e., those with D
 = 1). Some of these will have a true wage equal to the
minimum and some will have a true wage above the minimum. Those who are truly
paid the minimum will have measurement error equal to ( w − w  m),so, using (D6)
and (D7), the contribution to the likelihood function will be
ρ(w − w  m)
ρ
w  m − μ
____   ϕ ________
____  Φ ______
(D9)	
(1 − γ)  _______
  
   
  
 
( σw  
 ).
σw √
 1 − ρ  2  ( σ
 w√1 − ρ  2  )
Now, consider those whose true wage is above the minimum but have a measurement error that pushes their observed wage below the minimum. For this group,
their observed wage is below the minimum and their latent wage is above the minimum. The fraction of those who misreport who are in this category is, with some
abuse of the concept of probability,
(D10)	Pr(v = w, w* > w  m).
Define
(D11)	v* = w*  + ε,
which is what the observed wage would be if there was no minimum wage and they
misreport i.e., D
 = 1.
From (D2) and (D4),
*
μ
σ  2    + σ  2  σ  2w  
 
  ,   w 2   ε 
(  v *)  ~ N (μ)
w 
( σ  w  
[
σ  2w )
  ]
 .
(D12)	    
2
* 
μ

1
1/
ρ
 
v

(  *)  ~ N (μ)
  , σ  2w          
( 1
[
w 
1)]

This implies the following:
μ
1/ρ  2
1
v*
(D13)	   *  2 *   ~ N   
 2  , σ  2w       
   ,
(w   − ρ   v )

( 1 1 − ρ  2)
[(μ(1 − ρ  ))
 ]
which is an orthogonalization that will be convenient.
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Now for those paid above the minimum but whose wage is misreported, the true
wage is w*and the observed wage is v*. So,
(D14) Pr(v = w, w* > w  m) = Pr(v*  = w, w*  > w  m)
	
= Pr(v*  = w, w*  − ρ  2 v*  > w  m  − ρ  2w)

	

	
= Pr (v*  = w)Pr(w*  − ρ  2 v*  > w  m  − ρ  2w)

m
− ρ  2(w − μ)]
ρ(w − μ)
ρ
[ (w   − μ)  ____
_______
________________
 

1
−
Φ
 
   
  
 ,
  
ϕ
 
 
=  ___
)[
σw  (
σw 
(
)]
σw√1 − ρ  2 

where the third line uses the independence of (D13).
Putting together (D9) and (D14), the fraction of the population observed to be
paid at a wage wbelow the minimum is given by
ρ(w − w  m)
ρ
w  m − μ
____ ϕ ________
____   Φ ______
(D15) 
L = (1 − γ)  ∙  _______
    
   
  
 
 
 
[[ σw √1 − ρ  2  ( σw √1 − ρ  2  )] ( σw )
m
ρ  2(w − μ)]
ρ(w − μ)
ρ
[ (w   − μ) − 
_______
________________
____ 
+  ___
 

1
−
Φ
 
   
  
  .
  
ϕ
 
)[
σw  (
σw 
(
)]]
σw√1 − ρ  2 

Those Observed to Be Paid above the Minimum Wage.—Now let us consider the
fraction observed above the minimum wage. These workers might be one of three
types:
• Those really paid the minimum wage who misreport a wage above the
minimum.
• Those really paid above the minimum wage who do not misreport.
• Those really paid above the minimum wage, who do misreport, but do not
report a subminimum wage.
For those who are truly paid the minimum wage and have a misreported wage, a
half will be above, so the fraction of those who report a wage above the minimum is:
w  m − μ
__
  1 (1 − γ)Φ( ______
(D16)	
).
σw  
2
Those who do not misreport and truly have a wage above the minimum will be
w  m − μ
  σ  
(D17)	
γ(
 1 − Φ(______
)).
w
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Now, consider those whose true wage is above the minimum but who misreport.
For this group we know their observed latent wage is above the minimum and that
their true latent wage is above the minimum. The fraction who are in this category is
(D18)	Pr(w*  > w  m, v*  > w  m).
Now,
(D19) Pr(w*  > w  m, v*  > w  m)
	   = 1 − Pr (w*  < w  m)  − Pr (v*  < w  m)  + Pr(w*  < w  m, v*  < w  m)
ρ(w  m − μ)
w  m − μ
________
	
= 1 − Φ(_____
  σ  
 −
Φ
 
(
) 
 )
σ  

w

w

ρ(w  m − μ)
w  m − μ ________
+ Φ(_____
  σ  
,
  
, ρ),

σ  

w

w

where the final term is the cumulative density function of the bivariate normal distribution. Putting together (D16), (D17), and (D19), the fraction of the population
observed to be paid above the minimum is given by
ρ(w  m − μ)
w  m − μ
w  m − μ
_____
________
 1 Φ _____
(D20) 
(1 − γ)  ∙  __
 
 
+
1
−
Φ
 
 −
Φ
 
 
 
(
) 
[ 2 ( σw )
( σw )
σw  

w   − μ
ρ(w   − μ)  + γ 1 − Φ ______
w   − μ ________
  σ  
  σ  

,
  
 
,
ρ
+ Φ(_____
(
)).
(
)
]
w

σ 
m

m

m

w

w

This is the contribution to the likelihood function for those paid above the
minimum.
There are three parameters in this model (σw, γ, ρ). These parameters may vary
with state or time. In the paper we have already documented how the variance in
observed wages varies across state and time, so it is important to allow for this variation. Nevertheless, for ease of computation our estimates assume that (γ, ρ) only
vary across time and are constant across states.
We estimate the parameters in two steps. We first use the information on the
shape of the wage distribution above the median to obtain an estimate of the median
and variance of the latent observed wage distribution for each state/year.25 This
25
To estimate this, we assume that the latent wage distribution for each state/year is log normal and can be
summarized by its median and variance, so that w st*(  p)  = μst  + σst F  −1( p), where μ
 st is the log median and σ
 st  is
the variance. We then assume that the minimum wage has no effect on the shape of the wage distribution above the
median, so that upper-tail percentiles are estimates of the latent distribution. To estimate μ
 st and σ
 st, we pool the
fiftieth through seventy-fifth log wage percentiles, regress the log value of the percentile on the inverse CDF of the
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assumes that the latent distribution above the median is unaffected by the minimum
wage. It also assumes that latent observed wage distribution is normal, which is not
consistent with our measurement error model (recall our model assumes that the
latent observed wage distribution is a mixture of two distributions, i.e., those who
report their wage correctly and those who do not). This does not affect the estimate
of the median but does affect the interpretation of the variance. Here we show how
to map between this estimate of the variance and the parameters of our measurement
error model.
Our measurement error model implies that the log wage at percentile p, w( p)
satisfies the following equation:
ρ(w( p) − μ)
w( p) − μ
_________
(D21)	
p = γ  Φ(
 _______
 
).
)  + (1 − γ)Φ(    
σw  

σw 

Differentiating this, we obtain the following equation for w′( p):
ρ(w( p)  − μ)
w( p)  − μ
ρ
(D22) 1 = [γ(___
  σ1   )ϕ(
   _______
 + (1 − γ)( ___
   _________
  
 
  )ϕ(
)]w′( p).
)
σ



σ


σw  

w
w
w
Our estimated model, which assumes a single normal distribution instead uses
the equation

( p) − μ
1   ϕ   w
_______
(D23)	1 = (__
  σ
)w′( p).
) (
σ 
And our estimation procedure provides an estimate ofσ. Equating the two terms
we have the following expression for the relationship between σwand σ:
w( p) − μ
ρ(w( p) − μ)
 γ ϕ(_______
 
 + ρ(1 − γ)ϕ(_________
   
 
)
)]
[
σ



σw 

w
(D24)	
σw   = σ ________________________________
     
   
 
.
p
 −
μ
w
(
)
ϕ( _______
)
σ 
If the values of the density functions are similar, then one can approximate this
relationship by
(D25)	
σw  = σ[γ + ρ(1 − γ)].
standard normal distribution, and allowing the intercept (μst) and coefficient (σst) to vary by state and year (and
including state-specific time trends in both the intercept and coefficient). Since we assume the wage distribution
is unaffected by the minimum wage between the fiftieth and seventy-fifth percentiles, the distribution between the
fiftieth and seventy-fifth percentiles, combined with our parametric assumptions, allows us to infer the shape of the
wage distribution for lower percentiles. We have experimented with the percentiles used to estimate the latent wage
distribution and the results are not very sensitive to the choices made.
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This is an approximation, but simulation of the model for the parameters we estimate suggest it is a good approximation. This implies that we can write all elements
of the likelihood function as functions of
w  m    − μst
  st σ  
(D26)	
zst  = (______
).
st
That is, z st is the standardized deviation of the minimum from the median using
the estimate of the observed variance obtained as described above from step 1 of the
estimation procedure.
In the second step, we estimate the parameters (ρ, γ)using maximum-likelihood,
with the elements of the likelihood function described above.
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Abstract: Objective: To examine the effects of increasing minimum wage on supermarket food prices
in Seattle over 2 years of policy implementation, overall and differentially across food quality metrics.
Methods: Prices for the UW Center for Public Health Nutrition (CPHN) market basket of 106 foods
were obtained for 6 large supermarket chain stores in Seattle (“intervention”) and for the same chain
stores in King County (“control”) at four time points: 1-month pre- (March 2015), 1-month post(May 2015), 1-year post- (May 2016), and 2-years post-policy implementation (May 2017). Prices
for all food items were standardized and converted to price per 100 kcal. Food quality metrics
were used to explore potential differential price increases by (a) food groups, as defined by US
Department of Agriculture; (b) NOVA food processing categories, and (c) nutrient density quartiles,
based on the Nutrient Rich Foods Index 9.3. Separate difference-in-differences linear regression
models with robust standard errors, examined price differences per 100 kcal overall, clustered by
store chain, and stratified by each food quality metric. Results: There were no overall market basket
price changes attributable to Seattle’s minimum wage policy. Moreover, no minimum wage effect was
detected by USDA food group, food processing, or nutrient density categories. Conclusions: Local area
supermarket food prices were not impacted by Seattle’s minimum wage policy 2 years into policy
implementation and after the first increase to $15/h overall or by sub-classification. Low-income
workers may be able to afford higher quality diets if wages increase yet supermarket prices stay
the same.
Keywords: minimum wage; market basket; food cost; supermarkets; food price

1. Introduction
The federal minimum wage rate in the United States has not kept pace with inflation since
1968 contributing to growing wage inequities and a decline in purchasing power among low- and
minimum-wage earning workers and their families [1,2]. Recently, in an effort to improve the economic
environment of workers and increase the economic security and well-being of workers and their
families, an increasing number of municipalities and counties have adopted wage rates above that
of their state [3]. In 2003, Santa Fe, New Mexico and San Francisco, California became the first cities
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to adopt such local minimum wage ordinances [4] and, in 2014, Seattle became the first city to adopt
a $15/h minimum wage [5]. On January 1st, 2017, many low wage workers in the City of Seattle saw
their first minimum wage increase to $15/h [5].
While proponents of higher minimum wages argue that such increases are necessary to improve
purchasing power and combat stagnating wages, there is concern that increased labor costs, which
comprise, on average, one-third of total costs, will lead to a rise in the cost of goods, potentially
offsetting these benefits for low-wage workers [6–8]. Increases in the cost of food are of particular
concern given that one-third of all low-wage workers are employed in the food system and because
low- and minimum wage workers spend a larger share of their income on food [9].
Limited evidence is available on the effect of minimum wage policies on food prices, particularly
grocery store prices, and even fewer studies perform analyses to assess if there might be differential
price increases on more nutritious food items [7,10–14]. Evaluations of minimum wage effects on
food prices in the restaurant and fast food industries demonstrate pass-through effects ranging from
0.56% to 4% based on the timing and magnitude of the minimum wage increase (10% to 33%) [7,10–12].
However, our prior research on the early effect of a local minimum wage ordinance has found little
effect on grocery store food prices at 1-month (16% increase, $9.47 to $11) or 1-year (37% increase, $11
to $13) post-policy implementation either overall, by food group, or by level of food processing [13,14].
Understanding the potentially differential price effects of minimum wage increases is important
given that higher cost of healthy foods has been proposed as one of the underlying barriers to healthy
eating, particularly among lower socioeconomic groups [15–19]. If increased labor costs due to
minimum wage do not lead to an increase in food prices, then minimum wage policies may help
low-wage workers achieve higher quality diets through greater food purchasing power. By contrast, if
higher labor costs due to minimum wage increases cause a rise in food prices overall or differentially by
nutritional content (e.g., more nutritious or nutrient-dense foods rise in cost faster than less nutritious
foods), then low-wage workers may experience a decline in purchasing power for healthy foods,
ultimately leading to poorer health. Low- or minimum-wage earning shoppers are significantly more
price sensitive than their higher income counterparts [14,19,20]. Extant research has shown that
policies or interventions that tax, such as recent city-level soda taxes [21], or target discounts on certain
healthy foods, such as the United States Department of Agriculture’s Healthy Incentives Pilot [22], can
influence shopping behavior and consumption.
In this analysis, we examine differential price effects across three food quality metrics: food
group, level of food processing, and nutrient density. These metrics were chosen because they
have been associated with health outcomes and because they exhibit heterogeneity by food price
when comparing across metrics [17,19,21,23–31]. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
efforts to improve diet have focused on increasing the consumption of fruits and vegetables [25].
However, fruits and vegetables have been shown to be more expensive than other food groups. Thus,
researchers and policymakers have explored pricing strategies, either through discounts or taxes, to
encourage (e.g., fruit) or discourage (e.g. sugar-sweetened beverages) the consumption of certain food
groups [21,26]. Consumption of ultra-processed food items have been linked to increased risk of certain
chronic diseases, such as obesity, as well as increased consumption of added sugars [27–30]. Moreover,
the convenience and pricing of processed and ultra-processed foods at supermarkets has been shown
to influence their consumption [31]. Several studies have provided evidence that prices vary across
the nutrient density profiles of food items with foods low in key micronutrients and high in energy
(e.g., sugar sweetened beverages) being among the least expensive choices available to consumers [19].
Consumption of these low-nutrient foods has been linked to higher risk of obesity and there is concern
that more price-sensitive populations, such as low-wage earners and their families, may consume
such food items more frequently and thus may be at greater risk of developing diet-related chronic
disease [17,23,24].
The present study has several strengths and builds on our prior work in several key ways [13,14].
Previously, we provided an illustration of methods for the application of a market basket data collection
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tool to examine changes in food prices for localities interested in tracking and comparing the price
effects of similar policy changes. As with this paper, our prior work evaluated potential price effects
overall as well as by food group and level of food processing, however, our prior work evaluated
impacts at fewer time points and prior to fuller implementation of the Seattle Minimum Wage
Ordinance. In the current analysis, we build upon these insights by adding a new food quality
metric to access the potential for differential food price increases by nutrient density using the Nutrient
Rich Foods Index 9.3 [32]. In addition, rather than standardizing food prices by weight or volume,
as we have in our previous publication, we evaluate food price per 100 kcal. This standardized price
measure allows us to evaluate changes across food group, food processing, and nutrient density strata
in a way that is more reflective of human behavior and choices at the point of purchase. That is, when
low-wage-earning shoppers make food purchasing decisions they are more likely to have incentive
to obtain the greatest number of calories for the lowest price rather than the greatest weight of food.
Finally, this analysis evaluates the effect of both an additional year of exposure to the Seattle Minimum
Wage Ordinance as well as an additional increase in the policy phase-in wage rate, from $12.50–$13
per hour to $13.50–$15 per hour. This is of key importance as this paper is the first evaluation of the
effect of a minimum wage increase to $15 per hour on local area supermarket food prices.
2. Methods
2.1. Study Design
In June 2014, the Seattle City Council adopted legislation which phased the City of Seattle’s
minimum wage rate to $15/h variably between 2015 and 2019–2021 [5,33]. The phase-in schedule
is driven by both the size of the business and whether the business contributes to health insurance
benefits for its workers [5,34]. As of its initial phase-in on 1 April 2015, the city’s minimum wage
increased from $9.47/h to $11/h for most large (≥ 500 employees nationally) and some small businesses
(<500 employees) and $10/h for other small businesses. On 1 January 2016, the city’s minimum wage
increased from $10–$11/h to $12.50–$13/h for large businesses and $10.50–$12/h for small businesses
(<500 employees). On 1 January 2017, the city’s minimum wage increased again to $13.50–$15/h for
large businesses or $11–$13/h for small businesses. For the purposes of this analysis, all supermarket
store chains sampled follow the large employer schedule (see Table A1).
The specifics of store selection, data collection, and the data collection instruments for this project
have been described elsewhere [13,14,33,35]. In brief, data was collected from six supermarkets in
Seattle and affected by the ordinance (“intervention”), and six same-chain supermarkets located in
King County, but outside of Seattle and unaffected by the ordinance (“control”). We selected store
chains that were the most frequently patronized by a representative sample of Seattle-King County
residents, had locations in both Seattle and King County, and represented a range of prices from low to
high. The six chains included in the sample were representative of 50 out of the 78 individual Seattle
stores impacted by the ordinance at the time of its initial implementation in April 2015. Specific store
locations were selected based on their proximity to low-income neighborhoods, based on American
Community Survey data [36].
Data on 106 food and beverage items were collected using the University of Washington’s (UW)
Center for Public Health Nutrition (CPHN) market basket. The UW CPHN market basket, developed in
2009, is a combined and condensed version of the Consumer Price Index and United States Department
of Agriculture’s Thrifty Food Plan market baskets and has been enhanced to contain commonly
consumed items and nutrient-rich foods and beverages [13,14,33,35,36]. This market basket tool has
been used and validated in Seattle stores in a number of prior studies and is described in detail in
Otten et. al (2017); it has the advantage of containing more healthy food items needed for a high quality
diet [13,14,33,35,36]. Stores were visited at four times points: phase 1 (prior to policy implementation,
March 2015), phase 2 (1-month post policy implementation, May 2015), phase 3 (after the phase-in to
$13/h and seasonally matched to phase 2, May 2016) and phase 4 (after the phase-in to $15/h and
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seasonally matched to phase 2 and 3, May 2017) (see Table A1). At each visit, a trained researcher
recorded the lowest non-sale price, in United States dollars (USD), for the identical or comparable item
from prior visits. When multiple sizes were available for the same food item, the medium-sized item
was selected. Following data collection, prices were rechecked for any anomalies, and any missing or
anomalous items were rechecked at the store.
All prices were standardized to the price per 100 grams and then price per 100 kilocalories (kcal)
using the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) food database [37]. This standardization
was used as it was thought to better reflect the purchasing logic of lower income shoppers, obtaining
the adequate calories for an affordable price, rather than a focus on the volume of a product. This is
particularly relevant when thinking about the quantity of certain low kcal, high cost items such as
fresh produce. For example, 100 g of fresh cantaloupe is a very different quantity than 100 kcal. Other
methods for standardizing prices include price per 100 grams and price per serving [38], among others;
however, these other standardization methods are beyond the scope of this analysis.
2.2. Food Categorizations
Once food price data were collected and processed, each food and beverage item was assigned
to a food group, a food processing category, and a Nutrient Rich Food Index 9.3 (NRF9.3 ) quartile.
Food group categorizations were based on seven food groups defined by the USDA and included
“cereals and grains”, “fruits”, “vegetables”, “dairy”, “meats, beans, and proteins”, “fats and oils”,
“sugars” and “other beverages” [39]. However, the category “other beverages” was excluded from this
analysis as 1) this category contained few items, 2) since each item (coffee, malt beverages, wine) in
this category had a high price to kcal ratio, these items represented outliers, and 3) these items are not
covered by government programs for which many low-income families would be eligible, such as the
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program and Women, Infants, and Children.
Food processing level categories were based on the degree to which foods remained in their natural
state or underwent alteration to increase shelf life, improve flavor, or make them readily consumable.
We used the NOVA food processing classification scheme described in Martínez Steele, et al. (2016),
which classifies food items as unprocessed or minimally processed, processed culinary ingredients,
processed foods, and ultra-processed food (see Table A2) [27]. Two researchers independently classified
each food item according to this classification scheme and had agreement on ninety-three (90%) of the
total 103 food items. A third researcher helped to classify the remaining ten (10%) food items.
Nutrient quality was assessed using the NRF9.3 per 100 kcal, which calculates a nutrient density
score for a food item based on the proportion of certain positive and negative macro- and micronutrients
contained within [32,40,41]. To calculate the NRF9.3 , we first obtained the nutrient composition
per 100 grams for each food item by linking the CPHN market basket to the Minnesota Nutrition
Composition and the USDA SR 28 databases [42]. This included information on total calories along
with information on nine nutrients to encourage (protein, fiber, vitamins A, C, and D, calcium, iron,
potassium, and magnesium) and three nutrients to limit (added sugars, saturated fat, sodium) in
a healthy diet (see Table A3) [32,40,41]. The NRF9.3 utilizes daily value reference quantities established
by the Food and Drug Administration and the USDA’s Healthy Eating Index [32,40,41]. For each item
in the market basket, the NRF9.3 score was calculated using the formula [32,40,41]:

NRF9.3 =  ∑

1−9

Nutrienti
DVi

ED

−

∑

1−3

Li
MRVi

ED

!

× 100

(1)

where each of the nine nutrients to encourage (Nutrient) and three nutrients to limit (Li), per 100 kcal, is
divided by the daily reference value to obtain the percent daily value (DV) or maximum recommended
values (MRV), respectively. Each estimate is then divided by the energy density (ED) of the given
food item, summed with category (encourage, Nutrient, or limit, Li), and then estimate for nutrients
to limited are subtracted from those to encourage for each food item. This value is then multiplied
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by 100% to obtain the NRF9.3 score. To avoid overly inflated NRF9.3 scores for low energy density
items with extremely high relative amounts of a single nutrient (e.g. green peppers), individual
nutrient %DVs that exceeded 100% were top-coded to 100%. Food items were then assigned to one of
four quartiles based on NRF9.3 score quartiles with quartile 1 comprising the least nutrient dense food
items and quartile 4 comprising highly nutrient dense food items (see Table A3).
2.3. Statistical Analysis
We used a difference-in-differences (DD) linear regression model to estimate the mean difference
in price per 100 kcal between Seattle chain supermarkets and King County chain supermarkets over
time. This approach provides the average treatment effect on the treated (Seattle) stores and assumes
that the trends for food prices overtime in both treated and control stores in the pre-policy period
were parallel. The percentage of missing food items over time was low (1.5% or 75 out of 4944) and
therefore, we chose to conduct a complete case analysis, excluding those items differentially missing
across the period of observation. We also exclude three items that had outlier prices per 100 kcal (wine,
coffee, and malt beverages), due to the low caloric value relative to price, leaving 103 items for the
final analysis. We used the formula:
Priceijkt = β 0 + β 1 Seattlek + γ1 Post1t + γ2 Post2t + γ3 Post3t + δ1 Post1t × Seattlek

+δ2 Post2t × Seattlek + δ3 Post3t × Seattlek + ε ijkt

(2)

where Priceijkt is the estimated mean price for item i at store j in region k (1 = Seattle, “intervention”,
and 0 = King County, “control”), at time t. β 0 is the intercept and average price for King County
stores at baseline, i.e. prior to policy implementation. Seattlek is an indicator variable that equals
1 for Seattle stores and 0 for King County store, and β 1 captures the mean difference in item-level
price between Seattle and King County stores at baseline. Post1t , Post2t , and Post3t are indicator
variables which equal 1 for each seasonally-matched data collection period: follow-up 1 (May 2015),
follow-up 2 (May 2016), follow-up 3 (May 2017), respectively, and 0 if otherwise, with the reference
period being the pre-policy implementation baseline. γ1 , γ2 , γ3 are the differences in mean item-level
price for each follow-up period post-policy implementation relative to the pre-policy baseline period.
Post1t × Seattlek , Post2t × Seattlek , and Post3t × Seattlek equals 1 for Seattle stores in follow-up period
1, 2, and 3, respectively, relative to baseline, and δ1 , δ2 , δ3 provide the estimated average policy
treatment effect on the treated (Seattle) stores are the coefficients of interest. More specifically, δ1 ,
δ2 , δ3 provide the mean difference in item-level price attributable to the minimum wage ordinance
in each follow-up period, relative to baseline. ε ijkt is the residual error term. To examine potential
modification of the effect of minimum wage on price by food group, food processing, and nutrient
density, separate DD linear regression models (Equation (2), above) were run overall and within each
food quality strata—food group, food processing category, and nutrient density quartiles. We did not
include additional model controls due the small number of sampled stores; however, region and time
fixed effects as well as same-chain store matching across regions likely account for some unobserved
confounding. Robust standard errors were clustered to account for food price correlation within stores
and an α level of 0.05 was used to determine statistical significance. All analyses were conducted using
Stata version 14 [43].
3. Results
Figure 1 displays the average total market basket price for Seattle and King County locations,
standardized across locations such that each item had the same weight (in grams) or volume (in
ounces) across stores, rather than by kcal, at baseline and follow-up periods 1 through 3. While King
County stores had a slightly lower average market basket price than Seattle stores, this difference
remained relatively constant overtime. This is also reflected in the non-significant, mean difference
item-level price per kcal at 1-month (−$0.01 per 100 kcal, SE = 0.026, P = 0.670), 1-year ($0.00 per
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Table 1. Overall and food group stratified linear difference-in-differences model results for the mean
wage ordinance.
change in item-level price per 100 kcal across Seattle (‘intervention’) and King County (‘control’)
Mean Difference
Price from March 2015 to May 2017, before and Food
Group
stores
and overintime
during
implementation of Seattle’s
Overall
Estimates Price per 100 kcal
Cereals
Fats &
Meats, Beans,
Sugar &
minimum
wage
ordinance.
(in USD) (Robust Standard
Dairy
Fruits
Vegetables
Errors)
Seattle (relative to King
County)

& Grains

0.02
(0.082)

0.00
(0.020)

Oils

0.00
(0.039)

0.00
(0.018)

Eggs, & Nuts

Food
0.05 Group −0.01
(0.139)

Mean Difference in Price
0.00
−0.01
0.00
−0.04
Follow-up
(relative
to (in 0.00
Estimates
Price1per
100 kcal
Overall Cereals &
Fats & (0.057)
(0.017)
(0.009)
(0.006)
baseline)
Dairy (0.003)
Fruits
USD) (Robust Standard Errors)
Grains −0.01
Oils
−0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
Follow-up 2 (relative to
baseline)

(0.014)

(0.013)

(0.010)

(0.005)

(0.062)

0.030.02 −0.02
*
−0.03
0.000.00
0.05
Follow-up 3 (relative to
0.00
0.00
0.05
Seattle (relative
to King County) (0.019)
(0.011)
(0.016)
(0.005)
(0.069)
baseline)
(0.082)
(0.020)
(0.039)
(0.018) (0.139)
Seattle × Follow-up 1

Follow-up 1 (relative to baseline)
Seattle × Follow-up 2

Follow-up 2 (relative to baseline)
Follow-up 3 (relative to baseline)
Seattle × Follow-up 1
Seattle × Follow-up 2

−0.01
0.00
(0.026)

0.00
0.00
(0.011)

0.01
−0.01
(0.012)

0.00
0.00
(0.004)

−0.03
−0.04
(0.070)

(0.017) 0.00
(0.009) 0.00
(0.006) 0.00
(0.003) −(0.057)
0.00
0.02
(0.019)
−0.01 (0.019)
0.00 (0.014)
−0.01 (0.007)
0.00 (0.082)
0.01
(0.014)

(0.013)

(0.010)

(0.005)

(0.062)

(0.065)

Meats,

−0.01

Sweets
0.03
(0.140)

−0.08

Beans,
(0.006)

Sugar
&
(0.075)

Eggs,
&
−0.01

Sweets
−0.10

(0.016)
Nuts

(0.086)

0.00
−0.01

(0.023)

(0.065)

0.00
−0.01
(0.008)

(0.006)
0.00
(0.022)
−0.01

(0.016)

−0.12
0.03

(0.087)

(0.140)

−0.03
−0.08
(0.132)

(0.075)
−0.03
(0.147)
−0.10

0.05
(0.174)
0.07
(0.043)
Vegetables
0.02
(0.026)
0.16 ***
0.05
(0.034)

(0.174)

−0.03

0.07
(0.063)
(0.043)
0.00
(0.036)
0.02

(0.086)

(0.026)

0.03

−0.02 *

-0.03

0.00

0.05

0.00

−0.12

0.16 ***

(0.019)

(0.011)

(0.016)

(0.005)

(0.069)

(0.023)

(0.087)

(0.034)

−0.01

0.00

0.01

0.00

−0.03

0.00

−0.03

−0.03

(0.026)

(0.011)

(0.012)

(0.004)

(0.070)

(0.008)

(0.132)

(0.063)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

−0.02

0.00

−0.03

0.00
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Table 1. Cont.
Mean Difference in Price
Estimates Price per 100 kcal
(in USD) (Robust Standard
Errors)

Food Group

Overall
Cereals
& Grains

Dairy

Fats &
Oils

Fruits

Meats, Beans,
Eggs, & Nuts

Sugar &
Sweets

Vegetables

Seattle × Follow-up 3

0.00
(0.024)

−0.01
(0.016)

−0.01
(0.024)

0.01
(0.007)

−0.05
(0.087)

0.02
(0.031)

−0.02
(0.149)

−0.01
(0.060)

Observations
Number of stores
R2 within
R2 between
R2 overall

4869
12
0.0003
0.0025
0.0003

665
12
0.0031
0.2010
0.0032

573
12
0.0067
0.0000
0.0055

185
12
0.0139
0.0036
0.0036

605
12
0.0010
0.0069
0.0012

1424
12
0.0006
0.0000
0.0006

286
12
0.0271
0.0000
0.0253

1131
12
0.0018
0.0054
0.0019

Notes: Baseline, March 2015 (1-month pre-policy enactment); follow-up 1, May 2015 (1-month post-policy
enactment); follow-up 2, May 2016 (1-year post-policy enactment); follow-up 3 (2-years post-policy enactment).
Robust standard errors are clustered by store. kcal = kilocalories. USD = United States dollars. p Values come from
Wald tests. *** p < 0.001, * p < 0.05.

Table 2 displays DD regression results for mean difference in price estimates over time between
Seattle and King County supermarkets by level of food processing. There was no significant minimum
wage effect on mean difference in price per 100 kcal across any food processing category strata.
The largest observed price change by level of food processing in Seattle supermarkets relative to King
County supermarkets was for was for unprocessed or minimally processed foods, which experienced
a nonsignificant decline of $0.02 per 100 kcal (SE = 0.04) from baseline to follow-up 1.
Table 2. Food processing category stratified linear difference-in-differences model results for the mean
change in item-level price per 100 kcal across Seattle (‘intervention’) and King County (‘control’) stores
and over time from March 2015 to May 2017, before and during implementation of Seattle’s minimum
wage ordinance.
Mean Difference in Price
Estimates Price per 100 kcal (in
USD) (Robust Standard Errors)

Food Processing Category
Unprocessed or
Minimally
Processed Foods

Processed
Culinary
Ingredients

Processed Foods

Ultra-Processed
Foods

Seattle (relative to King County)

0.03
(0.107)

−0.00
(0.010)

0.01
(0.096)

0.01
(0.054)

Follow-up 1 (relative to baseline)

0.02
(0.027)

0.00
(0.003)

−0.03 *
(0.011)

−0.02
(0.015)

Follow-up 2 (relative to baseline)

−0.01
(0.017)

0.01 ***
(0.002)

−0.01
(0.033)

−0.01
(0.024)

Follow-up 3 (relative to baseline)

0.08 ***
(0.022)

0.00
(0.002)

−0.04
(0.038)

−0.04
(0.024)

Seattle × Follow-up 1

−0.02
(0.037)

0.00
(0.003)

0.01
(0.018)

0.00
(0.029)

Seattle × Follow-up 2

0.01
(0.021)

0.00
(0.003)

−0.01
(0.049)

−0.01
(0.038)

Seattle × Follow-up 3

−0.01
(0.034)

0.00
(0.003)

0.01
(0.045)

0.00
(0.039)

Observations
Number of stores
R2 within
R2 between
R2 overall

2,778
12
0.0008
0.0052
0.0009

323
12
0.0107
0.0070
0.0094

480
12
0.0011
0.0006
0.0010

1,288
12
0.0049
0.0011
0.0043

Notes: Baseline, March 2015 (1-month pre-policy enactment); follow-up 1, May 2015 (1-month post-policy
enactment); follow-up 2, May 2016 (1-year post-policy enactment); follow-up 3 (2-years post-policy enactment).
Robust standard errors are clustered by store. kcal = kilocalories. USD = United States dollars. p Values come from
Wald tests. *** p < 0.001, * p < 0.05.

DD regression results for mean difference in price estimates over time between Seattle and King
County supermarkets by nutrient density score, as defined by NRF9.3 quartiles, are shown in Table 3.
Similar to the results of the analysis of effects across food groups and level of food processing, there
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was no significant minimum wage effect on the mean difference in price per 100 kcal in any NRF9.3
quartiles. The largest observed price change by NRF9.3 quartiles in Seattle supermarkets relative to King
County supermarkets was for NRF9.3 quartile 4: “highly nutrient dense foods”, which experienced a
nonsignificant decline of $0.04 per 100 kcal (SE = 0.07) from baseline to follow-up 3.
Table 3. Nutrient rich food index 9.3 (NRF 9.3) quartile stratified linear difference-in-differences model
results for the mean change in item-level price per 100 kcal across Seattle (‘intervention’) and King
County (‘control’) stores and time, from March 2015 to May 2017, following implementation of Seattle’s
minimum wage ordinance.
NRF 9.3 Quartile

Mean Difference in Price
Estimates Price per 100 kcal
(in USD) (Robust Standard
Errors)

Quartile 1:
Least Nutrient
Dense Foods

Quartile 2:
Moderately Nutrient
Dense Foods

Quartile 3:
Nutrient Dense
Foods

Quartile 4:
Highly Nutrient
Dense Foods

Seattle (relative to King
County)

0.01
(0.051)

−0.00
(0.033)

0.01
(0.099)

0.06
(0.169)

Follow-up 1 (relative to
baseline)

−0.02
(0.016)

0.01
(0.006)

−0.02
(0.029)

0.05
(0.039)

Follow-up 2 (relative to
baseline)

−0.02
(0.021)

−0.01
(0.009)

0.00
(0.025)

0.01
(0.030)

Follow-up 3 (relative to
baseline)

−0.04
(0.021)

0.00
(0.014)

−0.01
(0.039)

0.18 ***
(0.032)

Seattle × Follow-up 1

−0.00
(0.030)

−0.00
(0.007)

−0.01
(0.040)

−0.03
(0.061)

Seattle × Follow-up 2

−0.01
(0.035)

0.01
(0.017)

0.00
(0.034)

0.00
(0.037)

Seattle × Follow-up 3

0.00
(0.035)

0.00
(0.020)

0.01
(0.047)

−0.04
(0.067)

Observations
Number of stores
R2 within
R2 between
R2 overall

1236
12
0.0048
0.0090
0.0050

1194
12
0.0003
0.0002
0.0002

1266
12
0.0001
0.0003
0.0001

1173
12
0.0030
0.0071
0.0032

Notes: Baseline, March 2015 (1-month pre-policy enactment); follow-up 1, May 2015 (1-month post-policy
enactment); follow-up 2, May 2016 (1-year post-policy enactment); follow-up 3 (2-years post-policy enactment).
Robust standard errors are clustered by store. kcal = kilocalories. USD = United States dollars. p Values come from
Wald tests. *** p < 0.001.

4. Discussion
This analysis expands on our prior work and contributes to the growing body of work evaluating
the effect of minimum wage policies on food prices in four key ways. First, we evaluate changes in food
prices per 100 kcal which tie changes in food prices more closely to how food purchasing decisions are
likely to be made by price-sensitive individuals. Second, we evaluate an additional year of exposure to
the Seattle Minimum Wage Ordinance as well as an additional increase in minimum wage. Third, this
analysis presents the first evaluation of a $15 per hour minimum wage on local area supermarket food
prices (Table A1). Fourth, we add an additional metric, the Nutrient Rich Food Index 9.3, as a way to
further evaluate differential changes in food prices which are relevant to health. The results of this
study lead us to conclude that local minimum wage increases did not result in changes in prices of
food items sold at policy-affected supermarkets. There was also no evidence for differential effects
of minimum wage increases on prices studied using multiple food quality metrics. These findings
are important for two reasons. First low-wage earners and their families spend a larger share of their
income on food [44]. Second, lower incomes have been linked to increased consumption of lower cost,
energy dense foods of minimal nutritional value, and to poor health outcomes [24,36,45,46].
A net increase in wages could be used to purchase more nutritious food options, provided that
the price of food stays constant. However, a recent, cross-sectional evaluation of the effect of the Seattle
Minimum Wage Ordinance on low-wage jobs [47] found that the increase to $13/h reduced hours
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among low-wage jobs by 6–7% while hourly wages increase by 3%, leading to an overall reduction in
income, on average. A follow-up, longitudinal analysis of low-wage workers [48] found that the most
experienced half of workers (above median experience) saw earnings gains of approximately $19 per
week while those with less experience (below median) saw little to no change, on average.
The present work adds to a limited but growing body of evidence evaluating the effect of minimum
wage increases on grocery store prices in the United States [13,14,49–51]. The results of this evaluation
and our prior studies [13,14] most closely align with the work of Ganapati and Weaver (2017) who
found minimal evidence of pass-through effects on grocery store prices using national Nielsen retail
price scanner data from 2005 to 2015 [49]. However, Leung (2018) also used national Nielsen retail price
scanner data from 2006 to 2015 to evaluate the effect of federal, state, and local minimum wage increases
and found that a 10% increase in minimum wage raised grocery store prices by 0.6–0.8%; however,
there was a wide degree of effect heterogeneity by county-level and household-level socioeconomic
status [50]. The estimated pass-through effect in poorer counties (defined by being below median
Kaitz index) was greater than that of their rich counterparts and poorer households also reduced the
intensity of their shopping following a minimum wage increase [50]. Another study by Renkin, et al
(2017) found that a 20% increase in effective minimum wage led to a 0.4% increase in grocery store
food prices in the first three months following the increase [51] in contrast to our results which did not
observe any such immediate increase 1-month following Seattle’s minimum wage increase [13,14].
Further inference can be garnered from the evaluation of minimum wage increases and food
prices in the fast-food and larger restaurant industries [10,11,52–56]. Seminal work by Katz and
Kreuger (1992) and Card and Kreuger (1994) in examining federal minimum increases on fast-food
restaurant food prices observed little effect that could be attributed to higher minimum wages [10,52].
MacDonald and Aaronson (2006) reported fast food price increases of 1.56% for a 10% increase in
minimum wage, but also that item selection for price increases was related to other factors, such as
a recent price reduction of the item [57]. Powers (2009) assessed the response of fast food prices to
a 2004 state-level minimum wage increase in Illinois and found mixed evidence of an impact on fast
food prices, however, the strongest price effects were observed in entrées [53]. Basker and Khan (2016)
priced three menu items at New York City fast food restaurants throughout 1993–2014 to analyze
price changes in response to five federal minimum wage increases that were implemented over the
study period [54]. Their study found that a federal minimum wage increase of 33% (from $7.25/h to
$10.10/h) would raise in fast food prices by 3%, an average increase of $0.10 per item [54]. However,
the authors note that such an increase would likely be wholly offset by the corresponding increase in
individual earnings among low-wage workers [54]. With respect to local minimum wage ordinances,
Allegretto and Reich (2018) found that restaurant food prices in San Jose increased by 1.45% in response
to a 25% increase in local minimum wage while Dube (2007) found a significant increase in prices of
6.2% at small and midsize fast food restaurants with table service in response to a 26% increase in
minimum wage.
There are several reasons for the null findings we observed in our analyses. First, supermarkets
may be using alternative channels to offset their increased costs, which are not consumer-facing.
A report on the labor market effects of the Seattle minimum wage ordinance found that although
minimum-wage workers experienced an increase in wages, a reduction in hours of approximately
35–50 min per week per worker was also observed following the implementation of the policy [47].
Moreover, in a survey of Seattle employers, reducing hours or headcount was the second most
common channel of adjustment across all for-profit industries following raising prices or adding
fees [58]. Second, supermarkets may be raising the price of food items that were not included in
the CPHN market basket, such as in-house prepared meals, salads, or bakery items [59]. Of the
six supermarket chains surveyed, five had large prepared foods sections. Moreover, these items
would require more labor by in-house employees. Third, supermarket prices may be more sensitive
to national rather than local changes, particularly for large chain stores such as those included in
this study. A market basket survey of Seattle supermarkets from 2002 to 2014 found that local-area
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food prices track closely with changes in the Consumer Price Index [38]. Another study found that
within-chain price rigidity attenuated much of the observed effect of local minimum wage increases on
retail prices [50]. Fourth, it is possible that employees at the sampled supermarket chains were earning
at or above $15 per hour prior to the implementation of the ordinance and therefore the minimum wage
increases implemented by the ordinance may not have been as binding for workers in this industry.
Four out of the six supermarket chains were unionized [13,14] and larger firms, those with 500 or more
employees globally, have been shown to be early adopters of mandated minimum wage increases [58].
However, we have previously shown [13,14], using administrative data, that twice as many grocery
store jobs in Seattle and three times as many grocery store jobs (NAICS code 445110) in King County
paid $11 an hour or less in the year prior to the passage of the Seattle minimum wage ordinance as
compared with jobs in all other industries. Therefore, we believe it is likely that the minimum wage
increases would have still lead to increased labor costs for these supermarket chains.
This study, however, was not without its limitations. First, this study did not collect data on food
items prepared in-house, which requires more labor from supermarket employees. Second, prices
reflect the lowest, non-discounted price and we are therefore unable to evaluate any sale or pricing
strategies supermarkets may be employing to sway consumer choice. Third, while we attempted to
evaluate food items by attributes most relevant to diet quality and, therefore, health, these results do
not capture food purchasing habits of consumers nor do they speak to the diets or health of consumers.
Fourth, Seattle’s unique economic conditions may limit the generalizability of our findings to other
local minimum wage initiatives. Fifth, the timing of the implementation of the Seattle Minimum Wage
Ordinance relative to the start of this funded evaluation did not allow for the collection of multiple
pre-policy time points; therefore, we cannot determine with certainty that the food prices between
Seattle and King County meet the parallel trends condition for difference-in-differences analysis.
Future studies should consider evaluating the potential moderating role of region or other area-level
socio-demographics on the effect of minimum wage on food prices. In addition, studies should
consider using sales data to evaluate changes in consumer behavior as well as including prepared food
items in their evaluation.
5. Conclusions
We find no evidence of changes in food prices overall or by food group, level of food processing,
or nutrient density score, attributable to two years of exposure to the Seattle minimum wage ordinance
and an increase in hourly wage to $13.50–$15.00 per hour. These null findings are encouraging as
higher wages without a corresponding increase in the price of food may provide low-wage households
with greater purchasing power for more healthy, nutritious foods. Given the growing trends of cities
and states adopting higher minimum wages, other jurisdictions may find this market basket tool, as
well as the categorization of food items, useful in evaluating the effect of wage increases on food prices
in their area.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Timeline of Seattle’s minimum wage increase during data collection.

Date of Data Collection

Minimum Wage Rate for Large
Employers Not Paying Towards
Employee Medical Benefits
(in USD)

Minimum Wage Rate for Large
Employers Paying Towards
Employee Medical Benefits
(in USD)

Time Point

March 2015
May 2015
May 2016
May 2017

$9.47/h
$11.00/h
$13.00/h
$15.00/h

$9.47/h
$11.00/h
$12.50/h
$13.50/h

1-month pre-enactment
1-month post-enactment
1-year post-enactment
2-year post-enactment

Notes: USD = United States dollars. Large employers are defined as 501 or more employees internationally.
Two other phase-in schedules are possible for employers with 500 or fewer employees based on whether they
contribute to employee benefits. For more information, please visit: https://www.seattle.gove/laborstandards/
ordinances/minimum-wage.

Table A2. Food processing categorization based on the level of processing.
Food Processing Category

Defined as

Market Basket Examples

Unprocessed or minimally
processed foods

Foods taken directly from nature;
minimally processed to clean, pasteurize,
freeze, or other processes that do not alter
the composition

Rice, milk, apples, frozen turkey,
broccoli (n = 59)

Processed culinary ingredients

Ingredients that can be added to
unprocessed or minimally processed foods
for flavor or seasoning used in the cooking
process

Flour, butter, shortening, sugar (n
= 12)

Processed foods

Unprocessed or minimally processed food
that are processed or further processed,
often with salt or oil, with the intent of
extending shelf-life or altering palatability

Tortillas, tofu, canned salmon,
canned corn (n = 10)

Ultra-processed foods

Foods that are highly processed with the
intent of convenience and
ready-to-eat/drink

Cookies, ice cream, salad dressing,
sausages, cola, potato chips
(n = 27)

Notes: NOVA food processing classification scheme taken from Martínez Steele, et al. (2016) [27]. Processed foods
also include fermented alcoholic beverages; however, these were excluded from the present analysis.

Table A3. Nutrient density quartiles based on NRF9.3 score.
Nutrient Density
Quartile

Mean NRF9.3 Score ±SD

NRF9.3 Score Range

−13.6 ± 17.4

−51.6–8.8

Butter, cookies, bologna, potato
chips, cola, cheese (n = 26)

Quartile 2—Moderately
nutrient dense foods

20.2 ± 5.7

9.26–30.2

Potatoes, Turkey Eggs, steak, rice,
bread (n = 25)

Quartile 3—Nutrient
dense foods

56.8 ± 22.8

30.3–112.5

Peaches, chicken breast, beans,
grapes, cereal, salmon, bananas (n
= 27)

117.8–479.5

Green beans, spinach, grapefruit,
sweet peppers, carrots,
cantaloupe, asparagus, sweet
potatoes (n = 25)

Quartile 1—Least
nutrient dense foods

Quartile 4—Highly
nutrient dense foods

232.3 ± 90.1

Example Foods

Notes: NRF = Nutrient Rich Foods index.
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How Effective Is the Minimum Wage
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This study investigates the antipoverty efficacy of minimum wage policies. Proponents of these policies contend that employment impacts
are negligible and suggest that consumers pay for higher labor costs
through imperceptible increases in goods prices. Adopting this empirical scenario, the analysis demonstrates that an increase in the national
minimum wage produces a value-added tax effect on consumer prices
that is more regressive than a typical state sales tax and allocates benefits as higher earnings nearly evenly across the income distribution.
These income-transfer outcomes sharply contradict portraying an increase in the minimum wage as an antipoverty initiative.

I. Introduction
The widespread popularity of raising the minimum wage draws heavily
on its appeal as an antipoverty policy, which relies on two beliefs: first,
raising the minimum wage will increase the incomes of poor families, and
second, the minimum wage imposes little or no public or social costs.
Indeed, in 2006 a group of more than 650 economists signed a widely
distributed statement issued by the Economic Policy Institute expressing these sentiments in support of legislation calling for a 40 percent
increase in the federal minimum wage. This support along with broad
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1990s. These reports/papers greatly benefited from discussion, comments, and expert research assistance from Frank McIntyre, Peggy O’Brien-Strain, and Selen Opcin. For this
updated paper and newly produced empirical results, I gratefully acknowledge many useful
contributions from Kevin Mumford.
[ Journal of Political Economy, 2015, vol. 123, no. 2]
© 2015 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved. 0022-3808/2015/12302-0006$10.00
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acceptance of these beliefs encouraged policy makers in Washington,
DC, to raise the minimum wage from $5.15 in 2007 to $7.25 in 2009.
The policy debate over the minimum wage principally revolves around
its effectiveness as an antipoverty program. A popular image used by both
sides of the debate consists of families with breadwinners who earn low
wages to support their children. Policies that raise the wages of these
workers increase their earnings and contribute to their escaping poverty.
As a counterbalance to this impact, opponents of the minimum wage argue that wage regulation causes some low-wage workers to lose their jobs
and they will suffer income drops. The issue, then, becomes a trade-off:
some low-income breadwinners will gain and others will lose. Promoters
of the minimum wage retort that employment losses are quite small, and
consequently, the workers who gain far exceed those who lose.
In addition to potential adverse employment effects, opponents of
minimum wages further counter the belief that the minimum wage assists poor families by documenting that many minimum wage workers are
not breadwinners of low-income families. They are, instead, often teenagers, single heads of household with no children, or not even members
of low-income families. Promoters of the minimum wage admit that some
of these groups may also benefit from the wage increase, but since few
workers lose jobs, they contend that the minimum wage still benefits lowincome families with children.
The notion that the minimum wage can be increased with little or
no economic cost underlies many advocates’ assessments of the effectiveness of the minimum wage in its antipoverty role. Most economists
agree that imposing wage controls on labor will not raise total income
in an economy; indeed, elementary economics dictates that such market
distortions lead to reduced total income, implying fewer overall benefits
than costs. If, however, one presumes that employment losses do not occur and total income does not fall, then the minimum wage debate becomes a disagreement over how it redistributes income. The efficacy of
a minimum wage hike as an antipoverty program depends on who benefits from the increase in earnings and who pays for these higher earnings. Whereas a number of studies have documented who benefits, who
pays is earnings far less obvious. But someone must pay for the higher
earnings received by the low-wage workers.
At the most simplistic level, the employer pays for the increase. However, businesses do not actually pay, for they are merely conduits for
transactions among individuals. Businesses have three possible responses
to the higher labor costs imposed by the minimum wage. First, they can
reduce employment or adjust other aspects of the employment relationship ðe.g., fewer fringe benefits or training opportunitiesÞ, in which
case some low-wage workers pay themselves through loss of their jobs
or by receiving fewer nonsalary benefits; second, firms can lose profits, in
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which case owners pay; and, third, employers can increase prices, wherein
consumers pay.
Of these three sources, entertaining that low-wage workers bear any
cost of the minimum wage has been largely dismissed by proponents in
recent years on the basis of several ðalbeit much disputedÞ studies that
found little or no job loss following historical increases in federal and
state minimum wages. While the extra resources needed to cover higher
labor costs could theoretically come out of profits, several factors suggest that this source is the least likely to bear costs. Capital and entrepreneurship are highly mobile and will eventually leave any industry that
does not yield a return comparable to that earned elsewhere. This means
that capital and entrepreneurship, and hence profits, will not bear any
significant portion of a “tax” imposed on a particular factor of production. Stated differently, employers in low-wage industries are typically in
highly competitive industries such as restaurants and retail stores, and
the only option for these low–profit margin industries becomes lowering
exposure to low-wage labor or raising prices. With jobs presumed to be
unaffected, this leaves higher prices as the most likely candidate for covering minimum wage costs. In fact, supporters of minimum and living
wage initiatives often admit that slight price increases pay for higher labor costs following minimum wage hikes.
To evaluate, then, the redistributive effects of the minimum wage
adopting the view implicitly held by its advocates, this study examines
the antipoverty effectiveness of this policy presuming that firms raise
prices to cover the full amount of their higher labor costs induced by
the rise in wages. In particular, the analysis simulates the economy taking into account both who benefits and who pays for a minimum wage
increase assuming that its costs are all passed on solely in the form of
higher consumer prices. The families bearing the costs of these higher
prices are those consumers who purchase the goods and services produced with minimum wage labor. In actuality, most economists expect
that some of these consumers would respond to the higher prices by
purchasing less, but such behaviors directly contradict the assertion of
no employment effects since lower purchases mean that fewer workers
would be needed to satisfy demand. Consequently, to keep faith with the
view held by proponents, the simulations carried out in this study assume that consumers do not alter their purchases of the products and
services produced by low-wage labor and they bear the full cost of the
minimum wage rise. This approach, then, maintains the assumption of
a steady level of employment, the “best-case” scenario asserted by minimum wage proponents. Although highly stylized and probably unrealistic, the following analysis demonstrates that the minimum wage can
have unintended and unattractive distributional effects, even in the absence of the employment losses predicted by economic theory.
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To evaluate the distributional impacts of an increase in the minimum
wage, this study investigates the circumstances applicable in the 1990s
when the federal minimum wage increased from $4.25 in 1996 to $5.15
in 1997.1 To identify families supported by low-wage workers and to measure the effects on their earnings and income, this analysis uses data
from waves 1–3 of the 1996 Survey of Income and Program Participation
ðSIPPÞ. To translate the higher earnings paid to low-wage workers into
the costs of the goods and services produced by them, this study relies on
national input-output tables constructed by the Minnesota Impact Analysis for Planning ðIMPLANÞ Group, matched to a time period comparable with SIPP’s. To ascertain which families purchase the goods and services produced by low-wage workers and how much more they pay when
prices rise to pay for minimum wage increases, this study uses data from the
Consumer Expenditure Survey ðCESÞ, again matched to the same time
period as SIPP’s. The contribution of this study is not to estimate the distribution of benefits of the minimum wage, nor is it to estimate the effect
on prices; both of these impacts have already been examined in the literature. Instead, the goal of this paper is to put the benefit and cost sides
together to infer the net distributional impacts of the minimum wage on
different categories of families and to translate this impact into a format
readily accessible to economists and policy makers.
To provide an economic setting for evaluating the distributional measures presented here, this study develops a general equilibrium ðGEÞ
framework incorporating minimum wages. This model consists of a twosector economy with the two goods produced by three factors of production: low-wage labor, high-wage labor, and capital. A particular specification of this GE model justifies the computations performed in the
analysis, and entertaining alterations in its behavioral elements permits
an assessment of how results might change with alternative economic assumptions. The model proposed here goes well beyond what is currently
available in the literature, which essentially relies on a Heckscher-Ohlin
approach with fixed endowments ðsuppliesÞ of labor and capital inputs.
In contrast, the GE model formulated in this study admits flexible elasticities for both input supplies and consumer demand, as well as a wide
range of other economic factors.
Seven sections make up the remainder of this paper. Section II reviews
the economics literature on the responses available to employers to pay
for the higher labor costs imposed by the minimum wage, and it relates
these survey findings to the simulation method used in this paper. Section III overviews the methodology and data used to carry out the simulations of minimum wage impacts. Section IV characterizes who ben1
This increase was done in two steps: an increase from $4.25 to $4.75 on October 1,
1996, and then to $5.15 on September 1, 1997. Adjusting for inflation, the $5.15 minimum
wage in 1997 was worth about $7.00 in 2010.
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efits from an increase in the national minimum wage, and Section V
describes who pays for this increase. Section VI calculates the net distributional effects of a rise in the minimum wage. Section VII discusses
limitations of the analytical approach used here within a coherent GE
model of the distributional impacts of the minimum wage. Finally, Section VIII summarizes the findings.
II. Paying for the Minimum Wage
This section reviews the economics literature on how employers respond
to the higher labor costs imposed by the minimum wage and relates the
findings from this literature to the simulation method used in this paper.
The distributional effects of a minimum wage increase depend in part
on who pays the costs of the policy change. The literature has focused on
three possible responses ðnot mutually exclusiveÞ: first, employers could
respond by reducing the hours of work or the number of employees
ðworkers payÞ; second, firms could increase prices ðconsumers payÞ; and/
or third, businesses could not respond at all, which would leave them
with lower profits ðowners payÞ. The first three subsections below discuss
the economic reasoning and evidence for each of these responses, and
the last subsection specifies the assumptions maintained in the following simulation analysis.
A.

Reducing Employment

Economics research on the minimum wage has predominantly focused
on the issue of employment losses. This focus draws on a fundamental
tenet of economic theory: all else being equal, agents purchase less of a
good as its price rises. According to this theory, not only will employers
reduce their employment to mitigate costs associated with a minimum
wage hike, they will also tend to reduce output and/or increase the utilization of other factors of production. For each potential employee, the
firm decides whether having additional hours will increase the firm’s
revenue sufficiently to justify that worker’s wage. For some firms, the
extra revenue generated by the least productive workers becomes insufficient to justify their wages, so employment falls. In this scenario,
low-wage workers bear part of the cost of an increase in the minimum
wage through reduction in employment and hours of work ðalso possibly
through reductions in forms of compensation other than earningsÞ.2 The
2
In addition to reducing fringe benefits and training, minimum wage employers can
also presumably demand greater effort ði.e., higher productivityÞ from the minimum wage
workers who remain employed. Given the limited fringe benefits and training in these jobs,
increased effort may well present a more important margin of adjustment. Moreover,
higher wages may lower employment costs through reduced turnover. However, as in the
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vast majority of the debate over the minimum wage revolves around measuring the rate at which a rise in the minimum wage affects employment.
Prior to the 1990s, economists widely held the view that minimum wage
increases primarily adversely affect the employment of young workers
under age 25. In their survey of 25 time-series studies of youth employment published between 1970 and 1981, Brown, Gilroy, and Kohen
ð1982Þ conclude that a 10 percent increase in the minimum wage can be
expected to reduce teenage employment by 1–3 percent according to
existing empirical evidence; in their review of a smaller number of crosssection studies, the estimated decrease in teenage employment ranged
from zero to over 3 percent for a 10 percent increase in the minimum
wage. The accumulated research of this era generally maintains that
young adults beyond the teenage years experience notably smaller negative employment impacts than their teenage counterparts.
Research in the 1990s onward challenged this conventional wisdom
through a series of studies that exploited variation in state-specific minimum wages above the federal level as a primary source of data to measure the impacts of the minimum wage. This literature, comprising more
than 100 papers written over the past two decades, has become known
as the “new minimum wage research.” The most influential work in this
literature finds no negative employment effects, and some studies even
suggest that employment increases in reaction to minimum wage hikes.
Card and Krueger’s 1995 book Myth and Measurement compiles some of
the most prominent work in this area. Card and Krueger ð1994Þ examine
fast-food employment in New Jersey and Pennsylvania before and after
the 1992 increase in New Jersey’s minimum wage. With point estimates
suggesting a positive employment effect, Card and Krueger conclude,
“we believe that, on average, the employment effects of a minimum-wage
increase are close to zero” ð383Þ. Other studies discussed in Myth and Measurement, including Card ð1992a, 1992bÞ and Katz and Krueger ð1992Þ,
further support this conclusion. More recent studies by Card and Krueger ð2000Þ, Zavodny ð2000Þ, Dube, Naidu, and Reich ð2007Þ, Dube, Lester,
and Reich ð2010Þ, and Allegretto, Dube, and Reich ð2011Þ produce similar findings. As economic rationales for explaining their empirical findings, this line of research predominantly cites two characterizations of
labor markets: a monopsonistic labor market of the sort discussed by
Stigler ð1946Þ and bilateral search models with heterogeneous workers
of the sort proposed in Lang and Kahn ð1998Þ.
This challenge of the conventional wisdom about minimum wage impacts has not gone unanswered in the literature. Several studies directly
case of greater effort, optimal selection of such counterbalancing factors is already available to employers through voluntarily raising wages, and thus, mandated minimum wages
can be expected to raise unit labor costs overall, which must be paid for by some sourceðsÞ.
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critique the approaches used to derive the “new” conclusions ðe.g., Deere,
Murphy, and Welch 1995; Kim and Taylor 1995; Welch 1995; Burkhauser,
Couch, and Wittenburg 2000; Neumark and Wascher 2000Þ. Others studies confirm the consensus view of the 1980s and find negative employment effects primarily concentrated among younger workers ðe.g., Currie and Fallick 1996; Neumark 2001; Williams and Mills 2001; Neumark
and Wascher 2002; Neumark, Schweitzer, and Wascher 2004Þ.3 Further,
the surveys of Brown ð1999Þ and Neumark and Wascher ð2007Þ point
out that much of the empirical work in the “new” research actually estimates small and negative employment responses to increases in minimum wages.
Nevertheless, the widely held view today in the economics profession
maintains that relatively modest increases in the minimum wage exert
negligible impacts on employment. In particular, according to a survey
of senior faculty from the top research universities in the United States
conducted by the Initiative on Global Markets, only 40 percent ðconfidence weightedÞ believe that raising the federal minimum wage would
make it noticeably harder for low-skilled workers to find employment.4
Advocates of the minimum wage often cite such consensus when arguing
that impacts on employment can be ignored.
B.

Raising Prices

A cost of the minimum wage commonly acknowledged by its advocates
concerns its impacts on prices. The labor demand curve, which leads to
the basic conclusions about employment effects, assumes that product
prices are held constant. This is a reasonable assumption for firms that
compete with other firms that are not affected by the minimum wage increase, such as overseas or high-tech firms that employ higher-wage workers. However, many of the industries that employ minimum wage workers do not compete in such markets. These include the types of service
industries that make up the largest share of low-wage employers: eating
and drinking establishments and retail trade. For these industries, an increase in the minimum wage principally represents an industrywide increase in costs. Therefore, prices for low-wage goods will rise. ðOutput
could also fall, depending on the price sensitivity of consumers, but this
reaction is often presumed not to occur to avoid the implications for re3
The book entitled Minimum Wages published in 2010 by Neumark and Wascher summarizes the findings of these studies and many others.
4
More precisely, 40 percent agree that raising the minimum wage would adversely affect
the employment of low-wage workers, 38 percent disagreed, and 22 percent are uncertain.
Only 16 percent do not favor indexing the minimum wage to inflation as a desirable antipoverty policy ðsee http://www.igmchicago.org/igm-economic-experts-panel/poll-results
?SurveyID5SV _ br0IEq5a9E77NMVÞ.
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duction in employment.Þ In this price increase scenario, some of the burden of the minimum wage increase falls on the consumers of low-wage
products.
Although rigorous research on the subject is somewhat limited, a body
of work has developed examining the impact of a minimum wage on
prices. The basic theoretical predictions were first noted by Stigler ð1946Þ
and have been further described by Hamermesh ð1993Þ and Aaronson
and French ð2007Þ. Lemos ð2008Þ surveys the empirical literature in this
area and presents evidence supporting the claim that prices rise as a
result of minimum wage increases. Synthesizing the findings of nearly
30 studies, this survey assesses estimated price elasticities in response to
minimum wage increases equal up to 0.4 for food prices and up to 0.04
for overall prices.
One set of studies directly estimates price impacts ðe.g., Card and
Krueger 1995; Aaronson 2001; Lemos 2006; MacDonald and Aaronson
2006; Aaronson, French, and MacDonald 2008Þ. Aaronson ð2001Þ, for
example, explores the effects of increasing the minimum wage on restaurant prices using a competitive market model. From several data sources
on restaurant prices in the United States and Canada, Aaronson’s results
show that a 1 percent increase in the minimum wage leads to a statistically
significant increase of approximately 0.07 percent in restaurant prices
in both countries. Moreover, he finds that these price adjustments are
short-run phenomena concentrated in the quarters before and after the
enactment of the minimum wage increase. Card and Krueger ð1995, 54Þ
conclude that “prices rose 4% faster as a result of the minimum-wage
increase” based on a comparison of price growth in New Jersey and Pennsylvania after a minimum wage increase in New Jersey, although the impacts on prices are imprecisely estimated in their cross-state comparisons. Still, Card and Krueger surmise that two different sources of data
ðcity-specific consumer price indexes and observations on hamburger
prices collected by the American Chamber of Commerce Research AssociationÞ indicate the same pattern of faster price increases in areas
more affected by minimum wage increases. In fact, they find that the relationship between higher wages and these higher prices approximates
the labor share of product costs, a result consistent with the theory that
the majority of the costs are being passed on in higher prices.
Another set of studies indirectly estimate price impacts of minimum
wages using input-output models to trace wage increases on the interindustry flow of goods and services to simulate impacts on employment,
output, and prices in the aggregate economy and various market sectors. Assuming a full pass-through effect, no substitution effects, no employment effects, and no spillover effects, Wolf and Nadiri ð1981Þ used
an input-output model and data from the Current Population Survey to
estimate the price effects attributable to the 1963, 1972, and 1979 min-
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imum wage increases. They estimate that a 10–25 percent minimum
wage increase raises prices by 0.3–0.4 percent. Under similar assumptions, Lee and O’Roark ð1999Þ use an input-output model to estimate
price effects in the food and food service industries. They calculate that
a 50-cent minimum wage increase would raise consumer prices of food
and kindred products by approximately 0.3 percent. Moreover, the same
increase would raise prices by 0.9 percent in eating and drinking establishments, an industry with a higher concentration of minimum wage
workers and a larger share of labor costs. They also consider the potential impacts of wage spillovers that refer to increases in wages that occur
for those earning slightly more than the minimum wage. This spillover
leads to consumer prices increasing slightly more, but never by more
than 1.5 percent in eating and drinking establishments and by 0.4 percent in food and kindred products.
Not all empirical studies find evidence of rising prices in response to a
minimum wage increase. Katz and Krueger ð1992Þ, Machin, Manning,
and Rahman ð2003Þ, and Draca, Machin, and Van Reenen ð2011Þ do not
obtain statistically significant impacts. But this evidence is not compelling since the predicted impacts of minimum wages on prices are small
and price data are highly variable and influenced by many factors.
While the precise magnitude of the responsiveness of prices to minimum wage hikes is not firmly established, the direction of the price response seems clear. Most economists and policy makers accept the view
that higher minimum wages translate into higher prices for the goods
and services produced either directly or intermediately by low-wage
workers affected by these policies. At least some of the burden of the increased wage bills faced by low-wage firms is passed on to the consumer
through higher prices.
C. Reducing Profits
Since the minimum wage forces employers to pay higher wages, many
policy makers and voters presume that minimum wages will be paid out
of employer profits. However, a variety of reasons lead one to suspect that
profits will not be a significant source for paying the costs of minimum
wages. Most economic theory does not suggest that profits are a likely
source of covering costs. Rebitzer and Taylor ð1995Þ, for example, show in
a simple employment matching model with a large number of employers
that the introduction of a minimum wage does not reduce profits for
employers. Also, Card and Krueger ð1995Þ demonstrate that the introduction of a minimum wage in an efficiency wage model does not reduce
profits for employers.
From a less formal perspective, low-wage employers are less likely than
other employers to have large profits. The firms that typically employ
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low-wage workers are in highly competitive industries. Internal Revenue
Service data from corporate income tax returns for major industries that
employ low-wage workers ðe.g., food stores, eating and drinking establishments, retail trade and department storesÞ show that most of these
industries have lower net incomes than the average across all industries.
Low-wage workers are also more likely to work for small employers ðe.g.,
see Card and Krueger 1995Þ. Small employers face greater competition
in both the labor market and the product market, meaning that they are
unable to command monopoly power in the hiring of workers or in the
setting of product prices and therefore have lower profits.
Moreover, even among the most profitable firms, capital is likely to
bear little, if any, of the costs of a wage increase. This is especially true
for large, publicly traded firms. It is a general result in public finance that
taxes are borne by those who are least able to adjust. Capital stock markets
are extremely efficient, and the supply of capital is very price sensitive,
meaning that a small decrease in returns to capital will cause investors to
move their money into a firm with better returns. Firms therefore cannot reduce the returns on their stock and still expect investment.
Unfortunately, little empirical research exists on this subject. Card
and Krueger ð1995Þ use an event study of stock prices of firms that employ many low-wage workers such as McDonald’s and Wal-Mart. However, stock prices follow investors’ expectations about future profitability,
so the connection between stock prices and the minimum wage is tenuous at best. Card and Krueger find little systematic relationship between excess returns and news about minimum wage changes. Using data
from the United Kingdom, Draca et al. ð2011Þ find some evidence suggesting that the minimum wage reduces firm profits in the very short
run, but the long-run impacts are left unanswered.
In the case of small business employers, responses in entrepreneurial
resources and capital investments to increases in factor prices are likely
to occur over longer periods but would nonetheless mostly neutralize
impacts on profits. While entrepreneurs may not be able to shift rapidly
from an industry because of their specific skills and fixed costs, those on
the margin will do so over time. The opportunity cost of small business
entrepreneurs is to become highly paid employees. A reduction in their
“profits” ði.e., their earningsÞ will induce the least profitable of them
to move to their next-best alternatives through the closure of establishments. Consequently, just like capital, entrepreneurial resources will
shift out of those industries with increased factor costs until equalization
of returns is reestablished across industries.
Thus, despite the popular belief that firms pay for minimum wage increases through lower profits, there is little empirical evidence to date
supporting this hypothesis, and basic economics suggests compelling
reasons this would be a minor factor. In fact, the discussion of the GE
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model later in this paper outlines why economic theory could predict
that returns to capital ðand, thus, profitsÞ can be expected to rise in response to an increase in the minimum wage when employment losses
are assumed not to occur for the labor receiving this wage.
D.

Assumptions on Paying for Minimum Wages in Assessing
Distributional Consequences

To depict the circumstances deemed most likely to apply by minimum
wage advocates, the analysis below assumes that no employment or profit
losses occur as a result of minimum wage increases. Although many economists remain convinced that increases in the minimum wage will decrease employment, the recent literature on this subject has convinced
most policy makers that such employment effects are very minimal. While
many in the public policy community intimate that minimum wage increases are paid out of firm profits, no reliable evidence supports this
position and few minimum wage advocates in the United States cite this
position.5 This leaves price adjustments as the source for paying for minimum wage increases. If all the costs of the minimum wage are passed on
to consumers in the form of higher prices, then price increases should
reflect the wage increase multiplied by labor’s share of the total cost.
In order to have no job or profit loss, consumers must continue to purchase the same amount of low-wage goods at the higher price. Thus, our
simulations make three related assumptions:
• consumers do not reduce consumption as prices rise,
• all increased labor costs are passed on in higher prices, and
• low-wage workers remain employed at the same number of hours
after the minimum wage rises.
Taken together, these three assumptions provide a setting for simulating
the expected effects of minimum wage increases in a relatively straightforward manner. One need not believe that all these assumptions hold
in reality, preferring instead to believe that firms pay for minimum wage
hikes through all possible sources. This simulation environment, however,
depicts a world with no job loss, which is the notion popularly maintained
by proponents of the minimum wage. The simulation findings provide a
basis for understanding the effectiveness of the minimum wage in redistributing resources across the household income distribution.
5
If minimum wages do reduce profits, then their effects on the income distribution may
be more progressive than measured in this study, since stockholders tend to be more
wealthy Americans. However, how much more progressive is unclear since many Americans, even ones who are not particularly wealthy, own stock through private and public
retirement portfolios.
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III. Overview of Methodology and Data
Although the above discussion primarily focuses on payment sources for
costs, one must also consider the benefit side of the picture to understand the distributional effects of a minimum wage. The two sides of the
simulation analysis—benefits and costs—presented below require different data sets. This section presents an overview of these data and the
methodology applied to measure the benefits and costs of an increase in
the minimum wage.
A.

Description of Data

To calculate the benefits of a minimum wage increase, the analysis relies
on data from SIPP, a nationally representative survey of households conducted by the US Census Bureau. To depict circumstances relevant to the
1996 increase in the federal minimum wage, the analysis uses data from
waves 1–3 of the 1996 SIPP; the dates covered by these survey waves place
them before the 1996 change in the minimum wage. The SIPP data provide information on households, families, and individuals over 15 years
of age, including monthly data on income and earnings by source, wages,
hours worked, demographic characteristics, family structure, and publicassistance program participation. These data permit identification of lowwage workers, their occupations and industries, their family income, and
sufficient information to determine income tax burdens under alternative income scenarios using the National Bureau of Economic Research
ðNBERÞ income tax simulator ðTAXSIMÞ program. The following analysis uses SIPP to simulate both the before- and after-tax effects of a minimum wage increase on the earnings and incomes of families with various
characteristics.
To translate the effects of price increases induced by a minimum wage
on families’ costs of consumption, the analysis relies on data from the CES
matched to the same time period as SIPP. The CES is a nationally representative survey of households conducted by the US Bureau of Labor
Statistics that includes information on family expenditures on a comprehensive and detailed array of goods and services. It also incorporates a
number of income measures and demographic characteristics. Although
the income and demographic measures in the CES are not as detailed as
those in SIPP, both data sets identify comparable categories of families
characterized by their position in the income distribution, poverty level,
welfare status, and family structure.
To trace the higher earnings of workers affected by the minimum wage
to the prices of the products produced by these workers, the analysis uses
national input-output data constructed by the IMPLAN Group. These
IMPLAN input-output tables summarize databases on employment, value
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added, output, and product demand for 528 industrial sectors in all states
and counties in the United States.6
B.

Overview of Methodology

Figure 1 illustrates the steps that make up the methodology implemented
below to simulate the distributional consequences of increases in the
minimum wage. In the figure, data sets are listed in a bold font, and the
arrows indicate inputs into the next step.
Starting with SIPP data in this figure, the first step calculates the effect of the 1996 increase in the minimum wage on the earnings of affected workers and on their family income, assuming no change in hours
worked. Section IV.A describes the precise formulation of these calculations. This information is then used for both the benefit and the cost
sides of the computations.
On the benefit side, these SIPP calculations measure how much the income of each individual family in the survey changes as a result of the
wage increase. The second step computes the distribution of these benefits across families categorized by their income quintiles, poverty levels,
extent of dependence on low-wage earnings, welfare recipient status, and
demographic characteristics. To translate benefits into after-tax values, the
third step applies the NBER TAXSIM calculator to each family’s circumstances to determine how much of these additional benefits ði.e., earningsÞ
are reduced through federal, state, and payroll taxes. This produces the
final after-tax benefits for each family. The last step on the benefit side
generates the distribution of after-tax benefits for the same family categorizations used for the before-tax distributions. Section IV presents these
findings.
On the cost side, computations of the minimum wage increase are
far more challenging. Inferring the shares of costs borne by the different
categories of families requires two sets of calculations: ðiÞ measures of
how much prices rise by commodity in response to the minimum wage
increase and ðiiÞ the effects of these price increases on the consumption
costs by family given its expenditure composition across commodities.
Computing measures of price impacts requires two steps after the
first step described above making up the SIPP calculations measuring
how much the labor cost of each individual rises as a result of a minimum
wage increase. Using information in SIPP on each low-wage worker’s industry of employment, the second step computes the amounts that labor costs rise in each industry. In addition to higher wage costs, employers
must also pay higher payroll taxes, primarily in the form of employers’
6
The IMPLAN data come from data collected by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the Census Bureau, among other sources.
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F IG . 1.—Data and methodology overview

contributions to Social Security. Both higher wages and taxes are included in the increased labor costs computed by industry. Then, the third
step translates these higher employment costs ði.e., direct costsÞ into price
increases for each final consumer good and service using the IMPLAN
input-output tables. This is simply an accounting exercise consistent with
the assumption that firms respond to higher labor costs by increasing
prices. Sections V.A and V.B present details on the calculation of final
price increases.
Computing measures of consumption costs involves two additional
steps building on the second and third steps implemented above in calculating price impacts. The fourth step on the cost side uses data from
the CES to identify the composition and levels of consumption by different family types for each good and service and translates commodity
price increases into consumption cost increases for each family, assuming no change in the family’s quantities consumed. The fifth and last
step categorizes families in the CES by income quintiles, consumption
quintile, poverty status, welfare participation, and other family characteristics and computes the distributions of increased consumption costs
across these categories. Section V.C presents these findings.
Finally, to infer the net effects of an increase in minimum wages, Section VI integrates the benefits and cost allocations across and within family types to compute the overall distributions for each category of families. The analysis also calculates the aggregate benefits and cost transfers
through a minimum wage increase. Increases in the minimum wage are
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known to have spillover effects on raising the wages of workers just above
the minimum wage, which is ignored in this analysis. While the following
calculations do not measure these effects, computations done in supplemental work analogous to those implemented below produce distributional findings fully compatible with those presented in this paper.
IV.

Who Benefits from Increases in the Minimum Wage?

This section first shows how to calculate the additional pretax and posttax
earnings for each family induced by an increase in the minimum wage
and then examines how these additional earnings are distributed across
families by a variety of characteristics with emphasis on particular types
of families that might be considered the most important targets of minimum wage policy. Finally, the section reviews previous research done on
the distribution of benefits.
A.

Calculating Pretax and After-Tax Benefits of Families
with Low-Wage Workers

Family gross earnings and income are raised by the combined increase
in earnings of all family members; this change in family earnings is the
pretax benefit and is calculated as follows. For each worker in the family
identified as earning an hourly wage below the new legally specified
minimum wage level in 1996, the analysis assumes that his or her hourly
wage rises to the new minimum, that is, from as low as $4.25 ðthe old
minimumÞ to exactly $5.15 ðin 1996 dollarsÞ. The computations use the
new wage rate and annual number of hours worked to calculate the
implied increase in total earnings for each worker during the year assuming that there is no change in hours of work. For workers earning
less than the old minimum wage of $4.25, the analysis assumes that they
also receive a $0.90 wage increase, which does not bring them up to the
full $5.15 per hour. The computations assume no spillover benefits for
workers already earning more than the new minimum wage.
For the after-tax benefit, the analysis adjusts the increased income
for federal and state income taxes ðfully incorporating the net effects of
the Earned Income Tax Credit ½EITCÞ and for payroll taxes using the
NBER TAXSIM program. These calculations account for the dependent
status of young workers as this plays an important role in determining
tax liability.7 These calculations also assume that all married couples are
joint taxpayers. Because of data limitations, all taxpayers are assumed to

7
In 1996, taxpayers could claim a dependent exemption if they had a dependent under
age 18 or had a dependent under age 23 who was a full-time student. The computations
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take the standard deduction rather than itemize their deductions, which
should have little impact on low-income taxpayers.
B. Distribution of Benefits across Families by Income: Before and After Tax
Using the before- and after-tax benefits calculated for each family in
SIPP, one can compute the shares of benefits received by families sorted
by a variety of characteristics, including income quintiles, income as a
multiple of the poverty level, presence of children, headship and marriage status, wage rate levels, and dependency on public assistance. Table 1 presents the distributions of benefits across different partitions of
families.
To highlight the distribution of benefits across family income, panel A
of table 1 segments families into five income quintiles and reports the
average levels and distribution of benefits ði.e., higher earningsÞ across
these quintiles. For each quintile, column 5 shows the share of families
that include one or more minimum wage workers ði.e., those who benefit from the minimum wage increaseÞ. The result is perhaps surprising for those unfamiliar with similar findings in the literature. The minimum wage population is almost equally distributed across the income
distribution. While 22.3 percent of all families have one or more minimum wage workers, only slightly more ð22.6 percentÞ families in the
lowest quintile include low-wage workers and therefore benefit from the
minimum wage increase. This is nearly identical to the 22.7 percent of
families in the highest income quintile that have a worker who benefits
from a minimum wage increase. Thus, approximately one in five families
benefit, regardless of their income.
The more relevant question of “Where do the dollars go?” is addressed
in columns 2–4 of table 1. If high-income households have low-wage
workers who typically work fewer hours than the low-wage workers at
the bottom of the distribution ðe.g., part-time teenagers as opposed
to family breadwinnersÞ, then one would expect the additional dollars
from the wage increase to flow disproportionately to the poorer families.
Column 2 presents the distribution of additional earnings due to the
minimum wage increase across the five quintiles. If the benefits were
identically distributed across all families, each quintile would receive
about 20 percent of the extra earnings and more than its share of the
additional earnings if it receives more than 20 percent. This is essentially
the story revealed in table 1: benefits are evenly divided across quintiles.
here assume that any child under age 18 who lived at home for some part of the sample
period and earned less than $20,000 ðin 1996 dollarsÞ was claimed as a dependent by the
parentðsÞ. Children under age 23 who reported being enrolled in college were also assumed to be claimed as dependents by the parentðsÞ. The TAXSIM program fully accounts
for these factors in its calculations of income taxes and EITC.
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The 40 percent of families at the bottom of the income distribution
receive only 38.3 percent of the additional earnings from the minimum
wage. Conversely, the top 40 percent of families receive 40.3 percent of
the extra earnings. The minimum wage increase distributes money to
families at all income levels with little preference given to any group.
Since the US tax system is progressive, the distribution of extra earnings changes when calculating the shares of earnings after taxes, as reported in column 3. The poorest families lose less of their extra earnings to taxes: their share drops only 2.2 points from 19.9 percent to
17.7 percent. Those families in the highest income quintile fare worse:
their share drops 6 percentage points from 18.6 percent to 12.6 percent.
The distributional impact of the tax system is also apparent from comparing the average value of after-tax benefits for families that have a
minimum wage worker as reported in column 4 of table 1. Again, lowincome families benefit more than high-income families, though not by
as much as might have been expected. Through taxation, the government captures about one-quarter of the total benefits from the minimum wage increase.
These calculations ignore the potential loss of cash and in-kind welfare benefits for families under and near the poverty level whose income rises as a result of the minimum wage. The computation of aftertax benefits performed in this analysis includes transfers from the EITC
program, but not from such income support programs as Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families ðTANFÞ, Aid to Families with Dependent
Children ðAFDCÞ, and food stamps. Accounting for these welfare transfers would strictly worsen the distributional consequences of the minimum wage conveyed by this study.
C. Benefits to Other Target Families
While ranking families by income does not take into account family size,
poverty levels do. Panel C of table 1 report the shares of minimum wage
benefits going to families with income and sizes measured against multiples of the poverty threshold. As shown in the after-tax shares in table 1,
13.4 percent of benefits go to families below the poverty threshold. However, nearly 30 percent of the after-tax benefits go to families with incomes
that are more than three times the poverty threshold. Thus, the majority
of the additional earnings do not go to poor ðor near-poorÞ families.
Another primary target of the minimum wage consists of families dependent on the earnings from a low-wage worker for a substantial part
of total family earnings. Panel D of table 1 lists results for four different
specifications of families with children that rely on the earnings of lowwage employees: families for which more than 50 percent of their total
earnings comes from employment that pays ðiÞ no more than $5.15 per
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Family Type

A. Income quintile:
Lowest income quintile
2nd income quintile
Middle income quintile
4th income quintile
Highest income quintile
B. Taxes:
Federal income taxes
State income taxes
Payroll taxes ðFICAÞ
C. Poverty level:
Less than half the poverty threshold
50%–100% of the poverty threshold
1–2 times the poverty threshold
2–3 times the poverty threshold
More than 3 times the poverty threshold
19.9
18.4
21.4
21.7
18.6
...
...
...
3.6
10.7
20.7
17.3
46.1

...
...
...
5.3
8.9
18.4
16.1
51.2

Percent of
Pretax Benefits
ð2Þ

20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0

Percent of
All Families
ð1Þ

3.9
9.5
17.4
14.0
29.6

14.6
3.0
7.9

17.7
13.5
15.7
15.0
12.6

Percent of
After-Tax
Benefits
ð3Þ

TABLE 1
Minimum Wage Beneﬁts by Various Family Types

502
603
573
552
436

...
...
...

595
518
525
475
421

Average After-Tax
Benefits Families
with Minimum
Wage Worker ð$Þ
ð4Þ

22.0
26.7
25.2
23.9
20.1

...
...
...

22.6
19.7
22.6
24.0
22.7

Percent of
Families with
Minimum Wage
Worker
ð5Þ
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9.9
14.8
20.1
28.1
57.3
39.0
40.4
14.4
18.5
7.4
24.8
16.5
100.0

1.7
3.7
7.0
12.5
48.9
25.6
48.8
10.6
11.1
5.0
18.2
9.5
22.3

40.7
28.0
31.9
12.3
15.5
7.5
20.3
13.8
75.3

8.7
12.5
16.3
22.2

Percent of
Pretax
Benefits
ð2Þ

488
485
546
513
563
599
549
548
511

774
660
588
543

Percent of
After-Tax
Benefits
ð3Þ

26.0
34.3
18.2
34.2
37.9
38.0
30.9
40.2
100.0

99.8
76.7
60.2
49.3

Note.—This table uses the 1996 SIPP data on all workers aged 15 and over to compute the impact of a $0.90 increase in the 1996 minimum wage, as
described in the text. Column 4 reports after-tax benefits in 2010 dollars.

D. Wages: families with children where ≥50%
earnings ð1996 $Þ come from:
Jobs paying at most $5.15/hour
Jobs paying at most $6.00/hour
Jobs paying at most $7.50/hour
Jobs paying at most $10.00/hour
E. Family type:
Married
Married with children ðunder 18Þ
Single
Single with children ðunder 18Þ
Families below 2 times poverty with children
Families below poverty with children
Welfare recipient families
Welfare recipients with children
Families with minimum wage worker

Family
Type

Percent of
All Families
ð1Þ

Average AfterTax
Benefits Families
with Minimum
Wage Worker
ð$Þ
ð4Þ
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hour, ðiiÞ no more than $6.00 per hour, ðiiiÞ no more than $7.50 per
hour, and ðivÞ no more than $10.00 per hour. Not surprisingly, table 1
shows that these target families receive larger after-tax benefits on average and receive a disproportionate share of minimum wage benefits.
For example, families in the third category receive 20 percent of all
minimum wage benefits, even though they make up only 7 percent of all
families. However, even when the low-wage threshold is expanded to
include wages as high as $10.00 per hour, only 22 percent of total aftertax minimum wage benefits go to these target families.
Panel E of table 1 presents projected allocations for married and
single families, distinguishing those with children. In general, families with children receive more benefits than those without. Families
with children below twice the poverty level receive only 15.5 percent of
the total after-tax minimum wage benefits. Table 1 also gives results for
families who received welfare at some time during the year. With welfare
interpreted as public cash aid and/or food stamps, welfare recipient families with children account for 9.5 percent of families, and they are projected to receive 13.8 percent of the after-tax additional earnings generated by a minimum wage increase.
D.

Previous Research on the Distribution of Benefits

This assessment of the distribution of benefits mostly replicates early
work by Gramlich ð1976Þ, Johnson and Browning ð1983Þ, Burkhauser and
Finegan ð1989Þ, Horrigan and Mincy ð1993Þ, and Burkhauser and Sabia
ð2007Þ. These studies also document that many low-wage workers are
members of high-income families. This is especially true for teenagers
who are distributed throughout the entire family income distribution and
often find employment in minimum wage jobs. This literature consistently
shows that while the minimum wage has a small effect on earnings inequality, it has virtually no effect on income inequality.8 Johnson and
Browning ð1983Þ and Horrigan and Mincy ð1993Þ focus on the distribution of minimum wage benefits by family income quintile and show that
the additional minimum wage earnings are only mildly redistributive,
with somewhat larger benefits going to families in the second to lowest
income quintile. Burkhauser and Finegan ð1989Þ and Burkhauser et al.
ð2000Þ focus on the distribution of benefits by families’ income measured
as multiples of the poverty threshold. They find that the distribution of
8
Several sets of results in table 1 are not elsewhere in the literature: most important,
benefits going to families who depend on low-wage employment for more than half of
total family earnings and to families who participate in a welfare program. The findings
for these groups, however, fit with the well-established conclusion of this literature: the
minimum wage represents a very blunt policy instrument for providing benefits to lowincome families.
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benefits is not significantly different from the population shares. Burkhauser and Finegan ð1989Þ, for example, find that only 18 percent of
workers who benefit from a minimum wage increase had a family income
that was below the poverty threshold. Burkhauser et al. ð2000Þ find that
only 13 percent of affected workers were in poverty. Card and Krueger
ð1995Þ report similar results, as do Burkhauser and Sabia ð2007Þ, who
report benefit shares not only on the distribution of minimum wage
benefits by family income quintile but also for near-poor families defined
by poverty levels.
E. Summary: Distribution of Benefits
Minimum wage policy offers an inefficient mechanism for boosting the
incomes of families that policy makers typically think of as the intended
beneficiaries of minimum wage increases: poor families, those supported
primarily by low-wage work, and those on welfare. About 35 percent of the
total increase in after-tax benefits goes to families with income less than two
times the poverty threshold, a common definition of the working poor or
near-poor; nearly 13 percent goes to families principally supported by lowwage workers defined as earning wages at or below 117 percent ð5 $6.00/
$5.15Þ of the new 1996 minimum wage; and only about 14 percent goes to
families with children on welfare.
Unlike most public income support programs, increased earnings
from the minimum wage are taxable. Over 25 percent of the increased
earnings are collected back as income and payroll taxes, including the
net effect of EITC, which subsidizes low-earning families. Even after
taxes, 27.6 percent of increased earnings go to families in the top 40 percent of the income distribution.
V.

Who Pays for Increases in the Minimum Wage?

If employment and profits are unaffected, then the cost of the minimum wage increase is covered through higher prices. As prices rise on
the goods and services produced by low-wage workers, all consumers of
these products are essentially subsidizing the low-wage workers. The following discussion shows that prices rise on a wide variety of goods, imposing across-the-board price increases that hit all consumers.
To assess the distributional impacts of these price increases, Section V.
A relies on national input-output tables to calculate how much individual product prices must rise to cover the new labor costs induced by the
minimum wage increase, and Section V.B summarizes the findings produced by this analysis. From the employer’s perspective, the increase in
labor costs will be greater than the increase in earnings since employers
will also have to pay higher payroll tax contributions. These price calcu-
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lations assume a national market with the new prices imposed on all
consumers. The analysis then translates these price increases into total
consumption cost by family, and Section V.C describes the allocation of
these consumption costs across families broken down by their income
and demographic characteristics.
A.

Attributing Labor Costs to Price Increases

The first step in determining who pays for the minimum wage hike
involves calculating the impact of the increased labor costs on the total
cost of final goods and services. The following analysis assumes that, if
the cost of labor increases in a particular industry, then the price of that
industry’s output will rise to increase consumer expenditures by the
same amount. There are two ways for the total cost of goods to increase
after a minimum wage increase. First, there is the direct effect on the
cost of labor for industries hiring low-wage workers. Second, there is the
indirect effect through intermediate goods. While a portion of an industry’s output is consumed by final users ðe.g., households and governmentÞ, the rest of the output is allocated to intermediate use, where
the output of the original industry becomes an input for another. Thus,
even if an industry employs no minimum wage workers, the prices for
that industry’s output may rise because the industry uses goods or contracts for services produced with minimum wage labor. This feedback
through intermediate uses continues ad infinitum, so the price shock
from the wage hike propagates throughout the economy.
The calculations begin by determining the industries that employ lowwage workers. From the SIPP, one can identify all industries that employed workers at wages below the new minimum of $5.15. Considering
all low-wage workers in a given industry, one can infer the total increase
in industry labor costs resulting from the wage hike, including additional employer contributions for Social Security. Denote these increases
by the vector x 0.
The next step is to translate these cost changes into price increases of
final goods. The input-output tables provide information to construct
the square matrix B, where the ði, jÞ element of this matrix represents the
share of commodity j produced by industry i. In this representation of
the economy, the vector y0 5 B 0 x 0 specifies the initial increase in costs to
produce each commodity or commodity bundle,9 where elements of the
vector x 0 measure the increases in labor costs for each industry attributable to the minimum wage hike. To account for the phenomenon that
many commodities are used as inputs in the production of other com9
Commodity bundles are given broad definitions such as food inside the home, food
outside the home, rent or home ownership costs, automobile expenditures, etc.
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modities, input-output tables specify a square matrix U, where the ði, jÞ
element of this matrix represents the proportion of commodity i’s output used by industry j. Given these specifications, the vector y1 5 ðI 1
B 0 U 0 ÞB 0 x 0 constitutes first-round carryover cost incorporating the price
increases of intermediate goods. After a sufficiently large number of
iterations, the long-run vector of costs arising from the initial increase
in labor expenses equals y ` 5 ðI 2 B 0 U 0 Þ21 B 0 x 0 . To allocate these increased costs into the final uses of production, input-output frameworks
provide data to construct diagonal matrices Fk with diagonal elements fki
designating the fraction of commodity i’s total production that goes to
final use k, where k 5 1, . . . , 5 identifies one of the following five
categories of final use: households, gross investment, government, inventories, and exports and imports.10 When results are combined, the
amount of increased costs passed on to final-use category k is Fky`. Finally, to close the system, one must allocate final-use costs for gross
investment and inventories to consumption goods in order not to lose
their higher costs in the computations of price increases. In the case of
gross investment, this computational analysis treats investment as a form
of intermediate goods and allocates their costs in proportion to each
industry’s use of capital as reported by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
1992 Capital Flow Table.11 The analysis treats residential investment as
a final consumption good. In the case of inventories, the analysis allocates costs proportionally to the two domestic final users: households
and government.
Given these computations, the analysis is now parallel to the starting
point on the benefits side. The CES specifies the levels of goods and
services consumed by each family. To calculate price effects, one must
bundle these products into industries and commodities consistent with
the input-output tables. For example, the commodities grocery stores,
dairy product stores, retail bakeries, and food stores are mapped into
the goods expenditure category “food inside the home.” Given these
mappings, one can add up the price increases calculated above across
bundles to compute the increased expenditures required for a family
to maintain its original level of consumption after the price increases
implied by the minimum wage increase.
As with the benefit side, analyzing costs at the family level relates expenditure increases to family characteristics. In particular, one can measure the additional consumption costs allocated to families according
to their income and consumption quintile, income relative to the poverty
10
The IMPLAN input-output tables have 10 final-use sectors, which this analysis aggregates into the consumption groups considered in this paper.
11
The Bureau of Economic Analysis investment data by using industry are available
online at http://www.bea.gov/industry/capflow _ data.htm. These 1992 data are closest to
year 1996, which is analyzed in this study.
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level, welfare status, marriage status, classification as female headship,
and the presence of children.
B. Price Increases from Increased Labor Costs
While the computations below account for all goods and services, one
can better understand the cost of the minimum wage on prices by considering the effect on a subset of heavily affected industries. Table 2 lists
the 23 industries with the largest number of minimum wage workers.
These 23 most heavily affected industries account for 75 percent of all
minimum wage jobs. Column 1 presents the percentage of all workers employed in the designated industry benefiting from the 1996 increase of $0.90 in the federal minimum wage. Column 2 gives the perTABLE 2
Minimum Wage Jobs and Cost Increase by Industry
Percent All Percent All
Minimum
Minimum
Percent
Percent
Wage Jobs Wage Hours Direct Costs Final Costs
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ð3Þ
ð4Þ

Industry
Eating and drinking places
Other retail trade
Grocery stores
Elementary and secondary schools
Household miscellaneous
personal services
Government
Colleges and universities
Miscellaneous entertainment
and recreation
Department stores
Construction
Hotels and motels
Wholesale goods
Child day care services
Apparel and accessories
Agricultural production crops
Motor vehicle dealers
Movies and videos
Real estate
Health services
Trucking and warehousing
Apparel and accessory stores
Nursing and personal care facilities
Religious organizations

20.97
6.36
6.31
4.07

18.45
5.60
5.24
4.20

18.67
5.02
4.49
5.00

19.83
5.20
4.58
5.50

3.66
2.96
2.89

3.35
3.42
2.29

3.98
4.19
2.63

4.24
1.43
2.87

2.86
2.69
2.52
2.22
2.02
1.68
1.58
1.55
1.51
1.37
1.27
1.24
1.23
1.21
1.18
1.16

2.26
2.31
3.00
2.27
2.47
1.54
1.95
1.92
2.03
1.02
1.67
1.22
1.96
.89
1.15
1.22

2.15
1.78
2.94
2.03
2.37
1.52
2.05
2.15
1.99
.93
1.96
1.14
2.23
.76
.86
1.45

2.42
1.97
2.63
1.01
1.44
1.75
2.18
.81
2.39
.49
4.82
1.51
.74
.88
1.17
1.69

Note.—The 1996 SIPP data on all workers aged 15 and over are used in cols. 1 and 2 to
determine the industry of workers who benefit from the $0.90 increase in the 1996 minimum wage, as described in the text. The IMPLAN input-output tables are used in combination with the SIPP data in cols. 3 and 4 to calculate the direct and final costs as described in the text.
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centage of all hours worked by employees benefiting from the minimum
wage increase. Column 3 reports the percentage of total direct labor cost
increases by industry, and column 4 lists the percentage of total final costs
ðwhich includes the increased cost of intermediate goodsÞ.
For a number of consumption goods, the final cost increase is lower
ðin dollar value, not just percentageÞ than the direct increase in labor
costs. This can occur when the final users of the outputs live outside the
United States. In these instances, the United States exports some of the
costs of the wage increase. Alternatively, the costs may be redirected to
government expenditures ðwhich are not trackedÞ. Final costs can also
be larger than direct costs when the industry uses as inputs the output
from other industries employing low-wage workers. For example, a large
part of the construction industry involves building residential homes,
which then become an input to the real estate industry that sells the
homes; thus, much of the direct costs to the construction industry show
up in the real estate industry’s final costs.
Table 3 reports the share of the total national cost increase accounted
for by commodities grouped into broad consumption categories in column 1. Prices increased for a very long list of goods purchased by families. As expected, food outside the home accounts for the largest share
of additional costs since eating and drinking establishments make up
the industry most affected by the increased labor costs.
The magnitude of the final price increase depends on the size of
the labor cost increase relative to the industry’s overall costs of production. For each good, dividing the additional costs by the total expenditures yields a percentage cost increase. The discussion below refers to
these price increases as “implicit incremental tax rates” on household
consumption goods. Essentially, these tax rates identify the amount by
which consumer prices must increase to cover the total costs added by
the minimum wage hike.
Table 3 presents these incremental price increases by broad commodity bundles in column 2. These price increases may at first appear
relatively small; one of the largest rates is only 1.85 percent for food
outside the home. However, a 0.0185 tax rate increase is large when
compared to common state-level sales tax rates. The largest incremental price increases occur for education and social services, moving and
storage, miscellaneous personal services such as beauty and barber
shops, and food outside the home. It is worth noting that, although
these price increases appear small enough to justify the assumption that
consumption levels do not change, most families facing these higher
prices do not receive additional earnings, so the higher prices will require either a reduction in consumption in nonaffected goods or a reduction in savings.
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TABLE 3
Minimum Wage Jobs and Cost Increase by Industry

Commodity Bundle ðIndustryÞ

Share of Increased Cost
Accounted for by
Commodity ð%Þ
ð1Þ

Implicit Incremental
Tax Rate on
Commodity
ð2Þ

21.04
11.06
9.56
9.06
7.80
7.72
6.21
5.15
3.87
3.44
3.20
2.57
2.41
1.85
1.51
.95
.79
.65
.32
.32
.26

.0185
.0280
.0034
.0005
.0004
.0004
.0200
.0025
.0097
.0035
.0012
.0018
.0029
.0100
.0030
.0053
.0027
.0235
.0034
.0016
.0029

.15
.12
.02

.0010
.0013
.0012

Food: outside home
Education and social services
Food: inside home
Other: general trade
Other: personal consumption
Health care and insurance
Household: personal services
Housing: rent
Entertainment and recreation
Household: clothing
Transportation: car
Household: utilities
Banking and financial services
Household: child care
Transportation: auto service
Housing: hotels
Household: furniture
Household: moving and storage
Household: laundry and cleanings
Transportation: air travel
Household: legal services
Household: computers and office
supplies
Household: landscape services
Household: appliance repair

Note.—The 1996 SIPP data and the IMPLAN input-output tables are used in combination to calculate the final cost by commodity, as described in the text.

The price increases reported in table 3 are well within the range found
elsewhere in the literature. As reviewed briefly in Section II, the estimated elasticities for responses in prices to increases in the minimum
wage fall between 0.04 and 0.4. The computations in this paper consider
a 21.2 percent increase in the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.15. This
implies that price increases should be between 0.0085 and 0.085 on
average. As shown in column 2 of table 3, the implicit tax rates found
in this paper are, on average, in the lower part of this range.
C. Distribution of Costs across Families
The costs paid by each family for the 1996 increase in the minimum
wage are determined by applying the implicit tax rates in table 3 to the
data on individual consumption goods and services reported in the CES
for each family. As with the benefit side, one can further aggregate these
costs by family characteristics including income quintile, income relative
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to the poverty level, and family structure.12 Additionally, one can also
aggregate costs for families by consumption quintile.
Table 4 reports the percentage of minimum wage costs borne by those in
the specified quintile or family type in column 2 and the average annual cost in column 3. On average, families pay $136 ðin 2010 dollarsÞ
more per year for their purchases to pay for the 1996 increase in the minimum wage. The amount a particular family pays depends on its level of
consumer expenditures, which typically varies by income. These costs
range from $74 annually for families in the lowest category to $250 for
the richest families. Families in the highest income quintile pay 31.7 percent of the costs of the minimum wage, whereas the poorest 20 percent pay only 9.3 percent of the costs. Families living in poverty pay only
8.3 percent of the costs, compared to the 51 percent of costs paid by families with incomes greater than three times the poverty threshold.
Unsurprisingly, the costs of the minimum wage increase are more
correlated with consumption than with income. According to table 4,
families in the lowest consumption quintile bear only 5.3 percent of the
cost while those in the highest consumption quintile bear 37.6 percent,
though, as seen in column 4, the cost is a larger percentage of annual
expenditure for families in the lowest consumption quintile compared
to those in the highest consumption quintile. This indicates that families with lower levels of consumption disproportionately purchase the
goods produced with the larger shares of minimum wage labor.
D.

Summary: Cost Incidence of Minimum Wage Is More Regressive
than Sales Tax

One of the realities of minimum wage policy is that families are unlikely
to associate these minor price increases directly with the wage increase.
Imagine, however, a value-added or sales tax that had the identical effect.
That is, instead of increasing wages, the government could impose a
value-added tax on specific products and distribute the proceeds from
the tax to supplement the earnings of low-wage workers. Of course, no
such tax is being considered, but it is useful to consider the price effects
in this context.
Given this “value-added tax” interpretation of the price increases, the
implicit tax rates reported in table 3 needed to pay for the 1996 hike in
the minimum wage for the most affected commodity groups fall in the
range 0.04–2.8 percent. The consequences of these differential tax rates
across commodities on the total cost of a family’s consumption depend
12
No doubt the broad industry categories applied in this analysis may mask some of the
regressivity in calculated price increases. Poor people shop at Wal-Mart and eat at McDonald’s, while the rich are more likely to eat and shop in places where few or no workers earn
the minimum wage.
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TABLE 4
Minimum Wage Costs Paid by Various Family Types

Consumer Group
A. Income quintile:
Lowest income quintile
2nd income quintile
Middle income quintile
4th income quintile
Highest income quintile
B. Consumption quintile:
Lowest consumption quintile
Mid-low consumption quintile
Middle consumption quintile
Mid-high consumption quintile
Highest consumption quintile
C. Consumption sectors:
All families ðdomesticÞ
Federal, state, and local government
Foreign consumers
D. Poverty level:
Less than half the poverty threshold
50%–100% of the poverty threshold
1–2 times the poverty threshold
2–3 times the poverty threshold
More than 3 times the poverty
threshold
E. Family type:
Married
Married with children under 18
Single
Single with children under 18
All families with children under 18
Families below 2 times poverty with
children
Families below poverty with children
Welfare recipient families
Welfare recipients with children

Percent
Average
Cost as
Percent Minimum Annual
Percentage of
All
Wage
Cost per Annual Family
Families
Costs
Family ð$Þ Expenditure
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ð3Þ
ð4Þ
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0

9.3
10.9
14.4
19.5
31.7

74
86
114
154
250

.59
.50
.51
.54
.58

20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0

5.3
9.0
13.3
20.6
37.6

42
71
105
163
297

.63
.56
.56
.57
.52

100.0
...
...

85.9
7.6
6.7

136
...
...

.54
...
...

6.3
9.9
23.3
18.6

3.4
4.9
12.9
13.7

85
78
88
116

.63
.54
.51
.51

41.9

51.0

193

.56

52.3
24.2
47.7
8.5
32.6

55.7
27.4
30.0
5.9
33.3

169
180
100
111
162

.54
.54
.56
.53
.54

12.9
5.3
9.8
4.6

8.2
2.8
4.4
2.1

101
84
71
74

.49
.47
.46
.46

Note.—This table relies on the Consumer Expenditure Survey to calculate family consumption of goods for which there was a minimum wage–induced price increase. Differences between this table and table 1 with respect to the characterization of families are due
to differences between the CES and SIPP data. Column 3 reports average annual cost in
2010 dollars.

on the degree to which the family purchases the commodities apportioned the higher rates. Column 4 of table 4 shows the combined impact
of these implicit tax rates given the consumption patterns of families
grouped by various family characteristics. One sees from these results
that the poorest families typically pay the higher aggregated rates. Rates
decrease monotonically from 0.63 percent for families in the lowest
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consumption quintile to 0.52 percent in the highest. Rates are larger for
the lowest income quintile than for the highest and even larger than for
the middle quintiles. The same pattern holds for families with income
measured compared to the poverty level. Welfare recipients are the only
lower-income group who incur lower implicit tax rates on consumption
than the average incurred for all families.
State sales taxes often specifically exclude goods that are considered
necessities, such as health care, housing, and food purchases. The aim of
excluding these goods is to lessen the regressivity of the sale tax since
low-income families purchase a disproportionately larger share of these
goods in their overall spending. Interpreted as a sales tax, the minimum
wage price increases do exactly the opposite. Prices tend to go up most
on those goods that make up a larger fraction of consumption for the
poor. So, although the rich pay more in terms of dollars, a “minimum
wage tax” is more regressive than a typical sales tax.
VI.

Net Effects of Minimum Wage Increases

The policy question posed in the introduction rests on the effectiveness
of the minimum wage in targeting resources to poor families, where
effective targeting means that benefits accrue disproportionately to lowincome families and the costs fall disproportionately on high-income
families. The previous two sections separately examined the benefits and
the costs of the minimum wage for different categories of families, assuming that all costs are passed through as higher prices. Section VI.A
now brings these two sides together to explore the net effects across different groups of families to assess how well a minimum wage increase targets resources to the poor. Section VI.B summarizes the aggregate costs
and benefits for US workers, consumers, and taxpayers.
A.

Net Distributional Effects by Family Characteristics

According to results from the previous sections, families paid $136 annually, on average, in higher consumption costs to fund the 1996 increase of $0.90 in the federal minimum wage and families received $114,
on average, annually in benefits through higher earnings. The cost is
larger than the benefit, on average, primarily because of taxation; the
cost to employers including payroll taxation exceeds the after-tax benefit
to consumers.
Although the data from SIPP and CES are not fully compatible, integrating information in tables 1 and 4 by matching the quintile estimates for benefits and costs provides evidence of the net distributional
effects of the minimum wage increase. Two kinds of families make up
each income group: those with low-wage workers and those without.
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These two kinds of families provide the basis for understanding the effect of a minimum wage law on the income distribution since not all
families benefit but all families pay higher prices. The average annual
cost listed in table 4 is the costs that all families pay as a result of the rise
in prices. The benefits listed in table 1 go only to families with a minimum wage worker.
Table 5 integrates the findings of tables 1 and 4 to depict the circumstances of families within each income quintile and of the population
at large. Column 3 reports the net benefits to families with a minimum
wage worker, and column 4 presents the net benefits to families without
a minimum wage worker. Because families without a minimum wage
worker receive no benefits, column 4 comes directly from the average
annual cost given in column 3 of table 4. The final column of table 5
reports the net benefit for all families in the income quintile ða weighted
average of cols. 3 and 4, where cols. 1 and 2 are the weightsÞ.
Table 5 reveals a large amount of income redistribution between families within the bottom income quintile.13 While the 22.6 percent of families in the bottom income quintile with a minimum wage worker gain
$521 on average, the 77.5 percent of families without a minimum wage
worker lose $74 on average. Thus, the minimum wage increase is equivalent to taking $74 from 3.4 poor families, for a total of $252, and then
giving this amount plus an additional $269 from nonpoor families to one
poor family with a minimum wage worker. Nearly half the total income
redistribution to families with minimum wage workers in the lowest income quintile comes from other poor families. Looking at column 5, it
is clear that there is redistribution from wealthy families to poorer families, though there are large differences between families with and without a minimum wage worker within each income quintile.14
As one moves up the income distribution, the costs begin to outweigh
the benefits, so that the average family in the highest income quintile
pays $154 more in costs than it receives in benefits. However, highincome families with a minimum wage worker still averaged more in
additional earnings than they paid in higher prices. Averaging across all
13
The benefits and costs calculated throughout this analysis represent only a snapshot of
families in a year and fail to recognize that the presence of minimum wage workers in and
the income quintiles of families invariably shifts over time, potentially by large amounts.
Thus, when viewed in a life cycle context, a far greater portion of families will benefit by
having a member who is a minimum wage worker than is portrayed in table 5. At the same
time, the share of benefits going to these families over a longer horizon will be smaller than
depicted in the table. Similar circumstances could, of course, arise in consumption patterns. An interesting research task would be to follow households over longer periods, but
this would require data beyond those used in this study.
14
No standard errors associated with either estimation error or data quality appear in
table 5 or in any other table. The computational approach implemented in this study
corresponds to familiar calibration methods applied throughout economics, and the
measured impacts presented here should be interpreted accordingly.
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TABLE 5
Net Effects of the Minimum Wage Increase by Income Quintile

Share of Families

Average Net Beneﬁt/Cost
for Families ð$Þ

With a
Without a
With a
Without a
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
All
Wage Worker Wage Worker Wage Worker Wage Worker Families
Income Quintile
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ð3Þ
ð5Þ
ð4Þ
Lowest income
quintile
2nd income
quintile
Middle income
quintile
4th income
quintile
Highest income
quintile
All families

22.4

77.5

521

274

60

19.9

80.1

427

286

16

22.5

77.5

412

2114

5

24.1

75.9

318

2154

240

22.5
22.3

77.5
77.7

172
370

2250
2136

2154
223

Note.—This table relies on SIPP and CES together with the IMPLAN input-output data
to perform the calculations. Columns 1 and 2 come directly from table 1. Columns 3–5
depend on both SIPP and CES data, but the income quintiles come from the CES data. All
dollar values are inflation adjusted to 2010 dollars using the Consumer Price Index for All
Urban Consumers.

families yields a negative net effect since 25.5 percent of benefits go to
taxes.
B.

Aggregate Costs and Benefits

In considering the benefits and costs, the previous discussion primarily
concentrates on the individual effects for different types of families. However, it is helpful to know the total magnitude and distribution of the minimum wage increase among workers, taxpayers, and consumers. Nationwide, the above analysis predicts that the 1996 wage law resulted in higher
annual expenditures of $15 billion in 2010 dollars. The cost of this minimum wage increase is nearly half the amount spent in 1996 by the federal government on the EITC program, on the AFDC/TANF program, or
on the food stamp program.
Panel A of table 6 summarizes the allocation of these total benefits
across different economic groups. From the national minimum wage increase, low-wage workers receive $14 billion annually in higher gross earnings but only $10 billion in higher after-tax income. The remainder goes
to income and payroll taxes.
Panel B of table 6 presents the cost side of the ledger, with costs split
among taxpayers and consumers, both inside and outside the United
States ðbecause of exportsÞ. US consumers pay nearly $13 billion an-
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TABLE 6
Allocation of Projected Aggregate Beneﬁts and Costs ð2010 $ MillionsÞ
Allocation

Amount ð$Þ

A. Aggregate Benefits
All low-wage workers
and taxpayers
Minimum wage workers
Taxpayers

Total increase in earnings and tax payments

15,079

Increase in employees’ after-tax earnings
Increase in employees’ gross earnings
Total payroll and income tax gains from
increased low-wage earnings

10,548
14,007
4,531

B. Aggregate Costs
All consumers and
taxpayers
US consumers
Consumers outside
United States
US taxpayers

Total increase in expenditures on goods and
services produced by low-wage labor
Increase in spending on consumer goods
Increase in spending on consumer goods
Increase in federal, state, and local
government expenditures

15,079
12,920
1,016
1,143

Note.—The table uses the SIPP and the CES together with the IMPLAN input-output
data to perform the calculations. All dollar values are inflation adjusted to 2010 dollars
using the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers.

nually through higher prices, and consumers outside the United States
and US taxpayers roughly equally split covering the $15 billion cost of the
minimum wage increase. On net, the aggregate cost for domestic consumers exceeds the increase in after-tax earnings by more than $2 billion. This net loss shows up in table 5 as the negative per-family net benefit listed in the last row and column.
VII.

Projecting Impacts of Economic Factors on Distributional Effects

The measurement approach implemented above constitutes a simple
accounting structure that ignores the potential counterbalancing impacts of economic forces, which raises concerns about the validity of the
estimates since such behavioral factors will surely activate to prevent violation of budget constraints. Economic models in the empirical minimum wage literature do not offer an adequate framework for assessing
how such behavioral elements might change the above distributional
findings because these models focus on labor markets alone in partial
equilibrium settings.15 To create a flexible framework for evaluating the
possible impacts of behavioral factors, the Appendix formulates a gen15
For a review of economic models in the minimum wage literature, see Brown et al.
ð1982Þ.
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eral equilibrium model that incorporates the essential economic elements needed to understand the limitations of the empirical findings in
this study.
GE models incorporating minimum wages can be found in the existing literature, but their features make them unsuitable for this analysis. A series of studies in the international trade literature, spawned by
Johnson ð1969Þ and Brecher ð1974, 1980Þ, construct GE models adapting the familiar Edgeworth-Bowley and Heckscher-Ohlin frameworks to
investigate the impacts of minimum wages. A critical drawback of these
frameworks relates to their dependence on fixed endowments of labor
and capital inputs, implying the absence of any input supply responses.
Moreover, these models mostly consider only a single type of labor and
household,16 and their key results primarily rest on assumptions about
international trade.
The GE model developed in the Appendix consists of a two-commodity
economy with three factors of production: low-wage labor, high-wage labor, and capital. The key feature is that only one of the commodities is
produced by low-wage labor. A “low-wage” commodity is produced by
all three factors of production, and a second “high-wage” good is produced without any low-wage labor. Three types of households make up
the economy: low-wage households, high-wage households, and nonworking households. High-wage households own capital, but the key results do not critically rely on this assumption. To complete compatibility
with the empirical framework used above, the model also includes both
foreign and government sectors, with both sectors consuming both
commodities along with all types of households. Taxes on labor income
fund government. Finally, a fixed-coefficient production function makes
up the production technology, which is consistent with the input-output
analysis utilized above.
The following discussion considers three formulations of this GE
model to interpret and qualify the empirical findings presented above.
The first specification fully justifies the calculations performed in the
above accounting exercise, making them entirely consistent with a particular variant of a market economy. The second specification allows
for flexible elasticities in the supplies of factor inputs in response to the
cost increases resulting from a rise in the minimum wage. The third formulation briefly explores how relaxing the key behavioral assumptions
needed to produce no employment effects for minimum wage workers
could influence estimates of distributional impacts.
16
As an exception, Flug and Galor ð1986Þ introduce skilled and unskilled labor without
capital. This study still maintains the assumption of fixed labor supplies in the short run,
and it focuses on analyzing the long-run influence of a minimum wage on encouraging skill
acquisition through human capital accumulation.
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Economic Specification Supporting Simple Accounting Calculations

To impose the popular belief of no employment effects induced by increases in the minimum wage, the first formulation of the GE model in
the Appendix assumes that all consumer groups ði.e., low-wage households, high-wage households, nonworking households, foreign households, and governmentÞ have perfectly inelastic demands for the good
produced by low-wage labor. This specification further imposes the commonly held belief that high-wage workers are unresponsive to changes in
their after-tax wages.
This GE specification directly predicts the distributional numbers presented above. In response to an increase in the minimum wage ði.e.,
the wage of low-wage workersÞ, low-wage households increase their consumption of high-wage goods to the same extent that other consumer
groups jointly reduce theirs. The degree of increase in consumption by
low-wage households depends on the magnitude of their hours worked
compared to the amounts they consume of low-wage goods, with increases
being larger the lower the share of low-wage goods consumed by minimum
wage households.
Tax revenues do indeed rise in this specification paid entirely by minimum wage workers through their higher earnings. Because of the perfect inelasticities assumed in the model, all households without low-wage
workers decrease their consumption of high-wage goods to cover the
higher taxes and after-tax earnings of low-wage workers. The input-output
framework applied above allocates government resources to the direct
purchase of goods ðe.g., supplies and services used by governmentÞ according to historical purchase patterns and does not explicitly recognize
government income transfers. One can, however, conceptually entertain
having the government instead transfer added resources to various consumer groups and have them undertake the consumption.17 Assuming
that policy makers have the sole goal of undoing the adverse distributional effects of a minimum wage increase, an interesting question becomes whether the government has sufficient incremental resources and
inclination to compensate the lowest-income groups for their losses.
To explore the viability of such income transfer policy options, table 6
predicts that the government receives $4.5 billion in additional tax revenues and must spend $1.1 billion in higher costs on low-wage goods to
maintain its original demands. This leaves $3.4 billion to be spent on
high-wage goods or to be transferred to households. Consider having
the government transfer these net resources to those households without minimum wage workers that reduced their consumption in response
17
To be fully consistent with computations performed in the previous analysis, consumer groups would need to undertake purchases in the same composition as assumed for
government in the IMPLAN input-output model.
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to higher prices, with the lowest-income households receiving priority
in the transfers. To assess how far the government could conceptually
make up the consumption losses of the lowest income groups, one can
calculate the net aggregate losses of each income quintile using the results in table 5 and the numbers of households in each category. Converting the averages and shares reported in this table to group totals,18
households without a minimum wage worker in the lowest income quintile suffered an aggregate net cost of $1.1 billion due to the price increases induced by raising the minimum wage, the second-lowest quintile without a minimum wage worker incurred $1.3 billion in aggregate
losses, and the middle quintile suffered $1.7 billion in aggregate losses.
Thus, through transfers, the government could conceptually cover the
losses of the lowest-income households without minimum wage workers
up to about the median income.
The idea of using the extra tax revenues implied by this specialized
specification of the GE model as a governmental transfer to mitigate the
adverse distributional consequences of a minimum wage increase has
not been considered elsewhere in the literature to my knowledge; nor
has it ever been a part of minimum wage legislation. Operationalizing
such a policy dictates that government would need to allocate a significant share of the incremental tax resources to transfers to the poorest
families without minimum wage workers; moreover, this allocation would
need to be cash transfers appropriate for compensating the relevant
disadvantaged families, such as Social Security for the elderly, unemployment insurance and welfare for the nonworking poor, and income support ðe.g., food stamps and EITCÞ for the working poor. The determination of these transfers would be exceedingly complex, and government
has not shown itself to be especially capable of earmarking sources of
tax revenues to spending priorities even when they are simple and directly mandated by law ðsuch as Social Security taxes for only pensions
and gas taxes for only highwaysÞ.
B.

Incorporating Supply Responses in Factor Inputs

The Appendix next considers what happens in the GE model when the
elasticities of the supply of labor and capital are made flexible, allowing for complete responses to changes in economic circumstances. The
model still assumes perfectly inelastic demands for the good produced by
low-wage labor for all consumer groups. This GE formulation implies that
high-wage workers increase their labor supply in response to the price
increases resulting from a rise in the minimum wage. They do so to mit18
The total number of households represented by the 1996 data used in the above
empirical analysis is 95.5 million, with about 19.1 million making up each quintile.
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igate fully reducing consumption of the high-wage good to pay for the
increase in prices of the minimum wage good. Consumption of the highwage good decreases for high-wage households, but less than otherwise
would be the case if their labor supply were completely unresponsive to
changes in after-tax wage rates. Consequently, the amount of tax revenue
obtained by the government will rise further, leaving more room for the
government to potentially compensate low-income households for some
of their losses assuming this were deemed the priority of the transfer of
extra revenues.
Contrary to a popular notion that costs for increasing the minimum
wage come out of profits, the GE model indicates that profits will rise
in response to the increase if the model incorporates a positive sloping
supply function for capital inputs. In particular, the GE model shows that
the returns to capital must rise to provide for the expansion in production
of high-wage goods induced by the increase in the labor supply of highwage households. This increased capital cost leads to higher prices of
all goods, including those produced by minimum wage workers. This
lowers the amounts of the high-wage goods that can be consumed by all
households—recall that consumption of the low-wage good is constant—
which worsens the welfare of consumers. A household’s net position will
depend on its extent of capital ownership and its composition of consumption of the capital-intensive goods. Presuming that low-income households
are likely to be minor owners of capital, they will be made worse off with a
flexible capital supply and more government transfers would be required
to compensate them for a minimum wage increase.
C. GE Specifications Implying Employment Effects for Unskilled Workers
Relaxing the perfectly inelastic restriction on the demand for goods produced by minimum wage labor can be expected to induce a decline in
the quantities of these goods in response to an increase in the minimum
wage, though the GE model formally implies ambiguous effects. The GE
model predicts that the consumption of low-wage goods declines for all
consumer groups without minimum wage workers;19 and for low-wage
households, consumption can conceptually go either way depending on
the relative elasticities of their preferences for hours of work versus the
good produced by these hours and their shares in the consumption and
production of this good. The overall outcome in the GE model depends
on the sizes of these net effects and the share of low-wage households in
the economy. Unless low-wage households entirely make up for the declines in the demands by other groups, which is unlikely since only about
19
This ignores possible increases from households owning large amounts of capital,
which could experience increases if the price of capital rises sufficiently in response to a
heightened minimum wage.
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one in four households have a minimum wage worker, the consumption
of low-wage goods will decline overall according to the GE model. Correspondingly, this decline in demand translates into a loss of employment
for minimum wage workers since the fixed-coefficient production technology dictates a proportional decrease in the hours worked by low-wage
households.
While such employment losses reduce the total benefits received by
low-wage households attributable to a minimum wage increase, the distributional impacts depend on how employment reductions occur across
these households. In particular, if job losses principally take place among
minimum wage workers from high-income families ðe.g., teenagers, secondary workersÞ, then the employment effects would enhance rather than
diminish the transfer of income from the rich to the poor. Somewhat
paradoxically, then, such employment losses would improve the antipoverty properties of minimum wage policy.
Alternatively, employment losses could function against low-income
families and worsen the redistribution effects even more than portrayed
above. Within the low-wage group, higher-skilled workers are more likely
to remain employed ðor to be drawn into the labor forceÞ while lowerskilled workers would have a lower probability of employment. The issue
becomes whether higher-skilled workers reside in low- or high-income
families. If teenagers, students, and supplementary workers from the
higher-income families are the higher skilled,20 then employment losses
go disproportionately against low-income families and further would
hinder the redistribution effectiveness of the minimum wage depicted
above.
Another source of employment losses for minimum wage workers
would arise in the GE model if the fixed-coefficient production technology were abandoned and factor inputs could be substituted for one
another at some flexible rate. Even with perfectly inelastic demands for
goods produced by low-wage labor, a rise in the minimum wage would
induce substitution of other factors of production for low-wage labor,
resulting in reductions in employment. Similarly to the discussion above,
the distribution implications of such employment effects would depend
on who becomes unemployed among minimum wage families.
It is well beyond the scope of this study to attempt to weigh the different impacts described above in the GE settings allowing for employment effects to revise the measures of distributional impacts of the minimum wage. One would need to specify the elasticities of consumer
demands for all goods by all groups ðincluding foreignÞ, their labor sup20
This feature arises, e.g., in the search model developed by Lang and Kahn ð1998Þ. In
testing this model, they find evidence that minimum wage laws shift employment away
from adults in favor of teenagers and students. Adult breadwinners from lower-income
families may be the least skilled.
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ply elasticities, capital supply elasticities, allocations of income/resources
across types of households, production technologies and intensities of
labor and capital in the production of different goods, and even government behavior. The literature does not provide estimates for many of
these quantities in a context that would make them compatible with one
another to produce a coherent set of predictions.21
VIII. Summary of Findings
Advocates of higher minimum wages often cite helping poor families as
the primary motive for raising its value. They argue that families primarily supported by low-wage earnings will receive a substantial portion
of the benefits and, moreover, that increasing minimum wages imposes
very little public or social cost. Supporters contend that employment
impacts experienced by low-wage workers are small, if any at all, and the
pass-through of labor costs to prices induces negligible changes.
Using data from SIPP and CES for the year 1996, the exercise described
in this paper simulates the distributional impacts of the rise in the federal minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.15 implemented in 1996–97; in 2010
dollars, this increase corresponds to a change from $5.91 to $7.00. Following the assumptions maintained by advocates, the simulation presumes ðiÞ that low-wage workers earned this higher wage with no change
in their employment or any reduction in other forms of compensation,
ðiiÞ that these higher labor costs were fully passed on to consumers through
higher prices, and ðiiiÞ that consumers simply paid the extra amount
for the goods produced by low-wage labor with no change in their quantities purchased. The cost of this increase is about $15 billion, which was
nearly half the amount spent by the federal government on such antipoverty programs as the federal EITC, AFDC/TANF, or food stamp program. The analysis assesses the extent to which various categories of families benefit from higher earnings and the amounts that these groups pay
more as consumers through higher prices. Combining these two sides
yields a picture of who gains and who pays for minimum wage increases,
including the net effects for families.
On the benefit distribution side, as other research has shown, the
picture portrayed by this analysis sharply contradicts the view held by
proponents of the minimum wage. Low-wage families are typically not
low-income families. The increased earnings received by the poorest fam21
The challenges would be even more formidable if one were to attempt to estimate
directly who actually benefited from and who actually paid for the 1996 increase in the
federal minimum wage in a GE setting. Not only would the data requirements be formidable, one would need compatible estimates for all consumer groups linked to the types of
employers that they work for. Moreover, complications would arise in recognizing that
neither labor nor goods can be segregated simply into the low-wage and high-wage categories exploited in the GE framework developed in the Appendix.
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ilies are only marginally higher than those of the wealthiest. One in
four families in the top fifth of the income distribution has a low-wage
worker, which is the same share as in the bottom fifth. Virtually as much
money goes to the highest-income families as to the lowest. While advocates compare the wage levels to the poverty threshold for a family
to make the case for raising the minimum wage, less than $1 in $5 of
the additional earnings goes to families with children that rely on lowwage earnings as their primary source of income. Moreover, as a pretax
increase, 22 percent of the incremental earnings are taxed away as Social
Security contributions and state and federal income taxes. The message
of these findings is clear: raising wages wastefully targets the poor contrary to conventional wisdom.
Turning to who pays the costs of an increase in the federal minimum
wage through higher prices, the analysis reveals that the richest fifth
of families do pay a much larger share ðthree times moreÞ than those in
the poorest fifth. This outcome reflects the fact that the wealthier families simply consume much more. However, when viewed as a percentage of expenditures, the picture looks far less appealing. Expressed as a
percentage of families’ total nondurable consumption, the extra costs
from higher prices are slightly above 0.5 percent for families at large.
The picture worsens further when one considers costs as a percentage
of the types of consumption normally included in the calculation of
state sales taxes, which excludes a number of necessities such as food
and health care. More important, the minimum wage costs as a share of
“taxable” annual expenditures monotonically fall with families’ income.
In other words, the costs imposed by the minimum wage are paid in a
way that is more regressive than a sales tax.
On net, the minimum wage does redistribute income slightly in favor
of lower-income families, with higher-income families paying more in
increased prices than they benefit from the rise in their earnings. However, adverse impacts occur within income groups. Whereas fewer than
one in four low-income families benefit from a minimum wage increase
of the sort adopted in 1996, all low-income families pay for this increase
through higher prices, rendering three in four low-income families as
net losers. Meanwhile, many higher-income families are net winners.
Political support for the minimum wage largely depends on the apparent clarity of who benefits and the inability to trace who pays for the
wage increase, irrespective of whether costs are paid through higher
prices, lower profits, or cutbacks in jobs or employee benefits. As shown
in this study, the benefits created by the minimum wage go to families
essentially evenly distributed across the income distribution; and, when
minimum wage increases are paid through higher prices, the induced
rise in consumption costs mimics the imposition of a value-added or
sales tax with a higher tax rate enacted on the goods and services pur-
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chased disproportionately by low-income families. Effectively, then, a
minimum wage increase emulates imposition of a “national consumption tax” that is more regressive than a typical state sales tax, with its
proceeds allocated to families unrelated to their income. Far more poor
families suffer reductions in resources than those who gain, and as many
rich families gain as poor families. These income transfer properties of
the minimum wage reveal it to be an ineffectual antipoverty policy.
Appendix
General Equilibrium Model Incorporating Minimum Wages
This appendix formulates a general equilibrium ðGEÞ model that motivates the
calculations presented in this study and that allows for assessing the impacts of
relaxing the stringent economic behavioral assumptions need to fully justify
these calculations. The following model includes two goods produced by three
factor inputs: low-wage labor, high-wage labor, and capital. Five groups consume
these goods: low-wage households, high-wage households, nonworking households, a foreign sector, and a government sector. A key feature of this model is
that only one of the goods uses low-wage labor as an input and production has a
fixed-coefficient technology, which enables development of a specification that
implies no employment effects in response to changes in the minimum wage.
Section A describes the production technology of the GE model, and Section B characterizes the demand structure of its economy. Section C presents
the implications of raising the minimum wage assuming perfectly inelastic demands for the low-wage good; this specification implies no employment effects
on minimum wage workers. Section D presents details of a specification of the
GE model that is consistent with the computations performed in this study.
Finally, Section E briefly explores how alternative behavioral elements in the GE
framework are likely to affect impacts of a minimum wage on equilibrium values
of goods and inputs and on distributional consequences.
A. Production Technology and Costs
This GE model consists of a two-sector economy: a “low-wage” and a “high-wage”
good. The low-wage good ðxÞ is produced by all three factors of production: lowwage labor ð,Þ, high-wage labor ðhÞ, and capital ðkÞ. The high-wage good ðyÞ is
produced with high-wage labor ðhÞ and capital ðkÞ but without any low-wage labor
ð,Þ. Consistent with the input-output framework used in the paper’s empirical
calculations, the following fixed-coefficient production functions make up the
production technology:
x 5 min ða‘ ‘; ah hx ; ak kx Þ

and y 5 minðbh hy ; bk ky Þ:

ðA1Þ

The production function coefficients a‘ , ah , ak , bh , and bk determine the intensities of labor and capital inputs. The quantities hx and hy and kx and ky measure
the amounts of high-wage labor and capital serving as inputs in the production
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of the goods x and y; no subscript appears for the low-wage labor input , since
this factor is used only in the production of good x.
A fixed-coefficient production technology is well known to imply the following
relationships linking factor inputs and outputs:
x 5 a‘ ‘ 5 ah hx 5 ak kx ;
x
x
x
; kx 5 ;
‘ 5 ; hx 5
a‘
ah
ak

ðA2Þ

y 5 bh h y 5 bk k y ;
y
y
hy 5 ; k y 5 :
bh
bk

ðA3Þ

and

Defining k 5 kx 1 k y and h 5 hx 1 h y , the above relationships imply


ah
bh
bh
ah
bh
hx ;
hx 1 h y 5 h 1
2
k 5 kx 1 k y 5
ak
bk
bk
ak
bk

ðA4Þ

which is exploited below in the derivation of comparative-static results.
The corresponding cost and price structure implied by this production technology takes the form


q
1
r
Cx 5 q‘ 1 hx 1 rkx 5
x 5 Px x;
1
1
a‘
ah
ak


ðA5Þ
1
r
y 5 Py y;
1
C y 5 h y 1 rk y 5
bh
bk
where q denotes the wage of , ðrelative to the wage of high-skilled, high-wage
laborÞ, r designates the input price of capital ðrelative to the wage of high-skilled
laborÞ, Px equals the price of good x, and Py equals the price of good y.
B. Household Sectors and Consumer Groups: Demands for Goods and Labor Supply
Three types of households make up the economy: “high-wage” households, “lowwage” households, and “nonworking” households. In addition, product demands
are determined by a government and foreign sector.
1.

High-Wage Households

High-wage households select their consumer demands for goods yh and xh and
their labor supply h by solving the following utility optimization problem:
maxUh ðyh ; h; xh Þ

subject to h 2 th 1 ðrk 2 qÞ 5 Px xh 1 Py yh ;

ðA6Þ

the quantity th in the budget constraint represents the income tax levied on
hours of work h ; th 5 th ðhÞ is a monotonically increasing convex function of h.
This GE formulation presumes that only high-wage households own capital,
which accounts for the term rk 2 q in their budget constraint. The quantity rk
measures the income received by these households, and q constitutes the cost of
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supplying capital; q 5 qðkÞ is a monotonically increasing convex function of k.
One can think of the function q as incorporating payments of taxes on capital
income, but this generalization is ignored in the current construction of the GE
model to simplify the exposition.
To characterize preferences for high-wage households, designate their marginal rates of substitution ðMRSÞ between the high-wage good and hours of work
and between the low-wage good and hours of work as
yUh . yUh
> 0;
yyh
yh
yUh . yUh
> 0:
Sh 5 2
yxh
yh

Mh ðyh ; h; xh Þ 5 Mh 5 2

ðA7Þ

Quasi concavity of preferences in consumption yh and in leisure ði.e., 2hÞ implies
yMh
< 0 and
yyh

yMh
< 0:
yh

ðA8Þ

Analogous preference assumptions would imply the same inequality properties
for Sh.
Equilibrium values of goods xh and yh and labor supply h must satisfy the firstorder conditions


1
Mh ðyh ; h; xh Þ 5 Mh
½h 2 th 1 ðrk 2 qÞ 2 Px xh ; h; xh
Py
Py
;
5
ðA9Þ
1 2 th0
Sh 5

Px
;
1 2 th0

where th0 > 0 denotes the marginal tax rate on hours of work h. Equilibrium
values of capital inputs k satisfy
r 5 q0 ;

yq
> 0 and
yk

q 00 5

y2q
> 0;
yk 2

ðA10Þ

where the inequalities follow from the properties of the function q.
2. Low-Wage Households
Low-wage households select their consumer demands for goods y, and x, and
their labor supply , by solving the following utility optimization problem:
maxU‘ ðy‘ ; ‘; x‘ Þ

subject to q‘ 2 t‘ 5 Px x‘ 1 Py y‘ ;

ðA11Þ

the quantity t‘ in the budget constraint represents the income tax levied on
hours of work ,; t‘ 5 t‘ ðq‘Þ is a monotonically increasing function of earning q‘.
One can define expressions for the MRS relationships M , and S , analogous to
ðA7Þ with properties ðA8Þ.
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Equilibrium values of goods x, and y, and labor supply , must satisfy
conditions


Py
1
ðq‘ 2 t‘ 2 Px x‘ Þ; ‘; x‘ 5
;
M‘
Py
ð1 2 t‘0 Þq
ðA12Þ
Px
;
S‘ 5
ð1 2 t‘0 Þq
where t‘0 > 0 denotes the marginal tax rate on hours of work ,.
3.

Nonworking Households

Nonworking households select their consumer demands for goods xn and yn by
solving the following utility optimization problem:
maxUn ðyn ; xn Þ

subject to tn 5 Px x n 1 Py yn ;

ðA13Þ

tn represents transfers from the government. One can also readily introduce
capital returns as another source of income for these households without any
substantive change in the key results below, but again this is not done to simplify
the exposition.
One can define expressions for nonworking households’ MRS function R n
between goods y and x with properties analogous to ðA7Þ.
Equilibrium values of goods yn and xn must satisfy conditions


Py
1
Rn 5 Rn
ðtn 2 Px xn Þ; xn 5 :
ðA14Þ
Py
Px
4.

Government and Foreign Sectors

The model includes both foreign and government sectors, with taxes on labor
income funding government. Goods demand for government must satisfy
t‘ 1 th 5 tn 1 Px xg 1 Py yg :

ðA15Þ

A similar representation can be introduced for the foreign sector.
C. GE Specification with Perfectly Inelastic Demands for the Minimum Wage Good
The initial formulation of the GE model considered here assumes perfectly inelastic demands for good x for all categories of consumers, which implies in
equilibrium that all of the following quantities are fixed: xh, x,, x n, xg, x, ,, hx, and
kx. Under this assumption, the discussion below describes the impacts of raising
the minimum wage on the behavior of the five consumer groups.
1.

Impacts of Minimum Wage Increase on High-Wage Households

A standard comparative-statics analysis provides the information necessary for
evaluating the effects of raising q on the values of high-wage households’ de-
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mand for yh and their supply of h and k. As the first step, total differentiation of
the right-hand-side MRS equilibrium condition in ðA9Þ with respect to q with xh
held fixed yields
Py
yMh dyh
yMh dh
dh
1 q 0 0 dk
5 th0 0
1
:
1
0 2
1 2 th0 bk dq
yyh dq
yh dq
ð1 2 th Þ dq

ðA16Þ

As the second step, total differentiation of the budget constraint ðA6Þ with
respect to q with xh held fixed yields22
ð1 2 th0 Þ

dh
dk
1
q 0 0 dk
dyh
q 0 0 dk
1 q 00k
5 xh 1
1 Py
:
xh
yh
1
dq
dq
a‘
ak dq
dq
bk dq

ðA17Þ

Total differentiation of ðA4Þ holding x ðand, therefore, hxÞ constant yields
dk=dq 5 ðbh =bk Þðdh=dqÞ, which substituted into ðA17Þ produces



dyh
1 xh
1
b
xh
yh
dh
ð1 2 th0 Þ 1 q 0 0 h k 2
:
ðA18Þ
1
2
5 2
Py a‘
Py
dq
dq
bk
ak
bk
The quantity k 2 yh =bk 2 xh =ak > 0 since all capital is not fully exhausted by
the consumption of high-wage households, and the entire quantity multiplying dh=dq is therefore positive.
As the third and final step, substitution of relationship ðA18Þ into ðA16Þ yields




yMh 1
b
yh
xh
ð1 2 th0 Þ 1 q 0 0 h k 2

2
yyh Py
bk
bk
ak

ðA19Þ
th0 0 Py
yMh
q 0 0 bh
dh
yMh xh
5
2

:
2
1
yh
yyh Py a‘
ð1 2 th0 Þb2k dq
ð1 2 th0 Þ2
Since the expression in the right-hand brace of relationship ðA19Þ multiplying
dh=dq is negative and the right-hand side of this relationship is also negative, this
relationship implies
dh
≥ 0 and
dq

dk
≥ 0;
dq

ðA20Þ

where the second inequality follows from differentiation of ðA4Þ and using the
first inequality. Consequently, with this specification of the GE model, a rise
in the minimum wage leads to an increase in the hours worked by high-wage
households.
2. Impacts of a Minimum Wage Increase on Low-Wage Households
A similar comparative-statics exercise provides the information needed to assess
the impacts of raising q on the values of low-wage households’ demand for y,.
ðRecall that their labor supply , remains constant.Þ This demand response is
determined by total differentiation of their budget constraint ðPy y‘ 5 q‘ 2 t‘ 2
Px x‘ Þ with x, and , held fixed, which yields
22
This result uses dPx =dq 5 1=a‘ 1 q 0 0 =ak  dk=dq and dPy =dq 5 q 0 0 =bk  dk=dq, which
follows Px 5 q=a‘ 1 1=ah 1 r =ak and Py 5 1=bh 1 r =bk from ðA5Þ and ðA10Þ.
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dy‘
1
x‘
q 0 0 bh
ð1 2 t‘0 Þ‘ 2
2
5
Py
dq
a‘
Py bk

541


x‘
y‘
1
ak
bk



dh
:
dq

ðA21Þ

ðThis derivation relies on the differentiation relationships exploited in obtaining ½A19.Þ
3.

Impacts of a Minimum Wage Increase on Nonworking Households
and Other Sectors

The implied effect of the consumption of nonworking households is essentially
a special case of the high-wage household without a labor supply response option and no capital ownership. Adapting ðA18Þ without an own labor supply response creates the following relationship showing the effect of raising the minimum wage for nonworking households on their demand for the low-wage good:




dyn
1 dtn
xn
q 0 0 bh xn
yn dh
2
:
ðA22Þ
1
5
2
Py dq
dq
a‘
P y b k ak
bk dq
A similar expression can be derived for the government and foreign sectors, but
to do so provides no insights beyond what already appears above.
D. GE Specification Consistent with Empirical Calculations in the Study
In addition to having no employment effects occur for low-wage workers in response to changes in the minimum wage as accomplished above by assuming
perfectly inelastic demands for good x, the calculations performed in this study
also maintain the behavioral assumption that the labor supply of high-wage workers is also perfectly inelastic. This no–employment impact characterization of the
economy mimics the critical notions advocated by many supporters of minimum
wage policies.
For high-wage households, if one introduces the commonly held belief that
the labor supply of the high-wage households is entirely unresponsive to their
wages, then ðA18Þ reduces to
dyh
1 xh
< 0:
52
Py a‘
dq

ðA23Þ

Comparison with ðA18Þ reveals that the decline in the demand for high-wage
goods by high-wage households is mitigated when these households have elastic
labor supplies and respond positively to compensate for the loss of resources
arising from higher prices for the low-wage good induced by increasing the
minimum wage.
For low-wage households, ðA21Þ simplifies to


dy‘
1
x‘
‘ 2 2 t‘0 ‘ :
5
Py
dq
a‘

ðA24Þ

The quantity ‘ 2 x‘ =a‘ > 0 since all of the low-wage good is not fully consumed by
low-wage households. Consequently, the consumption of the high-wage good by
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low-wage households increases unless the progressivity of taxation overcomes
this effect.
Finally, for nonworking households, ðA22Þ reduces to


dyn
1 dtn
xn
:
ðA25Þ
5
2
Py dq
dq
a‘
Accordingly, consumption of the high-wage good by these households will decline because the loss of resources attributable to higher prices for the low-wage
good induced a higher minimum wage, unless sufficient governmental transfers
make up for the difference. Note that all of these transfers come from minimum
wage households through their higher taxation on earning.
Relationships ðA18Þ, ðA19Þ, ðA21Þ, and ðA22Þ determine the effects of increasing the minimum wage in a GE framework with the consumer demands for the
low-wage good assumed to be perfectly inelastic. With the labor supply response
of high-wage workers also deemed to be perfectly inelastic, these relationships
become ðA23Þ, ðA24Þ, and ðA25Þ. When combined with the analogous relationships for the government and foreign sections, this specification of a GE model
is consistent with the accounting computations presented in this study.
E. Evaluating Minimum Wage Impacts under More Flexible Behavioral Assumptions
The above relationships provide insights into how business owners share in the
costs of increasing the minimum wage in this GE setting. If the supply of capital
inputs is perfectly elastic—which could arise when international markets set
rates of return and the foreign sector supplies incremental capital at a constant
rate—then q 0 0 5 0. In this case, all of the simplifications for the demands of lowwage and nonworking households in Section D apply without assuming that highwage households have unresponsive labor supply. The income earned by capital
is unaffected by the minimum wage.
Alternatively, if one relaxes this elasticity assumption and allows the supply of
capital to involve increasing costs ðas captured by q 5 qðkÞÞ, then raising the
minimum wage will increase the returns to capital ðand profitsÞ. When high-wage
households have responsive labor supply, a rise in the minimum wage induces an
increase in the hours worked by these households ðsee ½A20Þ, and capital inputs
must rise to accommodate increased production of the high-wage good. Relationship ðA19Þ shows that dh=dq ðand dk=dqÞ declines as the marginal costs of
capital ðq 0 0 > 0Þ increase. The impact on the demand for yh is formally ambiguous
according to relationship ðA18Þ because of the contribution of capital returns to
the income of high-wage households. However, this is not the case for the demands y, and yn, which unambiguously decline according to relationships ðA21Þ
and ðA22Þ as the marginal costs of capital q 0 0 increases.
Loss of employment will occur for low-wage labor when the production technology allows for flexible factor substitution among inputs, and this will be true
even with perfectly inelastic demands for goods produced by low-wage workers.
Without the fixed-coefficient production technology, a rise in the minimum wage
would induce substitution of other factors of production against low-wage labor
in the GE specification presented above.
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Relaxing the perfect inelasticity of the demands for low-wage goods invokes
operation of the MRS relationships Sh, S,, and R n characterized by relationships
ðA7Þ along with equilibrium conditions ðA9Þ for all consumer groups. Conventional demand income and substitution effects apply. High-wage and nonworking households will substitute against the low-wage good in response to its higher
price, contributing to a decline in its aggregate demand. This effect also operates
for low-wage workers, but the increase in their wages more than compensates for
the rise in higher prices given the production technologies maintained in this
GE framework. The impact on their labor supply depends on the familiar forces
determining whether workers exhibit backward-bending labor supply. Given
these counterbalancing forces, the overall impact in this GE setting will depend
on the size of these net effects and the share of low-wage households in the economy. Because the fixed-coefficient production technology requires the hours of
work of low-wage workers and the goods produced by this labor to remain in fixed
proportions, an overall decline in the demand for low-wage goods would necessarily translate into a loss of employment for minimum wage workers.
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Introduction
For decades, economists have studied the effects of the minimum wage on employees
in the United States. These studies have largely focused on the employment effects for lowskilled workers – with the principal focus on teenagers. Overall, there is some controversy
regarding whether disemployment effects exist, with some studies finding no effects, 1
although with more – and more diverse kinds of studies – finding evidence of disemployment
effects. 2
In this study, we explore the extent to which minimum wages induce substitution
away from workers whose jobs are more easily automated. For instance, employers may
substitute away from labor with technological innovations – such as supermarkets
substituting self-service checkout for cashiers, and assembly lines in manufacturing plants
substituting robotic arms for workers. At the same time, firms may hire other workers who
perform new tasks that are complementary with the new technology. For example, a firm
using more robots may hire individuals to service, troubleshoot, and maintain these new
machines. It seems reasonable to expect that the workers more likely to be replaced following
minimum wage increases are those who are low skilled, earning wages affected by increases
in the minimum wage, while workers who “tend” the machines are higher skilled. This
suggests that there is a potential for labor reallocation away from jobs that are automatable
following increases in the minimum wage, that low-skilled workers in automatable jobs are
particularly vulnerable to minimum wage increases, and that the net disemployment effects

1

See, for example, Card and Kruger (1994); Card and Kruger (2000); Dube, Lester, and Reich
(2010); Allegretto, Dube, and Reich (2011); and Addison, Blackburn, and Cotti (2012).
2
See for example Neumark and Wascher (1996); Neumark (2001); Singell and Terborg (2007);
Neumark and Wascher (2007); Thompson (2009); Sabia, Burkhauser, and Hansen (2012); Neumark,
Salas, and Wascher (2014a, 2014b); Clemens and Wither (2016); Meer and West (2015); and Powell
(2016). Neumark (2017) reviews the very recent literature, classifying the kinds of studies that find
disemployment effects and the kinds that do not.
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may be smaller than the gross effects that workers in automatable tasks experience. 3,4
We choose to focus on automation as it has been one of the dominant forces that has
threatened low-skilled jobs in the United States in recent decades (Autor and Dorn, 2013;
Autor, Dorn, and Hanson, 2015), presumably because of both technological advances and
reductions in the cost of technology that can substitute for low-skilled labor. As emphasized
by Autor and Dorn (2013) and Goos, Manning, and Salomons (2014), the hollowing out of
mid-skill occupations has been a significant channel through which automation has affected
the occupation distribution over time. However, the advancement of technology in industry
has also touched the occupations in which low-skilled individuals work. This is illustrated in
Figure 1, which shows a clear downward trend in the degree to which job tasks of low-skilled
individuals are automatable, from 1980-2015. 5 There is also evidence that this was spurred
by computerization. As shown by Autor and Dorn (2013), computerization in industry has
accelerated over the last four decades, and this technology diffused faster into areas that have
higher shares of automatable employment. Such evidence suggests, as we would expect, that
firms choose to substitute technology for workers as it becomes cheaper for them to do so.
The core idea or hypothesis underlying our analysis is that minimum wage increases
have the potential to spur the automation of low-skilled jobs, via substituting technology for
low-skilled workers. These minimum wages increases raise the price of low-skilled labor,
increasing the cost savings from this substitution. The main aim of our paper is to explore this

3

Of course, employers can respond to an increase in the minimum wage in a number of ways besides
culling jobs. Other channels of adjustment that have been explored in the minimum wage literature
include changes in hours – where the empirical evidence is mixed (see Neumark and Washer, 2008, p.
78), job amenities (see Simon and Kaestner, 2004), prices (see Aaronson, 2001; Aaronson, French,
and MacDonald, 2008; Lemos, 2008; and MaCurdy, 2015), and compression of wage differentials
(see DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux, 1996; and Autor, Manning, and Smith, 2016).
4
In a recent paper, Basker et al. (2017) explore a different kind of substitution of technology for labor
(at least, the firm’s labor) that can occur in response to a higher minimum wage – namely, substitution
of a customer’s labor for a worker’s labor (in, e.g., a self-service gas station, or using a bank ATM).
They suggest that this kind substitution may occur when low-skilled labor becomes expensive and
technology enables labor replacement in tasks that are not easy to automate.
5
Figure 1 is based on a measure of “routine task intensity” (RTI) discussed below (see equation (1)).
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hypothesis, and in so doing to provide a richer understanding of how minimum wage policies
have been shaping the type of employment held in the United States, within industries, and
for particular demographic and skill groups.
Specifically, we first assess whether the share of employment that is automatable
declines in response to minimum wage increases. We focus on jobs that tend to be held by
low-skilled workers, given that these are the jobs for which labor costs increase the most in
relative terms following a minimum wage increase, which can prompt firms to substitute
from people (low-skilled ones, in particular) towards machines. We complement our analyses
of how the share of employment in automatable jobs responds to minimum wage increases
with analyses of employment impacts for individual workers, estimating whether the
probability that a low-skilled individual working in an automatable loses their job is larger
following a minimum wage increase. We also explore other impacts on low-skilled workers,
as well as whether job opportunities improve for higher-skilled workers in the industries
where a high share of low-skilled employed was in automatable jobs.
Our analysis is related to concurrent research by Aaronson and Phelan (forthcoming),
who, for the period 1999-2009, analyze the susceptibility of low-wage employment to
technological substitution in the short run. Specifically, they focus on regressions that model
the probability of being employed within the next two years against measures of the task
content in an individual’s current job. They find that minimum wage increases lead to job
losses for cognitively-routine jobs, but not manually-routine or non-routine jobs. Their study
provides some evidence that firms may automate routine jobs in response to a minimum
wage increase, reducing employment opportunities for workers in routine jobs.
Our study contributes beyond this analysis in a number of ways. First, while
Aaronson and Phelan (2017) are concerned with an average individual’s job loss, we focus on
quantifying how shares in the employment of automatable tasks change following a
minimum wage change, to provide more evidence on how the task composition of the
3

workforce is affected. Second, we expect that automation is a viable and likely substitute for
certain types of low-skilled jobs, and therefore also certain types of low-skilled labor,
implying that average effects may mask significant heterogeneity. We therefore attempt to
provide a fuller picture of labor market adjustments across industries and a variety of
demographic groups, which can uncover these important differential responses. As discussed
below, this if of particular interest with respect to the broader minimum wage literature.
Third, for those who lose their jobs to automation following a minimum wage
increase, we expect that the risk of not being able to find a similar job is greater for some
groups as compared to others, and that an inability to do so has longer-term adverse
consequences for earnings (and re-employment). Hence, we also analyze the effects of
minimum wage increases on whether particular types of low-skilled individuals working in
automatable jobs are more or less likely to stay in the same “job” (narrow occupation and
broad industry) following a minimum wage increase. Finally, we extend the analysis to cover
more outcomes for low-skilled workers, and to assess effects on higher-skilled workers.
Together, our analyses provide the first evidence on how the shares of automatable
jobs change following a minimum wage increase, and on the effects of minimum wages on
groups that are very often ignored in the minimum wage literature, such as effects on older
less-skilled workers who are in jobs where it is easier to replace people with machines.
Our work is timely given that many U.S. states have continued to regularly raise their
minimum wages, and a large number of additional states have newly implemented minimum
wage laws (all higher than the federal minimum wage), with a number of states now indexing
their minimum wages. As of January 7, 2017, 30 states (including the District of Columbia)
had a minimum wage higher than the federal minimum wage of $7.25, ranging as high as $11
in Washington State, and $11.50 in the District of Columbia. 6 Moreover, many U.S. cities

6

See https://www.dol.gov/whd/minwage/america.htm (viewed February 1, 2017).
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have implemented minimum wages, with the minimum wage in Seattle (and nearby Sea-Tac)
already reaching $15. Policy debate regarding these increases frequently references the
literature on disemployment effects discussed above (a literature from which advocates on
either side can pick evidence to support their view). But this literature largely focuses on
teenagers, for whom employment effects are either irrelevant, or at best very tangentially
related, to the more important policy question of whether higher minimum wages help lowincome families. If employment changes in response to higher minimum wages mask larger
gross effects for subgroups of low-skilled workers in automatable tasks – and in particular
subgroups ignored in the existing minimum wage literature – then the reliance of
policymakers on evidence for teenagers may be ignoring potentially adverse effects for older
workers more likely to be major contributors to their families’ incomes.
Our empirical analysis draws on CPS data from 1980-2015. We distinguish between
occupations that are intensive in automatable tasks by drawing on definitions provided in
Autor and Dorn (2013) and Autor et al. (2015). We calculate for each industry within each
state-year cell an automatable employment share. 7 The core of our analysis links these
measures to changes in the relevant minimum wage.
Overall, we find that increasing the minimum wage decreases significantly the share
of automatable employment held by low-skilled workers. Our estimates suggest that the
elasticity of this share with respect to the minimum wage is −0.10. However, these average
effects mask significant heterogeneity by industry and by demographic group. In particular,
there are large effects on the shares of automatable employment in manufacturing, where we
estimate an elasticity of −0.18). Within manufacturing, the share of older workers in
automatable employment declines most sharply, and the share of workers in automatable
employment also declines sharply for women and blacks.

7

We actually distinguish between urban and non-urban areas within each state.
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Our analysis at the individual level draws many similar conclusions. We find that a
significant number of individuals who were previously in automatable employment are
nonemployed in the period following a minimum wage increase. These effects are relatively
larger for individuals employed in manufacturing, and are larger for the oldest and youngest
workers, for females and for blacks. Overall, this analysis points to important heterogeneity
in the employment effects of minimum wages – including some potentially positive effects
for higher-skilled workers in jobs where the minimum wage spurs substitution away from
low-skilled workers in automatable jobs. Moreover, our evidence highlights potentially
adverse consequences of higher minimum wages for groups of workers that have not
typically been considered in the extensive research literature on the employment effects of
minimum wages. Thus, a main message from our work is that groups often ignored in the
minimum wage literature are in fact quite vulnerable to employment changes and job loss
because of automation following a minimum wage increase.
Analysis of Shares of Employment in Automatable Jobs
Methods
Most of our analysis focuses on low-skilled individuals, who we define as having a
high school diploma equivalent or less. We use data from Autor and Dorn (2013) and Autor
et al. (2015) to measure routine task intensity (RTI) in jobs held by low-skilled workers.
These authors use RTI as a proxy for determining the degree to which the tasks within an
occupation are automatable. In particular, routine task intensity in each three-digit
occupation is defined as follows:
RTIk = ln(TkR) − ln(TkM) − ln(TkA)

(1)

where TkR, TkM, and TkA are the levels of routine, manual, and abstract task inputs for
occupation k. 8 Routine tasks involve a repeated sequence of actions, are easily codifiable, and

8

These levels are defined using variables from versions of the Dictionary of Occupation Titles, where
incumbents are asked to grade the level of their occupation with respect to particular attributes.
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are therefore substitutable with technology. In contrast, manual tasks require actions that are
not generally predictable in sequence, so substitution with technology is limited.
To provide some examples, blue-collar jobs that are highly routine include machinists
and typesetters. Jobs with low routine task intensity include bus driving and service station
occupations. Blue-collar jobs that are classified as high on manual task intensity include taxi
drivers, operating agents of construction equipment, and drivers of heavy vehicles, while
meat cutters and upholsterers are low on this domain. Abstract tasks require high-level
thinking that is more complementary with technology (Autor, 2013). Examples of low-skilled
jobs that are high on abstract task intensity include supervisors of motor vehicle
transportation, railroad conductors, and production foremen. Jobs that are low on abstract
task intensity are garbage collectors, parking lot attendants, and packers. Thus, equation (1) is
increasing in the absolute and relative quantity of tasks that are automatable within
occupation k.
We further calculate for each industry i, within each area a (defined as states divided
into urban and nonurban areas), in year t, a routine employment share, as follows:
.

(2)

In equation (2), Liat is equal to total employment in industry i in area a at time t. 1[.] is
an indicator function equal to one if an occupation is in the top third of the employmentweighted distribution of RTI across occupations (RTIP66 denotes the 66th percentile), using
only low-skilled workers. The numerator is then the share of automatable low-skill
employment in a particular industry, area, and year, and the denominator is total low-skilled
employment in that industry, area, and year.
Our analysis initially focuses on the following specification:
RSHiat= b1Log(MWst )+ Aa γ + Tt λ+ εiat ,
where MWst denotes the minimum wage in state s at time t. We use the log of minimum
7

(3)

wages following the literature on minimum wages in the last decade or more. Equation (3)
also includes area (Aa) and year (Tt), fixed effects. Area is defined as state-specific dummy
variables interacted with whether the individual lives in an urban area or not. Negative and
significant estimates of b1 would imply that the share of employment that is automatable
declines in response to minimum wage increases. 9
We next turn to disaggregating these effects across industries and demographic
groups, to see whether there are sectors or groups particularly vulnerable to automation in
response to minimum wage increases. In other work, differential patterns of task reallocation
have been documented across demographic groups. For example, less-educated, male, and
young workers have been the most susceptible to reductions in employment that is intensive
in routine tasks (Autor and Dorn, 2013; Autor and Dorn, 2009). We therefore focus on
differences in effects by age and sex, and we also examine differences by race. 10 Specifically,
for race we look at whites and blacks (we do not look at other categories given small cell
sizes), and for age we look at those aged 40 and over, those aged 25 or younger, and the
intermediate group aged 26-39.
To unpack the impact of minimum wage increases by age, sex, and race, we use
measures of task intensity for each subgroup (indexed by c), as follows:
. 11

(4)

In this case the numerator is the share of automatable employment held by a subgroup

9

We also augmented equation (3) adding up to three lags of the minimum wage variable. The
inclusion of lags allows for a period of adjustment to reorganize the factors of production away from
labor and towards capital investments in technology (and perhaps other complementary labor). In all
models, the lags were not significant, suggesting that investment in technology is relatively fast. As
we discuss later, however, the minimum wage is defined based on the average minimum wage in the
current and past 11 months, itself averaged over the year, so that the absence of lagged effects still
allows effects that can arise over nearly two years.
10
The minimum wage literature also has many of examples of papers that consider variation in
employment effects across subgroups – for example, gender (Dube, Lester, and Reich, 2016), age
(Giuliano, 2012), and ethnicity (Allegretto, Dube, and Reich, 2011).
11
RTIk and RTIP66 are computed, as before, for all low-skilled workers.
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in a specific industry, area, and year, and the denominator is total employment of a subgroup
by industry, area, and year. We estimate equation (3) for the separate subgroups, indexed by
c, using RSH as defined in equation (4).
There are two main sources of tasks that are routine intensive. The first are tasks
found in blue-collar manufacturing occupations that are also capital intensive. For example,
automobiles are most often produced using conveyor belts. Workers perform tasks within this
assembly line, which are routine and substitutable with robotic arms. The second is codifiable
administrative-support tasks that are typical to the inputs required in the financial services
industries, among others (Autor and Dorn, 2013; Autor et al., 2015). The variation across
industries in the proportion of individuals that are working in automatable employment,
among low-skilled workers, is reported in column (1) of Table 1. Finance, retail,
manufacturing, and public administration (“P. Adm.”) have particularly high shares of lowskilled workers doing automatable tasks.
We expect the minimum wage to change the share of employment in automatable
tasks in differing degrees for particular industries. The impact directly relates to how
dominant an automatable task type is among low-skilled in the industry in question, and the
ease and cost of automating tasks. To uncover whether there are differential effects by
industry we estimate equation (3) separately by one-digit industry, in the aggregate (using
RSH as defined in equation (2)), and by demographic group (using RSH as defined in
equation (4)).
Data
Our main data source for the analysis of employment shares is pooled monthly CPS
samples from 1980-2015. These data are matched to monthly state-level data on the
minimum wage. 12 We allow for a period of adjustment by defining the minimum wage as the

12

These minimum wage data are available at https://www.socsci.uci.edu/~dneumark/datasets.html.
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average over the current month plus the last 11 months. In addition, we do not include
agriculture and mining in our subgroup analysis by industry, as we cannot meaningfully or
reliably calculate RSHiat in many states or areas with a low representation of these industries.
We then create our share of employment variable on a yearly basis. 13
We rely on crosswalks provided by Autor and Dorn (2013) and Dorn (2009) to
convert occupation codes in the CPS to a consistent coding system across years. 14 RTI,
described in equation (1), is provided by Autor and Dorn (2013) and is matched to the CPS
data using this coding system. As noted earlier, we use data on low-skilled individuals with a
high school diploma equivalent or less.
Individual-Level Analysis
Methods
Even if the share of automatable jobs declines for low-skilled workers (per the prior
analysis), employment opportunities need not decline if these workers are reallocated to nonautomatable jobs. We therefore also estimate regressions using individual-level data on lowskilled individuals to explore whether job prospects worsen for those low-skilled workers
who were in routine jobs when the minimum wage increases. Specifically, we estimate the
model:
Empjiai+1=b1·RSHjiat·Log(MWat)+ b2RSHjiat +Tt·Asλ + εjiat

,

(5)

where Emp is the probability that the jth person is employed in industry i, area a, at time t+1.
It is assigned zero if a person was nonemployed in t+1. The sample consists of those
employed in period t, and either employed or nonemployed (i.e., unemployed or not in the
labor force) in period t+1.

13

This choice is made for statistical reasons given that cell sizes are too small for accurate calculation
of RSHiat on a monthly basis, especially for some industries and demographic groups. This level of
analysis is also more intuitive given that automation requires some period of adjustment.
14
Specifically, we follow Lordan and Pischke (2016) and match the currently relevant Census
occupation code system (1980, 1990, 2000 or 2010) to the relevant Autor and Dorn crosswalk. This
gives us a consistent coding system that can be matched directly to our measure of automatable tasks.
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Equation (5) relates this job loss to workers having held a routine job in period t, and
faced a minimum wage increase, with the coefficient b1 on the interaction RSHjiat·Log(MWat )
capturing whether a person in automatable work is more vulnerable to job loss following a
minimum wage increase, compared to those not in automatable work. Note that the minimum
wage and the routine share (RSH) are measured in period t, and the employment transition is
measured from period t to period t+1. 15 All control variables are also measured at time t. We
can only look at those initially employed because we need to classify jobs by RTI; hence, we
capture only flows out of employment. 16
Equation (5) also includes a full set of area-by-year interactions (where area is defined
by state and urban or nonurban areas within states), to allow flexibly for differential yearly
shocks to states and subareas of states. 17 Given the inclusion of the area-by-year interactions,
the main effect Log(MWst) drops out of the equation, and identification of the coefficient on
the interaction comes from variation in the availability of automatable jobs within areas
across time. 18
All other definitions are consistent with equations (1) through (4). If individuals
working in automatable jobs at the time of a minimum wage increase are more likely to lose

15

One might want to measure RSH prior to when the minimum wage is measured, to avoid
contemporaneous changes associated with the minimum wage. But we do not have longer lagged
information on employment with which to lag the measurement of RSH.
16
We cannot investigate models with lags or additional leads as we do not know where the individual
was working beyond two periods.
17
We cannot allow this much flexibility in the share analysis because this is the level at which the
minimum wage variation arises in that analysis. In contrast, here we can because we are interested in
the effect of the interaction between RSH and the minimum wage.
18
We cannot meaningfully document the overall effect of minimum wages on wages of those in
automatable work, since this would restrict us only to those who are employed in both periods, and
because the main effect of the minimum wage is subsumed in the fixed effects. Moreover, we do not
necessarily expect a larger wage effect for those in automatable work; the substitution response may
simply be larger. We did verify that in models for wages, the estimate of b1 is negative and significant.
Assuming (as in past work) that minimum wages on average raise wages of low-skill workers, this
suggests that the pay increase induced by a higher minimum wage for those in automatable work is
not as high as for those in non-automatable work, which fits the story that automation reduces demand
for those in automatable tasks and may increase demand for workers with different (and likely higher)
skills.
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jobs by the next period, compared to individuals affected by the same minimum wage
increase but who are in jobs that are not automatable, we would expect the coefficient on b1
to be negative. As in the share analysis, we explore heterogeneity in b1 by estimating
equation (5) separately by industry and by demographic subgroup.
We complement these regressions with analyses that consider a dependent variable
that equals one if an individual had the same narrow occupation code (3-digit) and broad
industry code (1-digit) in the interview year, and zero otherwise (including both the
nonemployed and “job” switchers). In these analyses, b1 < 0 would reflect transitions to other
employment or to nonemployment – with the former presumably reflecting, to some extent,
movements of out of employment in automatable tasks following a minimum wage increase.
Data
We estimate equation (5) using data from the Annual Social and Economic
Supplement (ASEC) of the CPS. We focus only on individuals with a high school diploma
equivalent or less, as in our shares analysis. The ASEC files are useful for our purposes
because they include information on the occupation and industry of the job held by
respondents in the previous year, which is period t in the analysis described above. Thus,
RSH is based on this occupation. Columns (2) and (3) of Table 1 report the average
probabilities that employed, low-skilled workers in automatable jobs remain employed, or in
the same “jobs” (for those who remain in the labor force).
Identification
A potential issue in estimating the effects of minimum wages is whether minimum
wage variation is correlated with shocks to low-skill labor markets – possibly due to
endogenous policy – in which case we may not identify causal effects of minimum wages.
This issue has arisen prominently in recent exchanges on the employment effects of
minimum wages; see, most recently, Allegretto, Dube, and Reich (2017) and Neumark and
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Wascher (2017). 19 However, we are estimating effects on a subgroup of low-skilled workers,
and it seems less plausible that policy is chosen endogenously with respect to outcomes for
one subgroup of low-skilled workers. Moreover, our individual-level analysis is even more
insulated from this identification issue, because we control in an unrestricted fashion for
yearly shocks to states, and their urban and nonurban areas separately. This approach of
isolating the effects of minimum wages controlling for state or substate shocks has been
advocated by Allegretto et al. (2011) and Dube et al. (2010). While this approach may raise
other concerns (see Neumark et al., 2014a), it does have the virtue of potentially controlling
for shocks to low-skilled labor markets that are correlated with minimum wage changes.
Finally, evidence of leading minimum wage effects could provide evidence that
minimum wage changes respond to expected future changes, in which case our evidence may
not be causal. We can assess this evidence for our share analysis, which is based on a panel
on observations on areas and industries over time. We estimated versions of equation (3)
allowing up to three annual leading terms; these were never statistically significant, and were
centered around zero.
Results
Effects on Employment Shares
The results from our share of employment analyses (equation (3)) are reported in
Table 2. In the aggregate across all industries, as shown in column (1), we find that minimum
wage increases cause a statistically significant reallocation of labour away from automatable
tasks. We find that a 10 percent increase in the minimum wage leads to a 0.31 percentage
point decrease in the share of automatable jobs done by low-skilled workers, implying an

19

Recent work by Clemens and Wither (2015) and Baskaya and Rubinstein (2012) indicates that, if
anything, the employment effects are more negative when accounting for correlated shocks,
suggesting that policy variation is correlated with positive shocks.
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elasticity of −0.10. 20
When we look separately by industry, the estimated effects in construction,
wholesale, retail, finance, and public administration are small, centered around zero, and not
statistically significant. In contrast, the effects are larger for manufacturing, transport, and
services, and significant at the 5- or 10-percent level for manufacturing and transport. For
example, the estimates imply that the elasticity of the share of automatable jobs among lowskilled workers in manufacturing with respect to the minimum wage is −0.18.
Table 3 presents our analysis of the effects of the minimum wage on the share of
employment in automatable jobs, broken down by demographic group and (in columns (2)(9) by industry. The estimates point to significant heterogeneity in these effects beyond the
differences by industry documented in Table 2. For example, a higher minimum wage
significantly reduces the shares of low-skilled workers in automatable jobs for all three age
groups (only at the 10-percent level in two cases), but the magnitudes are larger for the
youngest and oldest workers. Looking by both age and industry, for older workers (≥ 40
years old) the negative effect mainly arises in manufacturing, retail, and public
administration, while for younger workers (< 25 years old) the effects are large in many
sectors, but the estimate is close to zero in manufacturing, and statistically significant only in
services. For the middle age group (26-39) there is sizable estimated decline in
manufacturing, but it is well under one-half the effect for older workers. Thus, older workers
appear more vulnerable to substitution away from automatable jobs in manufacturing when
the minimum wage increases. Moreover, the general adverse effect of the minimum wage for
older jobs in automatable jobs is interesting in light of the typical focus of the minimum wage
literature – and the evidence of disemployment effects – for very young workers.
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We do not include industry fixed effects in the pooled estimates, so that we can detect changes in
the share of employment in automatable jobs arising from industry reallocation. However, the
estimates including industry fixed effects were very similar.
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On average, females are affected more adversely than males: in the aggregate
estimates in column (1), the negative estimate is negative and significant only for females,
and is ten times larger, indicating that, for females, 10 percent increase in the minimum wage
reduces the share of automatable jobs (among the low-skilled) by 0.78 percentage point (an
elasticity of −1.53). Across industries, these negative effects for females are concentrated in
manufacturing, services, and public administration. For males, none of the industry-specific
estimates are statistically significant, but the estimated effects are negative and sizable for
manufacturing and retail.
Table 3 also points to more adverse effects on the share in automatable employment
for blacks than for whites, with the effect more than double for blacks. 21 However, the effects
are heterogeneous across industries. There are sizable adverse estimated effects for whites in
manufacturing, transport, services, and public administration, although only the transport
estimate is statistically significant. For blacks, there are much larger, and statistically
significant, decreases in automatable shares in manufacturing and transport. 22
Effects on Remaining Employed 23
The evidence discussed thus far indicates that higher minimum wages lead to
substitution away from labor doing routine tasks, among low-skilled workers. However, the

The implied elasticities −0.22 and −0.10 respectively.
We have run the state-level results in Table 2 and 3 with state-specific linear trends. The point
estimates are generally consistent with what is reported in Tables 2 and 3 (results available upon
request), although the increases in standard errors tend to make the estimated effect insignificant
(although not always). In our view, the value of this kind of specification check is sometimes
overstated. For example, over long sample periods, the linear restriction is typically unjustified, and
linear trends imposed over long periods can lead to nonsensical results (like outcomes that must be
positive becoming negative). Moreover, we can largely end up substantially reducing the identifying
information. Finally, note that in the individual-level analysis we are able to add state-by-urban-byyear fixed effects, which completely subsume any area-specific trends (which are just restricted
versions of arbitrary state-by-year fixed effects). This is an important advantage of the individuallevel analysis.
23
As in the employment shares analysis, we focus here on a dummy indicating whether or not a
person is in automatable employment. Appendix B reports similar analyses to those in this subsection,
but using a continuous measure of RTI. The overall conclusions are generally qualitatively similar and
in some cases stronger.
21
22
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decline in the share of employment in automatable tasks may be accompanied by reallocation
of these low-skilled workers to less routine, less automatable tasks. Still, it seems unlikely
that job prospects would not have worsened for low-skilled workers in the aggregate,
assuming that to some extent jobs with less routine, less automatable tasks are higher skilled.
To study whether a higher minimum wage increases transitions to nonemployment
among low-skilled workers who were in jobs with routine tasks, Table 4 reports estimates of
equation (5), which models the effects of minimum wage increases on the probability a
particular individual who holds an automatable job is still employed in the next period.
Overall, we find evidence indicating that the negative effects on employment shares
in automatable jobs reported in Tables 2 and 3 are associated with job loss and transitions to
nonemployment among low-skilled workers who were initially doing automatable jobs.
Looking across industries in the pooled estimates in column (1), we find evidence (significant
at the 10-percent level) of a decline in the probability of remaining employed – and hence an
increase in the probability of becoming nonemployed. The −0.001 estimate translates into a
small elasticity of the probability of a transition to nonemployment with respect to the
minimum wage, −0.013. 24 Examining the results by industry, there is some correspondence
between the results in Table 4 and Table 2. For example, the decline in the probability of
remaining employed is large in manufacturing, and is sizable (and significant at the 10percent level) for services. Of course, we do not necessarily expect a tight correspondence
between the two types of results across industries, as the possibilities for reallocation lowskilled workers from automatable jobs may vary by industry. There appears to be a tighter
correspondence between the results by demographic group, with the evidence in Table 4
pointing stronger effects on job loss for younger workers and black workers.
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In computing these elasticities for the estimates of equation (5), note that we use the baseline
proportion who become nonemployed (or, in Table 5, change jobs); these are one minus the types of
mean probabilities shown in columns (2) and (3) of Table 1.
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In Table 4, the estimates in columns (2)-(9) for the second row and below report
results disaggregating by both industry and demographic group. One interesting results is
that, in manufacturing, there are adverse employment effects for both the oldest and youngest
groups of workers in automatable jobs, with implied declines in the probability of
employment, from a 10 percent minimum wage increase, of 0.25 and 0.22 percentage point,
respectively. The implied elasticities of the probability of becoming nonemployed are −0.28
for older workers in manufacturing, and −0.17 for younger workers in manufacturing. Again,
this evidence points to subsets of workers who are not typically considered in the minimum
wage literature, yet who are vulnerable to job loss from higher minimum wages. Note, also,
that within manufacturing, the adverse effect on employment arises for women, but not for
men, and there is statistically significant evidence of job loss for whites, but not blacks
(although the point estimate is larger for blacks). On the other hand, looking by industry, the
estimates point to larger job loss effects for blacks in transport, wholesale, retail, finance, and
services (although the estimates for the latter two industries fall well short of statistical
significance).
Effects on Job Switching
Table 5 reports estimates of the same specification, but redefining the dependent
variable to equal to one if an individual stayed in the same “job” in the subsequent period,
and zero otherwise. A person is defined as being in the same job in t+1 if they have the same
3-digit occupation code and 1-digit industry code. As in Table 4, the sample is restricted to
those employed in period t; in addition, those employed must have valid occupation codes.
Thus, the estimated effect of the minimum wage-routine interaction captures the change in
job opportunities in the worker’s initial occupation and broad industry, with a “decline”
captured in either non-employment or a change of jobs.
Overall, there are many additional larger, significant, and negative effects reported in
Table 5, suggesting that higher minimum wages lead to a good deal of job switching among
17

low-skilled workers in automatable jobs, in addition to transitions to nonemployment; this job
switching is presumably another cost of higher minimum wages for these workers. In
addition, the evidence of such effects within industries suggests there is substantial reallocation of labor within industries because of the minimum wage increase.
Turning to some specific magnitudes, the overall pooled estimate of −0.0213 implies
an elasticity, with respect to the minimum wage, of the probability of changing or losing
one’s job of −0.15. Across industries, the effect is negative and significant in manufacturing,
transport, wholesale, finance, services, and public administration. The estimate is positive
only in retail. By demographic group, the adverse effects are, as in Table 5, larger for the
youngest and oldest workers. Interestingly, once we include job switching as well as
transitions to nonemployment, as we do in Table 5, the evidence of adverse effects for white
workers becomes more pronounced, and arises in every industry but retail. In contrast, when
we looked only at transitions to nonemployment, in Table 4, the evidence of adverse effects
for whites was much weaker. This, again, suggests that negative effects of minimum wages
for low-skill workers in automatable jobs arise for groups that have not been the focus of
traditional work on the employment effects of minimum wages.
Transitions to Low-Wage Industries
A natural follow-on question is whether individuals who are in automatable
employment who switch jobs because of minimum wage increases are more likely to end up
in specific industries. Autor and Dorn (2013) argue that workers displaced from automatable
jobs tend to move to the retail and services sectors. To explore the evidence in the context of
minimum wage effects, we can re-estimate equation (5). We restrict the sample to those
employed in period t, as before, but also to those employed only in industries aside from
retail or services. We then define the dependent variable to equal one if a person moves to
retail or services industry in t+1, and zero if they remain employed in an industry outside
these two sectors; in the top panel, those nonemployed in period t+1 are also coded as zero.
18

Thus, b1 > 0 in equation (5) (the coefficient on the interaction RSHjiat·Log(MWat )) implies
that a higher minimum wage pushes low-skilled workers who were in automatable jobs into
the retail or services sectors. The results reported in Table 6 indicate that this is the case for
both retail and services – whether considered separately or together.
Hours Effects
Our analysis so far has focused on employment. However, there is also a potential for
hours in automatable work to decrease following a minimum wage increase. We consider
hours explicitly by re-estimating equation (3) using as the dependent variable the share of
hours worked among low-skilled workers in automatable employment. We also re-estimate a
version of equation (5), for the difference between an individual’s usual hours worked in year
t+1 and year t. In this case, we focus only on those who are employed in the two periods,
with positive hours worked, to focus on the intensive margin response.
The results of this analysis to some extent parallel the employment share results in
Table 3 and the employment transition results in Table 4. The pooled estimates in the top
panel of Table 7 imply that a minimum wage increase of $1 causes a 0.15 percentage point
decrease in the share of hours in automatable jobs done by low-skilled workers overall (an
elasticity of −0.05), although this estimate is not statistically significant. However, as for
employment, there is a much larger negative effect in manufacturing. We also find larger
hours share reductions for women and for blacks, paralleling the findings in Table 3, and
large hours share reductions for older workers.
The individual-level analysis is reported in the lower Panel of Table 7. The data for
both periods are recalled in the same interview period. The samples are smaller than in table
4 because it only includes individuals who kept their jobs between the two periods. There is
also loss due to non-response on the “hours worked last year” question. The estimates
suggest significant decreases in hours worked for those initially in automatable jobs
following a minimum wage increase. Based on the pooled estimate, a 10 percent increase in
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the minimum wage generates a 0.16 decrease in hours worked for low-skilled individuals
who held an automatable job in the previous period – a small but statistically significant
effect. The estimated decline is negative, typically larger, and statistically significant in
construction, manufacturing, transport, wholesale, finance, services, and public
administration (in the last case only at the 10-percent level). Overall, the results indicate that
those in automatable low-skilled work are vulnerable to hours reductions following a
minimum wage increase. Across demographic groups, the estimated coefficients are mostly
significant and negative. The estimated hours reductions are larger for older workers and the
middle age group, for males versus females, and for whites versus blacks.
Are the Effects Stronger in More Recent Data?
It is interesting to re-estimate these models using a shorter, more recent time period,
at the risk of losing observations, given that the move towards automation has likely
accelerated over time, as technology has been getting cheaper, and labor more expensive. To
this end, in Table 8 we report estimates covering 1995-2016, rather than going back to 1980.
(We do not report estimates by industry crossed with demographic subgroups.) Comparisons
with Tables 2-5 reveal that the overall estimates are generally stronger in the more recent
subperiod. This suggests that the substitution response to minimum wages was higher in
more recent years, likely because of increased ease of automation (and perhaps minimum
wages reaching higher levels).
Moreover, the qualitative pattern across industries and demographic groups often
remains similar, although not always. For example, we still find large negative estimates for
manufacturing and transport, although the manufacturing estimate is attenuated slightly
relative to Table 2. One difference is that in Table 8, there is a considerably larger negative
estimated effect for public administration (marginally significant), which could be related to
more recent diffusion of personal computers into this industry.
Looking at demographic subgroups, one striking difference is the sharper adverse
20

effect of minimum wages on remaining employed (or employed in the same job) for older
workers. This estimated negative effect is largest for older workers in Table 8 (in both the
middle and lower panels), but not in Tables 4 or 5. The implication is that, in more recent
years, the adverse effect of minimum wages on employment for those in automatable jobs has
become relatively worse for older workers, which could reflect a combination of a lower
likelihood of retaining a job in the automatable subset of jobs, or a lower ability or
willingness to make a transition to a non-automatable job.
One potential concern with comparing results across sample periods is that who gets
only a high school diploma or less is changing over time, with people achieving higher levels
of education in more recent years. Therefore, there is a risk that negative selection into our
definition of the low-skilled also partially explains the strengthening of the results in the most
recent time period. However, the most important concern would be if this selection is
associated with changes in the minimum wage; based on other research, we regard this as
unlikely. 25
Probing the Effects in Manufacturing
Returning to Tables 3-5, many of our results by industry point to declines in the share
of automatable jobs, and increased job loss, in manufacturing. These types of findings are
unusual in the minimum wage literature, which usually focuses on very low-skilled workers
(hence the emphasis on teenagers, for example, and retail or restaurant workers). Then again,
our analysis does not focus on manufacturing in the aggregate, but on low-skilled workers in
automatable jobs. Nonetheless, if the effects we estimate in manufacturing are in fact driven
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Some past research suggests that minimum wages may lower schooling, possibly by drawing some
workers out of school and into full-time work, displacing from the job market high school dropouts
who are already working (Neumark and Nizalova, 2007; Neumark and Wascher, 2003). Newer work,
however, finds little evidence of such an effect (Neumark and Shupe, in progress). Note also that
many of our interesting and in some ways novel results refer to workers who – unlike much past
minimum wage research – are not teenagers or young adults, for whom any such schooling response
is likely to be largely non-existent.
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by minimum wage increases, they should be generated from low-wage rather than high-wage
workers.
To that end, we estimate our key results for higher-wage and lower-wage workers in
the manufacturing industry, based on wages in occupations within manufacturing. For each
low-skill occupation within manufacturing, 26 we compute average wages from the 1980-2016
Merged Outgoing Rotation Groups of the CPS. The low-wage subsample is then defined as
the bottom tertile of occupations in this distribution, and the high-wage subsample as the top
tertile. These definitions are then matched to the data used for the analyses in Tables 3-5, and
we estimate equations (3) and (5) separately for the two sub-samples. Examples of
occupations that fall into the high-wage and low-wage categories under this definition are
given in Table 9. Those occupations classified as low wage are typically machine operators
of some description; in contrast, high wage earners more commonly maintain and install
machinery. Notably, those in these low-wage occupations in the bottom tertile regularly earn
wages at or near the minimum wage.
The estimates in Table 10 are strongly consistent with the adverse effects of minimum
wages on the share of employment in automatable jobs in manufacturing arising from lowwage jobs. Specifically, the coefficient estimates for the high-wage regressions are small,
almost never statistically significant, and centered around zero. In contrast, the coefficients in
the models for low-wage jobs are uniformly negative, and often sizable and statistically
significant. For example, the pooled estimates for low-wage occupations are negative and
statistically significant in all three panels, as are the estimates for older workers for the share
of employment and the probability of remaining employed (the middle panel). The only case
where the evidence of adverse effects for low-wage workers in manufacturing is statistically
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We calculate the proportion of low-skilled workers in each occupation. Those with shares greater
than 0.5 are defined as being low-skilled occupations.
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weak is in the lower panel, for the probability that workers who are in automatable
employment hold the same job in the next period; the estimates are always negative, but only
the pooled estimate is statistically significant. 27
Effects on Higher-skilled Workers
We might expect that as the minimum wage reduces jobs for low-skilled workers in
automatable jobs, it could also increase jobs for higher-skilled workers who “tend” the
machines. For instance, going back to our manufacturing analysis, operators can be replaced
with robotic arms, but the robotic arms need maintenance and troubleshooting.
We explore this in Table 11. We estimate the same specification as in equation (5),
with the only difference being that we define the dependent variable (and hence the sample)
for higher-skilled workers). We continue to define routine work for low-skilled workers, so
that we obtain a parallel analysis to the earlier analysis in Tables 4 and 5, but now asking
whether the interaction of the minimum wage with a higher share of routine work for lowskilled workers – which reduces job opportunities for them – at the same time increases job
opportunities for higher-skilled workers. The estimates in the top panel of Table 11 are for
the probability of remaining employed (as in Table 4), and the estimates in the bottom panel
are for the probability of remaining employed in the same job (as in Table 5).
The evidence indicates that job opportunities are improved for higher-skilled workers.
Nearly every estimated coefficient in Table 11 is positive, and the estimates are often sizable
and in some cases statistically significant. For example, in the top panel, we find significant
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We consider an alternative definition based on industry, in which for each low-skill sub-industry (at
the two-digit level) within manufacturing, we compute average wages from the 1980-2016 Merged
Outgoing Rotation Groups of the CPS. The low-wage sub-sample is the bottom tertile of industries in
this distribution, and the high-wage subsample is the top tertile. These definitions are again matched
to the data used for the previous analyses. The results are shown in Appendix A. Compared to Table
10, the results are quite similar. One difference is that, in this case, the is stronger statistical evidence
of adverse effects on the probability of remaining in the same job, by demographic subgroup (e.g., for
the oldest and youngest workers, and for women). estimates are often slightly attenuated, although the
overall conclusions are the same.
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positive effects for the youngest workers and those aged 26-39, and in the bottom panel we
find significant (or marginally significant) positive effects for women, and in transport,
services, and public administration. Notably, we do not find evidence of a positive effect for
older higher-skill workers in either panel, perhaps because the kinds of job opportunities
opened up by automation require skills that these older workers are less likely to have or
obtain.
Conclusions
This study empirically assesses whether there is labor reallocation away from
automatable employment following increases in the minimum wage, and how this
reallocation affects the type of employment held in the United States, overall, within
industries, and for particular demographic groups. We focus specifically on jobs that tend to
be held by low-skilled workers, for which labor costs increase the most in response to
minimum wage increases. We estimate the impact of minimum wage increases on the share
of low-skilled employment in automatable jobs, and on the probability that a low-skilled
individual working in an automatable job stays employed (or stays employed in the same
job). We explore and document considerable heterogeneity in these effects across
demographic groups, and across industries. The analysis goes beyond the types of workers
usually considered in the conventional, long-standing research on the employment effects of
minimum wages, such as teenagers – studying, for example, the effects of minimum wages
on older less-skilled workers who are in jobs where it is easier to replace people with
machines, and on manufacturing workers in such jobs.
Based on CPS data from 1980-2015, we find that increasing the minimum wage
decreases significantly the share of automatable employment held by low-skilled workers.
The average effects mask significant heterogeneity by industry and demographic group. For
example, one striking result is that the share in automatable employment declines rather
sharply for older workers – and within manufacturing, most sharply for this age group. An
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analysis of individual transitions from employment to nonemployment (or to employment in
a different job) leads to similar overall conclusions. The heterogeneous adverse effects we
document indicate that some groups typically ignored in the minimum wage literature are in
fact quite vulnerable to job loss because of automation following a minimum wage increase.
At the same time, we find that some of the adverse employment effects among low-skilled
workers in automatable jobs are offset by increased employment opportunities for higherskilled workers, likely because automation of low-skilled work creates other kinds of jobs.
Our work suggests that sharp minimum wage increases in the United States in coming
years will shape the types of jobs held by low-skilled workers, and create employment
challenges for some of them. Given data limitations, we cannot address the permanence of
the effects. However, the decision to use labor-saving technology seems likely to be
relatively permanent, especially if – as is becoming increasingly common – minimum wages
are indexed so that a minimum wage increase results in permanently higher relative costs of
low-skilled labor (Sorkin, 2015).
We have followed the definitions of automatable work as provided by Autor and Dorn
(2013). These are very useful definitions for a retrospective analysis, given that the
occupations identified as automatable are highly credible. However, in the future many more
occupations that employ low-skill workers are on track to be automated, even if they are not
currently labelled as ‘automatable.’ These include, for example, taxi drivers, 28 cashiers, 29 and
bricklayers. 30 Therefore, it is important to acknowledge that increases in minimum wage will
give incentives for firm to adopt new technologies that replace workers earlier. While these

28

For example, Uber is currently troubleshooting their driverless car.
There is increasing use of innovations in app technology that allow customers to help themselves to
the products they need, pay online and never see a cashier or checkout. This technology has already
been adopted for low-value purchases in Apple Stores and in Amazon GO (Amazon’s new grocery
store).
30
For example, Fastbrick Robotics has now developed Hadrian X – a robot that lays 1,000 standard
bricks in 60 minutes.
29
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adoptions undoubtedly lead to increased job opportunities for some workers – for which we
find some evidence – it is likely that there are workers who will be displaced that do not have
the skills to do the new tasks. We have identified workers whose vulnerability to being
replaced by machines has been amplified by minimum wage increases. Such effects may
spread to more workers in the future.
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Figure 1: Low-skilled jobs and the level of automation over time

Notes: We plot the average routine task intensity for each year, as given by equation (1). In this
figure, the routine task intensity variable is standardized to have a mean of zero and a standard
deviation of one.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for the Dependent Variables for Each Analysis

Total routine
Construction
Manufacturing
Transport
Wholesale
Retail
Finance
Services
P. Adm.
Male
Female
≥ 40 years old
26-39 years old
≤ 25 years old
White
Black

(1)
Shares of
automatable
employment
30%
5%
41%
22%
26%
40%
39%
32%
37%
19%
51%
29%
28%
31%
29%
31%

(2)
P(employed in next
period | initially in
automatable job)
0.92
0.92
0.88
0.95
0.92
0.91
0.95
0.92
0.96
0.91
0.92
0.89
0.95
0.88
0.92
0.87

(3)
P(employed in next period
in same occupation |
initially in automatable job)
0.86
0.88
0.88
0.92
0.88
0.83
0.89
0.88
0.90
0.87
0.85
0.86
0.89
0.79
0.87
0.86

(4)
Shares of
automatable
hours
29%
4%
40%
19%
25%
41%
36%
29%
35%
19%
48%
29%
28%
32%
28%
31%

(5)
Difference in
hours worked
from t to t+1
0.56
0.39
0.50
0.67
0.49
0.47
0.43
0.62
0.71
0.57
0.54
0.53
0.61
0.58
0.56
0.59

Table 2: Full Sample Estimates, Shares of Employment in Automatable Jobs
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Pooled
Construction
Manufacturing
Transport
Wholesale
Retail
Dependent Variable = Share of Automatable Employment
Log Min Wage
-0.031
0.003
-0.073
-0.052
0.025
-0.021
(0.014)
(0.018)
(0.040)
(0.025)
(0.043)
(0.023)
N
30963
3157
3157
3152
3147
3157

(7)
Finance

(8)
Services

(9)
P. Adm.

-0.002
(0.059)
3138

-0.049
(0.035)
3156

-0.013
(0.095)
3060

Notes: OLS coefficient estimates of equation (3) are reported, with standard errors in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered by state. Low-skilled workers are defined as those
who have a high school diploma equivalent or less. The share of automatable employment is based on equation (2), with data derived from Autor and Dorn (2013) and Autor et al.
(2015). A job is classified as automatable at the three-digit occupation code level. The share of automatable employment is calculated by industry, state, and year. All regressions
include area (state x urban) and year fixed effects. The minimum wage is measured in 2015 dollars (for which the average minimum wage is $6.77).

Table 3: Disaggregated Estimates, Shares of Employment in Automatable Jobs
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Pooled
Construction Manufacturing Transport
Wholesale
Retail
Finance
≥ 40 Years Old
Log Min Wage
-0.051
0.010
-0.132
-0.027
0.012
-0.073
0.049
(0.027)
(0.020)
(0.071)
(0.059)
(0.103)
(0.048)
(0.124)
N
30963
3157
3157
3152
3147
3157
3138
26-39 Years Old
Log Min Wage
-0.036
0.001
-0.051
-0.076
-0.006
-0.014
-0.015
(0.019)
(0.025)
(0.033)
(0.043)
(0.066)
(0.044)
(0.070)
N
30963
3157
3157
3152
3147
3157
3138
≤ 25 Years Old
Log Min Wage
-0.074
0.018
-0.009
-0.098
-0.125
-0.014
-0.134
(0.029)
(0.024)
(0.074)
(0.079)
(0.110)
(0.031)
(0.102)
N
30963
3157
3157
3152
3147
3157
3138
Males
Log Min Wage
0.007
-0.007
-0.046
0.006
0.042
-0.047
0.035
(0.016)
(0.006)
(0.034)
(0.022)
(0.045)
(0.038)
(0.091)
N
30963
3157
3157
3152
3147
3157
3138
Females
Log Min Wage
-0.078
0.067
-0.177
-0.090
0.011
-0.005
0.077
(0.026)
(0.083)
(0.078)
(0.074)
(0.102)
(0.030)
(0.049)
N
30963
3157
3157
3152
3147
3157
3138
White
Log Min Wage
-0.028
-0.010
-0.065
-0.071
0.030
-0.007
0.005
(0.016)
(0.020)
(0.041)
(0.033)
(0.057)
(0.033)
(0.077)
N
30963
3157
3157
3152
3141
3157
3138
Black
Log Min Wage
-0.067
0.026
-0.322
-0.316
0.080
0.139
-0.105
(0.036)
(0.044)
(0.129)
(0.112)
(0.165)
(0.117)
(0.180)
N
22800
2273
2538
2274
1891
2730
1782
Notes: See notes to Table 2.

(8)
Services

(9)
P. Adm.

0.011
(0.055)
3156

-0.239
(0.098)
3060

-0.064
(0.047)
3156

-0.097
(0.096)
3060

-0.088
(0.034)
3156

-0.113
(0.143)
3060

-0.018
(0.028)
3156

0.090
(0.072)
3060

-0.080
(0.046)
3156

-0.257
(0.100)
3060

-0.052
(0.036)
3156

-0.110
(0.106)
3150

0.035
(0.104)
2787

0.078
(0.136)
2105

Table 4: Probability of Being Employed in the Next Period, for those Initially in Automatable Job
(1)
Pooled

(2)
Construction

(3)
Manu.

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
Transport Wholesale
Retail
Finance Services P. Adm.
Full Sample
Log Min Wage -0.0010
-0.0244
-0.0048
0.0063
-0.0009
-0.0053 -0.0055 -0.0038
0.0023
x Routine
(0.0006)
(0.0101)
(0.0021)
(0.0039)
(0.0075)
(0.0042) (0.0055) (0.0021) (0.0054)
N
1070647
92826
255203
71470
38970
177495
50855
258671
45706
≥ 40 Years Old
Log Min Wage -0.0062
0.0154
-0.0251
0.0039
-0.0104
0.0002
-0.0141 -0.0014
0.0031
x Routine
(0.0017)
(0.0141)
(0.0045)
(0.0073)
(0.0093)
(0.0043) (0.0073) (0.0034) (0.0042)
N
442627
37310
113679
34030
16449
56512
22175
113640
24171
26-39 Years Old
Log Min Wage -0.0004
-0.0254
-0.0007
0.0174
-0.0037
-0.0016 -0.0164
0.0010
0.0043
x Routine
(0.0018)
(0.0162)
(0.0034)
(0.0093)
(0.0451)
(0.0073) (0.0086) (0.0053) (0.0055)
N
372237
37251
95876
27700
14805
51022
17918
86850
15753
< 25 Years Old
Log Min Wage -0.0154
-0.0459
-0.0224
0.0061
0.0132
-0.0143
0.0082
-0.0127 -0.0031
x Routine
(0.0029)
(0.0269)
(0.0092)
(0.0214)
(0.0243)
(0.0082) (0.0201) (0.0087) (0.0363)
N
255783
18265
45648
9740
7716
69961
10762
58181
5782
Males
Log Min Wage -0.0039
-0.0574
-0.0033
0.0127
-0.0145
0.0041
-0.0040 -0.0124 -0.0013
x Routine
(0.0021)
(0.0152)
(0.0034)
(0.0088)
(0.0111)
(0.0081) (0.0102) (0.0059) (0.0072)
N
585546
86709
164507
54742
27107
81671
14970
87839
25612
Females
Log Min Wage -0.0028
0.0143
-0.0198
0.0072
-0.0055
-0.0141 -0.0200 -0.0025 -0.0134
x Routine
(0.0020)
(0.0262)
(0.0056)
(0.0119)
(0.0124)
(0.0059) (0.010) (0.0035) (0.0114)
N
485101
6117
90696
16728
11863
95824
35885
170832
20094
White
Log Min Wage -0.0016
-0.0184
-0.0045
0.0132
0.0017
-0.0010 -0.0003 -0.0013
0.0024
x Routine
(0.0012)
(0.0108)
(0.0023)
(0.0105)
(0.0067)
(0.0047) (0.0057) (0.0032) (0.0052)
N
919099
84306
223215
62070
35172
156556
45125
209997
36738
Black
Log Min Wage -0.0038
-0.0445
-0.0074
-0.0324
-0.0767
-0.0263 -0.0328 -0.0077
0.0012
x Routine
(0.0051)
(0.0693)
(0.0081)
(0.0201)
(0.0424)
(0.0202) (0.0363) (0.0054) (0.0163)
N
120221
6460
25866
7870
2870
14621
4497
40118
7263
Notes: See notes to Table 2. OLS coefficient estimates of equation (3) are reported, with standard errors in parentheses.
Standard errors are clustered by state. Dependent variable is equal to 1 if a person is employed in t+1, 0 if they nonemployed.
Sample is those employed in period t. All regressions include state x urban x year fixed effects, and an urban dummy variable.

Table 5: Probability of Being Employed, in the Same Job, in the Next Period, for those Initially in
Automatable Job
(1)
Pooled

(2)
Construction

(3)
Manu.

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
Transport Wholesale
Retail
Finance Services P. Adm.
Full Sample
Log Min Wage
-0.0213
-0.0197
-0.0168
-0.0323
-0.0282
0.0514
-0.0432 -0.0407 -0.0348
x Routine
(0.0015)
(0.0157)
(0.0051) (0.0092)
(0.0129) (0.0054) (0.0078) (0.0046) (0.0071)
N
1070647
92826
255203
71470
38970
177495
50855
258671
45706
≥ 40 Years Old
Log Min Wage
-0.0265
0.0204
-0.0194
-0.0179
0.0017
0.0284
-0.0319 -0.0301 -0.0196
x Routine
(0.0022)
(0.0223)
(0.0055) (0.0113)
(0.0197) (0.0087) (0.0121) (0.0058) (0.0124)
N
442627
37310
113679
34030
16449
56512
22175
113640
24171
26-39 Years Old
Log Min Wage
-0.0039
-0.0253
-0.0091
0.0174
0.016
-0.0025 -0.0165
0.0013
0.0093
x Routine
(0.0027)
(0.0163)
(0.0037) (0.0098)
(0.0154
(0.0088) (0.0091) (0.0054) (0.0082)
N
372237
37251
95876
27700
14805
51022
17918
86850
15753
< 25 Years Old
Log Min Wage
-0.0468
-0.1000
-0.0019
-0.1088
-0.1352
0.0695
-0.0512 -0.0503 -0.0737
x Routine
(0.0039)
(0.0474)
(0.0121) (0.0372)
(0.0450) (0.0095) (0.0458) (0.0098) (0.0375)
N
255783
18265
45648
9740
7716
69961
10762
58181
5782
Males
Log Min Wage
-0.0172
-0.0126
-0.0110
-0.0174
0.0068
0.0291
-0.0950 -0.0593 -0.0573
x Routine
(0.0023)
(0.0234)
(0.0040) (0.0159)
(0.0247) (0.0086) (0.0136) (0.0111) (0.0127)
N
585546
86709
164507
54742
27107
81671
14970
87839
25612
Females
Log Min Wage
-0.0079
-0.1672
0.0069
-0.0767
-0.1012
0.0709
-0.0943 -0.0257 -0.1096
x Routine
(0.0022)
(0.0326)
(0.0103) (0.0181)
(0.0416) (0.0089) (0.0193) (0.0047) (0.0127)
N
485101
6117
90696
16728
11863
95824
35885
170832
20094
White
Log Min Wage
-0.0152
-0.0191
-0.0101
-0.0308
-0.0276
0.0559
-0.0779 -0.0456 -0.0229
x Routine
(0.0017)
(0.0160)
(0.0033) (0.0105)
(0.0096) (0.0063) (0.0084) (0.0060) (0.0079)
N
919099
84306
223215
62070
35172
156556
45125
209997
36738
Black
Log Min Wage
-0.0142
0.0995
0.0274
-0.0319
0.0021
-0.0093
0.0225
-0.0198 -0.0865
x Routine
(0.0050)
(0.0853)
(0.0192) (0.0228)
(0.0544) (0.0224) (0.0304) (0.0110) (0.0335)
N
120221
6460
25866
7870
2870
14621
4497
40118
7263
Notes: See notes to Tables 2 and 4. . Dependent variable is equal to 1 if a person is employed in the same 3-digit occupation
and 1-digit industry in t+1, and 0 if they are nonemployed or not in the same “job.”

Table 6: Probability of Being Employed in a Specific Industry in t+1 if Employed in
an Automatable Job in Period t
(1)
(2)
(3)
Retail
Services
Retail or Services
Dependent Variable = Employed in Retail/Services in t+1
Include nonemployed in t+1
Log Min Wage
0.0190
0.0101
0.0106
(0.0009)
(0.0012)
(0.0010)
N
893152
811976
634481
Exclude nonemployed in t+1
Log Min Wage
0.0147
0.0135
0.0129
(0.0008)
(0.0012)
(0.0013)
N
818733
797465
545551
Notes: See notes to Table 4. Sample is the subsample of Table 4 that is employed in period t, but not
in retail or services (or both, depending on the column). In bottom panel, those nonemployed in t+1
are excluded. Dependent variable is equal to 1 if a person moves to the indicated industry in t+1, and
0 if they are continued to work in a different industry (or, in top panel, are nonemployed). For
example, in the bottom panel of column (1), the sample is those employed, but not in retail, in period
t; the dependent variable is equal to 1 if the person is employed in retail in t+1, and zero otherwise.

Table 7: Hours Analysis
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Dependent Variable = Share of Hours in Automatable Jobs
≥ 40
26-39
< 25 Years
Pooled
Years Old
Years Old
Old
Male
Female
White
Black
Log Min Wage
-0.015
-0.077
-0.006
-0.014
-0.023
-0.094
-0.013
-0.074
(0.017)
(0.035)
(0.021)
(0.039)
(0.0016) (0.0028) (0.019)
(0.035)
N
30963
30963
30963
30963
30963
30963
30963
22800
Construct
Manu.
Transport
Wholesale
Retail
Finance Services P. Adm.
Log Min Wage
-0.010
-0.084
-0.052
0.077
0.003
0.060
-0.018
-0.125
(0.012)
(0.041)
(0.040)
(0.060)
(0.027)
(0.072)
(0.024)
(0.068)
N
3017
3017
3011
3000
3017
2990
3016
3006
Dependent Variable = Hours Difference from Period 1 to Period 2
Pooled
≥ 40 Years
26-39
< 25 Years
Male
Female
White
Black
Old
Years Old
Old
Log Min Wage
-1.646
-2.508
-3.607
0.555
-2.669
-0.975
-2.562
-0.896
x Routine
(0.175)
(0.272)
(0.447)
(0.561)
(0.380)
(0.266)
(0.293)
(0.603)
N
696432
330014
225466
140952
384574
311858 568524
82581
Construct
Manu.
Transport
Wholesale
Retail
Finance Services P. Adm.
Log Min Wage -10.356
-3.035
-5.790
-3.096
0.022
-2.748
-1.401
-1.942
x Routine
(1.674)
(1.516)
(1.338)
(1.478)
(0.567) (0.934)
(0.460)
(1.101)
N
77628
122638
46009
23443
138791
29655
208287
39762
Notes: See notes to Table 2. In the top panel, the share of automatable hours worked is calculated in the same manner
as the share of automatable employment in Table 2. In the bottom panel, the sample only includes individuals who
remained employed between the two periods, so the sample sizes are lower than for the employment regressions.

Table 8: Contemporary Analysis, 1995-2016
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Dependent Variable = Share of Employment in Automatable Jobs
≥ 40
26-39
< 25
Pooled
Years Old
Years Old Years Old
Male
Log Min Wage
-0.038
-0.069
-0.025
-0.050
-0.021
(0.022)
(0.034)
(0.027)
(0.037)
(0.020)
N
19154
11886
11860
11510
12020
Construct
Manu.
Transport Wholesale Retail
Log Min Wage
0.001
-0.066
-0.079
0.093
-0.024
(0.017)
(0.062)
(0.048)
(0.057)
(0.030)
N
1964
1964
1959
1954
1964
Dependent Variable = Probability of Being Employed in the Current Period
≥ 40 Years
26-39
< 25
Pooled
Old
Years Old Years Old
Male
Log Min Wage
-0.020
-0.037
-0.027
-0.008
-0.017
x Routine
(0.009)
(0.015)
(0.011)
(0.030)
(0.012)
N
642054
215655
299300
127095
352971
Construct
Manu.
Transport Wholesale Retail
Log Min Wage
-0.091
-0.067
0.027
-0.067
0.047
x Routine
(0.069)
(0.029)
(0.057)
(0.048)
(0.028)
N
69579
114738
40614
23340
110355
Dependent Variable = Probability of Having the Same Job in the Current Period
≥ 40 Years
26-39
< 25
Pooled
Old
Years Old Years Old
Male
Log Min Wage
-0.042
-0.059
-0.034
-0.058
-0.018
x Routine
(0.011)
(0.020)
(0.013)
(0.039)
(0.013)
N
642054
215655
299300
127095
352971
Construct
Manu.
Transport Wholesale Retail
Log Min Wage
-0.128
-0.050
0.005
0.023
0.053
x Routine
(0.122)
(0.028)
(0.053)
(0.077)
(0.036)
N
69579
114738
40614
23340
110355
Notes: See notes to Table 2 and 4.

(6)

(7)

(8)

Female
-0.058
(0.034)
11553
Finance
-0.021
(0.068)
1945

White
-0.029
(0.022)
12025
Services
-0.036
(0.031)
1963

Black
-0.030
(0.059)
8264
P. Adm.
-0.147
(0.090)
1957

Female
-0.025
(0.0013)
289083
Finance
-0.037
(0.032)
32364

White
-0.028
(0.0009)
537369
Services
-0.002
(0.012)
175239

Black
0.027
(0.040)
71820
P. Adm.
-0.012
(0.037)
23043

Female
-0.044
(0.016)
289083
Finance
-0.008
(0.043)
32364

White
-0.044
(0.012)
537369
Services
-0.176
(0.038)
175239

Black
-0.020
(0.037)
71820
P. Adm.
-0.056
(0.047)
23043

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 9: Examples of Top and Bottom Tertile Wage Occupations in Manufacturing
Top Tertile
Bottom Tertile
Repairers of data processing equipment
Sawing machine operators
Water and sewage treatment plant operators
Assemblers of electrical equipment
Millwrights
Food roasting and baking machine operators
Supervisors of mechanics and repairers
Cooks
Elevator installers and repairers
Packers
Repairers of electrical equipment
Parking lot attendants
Plant and system operators, stationary engineers Metal platers
Railroad conductors and yardmasters
Textile sewing machine operators
Electricians
Clothing pressing machine operators
Tool and die-makers and die-setters
Molders and casting machine operators

Table 10: Manufacturing Low-Wage versus High-Wage Occupations
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Pooled
≥ 40 Years Old 26-39 Years Old < 25 Years Old
Male
Female
Dependent Variable = Share of Employment in Automatable Jobs
Low-Wage
Log Min Wage
-0.161
-0.189
-0.117
-0.131
-0.123
-0.156
(0.058)
(0.087)
(0.077)
(0.146)
(0.054)
(0.093)
N
3157
3157
3157
3157
3157
3157
High-Wage
Log Min Wage
-0.035
-0.080
0.015
-0.086
-0.004
-0.065
(0.056)
(0.079)
(0.072)
(0.075)
(0.061)
(0.084)
N
3157
3157
3157
3157
3157
3157
Dependent Variable = Probability of Being Employed in the Current Period
Low-Wage
Log Min Wage
-0.014
-0.043
-0.0002
-0.035
-0.016
-0.015
x Routine
(0.003)
(0.005)
(0.006)
(0.010)
(0.005)
(0.006)
N
137719
47797
75558
27759
68542
69177
High-Wage
Log Min Wage
0.003
-0.008
0.002
-0.024
0.007
0.014
x Routine
(0.012)
(0.024)
(0.025)
(0.075)
(0.012)
(0.021)
N
24243
12974
9624
1645
19617
4626
Dependent Variable = Probability of Being Employed in the Same Job in the Current Period
Low-Wage
Log Min Wage
-0.025
-0.017
-0.028
-0.015
-0.018
-0.024
x Routine
(0.012)
(0.016)
(0.042)
(0.079)
(0.021)
(0.022)
N
137714
75554
47795
27759
68537
69177
High-Wage
Log Min Wage
0.005
-0.001
0.005
-0.012
0.002
0.015
x Routine
(0.004)
(0.006)
(0.009)
(0.009)
(0.005)
(0.005)
N
24230
14611
7975
1644
19606
4624
Notes: See notes to Tables 2, 3, and 4.

(7)
White

(8)
Black

-0.182
(0.055)
3157

-0.443
(0.145)
2273

0.027
(0.065)
3157

0.168
(0.160)
2273

-0.018
(0.003)
116763

-0.009
(0.009)
16930

0.004
(0.011)
23140

0.010
(0.041)
767

-0.013
(0.011)
116758

-0.240
(0.454)
16930

0.003
(0.004)
23129

0.036
(0.015)
766

Table 11: Higher-Skill Workers Related to the Interaction Between Minimum Wage and the Share of Low-Skill Routine Work
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Dependent Variable = Probability of Being Employed in the Current Period
Pooled
≥ 40 Years Old 26-39 Years Old < 25 Years Old
Male
Female
White
Black
Min Wage
0.0562
0.0539
0.0980
0.1992
0.0496
0.0648
0.0351
0.0133
x Share of Low-Skill Routine Work (0.0474)
(0.0551)
(0.0443)
(0.0958)
(0.0420) (0.0558) (0.0390) (0.0934)
N
1178234
602114
576120
152538
600762 576120
981685 196549
Construct
Manu.
Transport
Wholesale
Retail
Finance Services P. Adm.
Min Wage
0.8058
0.0141
0.0923
0.0351
-0.0968
-0.0365
0.0782 -0.0293
x Share of Low-Skill Routine Work (0.6797)
(0.0946)
(0.1559)
(0.1039)
(0.1032) (0.0420) (0.0641) (0.0362)
N
50495
135336
58552
37394
134000
95834
533856
77500
Dependent Variable = Probability of Having the Same Job in the Current Period
Pooled
≥ 40 Years Old 26-39 Years Old < 25 Years Old
Male
Female
White
Black
Min Wage
0.0151
-0.00083
0.0241
0.0225
0.0243
0.0603
0.0130
0.0293
x Share of Low-Skill Routine Work (0.0173)
(0.0115)
(0.0248)
(0.0369)
(0.0213) (0.0170) (0.0178) (0.0398)
N
1178234
602114
576120
152538
600762
576120 981685 196549
Construct
Manu.
Transport
Wholesale
Retail
Finance Services P. Adm.
Min Wage
0.3163
0.0196
0.3296
-0.0048
0.0147
-0.0193 0.1308
0.1338
x Share of Low-Skill Routine Work (0.5400)
(0.1187)
(0.1829)
(0.1417)
(0.2332) (0.0415) (0.0845) (0.0462)
N
50495
135336
58552
37394
134000
95834
533856
77500
Notes: The Share of Low-Skill Routine Work is defined as the share in the individual’s area, year, and industry. This share is calculated following equation (5) and
matched into the dataset used for the analysis in Table 4 based on industry, area, and year. In this case the data retains higher-skill individuals only in the sample.
Higher-skilled individuals are those with more than a high school degree. See also notes to Table 2.

Appendix A: Manufacturing Low-Wage Industries versus High-Wage Industries
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Pooled
≥ 40 Years Old 26-39 Years Old
< 25 Years Old
Male
Female
White
Black
Dependent Variable = Share of Employment in Automatable Jobs
Low-Wage
Min Wage
-0.109
-0.147
-0.091
-0.068
-0.094
-0.149
-0.128
-0.213
(0.051)
(0.077)
(0.054)
(0.010)
(0.054)
(0.073)
(0.055)
(0.133)
N
3157
3157
3157
3157
3157
3157
3157
2273
High-Wage
Min Wage
0.012
0.009
0.055
0.157
-0.006
-0.061
0.005
-0.101
(0.042)
(0.068)
(0.062)
(0.084)
(0.050)
(0.064)
(0.053)
(0.124)
N
3157
3157
3157
3157
3157
3157
3157
2273
Dependent Variable = Probability of Being Employed in the Current Period
Low-Wage
Log Min Wage
-0.010
-0.029
-0.006
-0.035
-0.004
-0.021
-0.008
-0.010
x Routine
(0.004)
(0.006)
(0.007)
(0.012)
(0.006)
(0.008)
(0.004)
(0.012)
N
90175
48311
31037
17272
48065
42110
77096
10258
High-Wage
Log Min Wage
0.005
-0.005
0.000
-0.011
0.005
-0.025
0.007
0.014
x Routine
(0.004)
(0.009)
(0.010)
(0.017)
(0.005)
(0.011)
(0.004)
(0.021)
N
66188
32402
23434
8968
50941
15247
57967
7216
Dependent Variable = Probability of Being Employed in the Same Job Current Period
Low-Wage
Log Min Wage
-0.019
-0.018
-0.013
-0.043
-0.0011
-0.025
-0.011
-0.033
x Routine
(0.005)
(0.008)
(0.012)
(0.015)
(0.007)
(0.014)
(0.005)
(0.021)
N
90167
48308
31035
17272
48058
42109
77088
10258
High-Wage
Log Min Wage
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.002
-0.003
0.009
0.003
0.006
x Routine
(0.001)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.004)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.001)
(0.006)
N
66179
32401
23433
8968
50925
115244
57961
7214
Notes: See notes to Tables 2, 3, and 4. For each low-skill sub-industry (at the two-digit level) within manufacturing, we compute average wages from
the 1980-2016 Merged Outgoing Rotation Groups of the CPS. The low-wage sub-sample is the bottom tertile of industries in this distribution, and the
high-wage subsample is the top tertile.
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This paper jointly considers the impact of the minimum wage on both labor and
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Introduction

Minimum wage laws are one of the most frequently used policies to combat poverty around
the world. They are a nearly universal policy instrument and applied in around 90% of all
countries (ILO, 2006). However, the efficacy of minimum wage laws as an anti-poverty tool
has been debated for many decades, beginning with Stigler (1946). While the minimum wage
raises wages for low wage workers, less clear are who exactly pays for these increases and how
much. There are three main ways through which these higher labor costs are transmitted
throughout the economy. First, firms can reduce employment or adjust non-monetary returns
to workers (e.g. less fringe benefits such as fewer paid lunch hours and holidays). In this
case, low wage workers pay. Second, firms may reduce profits, which means that owners pay.
Third, firms may raise prices, hence consumers also pay. The first mechanism has received
much of the attention in the empirical literature, but the magnitude of the disemployment
effect is still hotly debated.1 Significantly less studied are the latter two mechanisms of prices
and in particular, profits.2
This paper studies the impact of the minimum wage on retail prices for a wide range
of products. To estimate the minimum wage pass-through elasticity, store and product
group specific price indices are constructed using retail scanner data. I apply a standard
difference-in-differences approach to exploit a large number of federal, state, and city
minimum wage law changes in the US from 2006-2015 as sources of variation, covering both
changes during the Great Recession and the subsequent recovery. I show that this standard
identification strategy generates estimates that can be interpreted as plausibly causal because
stores in different states exhibit no differential pre-trends. In the labor market, I find that
a 10% minimum wage hike raises earnings of grocery store workers up to 1.5%. In the
product market, I find that the impact of the minimum wage on retail prices is economically
large and statistically significant in grocery stores. A 10% hike in the minimum wage raises
grocery store prices by around 0.58%. These estimates are economically significant since
both the national CPI and grocery store inflation rates are around 2% annually over the
sample period.
Pass-through estimates for other store types such as drug and merchandise stores are
statistically insignificant. I provide empirical evidence that most grocery chains either adopt
regional pricing or operate only in a few states, while most drug and merchandise chains adopt
rigid pricing within retail chains across the nation. Among these store types, grocery stores
1

One side has shown no significant disemployment effect (e.g. Card and Krueger 1995; Allegretto et al.
2013) while the other side has shown significantly negative employment effects (e.g. Neumark and Wascher
2006).
2
Draca et al. (2011) find that the minimum wage reduces firm profitability in the UK.
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account for about 60% of consumer expenditure while drug and merchandise stores account
for 40%.3 I estimate that within-chain price rigidity attenuates the impact of an increase in
local minimum wage on retail prices by 58%. These findings suggest that extrapolations from
my data about the impact of a rise in the federal minimum wage on retail prices can only be
made using grocery stores, but we cannot rule out the possibility that drug and merchandise
stores would also change prices nationally across the entire retail chain in response to federal
minimum wage hikes.
Furthermore, there is substantial heterogeneity in pass-through elasticities between stores
in rich and poor counties. When focusing only on grocery stores in poor counties where the
minimum wage is more binding, the estimated pass-through elasticity is larger than predicted
by theory if minimum wage hikes are purely labor cost shocks. Interacting the pass-through
elasticity with measures of how binding the minimum wage is within counties gives strongly
significant coefficients. I propose that demand-induced feedback is one mechanism that can
explain the large magnitude in pass-through elasticity as well as the dispersion between rich
and poor counties. If the minimum wage generates spillover effects, a large number of workers
would experience an increase in income and possibly household credit, lowering demand
elasticities and raising prices as stores increase markups. This effect would be particularly
strong in regions where the minimum wage is more binding. I derive pass-through formulas
to predict the magnitude of the pass-through elasticity if the minimum wage only increased
demand and show that theoretical calibrations are consistent with the reduced-form estimate.
I also provide suggestive evidence that poorer households reduce their shopping intensities
when the minimum wage rises.
The estimated pass-through elasticity passes a series of robustness checks and exhibits
significant heterogeneity in ways consistent with theory. For example, the pass-through
elasticities are higher for product groups with lower demand elasticities, consistent with
changes in optimal markups. In addition, minimum wage pass-through elasticities vary
geographically. For example, they are larger in counties with a higher proportion of low
wage workers and stores with lower revenue. These results point to novel channels of spatial
heterogeneity in pass-through elasticity that have distributional consequences.
My paper contributes to several strands of literature in labor economics on the minimum
wage. First, the literature on the price effects of the minimum wage is surveyed in Lemos
(2008), who concludes that most studies have found that a 10% US minimum wage increase
raises food prices by no more than 4% and overall prices by no more than 0.4%. The
literature has focused mostly on prices of food away from home since minimum wage workers
3

These shares are calculated from the Nielsen Consumer Panel using expenditures on store types available
in the Nielsen Retail Scanner.
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are predominantly hired by restaurants, accounting for close to a third of all minimum wage
workers.4 Table 1 shows the share of minimum wage workers in the industries that hire
them. I study specifically retail stores for two reasons. First, scanner data for goods sold
in retail stores have unparalleled richness, providing information on quantities and prices
on a weekly basis for over two million goods sold in over 35,000 stores across the entire
US, covering a 10-year panel from 2006-2015 with over 220 minimum wage changes. This
overcomes challenges in the previous literature, where prices of goods are sampled from
stores and often subject to sampling error. Second, retail stores hire many minimum wage
workers, accounting for over 7% of all minimum wage workers, and are a crucial part of the
consumption basket, covering around 18% of all expenditure in the CPI as shown in Figure
1.5 Poorer consumer units spend a larger share of their income on retail goods, which further
magnifies the distributional effect of increasing retail prices. To my knowledge, there are two
contemporaneous papers that also estimate the minimum wage pass-through elasticity using
retail scanner data. Renkin et al. (2017) find smaller results with an elasticity of around
0.02 with different data, while I find that a 10% minimum wage hike raises grocery store
prices by about 0.58%. Ganapati and Weaver (2017) uses the same data but also different
methodology and obtain different results. I describe both of their approaches and reconcile
the differences in Appendix A.
Second, there is a scant but growing literature demonstrating that the minimum wage
generates spending responses of considerable magnitude. Kennan (1995) was among the
first to hypothesize the existence of demand-induced feedbacks, proposing that the “Hungry
Teenager Theory” could explain why estimated disemployment effects are often small and
statistically insignificant. Aaronson et al. (2012) use the CEX to show that minimum wage
hikes lead to increased household income and debt, consequently increasing spending on
durables such as vehicles, although they are unable to find similar evidence for non-durables.
Dettling and Hsu (2017) also find that minimum wage hikes increase credit supply to
low-income adults, and the reduction in borrowing costs can increase disposable income
by 20-110% more than the direct effect on earnings alone. Alonso (2016) argues that
measurement error might explain the null results for non-durables, and shows a positively
significant spending response for non-durables with the same scanner data used in this paper,
although he does not focus on the impact on prices. Using a longer sample period that
4

Aaronson (2001) uses ACCRA price indices and publicly available BLS data while Aaronson et al.
(2008) use restricted CPI data on food away from home but only for a short panel from 1995-1997 and 7,500
food items across 1,000 establishments.
5
According to the Consumption Expenditure Survey (CEX) conducted by the BLS (BLS 2015),
expenditures on food at home exceeds those on food away from home, taking up around 60% of food
expenditures and 10% of the overall consumer basket.
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contains rich minimum wage variation and slightly different measures of real spending, I find
that the results suggesting a spending response are not very robust, and argue that both
labor cost shocks and higher markups could lower real spending. In addition, whether the
effect of increased income among minimum wage workers who remained employed may be
offset by income losses of workers who become unemployed is an empirical question. To my
knowledge, this is the first paper to demonstrate that minimum wage hikes increase prices
through both supply and demand.
Third, several recent studies have tried to jointly consider all these mechanisms to
understand who pays for the minimum wage. Aaronson and French (2007) simulate a
model that uses price responses in the restaurant industry to infer about the labor market
structure and its implications for employment effects. My paper also investigates jointly both
labor markets and product markets. These two markets do not act in isolation, and their
interaction provides useful information about the impact of minimum wages. Specifically, I
focus on the impact of the minimum wage on labor costs and the resulting cost pass-through
in product markets. Building on cost pass-through formulas derived by Weyl and Fabinger
(2013), I am able to pin down the pass-through elasticity under different assumptions
about the amount of minimum wage spillovers.6 I then use the reduced form estimates
of pass-through elasticities to recover what the range of spillovers would be to justify these
estimates, and find that even the largest spillover estimates in the literature cannot explain
the magnitude of the estimated pass-through elasticity. This relates to a vast literature on the
drivers of wage inequality in the past four decades, which has often found that declining real
minimum wages had major impacts on rising wage inequality. Autor et al. (2016) (hereafter
AMS) is the latest contribution to that debate, and they find substantial spillover effects
and suggest that this might result from measurement error.7 Dube (2017) also finds that
minimum wages increase family incomes consistent with spillover effects. To my knowledge,
my paper is the first to link the two separate strands of minimum wage literature on prices
and wage inequality. I find that the reduction in real wage inequality caused by a minimum
wage hike is smaller than the reduction in nominal wage inequality.
Fourth, there are a few comprehensive studies such as Harasztosi and Lindner (2015),
who focus mostly on the employment and profit effects of the minimum wage in Hungary and
MaCurdy (2015), who focuses on the price effects. In particular, MaCurdy (2015) uses an
6

Minimum wage spillovers are defined as the effect of the minimum wage on the wages of workers earning
above the percentiles at which the minimum wage binds.
7
One side of the debate has attributed rising inequality to skill-biased technical change (e.g. Juhn et al.
1993, Autor et al. 2008, and Autor and Dorn 2013) while the other side has emphasized institutional factors
such as the declining real minimum wage (e.g. DiNardo et al. 1996 and Lee 1999). Dustmann et al. (2009)
find evidence for both, with technological change responsible for upper-tail inequality and episodic events
such as supply shocks and changes in labor market institutions responsible for lower-tail inequality.
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input-output model to simulate the distributional impacts of the rise in the federal minimum
wage on prices under many strong assumptions, concluding that the minimum wage is more
regressive than a typical sales tax. The mechanism he highlights is that low income workers
tend to consume a higher share of goods produced by minimum wage labor. In this paper, I
directly estimate the distributional effect of the minimum wage on prices empirically by using
regional heterogeneity in wages and earnings across counties, which allows me to relax the
assumptions in MaCurdy (2015). This highlights an additional mechanism that enhances the
regressive nature of the minimum wage tax: Regions with more low wage workers experience
larger changes in product demand since the minimum wage is more binding and affects a
larger share of consumers, leading to a higher minimum wage pass-through elasticity in those
places.8
Fifth, this paper adds to a growing macroeconomic literature on how large demand
shocks can affect retail prices procyclically. For instance, Beraja et al. (2015) show that
regions with larger employment declines experience lower growth in price levels. Stroebel
and Vavra (2015) (hereafter SV) study how changes in housing prices affect consumer wealth
and consequently retail prices by raising markups.9 I argue that the minimum wage increases
retail prices by the same mechanism, providing further evidence on how increased income
among consumers may lead to lower household shopping intensities and demand elasticities,
generating a procyclical natural markup. I also derive pass-through formulas to shed light
on the factors that determine the size of the price response.
Sixth, this paper adds to literature that studies price rigidity within retail chains.
DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2017) (hereafter DVG) find that most retail chains in the US
implement uniform pricing across stores in the same chain, and show that this dampens
the overall response of prices to local economic shocks using a calibration. I provide direct
empirical evidence to support this claim and find that this has major policy implications,
since the local price response to local minimum wage shocks is completely attenuated for
stores in rigid chains.
Seventh, this paper also links to a vast literature on estimating pass-through in
international economics, industrial organization, and marketing. Most of the literature has
focused on the pass-through of cost shocks and consistently shown that cost pass-through is
8

One limitation is that as mentioned above, scanner data do not cover the entire consumption basket,
so any distributional effect found is driven by heterogeneity across income groups in consumption only for
goods sold in covered retail stores. Nevertheless, the data cover a broad range of product groups across
several store types. I describe this in further detail below.
9
These papers exploit large, persistent, and unanticipated demand shocks that could potentially shift
demand and lower demand elasticities, in contrast to other existing studies that find countercyclical pricing
or small price responses such as Chevalier et al. (2003), Gagnon and Lopez-Salido (2014), and Cavallo et al.
(2014), which exploit predictable seasonal holidays and episodic weather events.
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incomplete in most markets due to markup adjustment in imperfectly competitive markets
among other factors. I provide evidence that the minimum wage pass-through to retail
prices consists not only of a labor cost shock but also a demand response, which raises
prices further in imperfectly competitive markets. By calibrating the size of the pass-through
elasticity when demand increases as a result of a minimum wage hike, I show that the demand
response can generate a sizable price effect. I also show suggestive empirical evidence that
multi-product retailers price strategically across product groups by raising markups in the
most demand inelastic product groups.
This paper is organized as follows. I first describe the data and how I construct the price
indices in Section 2. Next, I discuss my empirical strategy in Section 3. Main results are
then presented in Section 4. Pass-through formulas are derived in Section 5 to shed light on
the determinants of the minimum wage pass-through elasticity. Section 6 corroborates the
theory by providing evidence for consumer response in shopping behavior to minimum wage
hikes. Section 7 presents results on product and regional heterogeneity of the minimum wage
pass-through elasticity, along with a discussion of the key policy implications of the results.
Concluding remarks are offered in Section 8.

2

Data and Construction of Price Indices

In this section, I give an overview of the data used for analysis and outline the construction
of the price indices.

2.1
2.1.1

Price Indices
Nielsen Retail Scanner

I use the Nielsen Retail Scanner Dataset available through a partnership between the
Nielsen Company and the James M. Kilts Center for Marketing at the University of
Chicago Booth School of Business.10 The data consist of weekly pricing, volume, and
store merchandising conditions generated by participating retail store point-of-sale systems
across the US from 2006-2015. Data are included from approximately 35,000 participating
stores and include store types such as drug, grocery, and mass merchandise stores, covering
10

Information on access to the retail scanner data as well as the consumer panel data described below is
available at http://research.chicagobooth.edu/nielsen/. Although alternate price indices released by
government agencies do exist, they have limitations that render them less suitable for my analysis, especially
due to sampling error. These limitations are outlined in Beraja et al. (2015). ACCRA price indices used
in previous work (Aaronson 2001) that covers a wider range of goods are also problematic as illustrated in
Handbury and Weinstein (2015). Therefore, this paper uses price indices constructed from micro data.
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around 53-55% of national sales in food and drug stores and 32% of national sales in mass
merchandise stores. The finest location of each store is given at the county level. I only use
stores that appear throughout the entire sample period such that store entry and exit do not
affect results. Among the stores in the sample in 2006, 84% remain throughout the entire
sample period. A huge number of products from all Nielsen-tracked categories are included
in the data, with 2.6 million universal product codes (UPCs) in total aggregated into around
1,100 product modules, which are further aggregated up to 125 product groups.
The advantage of using the retail scanner data as opposed to the Nielsen Consumer Panel
is that a wider range of goods is observed at higher frequencies and quantities.11 Scanner
price indices are constructed as in Beraja et al. (2015). I briefly describe the approach they
adopt in Appendix B and refer interested readers to their paper for details. I also construct a
range of different price indices using alternative methods, which give nearly identical results.
To investigate the behavior of the constructed indices, the scanner price index is compared
to the publicly available CPI series. Since the BLS only publishes local price indices for
around 20 sample areas in the US, I match the available CPI price indices at the city level
with the store price indices constructed by taking a sales-weighted average across stores in
each available city. This leaves 16 cities that can be compared to the scanner price indices,
and this is done for food, food at home, and food away from home. The indices exhibit a
high correlation of around 0.75-0.8. Figure 2 shows the different indices for New York City.
Plots for other cities are shown in Appendix Figure H1. Overall, the Nielsen grocery store
price indices track the ones produced by the CPI food indices closely. The average annual
inflation rates are around 2%, similar to the national CPI inflation over the sample period.

2.2

Nielsen Consumer Panel

The Nielsen Consumer Panel Dataset represents a longitudinal panel of approximately
40,000 to 60,000 US households from 2004 to 2015 who continually provide information to
Nielsen about their households and what products they buy, as well as when and where
they make purchases. Panelists use in-home scanners to record all their purchases, from any
outlet, intended for personal, in-home use. Products include all Nielsen-tracked categories
of food and non-food items, across all retail outlets in the US Nielsen samples all states and
major markets. Panelists are geographically dispersed and demographically balanced. Each
panelist is assigned a projection factor, which enables purchases to be projectable to the
11

I also attempted to use the consumer panel, but since only a small number of goods are regularly
purchased by each household, it is difficult to construct a representative regional price index of high frequency
by income group. Furthermore, the consumer panel is subject to non-response bias since consumers may not
always scan their purchases.
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entire US.
For each period, I calculate the total expenditures of each household. The advantage
of using this measure as opposed to the nominal sales for each store is that demographic
information for the household can be observed instead of county-level demographics for
the store. Several measures of shopping intensities among households can be constructed
following SV. For each good purchased, the household records whether the good is purchased
with coupons and if it is on sale. The barcode of the good is also scanned so the brand of
the good can be observed. Therefore, I use three measures of shopping intensity: (1) the
share of expenditures using coupons (coupon share), (2) the share of expenditures on goods
that are on sale (deal share), and (3) the share of expenditures on generic store brands (store
brand share).12

2.3

Minimum Wage Series in the US

I use the state-by-month or state-by-quarter minimum wage data in the US from
2006-2015. These data are made available by Vaghul and Zipperer (2016) and compiled
from a wide variety of primary sources.13 Results are nearly identical when accounting
for local minimum wage ordinances at the city or county level. The minimum wage used
is the maximum of the federal and state minimum wage, which is commonly known as
the state effective minimum wage. I plot the minimum wage over time for all states from
2006-2015 in Figure 3. Note that there is quite a lot of within-state variation over the
period of interest that is staggered across time for different states, providing useful variation
for identification. The lower envelope is the federal minimum wage over time, since some
states are consistently bound by federal changes. This implies that there is substantial
variation beyond the federal changes due to state minimum wage laws. Furthermore, federal
changes also provide identifying variation since some states are forced to comply with federal
legislation while states with higher minimum wages are unaffected.
To get a better understanding of the frequency of minimum wage changes in the sample
period, Figure 4 plots the number of minimum wage changes by year and type, pooling
together all states, from 2006-2015. The figure indicates that the sample period contains
quite a lot of minimum wage variation that comes in two waves across different phases of
the business cycle, with mostly federal changes in the first wave in 2007-2009 and only state
12

Results are robust using alternative measures that control for changes in the shopping bundle across
product groups, e.g. by demeaning each household-product group-period observation by the mean within
each product group-period observation across households, then aggregating over product groups to the
household-period level with household-product group-period consumption weights.
13
Latest version available at https://github.com/equitablegrowth/VZ_historicalminwage/
releases.
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changes in the second wave in 2014-2015.14 There are 4 types of minimum wage changes:
federal legislation, state legislation, state ballot (where voters decide whether the minimum
wage should be increased), and subsequent changes due to indexation. This implies that
the minimum wage is often raised automatically since it is linked to price indices, raising
potential concerns about reverse causality. However, almost all states (with the exception
of Colorado) use the national CPI for indexation, which implies that period fixed effects
are a sufficient control. Results are robust to dropping these indexing states. I also report
additional characteristics of the minimum wage changes in Appendix Tables G1 and G2.
Minimum wages are often implemented after the announcement of the legislation with some
time lag. The average implementation lag is around 4.13 quarters in the first wave and 1.80
quarters in the second wave, which is important for understanding the dynamics of price
changes in response to minimum wage hikes.

2.4

Labor Market Data

The Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI) dataset provides labor market statistics by
county, detailed industry, worker demographics, employer age and size. The QWI is the
public use aggregation of the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) linked
employer-employee microdata, which is collected via a unique federal-state data sharing
collaboration and covers 95% of US private sector jobs.15 It was first used in the minimum
wage literature by Dube et al. (2013), which I follow closely to provide empirical evidence on
labor market impacts of the minimum wage on retail stores. I use five dependent variables
for my analysis. The first two are (1) Earnings: Average monthly earnings of employees who
worked on the first day of the reference quarter and (2) Employment: The number of jobs
on the last day of the reference quarter. These two variables are consistent with the more
commonly used Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) data, which I also
use for county-level characteristics such as the number of establishments.16 The next three
variables are novel worker flow variables, which include (3) Hires: The number of workers
who started a new job in the reference quarter, (4) Separations: The number of workers
whose job with a given employer ended in the reference quarter, and (5) Turnover: The
number of hires and separations as a share of total employment, which is defined as hires
14

Federal minimum wage changes are defined as those which were binding on states. For example, a state
which had a state minimum wage lower than the new federal minimum wage would contribute to a federal
minimum wage change for that state, while states with a state minimum wage already above the new federal
minimum wage would not because that federal minimum wage change was not binding for those states. State
minimum wage changes are defined as changes not directly caused by a binding rise in the federal minimum
wage.
15
Information on access to the data is available at http://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/.
16
Information on access to the data is available at http://www.bls.gov/cew/data.htm.
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plus separations divided by two times employment.
I also use the ACS and CPS Merged Outgoing Rotation Groups (MORG) data due to
the availability of information on hourly wages, which is unfortunately not present in the
QWI. Since they are frequently used in the literature, I do not describe the data here.17

3

Empirical Strategy

To estimate the impact of the minimum wage on prices, I apply typical panel fixed
effects approaches as opposed to a pure event study methodology or synthetic control due
to numerous overlapping minimum wage events in my sample. This also allows me to take
advantage of variation in magnitudes of minimum wage hikes across events. While both
price indices at the state and store level can be constructed, I report store-level regressions
because there is more information available on store type and geographic location. In
addition, I report results using quarterly price indices because labor market variables are
at the quarterly level, and most pass-through literature also uses quarterly variables. In my
preferred specification, the log of the scanner price index Pit for store i in state s and time
period t is regressed on log minimum wage M Wst for the store-year-quarter panel with store
and period fixed effects to control for unobserved store characteristics and common time
trends that affect prices, as shown in equation 1:
ln Pit = α + β ln M Wst + Xct′ γ + αi + αt + εit

(1)

Since the level of the price index is not interpretable, only relative changes are relevant.
The log-log specification gives the interpretation of β as the elasticity of prices with respect
to the minimum wage, which is known as the minimum wage pass-through elasticity. The
typical approach in the literature is to interpret the percentage change in price as a result of
a 10% increase in the minimum wage, which is equal to 10β. This is useful since the average
percentage change in minimum wage for my panel is around 8%. I also include control
variables Xct matched to the county c the store is located in, such as log housing price, log
county unemployment rate, log county average wages and log county population.18 These
17

Information on the ACS is available at https://usa.ipums.org/usa/, while the CPS MORG data is
available at http://www.nber.org/data/morg.html.
18
Data on housing prices are obtained from the Federal Housing Finance Agency, which produces housing
price indices at both the 3-digit zip code level as well as at the state level from 2006-2015. County housing
price indices from 2006-2014 are also obtained from CoreLogic through the Fama-Miller Center at the
University of Chicago Booth School of Business. Results are presented using 3-digit zip code level housing
prices since they are available for the entire sample period, while results are very similar using county level
housing prices whenever available. Labor force variables are obtained from the BLS and the Census.
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variables have been shown to have impacts on regional prices in SV, Beraja et al. (2015), and
Handbury and Weinstein (2015). Results are robust to the exclusion of control variables.
Standard errors are clustered by state to allow for autocorrelation in unobservables within
states since the identifying variation is at the state level, following Bertrand et al. (2004).
I compare the contemporaneous effect of the minimum wage estimated with equation 1
with the cumulative effect by using a distributed lag model as shown in equation 2:
ln Pit = α +

k
X

βj ln M Ws,t−j + Xct′ γ + αi + αt + εit

(2)

j=−k

The cumulative effect is obtained by adding together all the coefficients. While the standard
cumulative effect includes only the sum of the contemporaneous effect and all the lag
coefficients, the lead coefficients are added as well because minimum wage changes are often
announced ahead of time and there could be anticipatory changes in prices attributable to the
minimum wage change. I also explored the alternative of matching the announcement date
as opposed to the implementation date to the minimum wage change. More importantly,
these leads provide a very useful falsification test that is common in the literature, since the
minimum wage is not expected to have effects on variables of interest many quarters before
implementation.
In addition, I also implement a triple differences approach by interacting the log minimum
wage with several determinants of the pass-through elasticity, denoted as Bit , as shown below
in equation 3:

ln Pit = α + β1 ln M Wst + β2 ln Bit + β3 ln M Wst × ln Bit + Xct′ γ + αi + αt + εit

(3)

For example, Bit can be measures of how binding the minimum wage is in each county,
such that county-level variation in bindingness can be used in addition to state-level variation
in the minimum wage. State-period fixed effects αst can also be used in this case to control
for heterogeneous trends at the state level, in which case β1 will not be identified.
To address the potential issue of heterogeneous trends, I also apply the local controls
approach in Dube et al. (2010) to analyze labor markets.19 The local controls approach is
illustrated in equation 4:

19

One problem with the local controls approach to study product markets is that if consumers travel
across state borders to contiguous county stores due to the price rises from a minimum wage increase in their
state, using contiguous county stores would attenuate the estimated pass-through elasticity due to price rises
in those counties as well from substitution.
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ln Pit = α + β ln M Wst + Xct′ γ + αi + αpt + εit

(4)

αpt are county-pair-period fixed effects, which means that the pass-through elasticity is
identified only by the variation in minimum wage between contiguous county pairs.

4

Main Results

In this section, I present the main empirical evidence on how the minimum wage impacted
retail stores, first through the labor markets, which has implications for the product markets.
I give further interpretation of the results and the interaction between these two markets
using theory derived in Section 5.

4.1

Labor Markets

As discussed in Section 1, there has been a back and forth debate regarding the choice
of control groups used to identify the employment effect of the minimum wage. I first apply
standard fixed effects as in equation 1 to estimate the minimum wage effects on earnings and
employment. Results are presented for four types of retail stores that are present in scanner
data that can be matched to 4-digit NAICS industries: health and personal care stores
(drug stores), grocery stores, department stores, and discount stores (merchandise stores).
Restaurants are also included for comparison. Table 2 reports estimates of contemporaneous
minimum wage effects from 10 separate regressions, with 5 industries and 2 outcomes. To
match with the product market evidence using scanner data, the sample period is chosen
to be 2006-2015. A 10% minimum wage hike raises earnings of grocery store workers by
around 1.5%, while effects are also present for restaurants as in previous literature and also
for merchandise stores. To test for parallel trends, I also added six quarters of leads and
four quarter of lags to estimate the cumulative effect, and a subset of those results is shown
in Figure 5, which indicate that results are not driven by differential pre-trends. Estimates
for employment are statistically insignificant.
In addition, to investigate whether the earnings effect is stronger in counties where the
minimum wage is more binding, I estimate the effect separately for two samples. I use
the Kaitz index, defined as the ratio of the minimum wage to the average wage, in the
pre-period, i.e. first quarter of 2006, and define a county as “rich” or “poor” if it has
a Kaitz index below or above median respectively. Results shown in Appendix Table G4
imply that the earnings effect is indeeds stronger in poor counties.20 I also follow Dube et al.
20

Using triple differences instead implies nearly identical point estimates.
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(2013) and use a contiguous county sample to estimate the impact of the minimum wage on
earnings, employment, hires, separations, and turnover in Appendix Table G3. In addition to
replicating their results on restaurants, I also find similar results for grocery stores, although
the contiguous county-pair period fixed effects attenuates the earnings effect for both grocery
and merchandise stores. Overall, these results provide suggestive evidence that the minimum
wage increases labor costs in grocery and merchandise stores, providing a range of estimates
for the minimum wage impact on labor costs. This effect is also stronger in regions where
the minimum wage is more binding. I interpret the implications of these results for product
markets in Section 5.

4.2

Product Markets

I first estimate the contemporaneous effect of the minimum wage on prices using the
standard fixed effects approach and store price indices as shown in equation 1. Table
3 presents the estimated pass-through elasticities for all store types with and without
control variables. The point estimates are statistically significant for grocery stores with
a pass-through elasticity of 0.058, while the coefficients on the control variables have signs
mostly consistent with previous literature. The estimates are not statistically significant for
other store types. I explain why the pass-through elasticity is large and significant in grocery
stores but not in other store types in Section 4.2.2.
I test for differential pre-trends by estimating a distributed lag model for grocery stores
as shown in equation 2. I choose an event window of 6 quarters before and 4 quarters after a
minimum wage hike and plot both the distributed lag coefficients and the cumulative effects.
This event window is long enough to show parallel pre-trends, and short enough such that
little of the minimum wage variation is dropped from the sample.21 Given that the mean
announcement of a minimum wage hike is around 3.21 quarters before the implementation,
Figure 6 shows suggestive evidence that prices spike mostly during the announcement of
minimum wage hikes, and trended slightly upwards after these events. Renkin et al. (2017)
also found announcement effects and argue that this is consistent with models of price setting
with nominal rigidities. More importantly, there is no evidence that the positively significant
results shown earlier are driven by differential pre-trends. Figure 7 plots the observations
(collapsed into 50 bins) used to estimate the cumulative effect 6 quarters before a minimum
wage change and 4 quarters after a change, showing that the slope is initially flat but becomes
positive. Although the timing of the price changes is not extremely sharp, this is consistent
with the fact that announcement dates vary for each minimum wage hike and the possibility
21

A lot of the variation is in 2015q1, and the latest available minimum wage data are in 2016q3, which is
6 quarters after 2015q1.
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that menu costs lead to gradual adjustment in prices.
To get a clearer picture of the timing, I first run the distributed lag model using the
announced minimum wage instead of the implemented minimum wage as in Renkin et al.
(2017). For announcements that cover multiple minimum wage changes, I take the maximum
across all changes as the announced minimum wage. I also drop states which index their
minimum wage to the national CPI since there is no exact announcement timing for these
states. Figure 6b confirms that prices rise right after the announcement of minimum wage.
To further address concerns of differential pre-trends, I argue that it is more reliable to draw
inference from minimum wage changes for which the implementation lag is short as well
as use variation outside of the recession. Therefore, I run the distributed lag within the
sample period of 2013-2015, since most of these minimum wage changes have much shorter
implementation lags as shown in Table G2. Figure 6c shows sharper timing and parallel
trends in the entire pre-period, and a similar cumulative effect of around 0.1.
There is reason to believe that the pass-through elasticity is heterogeneous across
counties, since a minimum wage hike should have a larger effect where it is more binding. I
employ the triple differences approach shown in equation 3 and examine how the pass-through
elasticity changes with the Kaitz index, which is fixed to its value in the first quarter of 2006.
I report the results with state-period fixed effects in Table 4. The interaction coefficient is
large and strongly significant. Raising the Kaitz index by 0.1 increases the pass-through
elasticity by about 0.0426. This implies that within the Kaitz index distribution, moving
a county from the 25th percentile value of around 0.3 to the 75th percentile of around 0.5
raises the pass-through elasticity by about 0.085. Similar to Alonso (2016), I use alternative
measures of how binding the minimum wage is in each county: the log average wage, the
fraction of households earning below $25,000 annually (which is the closest bracket available
in the ACS to the annual income of an average minimum wage worker), and the minimum
wage annual income to median household annual income ratio. All of these measures
give strongly significant results with consistent magnitudes. These results imply that the
minimum wage does have distributional effects by acting as a regressive tax, raising prices
by larger magnitudes in poorer regions. Therefore, the increase in real wages relative to
nominal wages should be smaller for poorer workers.
Alternatively, I separate the sample by how binding the minimum wage is for each store
using the county-level Kaitz index. Again, I define a store as “rich” or “poor” if it resides
in a county with a pre-period Kaitz index below or above median respectively.22 Summary
22

Results are similar using the mean across the sample period instead. Results are robust to dividing
counties into 4 quartiles rather than 2 quantiles according to their Kaitz index as shown in Appendix Table
G5.
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statistics for these two groups of counties in the pre-period are shown in Table 5. On average,
rich counties are larger in population by about 4 times, which implies that there are far more
grocery stores in rich counties than in poor counties, although the number of stores per capita
is actually similar in poor counties. Importantly, both groups of counties are geographically
dispersed and located in almost all states, providing sufficient variation in the minimum
wage. Figure 8 maps out these counties.
I estimate equation 1 separately for both groups of counties by store type and show the
results in Table 6. The estimated pass-through elasticity for grocery stores in poor counties
is statistically significant at the 1% level23 and economically significant. A 10% increase in
the minimum wage raises grocery store prices in those counties by 0.84%. This magnitude is
slightly larger the pass-through elasticity in restaurants estimated by Aaronson et al. (2008)
of 0.7%. In Figure 9, these results are graphically displayed in a plot of the residualized
log price index against the residualized log minimum wage with each store-year-quarter
observation collapsed into 50 bins. The slope is steeper for poor counties.24
To examine the large pass-through elasticity for grocery stores, I conduct several
robustness checks. First, I provide estimates separately in four periods in Table 7, since
there may be concern that the results are driven by heterogeneous trends during the Great
Recession. Indeed, the results are strong in the 2008-2009 recessionary period but potentially
even stronger in the 2014-2015 recovery period. These results indicate that the mechanism
inducing a high pass-through persists across different phases of the business cycle.
In Table 8, I estimate the pass-through elasticity by using minimum wage levels instead of
logs,25 dropping stores with average price indices below the 5th percentile or above the 95th
percentile, monthly instead of quarterly observations, states that do not index the minimum
wage to the CPI, counties that are interior or contiguous to state borders, accounting for
local minimum wage ordinances, weighting observations by store sales or county population,
aggregating store price indices to the county level using store sales before weighting the
observations by county sales, and adding store-specific time trends. The point estimates
remain roughly similar and statistically significant. In Table 9, I construct price indices
using alternative methods as illustrated in Appendix B and show that my results are robust.
I also show additional results using only city and county level minimum wage variation in
Appendix C.
23

The p-value is 0.0002, while the number of clusters remains high at 41. Even if a Bonferroni adjustment
is made for multiple hypothesis testing across 6 independent hypotheses, the result is still statistically
significant at the 1% level since 0.01/6 = 0.0017.
24
I also plot similar figures for drug and merchandise stores in Appendix Figure H3.
25
The coefficient implies that a $1 increase in minimum wage increases prices by 0.85%, which is in line
with a pass-through elasticity of 0.058 since the federal minimum wage is $7.25.
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4.2.1

Sales and Results by Product Department

Next, I present results on the response of real and nominal sales to the minimum wage.
While the theoretical prediction for the sign of the quantity response is ambiguous due to
the interaction between supply and demand, an empirical estimate may provide a useful test
of whether demand effects are also at work. Alonso (2016) finds that real sales, defined as
sales with prices fixed to a particular time period, increases in response to minimum wage
hikes. I present alternative results by defining real sales as nominal sales divided by the store
specific price index and using this as a measure of quantities for an additional two years of
data.26 Table 10 shows the effect of the minimum wage on nominal and real sales for all store
types with the sample again segmented by rich and poor counties. While both the nominal
and real sales response are positive and higher in poor counties for grocery stores, only the
nominal sales response is marginally statistically significant. The nominal and real sales
response in poor merchandise stores is large and statistically significant, which is suggestive
of demand effects given arguments below in Section 5. Overall, these coefficients are slightly
smaller than those found in Alonso (2016), and the somewhat large standard errors make
it difficult to draw any conclusions from these results about the interaction of supply and
demand effects.27
Furthermore, I also construct price indices by product department as classified by Nielsen
to understand how price and real sales responses differ across product departments as shown
in Table 11, which presents results for grocery stores in poor counties. 28 Most of the
results are driven by food, which generates most of the revenue in grocery stores in the
sample, as prices and quantities both have positive responses, although the quantity response
is marginally insignificant. There is a large price response in non-food grocery while the
quantity response is negative and insignificant, and alcoholic beverages also experience a
statistically significant increase in price.
4.2.2

Impact of Within-Chain Price Rigidity

To understand why the pass-through elasticity estimates are heterogeneous across store
types, I first show the proportion of revenue generated by each of five product departments
across store types in Table G6. Drug stores earn most of their revenue from health and
26

Using sales of goods actually used to construct the price index gives very similar results.
Deseasonalizing sales (and prices) gives almost identical results. I attempted two methods, using
store-quarter-of-the-year fixed effects and the X-13ARIMA-SEATS Seasonal Adjustment Program available
through the Census Bureau, both of which give similar results.
28
I report additional results by store type in Appendix Tables G7, G8, and G9. There is evidence that
prices and quantities increased in certain product departments in mass merchandise stores and the results
are statistically significant.
27
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beauty care products, while both grocery and merchandise stores earn most of their revenue
from food, although grocery stores earn a lot more from food at around 77%. Combining
these facts with the results in Section 4.2.1 provides a potential explanation for why other
store types have statistically insignificant pass-through elasticities. If consumers respond to
income increases mostly by changing demand for products such as food but not other types
of products, then there would be smaller price responses in drug and merchandise stores,
both of which do not derive the majority of their revenue from selling food.
Next, I follow DVG to measure the extent of price rigidity for each of the retail chains
in the data. First, I pick the top UPC from each of 12 product modules with high revenue:
canned soup, cat food, chocolate, coffee, cookies, carbonated soft drinks, yogurt, orange
juice, bleach, toilet tissue, paper towel, and tooth cleaners. Next, I calculate the weekly
correlation in prices for each store pair as a similarity measure, first demeaning the price at
the store-quarter-product level before calculating the correlations over all weeks and products
which are not missing both store pairs. For each chain, I define the flexibility measure as the
percentage difference between the average correlation for store pairs within the same state
and the average correlation for store pairs across different states. A chain is pricing more
rigidly if the flexibility measure is closer to zero. Since there are multiple product modules,
I take either the mean or median flexibility measure across product modules for each chain.
DVG perform the same exercise using an alternative similarity measure.
The pass-through elasticity estimated from state minimum wage shocks should be affected
by the extent to which chains are pricing rigidly. Chains that are located primarily in one
state should also exhibit local pricing and react to local shocks, while chains that price
rigidly and locate across many states should exhibit national pricing and will not react to
local shocks. I plot the distribution of flexibility measures as well as number of states each
chain is in across stores by store type in Figure 10. Both drug and merchandise stores
belong to a few large chains that price rigidly, while a large amount of grocery stores belong
to chains that price flexibly or chains that are located only in a few states. There are over
50 grocery chains while both drug and merchandise stores come from around 5 retail chains
each.29 This implies that most grocery stores are engaging in local pricing while drug and
merchandise stores are not.
In Table 12, I show that the estimated pass-through elasticity decreases with the number
of states the chain is in and increases for more flexible chains by interacting the minimum
wage with these two variables in a sample with all store types. This is consistent with
29

Data from the Economic Census also show that the grocery store industry is much less concentrated
and less dominated by chains than the drug and merchandise store industries. For example, market share
of the 4 largest firms is 30.7%, 54.4%, and 73.2% for grocery stores, drug stores, and merchandise stores
respectively in 2007.
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the previous finding that pass-through elasticity is small and insignificant in drug and
merchandise stores but large and significant in grocery stores. Furthermore, I divide the
grocery store sample into stores with local pricing and those without. I define stores as local
pricing if it has a flexibility measure above or at the median, or if it belongs to a chain that is
located in one or two states. I include chains with two states because almost all such chains
earn over 90% of their revenue from one state. The minimum wage pass-through elasticity
increases from 0.058 in the full sample to 0.083 in the flexible sample and the 95% confidence
interval rules out estimates below 0.03. On the other hand, the estimate in the rigid sample
is small, insignificant, and statistically different from the estimate in the flexible sample.30
This further substantiates the claim that price rigidity, rather than difference in the type
of goods sold, completely attenuates the effect of the minimum wage on prices for stores in
rigid chains.
Overall, I conclude that a 10% increase in the minimum wage raises prices in grocery
stores by about 0.6-0.8% but not in other types of stores because of within-chain price rigidity,
and the response is statistically significant and larger in poorer counties. There is no clear
evidence for changes in quantities sold. Results are not driven by differential pre-trends and
pass a variety of robustness checks. I further interpret the results with theory derived in the
next section.

5

Theory

To understand the determinants of the minimum wage pass-through elasticity and provide
estimates based on theory to compare with the reduced-form empirical estimates, I first
derive the cost pass-through elasticity under a range of assumptions about the degree of
competition in the product market. This framework holds the demand side fixed and assumes
the minimum wage only raises labor costs. I show that cost pass-through theory cannot
fully explain my empirical findings, suggesting that demand side effects are also needed
to explain the results. I then derive the demand pass-through elasticity under a range of
assumptions about the degree of competition in the product market, holding the supply side
fixed and assuming that the minimum wage only raises household income. I show that the
theoretically calibrated magnitude of the demand pass-through elasticity is consistent with
my reduced-form estimate.

30

In addition, all results are robust to adding as a control variable the revenue-weighted average of
minimum wages for stores in the same chain in other states.
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5.1

Cost Pass-Through Elasticity

I first assume that the minimum wage only affects labor costs. I use unit-tax pass-through
derivations from Weyl and Fabinger (2013), and convert them to minimum wage pass-through
elasticities. The derivation is shown in Appendix D.1, which shows that multiplying the
by the cost share of minimum wage labor sL1 gives the minimum wage
pass-through rate dp
dt
pass-through elasticity ∂∂lnlnwp1 . These formulas, under perfect competition, monopoly, and
asymmetric imperfect competition, are presented below in equations 5, 6, and 7, respectively:
Perfect competition
sL1
∂ ln p
=
∂ ln w1
1 + εεDS

(5)

Monopoly
∂ ln p
=
∂ ln w1
1+

sL1
εD −1
1
+ εms
εS

(6)

sL1
+ εDεS−θ +

(7)

Symmetric imperfect competition
∂ ln p
=
∂ ln w1
1+

θ
εθ

θ
εms

Under perfect competition, the pass-through elasticity depends only on the cost share,
demand elasticity εD , and supply elasticity εS . If I further assume a constant returns to
scale production function, the supply elasticity is infinite and the pass-through elasticity is
simply the cost share. Under monopoly, an additional term εms determines the pass-through
elasticity. ms ≡ −p′ q is the marginal consumer surplus, so εms = ms/ms′ q depends on the
curvature of demand. Under symmetric imperfect competition, the pass-through elasticity
also depends on the market-conduct parameter θ = p−mc
εD , which is the elasticity-adjusted
p
Lerner index and is commonly used to measure the degree of competition. Furthermore, if
market conduct varies with quantity, pass-through elasticity would depend on the elasticity
of market conduct with respect to quantity. For example, pass-through elasticity is smaller
if higher prices create more competitive conduct (εθ > 0).
These formulas have several interesting empirical implications. First, pass-through
elasticity should vary by store type because the minimum wage labor cost share varies
by store type. Store types that have higher minimum wage labor cost share should have
higher pass-through elasticities. Second, pass-through elasticity should vary by product
group as well because the minimum wage labor content, elasticities of supply and demand,
and the super-elasticities vary by product group, even within the same store. Product
19

groups with lower elasticities of demand should have higher pass-through elasticities. Third,
the competitive environment each store faces determines market conduct and impacts the
pass-through elasticity, which implies that the pass-through elasticity should vary across
locations with different degrees of competition, holding store type and product group
constant.31 Fourth, how income relates to the pass-through elasticity is ambiguous. On the
one hand, individuals in poorer locations would probably face higher pass-through elasticities
because more minimum wage workers live there, but on the other hand, lower income
of most customers could possibly raise elasticities of demand, lowering the pass-through
elasticity. MaCurdy (2015)’s result that the minimum wage is a regressive tax is driven
by the fact that low income workers tend to consume a higher share of goods produced
by minimum wage labor.32 These formulas point to several additional determinants of the
pass-through elasticity that drive distributional effects: which type of store a consumer shops
in, the demographic characteristics of the consumers that shop there, and the competitive
environment the store faces are all important factors to consider.33
To obtain some back-of-the-envelope estimates of the pass-through elasticity, I first obtain
estimates of the pass-through rate from the existing literature. Nakamura and Zerom (2010)
show that for coffee, the wholesale cost pass-through elasticity for retailers is 96% and
incomplete pass-through of commodity prices is mostly driven by local costs and markup
adjustment at the wholesale level, while Besanko et al. (2005) show that wholesale cost
pass-through elasticity is more than 60% for 9 of 11 product categories, and the median
wholesale cost pass-through elasticity for the 11 product categories they investigate is 83%.
Based on the Annual Retail Trade Survey conducted by the US Census Bureau, the cost of
goods sold as a percentage of sales, or the wholesale cost share, is around 73% for grocery
stores, so the pass-through rate is around 80-100%. MaCurdy (2015) assumes complete
pass-through for all industries.34
31

However, many of these economic parameters, such as supply and demand elasticities as well as market
conduct, are not easy to estimate, although I attempt to obtain some proxies for them.
32
Although I can attempt to test that within the smaller range of goods available, it is very difficult to
accurately match product groups with their minimum wage labor cost share.
33
Future work could consider several extensions of these pass-through elasticity formulas. First, it is not
clear how the labor market structure would impact the pass-through elasticity. For example, Aaronson and
French (2007) point out that the pass-through elasticity is negative under labor market monopsony when the
minimum wage lies within a certain range, but could be positive under monopsony outside that range. The
pass-through elasticity formula derived only requires Shepherd’s Lemma to hold. Second, the fact that sellers
are multi-product retailers may imply that pass-through elasticities between products are interdependent,
such that cross-price elasticities might be determinants of the pass-through elasticity.
34
One interesting point to note is that there could be regional heterogeneity in the pass-through rate.
To my knowledge, there does not seem to be any empirical evidence documenting this. However, theory
suggests that the pass-through rate should be lower in poor regions such that heterogeneity in pass-through
rate should not be the explanation for my findings. First, demand elasticities are generally larger in poor
regions, which lowers the pass-through rate. Second, market conduct is usually lower in poor regions, which
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I show the theoretical estimates of pass-through elasticity in Table 13 for different
industries under different assumptions using data from the ACS. I use the ACS rather than
the CPS because the ACS contains about 30 times more observations, which allows me to
segment the population by the Kaitz index in their county of residence.35 First, I assume no
spillover effects. In this case, the minimum wage pass-through elasticity equals the minimum
wage cost share, which is obtained by multiplying the pass-through rate with the payroll ratio
(cost share of all labor, aka labor cost share) and the proportion of wages paid to minimum
wage workers.36 The first three industries are the store types available in the scanner data,
while I also include restaurants because this industry has been extensively studied in the
literature and is useful as a comparison. The estimates I obtain for restaurants are very
similar to those obtained by Aaronson et al. (2008), who also obtain theoretical estimates
in a similar fashion and show that their empirical estimates are almost identical, suggesting
complete pass-through and perfect competition in labor markets. However, they do not
account for spillover effects. There are a few points worth highlighting. First, the labor cost
share is relatively low for retail stores at around 10%. Second, this implies that the estimated
pass-through elasticity for retail stores is over 5 times smaller than that for restaurants. For
instance, the estimated pass-through elasticity is 0.0082 for grocery stores but 0.045 for
restaurants.
Second, the minimum wage could raise wages for workers earning above the minimum
wage. AMS find spillovers up to approximately the 15th percentile of the wage distribution,
which are already smaller than those estimated in previous work such as Lee (1999) (hereafter
Lee). However, the minimum wage is never nominally binding above the 10th percentile for
their sample period, and never binding above the 6th percentile for my sample period.
Previous literature has often accounted for spillovers in an ad hoc manner by including the
earnings of workers with wages some percentage above the minimum wage into the minimum
wage labor cost share. I derive a reduced form way of incorporating existing estimates of
spillover into the pass-through elasticity formula in Appendix D.2. The relevant formula is
given in equation 8:

again lowers the pass-through rate. This holds unless the demand curve is very convex. Third, there is no
clear prior on how the curvature of demand or supply elasticity should vary across regions.
35
Results for the full sample were roughly similar using the CPS as shown in Appendix Table G10. There
is no information on county of residence for some observations in the ACS probably due to confidentiality
reasons. I can only use the observations for which the county of residence is known.
36
The first term is obtained from averaging the ratio of total payroll to total receipts in 2007 and 2012 from
the Statistics of US Businesses (SUSB). This payroll ratio is not available annually because it is obtained
from the economic census, which is conducted every 5 years. The payroll ratio is very stable across the 2
periods. The second term is obtained by taking the ratio of total wages earned by workers earning at or
below the minimum wage to total wages earned by all workers in a given year for the chosen industry.
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dp
∂ ln p
=
∂ ln w1
dt

Pn

n
wi Li X
si εwi ,w1
pY
i=1

i=1

(8)

There are n types of workers, and minimum wage workers are denoted as i = 1. The
minimum wage pass-through
elasticity ∂∂lnlnwp1 equals the pass-through rate dp
multiplied by
dt
Pn
w
L
i
i
and a weighted sum of the shares of wages earned by workers
the payroll ratio i=1pY
impacted by the minimum wage si , where the weights are given by the spillover elasticities
εwi ,w1 for each type of worker. By representing each worker type by each percentile on
the national wage distribution, these spillover elasticities can be obtained from estimates in
AMS and Lee.37 To obtain the share of wages earned by each percentile for each industry,
I use the ACS to obtain percentiles in the national wage distribution as opposed to the
within-industry distribution because the estimates from AMS and Lee are relevant for the
national wage distribution.38
Using the procedure described above, I provide evidence suggesting that the minimum
wage pass-through elasticity is not driven purely by supply shocks. Even if I use the largest
estimates of spillover effects estimated in Lee, the calculated pass-through elasticity is much
smaller than the empirical estimate I obtain for grocery stores in poor counties. The smallest
lower bound of the 95% confidence interval of my estimates is around 0.035, whereas the
largest estimate of cost pass-through elasticity is 0.024. Another important fact that emerges
from Table 13 is that pass-through elasticities are not that different for poor counties if the
minimum wage hike only impacted costs. In theory, it is possible that the minimum wage
labor cost share is much higher in poor counties because more of the grocery workers are
minimum wage workers. However, the data suggest that this is not the case. This can be
easily reconciled if the share of workers in low wage industries is what determines the Kaitz
index in each county rather than the within-industry share.39
Alternatively, another way to measure the spillover effects would be to use the QWI
wage data and compare to the CPS data used in previous literature. The advantage of this
37

I normalize the maximum elasticity among all percentiles to 1, and scale the other estimates
proportionally. This implicitly assumes that the minimum wage binds at the percentile at which the spillover
elasticity is highest, and implies that the relative rate of attenuation in spillover effects as one moves up the
wage distribution is used, rather than the absolute magnitudes. If the absolute magnitudes are used without
scaling, the shares obtained are even smaller than those obtained without assuming spillover effects. By
scaling them up, I obtain an upper bound for what the pass-through elasticity would be if a minimum wage
hike is a pure cost shock with spillovers.
38
To calculate the national wage percentiles, I had to drop observations earning far below the minimum
wage due to measurement error. However, I retain these observations in calculating the shares. This implies
that the estimate I obtain is likely an upper bound.
39
One caveat about the method used to derive the pass-through elasticity with spillovers is that it assumes
that the spillover effect estimated with the national wage distribution applies to workers in these specific
industries. This is required because there are no empirical estimates of the spillover effect within industries.
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source of data is that earnings are not self-reported and derived directly from administrative
records, such that they are less subject to measurement error. However, the disadvantage is
that assumptions about the hours elasticity with respect to the minimum wage need to be
made. Furthermore, the QWI only provides average wages, so that the LEHD restricted-use
microdata would be more suited for the analysis. Nevertheless, the earnings elasticity
provides useful information about spillover effects. I derive an expression for the earnings
elasticity in equation 9. The derivation is shown in Appendix D.3.
εw,w1 =

X

si εwi ,w1

(9)

i

For simplification and based on previous literature, I assume the hours elasticity εhi ,wi is
zero.40 This expression is the weighted sum of shares earned by minimum wage affected
workers shown in equation 8, providing an alternative way to obtain the pass-through
elasticity. I use this formula to interpret the reduced form estimates of earnings elasticity in
Section 4.1, and I also use further reduced form estimates by Kaitz index in Appendix Table
G4. The earnings elasticity estimate using standard fixed effects is 0.117 and 0.184 for rich
and poor counties respectively, and the 95% upper confidence bounds do not exceed 0.28.
Theoretically, together with the fact that the labor cost share is 10% as mentioned above, this
implies a pass-through elasticity of 0.028, lower than the 95% lower confidence bound of 0.035
for the reduced form estimate in Section 4.2. Therefore, I conclude that cost pass-through
theory cannot explain the large magnitude of the minimum wage pass-through elasticity
estimate or the dispersion in the estimate between rich and poor counties, suggesting that
demand side effects play an important role.

5.2

Demand Pass-Through Elasticity

I now assume that the minimum wage only affects household income. Let market demand
QD (p, I) depend on price p and income I, and now assume instead that the minimum wage
w1 has an effect on demand only through income. Under perfect competition, I can obtain
the demand pass-through elasticity by differentiating the equilibrium condition with respect
to the minimum wage:

40

This is a reasonable assumption given the paucity of estimates on the hours elasticity. Dube et al.
(2007) shows that the hours elasticity is not statistically significantly different from zero.
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QD (p, I) = QS (p)
εQD ,I

ε
d ln p
−εD I,w1
=
.
d ln w1
1 − εεDS

(10)

I show all steps of the derivations in Appendix Section D.4. The pass-through elasticity
is now equal to 1−1εS , which is 1 minus the pass-through rate , multiplied by the income
εD

elasticity of demand εQD ,I , the inverse demand elasticity, and the income elasticity with
respect to the minimum wage εI,w1 . Likewise, I can derive the demand pass-through formula
under symmetric imperfect competition. First, I start from the profit-maximization condition
and differentiate it with respect to income. In addition, I allow the demand elasticity to
depend on income. I obtain an expression for the quantity response to income:

P (Q, I) + θ

∂P (Q, I)
Q − c′ (Q) = 0
∂Q
2

∂ p
∂p
θ ∂I∂Q
Q + ∂I
dQ
= − ∂M R ∂M C .
dI
− ∂Q
∂Q

(11)

Next, I use to above expression to obtain the pass-through formula:

∂p dQ dI
∂p dI
dp
=
+
dw1
∂Q dI dw1 ∂I dw1


 
d ln p
dp εQD ,I
θ
dp
ερ ≡
= 1−
εI,w1 +
εp′ ,I εI,w1 .
d ln w1
dt −εD
dt −εD

(12)

There are two terms through which demand side effects could raise prices. First, if the
minimum wage increases product demand among consumers due to increased income, a
demand shift could raise prices if the pass-through rate is positive. This first term, which
I denote as the shift effect, is the same as the term under perfect competition, except the
pass-through rate is different because the market structure is different. Second, income
could have a direct effect on demand elasticity. I denote this second term as the slope effect.
These two terms imply that retailers could raise prices by raising markups even if marginal
costs are flat. According to SV, marginal costs of retailers are not very responsive to local
demand shocks. Around 75% of costs in a retail store are wholesale costs, which exhibit
little geographic variation due to the tradable nature of retail goods as well as restrictions
imposed by the Robinson-Patman Act. Almost all remaining costs are retail rents and labor
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costs, and SV show that these two components do not respond strongly to local demand
shocks. Therefore, if the supply elasticity is large, the pass-through rate would be driven by
both a positive market-conduct parameter and curvature in demand.
In Table 14, I theoretically calibrate the magnitude of the minimum wage pass-through
elasticity assuming only demand effects using equation 20. I focus on the shift effect because
the slope effect requires an estimate of the super-elasticity that is rarely estimated in the
previous literature. I focus on food-at-home for these estimates since grocery stores derive
over 75% of their revenue from food-at-home and estimates of MPC for food-at-home are
most readily available. As summarized in Hoynes and Schanzenbach (2009), MPC estimates
for food-at-home are around 0.03-0.17. I use the lower range of these estimates to calculate
the income elasticities of demand for food-at-home, which are around 0.03-0.1 given an
expenditure share of 0.1 for food-at-home. The demand elasticity estimate is obtained from
Leung and Seo (2018) and consistent with Andreyeva et al. (2010). The pass-through rate
estimate is also estimated in Leung and Seo (2018) and but slightly higher than those in
Besanko et al. (2005) due to a high estimated curvature of demand. The income elasticity of
minimum wage is calculated using derivations in Section D.3 and estimates from Dube (2017).
The calibrated magnitudes show that the shift term of the demand effect alone can generate
pass-through elasticities of about 0.02-0.06. Given differences in the income elasticity of
the minimum wage across rich and poor counties, the magnitude of heterogeneity in my
reduced-form estimates of pass-through elasticities are also in line with the heterogeneity
in these theoretical calibrations. I also provide suggestive evidence for decreases in demand
elasticities in Sections 6 and 7.1. First, I show that poorer households decrease shopping
intensities when the minimum wage rises. Second, I find that product groups with lower
demand elasticities have higher pass-through elasticities as consistent with the theory.
Overall, there are three mechanisms through which the minimum wage could impact
prices and quantities sold in product markets. First, labor cost increases and shifts the supply
curve upwards, raising prices and decreasing quantities sold. Second, consumer demand could
shift outwards and raise quantities sold. Third, consumer demand elasticities could drop,
leading retailers to markup retail prices and decrease quantities sold. The combined effects of
these three mechanisms raise retail prices while the impact on quantities sold is ambiguous.
Thee fact the effect of the minimum wage on real sales in merchandise stores is positively
significant, as shown in Table 10, is suggestive of demand effects. Since merchandise stores
price nationally, quantities will not decrease as much as grocery stores as a result of increased
markups, while many of the products sold in merchandise stores, in particular food, are also
sold in grocery stores. Out of the three mechanisms described above, only a demand shift
can raise quantities sold.
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However, it is important to note that demand-induced feedback is only one of several
mechanisms that could potentially increase prices beyond the magnitude predicted under
complete labor cost pass-through. First, minimum wage increases could also increase the
labor costs of manufacturing goods sold in the retail sector. I argue that this mechanism
is unlikely to be driving the results for two reasons. First, the share of minimum wage
workers in manufacturing is very low based on the CPS at around 0.1%. Second, these
goods are tradable such that most are not sold in the states in which they are produced.
Another mechanism is that consumers could be substituting to food-at-home as prices
for food-away-from-home rises, increasing the demand for groceries and possibly lowering
the demand elasticity as well. The results illustrated above are also consistent with this
mechanism. Quantifying the magnitude of this mechanism would require estimates of the
cross-price elasticity of food-at-home with respect to food-away-from-home. Although there
is no clear consensus on the magnitude of this elasticity, Richards and Mancino (2014)
estimate a cross-price elasticity of food-at-home with respect to fast food prices at around
only 0.06. Given existing estimates of the minimum wage pass-through to restaurant prices
are around 0.07, a cross-price elasticity at least an order of magnitude larger would be needed
to explain the real sales responses I find.41

6

Shopping Behavior

To provide evidence that stores raised markups due to lower demand elasticities among
households in response to the minimum wage, I investigate the shopping behavior of
households in response to the minimum wage using the Nielsen Consumer Panel. As shown
below in equation 13, I regress shopping outcome Yit for household i at time t on the minimum
wage M Wst corresponding to the state s that household i lives in. I split the households
into 2 quantiles based on their household income in 2006, denoting poorer households with
the indicator variable 1{HHIncomei ∈ LowerQuantile}, and interact the indicator with
the minimum wage. This provides a measure for whether a household is affected by the
minimum wage, since spillovers have effects up to around the 15th percentile of the wage
distribution.42 Control variables Xit such as the county level variables used in previous
regressions are included along with household size fixed effects as well as household and
period fixed effects.

41

To my knowledge, there are no estimates of the elasticity of the demand elasticity for food-at-home
with respect to food-away-from-home prices or food-at-home prices, which is a measure of curvature.
42
The data only contain household income and does not contain wage information.
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ln Yit = α + β1 ln M Wst + β2 1{HHIncomei ∈ LowerQuantile}
+ β3 ln M Wst × 1{HHIncomei ∈ LowerQuantile}

(13)

+ Xit′ γ + αi + αt + εit
Results are shown in Table 15 with and without control variables. The coefficient on
the interaction between the minimum wage and log expenditure is negative although it is
statistically insignificant. A priori, it seems reasonable to believe that expenditures should
rise for poorer households but this is theoretically ambiguous as shown in the previous
section. Furthermore, store level results do not show strong effects of the minimum wage on
nominal sales. However, the coefficient on all 3 measures of shopping intensity are strongly
significant, suggesting that compared to richer households, poorer households may not spend
more as the minimum wage rises but they reduce their shopping intensity and become less
price sensitive. There may be a concern that some of the estimated effects on below median
households are positive in magnitude. This could be consistent with poorer households
adjusting their shopping behavior due to increased prices. I argue that it is the difference
in shopping intensities between the rich and poor households in response to minimum wage
changes that suggests demand effects. I show robustness checks following SV in Appendix
Table G11 by applying state-period fixed effects, interacting household characteristics with
the log minimum wage, and adding product department-period fixed effects to a sample with
household expenditures at the product department level. The positively significant results
for the rich in coupon share and store brand share suggests that since richer households do
not experience increased wages from the minimum wage hike but face higher prices, they
raise their shopping intensities. On the other hand, poorer households might face even larger
increases in prices, but their shopping intensities actually do not rise or even decrease because
of increased income.

7
7.1

Heterogeneity and Policy Implications
Product Heterogeneity

To offer further evidence of heterogeneity in pass-through elasticities and support for
increased markups, I use the components of the store price indices, which are constructed by
product group, and estimate the regression shown in equation 1 to obtain pass-through
elasticities by product group and store type for both rich and poor counties. These
estimates can be used in a second stage regression and regressed on the determinants of
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the pass-through elasticity such as demand elasticities by product group. As suggested by
Lewis and Linzer (2005),43 I present both OLS results with heteroskedasticity robust errors
as well as weighted least squares, where the weight is the inverse standard error of the
estimates, in Table 16. I first regress the pass-through elasticities on indicators for store
type. The store type indicators are positively significant with drug stores as the omitted
group, which corroborates with previous evidence. I also include as a regressor the log of
the absolute value of the estimated demand elasticities for each product group, which are
obtained from Broda and Weinstein (2010). The coefficient is negative and significant in the
OLS specification for poor counties, which implies that when demand is more inelastic, the
pass-through elasticity is higher. This is consistent with supply side effects as shown by cost
pass-through theory as well as demand side effects due to variable markups.44 Lastly, I add
the expenditure share in 2006 accounted for by households with below median household
income in each product group according to the consumer panel. There are two opposing
effects that the expenditure share proxies for. First, groups with more expenditure by the
poor should have larger changes in demand elasticity since the minimum wage mostly affects
those consumers and hence a higher pass-through elasticity. Second, groups with higher
expenditure share might have lower initial levels of demand elasticities, which lowers the
pass-through elasticity. The estimated coefficient is positive but insignificant. There is also
very little variation in the expenditure share across product groups, which may explain the
insignificant result. I present additional results by constructing store price indices segmented
by two product characteristics, and describe these results in Appendix Section E.

7.2

Regional Heterogeneity

As analyzed in MaCurdy (2015), pass-through elasticities can vary by income group
because of heterogeneity in consumption bundles across income groups. Results in Section
4.2 highlight regional heterogeneity as another mechanism that has not been emphasized
in the previous literature. In Table 4, I also show the interaction using store sales, since
smaller stores are more likely to be located in poorer regions and hire lower wage workers.
The coefficient shows the expected sign and is strongly significant.
Furthermore, according to the cost pass-through elasticity formulas, increased
competition should lead to a higher pass-through elasticity in general, since firms in more
competitive environments cannot adjust their markups. However, the demand pass-through
43

Lewis and Linzer (2005) argue that for estimated dependent variable models, using OLS with White
errors is preferred to the WLS with inverse standard errors as weights in most cases.
44
The standard markup formula has a positive second derivative with respect to the demand elasticity,
which implies that for the same percentage drop in demand elasticity, a smaller initial demand elasticity
creates a larger percentage increase in price.
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elasticity derivations show that stores facing stronger competition are also more constrained
in raising prices when demand elasticities change due to smaller markup adjustments.
I interact the pass-through elasticities with a rough proxy for competition in the last
specification of Table 4 using the number of grocery stores per population in each county.
The coefficient is statistically insignificant, suggesting that these two forces roughly offset
each other such that changing competition does not change the pass-through elasticity.

7.3

Policy Implications

Overall, these results have several interesting and important implications. First, while
the existing literature has found that the minimum wage reduces nominal wage inequality,
the reduction in real wage inequality is less substantial. For example, AMS find that for a
10% increase in the minimum wage, a worker earning the 10th percentile of the national
wage distribution experiences around a 1.6% increase in wages relative to the median.
Extrapolating earlier findings to the entire consumer basket, with caveats that other products
may have smaller responses due to smaller MPCs and rigid pricing in national chains, the
increase in real wages would be smaller by 0.3-0.9% in poor counties, which brings the
increase in real wages relative to the median down to about 0.7-1.3%. Furthermore, the
poor who are not working would only bear the higher costs of living without increases in
income.
Second, within-chain price rigidity can substantially lower the impact of local minimum
wage shocks on local prices. In stores that belong to chains that practice rigid pricing and
locate in states across the US, the estimated pass-through elasticity is indistinguishable
from zero. This also attenuates the increase in real wage inequality by negating demand
feedbacks. Since grocery stores have an expenditure share of about 60% among the stores
in the data,45 this implies that chain rigidity lowers the pass-through elasticity to about
0.035 from 0.083 using only flexible pricing stores, which is a 58% decrease. However, stores
that price nationally are still likely to react to national shocks such as a rise in the federal
minimum wage, and extrapolating from the subsample of grocery stores that exhibit local
pricing, a 10% rise in the federal minimum wage could raise prices nationally by 0.8%.
Third, these results imply that looking only at the nominal spending response of the
minimum wage hike would hugely overstate its benefits for low wage workers, as the response
in real spending is around half of the response in nominal spending.
Fourth, increasing residential segregation would magnify the regressive nature of the
minimum wage tax, since low wage workers will be more likely to shop at the same stores
45

This share is calculated from the Nielsen Consumer Panel using expenditures on store types available
in the Nielsen Retail Scanner.
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and experience bigger rises in cost of living. This mechanism should also apply to local
goods and services with sufficiently high demand responses to income, and could arise even
within counties if shopping locations are strongly segregated by the income of consumers.
While there are no good data on the demographic characteristics of customers in each
store, I provide suggestive evidence that income segregation does magnify this mechanism
in Appendix F.
Fifth, there has been a global movement to increase the minimum wage to unprecedented
levels in both Europe and the US. These results imply that the pass-through elasticity will
become correspondingly larger and each minimum wage hike will have increasing effects on
inflation. For example, if the national minimum wage in the US increases from $7.25 to $15,
the national Kaitz index would be raised from around 0.3 to 0.6, assuming the average wage
only increases slightly. Extrapolating out of sample with the triple difference results above,
this implies that the pass-through elasticity would increase from 0.06 to roughly 0.19. The
effect of each minimum wage hike is progressively stronger due to the non-linearity in the
price response. A further 10% increase in minimum wage would raise grocery store prices
by 1.9%

8

Conclusion

In this paper, I find evidence that the minimum wage increases prices in grocery stores
but not in other store types because of rigid pricing within retail chains. A 10% minimum
wage hike raises grocery store prices by about 0.58%. This finding holds across different
phases of the business cycle and passes a variety of robustness checks. Furthermore, the
pass-through elasticity is stronger in regions where the minimum wage is more binding. I
present evidence that the minimum wage increases earnings of grocery store workers, but
based on cost pass-through theory, this labor cost increase is not large enough to fully explain
the rise in prices. I propose that demand -induced feedback leads to a larger pass-through
elasticity by increasing income, lowering demand elasticities, and increasing retail markups.
I support this claim with four pieces of evidence. First, I derive pass-through formulas for
calibrations to show that demand effects can account for size of the reduced-form estimate.
Second, I find suggestive evidence that poorer households lower shopping intensities when
the minimum wage rises, consistent with lower price sensitivities. Third, I provide evidence
that multi-product retailers raise prices for more demand inelastic product groups, consistent
with retail markups. Fourth, I find that merchandise stores, which do not raise their prices
in response to local minimum wage shocks due to within-chain price rigidity, exhibit large
nominal and real sales responses to minimum wage increases.
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Demand-induced feedback would also create significant dispersion in pass-through
elasticity between rich and poor regions, which has important implications for real wage
inequality, residential segregation, and future minimum wage increases. My results imply
that due to regional heterogeneity in earnings, the reduction in real wage inequality
caused by minimum wage hikes is smaller than the reduction in nominal wage inequality.
Regional heterogeneity in earnings, combined with residential segregation by different income
groups, could lead to income segregation in shopping locations. Thus, increasing residential
segregation may lead to larger dispersion in the minimum wage pass-through elasticity
between income groups. By using regions where the minimum wage is more binding, I
extrapolate that the minimum wage could have significant inflationary impacts if it continues
to rise relative to the average wage. While the effects of local minimum wage hikes on prices
and real wage inequality are weakened by within-chain price rigidity, a rise in the federal
minimum wage could have much larger effects.
As movements to increase the minimum wage to historic levels gain traction around the
world, the impact of the minimum wage on the cost of living becomes more crucial. Better
data on both prices and quantities of goods and services in other industries and countries
are needed to inform the policy debate.
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Tables
Table 1: Share of workers paid at or below the minimum wage by industry, top 10
Industry

Proportion of
all MW workers hired

Within-industry share
of MW workers

0.296
0.040
0.036
0.027
0.022
0.022
0.020
0.019
0.019
0.016

0.289
0.114
0.032
0.129
0.049
0.073
0.021
0.108
0.194
0.113

Restaurants and other food services
Grocery stores
Elementary and secondary schools
Other amusement, gambling, and recreation industries
Colleges and universities, including junior colleges
Department stores and discount stores
Construction
Traveler accommodation
Private households
Child day care services

Notes: Pooled data from CPS MORG, 2006-2015. Shares are constructed using CPS sample weights.
Almost all workers appear twice by construction of the rotating panel. Industries are classified
according to the 2010 Census occupational classification used by the CPS. The second column refers
to the share of all MW workers that work in a specific industry, whereas the third column refers to
the share of MW workers within the specified industry.

Table 2: Minimum wage impact on labor markets by industry

Industry

(1)
Drug

(2)
Grocery

(3)
Department

(4)
Merchandise

(5)
Restaurant

0.0323
(0.0466)
66,330
-0.135
(0.178)
35,355
X
X

0.157***
(0.0568)
115,499
-0.245
(0.184)
93,439
X
X

0.252***
(0.0341)
122,698
-0.0755
(0.0551)
118,609
X
X

0.0638 0.146***
(0.0390) (0.0420)
115,663 122,081
Employment 0.0880
0.00491
(0.0604) (0.0955)
87,483
101,726
County FE
X
X
Year-Quarter FE
X
X
Earnings

Notes: Data from the QWI, 2006-2015. Coefficients are obtained from 10 separate regressions of
the outcomes on the minimum wage under different specifications. Robust standard errors are in
parentheses, clustered by state. Number of observations are given below the standard errors. ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Log county population is added as a control variable. Industries include
drug stores, grocery stores, department stores, other merchandise stores, and restaurants as classified
by 4-digit NAICS (4461, 4451, 4521, 4529, and 7225).
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Table 3: Effect of minimum wage on prices by store type
(2)

(1)
Store Type

(3)

Drug

(5)
(6)
Merchandise

Log price index

VARIABLES
Log MW

(4)
Grocery

-0.0469
(0.0555)

Log housing price
Log unemployment rate
Log population
Log average wage

Observations
R-squared
Prob > F
Store FE
Year-Quarter FE
Number of units
Number of clusters

-0.0632
0.0605*
(0.0500) (0.0311)
0.0461**
(0.0194)
-0.00828
(0.00858)
0.00427
(0.0315)
-0.0111
(0.00989)

354,064
0.873
0.403
X
X
8853
48

353,938
0.875
0.000
X
X
8852
48

287,284
0.928
0.058
X
X
7183
48

0.0576**
(0.0255)
0.0181
(0.0140)
-0.000742
(0.00606)
-0.0776***
(0.0243)
-0.00676
(0.00867)

-0.00623
(0.0241)

-0.0121
(0.0214)
0.0265**
(0.0131)
0.00245
(0.00452)
-0.0593***
(0.0212)
-0.00342
(0.00742)

287,122
0.929
0.002
X
X
7180
48

282,092
0.895
0.797
X
X
7054
49

282,037
0.896
0.064
X
X
7054
49

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered by state. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Table 4: Pass-through elasticity estimates interacted with determinants, grocery stores
(1)
Kaitz index

(2)
Log AW

(3)
Fraction below 25K

(4)
MW / median

(5)
Log sales

(6)
Log est. per cap

Interaction coefficient

0.426***
(0.0617)

-0.124***
(0.0171)

0.367***
(0.0526)

0.438***
(0.0579)

-0.0853***
(0.00909)

-0.000954
(0.00971)

Observations
R-squared
Prob > F
Number of units
Number of clusters
State-period FE

287,122
0.949
0.000
7180
48
X

287,122
0.949
0.000
7180
48
X

287,122
0.949
0.000
7180
48
X

287,122
0.949
0.000
7180
48
X

287,122
0.951
0.000
7180
48
X

287,117
0.948
0.000
7180
48
X

VARIABLES

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The interaction
coefficient is obtained from a regression of the log price index on log minimum wage, the variable of interest, and its interaction
with the minimum wage, along with control variables as well as store and period fixed effects. Adding state-period fixed effects
implies that only within-state-period variation is used, i.e. county variation in the determinants of pass-through. The Kaitz
index is defined as the ratio of the minimum wage to the average wage in each county. Sales are constructed from Nielsen retail
scanner data. Average wages (AW), the number of establishments per capita (Est. per cap) are obtained at the county level
from the QWI and QCEW and matched to store type. Fraction of HHs earning below $25K (Fraction below $25K) and median
household income are obtained from the ACS 5-year estimates.
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Table 5: Summary statistics of rich and poor counties by Kaitz index, 2006 first quarter
Poor
Rich
Mean

Variable
Population
Kaitz index
Average weekly wage
Unemployment rate
Grocery stores per 100K population
Grocery stores
States
N

204859 55956
0.32
0.43
691.73 521.15
5.27
6.01
26.00
24.55
72.10
16.54
49
47
1098
1086

Notes: Data from QCEW. A county is defined as rich or poor if it has
a Kaitz index below median or above median respectively, relative to
all counties. The number of counties are not equal due to ties.

Table 6: Effect of minimum wage on prices by store type and Kaitz index
(1)
Store Type
Counties

(2)

(3)

Drug
Rich

(4)
Grocery

Poor

Rich

VARIABLES

Poor

(5)
(6)
Merchandise
Rich

Poor

Log price index

Log MW

-0.0578
(0.0453)

Observations
R-squared
Prob > F
Number of units
Number of clusters

309,002
0.872
0.000
7730
48

-0.101 0.0584**
(0.0680) (0.0270)
44,936
0.894
0.038
1124
40

246,966
0.928
0.005
6177
48

0.0837*** -0.0123
(0.0201) (0.0230)
40,156
0.941
0.003
1004
41

231,709
0.894
0.119
5799
48

-0.00306
(0.0198)
50,328
0.912
0.252
1261
45

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1. Control variables as well as store and period fixed effects are included. A county is defined as
rich or poor if it has a Kaitz index below median or above median respectively, relative to all counties.
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Table 7: Effect of minimum wage on prices by sample period, grocery stores

Sample period

(1)
2006-07

(2)
2008-09

Observations
R-squared
Prob > F
Number of units
Number of clusters

(4)
2014-15

Log price index

VARIABLES
Log MW

(3)
2010-13

0.00697 0.0588***
(0.0111) (0.0219)
57,390
0.862
0.009
7179
48

57,432
0.880
0.000
7179
48

0.0303 0.0759***
(0.0387) (0.0230)
114,864
0.931
0.073
7179
48

57,436
0.963
0.000
7180
48

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01,
** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables as well as store and period fixed effects are
included. All of the federal minimum wage variation is announced in May 2007 and
occurs in 2007-2009, along with many state changes during that period. There was very
little minimum wage variation from 2010-2013 barring those from states that indexed
their minimum wage to the national CPI. A new wave of minimum wage hikes began in
2014-2015 and were all initiated by states.
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38

287,122
0.929
0.002
7180
48

0.00845**
(0.00365)

(1)
Default

258,398
0.939
0.000
6461
48

0.0474**
(0.0201)

(2)
Drop outliers

857,886
0.929
0.005
7151
48

0.0564**
(0.0249)

(3)
Monthly

220,762
0.928
0.000
5521
38

0.0671**
(0.0299)

(4)
No indexing states

188,702
0.927
0.000
4721
44

0.0690**
(0.0319)

(5)
Interior counties

(7)
Substate MW

98,420
0.934
0.000
2464
48

0.0432***
(0.0144)
287,122
0.929
0.003
7180
48

0.0545**
(0.0241)

Log price index

(6)
Contiguous counties

287,122
0.928
0.008
7180
48

0.0466*
(0.0243)

(8)
Store revenue weights

287,122
0.919
0.018
7180
48

0.0567**
(0.0226)

(9)
Population weights

53,682
0.964
0.000
1344
48

0.0455*
(0.0237)

(10)
County observations

287,118
0.994
0.002
7179
48

0.0571***
(0.0171)

(11)
Time trend

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables as well as store and period fixed effects
are included. MW level refers to using minimum wage levels as the regressor instead of log minimum wage. Dropping outliers refers to dropping stores with average price
indices below the 5th percentile or above the 95th percentile. Monthly observations refers to a regression using a monthly price index instead of quarterly. No indexing states
drops states that index their minimum wage to the national CPI. Contiguous and interior counties refers to stores in counties that are contiguous to counties in another state
across the border and those that are not. Include substate MW matches stores to their local minimum wage (city or county level) if such local ordinances are in place. County
observations refers to aggregating the price indices to the county level with store revenue weights and then weighting each county observation by total store revenue in that
county. Time trend refers to adding store-specific time trends.

Observations
R-squared
Prob ¿ F
Number of units
Number of clusters

Log MW

MW level

VARIABLES

Specification

Table 8: Effect of minimum wage on prices for grocery stores, robustness checks

Table 9: Effect of minimum wage on prices for grocery stores, alternative price indices

Method

(1)
Alternative weights

(2)
Tornqvist

(3)
One-stage

(4)
Geometric

(5)
Fixed

(6)
Fixed posted price

(7)
County base

Log price index

VARIABLES
Log MW

0.0576**
(0.0246)

0.0526**
(0.0228)

0.0566**
(0.0239)

0.0576**
(0.0236)

0.0595*
(0.0317)

0.0567*
(0.0335)

0.0506**
(0.0214)

Observations
R-squared
Prob > F
Number of units
Number of clusters

295,562
0.926
0.015
7391
48

295,562
0.920
0.017
7391
48

295,562
0.924
0.013
7391
48

295,562
0.857
0.020
7391
48

295,562
0.874
0.002
7391
48

295,322
0.900
0.024
7385
48

55,270
0.956
0.002
1382
49

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control
variables as well as store (or county whenever appropriate) and period fixed effects are included. Details on each of the index
construction methods used above are shown in Appendix B. For the county-level specification, the regression is weighted by
county revenue.

Table 10: Effect of minimum wage on real and nominal sales by store type and Kaitz index
(1)
Store Type
Counties
Log real sales
Log sales

Observations
Number of units
Number of clusters

(2)

(3)
(4)
Grocery

Drug
Rich
0.0516
(0.0707)
-0.00614
(0.0580)
309,002
7730
48

Poor

Rich

Poor

(5)
(6)
Merchandise
Rich

Poor

0.161
-0.0147
0.0695
0.00473 0.221**
(0.134) (0.0590) (0.0763) (0.0425) (0.0831)
0.0591
0.0437
0.153* -0.00761 0.218**
(0.0953) (0.0551) (0.0771) (0.0586) (0.0946)
44,936
1124
40

246,966
6177
48

40,156
1004
41

231,709
5799
48

50,328
1261
45

Notes: Coefficients are obtained from 12 separate regressions (by store type and Kaitz index) of the
two outcomes, log real sales and log nominal sales, on the minimum wage along with control variables
as well as store and period fixed effects. Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the
state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Real sales are defined as nominal sales divided by the
store-specific price index. A county is defined as rich or poor if it has a Kaitz index below median or
above median respectively, relative to all counties.
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Table 11: Effect of minimum wage on prices and real sales for grocery stores in poor counties
by product department

Product Department

Log price index
Log real sales

Observations
Number of units
Number of clusters

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Health &
Beauty Care

Food

Non-food
Grocery

Alcohol

General
merchandise

0.0333
(0.0277)
-0.0762
(0.141)

0.0575**
(0.0266)
0.111
(0.0705)

0.168***
(0.0444)
-0.167
(0.140)

0.112**
(0.0529)
0.350
(0.351)

-0.0623
(0.0461)
0.183
(0.167)

40,276
1007
41

40,236
1006
41

40,076
1002
41

39,436
986
39

40,236
1006
41

Notes: Coefficients are obtained from 10 separate regressions of the two outcomes, log price index
and log real sales, on the minimum wage along with control variables as well as store and period fixed
effects. Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1. A county is defined as rich or poor if it has a Kaitz index below median or above median
respectively, relative to all counties.

Table 12: Effect of chain rigidity on pass-through elasticities
(1)
Store Type

(2)
All

VARIABLES
Log MW
States in chain x Log MW

Log price index
0.0156
(0.0278)
-0.00140***
(0.000443)

Flexibility measure x Log MW

Observations
R-squared
Prob > F
Number of units
Number of clusters
Local pricing

(3)
(4)
Grocery

-0.0350
(0.0344)

0.0828*** 0.00318
(0.0259) (0.0261)

0.197*
(0.110)
923,057
0.877
0.020
23081
49

889,925
0.877
0.065
22340
49

206,644
0.931
0.000
5167
48
X

80,478
0.935
0.012
2013
39

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1. Control variables as well as store and period fixed effects are included. Local pricing refers
to stores with flexible pricing or stores in chains located in one or two states.

40

41

0.120
0.120
0.120
0.108
0.108
0.108
0.297
0.297
0.297

Health Stores
Health Stores
Health Stores

Department Stores
Department Stores
Department Stores

Restaurants
Restaurants
Restaurants

0.181
0.283
0.340

0.097
0.202
0.273

0.034
0.101
0.129

0.084
0.162
0.210

Poor counties

0.137
0.253
0.305

0.069
0.171
0.222

0.025
0.095
0.117

0.073
0.164
0.207

Rich counties

0.150
0.273
0.324

0.074
0.188
0.246

0.028
0.103
0.128

0.081
0.181
0.228

All

Weighted share of wages
earned by MW affected workers

None
AMS
Lee

None
AMS
Lee

None
AMS
Lee

None
AMS
Lee

Spillover
adjustment

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

Pass-through
rate

0.0538
0.0841
0.1010

0.0104
0.0218
0.0294

0.0041
0.0120
0.0154

0.0085
0.0163
0.0211

Poor counties

0.0407
0.0752
0.0905

0.0074
0.0185
0.0240

0.0031
0.0114
0.0141

0.0074
0.0165
0.0208

Rich counties

MW pass-through
elasticity

0.0447
0.0811
0.0964

0.0080
0.0202
0.0265

0.0034
0.0123
0.0153

0.0082
0.0181
0.0229

All

Notes: Pooled data from ACS, 2006-2015. Industries are classified according to the NAICS. Labor cost shares are from 2007 and 2012 SUSB. Shares are constructed using ACS
sample person weights. Spillover adjustments are made based on theoretical derivations and using spillover elasticity estimates from Autor, Manning, and Smith (2016) (AMS)
and Lee (1999), normalized by the maximum percentile. Pass-through rates are taken from estimates in previous literature. The minimum wage pass-through elasticity is a
multiple of the labor cost share, the weighted share of wages earned by MW affected workers, and the pass-through rate as shown by theory.

0.101
0.101
0.101

Labor cost share

Grocery Stores
Grocery Stores
Grocery Stores

Industry

Table 13: Theoretical estimates of minimum wage pass-through elasticity, labor cost effect
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0.3
0.65
1

0.709
0.709
0.709

0.102
0.102
0.102

0.067
0.067
0.067

Rich counties

Income elasticity of MW

elasticity Poor counties

Demand

0.0833
0.0833
0.0833

All
0.5
0.5
0.5

rate

Pass-through

0.0216
0.0468
0.0719

Poor counties

0.0142
0.0307
0.0472

Rich counties

0.0176
0.0382
0.0587

All

Demand pass-through elasticity

Notes: MPC estimates are collected from the previous literature. Income elasticities of demand are calculated from the MPC estimates assuming an expenditure share of 0.1
for food-at-home. Demand elasticity and pass-through rate are estimated in Leung and Seo (2018) and consistent with the previous literature. Income elasticity of minimum
wage is calculated from estimates from Dube (2017) and derivations in Section D.3.

0.03
0.065
0.1

of demand

MPC Income elasticity

Table 14: Theoretical estimates of minimum wage pass-through elasticity, demand effect
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0.00964
(0.0330)
-0.0212
(0.0203)
1,539,076
0.731
0.000
61431
49
X

-0.0148
(0.0295)
-0.0181
(0.0204)
1,539,443
0.767
0.000
61437
49

0.00893***
(0.00236)
-0.00705***
(0.00161)
1,539,078
0.767
0.000
61431
49
X

0.00917***
(0.00219)
-0.00678***
(0.00160)

(3)
(4)
Coupon share

1,539,441
0.850
0.000
61437
49

0.00623
(0.00949)
-0.0456***
(0.00671)

1,539,076
0.850
0.000
61431
49
X

0.00850
(0.0109)
-0.0440***
(0.00659)

(5)
(6)
Deal share

1,539,441
0.688
0.008
61437
49

0.0136**
(0.00663)
-0.00936**
(0.00372)

1,539,076
0.688
0.008
61431
49
X

0.0150**
(0.00606)
-0.00957**
(0.00365)

(7)
(8)
Store brand share

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Observations are weighted by sampling
weights. Household and period fixed effects are included. Control variables include log housing price, log county unemployment rate, log county
population, log county average wage, and household size fixed effects. Below median refers to an indicator variable for households with a household
income below the median in 2006. Coupon share denotes the share of expenditures made using a coupon, deal share denotes the share of expenditures
on goods on sale, and store brand share denotes the share of expenditures on goods that are store brand.

Observations 1,539,441
R-squared
0.729
Prob > F
0.571
Number of units
61437
Number of clusters
49
Controls

Log MW x Below median

Log MW

VARIABLES

(2)
(1)
Log expenditure

Table 15: Effect of minimum wage on shopping behavior

Table 16: Determinants of pass-through elasticity
(1)
Counties
VARIABLES
Grocery
Merchandise
Log demand elasticity
Poor revenue share
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Prob > F
OLS Robust
WLS

(2)

(3)

Rich

(4)
Poor

Pass-through elasticity estimate
0.0948***
(0.0152)
0.0692***
(0.0146)
-0.00409
(0.00540)
0.0251
(0.140)
-0.0571***
(0.0206)

0.0765***
(0.0102)
0.0352***
(0.00885)
-0.00278
(0.00337)
0.0767
(0.0971)
-0.0415***
(0.0110)

0.0615**
(0.0261)
0.0567***
(0.0218)
-0.0179**
(0.00769)
0.0615
(0.234)
0.00985
(0.0302)

0.0728***
(0.0143)
0.0264**
(0.0122)
-0.00673
(0.00520)
0.0101
(0.137)
-0.00834
(0.0163)

283
0.157
0.000
X

283
0.160
0.000

274
0.052
0.003
X

274
0.089
0.000

X

X

Notes: Second stage regression where estimated store type by product group
pass-through elasticities are regressed on regressors of interest, with drug
stores being the omitted group. Demand elasticities by product group are
obtained from Broda and Weinstein (2010). Robust standard errors are
in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Poor revenue share is
the revenue share in 2006 accounted for by households with below median
household income in each product group according to the consumer panel.
Pass-through elasticities estimated with fewer than 10 states are dropped
due to lack of power in the estimate, and results are robust to using other
reasonable numbers as thresholds.
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Figures
Figure 1: Expenditure shares on retail goods by income quintile and year

Expenditure share of retail goods

.24

.22

.2

.18

.16

.14
2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

Year
All Consumer Units
Quintile 2

Quintile 1
Quintile 3

Quintile 4

Quintile 5

Notes: This figure plots expenditure shares on retail goods by income quintile from 2006-2015, which range
from an average of 15.48% for top quintile consumer units to 22.44% for bottom quintile consumer units.
Data from the CEX are used and selected categories are all sold by Nielsen retail stores, which include
alcoholic beverages, drugs, food at home, toys, audio and visual equipment, medical supplies, household
furnishings and equipment, housekeeping supplies, personal care products and services, and tobacco.

Figure 2: Comparison of Nielsen price indices with CPI
NEW YORK NY
1.4

Index value

1.3

1.2

1.1

1
2006m1

2008m1

2010m1

2012m1

2014m1

2016m1

Year-month
D, monthly

D, quarterly

F, monthly
M, monthly

F, quarterly
M, quarterly

CPI Food and Beverages

CPI Food at home

Notes: This figure plots city-level price indices from 2006-2015 constructed using Nielsen retail scanner data
against those used by the BLS to construct the CPI. D, F, and M correspond to Nielsen price indices for drug
stores, grocery stores, and mass merchandise stores respectively. Nielsen price indices are first constructed
at the store level, and aggregated to the city level by taking a sales-weighted average.
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Minimum wage by state ($)
6
8
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Figure 3: Minimum wage over time for all states, 2006-2015

2006m1 2007m1 2008m1 2009m1 2010m1 2011m1 2012m1 2013m1 2014m1 2015m1

Month

Notes: This figure plots the state-effective minimum wage for each state in each month from 2006-2015.
States that do not have a state minimum wage are bounded by the federal minimum wage.

Figure 4: Minimum wage changes over time by type for all states
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Notes: This figure plots the total number of changes in the minimum wage across states in each year,
segmented by the type of change. There are 4 types of minimum wage changes: federal legislation, state
legislation, state ballot (where voters decide whether the minimum wage should be increased), and subsequent
changes due to indexation to the national CPI (with the exception of Colorado which indexes their minimum
wage to the city-level CPI).
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Figure 5: Cumulative effects of minimum wage on labor markets
(b) Earnings, restaurants
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Notes: This figure plots the sum of estimated coefficients for each period, along with the 95% confidence intervals, from
regressions using a distributed lag model, where log earnings and log employment are regressed on log minimum wage. County
and period fixed effects are included. The event window starts from 6 quarters before a minimum wage change and ends 4
quarters after the change. Regressions are run separately for both grocery stores and restaurants.
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Figure 6: Cumulative effect of minimum wage on prices for grocery stores
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Notes: This figure plots the sum of estimated coefficients for each period, along with the 95% confidence intervals, from
regressions using a distributed lag model, where log price index is regressed on log minimum wage. Control variables as well as
store and period fixed effects are included. In panel (a), the effect of the implemented minimum wage is estimated. The event
window starts from 6 quarters before a minimum wage change and ends 4 quarters after the change. Prices rise 3-4 quarters
before implementation in the 2006-2015 sample, suggesting announcement effects. Panel (b) confirms this by estimating the
effect of the announced minimum wage for states that do not index their minimum wage to the national CPI, with the event
window shifted to retain observations. When focusing on 2013-2015 when implementation lags were much shorter, the timing
of the effect is sharper. Event windows are chosen to retain 2015q1 minimum wage variation, since the latest minimum wage
data are available until 2016q3.
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Figure 7: Cumulative effect of minimum wage on prices, grocery stores
(a) 6 quarters before minimum wage change
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Notes: This figure plots the observations used to estimate the cumulative effect of the minimum wage on prices as shown in
Figure 6. Two coefficients from the same regression are shown: Panel (a) shows the cumulative effect 6 quarters before a
minimum wage change, while Panel (b) shows the cumulative effect 4 quarters after a change. For each store-year-quarter
observation, the residualized log minimum wage (6 quarters ahead or 4 quarters after) is calculated and grouped into 50
quantiles. The x-axis displays the mean of the residualized log minimum wage in each quantile. The y-axis shows the mean of
the residualized log price index in each quantile. The line of best fit is obtained from the regression using all observations, and
its slope is reported on the graph. A county is defined as rich or poor if it has a Kaitz index below median or above median
respectively, relative to all counties.

Figure 8: Rich and poor counties by Kaitz index, 2006 first quarter

Rich
Poor
No data

Notes: This figure maps out counties that contain stores present in the Nielsen retail scanner data, denoting
them as rich and poor as measured by the Kaitz index in the first quarter of 2006. The Kaitz index is defined
as the ratio of the minimum wage to the average wage in each county. A county is defined as rich or poor if
it has a Kaitz index below median or above median respectively, relative to all counties.
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Log price index
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Figure 9: Log price index on log minimum wage, grocery stores in rich and poor counties
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Notes: This figure plots the log price index against the log minimum wage by rich and poor counties as measured by the Kaitz
index. Both variables are residualized by regressing on a set of controls, store fixed effects, and period fixed effects. For each
store-year-quarter observation, the residualized log minimum wage is calculated and grouped into 50 quantiles. The x-axis
displays the mean of the residualized log minimum wage in each quantile. The y-axis shows the mean of the residualized log
price index in each quantile. This is done separately for samples containing rich and poor counties, and the line of best fit
is obtained from the regression using all observations in each sample, and the slopes are reported on the graph. A county is
defined as rich or poor if it has a Kaitz index below median or above median respectively, relative to all counties. The sample
is restricted to grocery stores.

Figure 10: Distribution of flexibility measures across store types
(a) Flexibility measures
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Notes: This figure plots the chosen flexibility measure, differences in within vs. across state average
correlations, as illustrated in Section 4.2.2, and also the number of states in each chain for all stores.
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Appendix
A

Comparisons with Contemporaneous Work

There are several differences between Renkin et al. (2017) and my paper. First, the
authors use the Symphony IRI scanner dataset which has a smaller amount of stores, with
3,187 grocery stores across 41 states from 2001-2012. However, there are few minimum
wage changes between 2001-2005. In contrast, I use the Nielsen Retail Scanner dataset from
2006-2015 which contains 35,000 stores and includes drug, grocery, and mass merchandise
stores. The sample period contains a much larger number of minimum wage changes after the
recession as shown in Figure 4, which could explain why the estimated pass-through elasticity
is higher in my paper. As shown in Table 7, the estimated pass-through elasticity is slightly
larger in the recovery period. Second, they use first differences of the log price index rather
than the level as the dependent variable to allow for store-specific time trends. I show in
Table 8 that my results are robust to adding store-specific time trends. Third, I provide
suggestive evidence that a higher pass-through elasticity could be explained by demand
effects. Fourth, the availability of other store types in my data enables me to further verify
the effect of price rigidity within retail chains on the minimum wage pass-through elasticity.
Another contemporaneous paper is Ganapati and Weaver (2017). In their appendix, they
construct price indices in a manner similar to the methodology I use, but with several major
alterations and argue that the results in this paper are not robust. First, they aggregate
their observations to the county-product-quarter level or county-product-store type-quarter
level while I aggregate to the store-product-quarter level. To directly verify their claims, I
construct the price index using this alternative method as mentioned in Appendix B and
show that the results remain robust to this method as well as a range of alternative price
index construction methods in Table 9.
In addition, in their preferred specification, instead of constructing a price index which
measures the cost of living, Ganapati and Weaver (2017) draw a random 1% sample
(or weighted by revenue) of 5,000 goods in dry grocery in grocery stores that appear in
more than one state for more than one year, and run regressions with observations at the
county-product-quarter level with county-product and product-time fixed effects. They find
that the estimated pass-through elasticity is insignificant and point estimates are close to
zero. Their approach will likely generate different results from using a price index because in
their regression, each county-product-quarter observation selected into the sample is weighted
equally, while the price index I construct aggregates products weighted by their quantity sold
in the first stage and revenue in the second stage. Their specification estimates the impact
of the minimum wage on prices for the average county-product in their random or weighted
sample while my specification estimates the impact of the minimum wage on the cost of
living for a consumer buying a consumption bundle sold in an average store. To illustrate
that this is the case, I replicate their preferred specification using an unweighted 1% sample
of goods in dry grocery in grocery stores. I show in Table G12 that the regression coefficients
depend strongly on the weighting scheme used. When products are weighted by their total
revenue, the point estimate becomes larger but insignificant, and the point estimates become
larger and significant when the regression is weighted by county revenue, population, or
county-product revenue. In Figure H4, I show that these weights are highly unequal and
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Pareto distributed, which suggests that weighting all counties equally may mask substantial
heterogeneity in coefficients across regions. The coefficients are also much larger when only
county-product observations that appear in every period are used, since there are a lot of
missing values for products that have zero sales in a period. These results are robust across
a large number of alternative 1% samples. On the other hand, I show that my regression
results are robust to weighting by store revenue, county population, or aggregating to the
county level using store-level price indices in Table 8.

B

Construction of Price Indices

Beraja et al. (2015) adopt a two-stage procedure that is very similar to the one used by the
BLS in constructing the CPI, and introduce some improvements enabled by scanner data. A
viable alternative would have been to use an exact price index as defined in Diewert (1976) for
the CES unit-cost function by applying Sato (1976) and Vartia (1976) weights, which would
be theoretically founded. These exact price indices can also account for new product varieties
within the CES framework as demonstrated in Feenstra (1994) and implemented in Broda
and Weinstein (2010). However, I did not choose this alternative for two reasons. First, I wish
to make the indices more comparable to the CPI for easier comparison. Second, theoretically
founded indices that account for product turnover require estimation of parameters that are
very computationally intensive given the size of the dataset.
In the first stage, the index is constructed at both the monthly and quarterly level for
each product group (125 groups) and store. Stores that do not appear throughout the entire
sample period are dropped, retaining around 23,500 stores in the sample. Therefore, the
results are not affected by store entry and exit. Among the stores that are in the sample
in 2006, 84% remain throughout the entire sample period. Although the scanner data are
weekly, they are aggregated up to the monthly or quarterly level to decrease missing values
and reduce chain drift, as pointed out by Ivancic et al. (2011). Each base observation
is a monthly or quarterly unit value for each store-product, i.e. monthly or quarterly
revenue divided by the total number of units sold in that period, which is equivalent to a
quantity-weighted average price. Products are defined as UPC codes. Alternatively, weekly
prices can be sampled from each store-product-period. Only goods that appear consistently
across an entire year are included such that around 50% and 70% of all sales are used in
constructing store-level monthly and quarterly indices respectively.46 Quantities are directly
observed and used as weights, which is a major advantage relative to the CPI, which collects
price quotes at the store level but not quantities, so that they use quantities that are lagged
3-4 years and are obtained from the BLS CEX. Quantity weights are updated yearly to avoid
chain drift, and the weights (denoted as qi,y ) are lagged one year to ensure that price changes
are not a result of changing consumption patterns in response to current prices or shocks.
The CPI weights are updated every two years, which is less frequent than the scanner index.
Hence, the CPI is more subject to substitution bias and the basket is less relevant over time.
L
The price index Pj,t,y
at time t and year y for product group j for each store is shown below
in equation 14:
46

Prices of goods that did not sell within a given week are not recorded in retail scanner data. Therefore,
aggregating up to to the monthly or quarterly level decreases missing values. Furthermore, products that
are not bought by consumers are inherently not an important part of the consumer basket.
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L
Pj,t,y

=

L
Pj,t−1,y

P
i∈j pi,t qi,y−1
×P
i∈j pi,t−1 qi,y−1

(14)

Each unique item is defined by its UPC code. Prices and quantities are observed for each
store and UPC pair, which is denoted as product i. By construction, changes in the price
index only reflect relative changes in prices for a given bundle and are unaffected by price
levels. Therefore, product switching among consumers to more expensive bundles does not
change the price index for given price levels.
The second stage is similar to the first stage and aggregates the product group-specific
price indices for each store using expenditure shares sj,y−1 that are lagged one year and fixed
within year. To follow the CPI more closely, a Tornqvist price index can also be constructed
using the average expenditure shares between two periods as weights. While I present results
using the first method, both methods give almost identical results and are shown in equation
15:
N

X
Pt
=
sj,y−1
Pt−1
j=1
Pt
=
Pt−1

N
Y
j=1

L
Pj,t,y
L
Pj,t−1,y

L
Pj,t,y
L
Pj,t−1,y

!
(15a)

! sj,t +s2j,t−1
(15b)

I also construct a range of price indices using alternative methods. The first index weights
each product group using the expenditure shares of only products chosen to construct the
price index, i.e. products that satisfy the consistency criterion illustrated above, as opposed
to all products in the data. The second index uses the Tornqvist index mentioned above.
The third index constructs the price index in one stage instead of two stages. The fourth
index uses a weighted geometric average in the first stage similar to SV instead of a weighted
arithmetic average. The fifth index uses weights that are fixed over time at the base period
to ensure that the results are not driven by shifts in the consumption bundle over time as
opposed to actual price changes. To construct such an index, only products that appeared
consistently over the entire sample period can be used. The sixth index again uses fixed
weights but also base observations that are sampled from the last observable posted price
for each store-product-quarter.47 The seventh index uses base observations that are first
aggregated to the county-store type level. All indices are highly correlated and results are
robust to using any of the above methods. I show these indices for New York City in Figure
H2, which are nearly identical across construction methods.
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In the raw data, the posted price is actually a weekly unit value for Saturday-ending weeks. DVG
highlight that this creates a slight aggregation bias but the bias is relatively small for state-level shocks in
their calibrations.
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C

City and County Level Minimum Wage Variation

Some cities as well as counties began to implement local minimum wage ordinances in
2013-2014. Very few studies have exploited this new wave of minimum wage changes. An
exception is Allegretto and Reich (2015), who study the response of restaurant prices to a
minimum wage hike in San Jose in 2013 by using neighboring restaurants outside the city
boundaries as a control group. I exploit the wide geographic coverage of retail stores in
my data by using minimum wage variation from 24 cities or counties, which are denoted as
substates. Appendix Figure H5 shows the substate minimum wage variation for California
and New Mexico, the two states with the most local minimum wage ordinances. In California,
San Francisco has continually adopted a higher minimum wage than the state, while San
Jose was second in the state to adopt a local minimum wage ordinance, raising minimum
wages from $8 to $10 in March 2013. 12 other cities soon followed with minimum wage hikes
in 2014. I choose the sample to include all stores in substates with their own local minimum
wage ordinances, which restricts the sample to 6 states. Results are shown in Appendix
Table G13 for all store types using 2 different specifications. In the first specification,
store and period fixed effects are included. In the second specification, I add state-period
fixed effects to control for state-specific time trends and use only within-state minimum
wage variation across cities. The sample is further restricted to 17 substates in California
and New Mexico. While pass-through elasticity estimates for drug and merchandise stores
were shown to be insignificant using state level variation, the point estimates are large and
statistically significant when estimated using substate variation. Adding state-period fixed
effects attenuates these results, possibly due to the lack of sample size, but pass-through
elasticity estimates for grocery stores actually become significant. The point estimate also
increases to 0.047 and is only slightly smaller than the estimate of 0.058 using state level
variation.
A major concern when using substate minimum wage variation is that there are not
enough substates for valid inference. In my results, standard errors are clustered at the level
of variation, i.e. by substate. Since the number of clusters is rather small, I also use wild
bootstrap for inference. The results for grocery stores using only state-period fixed effects
is significant only at the 15% level. Therefore, I caution against over-interpreting these
results and emphasize the robustness in the point estimate for grocery stores between using
substate and state variation. Until a sufficient amount of substates implement their own
local minimum wage ordinances, it remains difficult to draw valid inference from a research
design using only substate variation.

D
D.1

Derivations
Cost Pass-Through Elasticity Without Spillovers

Denote w1 and L1 as the minimum wage and the number of minimum wage workers
respectively.
∂C
= L1
Shepherd’s Lemma: ∂w
1
dp
dp ∂C
dp
=
=
L1
dw1
dC ∂w1
dC
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dp w1
dp C p w1
=
L1
dw1 p
dC p C
p
dp C w1 L1
=
dC p C
Unit tax:

∂C
∂t

(16)

=Y
dp
dp ∂C
∂p
=
=
Y
dt
dC ∂t
∂C
dp C
dC p

dp t p 1 C
dt p t Y p
dp t C
=
dt p tY
=
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Equations 16 and 17 ⇒
d ln p C
d ln p C
=
d ln w1 w1 L1
d ln t tY
d ln p
dp w1 L1
=
d ln w1
dt pY
dp
=
sL
dt 1
D.2

Cost Pass-Through Elasticity with Spillovers

There are n types of workers, and for each type there are Li workers. Let i = 1 denote the
∂wi
minimum wage workers. Spillover effects imply that ⇒ ∂w
> 0 for i > 1, and assume the
1
minimum wage w1 exogenously affects wages of other workers, such that the cost function
can be written as:
C=

n
X

wi (w1 ) Li + rK

i=1

By Shepherd’s Lemma,
n

X ∂wi
∂C
=
Li
∂w1
∂w1
i=1
Using the unit-tax pass-through formula,
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d ln p
dp w1 ∂C
=
d ln w1
dt pY ∂w1
n
dp X wi Li
=
εwi ,w1
dt i=1 pY
P
n
dp ni=1 wi Li X wi Li
Pn
εwi ,w1
=
dt
pY
i=1 wi Li
i=1
P
n
dp ni=1 wi Li X
=
si εwi ,w1
dt
pY
i=1
where εwi ,w1 =
D.3

∂wi w1
∂w1 wi

and si =

Pnwi Li
i=1 wi Li

Earnings Elasticity

There are n types of workers, and for each type there are li workers. Each of them earn
an hourly wage rate of wi and work hi hours. Let i = 1 denote the minimum wage workers.
∂li
= 0. This is supported by
To simplify the analysis, I assume no employment effects, i.e. ∂w
1
∂wi
the empirical evidence in Section 3. Furthermore, spillover effects imply that ⇒ ∂w
> 0 for
1
i > 1, and I assume hi = hi (wi ) , wi = wi (w1 ).
The average earnings wh is given by
P
i li wi hi
wh = P
i li
The earnings elasticity can then be derived as

εwh,w1

X li wi hi
∂wh w1
P
=
=
li wi hi
∂w1 wh
i | i {z
}
si
X
=
si (εwi ,w1 + εhi ,w1 )



∂hi w1
∂wi w1
+
∂w1 wi
∂w1 hi



i

=

X

si εwi ,w1 (1 + εhi ,wi )

i

Note that si denotes the share of earnings earned by minimum wage workers over the
entire wage bill. Without spillover effects, the earnings elasticity is simply given by
εw,w1 = s1 (1 + εh1 ,w1 )
These formulas imply that a large hours elasticity and a large spillover effect raises the
earnings elasticity.
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D.4

Demand Pass-Through Elasticity

Let market demand QD (p, I) depend on price p and income I, and now let us assume
instead that the minimum wage w1 has an effect on demand only through income. Under
perfect competition, I can obtain the demand pass-through elasticity by differentiating the
equilibrium condition with respect to benefits:
QD (p, I) = QS (p)
∂QD (p, I) dI
∂QS (p) dp
∂QD (p, I) dp
+
=
∂p
dw1
∂I
dw1
∂p dw1
dp
=
ρ≡
dw1
ερ ≡

d ln p
=
d ln w1

∂QD (p,I) dI
∂I
dw1
∂QD (p,I)
∂QS (p)
− ∂p
∂p
εQD ,I
ε
−εD I,w1
.
1 − εεDS

(18)

Likewise, I can derive the demand pass-through formula under symmetric imperfect
competition. First, I start from the profit-maximization condition and differentiate it with
respect to income. In addition, I allow the demand elasticity to depend on income. I obtain
an expression for the quantity response to income:
∂P (Q, I)
Q − c′ (Q) = 0
∂Q
M R(Q, I) − M C(Q) = 0


∂M R ∂M C dQ ∂M R
−
+
=0
∂Q
∂Q
dI
∂I

P (Q, I) + θ

∂M R
dQ
= − ∂M R ∂I ∂M C
dI
− ∂Q
∂Q
2

∂ p
∂p
Q + ∂I
θ ∂I∂Q
dQ
= − ∂M R ∂M C .
dI
− ∂Q
∂Q

Next, I use to above expression to obtain the pass-through formula:
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(19)
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Results by Product Characteristics

To test the hypothesis of whether products more likely to be consumed by the poor
have higher pass-through elasticities, I first show using the consumer panel that expenditure
shares by households with different household income levels vary across certain product
characteristics. I select the sample to include only households in the pre-period of 2006.
Similar patterns hold for later years. I divide households in the data into four household
income quartiles after controlling for household size. Results are similar without controlling
for household size. Next, for each product group, I calculate the total expenditure recorded
by households on organic and non-organic food products as defined by the USDA, as well as
store brand and name brand. I do the same for each household income quartile and divide it
by the total to obtain expenditure shares by household income quartile within each product
group. In Appendix Table G14, I show the average expenditure shares across product groups.
Richer households account for a much larger share of expenditures in organic food products
than the poor, while poorer households account for a slightly larger share of expenditures in
store brand products.
Next, I construct store-level price indices using the same method described in Section B,
but further divide the sample of products according to the two product characteristics. I
then estimate the pass-through elasticity by running a separate regression for each of these
characteristics as shown in Appendix Table G15. The estimated pass-through elasticity
and real sales response is positively significant for non-organic food and similar to previous
estimates for food. This is expected since non-organic food accounts for about 99% of food
sales in the data. The estimates for organic food are statistically insignificant, consistent with
the idea that prices and real sales of products consumed mostly by the rich are unaffected by
minimum wage shocks. On the other hand, the estimated pass-through elasticity is slightly
smaller for store brand products even though these products are more likely to be consumed
by the poor. This may be caused by a higher demand elasticity among those products,
offsetting the impact of a likely larger demand response in those products. This may also be
driven by consumers switching from store brands to name brands as shown in Section 6.
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F

Income Segregation

As mentioned above, income segregation creates dispersion in pass-through elasticity
since poor consumers who experience an increase in income from minimum wage hikes
tend to go to the same stores while the rich consumers who are unaffected go to other
stores. To investigate this claim, I obtain county-level measures of income segregation made
available by Chetty and Hendren (2016), who construct Reardon’s rank-order index of income
segregation (Reardon 2011) at the county level using census-tract level data. To understand
the impact of income segregation across counties, consider a poor county and a rich county.
Assume that residential income segregation leads to consumption segregation by income at
stores. A poor county that is more segregated is more likely to contain stores with higher
pass-through elasticities on average while a rich county that is more segregated is likely
to contain stores with lower pass-through elasticities on average. Therefore, the interaction
between the log minimum wage, the Kaitz index, and the income segregation measure should
be positive. Results are shown in Appendix Table G16. The interaction coefficient is positive
and statistically significant as expected, providing support for the hypothesis that income
segregation generates dispersion in pass-through elasticity.
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G

Tables
Table G1: Type and source of minimum wage changes, 2006-2015
Source
State

Federal

Total

Ballot
Indexation
Legislation

11
71
63

0
0
77

11
71
140

Total

145

77

222

Type

Notes: Data collected manually from online sources
such as federal and state government websites,
news articles, and the National Conference of State
Legislatures etc. All sources are documented and
available upon request.
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Table G2: Summary statistics for minimum wage changes, 2006-2015
Variable

Mean

Std. Dev.

Median

Min

Max

0.58
0.10
4.13

0.33
0.06
3.76

0.70
0.11
4.69

-0.03 1.80
0.00 0.35
0.00 18.57

0.19
0.02
0.08

0.10
0.01
0.42

0.15
0.02
0.00

0.06
0.01
0.00

0.37
0.05
2.14

0.48
0.06
1.80

0.37
0.05
1.63

0.42
0.05
1.02

0.08
0.01
0.24

1.25
0.17
7.05

2006-2010
MW change (dollars)
MW change (%)
Implementation lag (quarters)
2011-2013
MW change (dollars)
MW change (%)
Implementation lag (quarters)
2014-2015
MW change (dollars)
MW change (%)
Implementation lag (quarters)

Notes: Data collected manually from online sources such as federal and state government
websites, news articles, and the National Conference of State Legislatures etc. All sources are
documented and available upon request. Implementation lags refers to the number of quarters
it took for the minimum wage to be implemented after the announcement of the legislation.

Table G3: Minimum wage impact on labor markets by industry, pooled case studies
(2)

(1)
Industry

Drug

(3)
(4)
Grocery

0.00233 -0.0288 0.139***
(0.0785) (0.0777) (0.0449)
88,240
83,092
92,362
Employment 0.0474 -0.150** -0.0908
(0.0652) (0.0626) (0.0812)
65,615
50,958
78,025
Hires 0.215**
0.0602 -0.379**
(0.0994) (0.146)
(0.147)
58,943
42,966
77,462
Separations 0.207*
-0.0185 -0.289**
(0.112)
(0.142)
(0.135)
58,586
42,530
77,278
Turnover 0.144*
0.157
-0.253
(0.0803) (0.123)
(0.167)
56,278
39,968
76,896
Earnings

County FE
Year-Quarter FE
County pair x period FE

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

(5)
(6)
Department

0.0177
0.0344
(0.0373) (0.0547)
90,772
50,067
-0.0620
-0.143
(0.0751) (0.262)
67,780
27,314
-0.224** -0.123
(0.0926) (0.268)
66,918
27,361
-0.194*
-0.146
(0.101)
(0.271)
66,660
27,312
-0.144
0.00593
(0.0897) (0.127)
66,122
27,242
X
X
X

X
X

(7)
(8)
Merchandise

-0.0896
(0.0738)
30,984
0.120
(0.202)
12,430
0.1000
(0.217)
12,458
0.0174
(0.205)
12,428
-0.0695
(0.116)
12,364

0.208**
(0.0797)
87,667
-0.130
(0.210)
70,611
-0.277
(0.180)
69,744
-0.224
(0.180)
69,593
-0.124
(0.159)
68,998

X
X
X

X
X

(9)
(10)
Restaurant

0.0554
0.280*** 0.225***
(0.0664) (0.0292) (0.0285)
82,570
92,302
90,690
0.115
-0.133**
-0.0201
(0.209)
(0.0627) (0.0741)
57,434
89,881
86,386
0.173
-0.370*** -0.199**
(0.197)
(0.0974) (0.0988)
56,396
89,592
85,738
0.166
-0.393*** -0.198**
(0.180)
(0.0927) (0.0916)
56,164
89,358
85,398
0.0107
-0.251** -0.167**
(0.155)
(0.0958) (0.0821)
55,460
89,004
84,740
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

Notes: Data from the QWI, 2006-2015. Coefficients are obtained from 50 separate regressions of the outcomes on the minimum
wage under different specifications. County pair-period FE refers to contiguous county pair-period fixed effects. Robust
standard errors are in parentheses, clustered by state. Number of observations are given below the standard errors. *** p<0.01,
** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Log county population is added as a control variable. Industries include drug stores, grocery stores,
department stores, other merchandise stores, and restaurants as classified by 4-digit NAICS (4461, 4451, 4521, 4529, and 7225).
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Table G4: Minimum wage impact on labor markets by industry and Kaitz index
(1)
Industry

(2)

(3)

Rich

Drug

Counties

Rich

Poor

Earnings

0.0489
(0.0376)
59,866
0.0437
(0.0625)
52,163

0.0856
(0.0579)
55,797
0.142*
(0.0811)
35,320

X
X

X
X

Employment

County FE
Year-Quarter FE

(4)
Grocery
Poor

0.117** 0.184***
(0.0447) (0.0487)
61,724
60,357
0.0558
-0.0709
(0.104)
(0.123)
56,154
45,572
X
X

(5)
(6)
Department

(7)
(8)
Merchandise

Rich

Poor

0.0155
(0.0542)
43,066
-0.138
(0.131)
27,707

0.123**
(0.0574)
23,264
-0.227
(0.338)
7,648

X
X

X
X

X
X

Rich

Poor

0.0724 0.265***
(0.0514) (0.0752)
60,307
55,192
-0.225
-0.264
(0.158)
(0.254)
53,563
39,876
X
X

(9)
(10)
Restaurant
Rich

Poor

0.204***
(0.0314)
61,971
-0.0910*
(0.0514)
60,722

0.312***
(0.0361)
60,727
-0.0791
(0.0677)
57,887

X
X

X
X

X
X

Notes: Data from the QWI, 2006-2015. Coefficients are obtained from 20 separate regressions of the outcomes on the minimum
wage by industry and Kaitz index. Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered by state. Number of observations
are given below the standard errors. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Log county population is added as a control variable.
Industries include drug stores, grocery stores, department stores, other merchandise stores, and restaurants as classified by
4-digit NAICS (4461, 4451, 4521, 4529, and 7225). The Kaitz index is defined as the ratio of the minimum wage to the average
wage in each county. A county is defined as rich or poor if it has a Kaitz index below median or above median respectively,
relative to all counties.

Table G5: Effect of minimum wage on prices by Kaitz index quartile, grocery stores

Kaitz quartile

(1)
1

(2)
2

VARIABLES
Log MW

Observations
R-squared
Prob > F
Number of units
Number of clusters

(3)
3

(4)
4

Log price index
0.0553* 0.0645***
(0.0287) (0.0221)
196,266
0.925
0.039
4912
45

50,700
0.938
0.000
1270
46

0.0778***
(0.0173)

0.0828**
(0.0347)

26,316
0.945
0.001
658
40

13,840
0.935
0.004
346
27

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01,
** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables as well as store and period fixed effects are included.
Store location is known at the county level. For each county in the sample, I measure the
Kaitz index in 2006q1 and calculate the quartile each county is in, which is denoted as
the Kaitz quartile.
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Table G6: Proportion of revenue earned by each product department by store type
Store Type
Health & Beauty Care
0.479
0.053
0.219

Drug
Food
Merchandise

Product department
Food Non-Food Grocery Alcohol
0.216
0.765
0.312

0.171
0.094
0.225

General Merchandise

0.052
0.065
0.008

0.083
0.023
0.237

Notes: This table lists the proportion of revenue earned by each product department by store type across all stores from
2006-2015.

Table G7: Effect of minimum wage on prices and real sales by product department and Kaitz
index, drug stores
(1)

(2)

(3)
Rich

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
Poor

(9)

(10)

Health &
Beauty Care

Food

Non-food
Grocery

Alcohol

General
merchandise

Health &
Beauty Care

Food

Non-food
Grocery

Alcohol

General
merchandise

-0.0100
(0.0234)
-0.0413
(0.0555)

-0.0441
(0.0276)
-0.0310
(0.0624)

-0.0768
(0.0763)
0.283**
(0.128)

-0.0898
(0.0795)
0.392
(0.351)

-0.0556*
(0.0312)
-0.107*
(0.0628)

0.0181
(0.0304)
0.0130
(0.0963)

0.0254
(0.0278)
0.0607
(0.141)

-0.293
(0.174)
0.486
(0.321)

-0.150**
(0.0621)
0.435
(0.267)

-0.00437
(0.0504)
-0.0932
(0.120)

309,842
7751
48

309,802
7750
48

304,802
7625
48

102,458
2563
36

309,642
7746
48

45,136
1129
40

45,136
1129
40

44,536
1114
40

24,552
614
22

45,136
1129
40

Counties
Product Department

Log price index
Log real sales

Observations
Number of units
Number of clusters

Notes: Coefficients are obtained from 20 separate regressions of the two outcomes, log price index and log real sales, on the
minimum wage along with fixed effects and controls by product department and Kaitz index in drug stores. Robust standard
errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Real sales are defined as nominal sales
divided by the store-specific price index. A county is defined as rich or poor if it has a Kaitz index below median or above
median respectively, relative to all counties.

Table G8: Effect of minimum wage on prices and real sales by product department and Kaitz
index, grocery stores
(1)

(2)

(3)
Rich

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
Poor

(9)

(10)

Health &
Beauty Care

Food

Non-food
Grocery

Alcohol

General
merchandise

Health &
Beauty Care

Food

Non-food
Grocery

Alcohol

General
merchandise

0.00584
(0.0160)
0.0397
(0.0945)

0.0459*
(0.0229)
0.0131
(0.0578)

0.106**
(0.0433)
-0.152
(0.0996)

0.0380
(0.0675)
-0.114
(0.229)

-0.0594**
(0.0223)
0.161*
(0.0833)

0.0333
(0.0277)
-0.0762
(0.141)

0.0575**
(0.0266)
0.111
(0.0705)

0.168***
(0.0444)
-0.167
(0.140)

0.112**
(0.0529)
0.350
(0.351)

-0.0623
(0.0461)
0.183
(0.167)

247,806
6198
48

248,206
6208
48

245,766
6147
48

243,286
6085
48

247,646
6194
48

40,276
1007
41

40,236
1006
41

40,076
1002
41

39,436
986
39

40,236
1006
41

Counties
Product Department

Log price index
Log real sales

Observations
Number of units
Number of clusters

Notes: Coefficients are obtained from 20 separate regressions of the two outcomes, log price index and log real sales, on the
minimum wage along with fixed effects and controls by product department and Kaitz index in grocery stores. Robust standard
errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Real sales are defined as nominal sales
divided by the store-specific price index. A county is defined as rich or poor if it has a Kaitz index below median or above
median respectively, relative to all counties.
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Table G9: Effect of minimum wage on prices and real sales by product department and Kaitz
index, mass merchandise stores
(1)

(2)

(3)
Rich

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
Poor

(9)

(10)

Health &
Beauty Care

Food

Non-food
Grocery

Alcohol

General
merchandise

Health &
Beauty Care

Food

Non-food
Grocery

Alcohol

General
merchandise

-0.0198**
(0.00864)
0.000282
(0.0484)

-0.0117
(0.0140)
-0.0301
(0.0606)

-0.0226**
(0.0105)
0.00231
(0.0575)

0.0974
(0.0708)
-1.511*
(0.831)

0.0858
(0.0540)
-0.0867**
(0.0394)

-0.0145
(0.00966)
0.147**
(0.0717)

-0.0187
(0.0154)
0.359**
(0.158)

232,189
5811
48

232,229
5812
48

230,193
5761
48

28,476
712
36

232,189
5811
48

50,488
1265
45

50,488
1265
45

Counties
Product Department

Log price index
Log real sales

Observations
Number of units
Number of clusters

-0.0261** 0.0285
(0.0117) (0.0934)
0.198*
0.645
(0.115)
(0.726)
49,968
1252
45

6,360
159
21

0.116**
(0.0444)
-0.0212
(0.0691)
50,488
1265
45

Notes: Coefficients are obtained from 20 separate regressions of the two outcomes, log price index and log real sales, on the
minimum wage along with fixed effects and controls by product department and Kaitz index in mass merchandise stores. Robust
standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Real sales are defined as
nominal sales divided by the store-specific price index. A county is defined as rich or poor if it has a Kaitz index below median
or above median respectively, relative to all counties.

Table G10: Theoretical estimates of minimum wage pass-through elasticity
Labor cost share

Weighted share of wages
earned by MW affected workers

Spillover
adjustment

Pass-through
rate

MW pass-through
elasticity

Grocery Stores
Grocery Stores
Grocery Stores

0.1005
0.1005
0.1005

0.0461
0.1284
0.2078

No
AMS
Lee

1
1
1

0.00463
0.01291
0.02088

Health Stores
Health Stores
Health Stores

0.1198
0.1198
0.1198

0.0204
0.0563
0.1004

No
AMS
Lee

1
1
1

0.00244
0.00675
0.01203

Department Stores
Department Stores
Department Stores

0.1078
0.1078
0.1078

0.0309
0.1133
0.2004

No
AMS
Lee

1
1
1

0.00333
0.01222
0.02160

Restaurants
Restaurants
Restaurants

0.2972
0.2972
0.2972

0.1780
0.2385
0.3436

No
AMS
Lee

1
1
1

0.05291
0.07087
0.10210

Industry

Notes: Pooled data from CPS MORG, 2006-2015. Shares are constructed using CPS sample weights. Almost
all workers appear twice by construction of the rotating panel. Industries are classified according to the 2010
Census occupational classification used by the CPS. Labor cost shares are from 2007 and 2012 SUSB. Shares
are constructed using ACS sample person weights. Spillover adjustments are made based on theoretical
derivations and using spillover elasticity estimates from Autor, Manning, and Smith (2016) (AMS) and Lee
(1999), normalized by the maximum percentile. Pass-through rates are taken from estimates in previous
literature. The minimum wage pass-through elasticity is a multiple of the labor cost share, the weighted
share of wages earned by MW affected workers, and the pass-through rate as shown by theory.
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X

3,461,760
0.707
0.020
27984
49

1,539,078
0.768
0.000
61431
49
X

-0.00764***
(0.00170)

(4)

X

1,539,078
1.000
0.000
61431
49

-0.00643***
(0.00157)

(5)
Coupon share

X

3,461,992
0.584
0.000
27984
49

0.0112***
(0.00263)
-0.00796***
(0.00174)

(6)

1,539,076
0.852
0.000
61431
49
X

-0.0488***
(0.00737)

(7)

X

1,539,076
1.000
0.000
61431
49

-0.0414***
(0.00644)

(8)
Deal share

X

3,461,760
0.703
0.000
27984
49

0.0104
(0.0132)
-0.0496***
(0.00804)

(9)

1,539,076
0.690
0.001
61431
49
X

X

1,539,076
1.000
0.030
61431
49

-0.00865**
(0.00350)

X

3,461,760
0.445
0.000
27984
49

0.0275***
(0.00905)
-0.0227***
(0.00445)

(11)
(12)
Store brand share

-0.00880**
(0.00364)

(10)

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Observations are weighted by sampling weights and product
expenditure share when applicable. Control variables, household and period fixed effects are included. Control variables include log housing price, log county unemployment
rate, log county population, log county average wage, and household size fixed effects. Below median refers to an indicator variable for households with a household income
below the median in 2006. Coupon share denotes the share of expenditures made using a coupon, deal share denotes the share of expenditures on goods on sale, and store brand
share denotes the share of expenditures on goods that are store brand. Additional controls are household characteristics interacted with the minimum wage variable. These
household characteristics include race, marital status, age, and education of the household head(s). Product department-period FE is applied to the regression that segments
household expenditure by product department and uses balanced households.

X

1,539,076
1.000
0.009
61431
49

Observations 1,539,076
R-squared
0.733
Prob > F
0.482
Number of units
61431
Number of clusters
49
State-period FE
X
Additional controls
Product department-period FE

-0.0249
(0.0363)
0.0217
(0.0232)

(2)
(3)
Log expenditure

-0.00669
(0.0197)

(1)

-0.0176
(0.0202)

Log MW x Below Median

Log MW

VARIABLES

Table G11: Effect of minimum wage on shopping behavior
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10,573,758
0.973
0.739
747072
49
X
X

0.00456
(0.0136)
[-.0138,.0181]

(1)

10,573,758
0.975
0.254
747072
49
X
X

0.0240
(0.0208)
[-.0232,.0465]

(2)
Product revenue

10,573,758
0.974
0.034
747072
49
X
X

0.0259**
(0.0118)
[.00160,.0421]

(3)
County revenue

10,561,865
0.973
0.045
744875
49
X
X

0.0243**
(0.0118)
[-.00160,.0426]

(4)
County population

10,573,758
0.984
0.082
747072
49
X
X

0.0412*
(0.0232)
[-.00389,.0701]

(6)

2,306,678
0.981
0.320
57656
49
X
X
X

0.0179
(0.0178)
[ -.0219,.0360]

Log price

(5)
County-product revenue

10,573,758
0.975
0.254
747072
49
X
X
X

0.0240
(0.0208)
[-.0318,.0593]

2,306,678
0.984
0.010
57656
49
X
X
X

0.0532**
(0.0198)
[.000764,.0683]

(7)
(8)
Product revenue County revenue

2,306,189
0.983
0.038
57656
49
X
X
X

0.0444**
(0.0209)
[-.00509,.0688]

(9)
County population

2,306,678
0.985
0.056
57656
49
X
X
X

0.0528*
(0.0270)
[-.0269,.0827]

(10)
County-product revenue

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered by state. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Point estimates and standard errors are for
a particular 1% random sample of products. 95% intervals are in brackets, constructed using 100 different random 1% samples from the entire set
of products. Weights refer to regression weights using each of the specified variables, which are totals across the sample period. Balanced refers to
retaining only county-product observations that appear in every period in the sample.

Observations
R-squared
Prob > F
Number of units
Number of clusters
County-Product FE
Product-Period FE
Balanced

Log MW

VARIABLES

Weights

Table G12: Effect of minimum wage on prices, 1% sample of products in dry grocery in grocery stores

Table G13: Effect of minimum wage on prices by store type, substates only

(1)
Store Type

(2)

(3)

Drug

VARIABLES
Log MW

Observations
R-squared
Prob > F
Number of units
Number of clusters
State-period FE

(4)
Grocery

(5)
(6)
Merchandise

Log price index
0.0935*** 0.0599
(0.0256) (0.0377)
18,948
0.808
0.018
474
24

0.0373
(0.0254)

0.0469**
(0.0167)

0.0874***
(0.0218)

0.0271
(0.0234)

20,880
0.905
0.073
522
24

15,160
0.923
0.000
379
17
X

7,292
0.876
0.000
183
16

4,360
0.888
0.001
109
9
X

14,320
0.937
0.012
358
17
X

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered by substate. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
Control variables as well as store and period fixed effects are included.

Table G14: Average expenditure shares by product characteristic and income quartile across
product groups
Characteristic
Income Quartile
1
2
3
4
Number of groups

Non-organic

Organic Store Brand Name Brand
Average Expenditure share

0.258
0.235
0.243
0.265

0.172
0.199
0.247
0.382

0.292
0.245
0.233
0.230

0.241
0.230
0.247
0.282

59

59

105

105

Notes: This table presents average expenditure shares across product groups by
product characteristics and household income quartile in 2006. Results are similar
for later years in the sample period. Household income quartiles are constructed
after controlling for household size fixed effects and results are robust to skipping
this correction.
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Table G15: Effect of minimum wage on prices and real sales for grocery stores by product
characteristic

Product Characteristic
Log price index
Log real sales

Observations
Number of units
Number of clusters

(1)
Non-organic

(2)
Organic

(3)
Store Brand

(4)
Name Brand

0.0407**
(0.0172)
0.125**
(0.0552)

-0.0307
(0.0348)
-0.00555
(0.197)

0.0309
(0.0244)
0.0203
(0.0644)

0.0517**
(0.0210)
0.0163
(0.0533)

645,366
5379
48

645,366
5379
48

791,178
6595
48

791,178
6595
48

Notes: Coefficients are obtained from 8 separate regressions of the two outcomes, log
price index and log real sales, on the minimum wage along with control variables as well
as store and period fixed effects. Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered
at the state level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table G16: Effect of income segregation on minimum wage pass-through elasticity

VARIABLES
Log MW
Income segregation
Log MW x Income Segregation
Kaitz Index
Log MW x Kaitz Index
Kaitz Index x Income Segregation
Log MW x Income Segregation x Kaitz Index

Observations
R-squared
Prob > F
Number of units
Number of clusters
State-period FE

(2)
(1)
Log price index
-0.00835
(0.0607)
5.105** 4.448**
(2.037)
(1.678)
-1.129** -0.707*
(0.485)
(0.379)
-0.297
-0.119
(0.479)
(0.318)
0.301* 0.249***
(0.156) (0.0825)
-15.80** -14.02**
(6.287)
(5.228)
3.179**
2.055*
(1.427)
(1.154)
287,122
0.932
0.000
7180
48

287,122
0.949
0.000
7180
48
X

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered by state. *** p<0.01,
** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables as well as store and period fixed effects
are included. The Kaitz index is defined as the ratio of the minimum wage to the
average wage in each county and fixed to the value in 2006q1. The measure of
income segregation used is Reardon’s rank-order index from Reardon (2011) and
constructed at the county level in Chetty and Hendren (2016).
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Figures
Figure H1: Comparison of Nielsen price indices with CPI
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Figure H1: Comparison of Nielsen price indices with CPI
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Notes: This figure plots city-level price indices from 2006-2015 constructed using Nielsen retail scanner data
against those used by the BLS to construct the CPI. D, F, and M correspond to Nielsen price indices for drug
stores, grocery stores, and mass merchandise stores respectively. Nielsen price indices are first constructed
at the store level, and aggrgated to the city level by taking a sales-weighted average. City-level CPI price
indices are publicly available and published by the BLS.
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Figure H2: Comparison of Nielsen price indices with CPI, grocery stores
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Notes: This figure plots city-level price indices from 2006-2015 constructed using Nielsen retail scanner data
with alternative methods against those used by the BLS to construct the CPI. F correspond to Nielsen price
indices for drug stores, grocery stores, and mass merchandise stores respectively. Nielsen price indices are
first constructed at the store level, and aggregated to the city level by taking a sales-weighted average.
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Figure H3: Log price index on log minimum wage, drug and merchandise stores in rich and
poor counties

Log price index
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Notes: This figure plots the log price index against the log minimum wage by rich and poor counties as
measured by the Kaitz index. Both variables are residualized by regressing on a set of controls, store fixed
effects, and period fixed effects. For each store-year-quarter observation, the residualized log minimum wage
is calculated and grouped into 50 quantiles. The x-axis displays the mean of the residualized log minimum
wage in each quantile. The y-axis shows the mean of the residualized log price index in each quantile. This
is done separately for samples containing rich and poor counties, and the line of best fit is obtained from
the regression using all observations in each sample, and the slopes are reported on the graph. A county
is defined as rich or poor if it has a Kaitz index below median or above median respectively, relative to all
counties. The sample is restricted to drug and mass merchandise stores.
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Figure H4: County revenue and population shares against their ranks
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Notes: This figure plots total revenue generated by each county in a 1% random sample of products in dry
grocery in grocery stores, as well as the total population in each county in the chosen sample. Both of these
variables are Pareto distributed, implying that the shares have a very unequal distribution.

Figure H5: Substate minimum wages in California and New Mexico
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Notes: This figure plots the minimum wages for substates in California and New Mexico with their own local
minimum wage ordinances. Substates in California include Berkeley, El Cerrito, Emeryville, Los Angeles
County, Mountain View, Oakland, Pal Alto, Richmond, Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose,
Santa Clara, and Sunnyvale. Substates in New Mexico include Albuquerque, Las Cruces, Santa Fe, and
Santa Fe County.
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Minimum Wage Channels of Adjustment*
BARRY T. HIRSCH, BRUCE E. KAUFMAN, and TETYANA
ZELENSKA
We analyze the effects of minimum wage increases in 2007–2009 using a sample
of restaurants from Georgia and Alabama. Store-level payroll records provide precise measures of compliance costs. We examine multiple adjustment channels.
Exploiting variation in compliance costs across restaurants, we ﬁnd employment
and hours responses to be variable and in most cases statistically insigniﬁcant.
Channels of adjustment to wage increases and to changes in nonlabor costs
include prices, proﬁts, wage compression, turnover, and performance standards.

Introduction
The minimum wage (MW) and its effect on employment is the most
researched and debated policy issue in American labor economics (Hamermesh
2010).1 At ﬁrst glance, this seems odd. The U.S. minimum wage is low by
international standards, currently covers a tiny percentage of the workforce,
and in real terms is not high compared to historic values. Economists remain
fascinated with the minimum wage, however, partly because controversy continues on its empirical effects and, also, because the subject provides an opportunity to test some of the ﬁeld’s most basic models and propositions. We
contribute to this debate by shifting analysis to what we call MW “channels of
adjustment” (CoA). The CoA approach examines MW empirical effects along

*The authors’ afﬁliations are, respectively, Department of Economics, Andrew Young School of Policy
Studies, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia, and IZA Bonn. Email: bhirsch@gsu.edu; Department of
Economics, Andrew Young School of Policy Studies, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia; Centre for
Work, Organization, and Wellbeing, Grifﬁth University, Brisbane Australia. Email: bkaufman@gsu.edu; and
Innovations for Poverty Action. Email: tzelenska@poverty-action.org.
JEL: J23, J31, J38.
The authors offer special thanks to anonymous restaurant owners who provided data and valuable insights
for this research. Helpful comments were received from the editor and referees, as well as Kaj Gittings,
Mohammed Taha, Walter Wessels, Madeline Zavodny, and session participants at the Society of Labor
Economists and Southern Economic Association meetings. The authors appreciate input from a National
Restaurant Association representative and ﬁnancial support from the Kauffman Foundation.
1
A December 2014 electronic search of the EconLit database on the subject “minimum wage,” limited
to journal articles since January 2000 and North America, brings up 138 research studies (plus 28 more for
“living wage”).
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, Vol. 54, No. 2 (April 2015). © 2015 Regents of the University of California
Published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc., 350 Main Street, Malden, MA 02148, USA, and 9600 Garsington
Road, Oxford, OX4 2DQ, UK.
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multiple dimensions, with an eye toward adjustment channels in which
competing models can yield different predictions.
The event we examine is the three-step increase in the U.S. minimum wage,
from $5.15 to $5.85 in July 2007, to $6.55 in July 2008, and to $7.25 in July
2009, an increase of $2.10 (41 percent). Among the CoA examined are employment, hours, prices, proﬁts, training, work effort, human resource practices,
operational efﬁciencies, and internal wage structure. The empirical evidence
comes from a unique multi-part dataset collected for quick-service restaurants
located in Georgia and Alabama and owned by three franchisees. Our investigation starts with the most intensively examined adjustment channel, changes in
employment and hours. We rely on large exogenous variation across the restaurants in the “bite” of the MW to identify causal effects on employment and
hours. Although the dataset is neither large nor problem free, it nonetheless provides advances in several respects. First, our measure of the MW payroll “gap”
(the treatment) is calculated from individual worker payroll data provided by
the franchisees, an improvement over store-level averages or industry-level
aggregates used in other studies (Card and Krueger 1994; Dube, Naidu, and
Reich 2007), allowing us to measure precisely each restaurant’s compliance
costs resulting from each MW hike. Second, the data are from store-level electronic payroll records and thus relatively free of measurement error. Third, the
data extend over 3 years, containing information before and after each of the
three MW increases, and thus reﬂect both short- and medium-run adjustments.
Information on other channels of adjustment comes from data provided by
franchise owners, a separately administered written survey of restaurant managers, and qualitative/anecdotal data collected from ﬁeld-level interviews with restaurant owners and managers. We also construct a statistical proﬁle of workforce
characteristics based on a survey of individual employees. In what follows, we
describe data sources, survey instruments, estimation strategies, evidence on
employment and nonemployment adjustment channels, and implications for
MW analyses. Given space constraints, we focus throughout on empirical analysis and only at the end, and then very brieﬂy, consider theoretical implications.

Empirical Analysis: Setting the Stage
For space reasons the voluminous literature on the MW is not surveyed, apart
from a broad overview of issues related to estimation of MW employment
effects. The early MW literature consisted primarily of national time-series studies examining employment responses to changes in the federal MW. Such studies
typically found negative but small teenage employment elasticities with respect
to the MW, on the order of –0.1 to –0.3 with more recent studies located toward
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the lower end (for surveys, see Brown 1999; Brown, Gilroy, and Cohen 1982;
Card and Krueger 1995; Neumark and Wascher 2008).
More recent studies rely on cross-sectional as well as time variation in the
MW (see Belman and Wolfson [2014] for an in-depth review). Cross-section
variation stems from two principal sources. One is the difference in prevailing
wages across markets; hence MW has greater bite in low-wage markets. The
second is growth in the number of states with state minima exceeding the federal minimum. Thus, introduction of federal MW increases should not impact
(or barely impact) markets with high state minima, while having larger impacts
on other states.
Two broad groups of cross-section, quasi-experimental studies have emerged.
The ﬁrst uses the Current Population Survey (CPS) or other national survey data
to examine how employment responses vary with exposure to state and federal
MW laws. Applying panel techniques to estimate employment effects for teenagers or low-skilled workers, these studies typically (but not always) obtain evidence of adverse employment effects, with employment elasticities on the order
of –0.2 to –0.3 (Burkhauser, Couch, and Wittenburg 2000: Neumark and
Wascher 2007; Sabia 2009; see Orrenius and Zavodny [2007] for an exception).
Recent nationwide MW studies focus on controls for unobserved heterogeneity in employment growth and the presence of spatial correlation across
states (Allegretto, Dube, and Reich 2011) and state borders (Dube, Lester, and
Reich 2010). Addison, Blackburn, and Cotti (2012) examined county-level
employment in the restaurant-and-bar sector from 1990–2006 and include
trends in employment. Each of these studies ﬁnd minimal MW employment
effects, concluding that negative effects found in prior studies result from
heterogeneity in employment trends. Addison, Blackburn, and Cotti (2013)
examined the 2007–2009 MW increases using three national datasets and
found little evidence for employment effects or a “recession multiplier” of
such effects. Neumark, Salas, and Wascher (2014) sharply questioned results
from these studies, arguing they are sensitive to speciﬁcation and that in avoiding one potential set of problems, researchers are discarding much of the information that can provide valid identiﬁcation of MW effects. Allegretto et al.
(2013) responded to these criticisms.
A second group of cross-section studies, of which our work is an example,
uses either a unique data source with special advantages and/or data that permit study of MW differences in nearby markets. Best known is Card and
Krueger (1994), who uncovered small positive or insigniﬁcant employment
effects in a sample of fast-food restaurants in New Jersey where the MW was
raised through state law, relative to the stores in nearby Pennsylvania where
the MW did not change. Studies following in this tradition typically have
found small and insigniﬁcant employment effects from the MW. For instance,
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Dube, Naidu, and Reich (2007) investigated the effects of a citywide minimum
wage in San Francisco, relative to the neighboring Alameda County, and did
not detect any signiﬁcant employment loss attributable to the mandate.
In a paper more closely related to our study, Giuliano (2013) used 1996–1998
individual employee personnel records from seven hundred stores of a nationwide retail chain, exploiting geographic variation in state minimum wages and
the employment impact of federal minimum wage increases.2 Consistent with
dynamic monopsony theories linking higher wages to fewer vacancies, she found
little evidence of negative employment effects, but did ﬁnd differential employment responses for types of workers (teenagers versus adults) and across geographic areas (high- versus low-income areas). While the MW had little effect on
adults, it increased teen labor force participation and attracted more qualiﬁed
teens, increasing their employment at the chain’s stores.3
Note must also be given to the ﬁndings of three meta-regression analyses of
MW employment effects, all of which conclude that once publication bias is
removed the wage elasticity is close to zero (Belman and Wolfson 2014; De
Linde Leonard, Doucouliagos, and Stanley 2014; Doucouliagos and Stanley
2009). Thus, despite an extensive body of empirical work of increasingly high
quality, there is still considerable disagreement over the sign and strength of
MW employment effects. Although we do not solve the puzzle, we present
new evidence consistent with an approximately zero employment effect and
utilize a “channels of adjustment” framework, originally advanced by institutional economist Richard Lester (1960, 1964) to explain this ﬁnding.

Data and Sample Description
We use complementary datasets for a sample of eighty-one quick-service restaurants (QSRs) in Georgia and Alabama. The primary data used to investigate
employment effects come from restaurants’ biweekly electronic payroll records
on individual employees, collected by the authors for the period January 2007
through December 2009. Because the QSR sector has a low-wage workforce and
neither Georgia nor Alabama has a binding state MW law, these restaurants are
good candidates for investigating the effects of the three-step federal minimum
wage increases. If MW laws have substantive and relatively uniform effects on
employment, these should be evident among the most-affected businesses in our
2
In contrast to our study, Giuliano (2013) had a large nationwide sample that is company rather than
franchisor owned. She does not have information on individual hours worked.
3
A similar result was found in Ahn, Arcidiacono, and Wessels (2011). The authors developed a search
model with endogenous labor supply. They found evidence that employment for teens from more-privileged
families pushes out those less privileged.
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survey. We explored other MW channels of adjustment qualitatively using our
survey of store managers, which in turn we supplemented by data obtained from
conﬁdential employee surveys and information from semi-structured interviews
with store owners and a sample of managers.
Payroll data. The restaurants in our sample belong to a national fast-food
chain and are operated by three franchise owners who agreed to provide payroll data for our study under condition of strict conﬁdentiality.4 Although our
sample is nonrandom, it is likely to be representative because the products
offered at fast-food restaurants are uniform and employees’ skill sets are
highly similar. Sampled establishments display considerable geographic and
city size variation: twenty of our eighty-one restaurants are located in twelve
eastern Alabama counties close to the Georgia border and the rest are located
in twenty-three Georgia counties scattered across central and southern Georgia;
likewise, some restaurants are in small rural communities or along interstate
highways while others are in medium- or large-size cities. The spatial differences provide variation in the expected impact of the minimum wage across
stores and time periods.
Electronic payroll data provide the following information for each worker
for two pay periods per month: restaurant I.D., individual worker I.D., job
title, regular hours worked and regular pay, overtime hours and overtime pay,
and total pay. The straight-time wage rate was reported directly or calculated
by dividing regular pay by regular hours. Payroll data for managers were not
available and they are excluded from our analysis. Fringe beneﬁts for hourly
employees were close to nil and are not analyzed.
We have complete payroll records for establishments over 3 years (seventytwo “biweekly” pay periods), commencing in January 2007.5 Six stores enter
our sample later (one store opened in May 2007 and one in January 2008; four
more stores were acquired by the owner in May 2007). None of the stores
went out of business during the study period. Also provided were data on
monthly percentage changes in sales.6
Pay setting and employment at restaurants follows a two-tier process.
Owners establish the basic parameters of pay policy for all stores as a group,
We refer to “owners” throughout the paper; however, one of the three was the chief operating ofﬁcer
rather than owner. Attempts to gain data from other franchise owners and the national chain were unsuccessful.
5
Although we refer to the payroll records as biweekly, there were two per month with slight variation
in the number of days, but averaging just over ﬁfteen.
6
We requested data on the monthly level of sales but for conﬁdentiality reasons two owners provided
only changes in sales. Monthly percent changes in sales are transformed into log points to make them additive over time.
4
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY STATISTICS: INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL BIWEEKLY PAYROLL RECORDS
Payroll Record
2007
Hourly wage rate
Regular hours
Overtime hours
2008
Hourly wage rate
Regular hours
Overtime hours
2009
Hourly wage rate
Regular hours
Overtime hours

N

Mean

St. Dev.

63,164
63,716
63,716

6.28
49.18
0.74

0.95
22.58
3.38

64,764
65,291
65,290

6.68
49.27
0.63

0.84
22.30
3.15

63,484
63,972
63,972

7.15
49.18
0.45

0.69
21.67
2.76

principally by giving each store manager a constraint on total labor cost as a
percent of sales. Each manager then works out a starting wage and wage hierarchy that stays within the target while ﬁtting in with local labor-market conditions. Owners, as a ﬁrst principle, prefer to enforce the target while letting
managers search out their own solutions for hiring, scheduling, turnover, ﬁlling
vacancies, and morale problems. Nonetheless, owners allow case-by-case deviation from the target if warranted by the local labor market.
Descriptive statistics for payroll records data are presented in Table 1. The
sample contains about 64,000 individual-level observations on biweekly pay.
The average hourly wage for the ﬁrst year is $6.28, increasing to $6.68 and
$7.15 during the next two years (January to December, with MW increases on
July 1).7 Regular hours worked are stable across the study period. Overtime
work declined; the share of employees with overtime decreased from 12 percent in 2007 to 7 percent in 2009 (not shown) and average overtime fell from
0.74 to 0.45 hours.8 About 15 percent of our restaurants (twelve of eightyone) are located in the Atlanta metro area, where wages and cost of living are
higher. These restaurants have fewer employees per establishment, but they
have higher wages, longer hours, and are more likely to be full time.9
7

None of the stores utilized the youth or training minimum wage, which sets a lower minimum wage
for new employees under age 21 for the ﬁrst 60 to 90 days of employment.
8
A decline in overtime hours can result from a business downturn or as a response to minimum wages.
If average hourly earnings and hours are determined jointly in an implicit contract, then a MW mandate raising the straight-time wage would reduce use of overtime hours in order to (roughly) maintain average hourly
earnings. For theory and evidence, see Trejo (1991) and Barkume (2010).
9
In June 2009, prior to the July 1 MW increase from $6.55 to $7.25, the mean hourly wage for workers
in the Atlanta subsample was $8.03, compared to $6.94 for hourly employees elsewhere.
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Although limited in its geographic focus, our dataset possesses several advantages. First, hours and wages are measured at the individual rather than establishment level. The data allow us to construct precise measures of each
restaurant’s compliance cost from the MW, referred to as GAP, since we know
each worker’s wage at the time of the MW increase. A second advantage is the
presence of information on regular and overtime hours worked. Finally, payroll
data should be accurate because they are collected for tax-reporting reasons.
The payroll data were recorded prior to and independent of our research.
Payroll data are supplemented with county-level data from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW), produced by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). Measures from the QCEW are used to control for business and
labor-market ﬂuctuations at the local level. We extract 2007–2009 data on total
employment (as well as number of establishments and wages) for all industries
and then separately for Accommodation and Food Services (NAICS sector 72)
and Retail Trade (NAICS 44–45). We also compile data at the 3-digit (Food
Service and Drinking Places, NAICS 722) and 4-digit (Limited-service Eating
Places, NAICS 7222) levels. We used population estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau to compute annual population density at the county level.
Manager and employee surveys. To examine a broader range of ﬁrm
behavior, we use data collected from written surveys of managers and a survey
of employees (not seen by employers). Questionnaires were administered in
mid-July through early-August 2009.10
Managers ﬁrst were asked a series of open-ended questions about cost-saving
strategies in different areas of business operation, including human resource
(HR) practices, operational efﬁciency, nonlabor costs, and customer service.
The goal was to let managers express their own views about the MW mandate.
For a second section of the survey, we designed a comprehensive list of possible
cost-saving responses to the MW. The list was based partly on alternative theoretical models and partly on face-to-face discussions with managers and franchisee owners. The goal was to document which internal adjustments used by
managers might be most effective in mitigating cost increases from the MW.
A portrait of employee demographics can be seen in Table 2, based on the
separate survey given to employees (they can be linked to their store but, for
conﬁdentiality concerns, not to their individual payroll records). Hourly
employees are disproportionately female (66 percent) and black (64 percent).
10

The questionnaires are available from the authors on request. The employee surveys were anonymous
and cannot be matched to individual payroll records. The manager survey response rate was 81 percent
(sixty-six of the eighty-one managers) and employee response rate 62 percent (1649 of 2640 returned surveys that answered at least one question).
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TABLE 2

WORKER CHARACTERISTICS
Variable
Gender (female=1)
Race
White
Hispanic
Black
Asian
Other
Marital status
Single
Married
Divorced/widowed
Living with partner
No. of children under 18
Age
School in Fall (=1)
Level of schooling
Some high school
High school grad/GED
Some college
College graduate
Health insurance (=1)
Country of origin
U.S.
Mexico
Other
Wage in June 2009
Average hours per week
Tenure at store (months)
No other jobs
Total annual family income
Less than 10,000
10–20,000
20–50,000
>50,000
Vote “yes” for MW (=1)

FROM THE

EMPLOYEE SURVEYS

N

Mean

St. Dev.

1649

0.657

0.475

1595
1595
1595
1595
1595

0.207
0.082
0.644
0.053
0.014

0.405
0.275
0.479
0.225
0.117

1451
1451
1451
1451
1625
1628
1623

0.686
0.175
0.054
0.085
0.958
28.194
0.340

0.464
0.380
0.226
0.280
1.300
10.719
0.474

1611
1611
1611
1611
1618

0.273
0.475
0.220
0.032
0.406

0.446
0.500
0.414
0.175
0.491

1551
1551
1551
1555
1568
1571
1592

0.917
0.050
0.033
6.987
29.510
26.812
0.832

0.276
0.219
0.178
1.416
8.309
39.992
0.374

1541
1541
1541
1541
1607

0.382
0.263
0.276
0.079
0.912

0.486
0.440
0.283
0.115
0.283

Relatively few are Hispanic (8 percent). The average age is 28 and only 23
percent are teenagers (not shown). Respondents report low family incomes; 38
percent with annual family income less than $10,000 and an additional 26
percent with income between $10,000 and $20,000. Other worker attributes
can be seen in the table.11
11
Although economists are often opposed to raising the minimum wage, these employees are strongly
supportive. The employee survey asked respondents if they would have voted “Yes” or “No” to raise the
MW from $6.55 (2008) to $7.25 (2009). Nine out of ten marked “Yes.”
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Minimum Wage Compliance Costs and Descriptive Evidence from
Payroll Records
In this section, we describe our measure of restaurants’ MW compliance
costs, followed by presentation of descriptive evidence relating these costs to
changes in wages, employment, and hours.
Measuring MW compliance costs (GAP). Our identiﬁcation strategy uses
the minimum wage policy change and its effect on the establishment-level
wage bill as a source of exogenous variation. In order to identify the effect of
MW increases on wages, employment, and hours worked, we construct the
variable GAP, a measure of MW compliance costs. Although other studies
have used related measures (Card and Krueger 1994; Dube, Naidu, and Reich
2007; Giuliano 2013; Katz and Krueger 1992; plus earlier studies cited in
Brown, Gilroy, and Kohen 1982), our measure has advantages due to the
availability of store payroll data on individual workers’ wages and hours.
Speciﬁcally, GAPjt is constructed using data from individual worker i at restaurant j at pay period t. It measures a restaurant’s compliance costs by the log
change in unit j’s wage bill resulting from a MW increase, assuming individual workers’ hours h stay ﬁxed between periods t–1 and t (before and after the
minimum wage increase). The GAP for restaurant j at time t is deﬁned as:
hX

i X
X
MWijt hijt1 
Wijt1 hijt1 =
Wijt1 hijt 1 ;
GAPjt ¼ 1 þ
where the parenthetical term is summed over i workers for whom Wijt-1 <
MWt (i.e., those for whom MWt is binding) while set at 0 for workers for
whom Wijt-1 ≥ MWt. The numerator in the parenthetical term is the change in
the wage bill between time periods t–1 and t if hours remain the same, while
the denominator is the initial wage bill. GAP is calculated by summing each
employee’s additional earnings (wages times hours) required for MW compliance. Adding 1 to the parenthetical term converts the measure from a proportion to a wage ratio (say 1.10 or 10 percent). The natural log of GAP is a
“proportion” (e.g., ln(1.10) = 0.095) based on an intermediate base between
the initial wage and subsequent minimum wage. If restaurant j in period t–1
were paying all employees above the new MW effective in period t, then
GAP = 1 (and lnGAP = 0). We use lnGAP in double-log models to estimate
employment and hours elasticities with respect to GAP and, separately, to
instrument the wage and obtain wage elasticity estimates.
Table 3 presents summary statistics for GAP expressed as a percentage (by
subtracting 1 and multiplying by 100), deﬁned at the establishment level as an
average over March–May of each year prior to the July 1 minimum wage
increases. As larger shares of workers were affected each year, the compliance
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TABLE 3

MW COMPLIANCE COST, SHARE AFFECTED,
2007
Compliance cost (mean GAP) as % of payroll
Mean
2.6
S.D.
2.1
Min
0.0
Max
8.2
Share of workers affected by MW increases (as %)
Mean
49.2
S.D.
29.2
Min
0
Max
93.5
Total increase in payroll (%)
6.0

AND

PAYROLL INCREASE
2008

2009

4.6
2.6
0.0
9.2

6.8
2.6
0.1
10.6

71.5
26.0
0
97.9
6.6

82.2
20.3
6.6
100
7.9

NOTES: Means are calculated for the same 81 restaurants in 2008 and 2009, and 79 in 2007. Excluded in 2007 was a store
that opened in January 2008 and another that opened in May 2007 with unusually high employment during the opening
period. See the text for description of GAP. The payroll increase measures hold total work hours constant.

cost of the MW grew, from 2.6 percent of payroll as a result of the July
2007 MW, to 4.6 percent in 2008, and to 6.8 percent in 2009. Total payroll
increases realized, holding hours constant, were 6.0 percent, 6.6 percent, and
7.9 percent.
Our gap measure is similar but not identical to those in prior studies. In their
seminal paper, Card and Krueger (1994) deﬁned GAP as a proportional increase
in the store’s initial starting wage necessary to meet the mandated rate. According to their deﬁnition, GAP reduces to the wage ratio of the new minimum
wage rate and the wage for a new employee several months before the increase
(MWt /Wt–1). This variable provides imperfect information on compliance cost
because we do not know how many workers are affected by the MW or by
how much, nor do we know the work hours over which employees will be
awarded the higher wage. Rather, Card and Krueger’s “wage gap” is a proxy
for a relatively high- or low-cost store location. Recognizing such issues, Dube,
Naidu, and Reich (2007) deﬁned their measure as a share of workers affected
by the MW increase, as used previously in Card (1992) (we include this measure in Table 3). Although the share measure accounts for the quantity dimension of the MW (i.e., the number of workers whose wages must rise), not
accounting for the price dimension (i.e., by how much wages must increase)
may generate an imprecise measure of the cost shock from a MW mandate.
Similarly, using establishment-level averages of wages and hours may provide
a noisy measure because workers with wages well above the new MW would
effectively “cancel out” affected workers (i.e., businesses with equivalent average wages will have different compliance costs). As our GAP measure is based
on individual data we are able to capture both quantity and cost per employee.
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FIGURE 1
AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS, EMPLOYMENT,

AND

HOURS, JANUARY 2007–DECEMBER 2009
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C Average daily hours
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NOTES: Shown are establishment averages for biweekly hourly earnings, biweekly employment,
and regular and overtime daily hours for three groups of stores by biweekly pay period. “Least”
affected stores include those where GAP is in the bottom 25 percentiles, “Middle” the 25th–
75th percentiles, and “Most” percentiles 75 and over. Vertical lines mark MW increase dates for
increases to $5.85, $6.55, and $7.25 in July 2007, 2008, and 2009.

Descriptive evidence on wages, employment, and hours worked. Evidence
on how wages, employment, and biweekly hours varied with respect to the
minimum wages is visually summarized in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows
how wages, employment, and hours varied over the 3-year period among
groups of restaurants least affected, moderately affected, and most affected by
MW increases. Figure 2 shows the size of long-run (early 2007 to late 2009)
individual restaurant changes in wages, employment, and hours with respect to
their MW compliance costs. Both sets of ﬁgures illustrate clear-cut systematic
effects of the MW mandates on wages, coupled with responses in employment
and work hours that are variable and far less systematic.
Average employment changes across all establishments would mask variation associated with differences in pre-MW wage levels. In Figure 1, establishments are divided into three groups—those least, moderately, and most
affected by the MW increases based on the size of GAP in March–May 2007,
prior to the initial July 2007 increase. The “least” affected group represents the
lowest twenty-ﬁve percentiles of GAP and includes all zero GAP stores (no
compliance costs from the 2007 MW). The “moderately” affected group has
GAP values between the twenty-ﬁfth and seventy-ﬁfth percentiles of GAP,
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FIGURE 2

THREE-YEAR LOG CHANGES
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WAGES, EMPLOYMENT,

HOURS

WITH

RESPECT

TO

MW GAP
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NOTES: The vertical axis measures log changes from March–May 2007 to October–December
2009. The horizontal axis measures MW compliance costs using the cumulative 3-year lnGAP.

while the “most” affected group has GAP compliance costs in the seventy-ﬁfth
and over percentiles.
Figure 1 provides plots of biweekly establishment-level averages in
observed hourly earnings and employment over the 3-year period, plus average
daily regular and overtime hours. In panel A, there are three distinct jumps in
average hourly earnings in July of each year, coinciding with the three MW
hikes. The least affected group of stores is largely unaffected since the average
wage there was slightly above $7 during the whole study period. Importantly,
there is no evidence of pre-adjustments in hourly wages prior to MW increases
(conﬁrmed by owners). Small increases around January–February in 2007 and
2008 are attributed to performance-based raises for a portion of the workforce.
The ﬁnal MW increase in July 2009 has the strongest effect across all three
groups. The three federal MW hikes had substantial exogenous effects on average hourly earnings and the intensity of these treatments differed substantially
across restaurants. Estimates of arguably causal employment and hours effects
can be based on outcome differences between restaurants facing different compliance costs.
Panels B–D of Figure 1 show differences in outcomes between the least,
middle, and most affected restaurants. Panel B presents average employment.
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Despite jumps in the average hourly earnings observed in panel A, we do not
observe reductions in employment that correspond with the size of compliance
costs. Overall patterns appear roughly similar among the three groups.
Although we can see a small decline in employment after the July 2008 hike,
employment is fairly stable both within and across the three groups of establishments facing varying cost shocks. The least affected stores have fewer
employees on average due to greater use of full-time workers among Atlantaarea establishments. Some seasonal ﬂuctuations in the average employment are
also evident; there are systematic increases in employment (and turnover)
twice a year (in June–July and December–January), which owners attribute to
long vacation leaves (some of which show up as turnover in our data) and
voluntary turnover.
Panel C shows average daily regular hours per worker across the three
groups of establishments.12 Although regular hours ﬂuctuate on a pay-period
basis, there is no apparent trend in average hours worked over the study period, nor are there apparent differences in trend among the three groups. Panel
D shows overtime hours. Although average daily overtime is minimal (a small
fraction of an hour), there are differences among the three groups of restaurants. In the two most affected groups, overtime is practically nonexistent, but
is higher on average in the least affected group where there are more full-time
workers. There is a decline over time in overtime hours, due primarily or in
part to weak business conditions.
Figure 2 provides panels showing 3-year “long-run” changes in wages,
employment, and total hours (regular plus overtime) with respect to the cumulative 3-year compliance costs (the sum of lnGAP). As seen in the ﬁgures, restaurants’ 3-year compliance costs varied from close to zero to about 25
percent, with a sizable share of the restaurants having wage bill mandates
between about 13 and 23 log points. In each panel, a nonparametric curve
(using smoothed local regressions) is ﬁtted to the array of restaurant data
points.13 As expected, the wage–GAP relationship is upward sloping with a
tight ﬁt between changes in lnW and lnGAP. As seen previously in Table 3,
increases in restaurants’ total wage bills exceeded legally required increases,
but not by much.
In contrast to the pattern on wages, panels B and C of Figure 2 indicate
little systematic relationship between MW compliance costs and the changes in

12
Average daily hours are shown to account for slight differences in length of the twice-a-month payroll
periods.
13
The curves are ﬁtted from locally weighted regressions using the “lowess” command in Stata (Cleveland 1979). Figures showing untransformed rather than log values of wages, employment, and hours are
highly similar.
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employment and total hours. Rather than sloping downward with respect to
costs, changes in employment average close to zero across the range of compliance costs. For total hours (panel C), in the businesses with the highest
compliance costs (about 18 + log points), one sees a corresponding decline in
hours, but throughout the rest of the distribution (gaps below 18 log points)
one sees more of a positive than a negative hours–wage relationship.
The graphical analysis shows that despite substantial differences in wage
gains due to the three-step MW increases, there are rather limited differences
in the employment or hours responses between those restaurants most and least
affected by the mandates. Below we examine MW effects on employment and
hours within a formal regression framework.

Estimating MW Employment and Hours Effects From Payroll Records
The empirical analysis of MW effects on employment and total work hours
uses biweekly establishment averages created from the payroll data. We
initially estimate the following reduced-form equations, estimated separately
for each of the three MW increases, with MW effects based on restaurant-speciﬁc
compliance costs of the MW (i.e., lnGAP). We then estimate “structural” equations in which log wages are instrumented by the lnGAP prior to each MW
increase. Using a similar approach, we then provide estimates of MW employment and hours effects over the full three year period.14
ln Ejct ¼ a þ w ln GAPjt MWt þ s ln GAPjt þ dMWt þ 1D ln Salesjt1 þ cZct
þ hFj þ ejt
ð1aÞ
ln hjct ¼ a þ w ln GAPjt MWt þ s ln GAPjt þ dMWt þ 1D ln Salesjt1 þ cZct
þ hFj þ ejt
ð1bÞ
The outcome variables are lnEjt, the log of the average employment in store
j during period t (biweekly), and the log of aggregate hours hjt, the sum of
regular plus overtime hours. MWt is the time treatment period set to 1 for the
5–6 months after each MW increase (i.e., August–January in 2007 and 2008;
August–December in 2009). We provide estimates with and without store ﬁxed

14
This approach is similar to that used by Card (1992), whose state-level analysis presents both
reduced-form employment estimates, based on each state’s fraction of teens affected by the MW, and structural estimates, in which the fraction affected by MW is used to instrument wage change.
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effects (FE); the ﬁxed effects Fj absorb any impacts speciﬁc to the business
owner and county location, as well as the standalone store-level measure,
lnGAPjt. The error term is ejt.
The key variable is the interaction term lnGAP∙MW, whose coefﬁcient w measures the impact of the cost increase from the MW mandate on establishment
employment (hours) averaged over the months following the increase. The
parameter w provides a measure of the employment (hours) elasticity with
respect to the exogenous required wage change. We next estimate a structural
model that includes the predicted wage; lnGAP proves to be a strong instrument
(F test>100). Based on standard models, competitive theory predicts w < 0,
while monopsony and institutionalist/behavioral theories allow for values of w
that are negative, near zero, or positive (e.g., Manning 2003; Kaufman 2010).15
Regressions without store FE include lnGAPjt entered separately, which controls for differences in employment (hours) levels between high- and lowimpacted restaurants prior to the MW mandate. ΔlnSalesjt–1 is the lagged
monthly change in log sales, included to reﬂect demand shocks (reﬂected in
prices, product mix, and transactions) not captured by other controls. The lag
enables us to exclude the current month and avoid simultaneity between concurrent employment and sales. The vector Zct includes time-varying county-level
characteristics reﬂecting labor market supply and demand factors; speciﬁcally,
county-level population density and total private sector employment minus
employment in the Accommodations and Food Services and Retail sectors.
A few econometric issues warrant mention. The error term is likely to be
correlated for each restaurant over time; hence, all standard errors are clustered
on individual stores. Apart from clustering, some degree of independence in
employment, pay, and price setting across each owner’s stores mitigates concern about franchise-speciﬁc effects that would overstate the precision of our
estimates (Donald and Lang 2007). The possibility of heterogeneous trends
across stores is a potential source of bias if correlated with lnGAP, a concern
mitigated by controls for time-varying county-level demand-supply shifters.
Regression evidence. The models estimating MW effects on wages, employment, and hours for each of the three MW increases are shown in Table 4. Average
wages, employment, and hours are measured in each biweekly pay period for the
15
Elasticity estimates in the MW literature are far smaller than are elasticity estimates in the larger labor
demand literature (Hamermesh 1993). This is not surprising given that a small proportion of workers
(including teens) are affected by any given MW increase and, even among those affected, compliance costs
are low for those whose current wage is close to the mandated wage. Estimates of w from our structural
model can be interpreted as wage elasticities; those from the reduced-form model approximate elasticities to
the extent that wage increases mimic legally required increases. Thus, elasticity estimates here are potentially
larger than in much of the MW literature.
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6 months after (5 months after for 2009), with the MWt treatment set to 1, and for
the 6 months before each of the three increases (MWt = 0). Store-speciﬁc MW compliance costs are accounted for by GAP. Estimates of φ, the coefﬁcient on
lnGAP∙MW are shown in line 1 of each panel of the table and provide estimates of
the wage, employment, and hours GAP elasticities. Panel A of Table 4 provides
results based on the 2007 MW increase, panel B the 2008 increase, and panel C the
2009 increase. Each outcome equation is shown ﬁrst with no controls, next with
controls other than store FE, then with store FE, and then using instrumental variables (IV). Because lnGAP is such a strong predictor of store-speciﬁc wage
changes, the structural IV results, which are our preferred results, are highly similar
to OLS. As one might expect based on descriptive evidence seen in Figures 1 and
2, we ﬁnd minimal evidence for negative MW employment and hours effects. In
2007 and 2008, elasticity estimates are small, mixed in sign, and never statistically
signiﬁcant, while in 2009, we obtain positive elasticity estimates.
Focusing ﬁrst on the 2007 MW increase, wage elasticities with respect to
GAP are close to one and precisely estimated, the estimate with store FE being
1.1. The employment and hours elasticities with respect to GAP are close to
zero and not precisely estimated. The employment point estimate for the OLS
model with store FE is 0.10, while the IV estimate using the predicted wage is
0.09, each with standard errors close to 0.5. The hours point estimate using
ordinary least squares (OLS) and store FE is –0.19 and the IV estimate is
0.16; neither is close to statistical signiﬁcance.
For the 2008 MW increase, wage elasticities are a precisely estimated 1.1, but
the employment and hours estimates are again small and imprecisely estimated.
The OLS and IV employment elasticity estimates with store FE are –0.29 and
0.26, while the corresponding total hours estimates are 0.15 and 0.13. Given
the large standard errors and the ﬂipping of signs between 2007 and 2008, we do
not attach weight to ﬁnding different signs for employment and total hours, an
outcome that could occur were there meaningful changes in hours per worker.
In 2009, the wage–GAP elasticity is 0.9. In contrast to 2007 and 2008, we ﬁnd
more substantive and signiﬁcant employment/hours elasticity estimates. Both sets of
estimates are positive, however, approximately 0.7 for employment and 0.5 for total
hours. As mentioned previously (see footnote 15), these elasticities are with respect
to the required compliance costs or, using IV, the wage, and thus are expected to be
larger in magnitude than are teen elasticities common in the literature.
In Table 5, we examine “long-run” MW employment and hours effects
based solely on information before and after the three MW increases. Our
judgment, based on discussion with owners, is that the bulk of employment
and hour adjustments within the stores (and associated adjustments, such as
menu price changes) can occur relatively quickly and are clustered at the date
of the MW change. However, some economists (e.g., Hamermesh 1995) argue
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that MW employment effects in many studies are biased downward because
they do not allow sufﬁcient time for full adjustment.16 With this idea in mind,
and in keeping with the approach used in Table 4, we include two observations for each restaurant, average employment (and total hours) in January–
March 2007 and October–December 2009, and then include store FE. The
lnGAP measure represents the cumulative GAP (compliance costs) from the
three MW increases, while the dummy MW is set to 1 for end-period observations. The coefﬁcient on lnGAP∙MW provides the elasticity estimates; lnGAP
is absorbed by store FE. The wage and gap elasticity estimates with store FE
shown in Table 5 are identical to those obtained using a simple difference
model with one observation per restaurant.
As seen in Table 5, the 3-year employment and hours elasticity estimates are
positive, but not precisely estimated. Our preferred employment elasticity, from the
structural IV model, is 0.39 (the OLS estimate is 0.42). The IV hours elasticity estimate is 0.28, marginally signiﬁcant at the .10 level (the OLS estimate is 0.29).
Given the descriptive evidence seen in Figure 2, coupled with results shown in
Table 4 for the annual MW increases, these long-run results are not surprising.
The pattern seen in Figure 2 between the 3-year change in employment and
GAP (or wages) suggests that the relationship may be nonlinear, consistent
with a monopsony explanation. We estimate an added nonlinear speciﬁcation
in which we add a squared lnGAP∙MW interaction term. When we do so, we
consistently get a positive coefﬁcient on lnGAP∙MW and a negative coefﬁcient
on the squared term, for both the employment and hours equations. For example, coefﬁcients (all signiﬁcant) for these two terms from the full speciﬁcation
with store ﬁxed effects are 2.15 and –7.68 in the employment equation, and
1.88 and –6.87 in the hours equation. Apart from the squared term, the speciﬁcations are identical to Table 5, columns (6) and (10).
Despite well-measured data and a tight correspondence between MW compliance costs and observed wage increases, we ﬁnd no compelling evidence
for negative employment or hours effects for these quick-service restaurants in
response to the three MW increases during 2007–2009. Although the weight
of the evidence suggests somewhat positive rather than negative MW effects,
both the sample size and statistical precision of the estimates are too low to
allow us to draw such a strong conclusion, absent strong priors favoring
16
In the concluding section, we brieﬂy discuss long-run adjustments involving restaurant closures and
entry. Walter Wessels has suggested to us that it is difﬁcult a priori to determine the timing of employment
responses to a multi-part MW increase. Firms can evaluate the present value of future MW increases while
changes in stafﬁng can either lead or lag wage changes, making longer-run estimates preferable. It should be
noted, however, that interviews with owners indicate they deliberately implement both employment and
price adjustments at the time of a MW change so employees and customers understand the rationale, thus
preserving goodwill and preventing perceptions of opportunistic proﬁteering.
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monopsony and/or institutional models of the labor market. Whatever the average response to the MW, it is clear from our results that there is considerable
store-speciﬁc heterogeneity (in shocks and/or behavior), making it difﬁcult to
observe systematic responses to minimum wage mandates.17

Alternative Channels of Adjustment
The ﬁnding of generally small and insigniﬁcant impacts of the minimum
wage on employment in this and other studies challenges the predictions of
standard economic models. But if adjustments in employment and hours are
minimal, what changes do occur? We address this question by exploring a
wide range of channels of adjustment (CoA). Evidence is obtained from alternative sources. In addition to use of the payroll data and other information
from the franchise owners, we rely on information from manager surveys and
personal interviews. Some of these CoA have received attention in earlier MW
studies; others are largely undocumented.
Wages, nonlabor costs, and prices: Insight from back-of-the-envelope calculations. As reported previously, calculations from the payroll data show that the
direct MW cost of compliance (i.e., raising wages just to the minimum, absent
other pay increases) was 2.6 percent, 4.6 percent, and 6.8 percent of total payroll
(hours constant) for the 3 years. We add to this the estimated increase in
employer payroll taxes.18 If there were constant returns-to-scale in production
and full pass through, the increase in price due to higher wages should be proportional to the share of labor in total factor cost. We do not have a direct measure
of labor’s share, but use a guesstimate of 24 percent based on data from a franchise owner showing that nonmanagerial payroll was 18 percent to 20 percent of
total sales.19 Taking each year’s MW compliance costs (including payroll taxes)

17

Neumark, Salas, and Wascher (2013) cite our earlier long-run estimates (absent store FE) and characterize their imprecision as the product of “uninformative data.” We lean toward the alternative interpretation
that the data are informative, illustrating that wage–employment relationships involve multiple channels of
adjustment and that there exists greater ﬂexibility and heterogeneity among establishments than suggested by
textbook theory.
18
Social Security and Medicare plus federal and state unemployment insurance (UI) costs are about 13
percent of payroll. Owners were surprisingly vocal about the burden of higher payroll taxes necessitated by
the MW.
19
Labor’s share of total costs exceeds its share of sales. Aaronson, French, and MacDonald (2008: 695)
provide evidence that limited-service restaurants have a 30–35 percent share of labor to total costs. Our estimate of the price pass-through needed to offset cost increases is insensitive to the assumed labor’s share
once we account for nonlabor cost.
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and labor’s share, the cumulative 3-year increase in total costs directly due to
MW compliance is an estimated 3.9 percent.
If MW compliance were the only increase in costs over 3 years, it might be
readily handled through price and nonprice channels of adjustments. Restaurants faced other sources of labor costs, however, including pay increases for
workers above the MW, and substantial changes in nonlabor costs. We calculate an extended measure of labor costs for our restaurants taking into account
MW compliance costs plus additional increases in pay. We do this by examining the total increase in the wage bill (holding hours constant) over the
3 years, including estimated payroll tax increases. A cumulative 25.0 percent
increase in total labor costs boosted total costs (labor plus nonlabor) by an
estimated 5.7 percent.
Although important, increases in wages were not the principal source of cost
increases during this period. For the approximately 76 percent share of costs due
to nonlabor inputs and managers’ compensation, we assume these rose at the
same rate as the BLS Producer Price Index for “ﬁnished consumer foods” during
2007–2009. On a percentage basis, these costs increased roughly half as fast as
did labor costs, but they had a larger impact on total costs given their large share.
Taking the weighted average of the labor and nonlabor costs, we calculate that
average per-unit costs rose 15.4 percent during the 3-year period.20
To what extent were restaurant owners able to offset these higher labor and
nonlabor costs through increases in menu prices? We cannot measure overall
price changes, but did obtain price hikes from the owners for the single most
popular menu item (homogeneous among the stores), a combo meal made up
of a sandwich, small fries, and a drink. The price increase for this item over
the 3 years, averaged across all restaurants (each given an equal weight) was
10.9 percent. Although less than the estimated 15.4 percent increase necessary
for full pass through, a ballpark estimate is that about two thirds of total cost
increases were offset by higher prices. Had the MW been the sole source of
increasing costs, and had the economic downturn in 2009 not so seriously
affected sales, it seems likely that the restaurants could have passed most to all
of the higher labor cost through to consumers.21 Of course, such an extensive
20
Franchised stores buy all food and related supplies from corporate-designated wholesalers. An owner
provided us with data on the annual percentage price change for a typical food supply “basket.” This yields
a cost estimate highly similar to that using the Produce Price Index (PPI). Whereas MW compliance costs
were low in 2007 but climbed in 2008 and 2009, nonlabor costs exhibited the opposite pattern (many input
prices fell in the 2008–2009 recession), making it easier (all else the same) for stores to handle the
2009 MW hike.
21
Addison, Blackburn, and Cotti (2013) provide evidence that teenagers in the food service and drinking sector were most affected by the 2007–2009 MW increases in those states with high unemployment
rates.
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pass-through of costs is most likely when labor and nonlabor cost changes are
similar across competitors.22
For this sample of QSRs, higher prices rather than cuts in employment and
hours seems to be the more important CoA from higher wages due to the
MW. That said, we also ﬁnd evidence of second-order but nontrivial adjustments through a variety of other channels.
Compression and the internal wage structure. Cost increases following
minimum wage hikes can be mitigated by awarding smaller-than-normal pay
raises to workers with wages above the minimum and by permitting the internal wage structure to become more compressed. Although managers stated that
they desired to preserve wage differences between the less experienced and
more senior workers, it became increasingly difﬁcult to do so over the 3 years.
As seen in Table 3, required compliance costs for the three MW increases
were 2.6 percent, 4.6 percent, and 6.8 percent of payroll in 2007, 2008, and
2009. Overall payroll increases (holding hours constant) following the MW
increases were 6.0 percent, 6.6 percent, and 7.9 percent, implying that pay
increases beyond those legally required declined from roughly 3.0 to 2.0 to
1.0 percent of payroll over the 3 years.
Although we cannot determine the extent to which wages across the distribution would have increased absent the MW mandates, evidence that the internal pay distribution became more compressed is strong, as seen in prior
literature (e.g., Dube, Naidu, and Reich 2007). Average within-store pay dispersion (measured by the coefﬁcient of variance [CV] of dollar wages) was
0.156 in March–May 2007, but steadily decreased following the three July
MW increases, to 0.139, 0.102, and 0.070 in October–December 2007, 2008,
and 2009, respectively. Increased compression is also observed among workers
for whom the MW was not binding, with the CV for nonaffected workers
being 0.141, 0.125, and 0.104 following the three increases.
Owners conﬁrm that the size and extent of performance-based raises were
reduced as they sought to contain increasing costs during a period of weak
demand. When we compare wage increases among workers for whom the MW
was and was not binding, we ﬁnd that workers above the MW received far smaller relative (and absolute) pay increases. Average pay increases among affected

22

Our evidence on prices is consistent with Aaronson, French, and MacDonald (2008), who provide
comprehensive nationwide evidence on price changes among restaurants in response to the two-step MW
increase in 1996–1997 from $4.25 to $4.75 to $5.15. Prices increase more for limited-service than for other
restaurants and vary geographically as expected based on state minimum wages and market wage levels.
Aaronson, French, and MacDonald (2008) interpret their evidence as largely inconsistent with monopsony
while supportive of the competitive model.
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workers were 22, 39, and 62 cents in 2007, 2008, and 2009, respectively,
whereas workers whose wages were at or above the legally required level
received average increases of 16, 22, and 21 cents during those same years.
Insight regarding pay compression also is gained by measuring the share of
workers with pay at or near the MW. Prior to the July 2007 MW increase
from $5.15 to $5.85, 41 percent of workers had wages at or within 50 cents of
the MW (i.e., a wage between $5.15 and $5.65 in May 2007). By October
2009, following the third MW increase, those with wages at or near the minimum (a wage between $7.25 and $7.75) had increased to 89 percent, with 35
percent paid exactly $7.25. In short, following the third MW increase, most
workers were paid close to the MW.
We also examine pay compression by asking how wages among nonaffected
workers (those with wages above the minimum) varied with respect to store compliance costs. Recall that our ﬁrst-stage wage regressions (see Table 4, column 3) produced precisely estimated store-level wage-GAP elasticities close to 1.0 for each of
the years. When we estimate this same model, but use as our dependent variable
the store-level wage among those at or above each MW (rather than for all workers), we obtain wage-GAP elasticities that are positive (i.e., consistent with MW
spillovers) but close to zero and insigniﬁcant—0.026 (0.208), 0.063 (0.099), and
0.125 (0.076) for the 3 years (standard errors in parentheses).
Evidence from these restaurants clearly shows that cost increases following
MW increases were constrained by limiting pay increases for higher wage
workers and thus allowing store pay distributions to become increasingly compressed. Pay increases above the minimum were largely unrelated to MW
compliance costs, however, suggesting that nonlabor cost increases and weak
demand during the recession played an important role. Evidence from Card
and Krueger (1995: 164) and our interviews suggest that in future years
extreme pay compression is likely to be mitigated as managers provide smaller
raises for workers at or close to the minimum and more substantial raises to
more senior workers.
Separations and turnover. Labor turnover is costly to ﬁrms. If higher pay
reduces turnover, ﬁrms can partially offset MW costs by savings in hiring and
training (Arrowsmith et al. 2003). Higher wages, per the dynamic monopsony
model (Manning 2003), may also reduce vacancies and lead to a higher level
of employment and hours. Empirical evidence on the MW and job attachment
link generally ﬁnds lower turnover from the MW (e.g., Dube, Naidu, and
Reich 2007; Reich, Hall, and Jacobs 2005; as well as Fairris and Reich [2005]
for living wage ordinances). Using data on employment ﬂows, Gittings and
Schmutte (2014) showed that MW employment effects depend in part on turnover, the MW decreasing employment in low turnover sectors and increasing
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employment in high turnover sectors.23 They argue that turnover is a cost
channel for ﬁrms and that reduced turnover from MW lowers the marginal cost
of employment.
Below we ﬁrst examine how store-level turnover differs with respect to MW
compliance costs. We then turn to an analysis of individual worker employment duration. For our store-level analysis, we provide formal as well as
descriptive analysis on employee separation rates—the share of the total workforce observed in pay period t but not in period t + 1. By this measure, if all
workers (other than new hires) are present in two consecutive pay periods, the
separation rate is zero. Such separation rates are high—approximately 8 percent each pay period—but there is a downward trend, particularly pronounced
after the second MW increase in July 2008. Over the 3-year period, separation
rates fell from roughly 10 percent to 5 percent. Rates are not stable across
months, with spikes in summer and in December–January. We provide a similar measure for new hires per pay period, and a measure of turnover that is
simply the sum of the separation and hires divided by two times employment
from the previous payroll period.
In Figure 3, these rates are shown separately for restaurants that are least,
moderately, and most affected by the MW increases (based on the cumulative
GAP). As expected, the separations, hiring, and turnover rates closely track
each other over time. Moreover, it is difﬁcult to discern any obvious differences in levels or patterns between these three groups of restaurants.
More formally, in work not shown, we estimated separation rate regressions that
mimic the approach seen in Table 3 for employment and hours. The dependent
variable is the share of the workforce observed in pay period t but not observed in
period t + 1. In addition to store ﬁxed effects (which absorb the lnGAP measure),
we include a dummy for the post-MW period and the interaction of the post-MW
period with compliance costs (lnGAP∙MW), with the coefﬁcient on this interaction
term identifying the effect of the MW mandate on separations. A second speciﬁcation adds two variables—the change in store sales (lagged) and change in county
private employment. We obtain the expected negative coefﬁcients of MW compliance costs (which closely predict wage increases) for the 2008 and 2009 increases
(the former but not the latter being signiﬁcant), but obtain positive and insigniﬁcant
coefﬁcients for 2007. Although the 2008 and 2009 results support standard theory,
we are reluctant to give these results substantial weight given the far less plausible
positive coefﬁcients in 2007.

23
Data from the BLS’s Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS) show that quit rates in
“Accommodation and Food Services” are the highest among any of the very broad industries for which they
publish results.
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FIGURE 3
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NOTES: Separation and hire rates are deﬁned in the text. The turnover rate is the sum of
separations and hires divided by two times employment. “Least” affected stores include those
where GAP is in the bottom 25 percentiles, “Middle” the 25th–75th percentiles, and “Most”
percentiles 75 and over. Vertical lines mark MW increase dates.

Using the exact same setup, we also estimated hiring and turnover rate
equations. None of the lnGAP∙MW coefﬁcients was statistically signiﬁcant.
The turnover coefﬁcients had the same signs as in the separation equations for
all 3 years, while the hiring coefﬁcient signs matched the separation equations
in two of the three years (2008 was the exception). Given that these estimates
were largely uninformative, we do not show the results.
We also examine “long-run” (3-year) changes in store separation rates with
respect to the cumulative store compliance costs. This relationship is shown in
Figure 4. Although we would expect separations to decline across stores with
respect to the GAP, what we see is a relatively ﬂat relationship throughout
much of the distribution, with declines evident only among those restaurants
most impacted by the MW. Taking the pattern seen in the local regression
curves at face value, the suggestion is that only among the lowest-paid stores
—those most affected by the MW—does one see reductions in separations
(and turnover more generally). Drawing such a conclusion requires that we largely ignore the large variability in separations across stores. Equivalent ﬁgures
for hiring plus separations are highly similar to that seen for separations.
Broadly viewed, these results appear to support Lester (1964: 204–7, 280–81),
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FIGURE 4
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2007 and October–December 2009. The horizontal axis measures MW compliance costs using
the cumulative 3-year lnGAP.

who argues against monopsony interpretations and in favor of an institutionaltype area of indeterminacy in wage determination and an associated “no
response zone.”
Turning to our individual-level analysis, although we do not observe a
strong relationship between store-level turnover and compliance costs, we are
able to analyze our data at the individual level despite the fact that the structure of the data limits our ability to provide a fully satisfactory duration analysis.24 The completed length of an employment spell is unobserved; we do not
observe entry for those present in the initial January 2007 pay period, and do
not observe exit for those continuing beyond December 2009. We do not
know the length of very short spells (less than two weeks) since we only
observe such workers’ hours and pay for a biweekly payroll period. Left censoring (inability to observe the point of entry for each worker) can be
addressed by considering only “new hires”—workers who enter the sample
after mid-January 2007. Descriptive evidence on employment duration conﬁrms that turnover is high, as expected. For this subsample of workers, we
ﬁnd that the median “survival” in the sample is 14 weeks (seven pay periods).

24

ted.

The “failure event” is falling off the payroll. Workers present for only one biweekly payroll are omit-
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Roughly 70 percent of all new hires beginning mid-January 2007 are not in
the sample at the end of December 2009.
Keeping the censoring issues in mind, we examine how an individual worker’s employment duration is affected by the compliance costs due to the MW
increase. We construct individual-worker “gaps” by calculating the percent
increase in individual wages needed to comply with each year’s July 1 MW
increase, based on observed wages 2 months earlier. Unaffected workers—
those whose wages were already at or above the new required minimum—
have a zero gap. Instead of collapsing the dataset to create single-spell observation for each worker, the dataset contains multiple spells per worker (i.e.,
the number of pay periods on the payroll) to take advantage of time-varying
covariates.
The set-up for the duration analysis resembles our earlier analysis for
employment and hours (Table 3). Separate models are estimated for each of
the 3 years. Here, the “outcome” for each worker equals zero for all pay periods except the ﬁnal one, which equals one if a worker is not on the next payroll. Survival time is censored for those who do not leave the payroll.
Independent variables include the worker-level “gap” as calculated in each
year, a binary variable for the 6 months after each July MW increase, and
their interaction. The estimated coefﬁcient on the interaction term tells us how
the risk of a separation (due mostly to quits, but in some cases a layoff or long
leave period) varies with the exogenous shock of a MW increase, conditional
on being on a payroll a certain amount of time. We also control for store ﬁxed
effects and worker tenure (the baseline hazard rate).
Estimates are derived applying a discrete logistic model.25 As expected, survival time decreases with time spent on the payroll (a higher baseline hazard
rate) for each of the three periods.26 However, we do not ﬁnd a strong relationship between MW increases and separations in our data, consistent with
the weak store-level evidence provided previously. We ﬁnd little evidence of
individual employment duration being affected by the ﬁrst two MW increases
(signs are mixed and insigniﬁcant). Stronger evidence is found for 2009, during which the job market substantially contracted. A worker requiring an 8
percent (0.079 log point) wage increase to reach $7.25 in July has a 4.8 percent lower probability of separation in August (a statistically signiﬁcant –0.61

25

If we assume transition events (in and out of employment) can occur at any point in time, we would
have a continuous time duration process. Because of the structure of our payroll data, we observe “events”
at discrete intervals (biweekly), making the discrete time duration process arguably more appropriate for the
analysis.
26
Baseline hazard rate is assumed to have logistic functional form, but results are unaffected when we
assume a nonparametric baseline hazard rate and include interval-speciﬁc dummy variables.
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coefﬁcient times 0.079 = –0.048 or, equivalently, exp(–0.048) = 0.95 lower
hazard rate).
In contrast to the weak relationship found here between store compliance
costs and separations, clear-cut effects have been found elsewhere using comprehensive national data. For example, a recent paper by Dube, Lester, and
Reich (forthcoming) examined county-level data on both employment ﬂows
and stocks. They examined contiguous county pairs across state borders using
data for the restaurant industry and, separately, for teenagers. In both sets of
analyses, they found that a higher MW leads to substantially lower separations
and hires, but has little effect on employment levels in their preferred speciﬁcation. A Canadian study by Brochu and Green (2013) provides similar evidence using household data, concluding that higher minimum wages lead to
lower hiring rates and separation rates, the latter heavily inﬂuenced by lower
layoff rates in the ﬁrst 6 months of employment. They concluded that jobs in
a higher wage regime are more stable but harder to get.27
The relationship between the MW and separation/turnover rates in our sample is weak. Given the downward trend in turnover evident among both highand low-wage restaurants over this period, coupled with the strong evidence of
a turnover effect seen in prior studies, it seems likely that some portion of the
added costs from MW increases were offset by reduced hiring and separation
costs. Two of the franchise owners estimated turnover cost at $300–$400 per
employee—factoring in approximately 40 hours of non-revenue-producing
training over 6 months. It is clear from the manager survey that store managers regard turnover as important. When asked to comment in an open-ended
question about positive aspects of a higher MW, managers emphasized lower
turnover, along with higher morale, greater worker effort, and more and better
job applicants.
Operational and human resource efﬁciencies. We next explore operational
and human resource (HR) efﬁciencies with data collected from manager surveys and interviews. Although these data do not readily lend themselves to
formal analysis, insights are gained by peering into the “black box” of internal
operations. That said, managers’ statements regarding what is important or
what they are likely to do need not fully align with actual responses.
Managers were asked to estimate the share of the (then upcoming)
2009 MW labor cost increase they could offset by implementing various operational efﬁciencies, after excluding price and employment and hours adjustments. Their responses averaged 23 percent, with no signiﬁcant difference in
responses among the least and most affected stores (p-value = 0.468 based on
27

We thank a referee who pointed us to these two studies.
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the 2009 GAP). Although conjectural and perhaps subject to upward bias
(from overoptimism, etc.), this estimate has some reliability because the managers (1) had already worked out as part of their business plans the likely
increase in their wage bill (the ratio’s denominator) and (2) had two rounds of
experience with operational belt-tightening from the 2007 and 2008 MW
increases from which to project an estimate for 2009 (the numerator).
We next sought to identify the speciﬁc sources of cost savings. Based on
input from manager interviews and several pre-tests of the survey instrument,
we developed a list of twenty-three potential CoA in the following areas:
human resource practices, operational efﬁciency and productivity, nonlabor
TABLE 6
IMPORTANCE

OF

COST-SAVING STRATEGIES

IN

RESPONSE

TO

A. Human resource practices and cost savings:
Increase performance standards
Change work schedules
Hire older/more experienced workers
Cut weekly hours of some employees
Schedule more part-time employees and fewer full-time
Postpone or limit pay raises to your more experienced workers
Schedule more full-time employees and fewer part-time
Reduce the number of people on your payroll
Hire teenage workers
Reduce training
B. Operational efﬁciency and productivity cost savings:
Discourage overtime work
Cross-train workers for multitasking
Get more work from each person
Increase morale and team spirit
Expand job duties of your workers
Tighten-up on absenteeism and discipline
Rearrange production operation to be more efﬁcient
Less time spent on clean up
C. Non-labor expenses, customer services and cost savings:
Reduce food waste in preparation/storage
Reduce or save water and electricity usage
New ways to improve customer service
More outreach to church, school, and community groups
Reduce amount of condiments and “extras” given to customers

MW INCREASES, MANAGER SURVEYS
Very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Not Very
Important

39
26
15
15
11
11
5
4
3
1

14
13
13
14
4
11
4
4
4
2

4
3
3
6
2
3
2
3
2
2

44
38
37
35
34
29
22
3

4
12
16
17
17
15
13
3

2
2
3
5
3
6
2
2

44
38
36
20
19

12
14
13
7
10

2
6
3
2
6

NOTES: This table provides distribution of answers to the following question in the Manager Survey: “Other research studies
of the minimum wage have identiﬁed the following list of items as BUSINESS ADJUSTMENTS you might possibly
make in order to OFFSET the payroll cost increase associated with the higher minimum wage. Which of the following
are you planning to do in the next 1–3 months OR have done already in the last month (please check YES or NO)? If
your answer is YES, please rate the impact of your action for cost-saving on the scale 1 to 5 (1 = least important;
5 = very important). Please circle one number from 1 to 5.” The responses were collapsed as follows: “Not very important” if a respondent answered 1 or 2; “Somewhat” if 3; and “Very important” if 4 or 5. Shown are responses for those
who answered YES to the “planning to do” or “have done” question.
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costs, and customer service. Despite careful wording, some items inevitably
have a degree of overlap.
Managers were asked whether they currently use or plan to use in the next
3 months each of these twenty-three cost-saving measures in order to offset
MW cost. Those who answered yes then rated the contribution to cost savings
of each item on a scale from 1 to 5, with 5 the most cost-effective. Of the total
eighty-one stores, sixty-six managers responded to the survey, all of whom
answered the yes/no question. Among those who answered yes, all but a small
number provided ratings on importance. In the text below, we state the proportion of the managers who answered yes. Table 6 provides the distribution of
answers among those who rated its importance. We collapse the ﬁve categories
into three (ratings 1–2, 3, and 4–5), labeling them “not very important,”
“somewhat important,” and “very important.”
We start with efﬁciencies in HR practices. We identiﬁed several such channels. Most of the sixty-six managers (90 percent) planned to increase performance standards and, among those who provide ratings on this channel’s cost
savings, about two thirds rank it as “very important” (Table 6, panel A).
Higher performance standards include things such as requiring a better attendance and on-time record, faster and more proﬁcient performance of job
duties, and taking on additional tasks. Managers said in interviews that part of
effective HR practice is to directly communicate to employees the quid pro
quo of higher performance for higher wages. Another cost-saving measure is
adjusting employee work schedules to more tightly match beginning and ending times with customer demand, thus gaining a fuller utilization of each
employee hour. Regarding labor–labor substitution, most managers did not
consider changing the part-time/full-time mix. They did express interest in hiring more experienced and older workers but fewer teenagers, and there is a
positive correlation between the size of the cost shock from the 2009 MW
increase and managers’ reports of using this cost-saving strategy.28 Only a few
managers planned to reduce training, the reason given in interviews being that
greater operational efﬁciency requires more training (the two are comple-

28

We measured all the responses in Table 6 separately for restaurants least, middle, and most affected
by MW compliance costs. In most cases, we could not see a clear-cut pattern between the responses and the
GAP group. We also tested more formally for labor–labor substitution using information in the employee
surveys, which identify the store but not employee. Using data on age and high school completion, coupled
with their reported tenure, we matched these to stores’ MW compliance costs. Simple difference-in-difference models were used, with outcome variables being age and high school completion. The independent
variables included a binary variable equal to 1 if a worker was hired after each of the three MW increases,
the store’s lnGAP for that year, and the interaction between the two. Coefﬁcients on the interaction terms in
the two sets of regressions were positive in all years for education and for two of the three years for age,
but none was signiﬁcant.
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ments). Consistent with evidence from the payroll data, a number of managers
(40 percent) state they would delay or limit pay raises/bonuses for more experienced employees.
The manager surveys support the evidence from payroll records that reducing employment is not a principal CoA. Only 23 percent of managers planned
to decrease their workforce to offset the higher cost and only 12 percent rated
this strategy as “somewhat” or “very important” for cost saving. In fact, there
is a signiﬁcant negative correlation between the size of the 2009 MW impact
on costs and managers’ plans to reduce their workforce. In contrast to
our ﬁndings of largely unchanged hours worked from the payroll data, a
signiﬁcantly greater proportion (60 percent) planned to reduce work hours.
This discrepancy may represent a gap between what managers say and do; an
alternative explanation is that their answers to “plan to reduce work hours”
and “plan to change work schedules” substantially overlap, the latter is the
dominant adjustment but has a small impact on the number of hours worked.
We probed in interviews for reasons behind the small-to-zero employment
effect and several factors were cited: Speedy customer service is a “must-do”
and reduced stafﬁng threatens it, the production process features indivisibilities and ﬁxed capital–labor ratios (e.g., one person per cash register and
drive-through window) that preclude marginal labor adjustments, and team
spirit and a cooperative employee attitude are the most important factors for
successful operations and layoffs or cuts in hours undermine these.29 With
regard to labor input, worker effort appears to be a short-run continuous
adjustment factor in the production function, with employment partially discontinuous.
We next transition to various forms of operating efﬁciencies. The owners
keep detailed records on daily and weekly indicators of costs, sales, and payroll, and establish targets that managers are expected to meet. A rise in the
MW (or other costs) moves stores past these targets and creates pressure on
managers to squeeze out costs through tighter operations. With regard to the
MW, the most common response was to gain greater productivity from the
workforce through, say, cross-training, multi-tasking, and tighter work schedules. As indicated in Table 6, panel B, boosting morale was also a major
CoA (cited by 92 percent). Interestingly, increasing performance standards
and enhancing workers’ morale and team spirit are the two strategies that are
strongly and positively correlated with the degree to which a given store is
affected by the 2009 MW increase (analysis not shown). The managers work
to create interdependent utility functions among their crew to create
One owner predicted to us in the ﬁrst interview (before data analysis) that we would ﬁnd a zero
employment effect, citing reasons such as those just given.
29
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productive synergies, team spirit, and self-enforcement of high work norms
through peer monitoring. Reliance on team production makes it crucial to
treat employees not as disposable “hired hands” but as valued crew members
who managers strive to respect, support, and treat fairly. Managers stated
that they try to avoid overt cuts in hours and headcount, an exception being
use of the MW increase as an opportunity to weed out particularly low-performing employees. Another CoA in the operations and productivity area is
new capital equipment. We did not include this option on the manager survey because owners make capital investment decision. Owners indicated a
steady if slow process of capital-labor substitution, constrained in the short
run by cash-ﬂow constraints and the relatively simple nature of the technology of fast-food production.
We note for later discussion that there is both a neoclassical and institutional/behavioral perspective on managerial “tightening up.” In the competitive
and monopsony models, ﬁrms are assumed to continuously minimize cost so
no slack (underutilized resources) exists. Owners and managers told us that
since fast food is highly competitive they vigilantly monitor costs and after
two previous MW increases felt like they had pretty well squeezed out the
“fat.” Yet when questioned on planned adjustments to the third MW hike they
cited a number of actions to further improve efﬁciency.
Five observations from the interviews are apropos. The ﬁrst is that the managers are overloaded with daily operation issues and work long weekly hours
(often 50–55) and, hence, cannot devote the time to actively address important
but longer-run or secondary operational issues. A MW hike thus acts as a catalyst or shock that forces managers to step out of the daily routine and think
about where extra savings can occur. Second, a principle–agent problem is
present to the extent owners cannot fully monitor salaried managers who may
therefore satisﬁce rather than fully cost minimize. Third, managers’ ability/
quality varies across stores, which results in different cost curves, efﬁciency
levels, and tightening-up responses. Fourth, as a practical matter it is difﬁcult
to distinguish such adjustments as a neoclassical-like movement along an isoquant (substituting a given stock of managerial time from one activity to
another) versus an institutional/behavioral movement to a higher isoquant (generating more output from given managerial inputs by energizing effort/attention to unexploited areas of cost saving). If isoquants shift out in response to
MW or other shocks, it is plausible that over time they gradually shift in as
shocks (old and new) become less salient. Fifth, owners said the “quality” of
the manager is the single most important determinant of unit success (given
location, etc.), but managerial quality is scarce and heterogeneous. What is
typically referred to as “slack” in part reﬂects differences in managerial quality, along with other unmeasured factors that account for productivity differ-
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ences across establishments (Syverson 2011). All in all, we feel unable to disentangle these competing hypotheses.
Nonlabor costs and customer service. Two other distinct CoA are savings
on nonlabor inputs and customer service improvements. Interviews indicated
that utility costs, insurance, food costs, food wastage, size of drinks, and condiment supply all received attention. The survey responses (Table 6, panel C)
indicate an overwhelming majority of managers plan to economize on electricity and water usage and reduce food waste (e.g., by more careful scheduling
of deliveries and tighter inventory control). One area of focus was cost control
at the condiment bar—a seemingly trivial example but indicative of how pressure to contain costs leads to numerous marginal adjustments.
Another CoA is aimed at increasing sales through improved service. Part of
raising performance standards is more “smiling faces” at the counter and
drive-in window; another element of customer service is having employees
more often check the cleanliness of bathrooms, dining tables, and parking lots.
Marketing strategies, such as meal discounts, new menu items, and rafﬂes are
implemented to maintain or increase volume. A number of the managers interviewed said they also planned to offset higher cost by building volume with
more special events, for example birthday parties and events for local
churches, youth groups, sports teams, and retirement homes.
Proﬁt. Proﬁt is the residual that remains following movement in all other
revenue and cost channels earlier discussed. Prior evidence on the MW proﬁt
effects is scarce; several studies, however, ﬁnd zero or small negative effects
(Card and Krueger 1995; Draca, Machin, and Van Reenan 2011). Due to conﬁdentiality concerns, none of the owners would share data on annual proﬁt.
We did obtain, however, data on the average proﬁt changes among approximately three fourths of the stores spanning the three MW increases, based on
franchise-wide and not store-speciﬁc results. The data cover a ﬁscal year (e.g.,
starting October 1) so disentangling the MW effect is difﬁcult. For this and
other reasons our evidence is best considered suggestive.
Annual proﬁt changes at these stores averaged 6.9 percent (FY 2006),
20.0 percent (FY 2007), 5.9 percent (FY 2008), 0.5 percent (FY 2009), and
–20.0 percent (FY 2010). FY 2007 includes 3 months of the 2007 MW
increase, while FY 2010 begins 3 months following the 2009 increase and
reﬂects the wage base following all three increases, plus other cost changes.
We earlier showed that the bite of the MW on store labor costs increased
over the three rounds; these data show that proﬁt growth correspondingly
slowed in each round from FY 2007 through FY 2010. For each MW hike,
the businesses were able to keep revenue ahead of costs (proﬁts grew each
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year through FY 2009) through various CoA, but their ability to do so lessened over time.
Owners indicated in interviews that if the only cost increases over 2007–
2009 were from the MW they could have mostly to completely offset them
through other CoA. Proﬁt growth declined over this period, however, as
increases in labor cost were compounded by increases in other cost areas
(e.g., food and operating costs), sales growth contracted during the 2008–
2010 recession, and ability to raise prices diminished. FY 2010 was, in the
words of one owner, a “perfect storm” for proﬁt (–20 percent) since the
base of labor cost rose the most in 2009, commodity prices spurted upward
in 2010, and local economy activity and restaurant sales remained anemic. It
is impossible for us to decompose the weight due to each factor, but the
owners agreed in interviews that the decline in sales volume much dominated the MW as a contributor to lower proﬁt growth (roughly estimated as
10-to-1).30
The conclusion we draw from our sample and time period is that (1) the
MW by itself had a small effect on proﬁt, employment, and growth but (2)
these companies are struggling with multiple sources of cost increase in a climate of signiﬁcantly deteriorated sales and, hence (3) these factors together
have posed growing proﬁt and (in some cases) survival problems, with potentially negative consequences for additional business formation and employment
growth in the medium-to-long run.31

30

Lester (1946) found a similar result regarding employer sensitivity to sales versus wage changes. His
explanation is that the marginal cost curve is horizontal-to-modestly declining until close to full capacity,
causing the average total cost curve to slope downward (given declining average ﬁxed costs). Hence, reducing output (the neoclassical scale effect) in response to a MW increase further shrinks the margin of proﬁt
and managers are led to instead search out ways to increase sales as an offsetting way to control unit cost.
Thus, in Lester’s institutional model the constraint on employment is the volume of sales and not the neoclassical wage equals marginal revenue product condition. Owners we interviewed guesstimated steady-todeclining unit variable costs and said they did not make hiring decisions by a wage versus marginal revenue
product type calculation.
31
The owner with the largest number of stores indicated in 2010 that for the ﬁrst time in the company’s
history (40 + years) no new units were planned or under construction. A second owner was forced to close
two stores in 2011 and in 2013 sold all the stores after 3 years of cumulative loss and lack of cash ﬂow to
pay for needed store renovations and corporate-mandated marketing programs (both non-labor cost items).
Worth noting as a MW contingency effect, the former owner practiced a “commitment” human resource
strategy; which, ceteris paribus, contributes to a smaller MW employment effect since maintaining employee
security, trust, and morale are regarded as critical to eliciting high performance (per the previous discussion
in the text). The new owner—outside the purview of our study—reportedly switched to a “control” HR strategy by much tighter monitoring and discipline (cameras throughout the work area, quick termination for
small lapses) and termination of higher wage senior employees and managers—presumably also making
employment/hours more wage sensitive.
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Summary and Conclusion
As empirical study of the minimum wage has a near century-long history,
one must question whether an additional study breaks new ground. We believe
this study does so along several dimensions.
First, our dataset is innovative. It captures three rounds of MW increases,
contains accurately measured establishment-level pay and employment data,
supplements it with data from manager surveys on a wide range of rarely
captured aspects of internal ﬁrm operations, and is rounded out with information from ﬁeld-level interviews. Although shortcomings are present—for
example, a small sample size of restaurants resulting in imprecise estimates,
the qualitative and subjective nature of the manager data, and anecdotal
reports from personal interviews—on balance we believe the analysis adds
valuable insights to some old questions while addressing several new or underexplored ones.
Second, we recast analysis of the minimum wage into a broad “channels of
adjustment” framework, moving beyond the conventional emphasis on
employment effects. The effect of MW on the internal operation of ﬁrms has
been left as a mostly unexamined black box (but see Arrowsmith et al. 2003).
We believe the CoA framework usefully broadens attention to the many margins potentially affected by MW, the manner in which employers and markets
adjust these margins, and the resulting incidence of costs.
Third, the employment effect of MW continues to be a major point of controversy in the literature and for public policy. Our analysis identiﬁes the
employment and hours effects based on differences across restaurants and over
time in the compliance costs resulting from the three MW mandates. We ﬁnd,
in line with other industry-speciﬁc studies, that the measured employment and
hours impacts are highly variable across establishments and in many or most
cases not statistically distinguishable from zero. Although we had hoped to
have a larger sample of businesses, we regard the observed variability in this
sample as an informative indicator of the extent and importance of heterogeneity in economic relations.
Fourth, our study ﬁnds evidence that the cost of MW is passed along and
absorbed through a wide range of CoA. One of the more important channels
is the increase in product prices, an adjustment made easier because the
MW affects local competitors in a similar manner. Although standard theory
predicts higher prices cause lower output and employment, it is difﬁcult to
discern such responses in our data. Other CoA include operational “tightening up,” higher employee performance standards and work effort, new
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marketing programs to expand sales, and compression of the internal wage
structure. Interview evidence suggests that in good economic times restaurants can mostly and perhaps completely maintain proﬁt margins by utilizing
these other CoA, but in economic hard times they are insufﬁcient and a
higher MW takes a bite out of proﬁt, particularly at marginal/low-volume
stores.
Fifth, this study offers a new explanation for the small and insigniﬁcant
MW employment effects frequently found in the literature. Common explanations are that “failed” (non-negative) estimates are a statistical artifact from
data mismeasurement or ﬂawed estimation procedures; also, appeal is made to
structural or dynamic forms of monopsony. Our study suggests an additional
three-part explanation. The ﬁrst—empirically important for the ﬁrms in this
study but not a factor much noted in the MW literature—is that even large
increases in the MW may be modest as compared to other cost increases that
business owners must routinely offset or absorb, thus leading to a lower MW
elasticity (per the Marshall–Hicks condition on the size of labor’s cost share).
The second is that a MW cost increase ﬂows through more adjustment channels than economists have typically considered. The third is that managers see
employment cuts as a relatively costly and perhaps counterproductive option,
regarding them as a last resort. So viewed, a zero or very small employment
effect is compatible with economic theory as long as the theory posits multiple
CoA with differential costs.
For space and focus reasons we have refrained from discussion of how our
empirical results bear on alternative models of labor markets. We end with
brief thoughts on this matter. Since Card and Krueger (1995), debate over the
minimum wage has focused primarily on the merits of a competitive versus
monopsony model of labor markets. Yet going back in time, an institutional/
behavioral model also contended for attention (Lester 1964; Kaufman 2010,
2012), as indicated by Card and Krueger, who dedicate their book to 1950s
neo-institutional labor economist Richard Lester. All three models come in different permutations (e.g., search version of the competitive model, structural
versus dynamic versions of monopsony) and are further modiﬁed and interpreted by individual users, making comparison and empirical discrimination
difﬁcult. Given these caveats, our ﬁrst-line judgment is that all three models
capture important elements of truth regarding the MW and adjustment effects.
Since all models are abstractions and therefore capture only a slice of reality,
this conclusion is not surprising.
The competitive model appears to face the most anomalies. Restaurants in
our sample are not wage-takers but have some modest, wage-setting ability,
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which managers use in setting the entry wage and internal wage structure.32
Further, our study does not ﬁnd evidence of clear-cut employment losses—
even over 3 years and a 41 percent increase in the MW. Possibly over a still
longer time span, or with a larger sample of restaurants, a negative effect
might appear. Discussion with owners and evidence outside our study period
suggest that negative effects may manifest through reduced store openings
and increased risk of store closings. Given this important qualiﬁcation, the
message from our study, along with other results in the literature, is that
employment effects in the short-to-medium run are small, perhaps near zero
in many settings, and certainly smaller than expected based solely on the
competitive model. It would be surprising (at least to us) were an important
reason for this result not the behavioral dimensions of wage setting and
human resource management (e.g., discretionary effort, equity concerns, management heterogeneity) that the standard competitive and monopsony models
largely ignore.
Our suggestive evidence of a nonlinear employment effect, with employment and hours increases in response to small wage increases and declines
with respect to large increases, better matches a monopsony than competitive
model. The monopsony model, however, at least in its structural version,
predicts that prices should fall if the MW leads to higher employment and output, yet we ﬁnd clear-cut evidence of price increases, as in the broader literature (Aaronson, French, and MacDonald 2008). With respect to prices, the
competitive model performs better. The overall behavior of turnover and separation rates does not clearly match a dynamic monopsony story, the exception
being restaurants “most affected” by the MW.
The institutional–behavioral model appears consistent with a number of
aspects of the MW adjustment process but, at the same time, also faces
challenges. Like the monopsony model(s), but for different reasons (the monopsony model emphasizes an upward-sloping supply curve, the institutional–behavioral model changes the demand curve from a well-deﬁned line to a band), it
ﬁnds support from the small-to-nil employment effect and possible nonlinear
dynamic pattern (vertical movement through the band, then up the band). Price
increases and the human-behavioral effects also accord with this model.
32

An earlier study of Atlanta fast food restaurants (Young and Kaufman 1997) identiﬁed twenty-four
pairs (or triplets or quadruplets) of restaurants located within two blocks of each other—often near the same
street intersection. The managers were asked the wage paid for a standardized entry-level new hire (working
the lunch shift Monday–Friday, high school degree, no experience). Using only observations above the minimum wage (to avoid truncation bias), high-to-low restaurant wages varied by an average 5 percent (equivalent to $.36 relative to the current $7.25 MW), suggesting even at this ﬁnely standardized level restaurant
managers have some ﬂexibility in their pay policy, per the area of indeterminacy idea. Lester (1964: 205)
estimates an average indeterminacy area of 10–15 percent in cross-ﬁrm wage rates.
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However, an institutional–behavioral model also predicts, at least relative to
the other models, that the internal wage structure is relatively inﬂexible due to
fairness and morale reasons, yet our evidence ﬁnds that the MW led to signiﬁcant internal compression. Also, the model’s hypothesis that organizational
slack allows managers to absorb some of the MW cost increase faces the
challenge of explaining its persistence in ﬁrms even after several rounds of
tightening up.
As stated above, a variety of models/approaches appear to offer insight into
the labor-market effects of minimum wages. Yet we also conclude that in
hindsight Richard Lester, the strongest proponent of an institutional–behavioral
explanation for a (near) zero employment effect, probably captured more of
the reality of minimum wages than neoclassical price theorists have been willing to accommodate. Such a conclusion suggests that a broad CoA framework,
as applied in this study, may usefully inform not only professional thinking
and ongoing public policy debate on the minimum wage, but on other labor
market issues as well.
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides evidence on a wide set of margin
markets can adjust in response to increases in the min
ing wages, hours, employment, and ultimately labor in
ingly, the evidence indicates that low-wage workers are
fected, while higher-wage workers are little affected. W
initially earn near the minimum wage experience wage
less, their hours and employment decline, and the comb
these changes on earned income suggests adverse cons
for low-wage workers.

I. Introduction

Labor markets can adjust along a variety of margins in response to
increases in the minimum wage. For example, employers may alter the number
workers employed at an establishment, or they may adjust the average number
hours worked by each employee. In addition, firms may alter the mix of worke
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employed following an increase in the minimum wage, essentially attempt
realign the marginal product of their workers with the wages they are pai
result of these adjustments, the effects of minimum wages may extend beyon
ers whose wages are directly impacted by the higher floor. Our evidence in
that minimum wage increases adversely affect workers initially earning ne
minimum wage, but have little impact on higher-wage workers. In particu
though wages of low-wage workers rise, their hours and employment fall. Th
bined effect of these changes is a decline in earned income.
Past minimum wage research focuses mainly on employment effects, and fa
distinguish minimum wage effects at different parts of the wage distribution
quently, this past research provides insufficient information with which to e
the policy implications of raising the minimum wage, in particular whethe
increases help low-wage workers. In contrast, this paper generates a richer de
tion of the effects of the minimum wage on labor markets, providing evid
a wide set of the margins along which labor market adjustments to minimum

may occur, and how the adjustments vary at different points of the wage distr
we provide a particularly sharp focus on minimum wage effects at the lower
the wage distribution.

II. Existing Research

Our efforts to distinguish minimum wage effects in different p
of the wage distribution differentiates our approach from most of the existin

on minimum wages, which-in order to focus on a set of relatively low-s
workers-typically studies employment effects for teenagers or a closely r
group. However, the focus on employment effects for teenagers is arguably f
moved from the most pertinent policy questions, for at least three reasons.
First, policymakers typically are most concerned with adults working ne
minimum wage, because young workers are on the early part of their exp

profile and hence are likely to grow out of minimum wage jobs, while adults w
at minimum wage jobs are more likely to be permanent low-wage workers. In
tion, teenagers are more likely to be secondary earners. Second, because many
agers and young adults earn wages well above the minimum, estimates of dise
ment effects for young workers as a whole may mask larger disemployment
for the lowest-wage workers, and thus overstate the resulting income gains e

enced by low-wage workers. Third, the emphasis on employment effects p
too narrow a picture of the effects of minimum wages on the economic we
of low-wage workers. On the negative side, hours could fall in response to mi
wage increases, while on the positive side minimum wages may generate w
creases above the minimum. We examine the consequences of minimum wag
employment, wages, and hours, as well as the overall impact on labor income.1

cases, we isolate the effects of minimum wages in different parts of the distribu
wages.
1. A more overriding policy concern is the effects of minimum wages on family incomes; see Neumark
et al. (1998).
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Two recent papers move beyond the estimation of employment effects for teenag-

ers or young adults to focus more sharply on workers who are most likely to be
affected by the minimum wage. Abowd et al. (1999) examine individual-level panel
data for France, where the real minimum wage rose throughout their sample period
(1981-89), and for the United States, where it fell (1981-87). They study minimum
wage effects in two opposite but closely related ways: In France, they condition on
initial employment and test for disemployment effects among workers who are
"caught" by minimum wage increases, while in the United States they look at individuals who are "released" by the falling real minimum wage. For both countries,
Abowd et al. report considerably larger disemployment effects of minimum wages
for workers constrained by the minimum than for workers with marginally higher
wages. Currie and Fallick (1996) carry out a similar analysis using NLSY data for
the United States. They estimate the employment effects of the 1980 and 1981 federal
minimum wage increases, defining as the treatment group workers whose wage prior
to the increase was between the old and the new minimum wage, and as the control

group workers earning near but above the minimum wage. Currie and Fallick find
that workers bound by the minimum were about 3 percent less likely than the control
group to be employed after the minimum wage increase; the estimated employment

elasticity for workers bound by the minimum is about -0.4. The elasticities estimated by Abowd et al. are at least as large.
Some researchers have examined other margins of adjustment to minimum wage
increases. The most extensive body of research exploring other margins of adjustment studies the extent to which minimum wage increases lead to positive "ripple"
effects on the wages of workers already earning more than the new minimum. Gram-

lich (1976) originally broached this question, suggesting that standard substitution
effects or union-related relative wage considerations might lead to increases in the
wages of higher-skilled workers following an increase in the legislated minimum
wage. Another possibility is that the labor supply of higher-skilled workers might
increase as lower-skilled workers (in the same family) become disemployed or face
lower hours as a result of minimum wage increases, leading to a decline in wages
for higher-skilled workers. Gramlich presents evidence suggesting that minimum
wage increases raise average wage rates by about twice what would be predicted
from the direct impact of minimum wage increases on workers for whom the minimum is binding (ignoring possible employment effects). But because Gramlich relies
on aggregate data, he cannot examine where in the wage distribution the wage spillovers occur. Grossman (1983) also presents evidence consistent with ripple effects
from minimum wages.
More recent analyses use empirical methods that more directly reveal the impacts
of minimum wages on the wage distribution. For example, DiNardo et al. (1996)
present a semi-parametric analysis of how changes in national minimum wages have
affected wage inequality, while Lee (1999) examines the impact of minimum wages
on the wage distribution in more detail using state-level variation. Both papers find
evidence suggestive of positive spillovers from minimum wages to other wages, as
does more limited evidence in Spriggs (1993) and Card and Krueger (1995, Ch. 9),
and evidence for Canada reported by Green and Paarsch (1998).
The DiNardo et al. (1996) and Lee (1999) papers differ from ours in a few important ways. First, while they are concerned with trying to estimate how the distribution
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of wages changes as a result of minimum wage increases, we try to estimate

actual impact of minimum wages on workers at different points of the initial distri

tion of wages relative to the minimum. Second, we study additional outcomes (h

employment, and labor income) to provide a more comprehensive analysis of
consequences of minimum wage increases. Finally, DiNardo et al. (1996) and
(1999) focus more on how minimum wages sweep up workers in the bottom ta

the wage distribution, as opposed to an analysis of the effects on the wage distrib
above but near the new minimum.

Much less research looks at hours effects, and what there is focuses on the probabilities

of part-time and full-time employment. Gramlich (1976) finds that minimum wages
reduce full-time employment and increase part-time employment of teenagers and adult

males; although an overall disemployment effect is apparent for teenagers only, the
switch from full-time to part-time is consistent with hours reductions for both groups.

Hungerford (2000) reports that minimum wages appear to increase the proportion of
involuntary part-time workers among less-educated teenagers, and among blacks across
age and education categories. In contrast, Cunningham (1981) reports evidence from an
earlier period suggesting that minimum wages discourage part-time employment and
boost full-time employment, as do Katz and Krueger (1992) using data from fast-food
restaurants in Texas.2 Finally, Zavodny (2000) finds that teenagers who remain employed
following a minimum wage increase tend to experience an increase in hours worked,
roughly offsetting the job losses incurred by other teens.

One study that comes closer to our more comprehensive approach of estimating
the effects of minimum wages on wages, employment, hours, and income is Linne-

man (1982). He uses PSID data from 1973 to predict wages in 1974 and 1975, and
on the basis of the predicted wages identifies workers who would be bound by the
increases in the minimum wage in 1974 and 1975. His findings indicate hours (and
to a lesser extent employment) reductions among constrained workers. However, he
also estimates hours and employment effects for workers in various wage intervals
above the minimum, finding that individuals just above the minimum (relative to
workers further above the minimum) experience reduced employment rates but increased hours.

We have two main criticisms of Linneman's analysis. First, his estimates of the
effects of the minimum wage on income are not based on actual income in 1974
and 1975, but are imputed from the estimated hours and employment effects. As a
result, the estimates take no account of the effects of the minimum wage on the
wages of workers earnings more than the minimum, and the imputation method takes
no account of the distribution of wage and hours effects across individuals.3 Second,
his approach does not provide a credible counterfactual for the experiences of the

group affected by the minimum wage increase (Card and Krueger 1995, p. 224).
We address the first set of shortcomings by looking at wage and income effects
independently. We provide a credible counterfactual by using flexible estimates of
2. Neumark and Wascher (2000) and Michl (2000) touch on the issue of effects of minimum wages on
employment and hours in the context of the Card and Krueger (1994) New Jersey-Pennsylvania minimum
wage study.
3. In addition, Linneman does not compute standard errors for the income effects he estimates, so there
is no way to determine which estimated effects are significant. Our approach readily yields standard errors
of the estimated effects on income.
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underlying wage, hours, employment, and income changes of the nonaffected population, and using state variation in minimum wages to obtain treatment and control
groups. More generally, we provide a fuller characterization of minimum wage effects throughout the wage distribution, and update and strengthen the analysis by
taking advantage of the state-level variation in minimum wages that has been fruitfully exploited in the new minimum wage research.

III. Data

Our basic approach is to estimate models for changes in w

hours, employment, and income, using data on individuals in matched mo

outgoing rotation group files for the period 1979-97. While household
are available for doing the matching, individual identifiers are not. Thi

issues. First, to ensure that we match individuals correctly, we filter the d
a procedure that uses sex and age as primary characteristics for establishin
A match occurs when a household identifier-primary characteristics cell
least one pair of first-year and second-year records. For instance, a 31-ye
male in the first year and a 32-year-old female in the same household in

year will be placed in the same cell. In the event of multiple matches w
of tiebreakers, including factors such as education. This tie-breaking p
for the correct matches in the cell at the most detailed partition of th
variables first. If no match is found, then variables are systematically
arrive at a match. Additional steps are conducted to match others tha
been missed in the first step. For example, since the CPS is not necessaril
on the same calendar day in subsequent years, a 31-year-old female and
old female may be the same person, but they would have been excluded in
step. There are two sets of months that cannot be matched to observation
ahead because of changes in the sample in response to decennial Censuse
tion: July 1984-September 1985 and June 1994-August 1995.
Second, about 20 percent of the individuals in the outgoing rotation g
can potentially be matched across years are not successfully matched, m
because of a change in residence. When we weight the observations, we
sampling weight to account for the possibility that certain individuals ha
probability of being in the survey in consecutive years and thus are le
be included in our matched sample. This adjustment is based on logit mod
of the probability of a match as a function of demographic characteristic
adjusted weight an estimate of the inverse of the probability of being in o
sample of families. Of course this procedure does not correct for nonran
ing that, conditional on these observables, is correlated with changes in
and therefore possibly also with minimum wage changes. We conjectu
anything, families most adversely affected by minimum wage increases te
away from areas where minimum wages have increased and toward a
they have not. If so, the bias from nonrandom matching will tend to und
adverse consequences of minimum wage increases.
The outcomes we study are wages, hours, employment, and labor inc
attempt to construct straight-time wages (excluding tips, commissions, an
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by using a reported hourly wage-as opposed to usual weekly earnings/usual we
hours-whenever the former is reported. The weekly measure explicitly includ
tips, commissions, and overtime, while the hourly wage measure is less likely
include these. Beginning with the redesigned CPS in 1994, the hourly wage measu
was changed so as to explicitly exclude tips, commissions, and overtime, but
assume that the year effects will pick up the influence of this change on aver
wage changes. For hours, we use usual weekly hours (which is coded as miss
beginning in 1994 if the respondent indicates variable hours), and for labor inc
we use the product of the wage and hours. The employment variable is an indic
equal to one for workers employed during the survey week.

IV. Empirical Framework

We illustrate our strategy by focusing on the estimation of the effects

of minimum wages on the wage distribution, although the discussion generaliz
the other dependent variables we consider. To motivate the research design, we f
discuss the relatively simpler issue of estimating contemporaneous effects, wh
illustrates our strategy of allowing the effects of minimum wages to differ ac
the wage distribution while controlling in a flexible fashion for other source
changes in wages. In particular, we estimate the contemporaneous effects from
specification:

(1) W mWisym = a + MWsym - MWsym . R(wlisym, MWlsym)

W isymn MW1SYM

+ YjR(W'isym, MWlsym)j

+ OjR(wisym, MW1sym)j W isym

i MWsym

+ X isym + MimX + Sis Yiy + isym

In this specification, the superscripts 1 and 2
tion in the matched CPS data; the subscript i

scripts s, y, and m refer to state, calendar year (

which indicate year in sample), and month. MW

minimum wage, and w denotes the individu
race, ethnicity, education, and a quartic in p
Year 1 for each individual), which permit av
workers distinguished by these characteristics
Y year dummy variables. We include the full

subsume standard state and year effects and ca
vations from the same state and year, includi
omitted variables that vary at the state-year le
include state-specific business cycle effects on
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a more restrictive fashion by including the state-level unemployment rate. Because
the data set covers all months of the basic CPS, we also include calendar month

dummy variables (M) to control for seasonality-summer or holiday employment,
for example-that might be spuriously correlated with minimum wage changes.
Finally, e is a random error term assumed to have zero expectation conditional on
the regressors, and to be independent across state, year, and month cells conditional
on the regressors; given that the regressors on which we condition include month
dummy variables and state-year interactions, we have already controlled for many
sources of nonindependence of observations across space and time. In the estimation
of the regression equations, we compute standard errors that are robust to heteroskedasticity.
Rj denotes a set of dummy variables that describe the level of the Year 1 wage
relative to the Year 1 minimum wage; these are spelled out fully in Table 1. The
Rjs control for differences in wage changes at different points of the wage distribution

for reasons unrelated to changes in minimum wages, including measurement error
in wages that can lead to a negative correlation between measured Year 1 and Year
2 wages.4 In addition, we include interactions of the Rjs with the ratio of the individual's wage to the minimum wage; with the interactions, we have a spline specification
without restricting the lines to join at the knot points (a dummy/spline specification).
These additional interactive terms allow wage changes to differ within the cells de-

fined by the Rjs, hence allowing a more flexible specification of underlying wage
changes.
The parameters of direct interest are the Pjs, which capture the effects of an increase in the minimum wage for each region in the wage distribution defined by the
dummy variables Rj, relative to the baseline changes for the unaffected workers
captured by the control variables described in the previous paragraph. The Pi coefficients are still identified with the full set of state-year dummy interactions included,
because the minimum wage change multiplying R(.,.) may vary from month to month

within the year. In principle, we could include month-state interactions, in which
case we could only identify the effects of minimum wages at different points of the
wage distribution relative to some omitted category, with the natural choice being
the highest-wage workers. However, it is inappropriate to assume a priori that higherwage workers are not affected by minimum wage increases; supply shifts or relative

demand shifts could affect these workers indirectly. Nonetheless, in most of the
results reported below, the effects of minimum wages in the upper cell of the wage
distribution (6-8 times the minimum) are relatively small, and thus the estimates
4. While not reported in the tables, the estimated coefficients on the dummy variables, their interactions
with the relative minimum wage variables, and the other controls can be combined to estimate how the
dependent variables are changing in each cell of the distribution of wages relative to minimum wages.

For the two measures directly tied to wages-wages themselves, and earnings-the estimates indicate
substantial regression to the mean. That is, the estimated wage and earnings growth is very strong in the
bottom part of the distribution, and weak or negative at the top. (This is far different from results showing,

for example, slower wage growth in the bottom decile of the wage distribution than in the middle or at
the top, since such results are based on sample means or percentiles, rather than individual data that are
potentially subject to severe regression to the mean. So while one individual with a wage in the bottom
decile who subsequently earns higher wages is replaced by another whose wages have most likely fallen,
that is not the case with individual-level data.)
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for low-wage workers essentially mirror what we obtained when outcomes we

defined relative to this cell.5

Our specification of minimum wage effects is highly flexible in that it uses a set
of dummy variables that divide up the initial wage distribution into fairly narrow
regions-especially near the minimum wage. But this flexible specification imposes
strong demands on the data. An alternative, therefore, is to impose some smoothness
on the estimates-in particular, on how the minimum wage effect varies across the
wage distribution-by using a high-order polynomial in the wage relative to the
minimum wage. We therefore consider estimates using an alternative specification:

() - MW2is - MW'm symm ( ym
1 MW'
MW'\
Wlisym
J=, MW=sym
1 sym

+ WY isym
+ XI isy+ Mi + im ,Si Yiy + isym.
We experimented with polynomials of different orders and settled on seven as
the order required to capture the variation in estimated minimum wage effects. The
qualitative results were not sensitive to increasing or decreasing this order somewhat.
Although the remaining discussion in this section is couched in terms of Specification
1, it carries over to Specification 1' as well.
Previous research indicates that a significant portion of the total minimum wage

effect on employment occurs with a one-year lag (Neumark and Wascher 1992;
Baker et al. 1999). Some have argued that high turnover for low-wage workers implies that adjustments to minimum wages will occur quickly (for example, Brown
et al. 1982). But because changes in technology and management needed to replace
low-skilled workers may take time, the existence of lagged adjustment effects is an

empirical question. In addition, our earlier research on minimum wage effects on
family incomes (Neumark et al. 1998) indicated that minimum wage increases had
beneficial effects on low-income families contemporaneously, but adverse effects
after one year. This pattern is consistent with upward wage adjustments occurring
quickly, and employment and hours adjustments occurring with a lag. As this paper
also looks at incomes, a similar specification seems appropriate.
A complication arises, however, in estimating lagged effects with our data: We
cannot define a comparable set of Rjs in the year prior to Year 1 (call it Year 0)
because the matched CPSs only include wage data for Year 1 and Year 2.6 To get
around the absence of the earlier data, we instead define the Rjs that we use to identify

the lagged effects based on the Year 1 wage (relative to the Year 1 minimum), and
estimate the equation

5. These results are available upon request.
6. In principle the missing Year 0 data could be avoided by using a data set covering 24 months or more,

such as some of the SIPP or NLS panels. However, the rich characterization of minimum wage effects
that we are attempting to provide in this paper requires very large samples, making the CPS the only
feasible source of data.
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W2isym - Wisym - M MW2sy -RMWs ym I, )
iW~1
L1 Msymm
Wlsy m l sy }

+ ZpL MWsym - MW sym R((w'isym, M

+ yjR(wlisym MWlsym)j + jR(wl isym M
+ X isymb + Mim, + Sis, YiyX7 + ?isym.

In this specification, the lagged effects associated

from Year 0 to Year 1 are defined conditional o
was in the wage distribution relative to the mini
represents the year prior to Year 1.) This specific
same interpretation as the usual lagged effect if
not matter. That is, it reflects the usual lagged e
to MW', the Year 1 to Year 2 effect of the minim
path of wage rates up to w' (for example, wheth
all along or instead was swept up to wl by the in
see why this assumption is implicit in the specif
form of the regression we would use instead of E
years of data:

(3) W2iWlsym + Wiy -s MW swlsymm mWlsym WOisym, MW?sym)j
W isym j MWlsym

+ PL"MWsym - MW sym R(wlisym MWIsym, wisym MW s
+ ZyJR(wlisym' MWlsym WOisym' MW?sym)j

Wlsym WO isym

+ ZcjR(W'isymg M sym wtisym, MW )l ( Wf sym WOisym,

+ X'isym + M,im + Sis Yiy + isym.

There are two differences relative to Equation 2. First, the R function is more
general in that it allows the minimum wage and baseline effects to depend on wages

and minimum wages in both Year 0 and Year 1. For example, R could be a set of
dummy variables defined over a grid of values of the wage relative to the minimum
wage in each of the two years. Second, and related, in the term involving the coeffi-

cients 4)j, the baseline effects depend on pairs of values of the wage relative to the
minimum wage in each of the two years, rather than on just the Year 1 relative
values. The problem, of course, is that we do not have data for three years.
However, if w? and its value relative to MW? do not affect either baseline wage
growth (as captured in the coefficients yj and Oj) or the magnitude of the minimum
wage effect, once wI and MW' are known, then Equation 3 reduces to Equation 2.7
7. We also assume that the function f applied to the ratio of w' to MW' is linear.
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This is potentially a strong assumption, as it implies, for example, that anti
wage growth should be unrelated to past wage growth for two workers with th

current wage facing the same minimum wage. In fact, though, our specifi

allows this restriction to be relaxed in a number of ways, by allowing wage gr
to vary with a large set of control variables. Furthermore, because it includes
effects, we view this specification as likely to better capture the effects of mi
wages than a specification with exclusively contemporaneous effects. Nonet
as the results described below show, the substantive conclusions depend impor

on the inclusion of the lagged effects, and thus in future research it will be wort

to consider alternative methods or data sources that probe the sensitivity of the r

to the treatment of lagged effects.8

To this point, we have described how we estimate contemporaneous and

effects of minimum wages conditional on a worker's wage relative to the min

wage. However, combining the estimated contemporaneous and lagged effe

obtain estimates of the total effects of minimum wages on wages (or hours, e
ment, or income) is more complicated than in the usual case. In particular, in c

ing the sum of the contemporaneous and lagged effects we have to keep t

the contemporaneous effect, and measure the lagged effect from the point in the

distribution that prevails after one year (either because of minimum wage chan

baseline wage changes). That is, because workers experience wage growth w
or not minimum wages increase, and many low-wage workers are on steep r
of experience or tenure profiles, a worker whose wage is near the minimum
in Year 0 may have a wage significantly above the minimum in Year 1. As a
the typical minimum-wage worker may move several steps up through th
categories defined by our Rj variables, and thus measurement of the effects of
mum wages on low-wage workers needs to be conditioned on expected chan
wages for other reasons. In addition, first-year minimum wage effects may m
worker to a different part of the wage distribution, in which case the estimated

effect needs to be applied to the region of the wage distribution in which the
is likely to be found one year after the initial increase.9
To estimate the total effects, we consider a set of hypothetical workers bas

average characteristics and responses to minimum wage increases in each c

fined by the Rjs. The case we consider is a one-time, c percent increase in the
mum wage. We first use our estimates of Equation 2 to predict the contempor

wage change for the representative worker in each cell defined by the Rjs,

( w 2- w1 MW2-MWl MWl -MW o )

(4) E(w
c, = o, xj, s.~i, i, w:)
-1 MW1 MW? j
_

= a + c + + Mw + X+j + M + SY j = ,...,
MW' j=l.

8. An alternative is to try to predict the value of the Y

R). But such predictions would be extremely noisy, giv

power, and our ability to predict whose wages are in th
weak.

9. Note that the problem of estimating total effects is not related to our need to estimate lagged effects

with only two years of data; the same issue would arise with three years of data. The problem arises
because an individual's position in the wage distribution can change over time.
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where the "hats" on the Greek letters indicate estimates, and the means of X, S. Y,

M, and wl are defined for individuals in cell j. Based on these predictions, and the
average value of w' in each cell, we can obtain a predicted value of w2 (denoted
w2p) for the representative worker in each cell, which will have been affected both
by the minimum wage increase and the control variables.
The next step is to predict the lagged effects that occur one year later. To make
this prediction we shift the superscript on the predicted wage from wlP to w'P, use these

predicted values to place workers in new predicted cells defined by the Rjs (based
on MW1 and wP), and predict the lagged effect at that point (updating potential
experience by one year as well). The equation used for this prediction is

(5) E( w2(5)
-wE\0,
MW2
- MW?
MW,
WO w4Ip
=M
Xi, ,X,
S' ,- M,,
-i
MW'
MW0
J
= + c + Y+ M + XW + MjX + S Y,j j = 1...,J.
MW\

The sum of the expressions in Equations 4 and 5 is the implied two-year effect
of minimum wage increases on wages for workers in states with minimum wage
increases. Note that the lagged effects are based on the average response within a
wage category of a set of workers whose wages responded to a minimum wage
increase one year prior. Similar expressions with c set to 0 provide estimates of the
counterfactual, that is, changes in the wage distribution that would have occurred
without minimum wage increases. Changes in the wage distribution for these workers
are predicted based on the other control variables. Note that we cannot simply subtract the terms involving these control variables off of Equations 4 and 5 and report
the estimated ,Bs multiplied by the minimum wage increase, because these control

variables influence w'P in Equation 5.
Although the procedures in this section have been described with the change in
the wage as the dependent variable, identical procedures can be used to estimate the
effects of minimum wage increases on hours and income. And, with respect to the
analysis of employment, the only difference is that we condition on Year 1 employment and look at whether the individual becomes nonemployed in Year 2, so that
the dependent variable is an indicator of a change in employment status. We restrict
attention to those initially employed because we do not have an initial wage for
those initially nonemployed. As a result, care should be taken in interpreting the
results as measuring overall employment effects of minimum wages, as labor market
entry could either rise or fall in response to minimum wage increases, although we
would expect the change to be in the same direction as for those initially employed.
In these cases, we first estimate the contemporaneous effect using an equation
corresponding to Equation 4 for the relevant dependent variable. We then predict
the Year 1 wage as described above, and use an equation corresponding to Equation
5, again for the relevant dependent variable, to estimate the correct lagged effect.
Combining these predicted changes for wages, hours, employment, and income
yields a detailed characterization of the effects of minimum wages at different points
of the wage distribution.
Finally, hypothesis testing for our estimated total effects is more complicated than
in a simple regression analysis. The potential for cross-year and cross-equation corre-
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lations of errors, together with the rather complicated way we combine pred
from different equations, makes conventional standard errors difficult to cal
We therefore instead use bootstrap-based standard errors. Hypothesis testing

using the realized empirical distributions of the bootstrap estimates, in ea
based on 500 repetitions.?1 One could argue that our large sample calls for
cance levels for hypothesis testing considerably smaller than the convention
10 percent levels. However, our effective sample size is overstated by the n
of observations on individuals, because we identify minimum wage effects
state-year variation. In addition, we are estimating effects for narrow sub
introducing many parameters to allow for a flexible specification and numero
mensions of heterogeneity. Given that we exploit the large sample size to put s
ous demands on the data, it is not accurate to think of the sample size getting
large ceteris paribus, relative to other research using conventional significance

V. Results

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics for the full sample, and the

samples defined by the Rjs that break up the distribution of initial wages in

that-especially near the minimum-are quite disaggregated. To accou

rounding and slight reporting errors in wages, note that workers with wages
ten cents less and ten cents more than the minimum are defined as minimum

workers. The figures in this table are largely as expected. With the excep

workers initially paid below the minimum and workers in the highest wage c
average hours worked per week increase monotonically with the initial wag
the high 20s-suggestive of a fairly high proportion of part-time workers-

than 40. Combining hours and wages, weekly labor income (defined in n
terms) rises monotonically. Teenagers are heavily overrepresented in the
wage categories; although they make up only 6 percent of the sample, they c
36 percent of minimum wage workers and 29 percent of workers earning
the minimum but below 1.1 times the minimum. Similarly, women, black
Hispanics are overrepresented among low-wage workers.
We next discuss, in turn, minimum wage effects on wages, hours, emplo
and labor income. Although the regression estimates do not provide a des
of the total (contemporaneous and lagged) effects of minimum wages, we beg
these estimates before moving on to more readily interpretable graphs tha

these total effects for representative workers in each region of the wage distr

We focus first on the dummy/spline specification with dummy variables
cell of the distribution of wages relative to minimum wages, and the asso
interactions. Following a detailed discussion of these estimates, we present
from the more restrictive polynomial specification.

10. Although the errors in the equations for the different dependent variables are potentially co

the controls are the same. The wage and hours equations are estimated conditional on employmen
years, and the employment and earnings equations are estimated conditional on employment
Thus, for each pair of equations we have seemingly unrelated regressions, for which OLS is ef
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Table 1

Means, Overall and by Position in the Wage Distribution
Weekly
Hours, Year 1

Employed

Labor

Proportion Year 2 In
Year 1 variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Full sample 1.00 38.8 377.3 0.06 0.94 0.47 0.5

By Year 1 wage
w < MW - $.10 0.026 32.0 86.4 0.24 0.76 0.64 0
MW - $.10 - w ' MW + $.10 0.046 28.0 95.8 0.36 0.64 0.6
MW + $.10 < w c 1.1.MW 0.031 30.9 114.3 0.29 0.71 0.6
1.1 < w/MW c 1.2 0.052 33.0 136.9 0.19 0.81 0.61
1.2
1.3
1.5
2 <

< w/MW 1.3 0.032 35.8 159.7 0.13 0.87 0.63 0
< w/MW < 1.5 0.084 36.6 184.6 0.09 0.91 0.59
< w/MW 2 0.168 38.9 249.4 0.03 0.97 0.56 0
w/MW c 3 0.265 40.5 365.5 0.01 0.99 0.45 0

3 < w/MW 4 0.148 41.4 531.6 0.002 0.998 0.34 0
4 < w/MW < 5 0.078 41.9 695.6 0.001 0.999 0.28 0
5 < w/MW c 6 0.043 42.1 862.8 0.001 0.999 0.24 0

6 < w/MW c 8 0.029 41.8 1,082.6 0.001 0.999 0.20

Notes: The sample is restricted to wage and salary em
Year 2 employment, in Column 2, includes 749,510 ob
observations with Year 1 wages more than eight times
greater in wages or hours (fewer than 1 percent of t
demographic characteristics). Proportions black, Hispa
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A. Wages

Columns 1 and 1' of Table 2 report the estimates of P and PL, respectively, in Equ
2, using the percent change in wages as the dependent variable. The contemporan
effects (the ps) are straightforward to interpret, as they measure the percentage cha
in the wage resulting from a 1 percent increase in the minimum wage. The estim
reveal pronounced, statistically significant positive effects near the minimum. In par
ular, for workers at or just above the minimum wage, the elasticity of wages
respect to the minimum is about 0.8. The elasticity falls to about 0.25 to 0.4 for wor
between 1.1 and 1.5 times the minimum. For workers below the minimum, the e

mated elasticity actually exceeds one.1l Higher into the initial wage distribution,
estimated elasticities become quite small, although some are significant.
The estimates of the lagged effects (the PLs) also reveal some interesting patte
In particular, especially near the minimum, the estimated coefficients are stron
negative. This negative lagged effect implies that some of the wage gains associa
with minimum wage increases are "given back" in the following year. These g
backs have not been noted in previous work on the effects of minimum wage

the wage distribution. However, it is perhaps not surprising that employers

advantage of inflation in subsequent years to realign wages, partly undoing the ef

of legislated nominal wage increases for low-wage workers.

In the upper left-hand panel of Figure 1, we display graphically the estimated eff
on the wage distribution based on the calculation described in the previous section
this figure (and subsequent ones) we report the effect of a one-time 10 percent incr
in the minimum wage. The figure displays the differential between the percentage ch
in the wage experienced by workers in states with the 10 percent minimum wage
crease, and workers in states without an increase. The light bars simply replicate
estimated contemporaneous effects that were reported in Column 1 of Table 2. Of m
interest are the estimated total effects, the gray bars, which incorporate lagged eff
of minimum wages. As suggested by the negative estimates of the pLs in Column
Table 1, the effects of minimum wages on the wage distribution are tempered consid
ably when lagged effects are incorporated. Near the minimum wage, the elastici
the wage with respect to the minimum falls to about 0.4. The estimated elasticities t
decline for the cells slightly higher in the wage distribution, and become negative, a
small, for cells more than twice the minimum. The graph also displays informatio
the p-values associated with each estimated effect (for the null hypothesis of no eff
versus the two-sided alternative). As indicated by the presence of three or four aster
most of the elasticities greater than 0.1 or so (in absolute value) are statistically signif
at the 5 percent level or better.

11. We suspect that estimates for the part of the wage distribution below the minimum are less relia

for a couple of reasons, including regression to the mean in wage data erroneously reported as below
minimum, and transitions between uncovered or tipped jobs and covered jobs. The latter scenario is li
to have a positive influence on the estimate of P for this cell, because the jump in the wage upon mo
to a covered job will be higher the more the minimum has increased. Finally, we conjecture that min
wage increases are followed by upward (perhaps temporary) ratcheting of minimum wage compliance,
employers and workers become better informed about prevailing minimum wages.
12. Note that Table 2 reports conventional regression standard errors, while Figure 1 and subsequent
report bootstrapped standard errors. As might be expected, for the contemporaneous effects these stan
errors are almost identical.
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Table 2

Effects of Minimum Wages on Wages, Hours, Employment, and Income
Hours, Conditional

on Yea
Wages Employment Emp

Current Lagged Cuffent Lagged Cu
Percent change in minimum wage
X dummy variables for
< MW - $.10

1.39 -0.76 -0.30 0.23 0.0

(0.25) (0.23) (0.13) (0.13) (0.0
MW - $.10 --w MW + $.10

0.79 -0.60 -0.09 -0.52 -0.

(0.1I0) (0.09) (0. 11) (0.1I0) (0.
MW + $.10 < w 1.1. MW

0.78 -0.29 -0.05 -0.23 -0

(0.12) (0. 11) (0.1I0) (0.09) (0.
1.1 < w/MW 1.2

0.41 -0.42 0.06 -0.20 -0.0

(0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.0
1.2 < w/MW ?1.3

0.36 -0.27 0.16 -0.11 -0.

(0.1I0) (0.1I0) (0.07) (0.07) (0.

0.26 -0.27 0.11 -0.17 -0.

(0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.04) (0.0
1.5 < w/MW 2

0.16 -0.12 0.04 -0.01 -0.0

(0.04) (0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.0
2 < w/MW ?3

0.06 -0.14 -0.00 0.005 0.

(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.0
3 < w/MW ?4

0.00 -0.18 -0.04 0.09 0.0

(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.0
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Table 2 (continued)
Hours, Conditional

on

Yea

Wages Employment Empl

Current Lagged Current Lagged Cur

4 < w/MW < 5 0.03 -0.12 -0.01 0.11 0.027

(0.04) (0.04) (0.02) (0.03) (0.0

5 < w/MW ? 6 0.08 -0.23 -0.05 0.11 0.018

(0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.0

6 < w/MW < 8 0.09 -0.21 -0.09 0.09 0.011

(0.04) (0.05) (0.04) (0.04) (0.0

Adjusted

R2

N

749,510

749,510

0.16

0.04

0

847,175

Notes: Dependent variable is the pe
(Columns 4-4'). Dependent variable
reported effects are for a 100 perce
percent increase in the minimum w
to individuals working for a wage in
are based on the Year 1 wage relati
wage that are used to define the int
experience, and dummy variables f
control for seasonal effects); all are
because there are within-year mini
to two-year effects; the latter are d
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Taken as a whole, these results indicate that minimum wage increases raise

wages of the lowest-paid workers. However, the evidence of wage declines for w
ers initially earning higher wages suggests either that outward labor supply s
for higher-wage workers outweigh increases in labor demand from substitution
fects, or that the scale effects resulting from higher overall labor costs outweigh
substitution effects. In addition, the results in the figure indicate that wage loss
the upper end of the wage distribution are smaller in percentage terms than
at the lower end, but larger in absolute terms. With more workers represent
some of the higher-wage cells, the findings may suggest that minimum wage
a rather inefficient tax and transfer scheme.

B. Hours

We next turn to effects on hours (conditional on remaining employed) for w
in different regions of the wage distribution. The regression estimates are r
in Columns 2 and 2' of Table 2. The estimates reveal little evidence of cont
neous hours reductions for workers paid at or slightly above the minimu
although there is a significant estimated decline for workers initially earnin
the minimum. For workers earning between 1.2 and 1.5 times the minimu
is evidence of moderate but statistically significant increases in hours. Th

effects are more striking, with significant hours reductions for individuals at o

the minimum wage, up to about 1.5 times the minimum.
The full set of contemporaneous and total effects is displayed in the uppe
hand panel of Figure 1. For individuals below the minimum, the estimat
effect on hours is more negative than the contemporaneous effect alone. T
negative total effect occurs because the wage gains experienced by these
(see the upper left-hand panel of the figure) put them into higher cells in t
distribution, where, as reported in Table 2, there are lagged hours reduction
importantly, the figure reveals hours reductions for workers initially paid
above the minimum wage, with elasticities near -0.3; the estimates for b
are strongly significant. In contrast, there are no significant total effects fo
wage workers, although the point estimates are nearly all positive. Coup
reductions in wages for higher-wage workers, such hours increases sugge
higher minimum wage leads them to increase labor supply-perhaps in res
reductions in hours for low-wage family members.

C. Employment

With respect to employment, the contemporaneous estimates in Column 3
2 reveal disemployment effects for individuals at the minimum and just a
minimum (up to 1.3 times the minimum); these estimates are statistically si
at the 5 or 10 percent level. The estimated elasticities range from -0.12 t
(with the exception of the cell for workers with wages 1.1 to 1.2 times the m
close to the so-called consensus range of estimated disemployment effects fo
ers (Brown et al. 1982; Fuchs et al. 1998). Past research has focused on te
because they are viewed as low skill. Using low wages to identify low-skill
instead seems to yield similar results.
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However, as suggested by the lagged estimates in Column 3', and as displayed
in the lower left-hand panel of Figure 1, the disemployment effects are partially
offset in the second year, with the total effect becoming smaller and statistically
weaker except for workers with initial wages between 1.2 and 1.3 times the minimum. The pattern of stronger employment effects initially, but stronger hours effects

later, is consistent with employers first laying off part-time workers, reducing fixed
costs of labor, and then later adjusting hours downward.
D. Income

Finally, we turn to earned income. Based on the results reported above, a high
minimum wage could have either a positive or negative effect on the earned incom
of low-wage workers. Low-wage workers experience wage gains as a result of mi
mum wage increases, but also experience hours and employment declines. And,
noted previously, we cannot simply use the elasticities for hours, employment, an
wages to predict income effects, since we do not know the joint distributions
changes in these variables. Columns 4 and 4' of Table 2 report the regression es
mates. The contemporaneous effects are positive (and significant for most cells) fo
workers initially earning up to twice the minimum wage. In contrast, the lagg
effects are uniformly negative and quite strong, especially up to about twice t

minimum.

The lower right-hand panel of Figure 1 reports the one-year and total effects. Th
contemporaneous effects might be interpreted as suggesting that minimum wag
increase the earnings of low-wage workers; the elasticities are in the 0.2 to 0.4 ran

for workers initially earning up to twice the minimum and are statistically significant

However, adding in the lagged effects reverses this conclusion. As shown by t
dark bars, the total effects indicate that workers initially below the minimum, at

minimum, and up to 1.1 times the minimum experience income declines. The es
mated effect for minimum wage workers is on the order of a 6 percent decline an
is statistically significant at the 5 percent level. The source of the reversal is cl
from the other panels of the figure. Although disemployment effects are temper
hours reductions after one year are much sharper, and the wage gains considera
weaker.

Overall, the analysis indicates that very low-wage workers are not helped and ar
more likely hurt by minimum wage increases. Although minimum wages bump
wages of these workers, hours reductions, in particular, interact with changes
wages in such a way that earned income declines.
In Figure 2, we show estimates based on the polynomial specification of variatio
in minimum wage effects throughout the wage distribution; this specification is mo
restrictive but imposes some smoothness on how these effects change across t
distribution. For comparison purposes, we report estimated effects of minimu
wages for the same cells of the wage distribution (based on the mean for each c
as were used in the dummy variable specification.
The first feature of the results to notice is the greater smoothness, as the effec
typically change monotonically up to about 1.5-2 times the minimum wage. Fo
wages, hours, and earned income, the results are qualitatively similar to those
Figure 1. There is evidence of positive wage effects one year after a minimum wag
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Effects of 10 Percent Minimum Wage Increase, Full Sample, Polynomial S
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increase for the lowest-wage workers, although they are somewhat smaller than in
Figure 1. Also, while these positive impacts extend out a bit further into the wage
distribution, the cross-over point from positive to negative effects is still at about
2-3 times the minimum. Correspondingly, the negative hours effects also extend a
bit higher up into the wage distribution, with negative effects one year out evident
up to 1.5 times the minimum. Similarly, the negative estimated earnings effects are
the same rough magnitude as in Figure 1 for the lower-wage workers, but the negative effects extend a bit higher into the wage distribution.
The only substantive difference is that the polynomial specification provides no
evidence of disemployment effects one year after a minimum wage increase. Inspection of Figure 1 suggests that this may owe to the more irregular pattern of employment effects in the unrestricted model. But regardless, the evidence on employment
effects is rather weak using either specification.

E. Adults Only
One of the motivations we cited for looking at minimum wage effects conditional
on workers' positions in the initial wage distribution was to see whether there is
evidence of labor demand reductions for low-skilled workers. Our focus on low-

wage workers differs from past work studying specific age groups (for example, teens

or young adults) that include many-but not exclusively-low-skilled workers. To
assess the extent to which our results identify effects for low-skilled adults, Figure
3 reports estimates using a sample restricted to individuals aged 20 and older.13 Overall, these estimates are quite similar to those in Figure 2, with evidence of significant
positive wage effects in the lower range of the wage distribution, but significant
negative hours and income effects for the lowest-wage workers. Thus, the negative
consequences of minimum wages are not restricted to teenagers, but appear more

generally for low-wage workers. We also looked at separate results for men and
women, see Tables 4a and 4b. The findings were similar for the two groups, with
a slight hint that the consequences of minimum wages are worse for women.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper, we present evidence on wage, hours, employment, and
labor income adjustments that occur in response to minimum wage increases. O
main contribution is to estimate these adjustments in a consistent framework t
provides a relatively complete description of the effects of minimum wages at m
different points of the wage distribution.
The evidence indicates that low-wage workers are most strongly affected, wh

higher-wage workers are little affected. Workers who initially earn near the minim
wage experience wage gains. But their hours and employment decline, and the com

13. Because most of the evidence is quite similar using the polynomial specification, and because

restrictions imposed by that specification are even more useful when we take smaller cuts of the samp
these disaggregated results were estimated using the polynomial specification. Results were qualitatively
similar using the unrestricted specification-paralleling the full-sample results.
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Effects of 10 Percent Minimum Wage Increase, Adults Only, Polynomial S
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Note: Significance levels for two-sided tests are indicated as follows: 1 percent (4
isks); 10 percent (2 asterisks); 15 percent (1 asterisk).
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bined effect of these changes on earned income suggests net adverse consequences
for low-wage workers. The inclusion of lagged minimum wage effects is critical in
arriving at the conclusion that low-wage workers are adversely affected, as we find
that contemporaneous effects overstate the wage gains and understate the hours and
income losses experienced by low-wage workers when minimum wages rise.
The results in this paper are complementary to previous work on the impact of
the minimum wage on family incomes (Neumark et al. 1998; Neumark and Wascher,
2002). In particular, our finding that the earned incomes of low-wage workers decline
in response to a minimum wage hike is consistent with reduced-form evidence indicating that minimum wages may increase the proportion of families that are poor
or near-poor. In this paper we provide some insight into the transmission mechanism
of minimum wage effects. A legislated increase in the minimum wage does lead to
an immediate boost in the pay of low-wage workers. However, the ultimate sizes
of the wage increases induced by the higher minimum typically are considerably
smaller than the minimum wage hike itself, and there are hours reductions among
employed workers that, coupled with small disemployment effects, generate net
losses in earned income. Thus, the findings in this paper indicate that the full range
of labor market effects associated with raising the minimum wage most likely reduce
the well-being of low-wage workers.
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